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UPDATE JANUARY 4, 2016 – CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone! Today is January 4, 2016.
Welcome to the new year!
I hope all of you had a wonderful New Year celebration and will have a great year, whatever a
great year would be for you. I say that knowing that the definition of a great year will be
different from one person/family to the next.
As my son, Phill, and I have had the opportunity to spend time in various parts of the country
we have been able to talk with folks and listen to the struggles they are finding themselves
being confronted with. You cannot believe the hell some folks have had to go through. Keep in
mind that one third of the population of the country is not included in the labor force reporting.
Being physically in these places, while having come from other places, has also allowed us to
see their situation in a way that they might not be able to see. For example: Here is a warning
for Texas, Florida, and North Carolina. We could go out ten states and make it about the “top
ten” but the top three will work just fine.
Texas, Florida and North Carolina won the top three spots, respectively, in the “Chief
Executive Best and Worst States for Business Survey” that I brought to your attention back on
October 28. http://chiefexecutive.net/best-worst-states-business/
So what's the warning?
California (50), New York (49) and Illinois (48) won the bottom three spots... again. Nobody
wants to do business in these states. Keep in mind that companies would love to do business
in these states. This is a dire situation when you consider that all three states have been
business leaders compared to the rest of the country, even the rest of the world, at one time.
Consider that the worst place to do business, California, if we consider it as its own country,
has in the past been THE place to do business, being anywhere from the sixth to the ninth
largest economy - in the world - in any given year. The story is similar for both New York and
Illinois.
How did this fall to the bottom – for all three – happen? It happened over time because of
people doing stupid things, both in the government(s) and the general population. It was not
some unseen black-magic spell that suddenly fell out of nowhere upon those economies. It
was the people living in those state(s) that created/allowed the problem(s). Freedom was not
their primary concern.
But wait, there's more.
As companies are relocating from the three bottom states to the three top states (or to
Mexico, but that's another discussion) they are also relocating many of their employees. And
in some cases, folks who lost their jobs in the bottom three states are relocating themselves
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to the top three states hoping to improve their situation. Because of their situation, we could
actually call them... in-country economic refugees. I just made up that term, but the term
works because the huge relocation of people – for purely economic reasons – is an unnatural
migration. “Unnatural” because people are not necessarily relocating because they want to,
but because circumstances are forcing them to, and the percentage of those relocating is
huge.
What ideology, what world view are these people from the bottom three bringing with them to
the top three? Does the state they're coming from have the same culture as the state they're
resettling in? They will be bringing their view of how things 'should be' and voting in their new
state home. With that in mind, are you folks in the top three willing to share your wisdom and
experience with those from the bottom three, as they relocate to your state? Be careful how
you answer. On the flip side, are you economic refugees willing to relearn some things
(change your thinking) so that your new home will remain at the top of the list? Or does it
matter? Be careful how you answer.
If either the natives or the refugees say - it doesn't matter - thank you. You just proved my
point and made my warning very real and very dire. The majority usually rules. That is not
always the case in the US today, when one judge is able to overthrow what the majority has
approved.
The articles in this Update speak for themselves. Things are still unraveling.
You are my family and friends. I care about you. I love you.
Tim

What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated: you
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on; go deeper
and read the excerpts; or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
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Culture
School calligraphy lesson: 'No god but Allah'
This is not the only incident like this that has taken place in other K-12 public schools across
the country.
Also, I did not bring it up when it happened, but just a few weeks ago a female professor of
ten years at Wheaton College (a well known Christian college in Illinois) was let go because
she started wearing and telling the folks that the women should start wearing hijabs.
Democrats think Christians bigger threat than Muslims
The headline is true, but a little misleading. But it did get your attention, right? It is from the
results of a recent survey.
Secret deal quadruples foreign workers in U.S.
This article and the one below it are a follow-up from the October 28, 2015 Update.
New Year’s Surprise: Obama Regulation To Give Work-Permits To Foreign CollegeGraduates
What If the Causes of Violent Crime Are Blowing in the Wind?
Hey, don't blame me. The smog made me do it. I see grant money aplenty.
Washington state opens all women's bathrooms to men
We were in Houston, Texas when the good people of Houston voted down a similar law. You
cannot believe the “EQUALITY” advertising that was used to promote the proposition.
In Washington State the people were never allowed to vote on the matter. The legislature
simply voted and made it law. This dangerous foolishness has been tried in other states/cities
as well.
Also, the law allows women to use the men's bathroom too.
By the way, you might be interested to know that this whole bathroom discussion has been
going on since the latter part of the 1960s. At least that's when I first heard about it.
Technology
191 million U.S. voters have personal info exposed
At first, it is easy to get very angry at the incident, and to be focused on the incident. Yes, it is
a huge problem. I do not mean to diminish it. However, the larger concern is the “solution” to
the “crisis.” The solution will be of Biblical proportions.
California to regulate information gathered by smart Tvs
I don't know how to explain it. I got nuttin. Just read it.
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By Far the Biggest Threat to Your Wealth in 2016
You probably think this should be under Money.
ISIL aims to launch cyberattacks on U.S.
This is a follow-up to the October 20, 2015 Update.
Money
Central Bank Policies Coming Home to Roost
I was commenting to a friend not long ago that we are living in a time when no matter what
you do, it is wrong. Here comes the crises.
Updates
Culture
School calligraphy lesson: 'No god but Allah' (12/16/15, Douglas Ernst, WND)
District denies 'attempt at indoctrination to Islam'
Excerpt: A Virginia school district is defending its recent calligraphy lesson for its high-school
students: Write, “There is no god but Allah. Muhammad is the messenger of Allah.”
Livid parents in Greenville, Virginia, attended a Dec. 11 school-district meeting to find out why
children at Riverheads High School were encouraged to wear Islamic attire and write a
statement of faith, also known as the shahada. The assignment was for a world geography
class.
(Further down)
School officials insisted the lesson was about “art” and not religion because students were
examining the script’s “artistic complexity.”
The district’s statement added that students were also encouraged to wear a scarf to
experience “an interactive lesson about the Islamic concept of modest dress,” the network
reported.
Virginia parents’ frustration with Riverheads High School is emblematic of the anger felt by
their California counterparts in November. Students at Spring View Middle School in
Huntington Beach were told to sing an Islamic fight song.
A seventh-grade teacher deviated from the school curriculum to have students sing, “This is
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My Fight Song.”
“Allah’s on the way. They will preach them loud tonight. Can you hear their voice this time?
This is their fight song. Spread Islam now song. Prove that they’re right song,” students were
instructed to sing, KCAL 9 Los Angeles reported Nov. 17.
http://www.wnd.com/2015/12/school-calligraphy-lesson-no-god-but-allah/?cat_orig=faith

Democrats think Christians bigger threat than Muslims (12/28/15, Bob Unruh, WND)
Large percentage of Protestants, Catholics agree
Excerpt: A new poll reveals that 45 percent of the Democrats who responded believe that
Christians are a greater threat to America than Muslims.
No shock that 72 percent of atheists agree.
But the surprise is that 18 percent of those who consider themselves ” very conservative”
agree.
As do 29 percent of Protestants.
And 23 percent of Catholics.
Interestingly, the sample of Muslims was very small, but 100 percent said it is Muslims who
are the greater danger.
The results are from a new WND/Clout poll by Clout Research, a national opinion research
firm in Columbus, Ohio. The telephone survey of registered voters was taken Dec. 18-27,
except for the holiday, and has a margin of error of plus or minus 3.35 percentage points.
(Further down)
The survey included very few Muslims, but they all said Muslims were the greater threat to the
country. Among Protestants, 29 percent said Christians were the greater threat, while 72
percent of Atheists said Christians were a greater threat, he noted.
“A majority of blacks said Christians were the greater threat, but all other races said Muslims
were the greatest threat to America,” he said.
The question asked was simple: “Which do you believe pose the greatest threat to America –
Muslims or Christians?”
Fifty-five percent of Democrats, 80 percent of the GOP and 64 percent of the independents
identified Muslims.
Among those who identify themselves as liberal, it was approaching 50 percent that believe
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Christians are the greater danger.
Among whites, 67 percent identified Muslims, among Hispanics, 90 percent identified Muslims
and among Asians, 82 percent identified Muslims. It was blacks, who by a 55-45 majority, said
Christians are a bigger threat.
http://www.wnd.com/2015/12/democrats-think-christians-bigger-threat-than-muslims/

Secret deal quadruples foreign workers in U.S. (12/16/15, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Borrows from Rubio's 'Gang of Eight' bill to flood blue-collar job market
Excerpt: Buried in the 2,000-page omnibus spending bill released by the Senate Wednesday
morning is a secret provision that many senators hope unemployed blue-collar workers won’t
find out about.
This provision would quadruple the number of H-2B visas for low-skilled foreign “guest
workers.” It would allow more than a quarter-of-a-million foreign workers to enter the U.S.
each year and work in the construction industry, hotel-motel services, truck drivers, food
processing, forestry and many other fields that don’t require a college education.
A vote on the spending bill is expected late Thursday night, possibly after midnight, sources
on the Hill told WND.
The bill also includes funding for all of President Obama’s foreign refugee resettlement
program and does nothing to stop the proliferation of so-called “sanctuary cities.”
Legal immigration is already at an all-time high, with 1.1 million foreign-born persons coming
to the U.S. every year, and a recent Pew Research poll shows 83 percent of the voting public
wishes to see the level of immigration frozen or reduced.
(Further down)
“On top of this provision, the omnibus approves – without conditions – the president’s request
for increased refugee admissions, allowing him to bring in as many refugees as he wants,
from anywhere he wants, and then allow them to access unlimited amounts of welfare and
entitlements at taxpayer expense. This will ensure that at least 170,000 green card, refugee
and asylum approvals are issued to migrants from Muslim countries over just the next 12
months.
“In March, … I sent appropriators a list of several dozen provisions for inclusion in our funding
bills to improve immigration enforcement and block presidential lawlessness; those provisions
were rejected – yet industry’s request for more foreign workers, and the president’s request
for refugee funds, were unconditionally approved.
“The bill also funds sanctuary cities and illegal alien resettlement, allows the president to
continue issuing visas to countries that refuse to repatriate violent criminal aliens, and funds
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the president’s ongoing lawless immigration actions – including his unimpeded 2012
executive amnesty for alien youth.
“As feared, the effect is to fund the president’s entire immigration agenda.”
http://www.wnd.com/2015/12/secret-deal-quadruples-foreign-workers-in-u-s/?cat_orig=money

New Year’s Surprise: Obama Regulation To Give Work-Permits To Foreign CollegeGraduates (12/30/15, Neil Munro, Breitbart)
Excerpt: As the nation prepares to ring in the New Year, President Barack Obama is preparing
a colossal new executive action that could print-up work permits for a huge number of foreign
white-collar graduates every year, above and beyond the levels set by Congress.
This executive action, which directly bypasses Congressional lawmakers, is likely to
reverberate across the presidential race, as GOP voters look to choose a nominee they
believe will most effectively roll back the President’s still-expanding agenda. And it will
certainly raise new security concerns as it covers categories of immigration utilized by
migrants from the Middle East and nearby regions.
(Further down)
According to the pending regulation, “many of these changes are primarily aimed at improving
the ability of U.S. employers to hire and retain [foreign] high-skilled workers who
are beneficiaries of approved employment-based immigrant visa petitions and are waiting
to become lawful permanent residents (LPRs), while increasing the ability of such [foreign]
workers to seek promotions, accept lateral positions with current employers, change
employers, or pursue other employment options.”
The new policy also creates a large economic incentive for U.S. employers to hire foreign
college-grads instead of new American college-grads.
That’s because the policy will allow U.S. employers to hire foreign college graduates at very
low salaries. The foreign graduates will gladly take those low-wage white-collar jobs because
the new policy allows them to get deferred payments from the federal government — valuable
permanent work-permits that are the first step on the golden pathway to Green Cards and
citizenship.
In contrast, employers can’t pay American graduates with this combination of low-salaries
plus the federal promise of citizenship — because the Americans already have citizenship.
That means employers must pay more money to hire American college-grads than they would
to hire foreign college-grads. That puts a huge disadvantage on American graduates because
they need higher salaries to pay off their expensive U.S. college debt.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2015/12/30/obamas-agency-reveals-plan-give-work-permits-myriadforeign-college-graduates/
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What If the Causes of Violent Crime Are Blowing in the Wind? (12/29/15, Madeline
Thomas, Pacific Standard)
Serious crimes are more likely to occur in neighborhoods downwind of air pollution, according
to a new study.
Excerpt: The key to predicting where violent crime occurs may be to see which way the wind
blows.
Neighborhoods downwind from tailpipe exhaust or industrial activity are more likely to
experience higher rates of violent crime like homicide, rape, or assault, argue a team of
researchers from the Harvard University Center for the Environment and the University of
California–Davis in a new study published by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
(Further down)
While property crimes—burglary, larceny, arson, and grand theft auto—seemed unaffected by
pollution, violent crimes—homicide, rape, robbery, assault, battery—were 2.2 percent higher
in neighborhoods downwind of any air pollution.
(Further down)
This isn't the first study to link pollution with crime:
• Violent criminals may have been exposed to heavy amounts of lead as children, and
could in turn have higher levels of lead in their blood, according to a 2007 working
paper published by the National Bureau of Economic Research. Childhood lead
exposure is often associated with behavioral and cognitive traits linked to criminal
tendencies, like low IQ; brain damage; ADHD; and aggressive, hyperactive, and
impulsive behaviors. Lead exposure can also cause irreversible effects on the central
nervous system and developing brain. Before lead was removed from gasoline in the
late 1970s thanks to the Clean Air Act, gasoline was responsible for most of the lead
found in the air, dust, and dirt around cities. Children who were born or who grew up in
the '70s and '80s with unleaded gasoline, however, are responsible for a 56 percent
drop in violent crime between 1992 and 2002. According to the study, crime rates
should continue to fall by 2020, the year in which all adults in their 20s and 30s will
have grown up without any exposure to lead in gasoline at all.
• In the inner city, access to nature's spoils may be the best way to reduce crime.
According to a new study published in BioScience, urban neighborhoods in closer
proximity to nature feel more cohesive as a community. Being able to view some sort of
natural landscape from the comforts of the home, the quality of the natural landscape
within a city, and the amount of time spent in nature all create the perceptions of a
more united neighborhood. When residents feel more tight-knit as a whole, the study
states, they become less likely to engage in criminal behavior.
• Sufferers of chronic psychosocial stress—a sense of continual distress resulting from
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repeated exposure to a social stressor like poverty or abuse—may be more vulnerable
to environmental chemicals. According to a 2014 study of social stressors and air
pollution from neighborhoods across New York City, the tolls of psychosocial stress—
including its wear and tear on the body's immune, endocrine, and metabolic systems—
render the body more sensitive to pollutants like lead.
• High ozone levels—an indication of smog—correlates with increased rates of family
disturbances, according to a 1985 study of air pollution, weather, and violent crime
published in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. The most violent
altercations, according to the study, occurred on warmer days versus cooler ones.
When studying air pollution, the social and psychological costs of violent crime also
should be taken into account, the study's authors argue
http://www.psmag.com/nature-and-technology/what-if-the-causes-of-violent-crime-are-blowing-in-the-wind?
utm_source=Pacific%20Standard%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=bd5ba2070c-daily-rssnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_a4fd1bcb7e-bd5ba2070c-76422581

Washington state opens all women's bathrooms to men (12/31/15, Cheryl Chumley,
WND)
Mandate called '1st-of-its-kind' in nation
Excerpt: A new rule issued by the state’s HRC just took effect this month – and that’s after the
Houston’s lesbian mayor lost her own personal campaign to open women’s restrooms to men,
due to voter backlash. Voters in Missouri and Arkansas recently shot down similar proposals,
too.
But Washington went a different way, and the HRC, which has rule-making powers, created a
new mandate for the entire state to abide.
(Further down)
As The Family Policy Institute pointed, the state’s been battling with the issue for some time.
“School boards throughout Washington state have been wrestling with it. The YMCA of Pierce
and Kitsap County recently made headlines when they created a policy allowing transgender
men to use the women’s locker room under any and all circumstances,” the organization
reported. “However, this is the first statewide mandate that forces businesses to cooperate
with a customer’s confusion about his or her gender.”
(Further down)
The new rule “also affects schools,” the policy organization found.
http://www.wnd.com/2015/12/washington-state-opens-womens-bathrooms-to-men/?cat_orig=us
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Technology

191 million U.S. voters have personal info exposed (12/28/15, Douglas Ernst, WND)
Names, addresses, birth dates, party affiliations, phone numbers, emails
Excerpt: “The alarming part is that the information is so concentrated,” Chris Vickery told
Reuters on Monday. The Austin man found the trove of personal information while
researching data leaks. He then reported it with help from CSO Online and Databreaches.net.
Vickery said the information he found includes names, addresses, birth dates, party
affiliations, phone numbers and emails of voters in all 50 U.S. states and Washington.
Although the data is considered public information, it would take a herculean effort to glean
and organize such a high volume. Complicating matters for the owner would have been the
process of navigating different rules protecting voter data in each state, although many have
no restrictions.
http://www.wnd.com/2015/12/trove-of-data-on-191-million-u-s-voters-found-online/?cat_orig=us

California to regulate information gathered by smart TVs (12/29/15, Ben Bergman,
KPCC)
You can file this under the category of things you didn’t think you needed to worry about: On
New Year's Day, California will become the first state to regulate information gathered by
smart televisions.
Assembly Bill 1116 promises to protect consumers from television voice-recognition features
that might secretly record private conversations to gain a marketing advantage.
Makers of of smart TVs – which are TVs connected to the Internet – will have to let users
know their voices may be recorded and transmitted, and manufacturers are banned from
using those recordings to target certain ads to certain viewers. So when you’re changing the
channel using your voice, what you say can't be used for marketing purposes.
“A family’s home is their castle," said assemblyman Mike Gatto (D-Glendale), who authored
the bill, in a statement. "Yet new technologies have breached the walls, and now even a
family’s most private moments are at risk from the Big Data hordes."
According to Gatto, consumers often don't know their instructions to a smart TV can be
recorded and sent to a third party.
“AB-1116 will give the consumer the ability to personally determine the level of privacy
protections inside their home,” Gatto said. “We’re not trying to stymie technological advances
or fetter profit margins. The television industry has survived for nearly 100 years without
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knowing what I said to my wife during an episode of The Bachelor.”
AB-1116 was passed unanimously by the House and Senate.
http://www.scpr.org/news/2015/12/29/56489/california-to-regulate-information-gathered-by-sma/

By Far the Biggest Threat to Your Wealth in 2016 (12/23/15, Justin Spittler, Casey
Research)
Excerpt: This threat isn’t a stock market collapse…it’s not a failure of the Social Security
system…it’s not even a national debt or currency crisis. It’s much more dangerous and much
more likely to happen than any of those things.
We’re talking about a major financial terrorist attack.
A total wipeout of your financial data, assets, and records…and those of many millions of
other people.
If you’re like most people, you think, “There’s no way that could happen here. Surely the
financial system is completely safe.”
But think about it…
(Further down)
If you keep your life savings in a bank or brokerage account, what you have are electronic
entries that hackers can easily and quickly delete.
All the money you’ve earned...the hard work, the sweat, the sacrifice...the nest egg you’ve
built to provide for your family...
Gone. In an instant.
• Cyberterrorists have already broken into the world’s most secure digital systems...
For example…
➢ In May, hackers stole information on 300,000 private tax returns from the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS). They used the information to claim tens of millions of dollars in fraudulent tax
refunds.
➢ In April, hackers gained access to President Obama’s email. They gathered details on
Obama’s personal schedule as well as private conversations with foreign officials.
➢ And earlier this year, we learned that a group of hackers infiltrated some of America’s
largest and most sophisticated financial firms. The victims include JPMorgan Chase, E*Trade,
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and Scottrade. The hackers stole the personal data of more than 100 million customers. They
even manipulated stock prices.
• A large-scale cyberattack could cripple the financial system…
E.B. Tucker, editor of The Casey Report, explains:
(Further down)
The U.S. has enemies all over the world: Russia, China, Iran, Syria, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia
come to mind. There are millions of people out there who want to see the West burn. And it’s
only a matter of time before they strike us at one of our most vulnerable points: Our digital
financial system.
(Further down)
• The fallout from a cyberattack could be catastrophic…
E.B. explains…
Just imagine…what if all of the accounts at a major bank like Wells Fargo were suddenly
erased? What if businesses couldn’t process digital payments? What if your brokerage told
you its records had been destroyed and all evidence of your stock portfolio had disappeared?
What if a cyberattack shut down our electrical grid?
I’ll tell you what would happen: An explosion of chaos. Society would break down. When
people are wiped out financially, they’re often wiped out mentally and morally, too…they’ll do
anything to survive, including resort to violence.
• The government and central banks cannot protect you from cyberterrorists….
They don’t want people talking about this massive threat. They want to keep it quiet.
http://www.caseyresearch.com/articles/by-far-the-biggest-threat-to-your-wealth-in-2016-1

ISIL aims to launch cyberattacks on U.S. (12/29/15, Joseph Marks, Politico)
Its hackers have tried to penetrate computers that regulate the nation’s electricity grid, U.S.
officials say.
Excerpt: “You’re dealing with a group that’s more unconstrained than [nation] states, China,
Iran and so forth ... that’s launched extraordinary terror attacks, beheadings, that sort of
thing,” said Dick Newton, a retired three-star Air Force general who directed cyber policy for
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. “They are willing to create havoc.”
U.S. vulnerability to cyberattacks is well known. Nearly 22 million individual records were
stolen when hackers believed to be from China penetrated the government’s central
14

personnel office computers. American companies’ annual losses to cyber thieves total 0.64
percent of gross domestic product, or roughly $115 billion, according to a 2014 Center for
Strategic and International Studies report.
(Further down)
ISIL also recognizes that it might be easier to strike at the U.S. from afar using digital
weapons than to infiltrate terrorists across the border. “I see them already starting to explore
things that are concerning, critical infrastructure, things like that,” Comey said of the group.
“The logic of it tells me it's coming, and so of course I'm worried about it.”
The concern is not limited to the U.S. government. Four days after ISIL terrorists killed 130
people in Paris, Britain’s top Treasury official warned that the terror group is dedicated to
striking critical infrastructure, such as the financial system or power grid.
(Further down)
To date, ISIL’s cyber achievements have been limited, although the U.S. charged a Kosovo
native in October with hacking into a U.S. database and stealing personal information on
more than 1,350 military and government personnel. The suspect, Ardit Ferizi, later passed
the data to Junaid Hussain, a member of the self-proclaimed Islamic State Hacking Division
who was reportedly killed by an airstrike in Syria in August, authorities said. The information
Ferizi pilfered included U.S. personnel’s email addresses, passwords, locations and phone
numbers, according to the Justice Department.
http://www.politico.com/story/2015/12/isil-terrorism-cyber-attacks-217179#ixzz3vjC8Ko9x

Money

Central Bank Policies Coming Home to Roost (12/30/15, Tim Maverick, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Actions have consequences. We all know this. It’s simply a part of life.
But it appears that life lesson has been lost on central bankers.
Central bankers have pushed interest rates to zero, and even into negative territory in parts of
Europe for the first time in history.
Now, the first “chickens” are coming home to roost, and they’re laying eggs that are trickling
down to the average person.
Universal Life Insurance Rates Up
The life insurance industry had a long history of not raising rates on life insurance policies that
were sold to consumers years ago.
But now The Wall Street Journal reports that, in recent months, tens of thousands of
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policyholders have received an unwelcome surprise. The cost of their universal life policies
are going up – in some cases, as high as 200% more. Even policyholders who bought their
policies back in the 1980s are being affected.
(Further down)
A Negative Mortgage Rate?
The European Central Bank now has its deposit rate at negative 0.3%.
Neighboring central banks in Switzerland, Sweden, and Denmark have interest rates even
further into negative territory.
And the consequences are only beginning.
The Wall Street Journal reports a housing bubble is underway in those countries. The cost of
a Danish apartment is up 8% in the first half of 2015 alone. Swedish apartments are up 16%
in the past year.
The reason for the growing bubble is obvious. In Denmark, many homeowners now have
mortgage loans with negative interest rates! Instead of principal plus interest, it’s now
principal minus interest.
That can’t be good for banks’ bottom lines.
(Further down)
The central bankers are being urged on by eggheads like University of Michigan economist
Miles Kimball.
He’s the guy who wants negative 4% interest rates. So when you deposit $100 in cash into
your bank account, your bank balance will read $96. Kimball wants you to spend that money,
not save it.
Minus 4% may not be the limit for Kimball, either. As he told the WSJ, “There’s no limit to how
deep [into the negative] we can go.”
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2015/12/30/life-insurance-interest-rates/
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UPDATE JANUARY 11, 2016 – CULTURE, GOVERNMENT, MONEY, TECHNOLOGY
Hello everyone! Today is January 11, 2016.
There Isn't much for me to say here. However, in light of what is taking place in various places
with regard to Islam, perhaps an observation made by a French guy, Alex de Tocqueville,
visiting the US in the 1830s might be in order. He visited America and found it fascinating, but
did not want to leave his country. He wrote in Chapter 17 in his book Democracy in America:
(emphasis is mine)
The Americans combine the notions of Christianity and of liberty so intimately in their
minds that it is impossible to make them conceive the one without the other; and with
them this conviction does not spring from that barren, traditionary faith which seems to
vegetate rather than to live in the soul.
I have known of societies formed by Americans to send out ministers of the Gospel into the
new Western states, to found schools and churches there, lest religion should be allowed to
die away in those remote settlements, and the rising states be less fitted to enjoy free
institutions than the people from whom they came. I met with wealthy New Englanders who
abandoned the country in which they were born in order to lay the foundations of Christianity
and of freedom on the banks of the Missouri or in the prairies of Illinois. Thus religious zeal is
perpetually warmed in the United States by the fires of patriotism. These men do not act
exclusively from a consideration of a future life; eternity is only one motive of their devotion to
the cause. If you converse with these missionaries of Christian civilization, you will be
surprised to hear them speak so often of the goods of this world, and to meet a politician
where you expected to find a priest. They will tell you that “all the American republics are
collectively involved with each other; if the republics of the West were to fall into
anarchy, or to be mastered by a despot, the republican institutions which now flourish
upon the shores of the Atlantic Ocean would be in great peril. It is therefore our
interest that the new states should be religious, in order to maintain our liberties.
I would recommend reading the excerpts in today's Update. The headlines are misleading, in
that, in some cases the articles contain information that goes beyond the headline context.
Extremely enlightening!
You are my family and friends. As the unraveling progresses you are on my mind more than
you know. And I am saying that to you, my friends, as well as, my family.
I love you guys!
Tim
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What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Culture
Americans Can't Wait To Get Out Of These Five States
Yep, New York and Illinois are in the five. Based on the unnatural migration we looked at in
the last Update that's no big surprise. However, California is not in the five, but Cali is the only
state to warrant its own paragraph in the article. It's at the end of the excerpt.
California Gave 605,000 Driver's Licenses To Undocumented Immigrants
This was just in 2015. Undocumented = Illegal Thanks, California!
U.S. in grip of 'Muhammad' baby boom
This article has great information.
Muslim sex attacks rock 6 countries
These two articles should be read together.
Thousands Flood The Streets In Germany As Fury Over Refugee Sex Assaults Reaches
Boiling Point
Government
The U.S. Wants to Seize Your Passport…Here’s What You Can Do About It
Article speaks for itself. The important question is what reasons can be used to justify seizing
your passport? After reading this article, just let me say one more time that the 666/mark of
the beast prophecy in Revelation 13 is a mark of allegiance. Hey, look what's happening right
now.
Money
OPEC is dead…
Article speaks for itself. Very revealing about what has been going on over the decades..
Technology
Expert: North Korea H-bomb is 'super-EMP weapon'
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This is a continuation from the last Update.
Congressman predicts 'largest data breach' in U.S. History
The event has not happened. The congressman is merely pointing out that we have serious
computer security problems in the Dept of Education that need to be addressed or the largest
data breach in US history could take place.

Updates

Culture
Americans Can't Wait To Get Out Of These Five States (01/08//16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: Moving Out - The top outbound states for 2015 were:
1. New Jersey
2. New York
3. Illinois
4. Connecticut
5. Ohio
6. Kansas
7. Massachusetts
8. West Virginia
9. Mississippi
10.Maryland
Simply put, Americans are moving from heavily-regulated, bureaucratic, high cost-ofliving states to more affordable states.
This year's data from United Van Lines...
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(Further down)
Finally, as The Daily Signal concludes,
Moving patterns show how important cost of living is to American families.
With perfect weather and a booming, high-tech economy, California ought to be the #1
destination. Instead, more moving trucks are leaving the state than entering.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-08/americans-cant-wait-get-out-these-five-states

California Gave 605,000 Driver's Licenses To Undocumented Immigrants (01/07/16,
Jean Trihn, LAist)
Excerpt: Over the past year, California has issued 605,000 driver's licenses to undocumented
immigrants under a new law.
The passage of Assembly Bill 60 allowed for people living in the country illegally to start
applying for a license starting on Jan. 2, 2015, according to the OC Register. The Department
of Motor Vehicles announced that they received 830,000 applications from undocumented
immigrants, and they approved 605,000 of those applications.
(Further down)
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When the law went into effect, California was one of 10 states issuing driver's licenses to
immigrants living in the country illegally, according to NBC Los Angeles. It had been since the
1990s since undocumented immigrants were allowed to apply for a license in California after
a law went into effect requiring applicants to show their legal status.
http://laist.com/2016/01/07/drivers_licenses_immigrants.php

U.S. in grip of 'Muhammad' baby boom (01/06/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Number of Muslim-Americans born to Middle Eastern migrants 'off the charts'
Excerpt: So-called “home-grown” terrorists such as Syed Farook, who slaughtered 14 people
last month in San Bernardino, or Muhammad Abdulazeez, who gunned down five U.S.
servicemen in Chattanooga last summer, were both second-generation Muslim-Americans
whose parents emigrated to the U.S.
Most of the terrorists who attacked Paris in November, killing 130 people with guns and
bombs, were also described by the media as “home grown jihadists” when in reality they still
represented a foreign culture, born of Middle Eastern parents who migrated to Europe and
never fully assimilated.
And now there is fresh evidence that this segment of the U.S. population is growing
exponentially.
Buried in the Social Security data is a count of babies born with the name Muhammad.
(Further down)
“A boy named Mohammed born here is likely to grow up in a Muslim environment and, at the
same time, be a U.S. citizen,” North writes. “So we can get a rough proxy of the growth of the
population of second-generation Muslim immigrants by noting how many of them carry these
names. (Third-generation babies are also included.)”
The figures show the huge growth in this population over the last 50 years, starting in 1964
when only 29 baby boys were named after the Islamic prophet who lived in the seventh
century. By 2014 the number had soared to 2,931, a more than 100-to-one ratio.
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Image: http://www.wnd.com/files/2016/01/growth-of-name-muhammad-in-us.jpg

Growth in number of baby boys in U.S. named Muhammad (Source: Social Security Administration)

In recent years, Muhammad has become the most common name for baby boys in several
European countries including Britain.
(Further down)
The Muslim Brotherhood’s plan for ‘stealth jihad’ exposed
The FBI in 2004 captured documents in a raid on a suspect’s home in Falls Church, Virginia,
that revealed the Muslim Brotherhood plan to infiltrate and change American society from
within, using liberal immigration programs and the nation’s own civil liberties against it.
That document, called the Explanatory Memorandum on the General Strategic Goal for the
Group in North America, was presented as evidence in 2008 during the Holy Land Foundation
terror-financing trial in Dallas, Texas. It laid out a plan for Sunni Muslims to wage nonviolent
jihad against the United States, taking a long-term approach based on immigration, nonassimilation and other tactical efforts that would basically change American values by
changing its people.
Islamic doctrine of migration laid out in Quran
Dr. Mark Christian, a former Sunni Muslim who grew up in Egypt the son of a Muslim
Brotherhood father and became a child imam after memorizing two-thirds of the Quran by the
age of 13, says the doctrine of the hijra or “migration” comes from the Muslim holy book – the
Quran.
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“And whoever emigrates for the cause of Allah will find on the earth many locations and
abundance,” says the Quran. “And whoever leaves his home as an emigrant to Allah and His
Messenger and then death overtakes him, his reward has already become incumbent upon
Allah. And Allah is ever Forgiving and Merciful” (Quran 4:100).
This text also answers why hundreds of thousands of Islamic refugees leaving Iraq and Syria,
ostensibly fleeing violence and war, did not flood into Saudi Arabia or the other Gulf Arab
states. They were not welcomed there, nor were they eager to try their luck and physically
push through the Saudi border the way they did in Europe.
“Why did the Muslims move, as refugees, north and northwest instead of south (toward Saudi
Arabia) and west (into North Africa)? Because those lands are already Islamic and do not
need to be conquered,” Christian says. “They also know that the cradle to grave benefits are
in Europe and in America, therefore, their incomes would increase by a factor of 10 and they
have to do nothing to receive and keep those benefits.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/u-s-in-grip-of-muhammad-baby-boom/

Muslim sex attacks rock 6 countries (01/08/16, Douglas Ernst, WND)
'The idea of multicultural Europe has failed'
Excerpt: Women in at least six countries across Europe are paying the price for their leaders’
decision to welcome millions of migrants from cultures deeply hostile to Western values.
A wave of sexual assaults in Cologne, Germany, on New Year’s Eve – and the media coverup that followed – enraged local citizens. The backlash grew as it became apparent that
similar attacks happened in Bielefeld, Duesseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg and Stuttgart.
(Further down)
The list of countries that have reported a spike in sexual attacks since taking in migrants
include:
• Austria: Police allegedly tried to cover up evidence of sex attacks in Vienna, Breitbart
London reported Friday.
• Finland: Police told Agence-France Presse there was “widespread sexual harassment”
at a New Year’s Eve event where 1,000 asylum seekers congregated.
• France: Two Afghan migrants were arrested in connection with an attempted rape on a
passenger train in Paris, Le Parisien reported Thursday.
• Germany: A police officer in Cologne told Express.de on Thursday that 14 suspects in
custody came from Syria; one came from Afghanistan.
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• Sweden: At least nine women were groped by gangs of migrants in Kalmar.
• Switzerland: Six women said they were sexually harassed at a New Year’s Eve event
in Zurich, SWI reported Thursday. The attacks were described by the website as
“Cologne-style.”
“The idea of multicultural Europe has failed,” Robert Fico, the prime minister of Slovakia, said
on Friday, the Telegraph reported. “The migrants cannot be integrated; it’s simply impossible.”
(Further down)
Finnish police echoed what their counterparts in Germany said about crime taking on a wholly
different dimension with the arrival of refugees.
“There hasn’t been this kind of harassment on previous New Year’s Eves or other occasions
for that matter. This is a completely new phenomenon in Helsinki,” Ilkka Koskimaki, the city’s
deputy police chief, told AFP. “The suspects were asylum seekers. The three were caught and
taken into custody on the spot.”
(Further down)
Terrorism expert Brigitte Gabriel told WND and Radio America on Friday that Europe’s crisis
is a harbinger of America’s future if it follows German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s lead.
Germany ushered in 1.1 million migrants from the Middle East and North Africa in 2015.
“This is a preview as to what’s coming into our own nation in the United States, once we start
bringing and importing these refugees,” said Gabriel.
Gabriel, a victim of terrorism in Lebanon years ago, is founder of Act for America and author
of “They Must Be Stopped: Why We Must Defeat Radical Islam and How We Can Do It.”
“Remember, these refugees are coming from societies that have no respect for women,” she
said. “They treat women as property. They treat women as a subject to be used and abused.
Men abuse their wives, beat their wives, rape their wives.”
Gabriel continued, “In Islamic countries, there is no such thing as rape because the Quran
gives the right to a man to do whatever he wants to his wife because she is his property.”
She said the West is seeing those attitudes clash severely with Western values.
(Further down)
She also said this nightmare is coming to the U.S.
"This is a preview of what is coming to any country or society that imports Islamic refugees
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who come from the Middle East or any other Islamic country," Gabriel warned.
She said the first thing Western nations must do is enforce their laws.
"We can fight back democratically by enforcing our laws and saying we cannot allow refugees
here," Gabriel said. "We do not know who they are. We cannot vet them. We have no
intelligence about them."
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/muslim-sex-attacks-rock-6-countries/

Thousands Flood The Streets In Germany As Fury Over Refugee Sex Assaults Reaches
Boiling Point (01/09/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Over the last several days, more information has come to light with regard to the
wave of sexual assaults that occurred across Europe on New Year’s Eve.
What some observers initially assumed was an set of isolated attacks in Cologne’s city center
now appears to have been a bloc-wide phenomenon as women from Austria, to Switzerland,
to Finland come forward to report being accosted by what some police say were gangs of
drunken Mid-East asylum seekers.
“In Sweden, police said at least 15 young women reported being groped by groups of men on
New Year's Eve in the city of Kalmar,” AP reports, adding that “in Finland, police said they
received tipoffs on New Year's Eve that about 1,000 predominantly Iraqi asylum seekers were
intending to gather near the main railway station in Helsinki and harass passing women.”
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DailyMail
“Women with or without accompaniment went through a literally 'gauntlet' by the heavily
intoxicated men masses, as one can not describe it," a clumsy translation of a report by the
German Federal Police reads. Some have suggested that the string of attacks was initially
played down by the media and by German authorities in an effort to avoid triggering an antimigrant backlash. Indeed, the mayor of Cologne, Henriette Reker, got herself in a bit of hot
water for comments which seemed to suggest it is German women’s responsibility to keep
would-be attackers at “arm’s length” and to not send the wrong message to “people from
other cultures” by acting too “jolly and frisky.”
(Further down)
So once again, we see a deeply divided society, with right-wing demonstrators staging a kind
of "we told you so" rally and pro-refugee Germans staging counter protests even as they
decry the wave of assaults.
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Meanwhile, the flow of asylum seekers continues unabated. "We had an average influx of
3,200 refugees per day arriving in Germany, and the numbers are not declining in the
last days," Ole Schroeder, the deputy German minister, told a briefing in Brussels. "Our
problem at the moment in Europe is that we do not have a functioning border control system,
especially at the Greece-Turkey border," he added.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-09/thousands-flood-streets-germany-fury-over-refugee-sex-assaultsreaches-boiling-point

Government
The U.S. Wants to Seize Your Passport…Here’s What You Can Do About It (01/07/16,
Nick Giambruno, Casey Research International Man)
Excerpt: Alexander Solzhenitsyn was a talented Russian writer and outspoken critic of the
Soviet Union’s totalitarianism. He helped raise global awareness of the Gulag forced labor
camp system.
For his efforts, the Soviet government stripped him of his citizenship in 1974. It did the same and worse - to many other people it considered internal enemies.
The Nazi government revoked German citizenship from people it deemed undesirable, like
the Jews.
After Castro came to power in Cuba, his government made Cuban citizens apply for exit visas
before leaving the island. It did not grant them easily.
In recent years, many of the Persian Gulf monarchies - not exactly bastions of individual
liberty - have passed laws making it easier to revoke the citizenship of anyone working
“against the interests” of the state or of anyone who has who failed “the duty of loyalty.”
(Further down)
Here are a few recent examples of this disturbing trend:
• Australia is set to pass the “Allegiance to Australia Bill.” It would automatically strip
citizenship from people who act “inconsistently with their allegiance to Australia” and
who engage in “terrorist conduct.” This would not require a court conviction. It would be
an automatic administrative process.
• France recently amended its constitution to allow the government to revoke the
citizenship of “a person convicted for threatening the nation’s interest or for terrorist
acts.”
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• Canada recently passed the controversial “Strengthening Canadian Citizenship Act.” It
grants the government sweeping new powers to strip people of their citizenship.
• According to Zero Hedge, since 2006, the British government has revoked U.K.
citizenship from at least 27 people because the government deemed them “not
conducive to the public good.”
(Further down)
Washington Joins the Party
Recently, President Obama signed H.R. 22 into law. It’s a seemingly routine federal highway
funding law.
The mainstream media hasn’t covered it much, but it should. That’s because this law is part of
a disturbing global trend: Governments are granting themselves more and more power to
revoke passports and strip people of their citizenships.
Buried in its 400 pages - which I doubt many in Congress bothered to read - is a provision
giving the government the power to revoke the passport of American citizens with “seriously
delinquent tax debt,” which the government defines as $50,000 or more. If the government
accuses you, there is no way for you to challenge it in court before you lose your right to
travel. A bureaucrat can simply initiate an administrative procedure to revoke your passport.
It’s worth mentioning that “tax debt” includes taxes owed and penalties and interest. That
makes it relatively easy for someone to cross the $50,000 threshold.
(Further down)
In the U.S., the government can also cancel your passport if it accuses you of a felony. It
doesn’t even need to convict you.
Many people think felonies only consist of major crimes like robbery and murder.
But that isn’t true.
An ever-expanding mountain of laws and regulations has criminalized even the most
mundane activities. It’s not as hard to commit a felony as you might think. Many victimless
“crimes” are felonies.
A study by civil liberty lawyer Harvey Silverglate found that the average American
inadvertently commits three felonies a day.
The bottom line is: If the U.S. government really wants to cancel your U.S. passport, it can
find some technicality for doing it…for anyone.
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(Further down)
You’ll notice that many of these new citizenship stripping laws use vague language like “public
good,” “loyalty,” “allegiance,” “extremist,” and “national interest.”
But the most ill-defined word of them all is “terrorist.” It has no fixed definition.
“Terrorist” has always been a meaningless pejorative.
In the past, it meant something like “a non-state actor who indiscriminately attacks innocent
civilians for political ends” - as if wearing a government-issued costume changes the
underlying morality of the act.
Now, governments are applying the label to an ever-widening group of people.
Take Bernard von NotHaus, for example. The U.S. government labeled him a “domestic
terrorist” for creating a private gold/silver-backed currency. Bureaucrats in D.C. have
described conservative activists and libertarians in similar terms.
http://www.internationalman.com/articles/the-us-wants-to-seize-your-passport-heres-what-you-can-do-about-it-1

Money
OPEC is dead… (01/07/16, Bryon King, Outstanding Investments, The Crux)
Excerpt: The story began earlier in 1973 — August, to be exact. In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
Egypt’s then-president Anwar Sadat met with Saudi King Faisal.
The two men negotiated a deal in which Egypt would attack Israel in October in what would
become the Yom Kippur War. Saudi agreed to coordinate Arab use of oil as a “weapon” as
part of the military conflict.
We’ve lived with the results of that Saudi-Egyptian deal for over 40 years, but as I’ll explain
below, it’s now coming to a crashing end. Not a moment too soon, some might say.
OPEC Wreck: Allow me to digress. Have you filled the gas tank of your car lately? Right now,
motor fuel is about as cheap as it’s been in many years. Not long ago in Baltimore, for
example, I paid under $2 per gallon for gas, including tax.
In fact, if you’re paying more than $2 per gallon almost anywhere in the country, it’s not the
cost of oil (or the cost of refining or transportation). Gas over $2 is likely because of high fuel
taxes in your state.
As for oil?
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Well, oil is cheap and — likely for a while — getting cheaper.
What’s happening? Well, let me be blunt: OPEC — OPEC being the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries — is a wreck. It’s headless — it’s been beheaded, so to
speak, and to use a perhaps disturbing contemporary analogy.
(Further down)
We’re a far cry from days of October and November 1973, when OPEC nations, led by Saudi,
first flexed the “energy muscle” and announced oil output cuts and massive price increases.
Indeed, at one point back then, the Shah of Iran — recall, this was pre-revolution — simply
walked out of an OPEC meeting and announced to the world that the new price for oil would
be $12 per barrel, not $3. Seriously, the Shah just did it. He took advantage of turmoil set in
motion by the Faisal-Sadat deal and raised the price of oil just by saying so.
There was no OPEC agreement on a $12 price. The Shah simply ran his mouth into a
microphone. News flashed across the globe. World oil buyers sheepishly paid the new, higher
price. OPEC laughed all the way to the bank.
By March 1974, world oil prices were firm at $12 per barrel, or a 300% increase in under six
months. Western economies were thrown for a total loop. The world economy suffered a
serious recession. Henry Kissinger flew back and forth across the Middle East, striking deals
with Arab potentates to price oil in dollars — the origin of the “petro-dollar” world in which we
still dwell.
Yet now the tables are turned. Instead of price fixers, OPEC members are price paupers in a
low-price oil world. Indeed, Saudi finally cooked its own goose, so to speak. And on that point,
let’s revisit the idea of OPEC with its head chopped off.
(Further down)
Careful Saudi Screws Up: First, you need to know that kingdom of Saudi Arabia is kind of a
“fake” nation. The country is relatively new on the world stage, established in 1932 by a tribal
boss named Ibn Saud, who named the country after his family. There’s no Western-style
legislature, just one tribe lording it over all the other tribes of the country.
As you can imagine, the Saudi ruling clan has to be careful, lest some other tribe come along
to take it out.
To give you an idea of the current state of the country, Saudi actually has TWO military
establishments, a national army and a national guard; one keeps an eye on the other.
Meanwhile, Saudi princes and regional governors are quite deferential to very hard-line
Wahhabi religious factions that can — and do — stir the pot.
Over many years, Saudi has discreetly spread its Wahhabi (very “orthodox,” so to speak)
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brand of Islam across the Muslim world. Saudi has funded mosques on six continents (none
in Antarctica, to my knowledge) and underwritten wars across the Middle East, such as Iraq’s
invasion of Iran in 1980. What’s the secret to Saudi diplomacy? Keeping a low profile while
writing large checks at home and abroad.
At the end of 2014, Saudi finally screwed up big-time after many years of being very careful.
That is, in November 2014, Saudi decided not to cut its own oil production, nor to champion
OPEC supply discipline, in the face of rising global supply and softening demand.
(Further down)
My take is that Saudi will show distinct signs of stress in 2016. The money isn’t there, and I
see no relief in sight. I anticipate political and military blowback against Saudi as the year
unfolds. We could see internal riots by no longer subservient tribes. We could see
embarrassing military setbacks in Yemen. We’ll likely see further political-military setbacks for
Saudi over ISIS. And Saudi will continue to burn down funds in an environment of low oil
prices.
http://thecrux.com/opec-beheaded/

Technology
Expert: North Korea H-bomb is 'super-EMP weapon' (01/06/16, E. Michael Maloof, WND)
Explosion over U.S. could send nation back into agrarian age
Excerpt: WASHINGTON – While North Korea on Wednesday was hyperbolically bragging
about having exploded a test hydrogen bomb, some nuclear weapons experts were
downplaying the event because of its low-kiloton yield and relatively small seismic wave.
In fact, the White House said the results from various monitors simply weren’t consistent with
a hydrogen bomb, which can be far more powerful than an atomic bomb.
But one top specialist says the monitor results and North Korea’s claims align fully with the
scenario of a device designed for a low yield, yet emitting an enhanced amount of gamma
rays.
Peter Pry, an expert on electromagnetic pulse weapons, told WND the explosion indeed was
such a device.
(Further down)
Pry is a former analyst for the Central Intelligence Agency and a former staff director of the
congressionally mandated EMP commission that examined the likely effects of an EMP on the
U.S. national grid system and unprotected electronics. He also is the executive director of the
congressional advisory Task Force on National and Homeland Security and the U.S. Nuclear
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Strategy Forum.
(Further down)
Such an explosion would be capable of knocking out the nation’s already vulnerable electrical
grid system and all of the life-sustaining critical infrastructures that depend on it. From food
supply chains, fuel supply systems, communications, banking and more, all grid-dependent
systems could suffer.
North Korea’s KCNA website made the announcement that it had tested a “miniaturized”
hydrogen bomb “in the most perfect manner.”
“(North Korean leader) Kim Jong-un could be telling the truth,” Pry told G2Bulletin. “Indeed, all
four North Korean nuclear tests look like a super-EMP weapon because of their very low
yield. That the ‘Dear Leader’ described the latest test as an H-Bomb is further evidence that
North Korea’s mysterious nuke is a super-EMP warhead.”
Pry was referring to a so-called enhanced radiation weapon, or neutron bomb, designed to
generate enhanced gamma rays which in turn cause the super-EMP effect.
An H-bomb of identical explosive yield of a fission, or atomic, bomb is a neutron bomb that
will emit some 10 times the amount of neutron radiation. In an atomic device, the total
radiation pulse energy composed of gamma rays and neutrons is only 5 percent of the entire
energy released.
In a neutron bomb, it is closer to 40 percent. In addition, the neutrons emitted by a neutron
bomb have a much higher average energy level than those released during a fission reaction.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/expert-north-korea-h-bomb-is-super-emp-weapon/

Congressman predicts 'largest data breach' in U.S. History (01/08/16, Cheryl Chumley,
WND)
Cyber attack would affect almost half of nation's population
Excerpt: Rep. Jason Chaffetz, chairman of the House Oversight Committee, said during a
Brookings Institute event the United States ought to take care to avoid a data breach at the
Department of Education – that’s where nearly half of Americans’ records are stored
(Further down)
The IG rated the Department of Education an “F” on four different security tests for federal
agencies, as implemented under the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act,
the Hill said. And IG watchdogs followed that written report with testimony before Congress
criticizing the agency for failing to abide several warnings of vulnerability.
Chaffetz said part of the problem was the Department of Education’s data collection process
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relied on 184 different systems, mostly managed by contractors, the Hill reported. And of
crucial importance: The agency holds 139 million Social Security numbers and oversees more
than 40 million federal student loan borrowers.
(Further down)
“We’ve been talking a lot about the breach at the Office of the Personnel Management, where
we lost data on 22 million people,” Chaffetz said, the Hill reported. “Here, we’re talking about
more than $1 trillion in student loans and data on more than 100 million Americans, and it’s
not secure by any definition.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/congressman-predicts-largest-data-breach-in-u-s-history/
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UPDATE JANUARY 18, 2016 – MONEY, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is January 18, 2016
As we are celebrating MLK Day, I hope you are well and enjoying the holiday.
The articles speak for themselves. All the articles are from last week.
You are my family and friends. I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Money
The Shrinking Global Economy, In Three Charts
Very short, whole article with charts.
93% Of American Counties Haven't Recovered From The Recession
Excerpt from the excerpt: Overall, the county economies recovered on all four indicators
by 2015 still represent only 7 percent of all county economies," the organization writes.
"In contrast, almost 16 percent of county economies had not recovered on any
indicator by 2015, mostly in the South and Midwest. States such as Florida, Georgia, Illinois
and Mississippi have more than a third of their county economies still reeling from the latest
downturn across all economic indicators."
Cheap Oil Hits Housing In North Dakota, Texas, & Others
Excerpt from the excerpt: As petro-economies suffer from the bust in crude prices, the effects
are showing up in the housing market.
Fresh Data: Cheap Labor
Very short, whole article with chart.
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The International War on Cash
The ongoing update on the war on cash.
Trapped Inside The Zero-Bound: Crossing The Economic "Event Horizon"
Mark Jeftovic of Rebooting Capitalism has done a great job of explaining what's coming and
why. It's not pretty. Here's his conclusion:
After reviewing the post I thought “I can’t just leave it there. Where’s the hope?”, I often close
my posts with a few bullet points “what can I do?”
(Further down)
Alas, I don’t have any answers, not anymore. Everybody is being forced to play a game
we’ll call “Mr Global” (not my phrase). If somebody comes up with a defense
mechanism that preserves wealth under negative rates, cash verbotten, no gold,
capital-controlled zero-yield economy, that sidesteps the game, they will simply
change the rules to make whatever that is unprofitable or retroactively illegal.
That’s where we’re at. Sorry.
Technology
Hackers: We've got U.S. intel chief James Clapper's email
Just another hack. But look at who.
Culture
Is Europe Choosing to Self-Destruct?
Excellent article regarding the nuances and unintended consequences of the “Syrian Refugee
Crisis” relief effort. I called it the Muslim invasion of Europe. What do ya know, so does ISIS;
regarding America, too. Let me say it one more time: I love the people, but Islam and
Freedom are not compatible. Ideologically there is no compromise. At no time in the history of
Islam has Freedom ever been a consideration. The moment Islam compromises it ceases to
be Islam.
Updates
Money
The Shrinking Global Economy, In Three Charts (01/10/16, John Rubino, Dollar Collapse)
Regular contributor Michael Pollaro offers three more charts which tell a story that’s both
disturbing and apparently misunderstood by a lot of mainstream analysts.
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The US trade deficit (exports minus imports) has been getting smaller. Since a trade deficit
subtracts from GDP growth, a shrinking deficit will, other things being equal, produce a bigger,
faster-growing economy (that’s the mainstream take).

But other things aren’t equal. It turns out that the components of that trade balance figure are
both shrinking. Exports — the stuff we sell to foreigners — have been declining since the
dollar spiked in 2014. That’s not a surprise, since a strengthening currency makes exports
more expensive and thus harder to sell. So other countries are buying less of our stuff, which
though not surprising is a bad sign.

Meanwhile, imports — stuff we buy from abroad — have also plunged in the past year, which
is partly due to cheaper oil lowering the dollar value of energy and other commodity imports.
But it also means that even though French wine and German cars have become less
expensive as the dollar has soared against the euro, we’re not buying more of them. So US
consumers, even with all the money they’re saving at the gas pump, still can’t (or won’t) take
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advantage of a sale on imported goods.

If imports and exports are both falling, that means consumption is weak pretty much
everywhere. And weak consumption means slow or negative growth, which contradicts the
recovery thesis that now dominates policy making and the financial media.
It also makes last week’s market turmoil easier to understand. Falling trade means lower
corporate profits, which, if history is still a valid guide, means less valuable equities. So it
could be that the markets are simply figuring this out and revaluing assets accordingly.
http://dollarcollapse.com/the-economy/the-shrinking-global-economy-in-three-charts/

93% Of American Counties Haven't Recovered From The Recession (01/12/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Take December’s “blockbuster” jobs report for instance. How, you might ask, is it
possible that the US can add 292,000 jobs while average hourly wages decline? Simple: the
hiring was a veritable minimum wage deluge as well-paying jobs barely budged while temp
help soared by 34,400 and waiter and bartenders added another 36,900 to the country's
growing army of Food and Bev workers which now numbers a record 11.3 million.
And then there was what we called "the most troubling aspect" of the latest NFP report: the
number of multiple job holders soared by 324,000 to 7.738 million, the highest since August
2008. Meanwhile, a record number of retired Americans worked part-time in December which
means the elderly are either bored or broke - you guess which.
(Further down)
But even as the macro picture is hopelessly obscured by the mischievous tinkering
of bureaucrats, the county-level data reveals the dismal truth: according to a new study by
the National Association of Counties, 93% of America's counties have not yet recovered
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from the recession.
"Overall, the county economies recovered on all four indicators by 2015 still represent
only 7 percent of all county economies," the organization writes. "In contrast, almost 16
percent of county economies had not recovered on any indicator by 2015, mostly in the
South and Midwest. States such as Florida, Georgia, Illinois and Mississippi have more than a
third of their county economies still reeling from the latest downturn across all economic
indicators."

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-12/93-american-counties-havent-recovered-recession

Cheap Oil Hits Housing In North Dakota, Texas, & Others (01/13/16, Nick Cunningham,
Oil Price)
Excerpt: As petro-economies suffer from the bust in crude prices, the effects are showing up
in the housing market.
Take North Dakota, for example, which was on the front lines of the oil boom between 2011
and 2014. In fact, North Dakota is probably the most vulnerable to a downturn in housing
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because of low oil prices. The economy is smaller and thus more dependent on the oil boom
than other places, such as Texas. The state saw an influx of new workers over the past few
years, looking for work in in the prolific Bakken Shale. A housing shortage quickly emerged,
pushing up prices. With the inability to house all of the new people, rent spiked, as did hotel
rates. The overflow led to a proliferation of “man camps.”
(Further down)
New home sales were down by 6.3 percent in North Dakota between January and October of
2015 compared to a year earlier. Housing prices have not crashed yet, but there tends to be a
bit of a lag with housing prices. JP Ackerman of HouseCanary says that it typically takes 15 to
24 months before house prices start to show the negative effects of an oil downturn.
(Further down)
There are some other states that are also at risk of a hit to their housing markets, including
Wyoming, West Virginia and Alaska. Out of those three, only Alaska is a significant oil
producer, but it is in the midst of a budget crisis because of the twin threats of falling
production and rock bottom prices. Alaska’s oil fields are mature, and have been in decline for
years. With a massive hole blown through the state’s budget, the Governor has floated the
idea of instituting an income tax, a once unthinkable idea.
The downturn in Wyoming and West Virginia has more to do with the collapse in natural gas
prices, which continues to hollow out their coal industries. Coal prices have plummeted in
recent years, and coal production is now at its lowest level since the Reagan administration.
Shale gas production, particularly in West Virginia, partially offsets the decline, but won’t be
enough to come to the state’s rescue.
(Further down)
But Texas won’t escape unscathed.
(Further down)
“The biggest risk to the forecast is if oil prices are in the range of $20 to $30 for much of the
year,” Keith Phillips, Dallas Fed Senior Economist, said in a written statement. “Then I expect
job growth to slip into negative territory as Houston gets hit much harder and greater
problems emerge in the financial sector.”
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Cheap-Oil-Hits-Housing-In-North-Dakota-Texas-and-Others.html

Fresh Data: Cheap Labor (01/14/16, Economic Cycle Research Institute)
The sustained decline in the official jobless rate – now near the Fed’s estimate of “full
employment” – is a misleading indicator of labor market health. Indeed, the stagnation in
nominal wage growth is consistent with the weakness in the employment/population (E/P)
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ratio. After dropping to three-decade lows in the wake of the Great Recession, the E/P ratio
has barely improved since the fall of 2013, reversing only a quarter of its decline from its prerecession highs. Furthermore – as a breakdown of the E/P ratio by education level shows –
even this modest improvement is illusory.

Since 2011, when the E/P ratio for those with less than a high school diploma bottomed, that
metric has regained almost two-thirds of its recessionary losses (orange line in chart). But the
E/P ratio for high school or college graduates – i.e., eight out of nine American adults – has
not recovered any of its recessionary losses, and has barely budged in four years (purple
line).
This data underscores how the jobs recovery has been spearheaded by cheap labor,
with job gains going disproportionately to the least educated — and lowest-paid —
workers, many of whom have to work multiple jobs to make ends meets.
https://www.businesscycle.com/ecri-news-events/news-details/economic-cycle-research-ecri-updated-cheaptrick

The International War on Cash (01/12/16, Jeff Thomas, Casey Research International Man)
Excerpt: Back in 2008, I began warning of increasing capital controls that we would see in the
future, as a component in the decline of Western economies (Western in the broad sense,
including Japan, Australia, etc.)
(Further down)
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So, how would it play out? Here’s roughly how I saw Phase I:
• Link the free movement of cash to terrorism (Create a consciousness that any
movement of large sums suggests criminal activity.);
• Establish upper limits on the amount of money that can be moved without reporting to
some government investigatory agency;
• Periodically lower those limits;
• Accustom people to making all purchases, however small or large, through a bank
card;
• Create a consciousness that the mere possession of cash is suspect, since it’s no
longer “necessary”.
When I first wrote on the subject, there was considerable criticism as to the possibility that
such a programme would ever be attempted, let alone succeed. And, granted, it was so
Orwellian that it was understandably seen as a crackpot idea. But since that time, the
programme has been developing extremely rapidly. In the last six months alone, it has
become so visible that it has even garnered a name - “the War on Cash”.
References in the media have been made that terrorist groups fund their attacks with cash.
Dozens of countries have placed limits on the maximum amount of money that can be moved
without reporting. Some, notably France, have already begun lowering their limits. Banks in
some countries, notably Sweden, are already treating all cash transactions as suspicious. The
previously theoretical Phase I is now well under way.
(Further down)
Although most anyone who’s paying attention recognises that Phase I is in motion, Phase II
(as I perceive it) is not yet on the radar, but I believe it will be soon. Phase II will be the
second wave of measures and they will be more draconian than Phase I:
• Create a definitive false flag event that demonstrates how physical cash is the primary
means of funding evil acts in the world;
• Declare a date on which paper currency will become illegal (Until that date, it can be
deposited into a bank. After that date, it becomes criminal to possess it.);
• Once all cash has been deposited in banks, increase negative interest rates;
• Confiscation of deposits can then be implemented, as desired, by banks (Confiscation
of deposits is already legal in Canada, the U.S., and the EU.);
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• Confiscate contents of selected safe deposit boxes;
• End “voluntary” taxation. All taxation will, in future, be by direct debit;
• Declare money to be the property of the State that issued it. (The people are allowed to
trade in it, but it is not truly theirs. The State therefore can freeze or confiscate the
funds in any account, if any crime is “suspected”.).
In recent months, I’ve warned repeatedly that, since confiscations of deposits will take place,
we must assume that banks will additionally raid safe deposit boxes, as stated in the above
list. Some banks, beginning with JPMorgan Chase, have placed limits on what forms of
wealth can be placed in safe deposit boxes. Since then, Greece has taken this one step
further. In future, Greek citizens will be required to declare cash exceeding €15,000, jewellery
and precious stones valued at over €30,000 and declare the location of the safe deposit box
in which they’re stored.
(Further down)
If you have cash in a bank, you think of it as your own. This is not the case. It’s wealth that
you’ve loaned to the bank. In the future, the bank (with governmental approval) will have the
power to decide if and when they will return all, or a part, of that cash to you. They will set the
rules as to how that decision will be arrived at and those rules will be changed periodically.
Since those rules will be arrived at by the banks (without need for your consent), the outcome
will most certainly not be in your favour.
http://www.internationalman.com/articles/the-international-war-on-cash-1

Trapped Inside The Zero-Bound: Crossing The Economic "Event Horizon" (01/14/16,
Mark Jeftovic, Rebooting Capitalism)
Excerpt: If the currently running program was generating a balance sheet, it may set the line
printer on fire instead. If it’s deploying an airplane’s landing gear it may jettison everything in
the cargo bay. It’s impossible to guess what will happen. So when people who viscerally
understand the kind of consequences the ERR:DIV0 can cause extrapolate it out to an entire
economy, they’re the ones that end up “shitting the bed”. It’s really bad.
I always knew that ZIRP was bad, but I just thought it would be normal, run-of-the-mill bad.
You know, where most normal people get screwed for a long time, and then “suddenly”
everything comes unglued and the financial system implodes, followed by a government
intervention while the usual suspects (free markets and capitalism) get hung from telephone
poles.
…and then everything would mean revert and overshoot. In this case, interest rates north of
15% (a la 1980), massive debt default, another economic depression, followed by a grand
new government intervention, and the blame would be placed squarely at the feet of runaway
free markets and capitalism.
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In other words, I have long thought we have been existing at a cyclical extreme on the
spectrum of financial repression, which would eventually become untenable and then
we’d swing up to the other extreme (of financial repression).
However lately I have been hearing and reading things that put this scenario, this comfortable
(in it’s familiarity) expectation of central bankster boots stomping on my face forever, into
doubt. It might end up being a lot worse than that.
People who are lot smarter than I think that rates can not be normalized in our lifetimes.
Ever, in fact.
It’s could be that once a financial market hits the zero bound in interest rates, it’s like
crossing the event horizon of a black hole – there is no going back, not even light can
escape it.
For years I blogged that ZIRP was grossly unfair to savers, especially seniors and that it
would introduce all sorts of distortions into the economy that would render it dysfunctional.
(Further down)
#1 Financialization Trumps Real Economic Activity
Yield is dead. Long live yield. Alas the only way to get it these days is to simulate it through
speculation. Make no mistake, the objective by policy makers is to punish savers and chase
their evil savings into discretionary spending (yachts, flat screens and facelifts) or better, the
stock market. This “pent up demand” becomes “green shoots” and when you get enough of
them it achieves “escape velocity” which then benevolently alchemies into “trickle down” and
then everybody should enjoy above average “wealth effect”. Get it?
The reality is all gains are made through financialization and thus the participants in
those gains are confined to those who are in a position to play that game: well
connected banksters, hedge funds, private equity funds and VC’s.
The ostensible reason to own a publicly traded equity historically was to participate in a share
of the profits, traditionally distributed via dividends.
(Further down)
This begs the question then, with the stock market at or near ALL TIME HIGHS then where
are all the gains coming from? Is it because businesses are that much more profitable?
Not really – today most of the gains are coming from stock buybacks – and many of those are
leveraged, paid for with borrowed money at (you guessed it), artificially low interest rates.
Where I live, in tech-land, financialization plays out amongst pre-IPO unicorn pageant
contestants and 800lb gorillas, leaving independent, non-financialized businesses in a vice. I
always used to joke “we do business the old fashioned way …at a profit”, however as we get
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further past the event horizon and deeper down the rabbit hole, this actually puts us at a
competitive disadvantage to “New Economy” ventures .
Such companies aren’t in business to actually earn anything. They create value for
their backers and shareholders via serial funding rounds, doing whatever it takes to
gobble up market share, including operating at a loss for extended periods, if not their
entire lifespans.
In other words, if you’re operating an independent tech business along old school business
rules (earn profits or die, don’t run out of cash or die, satisfy your customers, or die), you find
yourself today competing against financialized zombie companies on a suicide mission:
burning cash and cannibilizing the entire market so that they can be ingested by the nearest
unicorn with the deepest pockets.
(Further down)
#2 Absolute Dependence on Intervention
It seems patently absurd that people spend a lot of energy blaming “free market capitalism”
for the world’s ills when every possible market is so heavily manipulated that price discovery
is completely broken and asset allocation decisions are inherently foundationless.
(Further down)
#3 War on Cash
By this I not only mean paper currency we carry around with us, but after the current round of
central bank initiatives fail, the next logical step will be to target money velocity and
discourage any uninvested bank balances. This would imply that negative rates won’t just be
a matter between the money center banks and the Fed window, it’ll creep into depositor
accounts (which has already started happening in Europe)
(Further down)
One of the largest ATM manufacturers in the world (NCR) has been trying in vein to sell itself
off, finally securing an investment from Blackstone ($820M in preferred shares) to “accelerate
the company’s transformation into an integrated software and services company. ”
Translation: “We’re pivoting the hell out of ATMs”.
Left to itself, NIRP would eventually give “cash” a built-in premium, and we can’t have that.
Every body has to play. No exceptions.
Thus any form of currency which can preserve it’s buying power and has no counter-party risk
will be anathema to the central planners.
I fully expect to see wholesale gold confiscation and banning of precious metals before all of
this plays out, and bitcoin? Forget about it. You’ll end up like this guy just for thinking about it.
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(Further down)
#4 Result: The Two-Tier Society
(Further down)
The scenario unfolding is one where wealth is increasingly sucked from the wider base of an
economy and society (formerly known as “the middle class” and “small business”) into what I
call “the capstone class”, that much smaller, well connected cabal on top that directly benefits
from credit creation and enjoys the fruits of the market distortions now playing out.
(Many may equate this with the fabled “1%”, although I find that meme inaccurate. Statistically
speaking I’m “of the 1%” and believe me, I’m not some anointed blue blood sitting here in a
dark robe manipulating the world economy. I wish. I’m getting my nuts squeezed just like
everybody else.)
(Further down)
Being “rich” will be disdained and redistribution applauded. What makes it diabolical is that it
will never be the capstone class whose wealth is redistributed, it’ll just be the assets of the
upper middle class (those aren’t living hand-to-mouth …yet), essentially encouraging the
rabble to redistribute the scraps of societal wealth amongst themselves whilst those on top
continue to further consolidate the major assets and set the policies which feed the cycle.
In other words, it’ll be “capitalism at the top / socialism for the serfs” – a bifurcated society
where the “haves” are the equity holders of all the wealth and the have nots end up holding
the bag with all the debt.
(Further down)
Now What?
After reviewing the post I thought “I can’t just leave it there. Where’s the hope?”, I often close
my posts with a few bullet points “what can I do?”
(Further down)
Alas, I don’t have any answers, not anymore. Everybody is being forced to play a game
we’ll call “Mr Global” (not my phrase). If somebody comes up with a defense
mechanism that preserves wealth under negative rates, cash verbotten, no gold,
capital-controlled zero-yield economy, that sidesteps the game, they will simply
change the rules to make whatever that is unprofitable or retroactively illegal.
That’s where we’re at. Sorry.
http://rebootingcapitalism.com/2016/01/14/trapped-inside-the-zero-bound-what-it-means-now-that-wevecrossed-the-economic-event-horizon/#more-1369
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Technology
Hackers: We've got U.S. intel chief James Clapper's email (01/13/16, Cheryl Chumley,
WND)
'Crackas With Attitude' teen brags of secret break-in
Excerpt: The hacker, who goes by the name “Cracka,” and who is part of the hacking group
“Crackas With Attitude,” or CWA, told Motherboard he’s broken into Clapper’s home
telephone and Internet accounts, his personal email and his wife’s Yahoo email account.
“Cracka” then claimed to have changed all the settings of Clapper’s Verizon FIOS accounts
so all calls to his home get automatically forwarded to the Free Palestine Movement.
“I’m pretty sure they don’t even know they’ve been hacked,” Cracka said, in an online chat
with Motherboard.
Brian Hale, a spokesperson for the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, however,
said the feds were aware of the hack.
(Further down)
Motherboard phoned the number provided by “Cracka” that was supposed to connect to
Clapper’s home.
“When I called it,” Motherboard wrote, “I got an answer from Paul Larudee, the co-founder of
the Free Palestine Movement. Larudee told me that he had been getting calls for Clapper for
the last hour, after an anonymous caller told him that he had set Clapper’s number to forward
calls to him.”
The hacker also provided Motherboard a series of screen shots of accounts belonging to
Clapper’s wife, Susan, from Yahoo.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/hackers-weve-got-u-s-intel-james-clappers-email/?cat_orig=world

Culture
Is Europe Choosing to Self-Destruct? (01/14/16, Judith Bergman, Gatestone Institute)
Excerpt:
• Europe has voluntarily begun the process of giving up its liberal and hard-fought-for
freedoms. Free speech no longer exists, only -- straight out of totalitarian ideologies -46

"responsible" free speech: "free" only if it does not "offend" anyone.
• The desire of many Europeans and other self-declared devotees of "human rights" to
cover up, downplay or explain away what is happening in Europe, in fact represents
the opposite of respect for others and equality before the law.
• Absolving such criminal behavior is not only the very opposite of justice, it is also a kind
of "inverted racism" -- against its own native Europeans.
• In 2014 and 2015 Jews in Europe were murdered, raped, beaten and stalked -- just for
being Jewish. Signs in the street read, "Sale Juif" ("dirty Jew"), "Death to the Jews,"
and "Jews to the gas." None of these side effects of Muslim immigration seems to
concern the liberals, the media, or the purported defenders of human rights -- who so
loudly claim to be against "racism." Or, once again in Europe, does "racism" not include
Jews?
After the mass sexual assaults on New Year's Eve in the European cities of Cologne,
Hamburg, Düsseldorf, Bielefeld, Berlin, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Vienna, Salzburg, Zürich, Helsinki
and Kalmar, it is clear that something profoundly disturbing has occurred in Europe. By
Sunday, in Cologne alone, 516 women had filed criminal charges -- around 40% of them
relating to sexual assaults.
The initial reactions to the sexual assaults from German authorities, the media, as well as
feminists and others have not been less disturbing.
The German police first claimed, in a surreal statement the morning of Jan. 1, that the
situation on New Year's Eve had been "relaxed." Cologne Police Chief Wolfgang Albers later
admitted "this initial statement was incorrect" and, for his role in what appeared as a cover up,
has since been forced into early retirement.
(Further down)
"Experts," feminists and liberals tried to downplay the attacks by explaining them away at all
costs.
One such "expert," the German criminologist Christian Pfeiffer, described the men as "largely
young, single men, who have arrived in this country and don't know what to do with
themselves... The clarification of their asylum status took such a long time that their
frustrations and anger only grew." This much-respected German criminologist concluded:
"This is an alarm signal that we need to do more." According to him, immigrants commit
crimes, but the Germans are at fault because they "need to do more."
Many feminists in Europe claimed that too much focus had been put on the criminals'
"ethnicity," which these feminists alleged was "racism" -- while ignoring that Islam is not an
ethnicity but a religion. This argument was championed especially by the once-hardcore
feminists in Sweden and Denmark.
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(Further down)
If any of these attempts at denial sound familiar, they should. For decades, European national
authorities, liberals, and the media have either ignored, "relativized" or attempted to explain
away whatever unpleasant facts accompanied Muslim mass-immigration into Europe.
The widespread sexual abuse of 1400 children by Muslim men, mainly of Pakistani origin, in
Rotherham, England, for more than a decade, between 1999 and 2013, was known by the
local British authorities but allowed to continue.
In Paris, Toulouse and Copenhagen, Jews were murdered by Muslims -- for just being Jews.
Imams are free to preach and incite hatred against Jews from European mosques. The
imams call Jews the descendants of "apes and pigs."
(Further down)
As The Atlantic wrote in April 2015, "France's 475,000 Jews represent less than 1 percent of
the country's population. Yet last year, according to the French Interior Ministry, 51 percent of
all racist attacks targeted Jews."
The statistics in other countries are similar. In 2014 and 2015, Jews in Europe were
murdered, raped, beaten and stalked, only for being Jews. Signs in the street read, "Sale
Juif" ("dirty Jew"), "Death to the Jews," and "Jews to the gas."
None of these side-effects of Muslim immigration seems to concern liberals, the media, or the
purported defenders of human rights -- who so loudly claim to be against "racism." Or, once
again in Europe, does "racism" not include the Jews?
(Further down)
In Norway, the first statistics on rapes were revealed in 2001: incidences of rape had
increased by 40% from 1999 to 2000, and 65% of all rapes were committed by non-Western
immigrants (mainly Muslims). At the time, professor Unna Wikan, considered an authority on
Muslims in Norway, blamed the rapes on Norwegian women. She accused them of "inviting"
the rapes by acting like "Norwegian women" instead of "internalising that we live in a
multicultural society and accommodat[ing] that fact. ... In most Muslim countries, it is assumed
that the woman is at fault for being raped, and it is only fair that Muslim immigrants bring
these kinds of opinions with them when they move to Norway."
(Further down)
The desire of many Europeans and other self-declared devotees of "human rights" to cover
up, downplay or explain away what is happening in Europe, in fact represents the opposite of
what people genuinely concerned with human rights care about: respect for others and
equality before the law.
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When a society built on the rule of law begins to cover up criminal behavior and absolve
criminals of responsibility, this only weakens and corrodes the very values it claims to want to
uphold.
Absolving such criminal behavior is not only the very opposite of justice, it is also a kind of
"inverted racism" -- against its own native Europeans.
As it turns out, the liberal ethos seems anything but. It is actually totalitarian in its desire to
adapt reality, at all costs, to its own fantasies, agendas and "narratives." Objective truth is
treated as disposable.
Europe has voluntarily begun the process of giving up its liberal and hard-fought-for
freedoms. Free speech no longer exists, only -- straight out of totalitarian ideologies -"responsible" free speech: "free" only if it does not "offend" anyone. That is not free speech;
that is censored speech. Speech that does not offend anyone does not need protecting.
Religious freedom no longer exists. Jews cannot wear Jewish symbols openly anymore
without serious risk of assault, and they can only assemble for prayer under heavy security.
Now will real freedom for girls and women also cease to exist? After that, who will be next?
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/7223/europe-self-destruction
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UPDATE JANUARY 26, 2016 – CULTURE, GOVERNMENT, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is January 26, 2016
We are almost at the end of January, still just starting 2016, and as you can see, there is a lot
going on in the Great Unraveling process.
Texas, sorry for what is unfolding for y'all. I mention the Lone Star State specifically, because
Texas has been the #1 state for companies to do business in according the CEO survey for
11 years straight. I do not anticipate that changing in the short-term. However, just having the
right attitude/policies toward business is not an impenetrable shield against other factors that
can bring down the economy, and that is where Texas now finds itself. I tried to explain it to
business folks when we were in Texas, but...
Take a look at the headlines for this Update. You will find that they give you a pretty good big
picture at a glance; even without reading the excerpts or articles. As you read, keep in mind
that in each situation there are larger issues and consequences playing out that are directly
tied to the article.
What can you do? Get your family and friends mentally, emotionally and spiritually prepared.
Let them know what's happening and what's coming. Rethink your expectations. Give them a
big hug; maybe even a kiss, depending on who they are; and tell them you love them. Work
together, if possible.
Are you willing to offer understanding and comfort to those around you?
You are my family and friends. I love you!
Tim
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What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Culture
American yogurt billionaire: 'Hire more Muslim refugees
ISIS talks 'mega merger' with al-Qaida, Muslim Brotherhood
Sprint Fires 2500: 8% Of Its Entire Workforce
China Warns "Social Stability Threatened" As 400,000 Steel Workers Are About To Lose
Their Jobs
WalMart Store Closures Leave Elderly Villagers With No Grocery Stores, Pharmacies
Texas Economy Collapses - Dallas Fed Survey Crashes To 6-Year Lows As "D" Word Is
Uttered

Government
Obama 'on strike against will of American people'
Government seeks 'authority to determine what is sin'
Money
Square Holes and Currency Pegs
Global Stocks Enter Bear Market: One-Fifth Of All Worldwide Stock Market Wealth Is
Already Gone
Norway's Biggest Bank Demands Cash Ban
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Updates
Culture
American yogurt billionaire: 'Hire more Muslim refugees (01/20/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Calls on biggest U.S. companies to join Islamic surge
Excerpt: That man is Hamdi Ulukaya, a Kurdish Muslim and immigrant from Turkey who
created the billion-dollar U.S.-based Chobani yogurt empire.
Ulukaya opened the world’s largest yogurt factory in Twin Falls about two years ago, and the
plant now employs 600 people with about 30 percent of those jobs filled by foreign refugees
shipped to the U.S. from United Nations camps in the Middle East and Africa.
But now Ulukaya is upping the ante.
(Further down)
Six companies have already taken him up on the idea. Ikea, MasterCard, Airbnb, LinkedIn,
Western Union and UPS have all agreed to hire more refugees or provide free services to
them.
(Further down)
Ulukaya wants more companies to join the effort of hiring and helping refugees. He started a
new foundation, the Tent, for this purpose.
“The Tent Pledge asks companies all over the world to step up and do more. We’re asking
them to provide refugees with job training, employment opportunities, and the kind of direct
assistance that experts have identified as a priority – everything from blankets and water, to
debit cards and Internet access,” he writes.
(Further down)
Looking out for his own?
Ulukaya's efforts appear spurred by his own cultural background as a Kurdish Muslim and by
a personal visit to the refugee camps in Turkey and Greece.
Ulukaya has told several media outlets that he was horrified by the human suffering he
witnessed.
But he said the fact that he shares a cultural affinity with many of the refugees — he grew up
near the Syrian border in Turkey, before moving to the U.S. as a student – made an even
bigger impact.
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Ulukaya has also been critical of the bureaucratic red tape involved in the refugee
resettlement industry, which starts at the top with the United Nations.
"The refugee issue is being dealt with using [methods from] the 1940s and it’s in the hands of
the U.N. and mostly government and you don’t see a lot of private sector and entrepreneurs
involved," he told Gillian Tett of the Financial Times magazine last week. "I decided we have
got to hack this — we have got to bring another perspective into this issue, there are
technologies that can be used."
The Tent initiative will funnel money and technology into refugee work. Ulukaya personally
made a $2 million donation last year to the U.N. High Commissioner on Refugees.
What about Americans who need jobs?
And he has stepped up efforts to hire as many refugees as he can at his yogurt plants, where
they currently account for 30 percent of the total workforce. That means about 600 of
Chobani's 2,000 employees in the U.S. are foreign refugees.
"There are 11 or 12 languages spoken in our factories," Ulukaya told Financial Times. "We
have translators 24 hours a day."
Refugee watchdog Ann Corcoran said the strategy being pushed by corporate America is
done in the name of compassion but actually leaves jobless American citizens and veterans
further behind.
"Take UPS, for example. Almost every county has a UPS depot, and it's a really nice job for
people who are low skilled, loading the trucks," said Corcoran, author of the blog Refugee
Resettlement Watch. "It's kind of a job that people are willing to do. You don't have to ship
people here from the Third World to fill those jobs."
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/yogurt-billionaire-hire-more-muslim-refugees/?cat_orig=money

ISIS talks 'mega merger' with al-Qaida, Muslim Brotherhood (01/25/16, Cheryl Chumley,
WND)
Libyan branches look to establish governing council
Excerpt: A London-based newspaper, Al Sharq al Awsat, reported the Libyan branches of
ISIS, al-Qaida and the Muslim Brotherhood are in talks to unite and establish a governing
council.
(Further down)
A source told the Arabic newspaper the three terror groups want to send a message “all the
Islamist opposition elements speak in one voice and should be treated as such,” Breitbart
reported.
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Breitbart Jerusalem previously reported one of the leading members of ISIS in Sinai visited
Gaza to forge a union between Hamas and Salafi groups.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/isis-talks-mega-merger-with-al-qaida-muslim-brotherhood/?cat_orig=world

Sprint Fires 2500: 8% Of Its Entire Workforce (01/25/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Anyone who dares to question Obama's grand renaissance is supposedly peddling
fiction. Meanwhile, in today's latest mass layoff event (which, oddly enough, has become a
daily thing during the "recovery") some 2,500 Sprint workers - 8% of the company's 31,000
total employees - have already received, or are about to be "peddled" pink slips.
According to the Kansas City Star, "layoffs and cutbacks at Sprint Corp. have claimed at least
2,500 jobs and struck six customer care centers, company officials confirmed.
(Further down)
However it is Sprint's customers who may be stuck with the worst news of all: with fewer call
centers operating, Sprint is urging customers to handle routine inquiries – such as
checking bill balances and making payments, checking on device upgrade status, and
checking on phone lease status – online or through the Sprint Zone app.
Also, if for some reason ObamasRecovery.gov gives you a 404 error, just keep trying.
And now, unleash the Sprint activist investors and bring on the debt-funded buybacks.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-25/sprint-fires-2500-8-its-entire-workforce

China Warns "Social Stability Threatened" As 400,000 Steel Workers Are About To Lose
Their Jobs (01//25/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: In late September, we were stunned to read (and report) that in the first mega-layoff
in recent Chinese history, the Harbin-based Heilongjiang Longmay Mining Holding Group, or
Longmay Group for short, the biggest met coal miner in northeast China had taken a page
straight out of Jean-Baptiste Emanuel Zorg's playbook and fired 100,000 workers overnight,
40% of its entire 240,000 workforce.
For us this was the sign that China's long awaited "hard landing" had finally arrived, because
as China's paper of record, China Daily, added then: "now, many migrant workers struggle
to find their footing in a downshifting economy. As factories run out of money and
construction projects turn idle across China, there has been a rise in the last thing
Beijing wants to see: unrest."
(Further down)
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Fast forward to today when, if not a full million, Xinhua reports that as part of China's
proposed excess capacity production curtailments the country's steel production slash will
translate into the loss of jobs for up to 400,000 workers, estimated Li Xinchuang, head
of China Metallurgical Industry Planning and Research Institute. Li said more people
will be affected in the upstream and downstream industries. According to some estimates
just like every banker job in New York "feeds" up to three downstream jobs, so in China every
worker in the steel industry helps support between 2 to 3 additional job.s Which means,
400,000 primary layoffs would mean a total job loss number anywhere between 1.2 and 1.6
million jobs!
(Further down)
Demonstrating just how "serious" this proposal is, the State Council called on enterprises to
think outside the box and find ways to reduce redundancies and compensate laid-off workers.
We give this track about a 1% chance of manifesting in something practical.
In a separate proposal, the government is also encouraging redundant workers to start their
own businesses, with tax breaks and other preferential policies.
Alas, the creation of millions of new profitable businesses (because unprofitable startups
only thrive in Silicon Valley) is far, far more difficult than it sounds in some Beijing
spreadsheet.
(Further down)
Just how disconnected from reality China's official unemployment rate is, both now and one
year from today, will ultimately determine how violent the social upheaval will be when - as
part of its hard-landing - China proceeds to lay off (tens of) millions of low-skilled workers
leading to the inevitable violent response.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-25/china-warns-social-stability-threatened-400000-steel-workers-areabout-lose-their-jo

WalMart Store Closures Leave Elderly Villagers With No Grocery Stores, Pharmacies
(01/25/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Last week, WalMart doubled down on the wage hike debacle when the world’s
largest retailer decided to give everyone a raise in February.
The all-in cost will be around $2.7 billion. While some were surprised at the move, it was easy
to see coming. Indeed, we’ve long said that the company’s decision to hike wages for its
lowest-paid employees would eventually necessitate similar raises for workers higher up the
corporate ladder.
“The wage hierarchy has been distorted and that distortion had nothing to do with merit,” we
wrote, back in August. “Higher paid employees don’t understand why everyone under
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them in the corporate structure suddenly makes more money and if people who are
higher up on the corporate ladder don’t receive raises that keep the wage hierarchy
proportional, they may simply quit which means that, for Wal-Mart, raising the minimum for
the lowest paid workers to just $9/hour will end up costing the company around $1.5 billion if
you include the additional raises the company will have to give to higher paid employees in
order to retain their 'talents' and avoid a mid-level management mutiny.”
Sure enough, that’s exactly what happened - only the cost is far higher than even we
anticipated.
The problem is that when your business model revolves around “everyday low prices,” each
and every additional penny you give to your employees is a penny that’s not passed on to
customers as savings. That’s a problem, given how competitive the discount retail space has
become. On top of that, margins are already razor thin and pinching them further has a
dramatic impact on profitability as evidenced by the shocking guidance cut WalMart delivered
in October.
Initially, the company sought to make up for the money “lost” to the wage hike by squeezing
the supply chain. When efforts to extract more savings from vendors weren’t sufficient,
WalMart simply fired some folks, first at the home office in Bentonville and then at 269 stores
where 16,000 employees learned this month that they no longer have a job.
(Further down)
“Though mom-and-pop stores have steadily disappeared across the American landscape over
the past three decades as the mega chain methodically expanded, there was at least always
a Wal-Mart left behind to replace them,” Bloomberg writes. “Now the Wal-Marts are
disappearing, too.”
(Further down)
That’s a big problem for small towns, often with proportionately large elderly populations. For
the older folks of Oriental -- a retirement and summer vacation town along the inter-coastal
waterway -- the next-nearest grocery and pharmacy is a 50-minute round-trip drive.
Towns like Clearwater, Kansas, and Merkel, Texas, are among those hit by Wal-Mart
closures. In Godley, Texas, with a population of roughly 1,000, Wal-Mart opened a small store
just a year ago. Within months, the only other grocery store in town -- Brookshire Brothers,
part of an employee-owned regional chain -- shut its doors. Now with Wal-Mart gone, the
closest full-service grocery store is about a 20-minute drive away.
(Further down)
WalMart's move to give employees $10/hour instead of $9 has now, i) adversely affected the
supply chain and might well end up driving some vendors out of business as the retailer
pushes for more savings, ii) cost the jobs of hundreds who were gainfully employed in
Bentonville, meaning the economy lost breadwinner jobs so the company's meagerly
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compensated shelf stockers could be slightly less poor, iii) irreparably damaged WalMart's
reputation with investors, and now iv) left many a community across the country with no
grocery store and no pharmacy.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-25/walmart-store-closures-leave-elderly-villagers-no-grocery-storespharmacies

Texas Economy Collapses - Dallas Fed Survey Crashes To 6-Year Lows As "D" Word Is
Uttered (01/25/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: For the 13th month in a row, The Dallas Fed Manufacturing Outlook was
contractionary with a stunning -34.6 print following December's already disastrous
collapse back to -20.1, post-crisis lows. With "hope" having plunged back into negative
territory (-2.2) in December, January saw a complete collapse to -24.0 as one respondent
exclaimed, "we expect the continued depression in the oil and gas industry to
negatively impact our customer base and result in significant demand reduction."
Bloodbath...

And its across the board with production, employment, and shipments all collapsing...
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As hope is crushed...

Chart: Bloomberg
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But the punchline was the respondents, virtually all of whom confirm the recession, and one
even casually tossed in the "D"(epression) word
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-25/texas-economy-collapses-dallas-fed-survey-crashes-6-year-lowshope-disappears

Government
Obama 'on strike against will of American people' (01/20/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Administration refuses to deport thousands of visa overstays
Excerpt: The government provided its long awaited study on visa overstays this week, and it
showed half-a-million foreign travelers who violated the terms of their visas last year were
never deported by the Obama administration.
Worse yet, their the whereabouts of most are not even known.
The 28-page report by the Department of Homeland Security identified just over 527,000
foreign visitors who did not leave the country as required when their visas expired last year.
Approximately 484,000 were presumed to be still in the United States at the end of 2015, and
416,500 had not departed as of two weeks ago on Jan. 4.
Those numbers include hundreds of visitors from countries with large terrorist populations
such as Syria, Iraq, Pakistan and Iran.
And the numbers are actually much higher because the study only looked at a very limited
subset of visitors – those entering the U.S. by air or sea for business or pleasure. It did not
examine student visas or any of the many temporary work visas.
“This subset of 45 million admissions is only a fraction of the total non-immigrant admissions
to the United States in 2015 by air, sea, and land for all purposes,” wrote research analyst
Jessica Vaughan for the Center for Immigration Studies.
(Further down)
Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala., the chairman of the Senate subcommittee on immigration and the
national interest, lashed out at the administration Wednesday for what he believes to be
dereliction of duty.
He said DHS has refused to implement an automated entry-exit tracking system at all air, land
and seaports as required by Congress. This is the only way to know which aliens have left
and which have remained in violation of their visas, Sessions said.
Congress has passed “half-a-dozen laws” over the past decade requiring this system be
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implemented, he said. But, like many laws passed by Congress, they were “more show than
substance,” Sessions said at a congressional hearing Wednesday on the problem with visa
overstays.
(Further down)
He said upward of 40 percent of the more than 12 million illegal migrants living in the U.S.
today did not cross the border illegally; rather, they overstayed their visa.
"Such policies being carried out today is a demonstration by our government that the exit-date
requirement has no meaning," Sessions said. "Again, this is the very essence of open
borders. Everyone can come in. No one has to leave."
If 40 percent of the illegal aliens now in the country are a result of visa overstays, that would
include 4 to 6 million people, noted Sen. David Perdue, R-Ga.
Yet, a DHS official who testified at the hearing told Perdue that only 3,000 overstays were
identified and investigated last year.
The policies of the Obama administration are that the government does not deport people
unless they've been caught committing a felony offense, Sessions said. "No action will be
taken."
"In addition to the harm done to American job-seekers and taxpayers, this also poses a
substantial national-security risk and a monumental erosion of the integrity of the law that
encourages more violations."
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/obama-on-strike-against-will-of-american-people/

Government seeks 'authority to determine what is sin' (01/24/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Legal team warns of ramifications of wrong decision at Supreme Court
Excerpt: In its Supreme Court battle over Obamacare’s abortion-pill mandate, the government
wants to “determine what is in fact a sin,” contends a religious-rights legal group.
The high court has agreed to hear the case of the Denver-based Little Sisters of the Poor
nuns, who refused to comply with the requirement that the insurance policies for their
employees cover abortion pills.
The nuns have refused to sign over the responsibility to their insurance company, arguing it
also would be a violation of their faith to facilitate someone else committing a sin.
Now a friend-of-the-court brief submitted by the Thomas More Law Center on behalf of
dozens of clients charges the government is seeking to become the arbiter of religious beliefs.
(Further down)
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“This slippery slope would subject all religious exercise to the whim of the government’s
approval.”
The brief points out that it’s already been decided that the fines for noncompliance are a
substantial burden, leaving essentially the question of “whether compliance is actually against
the petitioners’ religion.”
“This is something that is for petitioners to determine, not the court,” the Thomas More Law
Center says.
“The court is not the arbiter of sacred Scripture and cannot determine whether the notification
form and letter are attenuated enough from the provision of contraceptives that they do not
substantially burden petitioners’ religion,” the brief says. “Delving into this inquiry requires the
court to interpret petitioners’ religious beliefs on the morality of the different levels of
complicity with sin.
“Therefore, the court can only determine whether petitioners are being compelled to do
something that violates their faith – here, filling out the notification form or writing a notification
letter to HHS, both of which trigger the dissemination of contraceptives and abortifacients to
their employees in connection with their employee health plans.”
(Further down)
The Little Sisters charge the government is forcing them to violate their faith by giving them a
choice between providing contraceptives and abortion pills directly or ordering them to sign
over their responsibility to someone else.
“These notification requirements trigger the non-profits’ insurers to provide free contraceptives
and abortifacients to the women in the non-profits’ health plans. This notification requirement
makes the non profits complicit in the provision of a service that they find sinful, thereby
causing them to sin themselves,” the brief explains.
The law center argues there should not even be a case.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/government-seeks-authority-to-determine-what-is-sin/

Money
Square Holes and Currency Pegs (01/22/16, Raúl Ilargi Meijer, The Automatic Earth)
Excerpt: Deflation has been playing out for years. Central bank largesse has largely kept it at
bay in the public eye, but that now seems over. Debt deflation is inevitable when -debtbubbles burst, and when these bubbles are large enough, there’s nothing that can stop the
process, not even miracle growth. But you’re not going to understand this if and when you
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look only at falling prices as the main sign of deflation; they’re merely a small part of the
process, and a lagging one at that.
A much better indicator of deflation is the velocity of money, the speed at which ‘consumers’
spend money. And velocity has been going down for years. That’s where and how you notice
deflation, when combined with the money and credit supply. Which have soared in most
places, but were no match for a much faster declining velocity. People have much less money
to spend. Which shouldn’t be a surprise if, just to name an example, new US jobs pay 23%
less than the ones they’re -supposedly- replacing.

(Further down)
However you look at present global debt, percentage wise, or in absolute numbers, you name
it, there’s never been anything like it. We outdid ourselves by so much we don’t have the
rational or probably even subconscious ability to oversee what we’ve done. We live in the
world’s biggest bubble ever by a margin of god only knows how much. And that bubble will
deflate. It is already doing just that.
The next steps in the debt deflation process will of necessity be chaotic. A substantial part of
that chaos is bound to emerge from denial, and the reluctance to accept reality. Which often
rise from a poor understanding of the processes taking place. It certainly looks as if there’s
lots of that in China, where both the working principles of financial markets and the grip
authorities -can- have on them, seem to be met with a huge dose of incomprehension.
Mind you, given the levels of comprehension vs outright ‘theoretical religion’ among leading
western politicians and economists, the ones who most often rise to decision-making
positions in governments and financial institutions, we have nothing on China when it comes
to truth and denial.
From all that follows what will be the next leg down in the ‘magnificent slump’: the awfully
messy demise of currency pegs.
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In a short explainer for the uninitiated, allow me to steal a few words from Investopedia:
“There are two types of currency exchange rates—floating and fixed, still in existence. Major
currencies, such as the Japanese yen, euro, and the US dollar, are floating currencies—their
values change according to how the currency is being traded on forex markets. Fixed
currencies, on the other hand, derive value by being fixed (or pegged) to another currency.”
(Further down)
Today’s major currency pegs are remnants of a land of long ago lore; they have no place in
this world, they are financial misfits. Who’ve been allowed to persist only because central
banks and governments have been able to distort markets for as long as they have. But that
ability is not infinite, and it’s in nobody’s longer term interest that it would be.
Not even those that now seem to profit most from it. We will end up with societies that
function no better for the ridiculous Davos elites than they do for the bottom rung. But no elite
will ever see that, let alone admit it voluntarily.
Deflation and foreign exchange chaos. There’s your future. As for stocks and oil, who’s left to
buy any? Not the consumer who’s 70% of US and perhaps 60% of EU GDP, they’re maxed
out on private debt. So why would investors put their money in either? And if they don’t, where
do you see prices go?
Even more importantly, deflation makes a lot of money, and even much more virtual money,
vanish into overnight thin air. That’s what everyone is running into when all these currencies,
China, Saudi, Gulf states et al, are forced to recalibrate. $17 trillion disappeared from global
equities markets in the past 6 months.
How much vanished from the value of ‘official’ oil reserves? How much from iron ore and
aluminum? How much do all the world’s behemoth corporations and banks and commodityexporting countries have their resource ‘wealth’ on their books for in their sunny creative
accounting models? And how much of that is just thin hot air too?
We’re about to find out.
http://www.theautomaticearth.com/2016/01/square-holes-and-currency-pegs/

Global Stocks Enter Bear Market: One-Fifth Of All Worldwide Stock Market Wealth Is
Already Gone (01/20/16, Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: It’s official – global stocks have entered a bear market. On Wednesday, we learned
that the MSCI All-Country World Index has fallen a total of more than 20 percent from the
peak of the market. So that means that roughly one-fifth of all the stock market wealth in the
entire world has already been wiped out. How much more is it going to take before everyone
will finally admit that we have a major financial crisis on our hands? 30 percent? 40
percent? This new round of chaos began last night in Asia. Japanese stocks were down
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more than 600 points and Hong Kong was down more than 700 points. The nightmare
continued to roll on when Europe opened, and European stocks ended up down about 3.2
percent when the markets over there finally closed. In the U.S., it looked like it was going to
be a truly historic day for a while there. At one point the Dow had fallen 566 points, but a
curious rebound resulted in a loss of only 249 points for the day.
As bad as things are in the U.S. right now, the truth is that we still have a long way to go to
catch up with the rest of the planet. Around the world, many major stock indexes are already
down more than 30 or 40 percent. Overall, the MSCI All-Country World Index is now down 20
percent, which officially puts us in bear market territory…
(Further down)
The 200 trillion dollar global debt pyramid is now collapsing all around us, and the former
chief economist of the Bank for International Settlements is warning that we could soon be
facing “an avalanche of bankruptcies”…
The global financial system has become dangerously unstable and faces an
avalanche of bankruptcies that will test social and political stability, a leading
monetary theorist has warned.
“The situation is worse than it was in 2007. Our macroeconomic ammunition to
fight downturns is essentially all used up,” said William White, the Swiss-based
chairman of the OECD’s review committee and former chief economist of the Bank
for International Settlements (BIS).
Of course it is a little late in the game to be warning us about this now.
At this point there is very little that can be done to stop the collapse that is already happening.
(Further down)
But the mainstream media in the United States is telling everyone not to panic. Instead of a
time to sell, the mainstream media is urging people to jump in and take advantage of all of the
“great deals” in the stock market right now. I really like what Mike Adams of Natural News
had to say about what we are seeing…
The pathetically stupid and dishonest financial media is desperately running stories
right now to maintain false faith in the markets, even while their own people are
behind the scenes selling like mad. As long as they can keep the public believing in
the “faith” of never-ending cheap money, they can bail out their own positions to
suckers and fools who think a tiny dip in a massively overvalued, fraudulent market
is a “buying opportunity.”
Watch for desperate headlines from propaganda financial outlets (such as
MarketWatch.com) like, “10 reasons you shouldn’t sell” or “The upside potential of
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the market is HUGE!” These are psychological operations to try to persuade
people that the collapse they’re seeing in global markets isn’t actually happening.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/global-stocks-enter-bear-market-one-fifth-of-all-worldwide-stockmarket-wealth-is-already-gone

Norway's Biggest Bank Demands Cash Ban (01/23/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: The war on cash is escalating faster than many had imagined. Having documented
the growing calls from the elites and propagandist explanations of the "benefits" to their serfs
over the last few years, with China, and The IMF entering the "cashless society" call most
recently, International Business Times reports that Norway - suffering from its own economic
collapse as oil revenues crash - has joined its Scandi peers Denmark and Sweden in a call to
"ban cash."
By way of background, as we explained previously, What exactly does a “war on cash”
mean?
It means governments are limiting the use of cash and a variety of officialmouthpiece economists are calling for the outright abolition of cash. Authorities are
both restricting the amount of cash that can be withdrawn from banks, and limiting
what can be purchased with cash.
These limits are broadly called “capital controls.”
Why Now? Why are governments suddenly so keen to ban physical cash?
The answer appears to be that the banks and government authorities are
anticipating bail-ins, steeply negative interest rates and hefty fees on cash, and
they want to close any opening regular depositors might have to escape these
forms of officially sanctioned theft. The escape mechanism from bail-ins and fees
on cash deposits is physical cash, and hence the sudden flurry of calls to eliminate
cash as a relic of a bygone age — that is, an age when commoners had some way
to safeguard their money from bail-ins and bankers’ control.
(Further down)
In 2014, Finans Norge, a financial industry organization in Norway, said the country
was on pace to be a cashless society by 2020, Ice News reported. While DNB said its
proposal will take time to complete, executives suggested the country start phasing out cash
by discontinuing the 1,000 kroner note so it could focus on updating its banking system.
“Eighty-five percent of our customers say that they never or only very rarely go to
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the bank. Therefore we think it is a mistake to maintain a very old structure with
local branch offices. It is better to follow the customers and improve the offers
where the customers are: digital,” Bentestuen said.
In the meantime, DNB and Norway’s second largest bank, Nordea, have
already stopped using cash in their branch offices. And the movement toward
a goal of no cash has been going on for a while. The Norwegian Hospitality
Association pushed to eliminate consumers’ right to pay cash at all stores and
restaurants in 2013, The Local reported.
Other countries including Denmark and Sweden have made similar pushes as their
populations also rely largely on electronic money.
If allowed to continue, state wealth control will exist.
And thus, as we concluded previously, if you can’t withdraw your money as cash, you
have two choices: You can deal with negative interest rates...or you can spend your money.
Ultimately, that’s what our Keynesian central planners want. They are using negative interest
rates and the War on Cash to force you to spend and “stimulate” the economy.
If you ask us, these radical and insane measures are a sign of desperation.
The War on Cash and negative interest rates are huge threats to your financial security.
Central planners are playing with fire and inviting a currency catastrophe.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-23/norways-biggest-bank-demands-cash-ban
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UPDATE FEBRUARY 3, 2016 – CULTURE, MONEY, TECHNOLOGY
Hello everyone... Today is February 3, 2016
So, we are now out of January. I hope everyone came through it in one piece and are well
and doing well.
Just a year ago I was telling you that things were going to be even worse by the end of the
year. What do you think?
In addition to the emails, I have been diligently working on a new book about Freedom.
If you think the number of articles you see in these emails is a lot, you should see the number
articles I read that are not included.
Because of the amount of information I read, I am watching many folks, such as, but not
limited to, financial counselors, whose livelihood has depended on their offering winning
insights and solutions are now scrambling for answers to offer and coming up with new
games to play to profit in these difficult times, and they keep coming up short.
You are my family and friends. I love you!
Tim
P.S I do want to throw something in for fun though. Yeah, sometimes it's the little things...
This is for those of you who were part of FCCLAPF in the early 90s. Within the “Insider Warns
Elites...” article there was a very short list of celebrities who attended the World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland, which I did not include in the excerpt. One of your group was
there. Will Adams, Jr, aka will.i.am. of The Black Eyed Peas fame attended.

What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
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Culture
"The Level Of Alarm Is Extremely High" As Zika "Spreading Explosively" WHO Warns
Parents Furious After School Changes The Word “God” To “Allah” In Christian Hymn
Student punished for refusing to recite Islamic profession of faith
How Do You Know When Your Society Is In The Midst Of Collapse?
Money
Obama debt bomb: $30 trillion in next decade
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Updates
Culture
"The Level Of Alarm Is Extremely High" As Zika "Spreading Explosively" WHO Warns
(01/28/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Well over a year since the global fears over the Ebola epidemic sent US stocks
reeling in late 2014 ahead of an even sharper rebound, today the head of the World Health
Organization delivered a very stern warning when she said that the Zika virus, a mosquitoborne pathogen that may cause birth defects when pregnant women are infected, has been
“spreading explosively” in South and Central America.
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(Further down)
One way in which the Zika virus is comparable to Ebola is that in both cases there is no
vaccine and it could take years before one is available.
Another way the Ebola scenario could come back with a vengeance is that the WHO said that
it expects the infection to eventually become common in the U.S. Travelers from
countries with outbreaks have already been diagnosed on their return to America.
(Further down)
It is so bad that Brazil has warned the viral outbreak may affect the 2016 Summer Olympics,
with the government admitting that it has been a formidable fight. Earlier this week, Brazilian
Health Minister Marcelo Castro said the country was losing the battle.
Rio's authorities have been particularly alarmed by the statement, as the city, usually a
hotspot for dengue, will receive hundreds of thousands of visitors during the upcoming
Carnival and the Olympic Games set to open in August.
The anxiety over the spread of the Zika virus has become international after several Latin
American countries reported hundreds of Zika cases.
Earlier this week, the United States reported its first microcephaly case related to the Zika
virus. The mother of the infected baby has been to Latin America. Some countries have
issued alerts warning pregnant women not to travel to Zika-affected regions.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-28/zika-spreading-explosively-who-warns-level-alarm-extremely-high

Parents Furious After School Changes The Word “God” To “Allah” In Christian Hymn
(01/28/16, Steve Watson, Infowars)
Words changed so as not to offend Muslims
Excerpt: Parents of 10 year old children at a school in Austria are reportedly fuming
after teachers assigned homework to learn the words to a Christian hymn.. except they
substituted the word ‘God’ for the word ‘Allah’.
Austria’s largest newspaper Kronen Zeitung reports that school officials claim to have made
the change the words to the song ‘Gottes liebe ist so wunderbar’ (God’s love is so wonderful)
to ‘Allah’s liebe ist so wunderbar’ in order not to offend the Muslim children in the class.
(Further down)
Professor Ednan Aslan warned that Islamists are attempting to operate a parallel educational
system under the radar of the governmental authorities.
The song controversy is also not an isolated incident.
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Last month, video emerged of Canadian children singing a song which celebrates
Muhammad’s arrival in Medina after he forced Christians to convert to Islam under threat of
death.
“The video titled “Welcome to Canada Syrian Refugees” shows the choir singing one of the
oldest songs in the Islamic culture.
Other similar incidents in California and Minnesota have angered parents, with schools
forcing children to sing Muslim ‘fighting’ songs and songs about spreading the culture of
Islam.
http://www.infowars.com/parents-furious-after-school-changes-the-word-god-to-allah-in-christian-hymn/

Student punished for refusing to recite Islamic profession of faith (01/28/16, Bob Unruh,
WND)
Lawsuit: Hands out failing grades, then threatens her father for objecting
Excerpt: A Maryland high school punished a student for refusing to profess faith in Islam, gave
her failing grades for a series of assignments that violated her Christian beliefs then
threatened her father with arrest for complaining, a federal lawsuit charges.
The suit was filed in U.S. District Court against the Charles County Public Schools in La Plata,
Maryland, its board of education, Principal Evelyn Arnold and Vice Principal Shannon Morris
by the Thomas More Law Center.
(Further down)
The lawsuit charges that the defendants’ “curriculum, practices, policies, actions, procedures,
and customs promote the Islamic faith by requiring students to profess the five pillars if Islam.”
The students, the complaint says, were required to “write out and confess the shahada, the
Islamic profession of faith.”
The lawsuit charges that school officials concealed the curriculum by using two separate
history textbooks, one of which contained the Islamic teachings and which students were
required to leave at school. The other, which did not contain the teachings, was allowed to be
taken home, the complaint explains. The school also excised the Islamic teachings from the
course syllabus.
(Further down)
“For non-Muslims, reciting the statement is sufficient to convert one to Islam,” the complaint
says. “Moreover, the second part of the statement, ‘Muhammad is the messenger of Allah,’
signifies the person has accepted Muhammad as their spiritual leader. The teenager was also
required to memorize and recite the Five Pillars of Islam.”
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Not only did the district refuse permission for C.W. to opt out of the religious assignments, it
imposed grades of zero. Further, the complaint says, the district disparaged Christianity in
multiple ways, including the statement, “Most Muslims’ faith is stronger than the average
Christian.” The district taught that the West engages in “imperialistic pursuits” and insists
“men are the managers of women.”
It also taught: “To Muslims, Allah is the same god that is worshipped in Christianity and
Judaism.”
(Further down)
“The sugarcoated version of Islam taught at La Plata High School did not mention that the
Quran explicitly instructs Muslims ‘to kill the unbelievers wherever you find them.’ (Sura 9-5),”
the complaint says.
(Further down)
Wood (student's father, John, a Marine Corps veteran) was deployed in Operation Desert
Shield/Desert Storm “and lost friends to Islamic extremists,” the complaint notes. Later, he
“responded as a firefighter to the 9/11 Islamic terror attack on the Pentagon.”
“Wood witnessed firsthand the destruction created in the name of Allah and knows that Islam
is not ‘a religion of peace.’ The school prevented John Kevin Wood from defending his
daughter’s Christian beliefs against Islamic indoctrination, even though as a Marine, he stood
in harm’s way to defend our nation, and the Charles County Public Schools,” the lawsuit says.
image: http://www.wnd.com/files/2016/01/IslamWorksheet.jpg

Part of a school worksheet promoting Islam
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/student-punished-for-refusing-to-recite-islamic-profession-of-faith/

How Do You Know When Your Society Is In The Midst Of Collapse? (01/27/16, Brandon
Smith, Alt-Market)
Excerpt: What is collapse? How do we define it? And, are some of the notions of collapse in
the public consciousness completely wrong?
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It’s funny, because skeptics opposed to the idea of a U.S. collapse in particular will most often
retort with a question they think I cannot or will not answer – “So, Mr. Smith, when specifically
is this supposed collapse going to take place? What day and time?”
My response has always been – “We’re in the middle of a collapse right now; you really can’t
see it right in front of your sneering face?”
The reason these people are incapable of grasping this kind of answer is in large part due to
the popular mainstream conceptions of systemic collapse. These are conceptions that are for
the most part delusional and not in line with the facts. The public idea of collapse comes
predominantly from Hollywood, and not from personal experience. For the masses (and some
preppers, unfortunately), a collapse is an “event” that happens visibly and usually swiftly. You
wake up one morning and behold; the television and phones don’t work anymore and
zombies are at your doorstep! Yes, it’s childish and cartoonish, but anything less than a
Walking Dead/Mad Max scenario and many people act as if all other threats are benign.
(Further down)
So what is the root of the problem beyond Hollywood fantasies? Well, the problem is that
social and economic collapse is not a singular event, it is a PROCESS. Collapse is a series of
events that sometimes span years. Each event increases in volatility over the last event, but
as time goes on these events tend to condition the masses. The public develops a normalcy
bias towards crisis (like the old “frog in a boiling pot” analogy). They lose all sense of what a
healthy system looks like.
It is not uncommon for a society to wade through almost a decade or more of violent decline
before finally acknowledging the system is imploding on a fundamental level. It is also not
uncommon for societies to endure years of abuse by corrupt governments before either
organizing effectively to rebel, or caving in and submitting to totalitarianism
(Further down)
A year ago, central bankers presented little more than a chorus of recovery propaganda.
Today, not so much. The Royal Bank of Scotland is now warning investors to “sell everything”
ahead of a “cataclysmic” year in markets.
The Federal Reserve’s Richard Fisher has admitted that the Fed “frontloaded” (manipulated)
stock markets into a bubble and that payment is about to come due in the form of severe
economic volatility (up to 20% crash in equities).
The Bank for International Settlements, the central bank of central banks, has a track record
of warning the public about collapse conditions – right before they happen, leaving little or no
time for people to prepare. They have followed their habit by warning in September and
December that a Fed rate hike would “shatter” the uneasy calm in markets.
The former Chief Economist of the BIS now says the economy is in worse shape than it was
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in 2008 and is headed for a larger fall.
(Further down)
Governments and central banks do not have the capacity to artificially create demand for
goods or a supply of well-paying jobs in a crashing economy. What they can do, though, is
hide the visible problems in supply and demand with false numbers.
I examined such false economic statistics in great detail last year in a six-part series titled
“One Last Look At The Real Economy Before It Implodes.” I will not cover them all again here.
I would only point out that recently the fundamentals of supply and demand have begun to
break through the deceit of manipulated numbers, and this is a sign that the collapse is about
to move from one stage to the next.
With global shipping and trucking freight in steep decline, with retail inventories in stasis and
current oil consumption falling to levels not seen since 1997 despite a larger population, the
mainstream can no longer deny that consumer demand is crumbling. If demand is falling
dramatically, then the financial system is in the middle of falling dramatically; there is simply
no way around this truth.
(Further down)
Violent swings in stocks are a sign of a financial system that is at the middle or end of the
collapse process, not the beginning.
It is also important to note that extreme shifts in stocks and commodity values to the upside
are just as much a signal of instability as shifts to the downside. For instance, if you
witnessed the recent 9% explosion in oil markets and thought to yourself "Ah, the markets are
being stabilized again and nothing is different this time...", then you are an idiot.
(Further down)
I have written extensively over the years about the Cloward-Piven strategy; a strategy used
by collectivists to destabilize social systems by dumping overt numbers of foreign immigrants
into the population without demand for integration. This process has been obvious in the U.S.
and Europe for quite some time, but only now is it peaking to the point that collapse is seen
as an inevitable result by the public. Europe is worse off than the U.S. in this regard as
millions upon millions of Muslim immigrants are injected into the EU’s already dying body;
immigrants that intend to transplant their culture from their own failed societies rather than
adopting the values and principles of the societies that have invited them in.
Natural-born Americans and legal immigrants with aspiration of integration appear to be
fighting back against the Cloward-Piven strategy with some success by holding onto
traditional American values despite being labeled “barbarians” and “racists.” Illegal
immigration, though, is still completely unchecked.
(Further down)
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When corrupt leadership moves from quiet totalitarianism to more open totalitarianism, your
society is in the FINAL stages of collapse, not the beginning of a collapse. The U.S. in
particular has been slowly strangled with subversive legal directives and political policies ever
since the so called “War on Terror” began. However, there are now multiple signals of a much
deeper and open tyranny in the works.
A few recent examples stand out, including Barack Obama’s insistence that the office of the
president has the legal authority to issues executive orders that affect constitutional
protections such as the 2nd Amendment. As many liberty movement activists are aware, there
is absolutely no constitutional precedent for the use of executive orders and such powers are
not mentioned anywhere in the document. They were simply created out of thin air to be used
by the federal government and sometimes state governments to supersede normal checks
and balances.
While numerous presidents have issued executive orders, including some that were outright
tyrannical, like Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s unconstitutional internment of Japanese
Americans into concentration camps, George W. Bush and Barack Obama have been the
most subversive in their bypassing of the Constitution. Obama, in particular, has tried to hide
the number of executive actions he has taken by issuing hundreds of “presidential
memorandums,” which are basically the same dirty play by another name.
These actions have been progressively setting the stage for the removal of checks and
balances entirely in the name of crisis management. They are so broad in their nature and
vague in their definitions and applications that they could be interpreted by federal authorities
to mean just about anything in any given situation.
(Further down)
America is sitting near the end of the spectrum in terms of economic collapse and in the
middle of the spectrum in terms of social collapse. While more violent events are certainly
gestating and are likely to be triggered in the near term, we should not overlook the reality
that collapse is happening in stages all around us. This process gives us at least some time.
All is not lost yet, and the steps we take to organize and prepare today will affect how the
collapse process unfolds tomorrow. People who continue to ignore the outright evidence of
collapse based on false assumptions of what collapse should look like are only preventing
themselves from taking proper action until it is too late. Make no mistake, our system is dying.
We cannot allow our false perceptions of this death to cloud the reality of it, or our response
to it.
http://www.alt-market.com/articles/2791-how-do-you-know-when-your-society-is-in-the-midst-of-collapse
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Money
Obama debt bomb: $30 trillion in next decade (01/26/16, Douglas Ernst, WND)
CBO: Rising interest rates will be financial back-breaker
Excerpt: Monday’s report by the CBO painted a picture of the U.S. economy careening toward
a financial cliff. Analysts pegged Obamacare, other entitlement programs, new federal
spending and recent tax cuts as contributors to the nation’s debt crisis.
“Beyond the 10-year period, if current laws remained in place, the pressures that had
contributed to rising deficits during the baseline period would accelerate and push debt up
even more sharply. Three decades from now, for instance, debt held by the public is projected
to equal 155 percent of GDP, a higher percentage than any previously recorded in the United
States,” the analysts concluded, the Washington Times reported Tuesday.
Obama, who has seen the U.S. debt balloon more than $8 trillion during his tenure, was aided
by lawmakers last year who passed a budget resolution to balance the debt by 2024 and then
opted not to pursue entitlement reform. The CBO said Congress added $750 billion to the
debt over the next 10 years while vowing to save $5.8 trillion.
image: http://www.wnd.com/files/2016/01/Debt-US.jpg
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Federal spending will send U.S. debt soaring in the decades ahead (Graph: The Heritage Foundation)

CNS News broke down federal spending under Obama on Tuesday and concluded it was
equal to $70,612.91 in net federal borrowing for each of the 117,480,000 households the
Census Bureau said were in the U.S. as of September 2015.
“In the 15 years from the beginning of Bush’s first term to the end of Obama’s seventh year in
office, the federal debt increased $13,213,630,160,947.51,” the website reported.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/obama-debt-bomb-8-trillion-and-counting/?cat_orig=money

Manufacturing Depression Enters Uncharted Territory: Caterpillar Retail Sales Have
Never Been Worse (01/27/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Moments ago Caterpillar reported its latest monthly retail sales statistics and the numbers
have never been worse.
Not only is the fourth, feeble and final dead CAT bounce in US sales officially over, with
December US retail sales tumbling -10% Y/Y, after "only" a -5% decline in November and
hugging the flatline for the past few months, but sales elsewhere around the globe were a
complete debacle: Asia/Pacific (mostly China) was down -21%, EAME dropping -12%, and
Latin America (i.e. Brazil) continuing its free fall dropping by -36%, but global retail sales just
posted a massive -16% drop in the past month, tied for the worst annual decline since the
financial crisis.
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Putting the annual drop in context, CAT sales dropped 12% a year ago, another 9% in 2013,
and -1% in 2012, or four consecutive years of declines!
But where the manufacturing depression as seen from the perspective of heavy indsutrial
machinery operator has never been worse is shown in the chart below: CAT has now suffered
a record 37 months, or over 3 years, of consecutive declining annual retail sales something unprecedented in company history, and set to surpass the "only" 19
months of decling during the great financial crisis by a factor of two in January!
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Perhaps while debating whether the US is or is not in a recession, one should also ask how
much worse the global industrial depression will get?
Sourece: Caterpillar
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-27/manufacturing-depression-enters-uncharted-territory-caterpillarretail-sales-have-ne

Mainstream Media, Economists Mock "Cash Hoarding" Canadian 'Savers' (01/27/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: With grocery prices surging, amid the collapsing currency, the powers that be appear
to have turned to their mainstream media puppets to initiate the 'mocking' propaganda of the
banks against an increasingly fearful Canadian citizenry (especialy those under 35) who
are hoarding cash.
(Further down)
It appears Canadians are ignoring the "sage" advice of CIBC World Markets: "While holding
cash can guard against short-term spikes in volatility, it’s certainly a long-term drag on
portfolio returns," and moving to cash rather than have their capital destroyed by unwinding
carry trades and deflating bubbles blown by their central bank overlords...
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(Further down)
There - do you get the message Canadians - pile all that cash into the stock market - fear is
for losers.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-27/mainstream-media-economists-mock-cash-hoarding-canadiansavers

Insider warns elites heading toward 'one-world solutions' (01/30/16, Paul Bremmer.
WND)
There's 'not much interest in old-fashioned values or virtues'
Excerpt: The annual World Economic Forum meeting in Davos, Switzerland, has just wrapped
up after a focus on a “Fourth Industrial Revolution” and other issues the global elites consider
important to the entire world community.
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But an insider who once set up such conferences, has held a United Nations post, mingled
with the top players in Washington and lists multiple foundation board memberships on his
resume warns “old-fashioned values” are being left behind.
“I think we’re moving in the direction of more and more globalism, which I would distinguish
from globalization, which is more an integrated kind of trading and investment pattern,” said
Theodore Roosevelt Malloch.
He said the elites’ discussions of problems and solutions have taken on a global tone, as
epitomized by Davos.
“There’s more and more emphasis, particularly in the developing world and in Europe, not
necessarily in the U.S., unless you consider the Obama administration indicative of the
emphasis, on one-world solutions, on UN solutions, on unitary solutions,” Malloch said.
(Further down)
In addition to previously serving on the executive board of the WEF, he has had an
ambassadorial-level post in the UN, worked in international capital markets on Wall Street,
held senior policy positions at the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and U.S.
State Department, and served on numerous foundations and corporate, mutual fund and notfor-profit/educational boards. He currently advises numerous international and U.S.
governmental advisory bodies and think tanks.
“It’s full of wannabes and celebrities,” Malloch said during a recent interview on Newsmax TV.
“About 3,500 people and tons and tons and tons of media were there trying to stalk down
people to get the interview of the day.”
(Further down)
But the main topic was the “Fourth Industrial Revolution.”
The Davos movers and shakers discussed the impact that new technologies such as robotics,
artificial intelligence and autonomous vehicles will have on society, existing industries, jobs
and inequality.
(Further down)
There’s “not much interest in old-fashioned values or virtues, not much attention to national
sovereignty any longer,” he said.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/insider-warns-elites-heading-toward-one-world-solutions/

Technology
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Your next insurance agent will be a robot (01/28/16, Max Taves, Cnet)
Excerpt: A robot just gave your insurance agent a pink slip. Blame machine whisperer Snejina
Zacharia.
(Further down)
"It's taking us to a jobless future," says Vivek Wadhwa, who oversees research in fields
including robotics and artificial intelligence at Singularity University, a Silicon Valley think tank.
"Over the next 10 to 15 years, I see major parts of the economy being wiped out."
Accountants have suffered serious incursions into their livelihoods by smart software. In 2014,
29 million people preferred to let Intuit's TurboTax do their taxes rather than a bean counter.
Driving will look very different soon enough. Investments into self-driving car technology by
Google, GM, Tesla, Uber and others have some predicting that we won't just share the road
with driving robots. Instead, human drivers could become a thing of the past.
Even lawyers can't avoid the changes. Law firms have already begun using algorithms to vet
electronic documents like email messages for their relevance to a case.
Think creative gigs can't be automated? Think again. Ipsy's software picks out makeup it feels
you should be wearing. Another startup, Le Tote, chooses clothes for you. Last month, I
received a pitch from Stylyze, a Seattle-based startup that says it has coded "the brain of an
interior designer."
It's come to this: The BBC created a site last fall that lets you find out how soon your job will
get taken over by a bot. Journalist ranks pretty low on the risk list, coming in at 285 out of 366
careers. Jobs like telephone sales people, typists, bookkeepers, bank and post office clerks
are among the most likely to be automated out of existence.
(Further down)
"There might be a few Jakes that lose their jobs," Zacharia says, referring to State Farm's
khaki-clad TV pitchman. "But there will be the few [remaining] who will just do 10 times the
volume they're currently doing."
http://www.cnet.com/news/your-next-insurance-agent-will-be-a-robot/

The world's first robot-run farm will harvest 30,000 heads of lettuce daily (01/27/16,
Leanna Garfield, Tech Insider)
Excerpt: The Japanese lettuce production company Spread believes the farmers of the future
will be robots.
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So much so that Spread is creating the world's first farm manned entirely by robots. Instead of
relying on human farmers, the indoor Vegetable Factory will employ robots that can
harvest 30,000 heads of lettuce every day.
Don't expect a bunch of humanoid robots to roam the halls, however; the robots look more
like conveyor belts with arms. They'll plant seeds, water plants, and trim lettuce heads after
harvest in the Kyoto, Japan farm.
(Further down)
The new farm, set to open in 2017, will be an upgrade to Spread's existing indoor farm, the
Kameoka Plant. That farm currently produces about 21,000 heads of lettuce per day with help
from a small staff of humans. Spread's new automation technology will not only produce more
lettuce, it will also reduce labor costs by 50%, cut energy use by 30%, and recycle 98% of
water needed to grow the crops.
http://www.techinsider.io/spreads-robot-farm-will-open-soon-2016-1
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UPDATE FEBRUARY 8, 2016 – CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is February 8, 2016
As you are already aware, there is a lot going on throughout the US and around the world.
There are 16 articles in this Unraveling Update. They are all from last week.
Hey, I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Culture
Young & Prudent: Parents Just Don’t Understand
Well written article by a Millennial professional adviser (she works with Wall St. Daily)
explaining the Millennial generation's approach to life. The excerpt captures her basic point
using Pew survey results, but reading the whole article offers more insight from her personal
life that offers additional nuance to her historical life/world view.
Alternate Unemployment Charts
No article. Just John Williams Shadowstats chart with description. Placed it here to
accompany Young & Prudent.
Meanwhile, in Europe
Europe's Muslim rape epidemic
This and the next two articles should be kept together.
Finland TV airs 'laughable' strategy to stop rape
Violence, repression pushing Europe toward 'civil war'
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Meanwhile, back in the USA
Border agent: 'We might as well abolish our immigration laws altogether'
Report: MS-13 foot soldiers use 'surge' to cross border, 'colonize new criminal
territory'
So it begins here: U.S. city 'overrun' with criminal refugees
Bombshell: Obama cutting border surveillance in half
Zika
CDC: Zika virus sexually transmitted in Texas
Excerpt with chart.
These three articles about Zika, are pretty much what was known as of the end of the week.
Florida is ground zero for Zika virus in U.S.
First case of pregnant woman with Zika virus confirmed in Spain
Technology
Expert: North Korea prepping EMP attack on U.S.
Money
North Dakota's Economy Has Been "Completely Devastated" By Oil's Collapse
Includes Texas; Alberta, Canada; Louisiana and Alaska
Retail Apocalypse: 2016 Brings Empty Shelves And Store Closings All Across America
These Are The Banks The Market Is Most Concerned About
Very short whole article with chart
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Updates
Culture
Young & Prudent: Parents Just Don’t Understand (02/05/16, Samantha Solomon, Wall St.
Daily)
Excerpt: Not only does my generation differ from the one that precedes it, but we’re also
unlike several past generations when they were our age.
“The Millennial generation is forging a distinctive path to adulthood,” reported the Pew
Research Center in 2014. “Now ranging in age from 18 to 33, they are relatively unattached to
organized politics and religion, linked by social media, burdened by debt, distrustful of people,
in no rush to marry – and optimistic about the future.”
The two biggest factors that seem to differentiate this generation’s economic adulthood are
the state of education and the slow recovery from the recession.
We’re the first modern generation to be more educated than past generations, while living
with more poverty and unemployment, less personal wealth, and more debt.
Forty-eight percent of millennials have at least a bachelor’s degree. When most of our parents
– the Baby Boomers born between 1946 and 1964 – were between 18 and 33, only 31% had
completed a bachelor’s degree.
Millennials aged between 26 and 33 are currently the most educated group in America, with a
full third having completed four years of college. Younger millennials may be slowing down
their progress in higher education because they’re more aware of the immense debt weighing
down their slightly older peers.
(Further down)
“On virtually every measure of economic well-being and career attainment—from personal
earnings to job satisfaction, to the share employed full time—young college graduates are
outperforming their peers with less education,” reported Pew this time last year.
The disparity in earnings between those with a college degree and those with a high school
degree has never been as great, either.
In 1979, high school graduates made about 77% of what a college graduate made. Today, it’s
only 62%.
And the recession certainly has a lot to do with this disparity.
I graduated from college and entered the workforce in 2008, which was a tough time for
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anyone looking for a job. The recovery from the Great Recession has been exceedingly slow
compared to other economic droops, and my peers and I have struggled through that.
“On some key measures, such as the percentage who are unemployed or the share living in
poverty, this generation of college-educated adults is faring worse than Gen-Xers, Baby
Boomers, or members of the Silent generation when they were in their mid-20s and early
30s,” reported Pew.
Income and wealth gaps have risen while the median household income in the United States
is still below its 1999 peak.
When you take all of this into account, it’s no wonder why so many Millennials are exploring
different paths.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/02/05/young-prudent-millennial-adulthood/

Alternate Unemployment Charts (02//05/16, John Williams, Shadow Government Statistics)
The seasonally-adjusted SGS Alternate Unemployment Rate reflects current unemployment
reporting methodology adjusted for SGS-estimated long-term discouraged workers, who were
defined out of official existence in 1994. That estimate is added to the BLS estimate of U-6
unemployment, which includes short-term discouraged workers.
The U-3 unemployment rate is the monthly headline number. The U-6 unemployment rate is
the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ (BLS) broadest unemployment measure, including short-term
discouraged and other marginally-attached workers as well as those forced to work part-time
because they cannot find full-time employment.
Unemployment Data Series
(Subscription required.) View Download Excel CSV File
Last Updated: February 5th, 2016
The ShadowStats Alternate Unemployment Rate for January 2016 is 22.9%.
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http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate_data/unemployment-charts

Europe's Muslim rape epidemic (01/31/16, Joseph Farah, WND)
Exclusive: Joseph Farah asks, 'Have U.S. officials learned anything from this horror?'
Excerpt: When 850,000 so-called “refugees” – mostly male Muslims – stormed the borders of
Europe earlier this year, a looming rape crisis was predictable from the start.
What happened in the microcosm of Rotherham, England, between 1997 and 2013 should
have been still fresh in the minds of the public and the officials who resettled the mostly Sunni
populations in Germany, France, England, Sweden, Denmark, Austria, Finland and
Switzerland – all of which experienced a 2016 New Year’s Eve nightmare of sexual assaults.
Europe obviously did not embrace the lessons of Rotherham.
I commend everyone to read the report of the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual
Exploitation in Rotherham. It’s not easy reading, but too few obviously did in Europe prior to
the so-called “refugee” invasion of 2015.
Here are some of the shocking highlights:
• The report found, by what is termed a “conservative estimate,” that 1,400 children were
sexually exploited in the 16-year period in the town of about 250,000.
• They were all victims of what were called “Asian” gangs – Pakistani Muslims.
• In more than a third of the cases, children victimized by sexual exploitation were
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previously known to the city’s child-services program because of child protection and
neglect.
• They were raped by multiple perpetrators, trafficked to other towns and cities in the
north of England, abducted, beaten and intimidated. There were examples of children
who had been doused in petrol and threatened with being set alight, threatened with
guns, made to witness brutally violent rapes and threatened they would be next if they
told anyone. Girls as young as 11 were raped by large numbers of male perpetrators.
(Further down)
Throughout 2015, the entire world knew the way rape and sexual assaults were used by ISIS
in the Middle East as a form of terrorism. In September, Hollywood star Angelina Jolie, a
special envoy of the United Nations Commissioner for Refugees, traveled to London to
explain how Islamic State was using rape as a “policy” and a weapon of war.
Thousands of women and girls were abducted, raped and sold into sexual slavery by ISIS
since it declared a caliphate in territory it holds in Syria and Iraq since last summer, according
to the U.N.
“The most aggressive terrorist group in the world today is using rape as a center point of their
terror and their way of destroying communities and families,” Jolie told a British parliamentary
committee.
ISIS clerics even issued a fatwa explaining when girls and women can be raped with the
approval of Allah.
(Further down)
Have U.S. officials learned anything from this horror?
No, they haven’t. Barack Obama’s administration continues to justify increasing the number of
Sunni Muslim “refugees” it plans to resettle in the U.S. over the next few years. The latest
number used by the State Department is 185,000. Don’t expect it to go down. Expect it to
continue rising – unless Americans put their collective foot down in a big way.
You’ve been warned – again.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/01/europes-muslim-rape-epidemic/

Finland TV airs 'laughable' strategy to stop rape (02/03/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
If shouting 'No!' doesn't work, then swat attacker with purse
Excerpt: Rape epidemics have engulfed Finland, Sweden and Germany in a sea of fear since
the mass influx of migrants from the Middle East and North Africa began two years ago.
The TV commercial shows a woman walking by herself down a snowy sidewalk in Finland.
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She is approached by a male actor playing the role of rapist. She stiff arms the man and
shouts “No!” The man immediately backs off, almost apologetically.
He is then shown again, returning to the scene and sneaking up behind the woman,
attempting to grab her by the hair. She places both of her hands out this time to ward him off.
A third attempt by the man to grab her by the arm is finally met with more force, as the woman
swings her handbag at her attacker.
(Further down)
Alan Gottlieb, executive vice president and founder of the Second Amendment Foundation,
said he found the video laughable.
"When I watched that video my jaw dropped," Gottlieb said. "The woman could have help up
a sign reading please don't rape and kill me and it would have been just as effective. Or
should I say ineffective. Every rapist in Finland must be shaking in their boots."
Anti-Shariah activist and author Pamela Geller posted the video on her website earlier this
week under the title "It just gets more absurd."
"Yeah, that'll work. These women need guns," Geller wrote. "You just couldn’t make this stuff
up anymore, it would be funny if the situation regarding the #rapefugees wasn’t so serious. A
picture of a gun instead of all this nonsense would have been less work and more effective!"
Geller has posted dozens of videos in recent months of migrants attacking young women,
migrants attacking pregnant mothers, and migrants attacking old men in Europe. The attacks
occur in or near train stations and other public places.
WND has previously reported that gun sales are running at record levels in Austria, in
Sweden and in other European nations since the flood of Muslim migrants began sweeping
into the E.U. But it's mostly long guns that are flying off the shelves, as it's almost impossible
for the average citizen to purchase a handgun in most countries of Western Europe.
The fear of attacks on women has only increased since the well-publicized mass rapes that
occurred in Cologne, Germany, on New Year's Eve. More than 800 German woman were
sexually assaulted by Muslim men on that one night
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/finland-tv-airs-laughable-strategy-to-stop-rape/?cat_orig=world

Violence, repression pushing Europe toward 'civil war' (02/04/16, WND)
Experts warn similar crackdowns on free speech coming to America
Excerpt: In recent days, police in the Netherlands questioned and threatened to charge
citizens who made Internet posts protesting government plans to resettle migrants in their
communities.
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In Calais, France, thousands of migrants have settled in a ramshackle settlement outside the
city. Rather than removing them, the French government recently banned a demonstration by
the Pegida group, which has called for resistance to Islam’s growing control over European
life and the expulsion of the migrants.
A similar march planned for Birmingham, England, has been condemned by both Labour and
Conservative members of Parliament for the city.
Facebook has also announced a Europe-wide campaign to eliminate the “dissemination of
xenophobia, hate speech or calls of violence,” including donating more than $1 million to
“anti-hate” organizations.
The German government of Angela Merkel is working with Facebook and other social media
organizations to censor speech that criticizes migrants, especially after the mass sexual
assaults by Muslims in Cologne and other German and European cities.
(Further down)
Geller argued European leaders really believe they can keep their own people in the dark
about what is happening.
“They are supremely arrogant, and have contempt for their own people,” she charged. “They
consider themselves to be an elite intelligentsia with insight greater than that of ordinary
people.”
But Europeans who feel excluded from the political process are already taking to the streets.
Pegida is planning demonstrations in nations across Europe on Feb. 6. Some citizens are
also forming vigilante groups to protect against crimes by migrants. A group called the
“Soldiers of Odin” has begun organizing patrols in Finland. Groups are also being organized
in Germany.
(Further down)
The pastor (Carl Gallups) urged Americans to jealously guard their freedom of speech in
order to avoid sharing Europe’s fate.
“The restriction and restructuring of ‘acceptable speech’ as a means of ‘controlling’ a society
was a lesson learned under the Nazis,” Gallups said. “The nefarious ploy we call under the
name of ‘political correctness’ is an evil envisioned by our Founding Fathers – and one which
they had to tolerate under the British crown. This is the very reason the First Amendment right
to freedom of speech was enshrined in the Constitution.
“But if Americans continue to give in to political correctness and allow themselves to be
pushed around by the thought and speech police, than our very freedom will be gone.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/violence-repression-pushing-europe-toward-civil-war/
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Border agent: 'We might as well abolish our immigration laws altogether' (02/04/16,
Paul Bedard, Washington Examiner)
Excerpt: In a shocking reversal of policy, U.S. Customs and Border Protection agents are
being told to release illegal immigrants and no longer order them to appear at deportation
hearings, essentially a license to stay in the United States, a key agent testified Thursday.
What's more, the stand down order includes a requirement that the whereabouts of illegals
released are not to be tracked.
"We might as well abolish our immigration laws altogether," suggested agent Brandon Judd,
president of the National Border Patrol Council.
(Further down)
He said the the new policy "makes mandatory the release, without an NTA, of any person
arrested by the Border Patrol for being in the country illegally, as long as they do not have a
previous felony arrest conviction and as long as they claim to have been continuously in the
United States since January of 2014. The operative word in this policy is 'claim.' The policy
does not require the person to prove they have been here which is the same burden placed
on them during deportation proceedings. Instead, it simply requires them to claim to have
been here since January of 2014."
But even then, he added, the agency has been told not to track the illegals.
(Further down)
"Immigration laws today appear to be mere suggestions. There are little or no consequences
for breaking the laws and that fact is well known in other countries. If government agencies
like DHS or CBP are allowed to bypass Congress by legislating through policy, we might as
well abolish our immigration laws altogether," Judd concluded.
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/border-agent-we-might-as-well-abolish-our-immigration-lawsaltogether/article/2582401

Report: MS-13 foot soldiers use 'surge' to cross border, 'colonize new criminal
territory' (02/04/16, Paul Bedard, Washington Examiner)
Excerpt: Jessica M. Vaughan, the policy director for the Center for Immigration Studies, told
the House Judiciary Committee's Immigration and Border Security subcommittee that "the
tide of new young people, many of whom have already been exposed or involved in street
gangs at home, has provided a huge pool of new recruits for the gangs here. Gangs such as
MS-13 and 18th Street are enjoying a brutal revival in certain parts of the country and are
establishing themselves in new places."
(Further down)
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In the testimony provided in advance of the hearing to Secrets, she said:
— In Frederick County, Md., 20 miles from the White House, crime has jumped since
about 265 illegal unaccompanied Central American minors were placed there. Gang
fights in schools are now common and one of the older MS-13 "shot callers" was
approved for President Obama's Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program.
— In Boston, cops just arrested 56 MS-13 gang members, many who arrived in the surge
of younger Latinos. Some have been linked to teen murders in an initiation rite, trying
to prove themselves worthy of full membership.
— In Loudoun, County, Va., home to Washington's Dulles International Airport, three
unaccompanied minors who arrived in 2013 have been indicted for the gang-related
murder of 17-year-old Danny Centeno Miranda, also an unaccompanied minor living
with his uncle.
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/report-ms-13-foot-soldiers-use-surge-to-cross-border-colonize-newcriminal-territory/article/2582396

So it begins here: U.S. city 'overrun' with criminal refugees (02/03/16, Leo Hohmann,
WND)
'We've got 42 languages being fielded by our 9-1-1 call centers'
Excerpt: One of the speakers was a woman who moved recently to Montana from Amarillo,
Texas, which has been inundated with thousands of refugees over the past 15 years.
“Amarillo is overrun with refugees,” said Karen Sherman, who stood and spoke to the crowd
amid blowing wind and falling snowflakes. Sherman just moved to Missoula, a college town
that serves as home to the University of Montana.
(Further down)
“Our city is failing because of the refugees. We have 22 different languages spoken in our
schools. We’ve got 42 languages being fielded by our 9-1-1 call centers, and crime is just
through the roof. We need to exercise caution, especially for the sake of our children,” she
said.
(Further down)
Sherman said Amarillo, a city of just more than 200,000 people, has gang violence that has
surpassed that of much larger Texas cities such as Fort Worth. She fears U.S. cities like
Amarillo and Minneapolis, Minnesota, could be in line to become the next Rotherham,
England, or Cologne, Germany, or Stockholm, Sweden, where mass rapes by Muslim men
have gained much attention in Europe.
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(Further down)
Touching off a rape epidemic
Amarillo was recently named the fifth most dangerous city in Texas, according to FBI crime
statistics, up from sixth last year. And it has been nationally recognized as having one of the
highest rates of rape in the nation.
That’s a dubious distinction that Sherman believes is tied to the high number of Muslim
refugees shipped there by the U.S. government.
“The rape epidemic in this world is becoming pandemic. It’s not confined to one location.
Fifteen years ago in Norway, rape was unheard of. Now it’s an epidemic,” Sherman said. “The
perpetrators are 100 percent Muslim males. In Sweden, rape has gone up by 500 percent.
Stockholm recently had the dubious honor of opening their very first rape center for men and
boys.”
In the northern U.K. city of Rotherham, more than 1,400 children have been beaten, raped
and trafficked in a well-documented turn of events that has gone largely unreported in the
U.S.
“It was covered up by the local government for fear of being viewed as racist. This only came
to light because a journalist decided we needed to know about that, not the government,” she
said, referring to the rape scandal that unraveled in England in 2014, when it was revealed by
media that gangs of mostly Pakistani men had been sexually assaulting English girls for years
while police covered it up for fear of being perceived as “anti-Muslim.”
(Further down)
She said America, founded on Judeo-Christian principles of tolerance and respect for one’s
fellow man, should not expect people from Third World cultures to share those values.
“If people don’t choose to follow the law, you cannot hire enough police officers,” she said.
“Whether you believe (in the Judeo-Christian God) or not, your values and your principles
were influenced by that. Now we’re asking that these people come here, who have been
taught for thousands of years of violence and hatred, and we’re expecting them to come here
and assimilate to our way of life,” Sherman told the crowd gathered in Missoula. “This is a
dangerous and foolish expectation.”
(Further down)
WND reported last week that two groups are working to resettle Syrian refugees in Montana.
One group, WorldMontana, is working in Helena and the other, Soft Landing Missoula, is
working in Missoula.
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Caroline Solomon drove more than 100 miles to Missoula Monday from her home in Big Fork,
Montana, to participate in the rally.
(Further down)
Mary Poole, who represents Soft Landing, Missoula, told KGVO News Radio that many
immigrants have settled in Missoula over the past 30 years. She compared the mostly Middle
Eastern migrants from Muslim countries like Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq to the Hmong
refugees fleeing communist Vietnam in the late 1970s and early '80s.
(Further down)
But according to the federal database, the state of Montana has not received any refugees
since 2008, and only 61 have been sent there since the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
(Further down)
If the past record is any indication, the groups seeking to bring Third World refugees to small
town America will not be easily chased off by people with signs.
In fact, the pro-refugee Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, put together a field manual in 2013 on
how to deal with "pockets of resistance" in the American heartland. One of the strategies in
that manual is to research the backgrounds of resistors and identify them as "anti-Muslim"
racists.
A WND report from May 2015 exposed the HIAS strategy to deride and intimidate any
politician or activist who opposes the refuge industry's agenda to change the demographics of
a town.
The HIAS report, titled “Resettlement at Risk: Meeting Emerging Challenges to Refugee
Resettlement in Local Communities," calls for "new tools to fight back against a determined
legislator or governor who has decided to challenge resettlement for political or other
reasons."
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/so-it-begins-here-u-s-city-overrun-with-criminal-refugees/

Bombshell: Obama cutting border surveillance in half (02/05/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Agents threatened with termination for enforcing law
Excerpt: Abbott and Cuellar describe news of the funding cut for border security as
“unsettling.”
“It has come to our attention that for calendar year 2016 the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) requested 3,850 hours of persistent aerial detection, situational awareness
and monitoring capability support for Operation Phalanx from the Department of Defense
(DOD). This request was fifty percent lower than that of recent years. Given the recent surge
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of migrants from Central America and Cuba along the southern border, we believe DHS
should request more surveillance and security resources, not fewer. Moreover, Texas
requested additional aerial observation resources in a September 30, 2015, letter that went
unanswered by your department.
“The fact that DHS now appears to be taking the opposite approach is unsettling.”
Jessica Vaughan, director of policy studies for the Center for Immigration Studies in
Washington, said she learned of the plans to cut the funding at Thursday’s House Judiciary
hearing, at which she also testified.
(Further down)
The surveillance is critical to what is known in the security business as “situational
awareness,” said Vaughan.
“Apparently, the Obama administration doesn’t want to know what is coming across the
border, and doesn’t want the Border Patrol to know, either,” she said.
William Gheen, president of Americans for Legal Immigration, or ALIPAC, said the situation at
the border continues to spin out of control.
“We have also heard that Border Patrol has been ordered to just catch and release illegals
without detaining them,” he said. “With the new unprecedented wave of illegal immigration
coming in via the ‘border surge’ and the new wave of (more than 28,000) Cubans illegally
immigrating to the U.S., it appears word has reached all reaches of the earth that America’s
defensive shields have been sabotaged from within.”
(Further down)
The news about pending cuts in surveillance comes on the heels of Thursday’s report that the
Obama administration was no longer enforcing U.S. law at the southern border, allowing
illegal alien women and children to enter freely with a “catch-and-release” policy.
(Further down)
Furthermore, on Thursday, a top Border Patrol agent revealed that if border agents follow the
law and ask illegal aliens why they are coming to the U.S., they will be terminated, the Daily
Caller reported.
“Right now, the Border Patrol has actually told us that we can no longer ask them that
question, why are they coming any more?” Judd testified. “We can’t even ask that question. In
some cases, we still do, but we are being told that you can’t even ask why they are coming.”
“What do you think are the consequences for agents who are unwilling to comply with these
limiting policies?” asked Rep. Raul Labrador.
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“They’ll be terminated,” Judd replied.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/bombshell-obama-to-cut-border-surveillance-in-half/

CDC: Zika virus sexually transmitted in Texas (02/03/16, Cheryl Chumley, WND)
Discovery dents mosquito-only theory
Excerpt:

The Zika virus has spread to 24 countries so far, the World Health Organization reported.
(Credit: Centers for Disease Control)
Dallas, Texas, medical officials reported the first known case of Zika transmission in the
United States – and found it was contracted by sexual contact, not mosquito bite.
(Further down)
But in a Twitter message, a Dallas County Health and Human Services official said testing by
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention confirmed the victim actually contracted
the virus by engaging in sexual activity with a person who had just traveled to Venezuela, the
Associated Press reported. The infected person had not traveled outside the United States,
the county reported.
County officials also said they were not aware of anyone contracting Zika by mosquito bites in
their local area.
The Pan American Health Organization acknowledged it had seen one prior case of Zika
transmission by sexual contact. But the organization also said more studies were needed to
conclude sexual contact was a means of contracting the virus, AP reported.
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http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/texas-finds-zika-by-sexual-contact-case/

Florida is ground zero for Zika virus in U.S. (02/03/16, Jerome R. Corsi, WND)
Epidemiologist warns it can remain viable in blood for 1 week
Excerpt: UNITED NATIONS – Florida is ground zero in the United States for the entry of the
Zika virus, which can remain viable for one week in a donated unit of blood and, therefore, be
transmitted by sexual intercourse, sharing drug needles or transfusion, according to a
prominent epidemiologist.
Dr. Kenneth Ratzan, the chief of infectious diseases at Mt. Sinai Hospital in Miami Beach,
Florida, said his state’s “warm climate and mosquitoes present an ideal setting for the Zika
virus to spread.”
Florida’s first of three confirmed case of the Zika virus, contracted overseas, was in January.
“Because South Florida in an entry point for many Latin American travelers, South Florida in
particular could see locally-transmitted cases of the virus by the summer,” said Ratzan, who
also is on the faculty of the Miller School of Medicine at the University of Miami.
Protect your family from the threats! Get Dr. Jane Orient’s new e-book, “Emerging
Diseases,” available FREE from WND Books
Ratzan confirmed the Aedes aegypti mosquito, found in the southeastern United States, is the
species of mosquito responsible for transmitting the Zika virus. It’s the same mosquito that
transmits Chikungunya, a disease WND has reported has been carried into the United States
by travelers and by illegal immigrants entering the country from south of the border.
According to the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, the Zika virus has been reported in
Central America, South America, Mexico, the Caribbean and in Puerto Rico.
Asked to comment on a report Tuesday that health officials believe a person in Texas has
become infected with the virus through sexual activity, Ratzan confirmed it’s possible.
He cited a study published by the journal Emerging Infectious Diseases documenting the Zika
virus was transmitted sexually by an American scientist who had worked in Senegal to his
wife, who had never been to the country.
Ratzan said he has learned that the virus can remain viable for one week in a donated unit of
blood.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/florida-is-ground-zero-for-zika-virus-in-u-s/?cat_orig=health
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First case of pregnant woman with Zika virus confirmed in Spain (02/04//16, Donna
Bowater, Rio de Janeiro, The Telegraph)
Spanish health authorities say the diagnosis brought the total to nine patients with Zika
identified in the country
Excerpt: Each of those carrying Zika had been infected abroad before returning to Spain.
The epidemic, which has been linked to the birth defect microcephaly, began in Brazil last
year, and has since spread to 22 other countries. The dengue-like illness is known to be
spread by the Aedes aegypti mosquito.
However, it has also emerged that the virus has been transmitted in Brazil through blood
transfusions.
(Further down)
But as a result, the federal Ministry of Health has tightened guidelines for blood centres,
requiring patients to report back with any new symptoms in the days after giving blood.
“It is important to clarify that the recipient patient did not die from Zika virus, but because of
the severe clinical condition, being the victim of a firearm,” a Ministry of Health spokeswoman
said.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/zika/12141334/First-case-of-pregnant-woman-with-Zika-virusconfirmed-in-Spain.html?
WT.mc_id=e_DM86316&WT.tsrc=email&etype=Edi_Wor_New&utm_source=email&utm_medium=Edi_Wor_New
_2016_02_05&utm_campaign=DM86316

Technology
Expert: North Korea prepping EMP attack on U.S. (02/03/16, Michael Maloof, WND)
'Test' launch could turn out to be actual nuclear onslaught
Excerpt: Former Ambassador Henry Cooper – who was President Ronald Reagan’s chief
representative in the “Star Wars” initiative negotiations with the Soviet Union and SDI director
under President George H.W. Bush – said North Korea is preparing its Sohae satellite
complex for a launch on a southern trajectory, which is said to be a test.
Cooper told G2 Bulletin the United States lacks sufficient anti-ballistic missile defenses in the
southern part of the U.S., especially if the satellite turns out to be a nuclear device that could
orbit above the U.S. and explode at a high altitude, affecting the lives of all Americans.
(Further down)
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However, if the North Korean satellite turned out to be a nuclear device and is detonated over
100 miles above the U.S, it could destroy all life-sustaining critical infrastructures that rely on
the national grid, potentially leading to the death of most Americans within the following year.
All grid-dependent systems could suffer, including food- and water-supply chains, fuel-supply
systems, communications, banking and finance.
(Further down)
He said the Japanese Ministry of Defense already has ordered its military to be prepared to
destroy any missile fired by North Korea that poses a threat to Japan.
He said U.S. leaders could do the same to protect Americans from an “already demonstrated
de facto North Korean Fractional Orbital Bombardment System (FOBS) first developed by the
Soviets during the early days of the Cold War.”
“The resulting attack from the south could create an EMP that would shut down the electric
grid indefinitely – potentially leading to the death of most Americans with a year,” Cooper said.
North Korean preparations to conduct an ICBM test come three weeks after Pyongyang
announced it had conducted an underground hydrogen bomb test.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/expert-north-korea-prepping-for-emp-attack-on-u-s/?cat_orig=us

Money
North Dakota's Economy Has Been "Completely Devastated" By Oil's Collapse
(02/05/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Take Texas, for instance, where a year of crude carnage has wreaked havoc upon
what, until last year anyway, was the engine driving the “robust” US labor market. As we
showed in November, layoffs in Lone Star land far outrun job losses in any other state. In
Houston (which was already staring down a worsening pension crisis), vacant office space is
“piling up.” As WSJ wrote last week, “the amount of sublease space on the market in the
Houston area hit 7.6 million square feet, or the size of more than two Empire State Buildings.”
(Further down)
North of the border, things are even worse. As regular readers are no doubt aware, Alberta is
a veritable nightmare as suicide rates rise, the number of jobless multiplies, food bank usage
soars, and property crime in Calgary spikes.
(Further down)
Take Louisiana for example, where Lt. Gov. Jay Dardenne recently announced that the state
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is facing a $750 million deficit. “Many people are probably wondering how this is possible,
given legislators met just six weeks ago to approve a plan to close a nearly $500 million gap
that was projected by state analysts,” The Times-Picayune wrote in late December.
“Dardenne said he found the number ‘shocking,’ but said it was the state's best guess at how
short on cash the state will be by the end of the fiscal year given several projections that
showed things are worse than previously thought.”
Louisiana officials had assumed oil prices around $62 a barrel when calculating projected tax
revenue. Needless to say, their projections were slightly off the mark.
Meanwhile, in Alaska, Governor Bill Walker is looking at a $3.5 billion deficit, prompting
the state to consider implementing an income tax for the first time in three decades
(Further down)
And then there’s North Dakota which, as Bloomberg recalls, “has been the economic envy of
every state in America for most of the past decade.”
“It posted the lowest jobless rate, the highest increase in personal income, and the fastestgrowing population—all thanks to an historic oil boom that vaulted it past Alaska to become
the country’s second-largest producer after Texas,” Bloomberg continues. “Now, amid the
worst bust in a generation, North Dakota’s economy is shrinking, employment is falling fast,
and the state is imposing the deepest spending cuts in its history to help plug a $1 billion
budget deficit.” Here’s more:
With crude prices at 13-year lows, Republican Governor Jack Dalrymple on Feb. 1 ordered
73 state agencies to make 4 percent across-the-board cuts. Patching the deficit, which
comes after years of surpluses, will require officials to take $500 million out of a rainyday fund, leaving it with only $75 million for emergencies. Dalrymple is only the third
governor in the state’s 127-year history to dip into the fund.
When state officials were drafting their budget a year ago, they assumed oil prices would
range from $47 to $53 a barrel, which they thought was sufficiently pessimistic to cover
them against further drops. They were not pessimistic enough. “We never would have
guessed it would get down to $28 a barrel,” says Pam Sharp, the state’s budget director.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-05/north-dakotas-economy-has-been-completely-devastated-oilscollapse

Retail Apocalypse: 2016 Brings Empty Shelves And Store Closings All Across America
(01/31/16, Michael Snyder, End of the American Dream)
Excerpt: Major retailers in the United States are shutting down hundreds of stores, and
shoppers are reporting alarmingly bare shelves in many retail locations that are still open all
over the country. It appears that the retail apocalypse that made so many headlines in 2015
has gone to an entirely new level as we enter 2016.
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(Further down)
We always get a wave of store closings after the holiday shopping season, but this year has
been particularly active. The following are just a few of the big retailers that have already
made major announcements…
-Wal-Mart is closing 269 stores, including 154 inside the United States.
-K-Mart is closing down more than two dozen stores over the next several months.
-J.C. Penney will be permanently shutting down 47 more stores after closing a total of 40
stores in 2015.
-Macy’s has decided that it needs to shutter 36 stores and lay off approximately 2,500
employees.
-The Gap is in the process of closing 175 stores in North America.
-Aeropostale is in the process of closing 84 stores all across America.
-Finish Line has announced that 150 stores will be shutting down over the next few years.
-Sears has shut down about 600 stores over the past year or so, but sales at the stores that
remain open continue to fall precipitously.
But these store closings are only part of the story.
All over the country, shoppers are noticing bare shelves and alarmingly low inventory levels.
This is happening even at the largest and most prominent retailers.
(Further down)
Exports are plummeting all over the globe, and the Baltic Dry Index just plunged to another
new all-time record low. The amount of stuff being shipped around by air, truck and rail inside
this country has been dropping significantly, and this tells us that real economic activity is
really slowing down.
If you currently work in the retail industry, your job is not secure, and you may want to start
evaluating your options.
We have entered the initial phases of a major economic downturn, and it is going to be
especially cruel to those on the low end of the income spectrum. Do what you can to get
prepared now, because the economy is not going to be getting better any time soon.
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/retail-apocalypse-2016-brings-empty-shelves-and-store-closingsall-across-america
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These Are The Banks The Market Is Most Concerned About (02/05/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
While there are numerous financial institutions in the world that are full of hidden NPLs and
over-leveraged, trading at extreme levels of risk, the FSA's "Too-Interconnected-To-Fail"
list of systemically critical banks is where global investors' attention is really focused.
BMO Capital Markets breaks down the world's most systemically critical financial institutions
using their own "special sauce" of CDS levels, CDS term structure, equity price, liquidity, and
spread trends.

Frankly, as we explained previously, these are the "Musketeer" banks - one for all and all for
one as any system failure in Deutsche, Credit Suisse, or Bank of China will leak
immeasurably and contagiously around the world via the interconnectedness of the
collateral chains used to fund these behemoths.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-05/these-are-banks-market-most-concerned-about

UPDATE FEBRUARY 15, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, MONEY, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY
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Hello everyone... Today is February 15, 2016
I hope you all are well and doing well, and enjoying your Presidents' Day.
There is much going on, as you can see reflected in the number of articles in this Update. But
there are many articles I have not included, such as: the observations that the battle for
Aleppo, Syria is probably ground-zero for the start of WW3. Whether that's true or not, we'll
see.
Meanwhile, the prime minister of Russia has just said that the West's relationship with Russia
is developing into a new cold-war. Then there's Islamic teenage girl suicide bombers in
Nigeria, and Europe's migration issues, sexual assaults, murder, etc. etc.
It's going to get messier, so what to do? You who are my family and close friends know
aspects of my life that have been extremely difficult; including losses and challenges that, by
God's grace and comfort from many of you, I have gotten through as an individual and
overcome. One thing I have learned through everything I have had to deal with in my life is to
develop a sense of humor, whether before, after or as it is taking place. Also, do everything
possible to understand why; i.e. ask God for insight and for wisdom. As you look through the
Update articles, I hope you realize I do not say that lightly.
I love you guys,
Tim

What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Government
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Top intelligence official: ISIS to attempt U.S. attacks this year
Clapper ON!
Americans are 'being betrayed by their own president'
You don't know what Obama said at the mosque
Did you hear what Obama said at Prayer Breakfast?

Money
Welcome To Obama's Recovery: Carrier Moving 1400 Jobs To Mexico
With charts
Boeing plans to ‘reduce employment’ as it looks to cut costs
This article is about Washington.
Boeing to trim workforce, starting with executives, at commercial airplane division
This article is about South Carolina
Broadcom plans nearly 700 layoffs in Irvine
Not just Irvine
Baby Boomers Are Drowning In Loans: Debt Of Average 67-Year-Old Soared 169% In
Past 12 Years
With chart
Deutsche Bank Is Scared: "What Needs To Be Done" In Its Own Words
An excerpt from the excerpt: And with that we check to the central bankers who will do
precisely as instructed, because Deutsche Bank is simply too vast and too systemically
important to fail: in fact its failure would be orders of magnitude more costly and more
destructive for modern capital markets than Lehman.
Banning Cash: Serfdom in Our Time

Culture
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Suicide Epidemic: Why Does The Number Of People Killing Themselves Just Keep
Going Up?
A current update since I brought it to your attention in Part/Chapter 1 of “The Great
Unraveling” back in 2014.
"Exceptional" America Is Number 1 Again
When you add it all up, you won't be happy. With chart
Technology
Would you bet against sex robots? AI 'could leave half of world unemployed'
What do you know, the Jetsons missed a few things.
US intelligence chief: we might use the internet of things to spy on you
Clapper OFF! Be careful of your appliances.

Updates
Government
Top intelligence official: ISIS to attempt U.S. attacks this year (02/09/16, Ryan Browne,
CNN)
Excerpt: Washington (CNN)The top U.S. intelligence official said Tuesday that ISIS was likely
to attempt direct attacks on the U.S. in the coming year and that the group was infiltrating
refugees escaping from Iraq and Syria to move across borders.
ISIS "will probably attempt to conduct additional attacks in Europe, and attempt to direct
attacks on the U.S. homeland in 2016," Lt. Gen. Vincent Stewart, director of the Defense
Intelligence Agency, testified on Capitol Hill Tuesday.
Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, who was also at the Senate Armed Services
Committee hearing, estimated that violent extremists were active in about 40 countries and
that there currently exist more terrorist safe havens "than at any time in history."
Clapper warned that ISIS and its eight branches were the No. 1 terrorist threat, and that it was
using the refugee exodus from violence in Iraq and Syria to hide among innocent civilians in
order to reach other countries.
Clapper said ISIS was "taking advantage of the torrent of migrants to insert operatives into
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that flow," adding that they were "pretty skilled at phony passports so they can travel
ostensibly as legitimate travelers."
ISIS fighters have reportedly seized Syrian passport facilities with machines capable of
manufacturing passports.
http://www.cnn.com/2016/02/09/politics/james-clapper-isis-syrian-refugees/index.html

Americans are 'being betrayed by their own president' (02/06//16, Greg Corombos, WND)
Congressman: Islamic terrorists 'have already got a lot of people here'
Excerpt: What’s sad is the people of the United States don’t recognize that they’re being
betrayed by their own president and also betrayed by those people in the Congress and the
Senate who have been going along with this amnesty program,” said Rep. Dana Rohrbacher,
R-Calif., a leading voice against amnesty and for border enforcement.
(Further down)
“This president has done so many things that are contrary to the interests of the safety and
security and prosperity of the people of the United States that this is no surprise, especially in
dealing with foreign entities, whether it’s Muslims overseas or whether it’s illegal immigrants
coming in here from various countries. This is nothing new for this administration,” he said.
(Further down)
"Our president is supposed to be watching out for the people of the United States. Our
president has decided that he will not do so. The Democratic Party needs to be held
accountable for this. And the people in the Republican Party that have been going along with
this open-borders, amnesty approach to immigration deserve to be held accountable as well,"
he said.
(Further down)
Rohrabacher said one issue in particular gets twisted beyond recognition.
"How about those people who say we have to take care of the DREAMers? 'Oh, we have to
take care of the DREAMers.' What they're talking about is giving benefits to young people
who are here illegally when those education benefits should be going to our own people," he
said. "Our own kids are saddled with debt, and we're going to give education benefits to
people who have come here illegally?"
Since January 2015, Republicans have controlled both the House of Representatives and the
Senate. So why can't the GOP do something to to curb Obama's alleged recklessness on the
border?
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"Controlling Capitol Hill doesn't mean anything unless you have a two-thirds vote against a
president who vetoes anything he doesn't like," Rohrabacher explained. "It takes a two-thirds
vote to override the veto, so we haven't been in control of Capitol Hill enough to be in control
of a legislative agenda."
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/americans-are-being-betrayed-by-their-own-president/

You don't know what Obama said at the mosque (02/08/16, Dennis Prager, WND)
Dennis Prager: President 'spoke a lot of nonsense, some of it dangerous'
Excerpt: The most recent example was his speech last week at a mosque in Baltimore. In
addition to reassuring Muslim Americans that they are as American as Americans of every
other faith – President Obama spoke a lot of nonsense, some of it dangerous.
President Obama: “So let’s start with this fact: For more than a thousand years, people have
been drawn to Islam’s message of peace. And the very word itself, Islam, comes from salam
– peace.”
Why did Obama say this? Even Muslim websites acknowledge that “Islam” means
“submission” [to Allah], that it comes from the Arabic root “aslama” meaning submission, and
that “Islam” is in the command form of that verb.
That’s why “Muslim” means “One who submits,” not “One who is peaceful.”
Obama: “Jefferson and John Adams had their own copies of the Quran.”
The reason Jefferson had a copy of the Quran was to try to understand it in light of what the
Muslim ambassador from Tripoli had told him and John Adams. When asked why Tripoli
pirates were attacking American ships and enslaving Americans, the Muslim ambassador
explained that Muslims are commanded to do so by the Quran: “It was written in their Quran
that all nations which had not acknowledged the Prophet were sinners, whom it was the right
and duty of the faithful to plunder and enslave; and that every mussulman [Muslim] who was
slain in this warfare was sure to go to Paradise.”
That’s why Jefferson and Adams had Qurans.
Obama: “And how do we move forward together? … It can’t be just a burden on the Muslim
community – although the Muslim community has to play a role.”
Most Americans would say that the American Muslim community has to play “the” role, not “a”
role in preventing violent Islam from capturing the minds of American Muslims, and in helping
authorities identify extremist Muslims.
Obama: “Second, as Americans, we have to stay true to our core values, and that includes
freedom of religion for all faiths.”
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This is so obviously true that one wonders why the president felt it necessary to mention it.
Obama: “There are Christians who are targeted now in the Middle East, despite having been
there for centuries, and there are Jews who’ve lived in places like France for centuries who
now feel obliged to leave because they feel themselves under assault – sometimes by
Muslims.”
One would have expected that after mentioning “Christians targeted now in the Middle East,”
he would have mentioned “Jews targeted now in the Middle East.” That, however, would
presumably have been too controversial to say. So, the president mentioned the many Jews
in France “who now feel obliged to leave” their country because “they feel themselves under
assault” – and then came the corker: “sometimes by Muslims.”
(Further down)
Obama: “These are the voices of Muslim scholars, some of whom join us today, who know
Islam has a tradition of respect for other faiths.”
Another falsehood. Islam has no such tradition. Islam has always demanded that Jews and
Christians be treated as humiliated second-class citizens – when not forced to choose
between conversion or death.
Now you know what President Obama said at the Islamic Society of Baltimore. But if you just
read or listened to the mainstream media, you would have missed it because none of this was
reported. It was all about, as the headline in USA Today put it, “At Baltimore mosque, Obama
condemns anti-Muslim bigotry.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/you-dont-know-what-obama-said-at-the-mosque/

Did you hear what Obama said at Prayer Breakfast? (02/11/16, Joseph Farah, WND)
Exclusive: Joseph Farah spotlights presidential claim with which he actually agrees
Excerpt: "Our job is not to ask that God respond to our notion of truth – our job is to be true to
Him, His word, and His commandments."
–

Barack Obama, Feb. 4, 2016, National Prayer Breakfast

(Further down)
Would you expect to hear from Barack Obama that "our job … is to be true to God, His Word
and His commandments."
That's what he said, and I have the White House transcript to prove it. I have it on good
authority that this is exactly the way it appeared on the teleprompter. There's also video
backup. (See above.)
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(Further down)
Obama also said we are to be true to his Word – which, I assume means, His entire Word.
Does Barack Obama really mean that we should be true to the entirety of the Holy
Scriptures?
He also says we should be true to Him – meaning the character and spirit of the One True
God.
If Barack Obama means what he says here, this is a profound profession of faith – unlike any
other he has ever made in public life before.
(Further down)
I knows Obama claims to be a Christian, but he has never before suggested that means He
believes in the inerrancy of His Word and our duty to be true to God's commandments. That is
actually considered radical Christian faith in today's world. Many pastors don't preach that.
Certainly Obama's pastor of decades, Jeremiah Wright, did not teach that. Most people
calling themselves Christians don't believe that – don't practice it.
So what's going on here?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/did-you-hear-what-obama-said-at-prayer-breakfast/

Money
Welcome To Obama's Recovery: Carrier Moving 1400 Jobs To Mexico (02/12/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Perhaps the most disturbing thing about the state of the economy - well, besides the
fact that healthcare spending is essentially driving "growth" - is that the labor market has
becoming a waiter and bartender creation machine. That's come at the expense of
manufacturing jobs, where skilled workers can actually earn a decent living.
Here's what the disparity looks like since 2007:
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No fiction "peddling" there. Just numbers.
Additionally, we've noted the fact that foreign born workers account for the vast majority of job
creation in America since the crisis:
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On Wednesday, United Technologies decided to reinforce both of these trends all at once,
when the company announced it would be eliminating 1,400 jobs at a Carrier plant in
Indianapolis in favor of hiring some new "foreign-born" employees - only these "foreign-born"
workers will be hired in Mexico.
(Further down)
Economists called the move "highly unusual." "Today’s surprise announcement was without
warning," the mayor said.
Actually, it's neither "highly unusual" or "surprising." Here's why (again from The Star):
"Carrier’s workers are separated into a two-tier wage system. A quarter of the workers make
about $14 an hour, or about $30,000 a year. The rest make about $26 an hour, or about
$55,000, but make well above $70,000 a year with overtime."
Something tells us labor costs will be "slightly" lower south of the border.
Who's "peddling fiction" now?
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-12/welcome-obamas-recovery-carrier-moving-1400-jobs-mexico

Boeing plans to ‘reduce employment’ as it looks to cut costs (02/10/16, Taylor Soper,
Geek Wire)
Excerpt: The airplane manufacturer confirmed today that will cut its workforce in order to
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reduce costs. Boeing Commercial Airlines’ CEO, Ray Conner, made the announcement
today during a senior leadership meeting and a webcast to employees.
(Further down)
The Seattle Times first reported about the job cuts, noting that Boeing’s total employment in
Washington state fell from around 87,000 in 2012 to around 79,000 last month.
(Further down)
Ironically, word of the job reductions came a day after Randy Tinseth, vice president of
marketing for Boeing Commercial Airplanes, told industry executives at the Pacific Northwest
Aerospace Alliance’s annual conference that the company was projecting “another good year”
for the airline industry in 2016.
http://www.geekwire.com/2016/boeing-layoffs/

Boeing to trim workforce, starting with executives, at commercial airplane division
(02/10/16, David Wren, The Post and Courier)
Excerpt: A spokeswoman for Boeing South Carolina referred questions to Alder.
Boeing employs about 7,500 people in North Charleston at facilities that include the 787
Dreamliner assembly plant, a propulsion facility, an airplane-interiors manufacturing site and a
research and technology center.
(Further down)
It also announced last month that it will cut the production rates on its 747-8 and 777 models.
Dreamliner production, on the other hand, is scheduled to increase to 12 per month later this
year.
(Further down)
Boeing has projected a need for 38,050 new commercial airplanes worldwide over the next 30
years. But Richard Aboulafia, vice president of Fairfax, Va.-based Teal Group, told the Pacific
Northwest Aerospace Alliance convention this week that cheap fuel and softness in Brazil and
key Asian markets are taking a toll on the industry.
“I’m starting to have people I respect saying, ‘The party is over, time for a downturn,’ ”
Aboulafia said, according to a report in Puget Sound Business Journal.
http://www.postandcourier.com/article/20160210/PC05/160219919
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Broadcom plans nearly 700 layoffs in Irvine (02/11/16, L.A. Biz)
Excerpt: Broadcom Ltd. plans to cut close to 700 jobs in Irvine as part of a larger cost-cutting
plan.
The San Jose-based chip maker filed papers notifying the California Employment
Development Department that it plans to lay off about 850 workers statewide, including 180 in
San Jose, Santa Clara and Sunnyvale and 689 in Irvine.
(Further down)
The job cuts come as Broadcom (Nasdaq: BRCM) merges with Singapore-based Avago
Technologies Ltd. (Nasdaq: AVGO), which agreed to buy Broadcom for $37 billion last May.
The deal, which closed last week, was expected to save the companies $750 million a year
within 18 months of the deal’s completion.
http://www.bizjournals.com/losangeles/news/2016/02/11/broadcom-plans-nearly-700-layoffs-in-irvine.html?
ana=e_du_pap&s=article_du&ed=2016-02-11&u=slyE44urV4bo6o4GHwHIqylywCD&t=1455232723

Baby Boomers Are Drowning In Loans: Debt Of Average 67-Year-Old Soared 169% In
Past 12 Years (02/12/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: For those who follow the monthly consumer credit report released by the Fed there
was nothing surprising in today's release of the latest Household Debt and Credit Report by
the New York Fed. It reports that total household debt rose to $12.12 trillion in Q4, up from
$11.83 trillion a year ago...
(Further down)
Worse, as the chart below show, while aggregate debt of Gen-Xers has admirably declined by
12% in the past 12 years, the aggregate debt of the average Baby Boomer has soared by
an unprecedented 169%!
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(Further down)
Some more details from the WSJ: the average 65-year-old borrower has 47% more mortgage
debt and 29% more auto debt than 65-year-olds had in 2003.
(Further down)
There was some good news in the report: by contrast the overall debt balances of most young
borrowers haven’t grown or have declined. The average 30-year-old borrower has nearly
three times as much student debt as in 2003. But these borrowers have so much less
home, credit card and auto debt that their overall debt balances are lower.
Which also explains why not only are Millennials locked out of purchasing homes, but have
become the "renting generation", one where everything is based on the principle of a "sharing
economy", where little to no actual asset purchases are required, and where a la carte renting
of goods and services for instant needs has become the new norm.
Indeed, as NY Fed economist Meta Brown admits, this shift for young borrowers could have
“consequences in terms of both foregone economic growth and young consumers’ welfare."
Sadly, with few well-paying jobs for Millennials available, and with little ability to build up an
asset or savings base, these trends will continue until they too hit a plateau of
unsustainability.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-12/baby-boomers-are-drowning-loans-debt-average-67-year-oldsoared-169-past-12-years
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Deutsche Bank Is Scared: "What Needs To Be Done" In Its Own Words (02//09/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: We have reposted his entire letter below, because it represents the most definitive
blueprint of everything that is about to be unleashed - especially since it comes from the
perspective of one of the people who is currently deep inside Deutsche Bank and realizes just
how close to the edge the German bank is.
What Konstam makes clear, in no uncertain terms, is that the the problem is the one we laid
out back in November 2014: "It is not oil, it is not in the banks, it is a run on central bank
liquidity, especially dollar based and there needs to be much more ($) liquidity."
He also makes it quite clear that investor fears about contagion are well-founded: here it is in
the words of a Deutsche Banker:
The exposure issue has been downplayed but make no mistake banks are heavily
exposed to Asia/MidEast and while 10% writedown might be worst case for China but
too high for the whole, it is what investors shd and do worry about -- whole wd include
the contagion to banking hubs in Sing/HKong
His solution? It's actually quite disturbing to all those who thought that all our warnings that
cash would be outlawed were nothing but a joke. For those pressed for time jump straight to
the "What needs to be done section" - it's a doozy.
So back to the original question WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE. Simple?
1. Recognize the problem. It is not oil, it is not in the banks..it is a run on central
bank liquidity, especially dollar based and there needs to be much more ($)
liquidity. Keynes said to deal with overinvestment boom you cut you don't raise rates.
QE is impractical but getting the dollar down would greatly lift dollar based liquidity. So
for a starter Fed shd stop raising rates and clearly signal an extended time out.
2. Draghi shd follow up with a one 2 punch, not to get rates down but open the refi
spigot to banks and ease liquidity concerns.
3. China needs to come clean. Devalue, stabilize reserves and then allocate 1 tn+ to
short up strategically important institutions. Stop intervening in equity markets.
4. And Basel 3 (?4) should be delayed specifically regarding leverage ratios and
threat of higher. As a token move there shd be deemphasis of the SSM/bail in rules
until there is clarity from the ECB on liquidity sources for stressed banks.
5. how about some fiscal stimulus
6. on negative rates -- instead of making them punitive on the banks allow the banks to
earn the spread, make them punitive to savers.. Cash shd be charged interest -- put
the micro chip in large denom notes/tax cash withdrawals.. encourage spending
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not saving .. mortgage rates can be negative and banks can still earn a spread. The
spread is the problem not the rate.
The existential fear in Deutsche Bank's analyst is tangible, as is the implied threat: "don't do
these things, and if Deutsche Bank and its $60 trillion in derivatives blow up, it will be
on you."
And with that we check to the central bankers who will do precisely as instructed, because
Deutsche Bank is simply too vast and too systemically important to fail: in fact its failure would
be orders of magnitude more costly and more destructive for modern capital markets than
Lehman.
As a result, we expect all of Konstam's suggestions, from a major China devaluation, to a
halt to negative rates, to a Yellen relent (perhaps as soon as tomorrow), to negative rates
being passed on to savers, to the taxing of cash withdrawals "to encourage spending not
saving", and all the other bullet points. Unless, of course, someone is intent on seeing
Deutsche Bank liquidate, as was the case with Lehman.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-09/deutsche-bank-terrified-here-what-needs-be-done-its-own-words

Banning Cash: Serfdom in Our Time (02/09/16, Paul Rosenberg, Free-man's Perspective)
Excerpt: Over the last few months a stream of articles have crossed my screen, all
proclaiming the need of governments and banks to eliminate cash. I’m sure you’ve noticed
them too.
It is terrorists and other assorted madmen, we are told, who use cash. And so, to protect us
from being blown up and dismembered on our very own street corners, governments will have
to ban it.
It would actually take some effort to imagine a more obvious, naked attempt at
fearmongering. Cash – in daily use for centuries if not millennia – is now, suddenly, the agent
of spring-loaded, instant death? And we’re supposed to just accept that line?
(Further down)
The reason is simple: cash would allow people to escape from the one thing that could save
their larcenous currency system: negative interest rates.
To make this clear, I like to paraphrase a famous (and good) quote from Alan Greenspan,
back from 1966, during his Ayn Randian days: The financial policy of the welfare state
requires that there be no way for the owners of wealth to protect themselves.
That was a true statement, and with a slight modification, it succinctly explains the new war
on cash:
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The preservation of an insolvent currency system requires that the owners of currency
have no way to protect it.
(Further down)
Negative interest rates would give the banks 100% control over your purchases. They could,
even in the worst pinch, allow you to purchase food while freezing the rest of your money. The
average person would have no recourse and would simply be robbed… but very smoothly
and with no human face to blame on.
Negative interest rates mean that your bank account shrinks day by day, automatically. Your
$1000 in January becomes $950 by December. And where does that money go? To the
banks, of course, and to the government. They syphon your money away, drip by drip, and
there’s nothing you can do about it. This accomplishes several things for them at once:
• It finances government, limitlessly and automatically. Forget tax filings; they can just
take as they please.
• It pays off the bad debt of the big banks. (And there are oceans of debt.)
• It forces you to spend everything you’ve got, as soon as you get it. (Otherwise it will
shrink.)
• It gives the system full control over your financial life. Everything is monitored,
everything is tracked, and every single transaction must be approved by them (or not).
If they decide they don’t like you, you’re instantly reduced to begging.
In short, this is a direct return to serfdom.
http://www.freemansperspective.com/banning-cash-serfdom-time/

Culture
Suicide Epidemic: Why Does The Number Of People Killing Themselves Just Keep
Going Up? (02/09/16, Michael Snyder, End Of The American Dream)
Excerpt: Did you know that more Americans now die from suicide than are killed in car
crashes each year? According to the CDC, there has been a substantial spike in suicide
deaths in the United States in recent years. Today, approximately 9.3 million Americans admit
to having suicidal thoughts, and approximately 2.7 million Americans each year actually make
a plan for how they would commit suicide. We are a deeply, deeply unhappy nation, but of
course this phenomenon is not just limited to America. According to the World Health
Organization, suicide is now the third highest cause of death in the entire world. Globally,
suicide rates have soared by 60 percent over the past 45 years, and the WHO is now
projecting that by the year 2020 someone will be committing suicide somewhere in the world
every 20 seconds.
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(Further down)
So why is this happening?
Without a doubt, the decline of our economy is playing a role. The middle class is steadily
shrinking, and more Americans are falling out of the middle class with each passing month.
Many Americans that are approaching retirement age do not see any viable future for
themselves, and thus many of them are completely giving in to depression and despair.
But I don’t think that explains all of it. I think another major factor is the fact that our society is
being drugged into oblivion. At this point, nearly 60 percent of all Americans are on at least
one prescription drug, and many drugs are known to substantially increase the risk of suicide.
(Further down)
In the end, the real problem is in our hearts. We have pushed God to the outer fringes of
society, and we have decided that we can set up our own version of utopia without Him.
Well, that isn’t exactly working out too well, is it?
(Further down)
So what do you think is causing the stunning rise in suicide both here in the United States and
around the globe?
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/suicide-epidemic-why-does-the-number-of-people-killingthemselves-just-keep-going-up

"Exceptional" America Is Number 1 Again (02/12/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
...but this is a list you do not want to be at the top of...
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-12/exceptional-america-number-1-again

Technology
Would you bet against sex robots? AI 'could leave half of world unemployed' (0213/16,
Alan Yuhas, The Guardian)
Scientist Moshe Vardi tells colleagues that change could come within 30 years, with few
professions immune to effect of advanced artificial intelligence
Excerpt: Machines could put more than half the world’s population out of a job in the next 30
years, according to a computer scientist who said on Saturday that artificial intelligence’s
threat to the economy should not be understated.
Expert Moshe Vardi told the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS):
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“We are approaching a time when machines will be able to outperform humans at almost any
task.
“I believe that society needs to confront this question before it is upon us: if machines are
capable of doing almost any work humans can do, what will humans do?”
(Further down)
Vardi, a professor at Rice University and Guggenheim fellow, said that technology presents a
more subtle threat than the masterless drones that some activists fear. He suggested AI could
drive global unemployment to 50%, wiping out middle-class jobs and exacerbating inequality.
Unlike the industrial revolution, Vardi said, “the AI revolution” will not be a matter of physically
powerful machines that outperform human laborers, but rather a contest between human wit
and mechanical intelligence and strength. In China the question has already affected
thousands of jobs, as electronics manufacturers, Foxconn and Samsung among them,
develop precision robots to replace human workers.
(Further down)
He said that virtually no human profession is totally immune: “Are you going to bet against sex
robots? I would not.”
Last year, the consultant company McKinsey published research about which jobs are at risk
thanks to intelligent machines, and found that some jobs – or at least well-paid careers like
doctors and hedge fund managers – are better protected than others. Less intuitively, the
researchers also concluded that some low-paying jobs, including landscapers and health
aides, are also less likely to be changed than others.
In contrast, they concluded that 20% of a CEO’s working time could be automated with
existing technologies, and nearly 80% of a file clerk’s job could be automated. Their research
dovetails with Vardi’s worst-case scenario predictions, however; they argued that as much as
45% of the work people are paid to do could be automated by existing technology.
Vardi said he wanted the gathering of scientists to consider: “Does the technology we are
developing ultimately benefit mankind?
“Humanity is about to face perhaps its greatest challenge ever, which is finding meaning in life
after the end of ‘in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread’,” he said. “We need to rise to
the occasion and meet this challenge.”
In the US, the labor secretary, Thomas Perez, has told American seaports that they should
consider robotic cranes and automatic vehicles in order to compete with docks around the
world, despite the resistance of unions. In 2013, two Oxford professors predicted that as
much as 47% of the US workforce, from telemarketers to legal secretaries and cooks, were
vulnerable to automation.
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/feb/13/artificial-intelligence-ai-unemployment-jobs-moshe-vardi
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US intelligence chief: we might use the internet of things to spy on you (02/09/16,
Spencer Ackerman and Sam Thielman, The Guardian)
James Clapper did not name specific agency as being involved in surveillance via smarthome devices but said in congressional testimony it is a distinct possibility
Excerpt: The US intelligence chief has acknowledged for the first time that agencies might
use a new generation of smart household devices to increase their surveillance capabilities.
As increasing numbers of devices connect to the internet and to one another, the so-called
internet of things promises consumers increased convenience – the remotely operated
thermostat from Google-owned Nest is a leading example. But as home computing migrates
away from the laptop, the tablet and the smartphone, experts warn that the security features
on the coming wave of automobiles, dishwashers and alarm systems lag far behind.
(Further down)
“In the future, intelligence services might use the [internet of things] for identification,
surveillance, monitoring, location tracking, and targeting for recruitment, or to gain access to
networks or user credentials,” Clapper said.
(Further down)
The Islamic State topped the threat index, but Clapper also warned that the US-backed Saudi
war in Yemen was redounding to the benefit of al-Qaida’s local affiliate.
Domestically, “homegrown extremists” are the greatest terrorist threat, rather than Islamic
State or al-Qaida attacks planned from overseas. Clapper cited the San Bernardino and
Chattanooga shootings as examples of lethal operations emanating from self-starting
extremists “without direct guidance from [Isis] leadership”.
(Further down)
Clapper suggested that US adversaries had overtaken its online capabilities: “Russia and
China continue to have the most sophisticated cyber programs.”
The White House’s new cybersecurity initiative, unveiled on Tuesday, pledged increased
security for nontraditional networked home devices. It tasked the Department of Homeland
Security to “test and certify networked devices within the ‘Internet of Things’.” It did not
discuss any tension between the US’s twin cybersecurity and surveillance priorities.
Connected household devices are a potential treasure trove to intelligence agencies seeking
unobtrusive ways to listen and watch a target, according to a study that Harvard’s Berkman
Center for Internet and Society released last week. The study found that the signals explosion
represented by the internet of things would overwhelm any privacy benefits by users of
commercial encryption – even as Clapper in his testimony again alleged that the growth of
encryption was having a “negative effect on intelligence gathering”.
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The report’s authors cited a 2001 case in which the FBI had sought to compel a company that
makes emergency communications hardware for automobiles – similar by description to
OnStar, though the company was not named – to assist agents in Nevada in listening in on
conversations in a client’s car.
(Further down)
“Law enforcement or intelligence agencies may start to seek orders compelling Samsung,
Google, Mattel, Nest or vendors of other networked devices to push an update or flip a digital
switch to intercept the ambient communications of a target,” the authors wrote.
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/feb/09/internet-of-things-smart-home-devices-governmentsurveillance-james-clapper
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UPDATE FEBRUARY 22, 2016 – MONEY, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is February 22, 2016
It can get a little confusing when discussing things like The Great Unraveling during a
presidential election year. (And let's not forget gubernatorial elections.) Particularly during
difficult times, the first solution most of us reason is – if we just get the right person on the
throne, he or she will set things the way they should be. Though lately, and wrongly, the
Supreme Court seems to be more the legislative branch than the other two branches. And, of
course, the big question is - how should things be? Can you definitively answer that
question?
If you can, how many people agree with you? I know, we're only following correct social
etiquette: never talk about sex, religion or politics.
Unfortunately, our way of getting things done today has become to use and abuse the
governmental system that was originally designed with checks and balances to prevent the
abuses.
Our imperfect (we're human) system that was designed to promote Freedom, based on
certain universal concepts, has, over time, abandoned those concepts and become the
system of coercive force. Not just force. Coercive force. “Oops! Too bad. It's law now. You
have to accept it, or you're breaking the law, and you will be punished.” Which is another way
of saying, "You will do what I say, or else." What I'm referring to is subjective laws, as
opposed to objective laws. Think Hate Laws. One person's disagreement is another person's
hate. Common sense and honest disagreement is replaced by nonsense and malicious
behavior.
That ship has sailed so many times in history in other governments, and sunk, and we are still
doing it.
On top of that, what other factors are in play that supersede the political solutions? As I have
attempted to point out numerous times – Whoever controls the purse strings, controls the
people.
You are my family and friends. I love you!
Tim
What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
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The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Money
Deranged Central Bankers Are Blowing Up The World
Excerpt from the excerpt: McKinsey produced a report last year showing the world had added
$57 trillion of debt between 2008 and the 2nd quarter of 2014, with global debt to GDP
reaching 286%. With chart.
Larry Summers Launches The War On Paper Money: "It's Time To Kill The $100 Bill"
Excerpt from the excerpt: ...because recall that of the $1.4 trillion in total U.S. currency in
circulation, $1.1 trillion is in the form of $100 bills. With chart.
The ban on cash is coming. Soon.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Cash, it turns out, is the Achilles’ Heel of the financial system.
Negative (Interest Rate) Reinforcement
Excerpt from the excerpt: The message coming from central bankers is clear: The beatings
will continue until morale improves. With chart.
"Truck-ocalypse" Hits Main Street As Daimler Fires 1,250 Amid Collapsing Demand
Excerpt from the excerpt: In November for instance, orders collapsed 59% y/y. In December,
the drop was 37%, and in January, Class 8 orders dove 48% from the year ago period.
"I Guess It's Food Stamps": 400,000 Americans In Jeopardy As Giant Pension Fund
Plans 50% Benefit Cuts
Excerpt from the excerpt: Public sector pension funds are grossly underfunded in places like
Chicago and Houston, while private sector funds are struggling to deal with rock bottom
interest rates, which put pressure on expected returns and thus drive the present value of
funds’ liabilities higher. With chart.
Culture
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu Addressed the Opening of the Conference of
Presidents’ 42nd Leadership Mission to Israel
For you prophecy watchers, Mr. Netanyahu makes a couple of interesting comments.
Man in women's locker room cites 'right' to be there
Here we go. This is a follow-up to the Jan 4, Update regarding Washington's new law. Keep in
mind that this is a new state law that the people were not allowed to vote on.
"The Islamic Rape Of Europe" - A Polish Magazine's Shocking Cover
This is the cover.
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Updates
Money
Deranged Central Bankers Are Blowing Up The World (02/15/16, Jim Quinn, Burning
Platform)
Excerpt: It is now self-evident to any sentient being (excludes CNBC shills, Wall Street
shyster economists, and Keynesian loving politicians) the mountainous level of unpayable
global debt is about to crash down like an avalanche upon hundreds of millions of willfully
ignorant citizens who trusted their politician leaders and the central bankers who created the
debt out of thin air. McKinsey produced a report last year showing the world had added $57
trillion of debt between 2008 and the 2nd quarter of 2014, with global debt to GDP reaching
286%.

(Further down)
The issuance of debt and easy money policies of the Fed and their foreign central banker coconspirators functioned to drive equity prices to all-time highs in 2015, but the debt issuance
and money printing needs to increase exponentially in order keep stock markets rising. Once
the QE spigot was shut off markets have flattened and are now falling hard. You can sense
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the desperation among the financial elite. The desperation is borne out by the frantic reckless
measures taken by central bankers and politicians since 2008.
637 rate cuts since Bear Stearns
$12.3 trillion of asset purchases by global central banks in the past 8 years
$8.3 trillion of global government debt currently yielding 0% or less
489 million people currently living in countries with official negative rates policies (i.e.
Japan, Eurozone, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark)
• -0.92%, the most negative yield in the world (2-year Swiss government bond)
•
•
•
•

Massive levels of debt and negative interest rates have done nothing to revive U.S.,
European or Asian economies. The natives are growing restless, as the early electoral
success of political outsiders like Trump and Sanders substantiates. Far right parties in
Europe are gaining traction as hordes of Muslim refugees overwhelm their countries.
Central bankers, who formerly graced the covers of Time Magazine as saviors and
heroes, are now being revealed as nothing more than glorified money printers with
PhDs and no plan B.
(Further down)
Not only have deranged central bankers created the conditions for a catastrophic collapse,
but they have encouraged crazed sociopathic mega-corp CEOs to borrow billions to buy back
their own stocks at all-time high prices. These Ivy League educated MBA lemmings have
done this to boost their compensation because they are too incompetent to grow their
businesses through true investment. These rocket scientists have managed to lose $126
billion on their highly leveraged stock purchases in the past three years. Some of the top
losers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM – $9.8 billion of losses
American Express – $4.1 billion of losses
Chevron – $2.8 billion of losses
Macy’s – $1.5 billion of losses
Ford – $500 million of losses
Starwood Resorts – $500 million of losses

The CEOs of these companies should be fired for their idiocy, greed and ineptitude. Instead
they will receive multi-million dollar bonuses. Ben Bernanke, Janet Yellen and their cohorts at
the Federal Reserve have already destroyed the lives of millions of senior citizens and savers
with their deranged zero interest rate policy while contributing to the wage stagnation of the
middle class with their QE policy.
(Further down)
The fiat currency system, fractional reserve banking fraud, insane Keynesian fiscal policies,
and consumer debt based consumption economy are mathematically unsustainable, so they
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won’t be sustained. The world is about to sit down to a banquet of consequences, served by
deranged central bankers.
http://www.theburningplatform.com/2016/02/15/deranged-central-bankers-blowing-up-the-world/

Larry Summers Launches The War On Paper Money: "It's Time To Kill The $100 Bill"
(02/16/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Yes, for central bankers, as all this modest proposal will do is make it that much
easier to unleash NIRP, because recall that of the $1.4 trillion in total U.S. currency in
circulation, $1.1 trillion is in the form of $100 bills. Eliminate those, and suddenly there is
nowhere to hide from those trillions in negative interest rate "yielding" bank deposits.

So with one regulation, the Fed - if it listens to this Harvard charlatan, and it surely will as
more and more "academics" get on board with the idea to scrap paper money - could
eliminate the value of 78% of all currency in circulation, which in effect would achieve
practically the entire goal of destroying the one paper alternative to digital NIRP rates,
in the form of paper currency.
That said, it would still leave gold as an alternative to collapsing monetary system, but by then
there will surely be a redux of Executive Order 6102 banning the possession of physical gold
and demanding its return to the US government.
(Further down)
And then there was this from Bloomberg:
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Lawrence Summers urged countries around the world to agree to stop issuing highdenomination banknotes, adding his voice to intensifying criticism of a practice alleged by
police to abet crime and corruption.
“Even better than unilateral measures in Europe would be a global agreement to stop
issuing notes worth more than say $50 or $100,” Summers said on his blog on Tuesday.
“Such an agreement would be as significant as anything else the G-7 or G-20 has done in
years.”
The 500-euro note has been in circulation since the paper currency went live in 2002. British
banks and money-exchange services stopped distributing the bills in 2010 after a report
showed that 90 percent of demand for them came from criminals. ECB Executive Board
member Yves Mersch said earlier this month that his institution still wanted to see
“substantiated evidence” that the notes facilitate illegal activity.
For now, “I’d guess the idea of removing existing notes is a step too far,” Summers wrote. “But
a moratorium on printing new high-denomination notes would make the world a better place.”
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-16/larry-summers-launches-war-us-paper-money-its-time-kill-100-bill

The ban on cash is coming. Soon. (02/17/16, Simon Black, Sovereign Man)
Excerpt: This is starting to become very concerning.
The momentum to “ban cash”, and in particular high denomination notes like the 500 euro
and $100 bills, is seriously picking up steam.
On Monday the European Central Bank President emphatically disclosed that he is strongly
considering phasing out the 500 euro note.
Yesterday, former US Treasury Secretary Larry Summers published an op-ed in the
Washington Post about getting rid of the $100 bill.
Prominent economists and banks have joined the refrain and called for an end to cash in
recent months.
The reasoning is almost always the same: cash is something that only criminals, terrorists,
and tax cheats use.
(Further down)
Cash, it turns out, is the Achilles’ Heel of the financial system.
Central banks around the world have kept interest rates at near-zero levels for nearly eight
years now.
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And despite having created massive bubbles and enabled extraordinary amounts of debt,
their policies aren’t working.
(Further down)
Interest rates across the European continent are now negative.
Japanese interest rates are now negative.
And even in the United States, the Federal Reserve has acknowledged that negative interest
rates are being considered.
They have no other choice; raising rates will bankrupt the governments they support and
derail any fledgling economic growth.
(Further down)
Eventually people will realize that they’re better off withdrawing their money and holding
physical cash.
Sure, cash doesn’t pay any interest. But it doesn’t cost any either.
If you have a $200,000 in your savings account at negative 1%, you’d have to pay the bank
$2,000 each year.
Clearly it would make more sense to buy a safe and hold most of that money in cash.
Problem is, the banks don’t have the money.
For starters, there’s literally not enough cash in the entire financial system to pay out more
than a fraction of all bank deposits.
(Further down)
Yet it’s clear that a surge of withdrawal requests would bring down that system.
Banks don’t want that to happen. Governments don’t want that to happen.
But since central banks have no other choice than to continue imposing negative interest
rates, the only logical option is to ban cash and force consumers to hold their money within
the banking system.
Make no mistake, this is absolutely a form of capital controls. And it’s coming soon to a
banking system near you.
https://www.sovereignman.com/trends/the-ban-on-cash-is-coming-soon-18687
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Negative (Interest Rate) Reinforcement (02/16/16, Alan Gula, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: The message coming from central bankers is clear: The beatings will continue until
morale improves.
If the global equity markets don’t perform well, negative interest rate coercion will be meted
out.
Last week, Sweden’s central bank, the Riksbank, cut its key interest rate from -0.35% to
-0.5%. Two weeks ago, the Bank of Japan “unexpectedly” joined the negative interest rate
policy (NIRP) movement.
Thanks mostly to NIRP, there now exists $7 trillion worth of negative-yielding government
bonds around the world.
Central bankers seem to think that adding to this heaping pile of wealth-destroying securities
will solve our problems.
(Further down)
The following chart shows the rising probability of negative rates in the United States.

Here, the probability of negative rates is derived from options on 90-day Eurodollar futures.
Eurodollars are U.S. dollar bank deposits located outside the United States, and, hence, not
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subject to U.S. banking regulations. Eurodollar rates closely follow the fed funds rate.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/02/16/u-s-negative-interest-rates/

"Truck-ocalypse" Hits Main Street As Daimler Fires 1,250 Amid Collapsing Demand
(02/16/16/, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: If you were looking for signs that US trade may be collapsing on itself, a good place
to start would be Class 8 truck orders which, as we first documented in early December, have
posted sharp y/y declines of late.
In November for instance, orders collapsed 59% y/y. In December, the drop was 37%, and in
January, Class 8 orders dove 48% from the year ago period.
(Further down)
This is all consistent with the trend towards broadly lower global growth and trade,
something which at this point looks to be structural and endemic rather than transient
and cyclical.
(Further down)
Speaking of trucking and expectations, Daimler pretty clearly shares the rather dour outlook
expressed by Morgan Stanley’s survey respondents because on Monday, the company laid
off 1,250 people in North Carolina.
"We see a fall in demand of about 10 percent for heavy trucks in North America this
year,” a spokeswoman said. “This is a response to lower demand," she added, flatly.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-16/truck-ocalypse-hits-main-street-daimler-fires-1250-amid-collapsingdemand

"I Guess It's Food Stamps": 400,000 Americans In Jeopardy As Giant Pension Fund
Plans 50% Benefit Cuts (02/18/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Dale Dorsey isn’t happy.
After working 33 years, he’s facing a 55% cut to his pension benefits, a blow which he says
will “cripple” his family and imperil the livelihood of his two children, one of whom is in the
fourth grade and one of whom is just entering high school.
Dorsey attended a town hall meeting in Kansas City on Tuesday where retirees turned out for
a discussion on “massive” pension cuts proposed by the Central States Pension Fund, which
covers 400,000 participants, and which will almost certainly go broke within the next decade.
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(Further down)
Public sector pension funds are grossly underfunded in places like Chicago and Houston,
while private sector funds are struggling to deal with rock bottom interest rates, which put
pressure on expected returns and thus drive the present value of funds’ liabilities higher.
Illinois’ pension burden has brought the state to its knees financially speaking and in
November, Springfield was forced to miss a $560 million payment to its retirement fund. In the
private sector, GM said on Thursday that it will sell 20- and 30-year bonds in order to
meet its pension obligations.
"At the end of last year GM's U.S. hourly pension plan was underfunded by $10.4
billion," The New York Times writes. "About $61 billion of the obligations were funded for the
plan's roughly 360,000 pensioners." Maybe it's time for tax payers to bail themselves out.
(Further down)
According to letters shared with The Star, cuts range from around 40% to 61%. "[The]
average pension loss was more than $1,400 a month," the paper says.

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-18/i-guess-its-food-stamps-400000-americans-jeopardy-giantpension-fund-plans-50-benefi
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Culture
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu Addressed the Opening of the Conference of
Presidents’ 42nd Leadership Mission to Israel (02/14/16, Conference of Presidents of
Major American Jewish Organizations)
Excerpt: Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu addressed the group at an opening dinner and
thanked the delegates for “taking the message of Israel far and wide,” referring to the recent
visits to Turkey and Egypt by Conference members. He emphasized his commitment to the
unity of the Jewish people saying, “All Jews must feel at home and welcome in Israel.”
Netanyahu identified two parallel contradictory trends worldwide: an ongoing multinational
hostility toward Israel at the UN, ICC, and EU together with what he termed an “obsession”
with Israel in international forums. While at the same time, countries like China, India, Russia
and Japan are coming to Israel because of their concern with militant Islam and the terrorism
it produces and to benefit from Israeli operational experience and intelligence in fighting terror
as well as Israeli technologies, such as cyber security, improved water management and
desalination, agriculture and biotechnology.
“We need these countries who are coming to us to change their votes in international forums,”
stressing the need to press this point.
Netanyahu identified what he called “a triple standard that is applied to dictatorships,
democracies, and the Israeli democracy.”
He also noted that during the last year he has sensed a greater understanding of Israel
internationally, in part because terrorism has touched all four corners of the earth.
Netanyahu told the group that major Arab countries are changing their view of Israel. They
don’t see Israel as their enemy, but as an ally against the radical Islam of Iran and Daesh.
“Israel straddles meeting challenges and seizing opportunities,” he said.
http://www.conferenceofpresidents.org/content/prime-minister-benjamin-netanyahu-addressed-openingconference-presidents%E2%80%99-42nd-leadership

Man in women's locker room cites 'right' to be there (02/16/16, Douglas Ernst, WND)
New laws 'causing people to feel exposed'
Excerpt: Members of a Washington state pool are finding out the hard way that transgender
laws come with a host of unpleasant consequences.
Women at Seattle Parks and Recreation were shocked on Feb. 8 when a man walked into
their locker room and took off his shirt. Their protests were refuted when the man cited
regulations instituted in December allowing access to restrooms and locker rooms based on
gender identity.
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(Further down)
Protests were held in Olympia on Monday in response to the incident. Proponents of the new
laws told the station that men who take advantage of legal loopholes could still be prosecuted
under laws pertaining to voyeurism or assault.
Seattle Mayor Ed Murray defended transgender bathroom regulations over the summer as a
necessary step towards giving all Americans “the dignity and respect that most people take
for granted.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/man-in-womens-locker-room-cites-right-to-be-there/?cat_orig=health

"The Islamic Rape Of Europe" - A Polish Magazine's Shocking Cover (02/17/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: You would have thought that if there was any one event that could turn Europeans
against the notion that the EU is capable of accommodating the millions of asylum seekers
fleeing the war-torn Mid-East it would be a terrorist attack on a major European capital.
As it turns out, sentiment towards refugees was remarkably resilient in the wake of the Paris
attacks. Sure, France closed its borders, but by and large, it appeared that Europeans viewed
the attacks as a reminder of why people were fleeing Syria and Iraq rather than as
emblematic of what they would ultimately export to Western Europe.
But sentiment did eventually sour. Not due to a terrorist attack, but rather due to a wave of
sexual assaults on New Year’s Eve.
(Further down)
Now, in what will likely go down as one of the most politically incorrect sets of images in
recent memory, wSieci (a conservative Polish magazine) has run a cover story entitled
“The Islamic Rape of Europe.” Here are the rather edgy visuals:
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-17/islamic-rape-europe-polish-magazines-shocking-cover
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UPDATE MARCH 3, 2016 – MONEY, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is March 3, 2016
This week has been interesting so far. On Monday we leaped from February into March and
landed on Tuesday, which was just... super.
Moving right along now.
It seems the primary thing being discussed in the news these days is the presidential
primaries. Meanwhile, as you can see below, the financial world is doing all kinds of things.
The war on cash and negative interest rates are moving forward more rapidly than most folks
realize, if they realize it at all. This IS happening and will continue despite the presidential
election. And remember, in the August 27, 2014 Update (at the Freedom Driven website) CNN
made a nice chart showing where the various countries stood in going cashless. The US was
80% then.
I bring it up because wherever we have been I watch folks get very angry and frustrated when
talking about the candidates. I honestly try to avoid the subject, but somewhere in the
conversation I get asked who I endorse. I don't endorse anyone, at this point.
The truth is that whoever is elected will not be able to mess with (fix) what is taking place in
the financial world. I have made it clear all along that within the situation that the world has
gotten itself into, there is no political solution. The governments (any government) will only be
able to support (enforce) whatever is going on in the financial world with regard to currencies
and the system. There are only so many scenarios for how this will play out, and they are very
limited. From a Biblical perspective, it is Revelation 13:16-18.
I have said repeatedly here, as well as, to the folks wherever we have gone, prepare yourself
mentally and spiritually.
Also, thank you so much to all of you who have been telling us how much you appreciate
what we are doing. And the hospitality some of you have shown us has been wonderful. I
cannot begin to express our gratitude. We bless you. God bless you.
Am hoping to get the second book on Freedom done soon.
For those of you keeping us in prayer, thank you! Keep it up.
Love you guys!
Tim
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What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Money
Doug Casey: Why the Euro Is a Doomed Currency
Excerpt of the excerpt: Incidentally, people think of these countries—Italy, France, Germany
and so on—as though they are fixtures in the cosmos. But they aren’t. In their current forms,
they’re all newcomers on the stage of history.
The Fatal Flaw That Has Doomed Our Economy
Excerpt of the excerpt: Despite more PhDs than ever… more scientists… more engineers…
more capital… more knowledge… more Nobel Prizes… more college graduates… more
machines… more factories… more patents… and the invention of the Internet… after
adjusting for inflation, the typical American man earned no more in 2015 than he had 40 years
before.
Central banks' shiny new tool: cash escape inhibitors
Excerpt of the excerpt: No, the novel tool that has been created is what I'm going to call a
cash escape inhibitor.
Revealed: The Hidden Agenda of Davos 2016
Excerpt of the excerpt: Negative interest rates mean the lender pays the borrower for the
privilege of lending him money. It’s a bizarre, upside-down concept.
Negative rates could not exist in a free market. They can only exist in an Alice in
Wonderland economy created by central bankers.
The Global Run On Physical Cash Has Begun: Why It Pays To Panic First
Excerpt of the excerpt: The truth is that if society panics and there is a full blown rush out of
existing electronic bank deposits and into physical currency to avoid negative rate taxation,
only those who panic first will be safe. Why? Because of the "magic" of fractional reserve
banking - there is simply not enough physical currency in circulation to satisfy all savers'
claims. With chart
"We Are In A Recession": Dallas Fed Respondents Admit The U.S. Economy Is In
Freefall
Excerpt of the excerpt: For those interested in hearing some horror stories from ground zero
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of America's recession, look no further than Texas, where the best recap of sentiment on the
ground comes straight from the Dallas Fed respondents, who have not been this depressed
since the Global Financial Crisis.
The Employment Situation of Immigrants and Natives in the Fourth Quarter of 2015
Excerpt of the excerpt: Moreover, there were still 1.3 million fewer working-age (16 to 65)
natives holding a job in the fourth quarter of 2015 than in the same quarter of 2007. In
contrast, over the same time period the number of immigrants working is up by 1.8 million.
The Second Tech Bubble Has Burst: Here Come The Mass Layoffs
Excerpt of the excerpt: In short, the labor pain, whether in the form of lower pay or simply pink
slips, is coming for everyone in the tech space, workers in both public and private firms.
In fact, as the chart below shows, for many it already has. With chart
Chicago PMI Collapses From 'Mysterious' January Bounce As Employment Crashes To
7 Year Lows
Excerpt of the excerpt: From one-year high "HOPE" to near 7 year low "NOPE"... With chart
Culture
Report: End 'demonization' of female genital mutilation
Excerpt of the excerpt: The practice, common across the Mideast and Africa, is outlawed in
Europe, but a new report authored by gynecologists Drs. Kavita Shah Arora and Allan J.
Jacobs, and published in the Journal of Medical Ethics, calls on the West to “adopt a more
nuanced position that acknowledges a wide spectrum of procedures that alter female
genitalia.”
Isis in Mosul: Brutal metal instrument used to clip women's flesh shows increasing
barbarity within 'caliphate's' own walls
Excerpt of the excerpt: “The Biter has become a nightmare for us,” Fatima said after reaching
safety in Mabrouka Camp for displaced people near Ras al-Ayn in Kurdish-controlled northeast Syria. “My sister was punished so harshly last month because she had forgotten her
gloves and left them at home.”

Updates
Money
Doug Casey: Why the Euro Is a Doomed Currency (02/19/16, Doug Casey, Casey
Research)
Excerpt: The economy of the European Union is a constipated, sclerotic, malfunctioning entity
that only registered real economic growth of 0.2% in the recent quarter—assuming you can
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credit their numbers at all. The continent is a giant monument to socialism, where everyone
believes they can live at the expense of everyone else. As a result, the average European
sees his government as a magic cornucopia, a source of unlimited wealth. When something
goes wrong, Europeans look to their governments to “do something.” With this in mind,
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi made the front pages by saying he is “ready
to act” with a “whole menu of monetary policy instruments.”
(Further down)
Incidentally, people think of these countries—Italy, France, Germany and so on—as though
they are fixtures in the cosmos. But they aren’t. In their current forms, they’re all newcomers
on the stage of history.
The average person doesn’t realize that the country we know as Italy today was only created
in 1861, a consolidation of many completely independent and very different entities that had
been separate states since the collapse of the Roman Empire. Germany was only unified in
1871, out of scores of principalities, dukedoms, baronies and whatnot. Both unifications were
very bad ideas; World Wars I and II are just at the head of a long list of reasons why that’s
true. Even today, there are separatist movements in big Western European countries, like the
Basques and Catalans in Spain, and the Scots in the United Kingdom, who wish it weren’t
quite so united. There are many others.
(Further down)
The European continent reminds me of that poorly managed cruise ship that sank off the
coast of Italy in 2012. It is dying financially, with all the debt bankrupting governments,
businesses and individuals. It is sinking economically, weighted down with stifling regulations
and taxes. It is being strangled demographically, with birth rates far below replacement.
Except among African and Muslim immigrants, who are not integrating. And now, millions of
migrants, who seem to expect free food, shelter, clothing and money to hang around coffee
houses all day to complain. Europe has long been a hotbed of religious, ethnic and race wars
—quite frankly, I see the next one building up right now.
http://www.caseyresearch.com/articles/doug-casey-why-the-euro-is-a-doomed-currency-1

The Fatal Flaw That Has Doomed Our Economy (02/12/16, Bill Bonner, graphics by Peter
Tenebrarum, Acting Man)
Excerpt: Let’s begin with a question. After the invention of the internal combustion engine,
people in Europe… and then the Americas… got richer, almost every year. Earnings rose.
Wealth increased. Then in the 1970s, after two centuries, American men ceased making
progress.
Despite more PhDs than ever… more scientists… more engineers… more capital… more
knowledge… more Nobel Prizes… more college graduates… more machines… more
factories… more patents… and the invention of the Internet… after adjusting for inflation, the
typical American man earned no more in 2015 than he had 40 years before.
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(Further down)
Dollars – or any form of real money – were compensation… for work, for risk taking, for
accumulating knowledge and capital. Money is information. It tells us how much reward we’ve
earned… how much things cost… how much profit, how much loss, how much something is
worth… how much we’ve saved, how much we’ve spent, how much we need, and how much
we’ve got.
(Further down)
Money no longer represented wealth. It now represented anti-wealth: debt. So, the economy
stopped producing real wealth. The Fed could create money that no one ever earned and no
one ever saved. It was no longer the real thing, but a counterfeit.
(Further down)
The penthouses of Manhattan and the summer houses of the Hamptons changed owners.
Gone were the scions of Detroit factories and the titans of New York commerce. Gone were
the people who had added to the wealth of the nation. In their place were the Wall Street
hustlers… the people who moved money around… taking it from the people who made it and
giving it to the financial industry, the money lenders, the insiders, and the Deep State.
http://www.acting-man.com/?p=43384

Central banks' shiny new tool: cash escape inhibitors (02/21/16, JP Koning, Moneyness)
Excerpt: Negative interests rates are the shiny new thing that everyone wants to talk about. I
hate to ruin a good plot line, but they're actually kind of boring; just conventional monetary
policy except in negative rate space. Same old tool, different sign.
(Further down)
No, the novel tool that has been created is what I'm going to call a cash escape inhibitor.
(Further down)
If you really want to find something innovative in the shift from positive to negative rate
territory, it's the mechanism that central bankers have instituted to inhibit the combined threat
of mass paper storage and monetary policy impotence. Designed by the Swiss and recently
adopted by the Bank of Japan, these cash escape inhibitors have no counterpart in positive
rate land.
The mechanics of cash escape inhibitors
Cash escape inhibitors delay the onset of mass paper storage by penalizing any bank that
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tries to replace their holdings of negative yielding central bank deposits with 0%-yielding cash.
The best way to get a feel for how they work is through an example. Say a central bank has
issued a total of $1000 in deposits, all of it held by banks. The central bank currently charges
banks 0% on deposits. Let's assume that if banks choose to hold cash in their vaults they will
face handling & storage costs of 0.9% a year.
Our central bank, which uses tiering, now reduces deposit rates from 0% to -1%. The first tier
of deposits, say $700, is protected from negative rates, but the second tier of $300 is docked
1%, or $3 a year. Banks can improve their position by converting the entire second tier, the
penalized portion of deposits, into cash. Each $100 worth of deposits that is swapped into
cash results in cost savings of 10 cents since the $0.90 that banks will incur on
storage & handling is an improvement over the $1 in negative interest they would otherwise
have to pay. Banks will very rapidly withdraw all their tier-2 deposits, monetary impotence
being the result.
To avoid this scenario, central banks can install a Swiss-style cash escape inhibitor. The way
this mechanism works is that each additional deposit that banks convert into vault cash
reduces the size of the first tier, or the shield, rather than the second tier, the exposed portion.
So when rates are reduced to -1%, should banks try to evade this charge by converting $100
worth of deposits into vault cash they will only succeed in reducing the protected tier from
$700 to $600, the second tier still containing the same $300 in penalized deposits. This
evasion effort will only have made banks worse off. Not only will they still be paying $3 a year
in negative interest but they will also be incurring an extra $0.90 in storage & handling ($100
more in vault cash x 0.9% storage costs).
(Further down)
How deep can rates go? See the article
Removing the tipping point? See the article
What about retail deposits?
You may have noticed that I've left retail depositors out of this story. That's because the
current generation of cash escape inhibitors is designed to prevent banks from storing cash,
not the public.
As central bank deposit rates fall ever deeper into negative territory, any failure to pass these
rates on to retail depositors means that bank margins will steadily contract. If banks do start to
pass them on, at some point the penalties may get so onerous that a run develops as retail
depositors start to cash out of deposits. The entire banking industry could cease to exist.
To get around this, the FT's Martin Sandbu suggests that banks could simply install cash
escape inhibitors of their own. Miles Kimball weighs in, noting that banks may start applying a
fee on withdrawals, although his preferred solution is a re-deposit fee managed by the central
bank. Either option would allow banks to preserve their margins by passing negative rates on
to their customers.
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Even if banks don't adopt cash escape inhibitors of their own, I'm not too worried about retail
deposit flight in the face of negative central bank deposit rates of -3% or so. The deeper into
negative rate territory a central bank progresses, the larger the subsidy it provides to banks
via its first tier, the shield. This shielding can in turn be transferred by a bank to its retail
customers in the form of artificially slow-to-decline deposit rates. So even as a central bank
reduces its deposit rate to -3% or so, banks might never need to reduce retail deposit rates
below -0.5%. Given that cash handling & storage costs for retail depositors are probably
about the same as institutional depositors, banks that set a -0.5% retail deposit rate probably
needn't fear mass cash conversions.
So there you have it. Central banks with cash escape inhibitors can get pretty far into
negative rate land, maybe 3% or so. And with a few modifications they might be able to go
even lower.
http://jpkoning.blogspot.ca/2016/02/central-banks-shiny-new-tool-cash.html

Revealed: The Hidden Agenda of Davos 2016 (02/24/16, Nick Giambruno, Casey Research
International Man)
Excerpt: That’s where the global power elite gather to discuss the big issues of the day. The
most important world leaders attend. As do the CEOs of the largest companies, leaders in the
mainstream media and top academics. Central bankers attend, too, along with a wide
assortment of celebrities.
Three types of meetings happen in Davos, according to the BBC:
1. Public meetings, which anyone can attend.
2. Closed meetings, which you can only attend by invitation.
3. Secret meetings, which are unannounced. The public doesn’t know the agenda or who
attends.
The biggest and most important deals take shape in these secret meetings. And this year, I
think there was one secret meeting with huge historical significance.
I think world leaders decided to dramatically escalate the War on Cash, making it easier for
them to impose negative interest rates.
Negative interest rates mean the lender pays the borrower for the privilege of lending him
money. It’s a bizarre, upside-down concept.
Negative rates could not exist in a free market. They can only exist in an Alice in
Wonderland economy created by central bankers.
(Further down)
After Davos, the War on Cash Goes into Overdrive
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For weeks, Haruhiko Kuroda, the head of Japan’s central bank, repeatedly denied plans to
adopt negative interest rates.
Kuroda was at the January 20–23 summit in Davos.
A few days later, on January 29, he decided to impose negative interest rates in Japan for the
first time ever. Something must have changed his mind.
I don’t think this was an isolated incident. I’m quite sure global leaders secretly discussed
ramping up the War on Cash in Davos.
There was a flurry of related activity during and immediately after Davos. Here are some of
the most noteworthy incidents:
• January 20: Deutsche Bank CEO John Cryan predicted cash won’t exist in 10 years.
• January 22: Norway’s biggest bank, DNB, called for the country to stop using cash.
• January 29: The editorial board of Bloomberg published an article titled “Bring On the
Cashless Future.” It called for the elimination of physical cash.
• February 4: The Financial Times ran an op-ed titled “The Benefits of Scrapping Cash.”
It advocated the elimination of physical money.
• February 8: Peter Sands, president emeritus of Harvard, issued a paper titled Making
it Harder for the Bad Guys: The Case for Eliminating High Denomination Notes. It
advocates removing large bills from circulation to help fight the various made-up
wars…the war on crime, the war on drugs, the war on terror…
• February 15: Mario Draghi, head of the European Central Bank (ECB), announced
that he has essentially decided to phase out the €500 note. These notes represent
around 30% of the physical euro notes in circulation. With the use of physical cash
curtailed, J.P. Morgan estimates the ECB could ultimately bring interest rates as low as
negative 4.5%.
• February 16: Larry Summers, a Harvard professor and former Treasury secretary,
wrote an article in The Washington Post titled “It’s time to kill the $100 bill.” Summers
became the latest high-profile “economist” to call for the abolition of cash. Removing
the $100 bill from circulation would eliminate the value of 78% of all U.S. currency in
circulation.
• February 16: Hasbro, maker of the Monopoly board game, announced that, starting in
the fall, the famous game will no longer feature cash. The company is replacing ingame cash with special bank cards players scan on handheld “banking units” to make
purchases.
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• February 22: The editorial board of The New York Times published an article titled
“Getting Rid of Big Currency Notes Could Help Fight Crime.” It called for getting rid of
high denomination notes.
The writing is on the wall. The War on Cash is accelerating. And it’s setting the table for
negative interest rates in the U.S.
That should not surprise anyone. Janet Yellen, the chair of the Federal Reserve, recently said,
“Potentially anything—including negative interest rates—would be on the table.”
http://www.caseyresearch.com/articles/revealed-the-hidden-agenda-of-davos-2016-1

The Global Run On Physical Cash Has Begun: Why It Pays To Panic First (02/28/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: For now cash is still legal, and NIRP - while a reality for the banks - has yet to be
fully passed on to depositors.
The bigger problem is that in all countries that have launched NIRP, instead of forcing
spending precisely the opposite has happened: as we showed last October, when Bank of
America looked at savings patterns in European nations with NIRP, instead of facilitating
spending, what has happened is precisely the opposite: "as the BIS have highlighted, ultralow rates may perversely be driving a greater propensity for consumers to save as retirement
income becomes more uncertain."
(Further down)
The question at this point is twofold: what happens after the savings of ordinary depositors in
the bank officially taxed and/or cash becomes phased out, and more importantly, what
happens just before.
In other words, will there be a run on physical cash?
The truth is that if society panics and there is a full blown rush out of existing electronic bank
deposits and into physical currency to avoid negative rate taxation, only those who panic first
will be safe. Why? Because of the "magic" of fractional reserve banking - there is simply not
enough physical currency in circulation to satisfy all savers' claims.
(Further down)
First, when estimating the potential demand for physical currency in circulation, one has to
take into consideration not only the amount of total Fed reserves (or its entire balance sheet)
but the entire fractional reserve banking system, and specifically the amount of paperless
deposits parked at banks in the form of demand, checking, and savings account, or in other
words, all the core components of M2. Not only that, but one must also consider the threat by
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increasingly more economists that large denomination bills may be outlawed, first in Europe
with the €500 bill and then in the US with the $100 bill.
What a ban of Ben ($100 bill) would imply is that the total notional value of US currency in
circulation would plunge from $1.35 trillion in the most recent week, to just $271 billion
once the total $1.08 trillion value of $100 bills is eliminated. Putting this in context, there
are as of this moment, $11.1 trillion in various forms of savings parked at banks as
summarized in the chart below.

For the sake of simplicity, this analysis ignores what would happen globally in a comparable
scenario in which paper currency in other developed markets is likewise "curbed" in part or in
whole. Recall that for NIRP to truly work, paper currency has to be substantially eliminated
everywhere it is implemented.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-27/global-run-physical-cash-has-begun-why-it-pays-panic-first

"We Are In A Recession": Dallas Fed Respondents Admit The U.S. Economy Is In
Freefall (02/29/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: For those interested in hearing some horror stories from ground zero of America's
recession, look no further than Texas, where the best recap of sentiment on the ground
comes straight from the Dallas Fed respondents, who have not been this depressed since the
Global Financial Crisis.
Here are some key examples, starting with the one that summarizes it best:
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• "We are in a recession. Oil prices are a symptom, not the cause."
(There is no good way to excerpt the rest of the article, which is bullet points under the
categories. So, I am just including the categories within the article. You can read the article by
clicking on the link below. Tim)
Chemical Manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing
Machinery Manufacturing
Transportation Equipment Manufacturing
Printing and Related Support Activities
Source: Dallas Fed
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-29/we-are-recession-acording-these-dallas-fed-respondents-useconomy-freefall

The Employment Situation of Immigrants and Natives in the Fourth Quarter of 2015
(February 2016, Steven A. Camarota, Center for Immigration Studies)
Steven A. Camarota is the director of research at the Center for Immigration Studies
Excerpt: The number and percentage of native-born Americans officially unemployed have
improved. But the unemployment rate only includes those who have looked for a job in the
last four weeks. The number of native-born Americans not in the labor force (not working or
looking for work) did not improve at all in the last year. Moreover, there were still 1.3 million
fewer working-age (16 to 65) natives holding a job in the fourth quarter of 2015 than in the
same quarter of 2007. In contrast, over the same time period the number of immigrants
working is up by 1.8 million.
• The unemployment rate for natives in the fourth quarter of 2015 was 4.9 percent (6.4
million). Despite recent improvements, this is higher than the 4.6 percent rate in the
fourth quarter of 2007 and the 3.6 percent rate in the fourth quarter of 2000. 1
• In addition to the unemployed, 28.2 percent (48.8 million) of working-age (16 to 65)
natives were not in the labor force, which means they were not working or looking for
work. This is much higher than the 25.3 percent rate (42.5 million) in the same quarter
of 2007 and the 23.2 percent rate (36.3 million) in 2000.
• Combining those not in the labor force and those unemployed shows 55.2 million
working-age, native-born Americans without jobs in the fourth quarter of 2015,
compared to 40.8 million in same quarter of 2000. 2
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• There were also 10.7 million working-age immigrants unemployed or not in the labor
force in the fourth quarter of 2015.3
• In addition to those unemployed and not in the labor force, there were 5.9 million
immigrants and natives working part-time, but looking for full-time work.
• In total, there were 71.8 million natives and immigrants unemployed, not in the labor
force (16 to 65), or forced to work part-time in the fourth quarter of 2015. 4
The key policy question facing the country with regard to immigration is: Does it make sense
to continue to admit a million new permanent immigrants each year, along with several
hundred thousand guestworkers, given the enormous pool of working-age people not
working?
http://cis.org/Employment-Situation-Immigrants-Natives-Fourth-Quarter-2015

The Second Tech Bubble Has Burst: Here Come The Mass Layoffs (02/28/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Over the past year we have diligently followed the bursting of the second tech bubble
which in the space of less than one year went from the "running of the bulls" to the "mauling
of the unicorns", mostly in the private markets but also - for those rare few who have made it
beyond the IPO stage - in the public arena.
(Further down)
In short, the labor pain, whether in the form of lower pay or simply pink slips, is coming for
everyone in the tech space, workers in both public and private firms.
In fact, as the chart below shows, for many it already has.
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-28/second-tech-bubble-has-burst-and-here-come-mass-layoffs

Chicago PMI Collapses From 'Mysterious' January Bounce As Employment Crashes To
7 Year Lows (02/29/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Following the biggest beat on record in January jumping to 55.6, Chicago PMI
collapsed in February to a stunning 47.6 - below the lowest estimate from economists. The
entire report is a disaster with New orders tumbling, production sharply lower, and
employment contracting for the 5th month in a row - to its lowest since March 2009. As
one respondent warned, business was just "limping along at the moment with little promise in
sight."
From one-year high "HOPE" to near 7 year low "NOPE"...

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-02-29/chicago-pmi-collapses-mysterious-january-bounce-employmentcrashes-7-year-lows
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Culture
Report: End 'demonization' of female genital mutilation (02/24/16, WND)
Doctors argue legalizing 'small surgical nick' is 'culturally sensitive'
Excerpt: As Western progressives jettison decades of progress against rape and sexism in
favor of the Muslim-male “refugees” who have sexually terrorized females across Europe,
women are being asked to accommodate one more barbaric Islamic practice targeting their
bodies – female genital mutilation.
The practice, common across the Mideast and Africa, is outlawed in Europe, but a new report
authored by gynecologists Drs. Kavita Shah Arora and Allan J. Jacobs, and published in the
Journal of Medical Ethics, calls on the West to “adopt a more nuanced position that
acknowledges a wide spectrum of procedures that alter female genitalia.”
(Further down)
Arora and Jacobs propose categorizing FGM or FGA into four types, with the latter the most
invasive and highest risks.
Category 1 – Procedures without long-lasting effects on the genitalia’s appearance or
function, such as a small “nick.”
Category 2 – Procedures resulting in slight changes of appearance but which are not believed
to cause any lasting impairment to reproduction or sexual fulfillment.
Categories 3 and 4 – Procedures that harm or impair sexual fulfillment, pregnancy or
childbirth, such as removal of the clitoris or vaginal cauterization. The latter should be
banned.
Claiming that the first two categories are no different than male circumcision, they argue
restricting minimal forms of FGM – or FGA – is “culturally insensitive and supremacist and
discriminatory towards women.
(Further down)
Indeed, since the practice is opposed in the West, recategorizing FGM only serves as a way
to give Western legislators a way to gradually accommodate it in their own countries so that it
becomes “tolerated by liberal societies,” in the authors’ words.
Professor Ruth Macklin of Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, rejected Arora and
Jacob’s report, saying there was no equating their first two categories with male circumcision.
“That may be true regarding the degree of harm the procedure causes, but it is not true of the
origins or the continued symbolic meaning of FGA as a necessity for being an ‘acceptable
woman,'” she said.
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“There is no doubt that in whatever form, FGA has its origin and purpose in controlling
women.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/02/report-end-demonization-of-female-genital-mutilation/

Isis in Mosul: Brutal metal instrument used to clip women's flesh shows increasing
barbarity within 'caliphate's' own walls (02/24/16, Patrick Cockburn, Independent)
Isis is using a tool known as 'the Biter' to punish women whose clothes it claims do not
completely conceal their body
Excerpt: Fatima, a 22-year-old house-wife who does not want to give her full name, said she
had finally escaped from Mosul after several failed attempts because her children were
starving and Isis had become more violent and sadistic compared with a year ago, especially
towards women.
“The Biter has become a nightmare for us,” Fatima said after reaching safety in Mabrouka
Camp for displaced people near Ras al-Ayn in Kurdish-controlled north-east Syria. “My sister
was punished so harshly last month because she had forgotten her gloves and left them at
home.”
Fatima said that a month after the use of this metal tool to punish her sister “the bruises and
scars are still visible on her arm.” She quoted her sister as saying that “the biting punishment
is more painful than labour pains.” Other witnesses describe the Biter as operating like an
animal trap, or a metal jaw with teeth that cut into the flesh.
(Further down)
Isis was violent from the start of its rule 20 months ago, but public whippings and executions
have become far more common in recent months. Mosul residents say that Saudi and Libyan
volunteers, who have joined Isis, are the most likely to impose penalties for minor
infringements of regulations in the self-declared caliphate.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/isis-in-mosul-iraq-caliphate-brutal-metal-instrument-usedto-clip-womens-flesh-a6893876.html
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UPDATE MARCH 8, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is March 8, 2016
There is a fascinating universal law of Freedom that encompasses every aspect of our lives; it
is unavoidable. I very briefly touched on it in Chapter 1 of The Freedom Driven Life: The Case
for Freedom.
In our world there are always two things happening with every single thing we do:
Construction and Destruction (or De-construction). And, interestingly enough, sometimes
intent of the doer determines if it is Constructive or Destructive. Constructive and Destructive
do not translate into Good and Bad. Example: If you dig a hole in your back yard, you are
starting with a piece of already Constructed ground. The moment you take your first shovel
full you have Destructed what was Constructed. There is nothing good or bad in that.
If you are sitting and then stand, you are Constructing the standing position and Destructing
the sitting position. Again, there is no good or bad, but the universal law is completely at work
in the action. Did I mention every single thing we do?
Meanwhile, back to the hole in the backyard.
The next question is, what is your intent for digging the hole in the first place? Is it to
Construct a hole or to Construct a mound of dirt? In this example the action Constructs both a
mound and a hole while Destructing the previously untouched area of ground. When I was a
kid my friend and I tried digging an underground tunnel in his backyard. Our intent was to dig
a very cool hole (tunnel), however, we also had the UNINTENDED consequence of building a
mound of dirt. Constructing the mound of dirt was never our intention, but it was an
unavoidable consequence and took up space in my friend's backyard. After a couple of
weeks, his parents tolerance Deconstructed while their annoyance Constructed. Completely
unintended on our part. Who knew?
Also, digging a hole in the backyard is a deliberate act. There is intent. And, it doesn't even
have to be for digging tunnels.
I bring it up because as THINGS continue to Unravel (Destruct), the universal law requires
that the THINGS Ravel (Construct) into something else. Note that THINGS applies to both
tangible and intangible.
So, are the changes taking place in The Great Unraveling, which are much more complex
than digging a hole, being done deliberately? And if they are being done deliberately, what is
the intent of the doers? What is being Constructed to replace what is being Destructed? And
what additional – unintended - consequences are being unavoidably Constructed?
Hey, I love you guys!
Tim
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What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Money
It's Official: Canada Has Sold All Of Its Gold Reserves
Excerpt from the excerpt: Gold and dollars were interchangeable until that point, he said, but
in the modern financial world, the metal is no longer considered a form of currency. “It is a
precious metal, like silver … they can be sold like any asset.”
Sweden Begins 5 Year Countdown Until It Eliminates Cash
Excerpt from the excerpt: In short, no cash means no effective lower bound and with no lower
bound, the economy can be completely centrally planned - for all intents and purposes.
Why The 'Cashless Society' Has Become The New Wet Dream Of Governments And
Central Bankers
Excerpt from the excerpt: However, as the negative interest rate policy is becoming a serious
option, a cashless society might happen faster and earlier than expected as the NIRP might
collapse the banking system. With charts
The U.S. Added Only 70,000 Jobs In February Based On Withheld Taxes
Excerpt of the excerpt: As TrimTabs CEO David Santschi notes, BLS reports "tend to be
highly inaccurate, and that the jobs situation generally has been far worse than the BLS has
been reporting. In fact, TrimTabs estimates job growth in February was 55,000 to 85,000
- call it 70,000 - the lowest number in two years." With chart
China's Mass Unemployment Wave Begins: Six Million Workers To Get Pink Slips
Believe it, or not, the important word here is “Begins.”
Government
GOP governor vetoes transgender bathroom bill
This time in South Dakota. The governor's reasoning is that he thinks the issue should be
handled by each county independently.
Meanwhile: The issues below are different, but the concepts are the same as above. So,
which decision (approach) is the correct one, the governor's or the supreme court's? Are
either correct?
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Supreme Court makes ruling on Alabama lesbian adoption
Here the case is about if what is done in one location, in this case the independent state of
Georgia, and does it mean that the other location, the independent state of Alabama, has to
go along with the ruling from Georgia.
Bush 41 official: If N. Korea attacked, it 'would be vaporized'
This is a follow-up to the Dec. 15, 2015 Update: North Korea: “We have hydrogen bomb”

Updates
Money
It's Official: Canada Has Sold All Of Its Gold Reserves (03/03/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: Gold and dollars were interchangeable until that point, he said, but in the modern
financial world, the metal is no longer considered a form of currency. “It is a precious metal,
like silver … they can be sold like any asset.”
The amount of gold the Canadian government holds has therefore been falling steadily since
the mid-1960s, when over 1,000 tonnes were kept tucked away. Half of those reserves were
sold by 1985, and then almost all the rest were sold through the 1990s up to 2002.
By last year, Canada’s reserves were down to just three tonnes, and the latest sales have
now halved that. At the current market rate, the value of 1.7 tonnes of gold comes in at just
under CAD$100 million, barely a drop in the bucket when you consider the broader scope of
federal finances.
According to Lee, there may soon come a time when Canada’s gold reserves are
entirely a thing of the past. There are better assets to focus on, he argued, calling the
government’s decision to dump gold “wise and astute.”
***
Lee was right, because fast forward one month when earlier today Canada's Department of
Finance released its latest official international reserves and as of this moment it's official Canada has fully "broken away with tradition" and has exactly zero gold left.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-03/its-official-moment-canada-has-no-gold-reserves-left
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Sweden Begins 5 Year Countdown Until It Eliminates Cash (03/05/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: In short, no cash means no effective lower bound and with no lower bound, the
economy can be completely centrally planned - for all intents and purposes.
Consumers not spending? No problem. Just tax their excess account balance. Economy
overheating? Again, no problem. Raise the interest paid on account holdings to encourage
people to stop spending. So with Citi, Harvard, Denmark and Peter Bofinger, member of the
German Council Of Economic Experts, all onboard, we’re surprised to hear that Sweden
(already one of the leaders in the cashless society movement) is looking to phase out a series
of new bank notes it just introduced last year and moved ever closer to the cashless utopia.
(Further down)
“Sometimes you have to learn new things. It's a little awkward for a transitional period, but I
think it's going to be so simple that you pretty soon realize that this is a lot easier and
better than having cash,” said working environment ombudsman Krister Colde of the
Commercial Employees' Union (Handels).
Famous last words Krister.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-05/sweden-begins-5-year-countdown-until-it-eliminates-all-cash

Why The 'Cashless Society' Has Become The New Wet Dream Of Governments And
Central Bankers (03/06/16, Secular Investor, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: However, as the negative interest rate policy is becoming a serious option, a
cashless society might happen faster and earlier than expected as the NIRP might collapse
the banking system. In a recent enquiry, the Dutch banking group ING asked 13,000 of its
clients (so that’s quite a representative group) what they would do if the interest rate on the
savings and chequing accounts would turn negative. This poll was conducted in Belgium and
the Netherlands, which have the highest saving rates of Europe (the Belgian banking system
for instance has approximately $300B in cash on savings accounts which is quite a
substantial amount for a country with a GDP that is less than 50% higher than that).
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Source: ibidem
The results of the poll were quite interesting, as approximately 80% of the respondents said
they would withdraw cash from the bank and either put it under the mattress (literally) or in
vaults. Should this happen, the entire financial system would collapse.

(Further down)
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What does this have to do with the recent ‘test balloons’ to bring up the subject of a cashless
society? From the (central) banks’ perspective it would be very smart to first push forward to
realize a cashless society to close that escape route for the Europeans. If you can’t withdraw
any cash, then everybody will be trapped in the system of a negative interest rate and there
will be no way to escape it.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-06/why-cashless-society-has-become-new-wet-dream-governmentsand-central-bankers

The U.S. Added Only 70,000 Jobs In February Based On Withheld Taxes (03/03/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: As shown in the chart below, revenue inflows to the Treasury Department steadily
slowed through the fall, bringing the annual growth rate down to just below 4% by the start of
2016. That’s when growth seemingly collapsed — to just 1.8% over the past five-plus weeks,
from Jan. 11 through Feb. 16.

We also said that over the past 10 full weeks, starting Dec. 7, tax withholdings have grown
just 3.1% from a year ago, adding that while December and January data can be influenced
by the size and timing of year-end bonuses, the pronounced weakness has been sustained
for long enough to rule that out as the principal cause.
Today, TrimTabs put an actual jobs number to this particular decline in tax withholdings, and
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estimates that the true pace of job growth in February was far below the consensus estimate
of 188,000 (a number which already looked woefully inaccurate after today's latest Services
ISM reported which confirmed the first contraction in service jobs in the past two years) and
predicts that in February the US economy added only 55,000 to 85,000 jobs, less than half of
the official estimate.
As TrimTabs CEO David Santschi notes, BLS reports "tend to be highly inaccurate, and that
the jobs situation generally has been far worse than the BLS has been reporting. In fact,
TrimTabs estimates job growth in February was 55,000 to 85,000 - call it 70,000 - the
lowest number in two years."
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-03/us-added-only-70000-jobs-february-basedwithheld-taxes

Striking Admission By Former Bank Of England Head: The European Depression Was
A "Deliberate" Act (03/02/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Last night, it was Alan Greenspan who blasted the state of the economy, saying that
"we’re in trouble basically because productivity is dead in the water" and when asked if he is
optimistic going forward, Greenspan replied "no, I haven't been for quite a while."
Then on Sunday, the former head of the BOE, Mervyn King, warned that another aspect of
the global economy, namely the financial system whose structural problems remain
untouched since the financial crisis have been untouched, is "certain to have another
crisis."
(Further down)
As the Telegraph reports today, according to the former head of the Bank of England Europe's
economic depression "is the result of "deliberate" policy choices made by EU elites.
Mervyn King continued his scathing assault on Europe's economic and monetary union,
having predicted the beleaguered currency zone will need to be dismantled to free its weakest
members from unremitting austerity and record levels of unemployment.
(Further down)
The reason this statement is profound, is because it validates what "that" 2008 AIG report
predicted long ago, and certainly years before the European crisis was unleashed, namely
that Europe would specifically create a financial crisis (as well as an environmental crisis, as
well as terrorism) in order to fortify "Empire Europe."
Recall what then-AIG Banque's strategist Bernard Connolly said in response to the rhetorical
question of "What Europe wants"
To use global issues as excuses to extend its power:
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• environmental issues: increase control over member countries; advance idea of
global governance
• terrorism: use excuse for greater control over police and judicial issues; increase
extent of surveillance
• global financial crisis: kill two birds (free market; Anglo-Saxon economies) with one
stone (Europe-wide regulator; attempts at global financial governance)
• EMU: create a crisis to force introduction of “European economic government”
The tragedy for Europe is that it has all panned out just as Europe's unelected, ruling
oligarchy as expected, and while we should congratulate Brussels which has managed to not
only preserve but solidify its power, it now rules over a decaying, economically insolvent
continent, with an entire generation left unemployed, with millions of refugees scrambling to
get in, and with Europe's cultural "integration" back to levels not seen in decades.
And whereas before we could speculate that all of this had been at most a chance
occurrence, we now know better: it was premeditated from day one.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-02/striking-admission-former-bank-england-head-europeandepression-was-deliberate-act

China's Mass Unemployment Wave Begins: Six Million Workers To Get Pink Slips
(03/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Back in November, just as the world's attention was focusing on China for longoverdue reasons including a slowing economy, debt at well over 300% of GDP, an artificially
high exchange rate whose devaluation is causing market shockwaves around the globe, a
reflating housing bubble, a burst stock market bubble and non-performing loans, as high as
20%, when we pointed out the one "most under-reported" risk virtually nobody was talking
about: Chinese employment.
(Further down)
We then pointed out a disturbing indicator: the number of labor strikes in China, as a result of
deteriorating labor conditions, sliding wages and surging unemployment, had become
exponential.
(Further down)
As forecast here all throughout 2015, it was just a matter of time before China had no choice
but to unleash the mass pink slips, and that is about to happen: "the government plans to
lay off five million workers in industries suffering from a supply glut, one source with
ties to the leadership said."
A second source with leadership ties put the number of layoffs at six million. Both sources
requested anonymity because they were not authorized to speak to media about the politically
sensitive subject for fear of sparking social unrest.
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(Further down)
According to some of the more bearish sellside estimates, as many as 20-30 million workers
in both the public and private sectors will lose their jobs as a result of the massive
overcapacity retrenchment that China will undergo in decades. Even that number may be a
low estimate if the worst case scenarios about Chinese bad loans materializes.
(Further down)
As for the 150 billion yuan earmarked to provide "social unemployment insurance", one thing
is certain - almost none if any of these funds designed to appears the newly unemployed, will
actually reach the broader population.
Ultimately, Beijing's attempt to centrally plan a transition into a regime with "unemployment
claims" will fail, unleashing what China's riot police has been preparing for ever since 2014,
something we profiled in "Chinese riot police train for a "working class insurrection."
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-01/chinas-mass-unemployment-wave-begins-six-million-workers-getpink-slips

Government
GOP governor vetoes transgender bathroom bill (03/02/16, Cheryl Chumley, WND)
'Preserving local control is particularly important'
Excerpt: Republican South Dakota Gov. Dennis Daugaard sent shockwaves through
conservative camps with his veto of a bill that would have clamped the ability of transgender
students attending public schools to choose which bathroom they want to use and instead
required them to go with the one that corresponds to their gender at birth.
(Further down)
The measure had raised the ire of the American Civil Liberties Union and the Human Rights
Campaign, both of which had pressed Daugaard for the veto.
The Senate passed it 20-15 a month ago, sending it to the governor’s desk for signature. Had
Daugaard not issued a veto, the measure would have impacted 1,360 students in the state
who identify as transgender, NPR reported.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/gop-governor-vetoes-limits-on-transgender-bathroom-choice/

Supreme Court makes ruling on Alabama lesbian adoption (03/07/16, CBS News)
Excerpt: The justices threw out a ruling by the Alabama Supreme Court in a dispute between
two women whose long-term relationship ended bitterly.
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Before their breakup, one partner bore three children; the other formally adopted them in
Georgia. The Alabama residents went to Georgia because they had been told Atlanta-area
courts would be more receptive than judges in Alabama.
Alabama courts got involved when the birth mother tried to prevent her former partner from
regular visits with the children.
(Further down)
In December, the U.S. Supreme Court temporarily set aside the Alabama decision as the
justices decided whether to hear the woman's appeal. The issue was whether the actions of
one state's courts must be respected by another's.
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-voids-alabama-ruling-against-lesbian-adoption/

Bush 41 official: If N. Korea attacked, it 'would be vaporized' (03//05/16, Greg Corombos,
WND)
'1 decent nuke over there, and the country is just gone'
Excerpt: Jed Babbin served as a deputy undersecretary of defense for President George
H.W. Bush and believes Jong-un’s actions are merely in response to the United Nations
Security Council unanimously approving new sanctions against his regime. He said an
attempt to nuke South Korea, Japan or any other nation would be met with a devastating,
immediate response.
“Their country would be vaporized immediately and, quite frankly, there ain’t much to
vaporize,” Babbin told WND and Radio America. “That place is in the stone age. The only
place that’s even lit at night is the capital city of Pyongyang. One decent nuke over there, and
the country is just gone.”
There’s another reason Babbin thinks this is a bluff. He believes, despite aggressive testing,
North Korea is not yet ready to launch a nuclear missile.
“It’s a big deal to develop a nuclear weapon,” he said. “It’s a big deal to develop an ICBM.
However, to get an ICBM mated with a small enough nuclear weapon that will survive the Gforces in the takeoff of a missile and actually be able to re-enter the atmosphere and
successfully detonate a nuclear weapon, that’s probably several years beyond what these
guys can do.”
(Further down)
While firmly convinced this episode is no real threat, Babbin said North Korea does have
plans to take hostile action.
"The real issue is, when do they actually get hot enough to try to do something?" he asked.
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"That's the unknowable. Someday, sometime, whether it's tomorrow or 25 years from now,
those are going to start another war. We're just going to have to be prepared for it."
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/bush-41-official-if-n-korea-attacked-it-would-be-vaporized/
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UPDATE MARCH 14, 2016 – TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, MONEY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is March 14, 2016
There is a lot going on. I hope this Update finds you well and doing well.
The articles speak for themselves. Not much for me to say. I know, good. Right?
You are my family and friends. I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Technology
Chinese Hackers Break Into NY Fed, Steal $100 Million From Bangladesh Central Bank
Just another hack, this time into the New York Federal Reserve system.
Now you're talking: human-like robot may one day care for dementia patients
Excerpt from the excerpt: The 1.7-metre tall Nadine was created in the likeness of its maker,
Nadia Thalmann, a visiting professor and director of Singapore's Nanyang Technological
University's Institute of Media Innovation who has spent three decades researching into
virtual humans.
The Church Collection Plate Goes Digital
Ah, the joy of going cashless. The larger article talks about issues and attitudes
Excerpt from the excerpt: Churches using tithing apps report they see more donations, more
often, from more people.
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Culture
The Business Media Is Sounding More Socialist Every Day
This article could be put under both Culture and Money, but since the headline refers to the
media, I put it under Culture.
Excerpt from the excerpt: As ludicrous as this sounds, just wait…it gets worse.
Sweden: Sexual Assaults at Swimming Pools
Excerpt from the excerpt: Young male asylum seekers have turned Sweden's public
swimming pools into ordeals of rape and sexual assault.
Police warn women not to go out alone in Swedish town after spate of sex attacks
Are we having fun yet?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Police in the icy Northern Swedish city of Ostersund have warned
single women against venturing out alone after dark, following a space of violent attacks, with
nine cases reported in less than three weeks.
FBI Instructs High Schools to Inform On “Anti-government” Students
Excerpt from the excerpt: A National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to
Terrorism (START) report produced by the Office of University Programs, Science and
Technology Directorate at the Department of Homeland Security in 2014 lists sovereign
citizens as the primary domestic terror threat in the United States, followed by Islamic
jihadists, “militia/patriot” and “extreme anti-tax” groups.
Money
The big takeaway from these three articles is that whatever economic decisions happen in
China do not stay in China.
"In The Last Seven Years, China Accounted For 40% Of All Global Debt Creation"
Excerpt from the excerpt: The punchline: China's velocity of money is now the lowest in
the entire world, a world in which China provided 40% of the entire credit impulse since
2008! With chart
China: A 5-Year Plan And 50 Million Jobs Lost
Excerpt from the excerpt: It’s all in the numbers. China has something in the order of a billion
workers, give or take 100 million or so. Even with the largest mass migration in human history,
in which 100s of millions moved from the countryside to the cities, there are still an estimated
300 million people working in agriculture. That’s the entire US population. It’s also 30% of the
Chinese workforce. In the US just 2 or 3% work in farming. With chart
China Exports Most Deflation To US Since 2010
Very short whole article with charts.
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Government
Peter Schiff: The Establishment Is Peddling Fiction, Ignoring Fact
This article was originally published without any graphics. Zero Hedge got it and added charts
and emphasis to illustrate the points made by Schiff.
Excerpt: The truth is that the big numbers in job creation do not reflect healthy
economic growth but a fundamental shift in the labor force away from high-paying, fulltime jobs to low-paying, part-time jobs.
NOAA Radiosonde Data Shows No Warming For 58 Years
Excerpt of the excerpt: NOAA’s original published radiosonde data showed little net
troposphere warming from 1958 to 2010, when the data set ended. With charts
Obama sends $500 million to U.N. climate-change fund
Excerpt from the excerpt: President Obama and his administration, over the voice of
Republicans, sent in $500 million to the climate-change fund operated and overseen by the
United Nations – the first of a total $3 billion package the White House has promised to send.
Updates
Technology

Chinese Hackers Break Into NY Fed, Steal $100 Million From Bangladesh Central Bank
(03/07/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: "The bank reported that the USD 100 million was leaked into the Philippine banking
system, sold to a black market foreign exchange broker and then transferred to at least
three local casinos," AFP continues, adding that "the amount was later sold back to the
money broker and moved out to overseas accounts within days."
(Further down)
And here's the punchline: According to AFP, Chinese hackers have been blamed and the
money was stolen from accounts held at the New York Fed...
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-07/chinese-hackers-break-ny-fed-steal-100-million-bangladeshcentral-bank
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Now you're talking: human-like robot may one day care for dementia patients (03/07/16,
Paige Lim, Reuters)
Excerpt: With her brown hair, soft skin and expressive face, Nadine is a new brand of humanlike robot that could one day, scientists hope, be used as a personal assistant or care provider
for the elderly.
The 1.7-metre tall Nadine was created in the likeness of its maker, Nadia Thalmann, a visiting
professor and director of Singapore's Nanyang Technological University's Institute of Media
Innovation who has spent three decades researching into virtual humans.
Nadine's software allows the robot to express a range of emotions and recall a previous
conversation. Nadine is not commercially available, but Thalmann predicted robots could one
day be used as companions for people living with dementia.
(Further down)
Thalmann and her team are also working on emotive robots that can play with children. The
project is still in the early development stage and no prototype is available yet.
http://www.reuters.com/article/singapore-humanoid-idUSKCN0W9120

The Church Collection Plate Goes Digital (03/08/16, Rebecca Greenfield, Bloomberg
Business)
There really is an app for everything.
Excerpt: Although churches are saying a collective hallelujah that a new generation of
devotees is filling pews, a youthful congregation has its limitations. Twentysomethings might
find religion, but not a lot of them have found that six-figure job. They don’t carry cash—and
what, exactly, is a personal check? Still, about a quarter of them use mobile payment apps
such as PayPal and Venmo regularly, according to a recent Accenture survey. And
enormously popular services such as Seamless, Uber, and Amazon.com have normalized
one-tap payments—91 percent of millennials use their phone to buy something at least once
a month, market-research firm Statista says.
Tithe.ly is one of a handful of apps leveraging that spending behavior for the good of the
church. Pushpay, which about 3,000 congregations employ, works similarly; worshipers
decide whether to donate to a general budget or a specific program the institution designates.
Another, EasyTithe, features a text-to-give option. It also provides technology for a Squarelike credit card reader to await the faithful in church lobbies. Regardless of which app a
congregation chooses, the point is convenience. “We call it frictionless giving,” says Dean
Sweetman, Tithe.ly’s co-founder and a former minister at C3 Atlanta. He designed the app
with C3’s wallet-light clientele in mind: “We see people giving all times of day and night.
Nothing stands in the way.”
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Apparently not. Churches using tithing apps report they see more donations, more often, from
more people. (Subscribing establishments either pay a monthly fee or allow the app to collect
a cut of each gift. Tithe.ly lets donators cover this; Pushpay promises churches a 5 percent
spike in donations or their money back.) But getting parishes with pastors and members older
than 40 to sign on has been more Job-like. Tradition is hard to overcome. “In some churches,
if you let the plate go by and you don’t put something in, you feel a little guilty,” says Brad Hill,
who works in platform services at EasyTithe. To combat that, some congregations print out
cards that say, “I gave online.”
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-08/the-church-collection-plate-goes-digital

Culture
The Business Media Is Sounding More Socialist Every Day (03/06/16, Mark St. Cyr,
MarkStCyr)
Excerpt: On Friday of this past week I was tuned into Bloomberg’s Surveillance™ radio
program (a program for full disclosure I like) where, like many others, awaited the latest
monthly “jobs” report. However, as mystifying as the latest report was (i.e., how these
numbers are compiled) what left me stupefied was some of the banter back and forth by not
only the hosts, but also, by one of the guests. In particular. e.g., Alan Krueger
Mr. Krueger, once part of the current administration for economic policy is now back at
Princeton University. When the “jobs” number was announced his verbal dissertation into why
this report validated the idea that “we are on the right path” was laughable to anyone with a
modicum of business acumen. Let me give you an example.
An argument goes something like this: “We created 3 times as many jobs as were lost.” Fair
enough, but here’s the dirty little secret. Every one of those jobs lost was a job that paid more
than the 3 “new jobs” combined salaries. e.g., One $50K job in manufacturing was replaced
with three $12-$15K menial jobs. Result?
You not only lost $5K or more in real taxable income. Without that $50K salaried person
spending, I portend, there will soon be a need for one less of those the menial paying jobs as
the impending economic backlash of loosing that $50K job catches up. And when it catches
up fully and in earnest? You’ll be lucky if there’s any need for the other two.
So, does that seem like “on the right track” to you? It’s no wonder why “young people” aren’t
realizing these inherent dangers when in actuality they are being taught or instructed by the
Ivy League itself “this is a good!”
(Futher below)
As ludicrous as this sounds, just wait…it gets worse.
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One would think business minded people would see the dangers inherent in this form of
thinking from the get-go. However, it was during this same program I heard just how far not
only the idea has creeped into the business discussion. Rather, just how much it is now being
embraced and argued for in all areas of it.
As I iterated earlier it’s the political season. So with that said, I was floored when I heard one
of the hosts retort a response to an assertion made by one of the candidates against the
Affordable Care Act. (ACA) The response was (I’m paraphrasing) “He’s arguing as to abolish
the ACA. Doesn’t he have any idea how many people are benefiting from it? My own kid just
got a 2 year free ride!”
(Further down)
An excellent, but too long for the excerpt, tale of socialism here.
(Further down
Nothing can cost so dearly as free stuff.
http://markstcyr.com/2016/03/06/now-its-the-business-media-thats-sounding-more-socialist-every-day/

Sweden: Sexual Assaults at Swimming Pools (03/07/16, Ingrid Carlqvist, Gatestone
Institute)
Excerpt:
• Young male asylum seekers have turned Sweden's public swimming pools into ordeals
of rape and sexual assault.
• Swedish politicians seem convinced that some education on "equality" will change the
ways of men, who, since childhood, have been taught that it is the responsibility of
women not to arouse them -- and therefore the woman's fault if the man feels like
raping her.
• More and more Swedes are now avoiding public pools altogether.
• Staff at Malmö's Hylliebadet family adventure pool were given strict instructions not to
report certain things, and above all, never to mention the ethnicity or religion of those
who cause problems at the pool.
• "What the Afghans are doing is not wrong in Afghanistan, so your rules are completely
alien to them. ... If you want to stop Afghans from molesting Swedish girls, you need to
be tough on them. Making them take classes on equality and how to treat women is
pointless. The first time they behave badly, they should be given a warning, and the
second time you should deport them from Sweden." — Mr. Azizi, manager of a hotel in
Kabul, Afghanistan
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Men and women, in a Swedish tradition, have swum together in public pools for over 100
years. Many people are now wondering if we will be forced to give up this practice -- because
young male asylum seekers have turned public swimming pools into ordeals of rape and
sexual assault.
(Further down)
The attitude towards nudity in Scandinavia is very different from that in the Middle East.
Sweden has many nude beaches, where men and women swim together without a stitch of
clothing, without the slightest hint of sexual harassment. In the gender-separated changing
rooms at public pools, there is no sign of shyness. Swedish men and women see it as a
matter of course to shower and wash properly before getting in the pool, and a couple of
decades ago stern overseers even patrolled the changing rooms to check the patrons' shower
habits.
In Muslim countries, nudity is an extremely private thing, and one does not willingly take
showers with others, not even with members of the same sex. All the public pool personnel
with whom Gatestone has spoken confirm that Muslim men and women shower with their
underwear on, and then keep them on under their swimwear. Many Muslim women bathe in a
so-called burkini, a garment that covers the entire body, so when Muslim men see Swedish
women in a bikini, many of them conclude that they must be "easy" women whom one is
"allowed" to grope.
In 2015, when roughly 163,000 asylum seekers came to Sweden, the problems at public
pools increased exponentially. More than 35,000 young people, so-called "unaccompanied
refugee children," arrived -- 93% of whom are male and claim to be 16-17 years old. To
prevent complete idleness, many municipalities give them free entrance to the public pools.
During the past few months, the number of reports of sexual assaults and harassment against
women at public pools has been overwhelming. Most of the "children" are from Afghanistan,
widely considered among the most dangerous places in the world for women. When the daily
Aftonbladet visited the country in 2013, 61-year-old Fatima told the paper what it is like to be
a woman in Afghanistan: "What happens if we do not obey? Well, our husbands or sons beat
us of course. We are their slaves."
To expect men from a culture that views women as men's slaves to behave like Swedish men
is not just stupid -- it is dangerous. Mr. Azizi, the manager of a large hotel in Kabul, told
Gatestone how an average Afghan man sees sexual attacks on women:
(Further down)
It seems unlikely that Swedish politicians will start deporting sex offenders. The politicians
seem convinced that some education on "equality" will change the ways of men, who, since
childhood, have been taught that it is the responsibility of women not to arouse them -- and
therefore the woman's fault if the man feels like raping her. Such a shift in attitude seems as
likely as if a Swede visiting Saudi Arabia would suddenly renounce alcohol just because it is
forbidden there. The Swede would follow the rules as long as somebody was watching, and
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then take every opportunity to drink his schnapps, because it is a thousand-year-old Swedish
tradition, and something most Swedes feel is agreeable as well as just.
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/7577/sweden-migrants-sexual-assault

Police warn women not to go out alone in Swedish town after spate of sex attacks
(03/08/16, Richard Orange, The Telegraph)
Mayor of Ostersund criticises warning that came after woman reports being threatened on
Saturday night, the latest incident as country deals with "wave of violence"
Excerpt: Police in the icy Northern Swedish city of Ostersund have warned single women
against venturing out alone after dark, following a space of violent attacks, with nine cases
reported in less than three weeks.
(Further down)
Police have been strongly criticised for the recommendation with the hugely popular TV
criminologist Leif GW Persson calling it “unusually stupid” in his weekly crime show on
Tuesday evening.
(Further down)
Ann-Sofie Andersson, Ostersund’s mayor, said police should have discussed the warning with
her before issuing it at a press conference on Monday afternoon.
(Further down)
Anders Ygeman, Swedish interior minister, on Tuesday evening said that the government was
considering meeting police demands for increased funding to deal with the growing dangers
on the street.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/sweden/12188274/Police-warn-women-not-to-go-out-alonein-Swedish-town-after-spate-of-sex-attacks.html?
WT.mc_id=e_DM96999&WT.tsrc=email&etype=Edi_Wor_New&utm_source=email&utm_medium=Edi_Wor_New
_2016_03_09&ut

FBI Instructs High Schools to Inform On “Anti-government” Students (03/10/16, Kurt
Nimo, InfoWars)
Constitutionalists figure prominently on the target list
Excerpt: “High school students are ideal targets for recruitment by violent extremists seeking
support for their radical ideologies, foreign fighter networks, or conducting acts of targeted
violence within our borders. High schools must remain vigilant in educating their students
about catalysts that drive violent extremism and the potential consequences of embracing
extremist belief,” states an unclassified document released in January by the FBI’s Office of
Partner Engagement, the agency’s primary liaison for the law enforcement community.
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(Further down)
The FBI and federal and local law enforcement groups categorize many libertarian,
constitutionalist and other groups and individuals as “sovereign citizens.”
According to an FBI counterterrorism analysis, sovereign citizens “may refer to themselves as
‘constitutionalists’ or ‘freemen,’ which is not necessarily a connection to a specific group, but,
rather, an indication that they are free from government control.”
(Further down)
A National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) report
produced by the Office of University Programs, Science and Technology Directorate at the
Department of Homeland Security in 2014 lists sovereign citizens as the primary domestic
terror threat in the United States, followed by Islamic jihadists, “militia/patriot” and “extreme
anti-tax” groups.
(Further down)
This Stasi network served as a primary instrument of repression in communist East Germany.
The government forged partnerships with business, state institutions and social organizations.
It is estimated that the Stasi had an informal collaborator or informant network exceeding
624,000 people (in 1989, at the height of Stasi power, the population of East Germany was
16.5 million).
Former intelligence professionals are well aware the United States is on its way to becoming
a totalitarian high-tech surveillance state that will soon rival the East German variant.
http://www.infowars.com/fbi-instructs-high-schools-to-inform-on-anti-government-students/

Money
"In The Last Seven Years, China Accounted For 40% Of All Global Debt Creation"
(03/07/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: So yes, China debt is growing well over 100% faster than its GDP, a condition
which is precisely the opposite of Ray Dalio's "beautiful deleveraging", and the outcome is
clear to all.
And yes, while two years ago few had a sense of the true proportion of China's debt load,
now virtually everyone does, which is why its credit creation will be put under a microscope.
But what does that mean in practical terms?
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Simple: recall that it was China's (and the entire EM sector) furious debt issuance spree in
2008 and onward that together with central bank QE, prevented the world from collapsing into
an all out depression. But since China's exponential credit growth delayed the inevitable, it
also means that any slowdown in China's credit growth (or outright debt destruction if and
when the massive debt defaults and NPLs are finally recognized) will put the world right back
into the deferred depression.
And here, courtesy of Macquarie's Viktor Shvets, is the best encapsulation of the predicament
the world finds itself in. From volume 52 of "What Caught My Eye"
Rising leverage levels (whilst positive initially) eventually turn to “poison”, as incremental
benefit diminishes and in order to maintain growth rates, economies require an ever
increasing infusion of credit and ever declining cost of capital.
Although not perfect there is a well-defined relationship between the overall level of debt and
velocity of money. Each economy is different (both in term of structure and efficiency) and
therefore the degree of tolerance to rising debt levels and associated volatility also differs;
nevertheless, as a generalization, the higher debt levels and the faster pace of debt
accumulation tends to coincide with lower (and declining) velocity of money.

Then, after showing the declining velocity of money in all developed markets as leverage
exploded higher, Shvets focuses on China:
The massive rise in China’s financial leverage is in a class of its own. As China embarked on
a highly capital intensive growth strategy, its debt levels accelerated, driving velocity of money
down. As can be seen below, China’s estimated debt burden has increased from US$1.5
trillion in 2000 to US$5.8 trillion in 2007 and exploded to over US$28 trillion by 2014 (and
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should have reached US$30-31 trillion in 2015).
The punchline: China's velocity of money is now the lowest in the entire world, a world
in which China provided 40% of the entire credit impulse since 2008!
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-07/last-seven-years-china-accounted-40-entire-global-debt-creation

China: A 5-Year Plan And 50 Million Jobs Lost (03/06/16, Raúl Ilargi Meijer, The Automatic
Earth)
Excerpt: China never had an actual economic model or growth model. It simply printed an
obscene amount of money, especially after 2008, and used it to build factories, 30-story seethrough apartment blocks and highways into nowhere cities, without giving much if any
thought to where this would lead when their formerly rich western customers had less to
spend on its ever increasing amount of ever more useless products, or when its workers
would stop spending ever more on apartments as investments, or when no more roads and
bridges were needed because nowhere was already in plain sight. Or all of the above. It was
‘to infinity and beyond’ from the start, but that’s a line from a kids’ fantasy story, not a 5-year
plan or an economic model.
Going into its 10-day, 3,000 delegates National People’s Congress opening on Friday, China
was facing -and very much still is- two major and interconnected problems. Both are problems
that the country has never faced before -not a minor point to make. The first is a giant debt
load, one that could easily be as high as $40 trillion, or 350% of GDP, once one includes the
shadow banking system (watch the shadows!). The second is the Communist Party’s
-economic- credibility.
(Further down)
Everybody, including most NPC delegates, knows that China’s grossly overleveraged,
overproducing and overcapacitated economy needs another round of mass layoffs. Some
initial numbers relating to job losses have been ‘leaked’ prior to the Congress. First, it was 1.8
million jobs cut in the coal and steel sectors, and a few days later that became 6 million. But
that can only possibly be just a start.
It’s all in the numbers. China has something in the order of a billion workers, give or take 100
million or so. Even with the largest mass migration in human history, in which 100s of millions
moved from the countryside to the cities, there are still an estimated 300 million people
working in agriculture. That’s the entire US population. It’s also 30% of the Chinese workforce.
In the US just 2 or 3% work in farming.
But that still leaves 700 million Chinese in other jobs. Many of these jobs were ‘invented’ in
the past 20 years, as China’s ‘miracle growth’ transformed it first into the world’s no. 1 trinket
producer, then into a kind of powerhouse that built highways to nowhere cities, and today a
powerhouse with a fast plummeting global consumer base.
(Further down)
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70 million – unproductive- jobs cut in 7 years. An average 10 million per year. A problem the
country ‘solved’ by throwing tens of trillions (in US dollars) into overleveraged overproduction
at exports-driven manufacturing enterprises. And by moving hundreds of millions of people
into the cities that housed the enterprises.
(Further down)
Those people that had some money have lost a lot -and will lose much more- in equities and
housing markets. Moreover, the government’s attempts to make them feel more secure about
their old age would take decades to convince the people. So those who have something to
save will do just that. So.. what consumer economy?
Service economy? Much of that in China is in financial services. Which has no future. So what
else is there? How about the US model of burger flippers? That looks like a winner…
See, here’s a depiction of Chinese debt:

(Further down)
This’ll be great, as great as the western approach to drowning in debt. Mind you, the Chinese
haven’t even started talking about ‘recovery’ like we have, they’re still thinking -or
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propagandizing- that they’re on an ever upward trail. Well, they’re not. One of the early notes
coming out of the People’s Congress was this: “China Says Will Keep Yuan Basically Stable
Against Basket Of Currencies ..”
That’s not happening. They know it, we know it, and Kyle Bass knows it. Perhaps once the
Congress is over, they’ll come clean? Hard to say. What’s certain is that global markets WILL
force a substantial re-adjustment of the yuan, and there’s nothing Xi or the entire Communist
Party can do to prevent it. And then, after a 30% readjustment, take another look at that
dollar-denominated debt!
http://www.theautomaticearth.com/2016/03/china-a-5-year-plan-and-50-million-jobs-lost/

China Exports Most Deflation To US Since 2010 (03/11/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
For the 18th month in a row, US Import prices fell YoY (down 6.1% vs expectations of a 6.5%
drop). This is the longest deflationary streak since 1999. Under the hood we see the first
first rise in prices (ex food, fuel) since May 2014. Fuel price dropped 3.9% - the 8th
consecutive drop - and foreign food product prices dropped 2% - the most since Feb
2012. Perhaps most crucially, China's forced deflationary wave continues to build with
the index at its lowest since 2010.
Longest losing streak since 1999...

With China exporting deflation at the fastest pace since 2010...
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The Labor Department’s accompanying cheat sheet for reporters repeated the phrase “The
index has not recorded a monthly increase since…” ten times. The range of sustained
declines ranged from March 2014 for non-petroleum imports, to September 2015 for natural
gas
Charts: Bloomberg
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-11/us-import-prices-suffer-longest-deflationary-streak-1999-led-foodfuel-china

Government
Peter Schiff: The Establishment Is Peddling Fiction, Ignoring Fact (03/09/16, Peter Schiff
via Euro Pacific Capital, Charts & Emphasis Zero Hedge)
Excerpt:In his seventh, and final, State of the Union address this January, President Obama,
clearly looking to bolster his legacy as the president who vanquished the Great Recession,
boldly asserted that “Anyone claiming that America’s economy is in decline is peddling
fiction.” Unfortunately for the President, more and more Americans seem to believe (with an
adequate basis in proof) that the fiction is emanating from the White House.
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It’s hard to imagine how anyone can really assert with a straight face that the economy
is currently “strong.” The most recent Gross Domestic Product (GDP), from 4th Quarter
2015, shows us barely inching along at a 1% annualized growth rate (Bureau of Economic
Analysis, 2/26/16). Given that moderate growth used to be measured in the 3%-4% range,
and that recent declines in the trade balance could further subtract from both 4th (2015) and
1st quarter GDP, we could be forgiven for raising an eyebrow or two in reaction to Obama’s
boast.
For the President and his boosters, last week’s February non-farm payroll report, which
showed 242,000 new jobs created and an unemployment rate below the crucial 5%
level (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 3/4/16), provided proof that the Administration's
economic policies, whatever they may actually be, are working. By beating the 190,000
consensus forecast for February of economists surveyed by Reuters, and revising upward the
low 151,000 jobs previously reported in January to 172,000 (BLS, 3/4/16), the government
was able to point to two months that averaged north of 200,000 new jobs.
(Further down)
The truth is that the big numbers in job creation do not reflect healthy economic
growth but a fundamental shift in the labor force away from high-paying, full-time
jobs to low-paying, part-time jobs. The February “household” survey of job creation shows
that 78% of the jobs created were part-time, and 82% of those were in the low-paying service
industries such as food service and retail. This partially explains February’s data that shows
exports at the lowest level in almost five years. It’s hard to export the things created by
bartenders and waiters. Meanwhile, we lost much higher-paying full time jobs in
manufacturing, mining, and logging that would have produced things capable of being
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exported. Yes jobs are being created, but only at the expense of higher-paying jobs that
are being destroyed. (BLS, 3/4/16)
(Further down)
Companies have been incentivized to cut their full-time work force by a variety of
costly and burdensome regulations that are largely the result of the Obama
Administration. If a company replaces a full-time worker with two part-time workers, the
statistics count that as a job gain. But this only holds up if you count quantity while ignoring
quality. The view from the street looks quite different, as workers prefer one good job to
several bad ones. This is why rallies for Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders are so wellattended. The underemployed are fed up with platitudes from the elites and they flock
to these outsider candidates, who seem to understand their pain.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-09/peter-schiff-establishment-peddling-fiction-ignoring-fact

NOAA Radiosonde Data Shows No Warming For 58 Years (03/07//16, Tony Heller, Real
Science)
Excerpt: NOAA’s original published radiosonde data showed little net troposphere warming
from 1958 to 2010, when the data set ended.
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The next graph shows how NOAA has altered their 850-300 mb temperature data since 2011.
Another hockey stick of data tampering.
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http://realclimatescience.com/2016/03/noaa-radiosonde-data-shows-no-warming-for-58-years/

Obama sends $500 million to U.N. climate-change fund (03/08/16, Cheryl Chumley, WND)
Taxpayer money '1st step toward meeting' $3 billion pledge
Excerpt: President Obama and his administration, over the voice of Republicans, sent in $500
million to the climate-change fund operated and overseen by the United Nations – the first of
a total $3 billion package the White House has promised to send.
(Further down)
The Green Climate Fund is a tool the United Nations created to raise $100 billion to help
poorer nations adopt and adapt to policies that cut greenhouse gases and fight rising sea
levels.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/obama-sends-500-million-to-u-n-climate-change-fund/
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UPDATE MARCH 21, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is March 21, 2016
As many of you know, when trying to understand what is taking place in our world today I like
to look back at history; American history and anywhere else in the world, too.
What we humans have done with our time in this life fascinates me. Over time, I have found
that looking at history helps me to gain a better perspective that translates into learning from
the successes and failures of those who have preceded us; understanding why they
succeeded or failed; also, the larger influences impacting the time, and how those successes
or failures may be impacting our time.
So, the other day I was reading Bill Federer's “American Minute” regarding Albert Einstein.
While reading the article, I noticed that Einstein's quotes, if rearranged just a little bit, could
actually form a continuous flowing statement, so I moved one or two quotes and am offering
my arrangement to you here for your consideration. To read the actual full article, the link is
under the quotes.
Edited excerpt from American Minute for March 14:
Albert Einstein was born in Germany on MARCH 14, 1879.
According to Prince Hubertus (Ronald W. Clark, “Einstein: The Life and Times,” New York:
World Publishing Company, 1971, p. 425), Einstein said: “In view of such harmony in the
cosmos which I, with my limited human mind, am able to recognize, there are yet people who
say there is no God. But what really makes me angry is that they quote me for the support of
such views.”
Einstein stated in an interview published in G.S. Viereck’s book “Glimpses of the Great,”
1930: “I’m absolutely not an atheist. …The problem involved is too vast for our limited minds.
We are in the position of a little child entering a huge library filled with books in many
languages. The child knows someone must have written those books. It does not know how. It
does not understand the languages in which they are written. The child dimly suspects a
mysterious order in the arrangement of the books but doesn’t know what it is. That, it seems
to me, is the attitude of even the most intelligent human being toward God. We see the
universe marvelously arranged and obeying certain laws but only dimly understand these
laws.”
Though not believing in a personal God, the Saturday Evening Post, Oct. 26, 1929, published
George Sylvester Viereck’s interview with Albert Einstein. When asked “To what extent are
you influenced by Christianity,” Einstein answered: “As a child I received instruction both in
the Bible and in the Talmud. I am a Jew, but I am enthralled by the luminous figure of the
Nazarene.”
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When asked “You accept the historical existence of Jesus,” Einstein answered:
“Unquestionably! No one can read the Gospels without feeling the actual presence of Jesus.
His personality pulsates in every word. No myth is filled with such life.”
http://www.americanminute.com/index.php?date=03-14

This is the week when folks around the world will be focused on God's love and his provision
for us, both with Passover for the descendants of Jacob (Israel) in Egypt, and Christ Jesus
being crucified and overcoming the curse of death, not just for the people of Israel, but for all
Mankind. As the Great Unraveling continues, he is our hope. He has already allowed us to
see why this is happening and how it will ultimately play out. It all has to do with Freedom.
Who knew?
The question we, as individuals, should be asking is, “Lord, in the situation in which we find
ourselves, what would you like me to do? What's on the agenda for today?”
You are my family and friends. I love you guys! Shalom!
Tim

What's in this update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Government
As Another Company Moves Away
There is more to this article than just CKE moving from California to Tennessee. Also, if you
did not know, CKE is both Carl's Jr. and Hardee's.
Excerpt from the excerpt Earlier this week, Carl’s Jr.’s parent company (CKE Restaurants)
announced it would relocate from Ventura County to Nashville, Tennessee.
P.J. O’Rourke: Two lessons I’ve learned in 46 years of covering politics
Excerpt from the excerpt:; And I don’t just hate bad politics, I hate all politics.
Imagine if our clothes were selected by the majority of shoppers, which would be teenage
girls. Dick Cheney would have spent two terms as vice president with his midriff exposed.
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Shocking truth about today's Democratic Party
Excerpt from the excerpt: If you guessed “the Democratic Party,” you’d be wrong.
The problem is socialism -- say it!
Excerpt from the excerpt: The speed with which socialism can take an economy or
government from viability to ruin is nothing short of astounding. When socialist regimes have
widespread support or a mandate (or perceive that they have one or both), they enjoy the
latitude to bring about this destruction even more quickly.
IRS Encourages Illegal Immigrants to Commit Identity Theft and Refuses to Inform
Victims
Excerpt from the excerpt: Then, late last year, Segall identified another incredible scenario:
even though the IRS is able to easily identify undocumented workers who are using fake
Social Security numbers, the agency chooses to look the other way – even when a valid
Social Security number belonging to an American citizen is used to file a tax return and
wreaks havoc on his or her life.
Los Angeles ranked 8th most expensive city in the world, according to new report
Though there is more to this study in the full article, I have only put the chart in the excerpt.
You will see that Los Angeles shares 8th place with Copenhagen, Denmark and Seoul, South
Korea. What is noteworthy is that just last year LA was at 19 th most expensive city – in the
world. That's a huge jump. What's going on?
Money
We Are Headed Toward a Cashless Society?
Excerpt from the excerpt: In this article, Claudio Grass, Managing Director at Global Gold
Switzerland, talks to economist and Mises Institute Senior Fellow Thomas DiLorenzo. This
exclusive interview covers central bank monetary policies, Keynesian economics, the
economic“recovery,“ political correctness, and much more.
European Desperados Launch More Stimulus
Excerpt from the excerpt: So the ECB extended the banking system a lifeline. It came in the
form of targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTROs). The first TLTRO is scheduled
for a June launch.
This measure allows Europe’s banks to borrow from the ECB at a rate as low as -0.4%.
Credit Card Debt In The United States Is Approaching A Trillion Dollars
Excerpt from the excerpt: For the first time ever, total credit card debt in the United States is
approaching a trillion dollars. Instead of learning painful lessons from the last recession,
Americans continue to make the same horrendous financial mistakes over and over again. In
fact, U.S. consumers accumulated more new credit card debt during the 4th quarter of 2015
than they did during the years of 2009, 2010 and 2011 combined.
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Updates
Government
As Another Company Moves Away (03/10/16, Steven Greenhut, American Spectator)
Jerry Brown officialdom insists high taxes, more regulations, and union control cause growth.
Excerpt: After the 2008 death of the founder of Carl’s Jr. — the ubiquitous California fast-food
restaurant chain — the Orange County Register published an obituary that captured the onetime spirit of the state: “Carl Karcher, the Ohio farm boy with an eighth-grade education who
turned his $326 investment in a hot dog stand into a multimillion-dollar fast food empire, died
Friday afternoon. He was 90.” For decades, this was a place where anyone could earn a
fortune.
Earlier this week, Carl’s Jr.’s parent company (CKE Restaurants) announced it would relocate
from Ventura County to Nashville, Tennessee. The company issued a bland statement. It is
“re-franchising” many of its company-owned locations. “As such, early next year we will be
consolidating our Carpinteria and St. Louis corporate offices in Nashville, which is centrally
located and is one of the markets where we have retained company-owned restaurants.”
In 2011, I reported on a California Chamber of Commerce event, where CKE Chief Executive
Officer Andrew Puzder “complained about the permitting process here, where it takes eight
months to two years to open a new restaurant compared to an average of 1 1/2 months in
Texas.” Then there are all those lawsuits, and work rules that force companies to pay
overtime based on daily, rather than weekly, hours. He was mulling a move to Texas then.
(Further down)
A recent study found about 10,000 California businesses “disinvested” in the state over seven
years, meaning they moved, closed down, or shifted jobs out of state. Business researcher
Joseph Vranich relied on public records. His report includes a long list of companies and what
happened to them. He only included “disinvestments” clearly tied to the business climate.
Officials react as Gov. Jerry Brown did when former Texas Gov. Rick Perry ran an ad
campaign luring businesses to the Lone Star State. “It’s not a serious story, guys,” Brown said
during a speech. “It’s not a burp. It’s barely a fart.” Vranich’s report was a response to Brown’s
“business czar,” who in 2012 said: “[T]here is no data anywhere where you can find numbers
of companies that have either entered or left this state. It’s just not kept… so there is no
justification for the statement that there is this mass exodus from the state of California.”
The resulting data was voluminous. But it was barely a burp in the state Capitol. Currently, the
only point of contention is between the Democratic governor and the Democratic Legislature.
They both want to spend more on programs, but the former wants to be sure to have enough
cash when there’s an eventual recession. The November election is likely to see unionbacked voter initiatives to raise taxes and spend more. How can they hurt, given we’ll all be
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good oxen and pull harder?
(Further down)
They can argue high taxes, regulation, and unionization are good for the economy. But if you
were an Ohio farm boy today with $300 in your pocket, would you try to make your fortune in
California or, say, Tennessee?
http://spectator.org/articles/65735/another-company-moves-away

P.J. O’Rourke: Two lessons I’ve learned in 46 years of covering politics (03/11/16, P.J.
O'Rourke, The Crux)
Excerpt: Lesson No. 1: Why the Best People Don’t Run for Political Office
There’s a book that gives a wise and insightful description of a typical politician’s personality.
The authors of the book, however, had no idea they were describing a politician. They thought
they were describing a mental illness.
The book is the fourth edition of the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
The description appears on page 717, under the heading “Diagnostic Criteria for Narcissistic
Personality Disorder”…
A pervasive pattern of grandiosity (in fantasy or behavior), need for admiration… beginning by
early adulthood… as indicated by five (or more) of the following:
(1) has grandiose sense of self-importance (e.g., exaggerates achievements and talents,
expects to be recognized as superior without commensurate achievements).
This constitutes the very essence of a candidate’s decision to run for office plus the outline for
his or her campaign speech.
(2) is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance…
Here are the details of that campaign speech…
3) believes that he or she is “special” and unique and can only be understood by, or should
associate with, other special or high-status people (or institutions).
The special or high-status institutions are the House, Senate, or (for starters) the local zoning
commission. The special or high-status people are known as “campaign donors.”
(4) requires excessive admiration.
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But will settle for yard signs.
(5) has a sense of entitlement, i.e., unreasonable expectations of especially favorable
treatment or automatic compliance with his or her expectations.
Air Force One, executive orders, having Pebble Beach cleared so the chief executive can
play golf alone.
(6) is interpersonally exploitative, i.e., takes advantage of others to achieve his or her ends.
Forcing Joe Biden out of the running, luring Chris Christie into an endorsement.
(7) lacks empathy: is unwilling to recognize or identify with the feelings and needs of other.
This diagnostic criterion might not seem to fit because every politician is always telling us how
much sympathy, understanding, and fellowship he or she has with us and how deeply he or
she is moved by our hopes, our dreams, and our fears. (“I feel your pain.”) It’s called lying.
(8) is often envious of others or believes others are envious of him or her.
As in a GOP candidate debate – Marco Rubio envies Donald Trump for having real poll
numbers, while Trump envies Rubio for having real hair.
(9) shows arrogant, haughty behaviors or attitudes.
Did someone mention Donald Trump?
Lesson No. 2: Why the People Who Are Elected to Office Do Such a Bad Job
As neurotic as the aspirants for political office are, the real problem isn’t politicians– the real
problem is politics.
(Further down)
But politicians have another problem. They are unable to tell us the truth about the menu
described above.
Politicians lie to us. But it’s not like they have a choice. Think what it would sound like on the
campaign stump if a politician told the truth, even an itty-bitty bit of the truth: “No, I can’t fix
public education. The problem isn’t funding, overcrowding, teachers unions, or the lack of
computer equipment in the classrooms. The problem is your damn kids!”
I’m not seeing an election victory in that politician’s future.
(Further down)
And I don’t just hate bad politics, I hate all politics.
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Imagine if our clothes were selected by the majority of shoppers, which would be teenage
girls. Dick Cheney would have spent two terms as vice president with his midriff exposed.
(Further down)
Nonetheless, we’re continually tempted to give more power to politicians. Power of any kind is
dangerous. Political power, with its legal monopoly on deadly force, is particularly dangerous.
Politics is a Rottweiler ready to be unleashed on your problems. And you’ve stuffed that rotten
meat down your pants.
http://thecrux.com/p-j-orourke-two-lessons-ive-learned-in-46-years-of-covering-politics/

Shocking truth about today's Democratic Party (03/14/16, David Kupelian, WND)
Surprise! Political home base of Obama, Clinton and Sanders isn't what you think
Excerpt: Question: Which political party featured the following headlines on its official website
recently?
1. “Tell your Senator to say NO to ALL Planned Parenthood cuts”
2. “Is America’s love of guns stopping common sense gun regulation?”
3. “Republicans poisoned Flint’s children: Someone should go to jail”
If you guessed “the Democratic Party,” you’d be wrong.
(Further down)
Here’s one more clue that should give it away:
“A radical restructuring of the economy as advocated by Sen. Bernie Sanders is needed. This
includes curbing the power of Wall Street financial institutions, redistribution of wealth through
taxing the rich and ending corporate welfare, transitioning to a green economy with a mass
public works jobs program, raising the minimum wage to $15/ hour … affirmative action,
criminal justice reform, decriminalization of marijuana, a radical reduction of the prison
population and a path to citizenship for millions of immigrants.”
OK, if you finally guessed the Socialist Party … well, you’re still wrong.
You’ve been reading, word for word, from the website of the Communist Party USA.
Surprised? Did you perhaps expect the Communist Party’s website to feature old black-andwhite photos of weird-looking bearded people like Marx, Lenin and Trotsky? Or calls for
“workers of the world” to “unite” – and to rise up together to smash the evil bourgeois factory
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owners while singing “The Internationale”? No, my friends, 21st-century communism has a
very different face from that of the 19th century, especially within the U.S.A.
(Further down)
Meanwhile, the Communist Party USA claims it champions “socialism” (not communism).
Emblazoned at the top of its website is this bold creed: “A better and peaceful world is
possible – a world where people and nature come before profits. That’s socialism. That’s our
vision. We are the Communist Party USA.”
And under the CPUSA’s heading, “Know more about our history,” we read the following:
The Communist Party has an unparalleled history in the progressive movement of the United
States, from the struggle against Jim Crow segregation, the organizing of the industrial
unions, from the canneries of California, to the sweatshops.
So let’s sum this up: Sanders, a self-described “democratic socialist,” claims he is indeed a
“socialist,” but also claims he’s a “Democrat.” The Communist Party USA advocates
“socialism,” saying “socialism [is] our vision,” and likewise boasts of its “unparalleled history in
the progressive movement of the United States.” Hillary Clinton, heavily influenced by
Chicago Marxist Saul Alinsky, proudly and repeatedly proclaims she’s a “modern progressive.”
Distilling all these murky equivalencies into one master equation, we can reasonably conclude
that in the Age of Obama, “communist,” “socialist,” “Marxist,” “progressive” and “Democrat” all
now seem to mean roughly the same thing.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/shocking-truth-about-todays-democratic-party/

The problem is socialism -- say it! (03/16/16, Eric Rush, WND)
Exclusive: Erik Rush wants GOP to stress philosophy's 'putrefactive effect on societies'
Excerpt: The speed with which socialism can take an economy or government from viability to
ruin is nothing short of astounding. When socialist regimes have widespread support or a
mandate (or perceive that they have one or both), they enjoy the latitude to bring about this
destruction even more quickly.
(Further down)
Socialists are cool, you see; they care about people, unlike those me-firster capitalist types.
This argument plays well the younger and dumber one happens to be, on any continent.
Not to intimate that people in Latin America are stupid, but in some of these nations, centuries
of the aforementioned tyrants and oligarchs maintaining a Napoleonic paradigm of
governance deliberately sustained peasant castes and fostered poor education. Rigid class
systems and vast chasms between impoverished majorities and entrenched, wealthy
dynasties are among the reasons that this region was ripe for the insinuation of socialism and
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communism.
So, through no fault of their own, many in Latin America were far more susceptible to the con
that is socialism than their neighbors to the north.
(Further down)
In the United States, and Europe to a lesser extent, socialists simply dispensed with calling it
“socialism.” Although Americans retained a healthy fear of communism throughout the 20th
century, by the early 1900s, the framework for statism (socialism) was already being laid by
monumentally conceited progressive politicians who had decided that their intellect and
insight surpassed that of America’s founders. Today, while few of our elected officials would
label themselves socialists, nearly all are effectively socialists based on their allegiance to the
pantheon of bipartisan oligarchs. They sold phony altruism to the middle class, class envy
and entitlements to the disaffected. Politicians threw restraint to the wind and began
promising voters everything short of immortality.
(Further down)
It isn’t enough to bray about the need to return to constitutional governance; if we are to
extricate socialists from government, rank-and-file voters must know how to recognize them,
and recognize the con. Only when Americans understand why socialism is antithetical to the
rule of law and why it necessarily elicits a putrefactive effect on societies can they implement
the necessary measures against it.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/the-problem-is-socialism-say-it/

IRS Encourages Illegal Immigrants to Commit Identity Theft and Refuses to Inform
Victims (03/09/16, Marc Ferris, Immigration Reform)
Excerpt: Another tax season has arrived and with it comes the annual soaking of the
American taxpayer. Every year, the Internal Revenue Service doles out billions of dollars in
tax credits and other funds to illegal immigrants and their families, some of whom do not even
live in the United States. Despite the wonderful work a few years ago by the Eyewitness
News team at WTHR in Indianapolis, led by chief investigative reporter Bob Segall, the story
gained widespread attention on Capitol Hill, but the situation remains unchanged.
Then, late last year, Segall identified another incredible scenario: even though the IRS is able
to easily identify undocumented workers who are using fake Social Security numbers, the
agency chooses to look the other way – even when a valid Social Security number belonging
to an American citizen is used to file a tax return and wreaks havoc on his or her life.
The secret IRS policy is so damaging to American citizens whose Social Security numbers
are surreptitiously used by illegal aliens – 1.2 million fraud victims last year alone – that two
whistleblowers came forward to WTHR to reveal the problem. “I love my country,” said one.
“That’s why I’m here. It’s a crime. I don’t care what you call it, it’s a crime,” said one, who
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chose to remain anonymous for fear of retaliation.
(Further down)
The IRS calls illegal immigrants who use another’s Social Security number a “borrower,”
rather than a thief. The policy manual directive to workers is clear: “Do not disclose to the
taxpayer that the Form W-2 containing their Social Security number was reported on an ITIN
return.” Allen expressed shock, saying that this “would cause more people to do it.”
When asked if it would be acceptable for an American citizen taxpayer to borrow someone
else’s Social Security number, one whistleblower replied: “Hell no. It’s stealing. You’re taking
something without that person’s consent.” His colleague said that “every day you see this
over and over and over and over again.”
Identity theft by illegal immigrants is rampant and the Obama administration is complicit.
Despite constantly complaining about budget restrictions, the IRS holds up applications for
tax-exempt status for organizations whose political views the administration opposes, and
goes after the under-reported income of individual taxpayers – even for as little as a few
dollars in back taxes.
http://immigrationreform.com/2016/03/09/irs-encourages-illegal-immigrants-to-commit-identity-theft-and-refusesto-inform-victims/?utm_source=ET&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Top503112016

Los Angeles ranked 8th most expensive city in the world, according to new report
(03/10/16, Economist's Intelligence Unit, 89.3 KPCC)
Excerpt:

http://www.scpr.org/news/2016/03/10/58429/los-angeles-ranked-8th-most-expensive-city-in-the/
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Money
We Are Headed Toward a Cashless Society? (03/14/16, Thomas J. DiLorenzo, Mises
Institute)
Excerpt: In this article, Claudio Grass, Managing Director at Global Gold Switzerland, talks to
economist and Mises Institute Senior Fellow Thomas DiLorenzo. This exclusive interview
covers central bank monetary policies, Keynesian economics, the economic“recovery,“
political correctness, and much more.
(Further down)
CG: What do you think the implications of a cashless society are when we combine this with
other legislation like the PATRIOT Act? Do you think we are headed toward a totalitarian state
in the US, where private property rights will no longer be protected?
TD: An important reason why the state would like to see a cashless society is that it would
make it easier to seize our wealth electronically. It would be a modern-day version of FDR’s
confiscation of privately-held gold in the 1930s. The state will make more and more use of
“threats of terrorism” to seize financial assets. It is already talking about expanding the
definition of “terrorist threat” to include critics of government like myself. The American state
already confiscates financial assets under the protection of various guises such as the
PATRIOT Act. I first realized this years ago when I paid for a new car with a personal check
that bounced. The car dealer informed me that the IRS had, without my knowledge, taken 20
percent of the funds that I had transferred from a mutual fund to my bank account in order to
buy the car. The IRS told me that it was doing this to deter terrorism, and that I could count it
toward next year’s tax bill.
Property rights in the US have been under assault for a very long time and the assault is
proceeding at an accelerated rate with such monstrosities as “Obamacare,” which forces
Americans to buy government-prescribed “health insurance,” and all the Soviet-style
regulation and regimentation of financial markets in the wake of the government-created
Great Recession of 2008.
(Further down)
CG: You often talk about the dangers of political correctness (PC) in your articles. We believe
that under the guise of PC, free speech as we know it is being limited and PC is being used to
try to implement a sort of “thought control.” Would you share your views on the topic?
TD: Most Americans do not realize that the academic elite at most universities are what are
known as “cultural Marxists.” After the worldwide collapse of socialism in the late ‘80s and
early ‘90s, the academic Marxists redefined themselves. They largely abandoned the old
“class struggle” rhetoric involving the capitalist and worker “classes” and replaced them with
an oppressor and an oppressed class. The oppressed includes women, minorities, LGBT, and
several other mascot categories. The oppressor class consists of white heterosexual males
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who are not ideological Marxists like them. Another branch of the Marxist Left decided to
continue promoting socialism under the guise of “saving the planet.” I call these people
“watermelons” — green on the outside, red on the inside.
The cultural Marxists have adopted the advice of the philosopher Herbert Marcuse, who is
really the “godfather” of cultural Marxism. He preached that free speech is really a tool of
oppression because it leads to critiques of “utopia,” by which he meant communism. This is
where all the vicious crackdowns on campus free speech come from: the cultural Marxists will
say that they are doing the morally-correct thing to censor speech by conservatives or
libertarians, for such speech may be critical of their ideology. They are totalitarian-minded,
fascist thought control police and dominate almost all university administrations in the US. It is
creating a real dumbing down of American youth, for much of their university education is now
indoctrinated in left-wing platitudes rather than the development of critical thinking. The big
exceptions, however, are the students who stick to studying business, economics,
engineering, math, etc., and largely ignore the PC circus.
https://mises.org/library/we-are-headed-toward-cashless-society

European Desperados Launch More Stimulus (03//16/16, Tim Maverick, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Or, to give it a catchier name… NIRP (negative interest rate policies).
As I said, “The move to NIRP shows how desperate policy makers are becoming in their
quest to stimulate economic growth. But to date, NIRP has produced few tangible benefits.”
So the European Central Bank’s recent unveiling of (yet more) stimulus measures for the
eurozone economy was a real eye-opener.
First, the ECB expanded the amount of quantitative easing from €60 billion to €80 billion a
month. The bank also said it was lowering its main refinancing rate to 0% and its deposit rate
further negative to -0.4%.
(Further down)
It seems that Draghi and the ECB have grasped the concept that using negative rates as your
main monetary tool is bad.
Can we get a “hallelujah”?
The effect of negative rates on the European banking system was starting to hit home,
affecting banks adversely.
So the ECB extended the banking system a lifeline. It came in the form of targeted longerterm refinancing operations (TLTROs). The first TLTRO is scheduled for a June launch.
This measure allows Europe’s banks to borrow from the ECB at a rate as low as -0.4%.
The theory goes something like this…
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Banks lend the money to businesses and consumers across the continent in order to
stimulate economic growth.
The more the banks lend out, the lower the rate will be. So if you’re a bank and grow your
non-mortgage lending portfolio by 2.5%, by January 2018, the interest rate paid on that
borrowed money drops to -0.4%.
In other words, the ECB will pay European banks to lend money!
(Further down)
But it’s the ECB’s next move that I think is a real game-changer for financial markets…
The ECB Goes Corporate
As part of the bank’s QE program, it will now begin to buy non-financial corporate bonds.
The ECB said it will buy “investment-grade euro-denominated bonds” issued by European
companies in the eurozone.
This will give a huge boost to both European companies and the European corporate bond
market. Why?
Because corporate bonds will have a big, steady buyer later this year. This will obviously
boost bond prices, thus lowering yields. And it should translate to European companies being
able to borrow money at cheaper rates.
(Further down)
The Stock Market Effect
It’s this ECB move to buy corporate bonds that I believe is behind the U.S. stock market’s
latest move higher.
After all, we’re now just a short hop, skip, and a jump away from central banks buying bluechip stocks outright.
Heck, the Bank of Japan already buys Japanese REITs. And the Swiss National Bank’s
balance sheet already looks more like one of a U.S. mutual fund than a central bank, given all
the U.S. blue-chip stocks it owns.
I’m sure at least some on Wall Street are already rubbing their greedy hands in anticipation of
heavy central banks’ buying of stocks.
And if you think that’s a crazy notion, just look at the lengths that banks have gone to so far!
I firmly believe there is no end to central bankers’ experimentation in order to try to jump-start
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global economies. And if stock market conditions go south rapidly, this new form of QE could
be in play.
Currently, the Federal Reserve is prohibited from buying stocks by the Federal Reserve Act.
But an amendment in 2010 – Section 13 (3) – allows the Fed to lend money to entities to buy
stocks. In fact, some have said the Fed loaned money to the Swiss National Bank to buy its
portfolio of stocks.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/03/16/european-central-bank-economic-stimulus/

Credit Card Debt In The United States Is Approaching A Trillion Dollars (03/11/16,
Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: For the first time ever, total credit card debt in the United States is approaching a
trillion dollars. Instead of learning painful lessons from the last recession, Americans continue
to make the same horrendous financial mistakes over and over again. In fact, U.S.
consumers accumulated more new credit card debt during the 4th quarter of 2015 than they
did during the years of 2009, 2010 and 2011 combined. That is absolutely insanity, because
other than payday loans, credit card debt is just about the worst kind of debt that consumers
could possibly go into.
(Further down)
If you use credit cards for convenience or to buy things online or to automatically pay bills,
that is fine. Just don’t let balances accumulate. As you can see, that can be financial suicide.
And as we head into a new global recession, you definitely don’t want to be saddled with high
levels of debt. All of us have little luxuries that we can cut back on, and now is not the time to
be living on the financial edge.
Just look at some of the troubling signs that we have seen in the news in recent days…
-The U.S. oil and rig count just dropped to the lowest level ever recorded
-One Houston CEO told employees that he was laying off that we have entered a
“depression”
-It is being reported that 35 percent of all oil and gas companies around the world are at risk
of falling into bankruptcy
-Unemployment in Canada just hit a three year high
-The number of job cuts in the United States skyrocketed 218 percent during the month of
January according to Challenger, Gray & Christmas
-U.S. manufacturing activity has been in contraction for four months in a row
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-U.S. factory orders have now fallen for 15 months in a row
-Subprime auto loan delinquencies have hit their highest level since the last recession
-Orders for Class 8 trucks in the United States dropped by 48 percent on a year over year
basis in January
-The Restaurant Performance Index in the United States has dropped to the lowest level that
we have seen since 2008
-Major retailers all over America are shutting down hundreds of stores
And this list does not even include all of the signs of severe economic trouble from around the
rest of the planet that I have been writing about lately.
Credit card debt truly is financial poison, and it is not something that you want to have during
the hard times that are coming.
Unfortunately, most Americans never learn, and they continue to rack up credit card debt as if
there is no tomorrow even as the global economy starts to spiral downhill all around them.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/credit-card-debt-in-the-united-states-is-approaching-a-trilliondollars
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UPDATE MARCH 29, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is March 29, 2016
Well, I must begin with an apology. In the last Update I incorrectly included Passover, the final
event of God's provision for the descendants of Jacob (Israel) as they were being kept from
leaving Egypt, that would be remembered and celebrated last week. I was wrong... sort of.
If you were thinking I lost my mind, the jury is still out on that.
Today, both Easter (the Christian one) and Pesach (Passover) are celebrated on different
days every year and they both float separately. They used to float together, until it was
decided a few hundred years later to disengage the timing of the celebration of the event of
Messiah's death and resurrection from the event of Passover. One was considered a
Christian event and the other a Jewish event.
It is important to understand that everything Jesus did was deliberate. According to the biblical
account(s), Jesus personally chose the Passover celebration in Jerusalem for his death and
resurrection. And for a few centuries Messiah's death and resurrection and Passover were
celebrated at the same time. Not together, but at the same time.
Why wouldn't they be? When Jesus went to Jerusalem to be killed and to overcome Death
through his resurrection, he did so at Passover. The whole prophetic/symbolic connection
between Messiah's death and resurrection and Passover is one reason we say, “Worthy is the
Lamb that was slain.” It has a direct correlation to Passover.
I am a Hamite, according to my Y-DNA, happily belonging to and serving Shemite/descendant
of Jacob, Messiah.
All I'm suggesting is that wrongly moving the known historical event to whatever day we deem
is no longer celebrating the actual historical event. That would be the case with any historical
event.
What do you think? Should we celebrate George Washington's birthday (Feb. 22) on July 4?
Or how about, we move American Independence Day from July 4 to May 5, Mexico's
Independence Day (Cinco de Mayo), and still call it American Independence Day? That is
pretty much what was done with the historical event of Messiah's death and resurrection.
What do you say, does it matter?
Keeping history accurate and in correct context has, oddly enough, everything to do with
Freedom.
The result of this wrong-headed move by folks long ago, has allowed (or was it deliberate) the
death and resurrection of Messiah to take on the name and compete with the back story of
the celebration of Eastre, the goddess of the moon and fertility; and her son Tammuz who
was resurrected from the dead by her tears.
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So, what we have is two Easter celebrations occurring at the same time: Non-Christian and
Christian, in competition with each other for fulfillment of prophecy. What a coincidence! And,
which of the two is the true fulfillment?
Look, if Easter (the non-Christian one) winds up in the same week as Passover and
Messiah's death and resurrection, no big deal. Who cares? But the historical event of the
death and resurrection of Messiah should never be disconnected from the historical event of
Passover. It is keeping the history, the prophetic symbology - God himself used - for the
Jewish people and God's intent for all of us accurate.
Every year pastors around the world take the folks in their churches through Palm Sunday,
the Last Supper, the Crucifixion and the Resurrection, even quoting the scriptures that say it
all happened in Jerusalem... at Passover.
Again, let me apologize. You can see why I didn't even give the matter about Easter (the
Christian one) and Passover occurring in the same week a second thought in the last Update.
One more thing. Please excuse my French. If this is all Greek to you, just change Messiah to
Christ, and, voila, it will be.
Thanks for your understanding, I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Money
FEUDALISM THEN & NOW
A great chart showing how things used to be and how it is today. This could also be put under
Culture and Government.
The Next Crisis Will Be THE Crisis
Excerpt from the excerpt: We are heading for a crisis that will be exponentially worse than
2008. The global Central Banks have literally bet the financial system that their theories will
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work. They haven’t. All they’ve done is set the stage for an even worse crisis in which entire
countries will go bankrupt.
Government
Who Is To Blame For The Rape Epidemic That Is Sweeping Across Europe?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Millions of women in Europe are now deathly afraid to walk outside
their own homes at night, and with each passing day more news reports of absolutely horrific
rapes and sexual assaults come pouring in from all over the continent. So who is to blame for
this epidemic of rape? I think that the answer might surprise you, because a very famous
politician in the United States is at least partially responsible.
Erdogan: Democracy, Freedom Have ‘Absolutely No Value Any Longer’
Remember, Sunni Islam Turkey wants to be the new caliphate.
Rise of patriotic populists challenges Muslim invasion
Excerpt from the excerpt: As the Continent reels from the continuing surge of Islamic refugees
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban is sounding the alarm about the “destruction of
Europe.”
The death of Europe
Excerpt from the excerpt: America is now alone in defending freedom and upholding the
tradition of faith and reason.
CA to roll out pay-per-mile pilot program for drivers
This is now California doing what Oregon began July1, 2015. I brought it to you in the July 13,
2015 Update - Feds want to track your every move on road.
The Dangers of New York City’s Public Wi-Fi
This an update also from the July 13, 2015 Update - New York City unveils the pay phone of
the future—and it does a whole lot more than make phone calls
California Allows Illegal Aliens to Vote: So Each POTUS Ballot Should Be Disqualified
Excerpt from the excerpt: Over half of all drivers license issued in California were given to
individuals who are here illegally and the state automatically registers those with a driver’s
license to vote.
In 2015, California Governor Jerry Brown (D-CA) signed a bill giving full voting rights to illegal
aliens. This gives them the right to vote in all elections from a local level to national elections,
including that of choosing who will become President.
Global Government Debt Is Actually Triple What We Thought, Thanks to Pensions
Excerpt from the excerpt: Government debt in 20 industrialized countries stands at $44 trillion.
But it’s actually a lot more than that, according to a new report. After factoring in public
pension and other retirement liabilities, the debt levels nearly triple to a staggering $122
trillion.
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Obama Hikes Post-Presidency Payments
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The President’s FY2017 budget request seeks $3,865,000 in
appropriations for expenditures for former Presidents, an increase of $588,000 (17.9%) from
the FY2016 appropriation level. The increase in requested appropriations for FY2017
anticipates President Barack Obama’s transition from incumbent to former President,” the
report reads.

Updates
Money
FEUDALISM THEN & NOW (03/17//16, The Burning Platform)

http://www.theburningplatform.com/2016/03/17/feudalism/
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The Next Crisis Will Be THE Crisis (03/22/16, Graham Summers, Phoenix Capital
Research, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: So it’s little surprise that no one would admit the facts: that the Fed and other Central
Banks not only don’t have a clue how to fix the problem, but that they actually have almost no
incentive to do so.
So here are the facts:
1) The REAL problem for the financial system is the bond bubble. In 2008 when the
crisis hit it was $80 trillion. It has since grown to over $100 trillion.
2) The derivatives market that uses this bond bubble as collateral is over $555
trillion in size.
3) Many of the large multinational corporations, sovereign governments, and even
municipalities have used derivatives to fake earnings and hide debt. NO ONE knows to
what degree this has been the case, but given that 20% of corporate CFOs have
admitted to faking earnings in the past, it’s likely a significant amount.
4) Corporations today are more leveraged than they were in 2007. As Stanley
Druckenmiller noted recently, in 2007 corporate bonds were $3.5 trillion… today they
are $7 trillion: an amount equal to nearly 50% of US GDP.
5) The Central Banks are now all leveraged at levels greater than or equal to where
Lehman Brothers was when it imploded. The Fed is leveraged at 78 to 1. The ECB is
leveraged at over 26 to 1. Lehman Brothers was leveraged at 30 to 1.
6) The Central Banks have no idea how to exit their strategies. Fed minutes released
from 2009 show Janet Yellen was worried about how to exit when the Fed’s
balance sheet was $1.3 trillion (back in 2009). Today it’s over $4.5 trillion.
We are heading for a crisis that will be exponentially worse than 2008. The global Central
Banks have literally bet the financial system that their theories will work. They haven’t. All
they’ve done is set the stage for an even worse crisis in which entire countries will go
bankrupt.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-22/next-crisis-will-be-crisis
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Government
Who Is To Blame For The Rape Epidemic That Is Sweeping Across Europe? (03/09/16,
Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: Millions of women in Europe are now deathly afraid to walk outside their own homes
at night, and with each passing day more news reports of absolutely horrific rapes and sexual
assaults come pouring in from all over the continent. So who is to blame for this epidemic of
rape? I think that the answer might surprise you, because a very famous politician in the
United States is at least partially responsible.
(Further down)
Most of the immigrants that are flooding into Europe are coming from areas that have been
ravaged by war. In particular, more immigrants are flooding into Europe from Syria than
anywhere else.
If we go back five years ago, Syria was actually a very peaceful place. In the early portions of
2011, the Arab Spring was raging, and leaders all over the Middle East were being deposed.
At that time, a decision was made by officials in the Obama administration that it would be an
ideal opportunity to overthrow the Assad regime in Syria as well.
Saudi Arabia, Turkey and their Sunni allies in the region were quite eager to get rid of Assad.
Syria is part of “the Shiite crescent” that stretches across the Middle East, but 74 percent of
all Syrians are actually Sunni. So the idea was to create a “popular uprising” that would
overthrow Assad, and Syria would then be transformed into a full-fledged Sunni nation and
the balance of power in the Middle East would be fundamentally altered.
This effort was spearheaded by U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Huge protests were
organized against Assad in Syria, and those protests rapidly turned violent. A civil war began,
and members of “the coalition” poured millions upon millions of dollars into jihadist groups that
were attempting to overthrow Assad. And at first the plan was working well. The “resistance”
was taking lots of ground and it looked like they were going to be able to push all the way to
Damascus and topple Assad.
But then Assad enlisted the help of Iran, Hezbollah, Shiite militias from Iran and most
importantly the Russians.
Russian air power has completely turned the tide of the war, and now the Sunni militant
groups are being routed. This is why Saudi Arabia and Turkey are in such a panic, and they
are looking to the Obama administration to finish what it started.
Of course all of this has brought us to the brink of World War 3, and most Americans have
absolutely no idea how we got here.
And it is this horrific conflict in Syria which Hillary Clinton played such a key role in starting
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that has caused the worst refugee crisis that Europe has experienced since World War 2.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/who-is-to-blame-for-the-rape-epidemic-that-is-sweeping-acrosseurope

Erdogan: Democracy, Freedom Have ‘Absolutely No Value Any Longer’ (03/17/16, Jason
Ditz, Anti-War)
Vows to Turn Military on Political Opposition
Excerpt: Concerns about Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s authoritarian leanings
have been at the fore in the nation’s political dialogue since he assumed the presidency, and
appear to have been well founded, as in a televised speech today he declared “democracy,
freedom, and the rule of law have absolutely no value any longer.”
(Further down)
Erdogan has increasingly sought to charge political opponents as terrorists, and has in the
past few weeks not only arrested academics as “terrorists” for their positions on his
government, but nationalized the nation’s largest newspaper for publishing articles critical of
his ruling party.
http://news.antiwar.com/2016/03/16/erdogan-democracy-freedom-have-absolutely-no-value-any-longer/

Rise of patriotic populists challenges Muslim invasion (03/17/16, WND)
Germany rocked by surging anti-immigrant party
Excerpt: As the Continent reels from the continuing surge of Islamic refugees Hungarian
Prime Minister Viktor Orban is sounding the alarm about the “destruction of Europe.”
(Further down)
Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union was shocked earlier this week as angry Germans rallied
to a once fringe populist and anti-immigration party, the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD),
which won sizable percentages of the vote in three regional elections, including more than 24
percent in the east German state of Saxony-Anhalt.
AfD also won 15 percent in Baden-Württemberg and 12.5 percent in Rhineland-Palatinate,
buttressing the controversial party’s claim it represents a sizable national constituency.
According to polls from last fall, AfD is the third most popular political party in the country.
Its image has been helped by its youthful female leader, the pixie haired Frauke Petry, who
took to social media after the vote to boast the AfD “made an important first step in the right
direction to break the cartels of consensus parties.”
(Further down)
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In his own remarks, Hungarian Prime Minister Orban seemingly alluded to this repression
directed against opponents of Muslim migration to Western Europe.
“It is forbidden to say that immigration brings crime and terror to our countries,” Orban said. “It
is forbidden to say that the arriving masses from other cultures are a threat to our way of life,
our culture, our habits and our Christian traditions. Mass migration is a low water which
erodes the shore with a persistent flow. It masquerades as a humanitarian issue but its true
nature is to occupy space.”
Though Orban is the most vocal national leader protesting Merkel’s policies, he is not alone in
Europe. Populist parties are on the rise throughout the Continent, from Marine Le Pen’s
National Front in France to the Freedom Party of Austria. And Orban’s call for Europeans in
different countries to “unite” in order to reclaim their national sovereignty and control over
immigration policy from the European Union is growing increasingly popular.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/rise-of-patriotic-populists-challenges-muslim-invasion/

The death of Europe (03/18/16, Theodore Roosevelt Malloch, WND)
Exclusive: Theodore Roosevelt Malloch explains results of rejecting transcendent truths
Excerpt: I readily admit to being a Eurocentric Europhile.
(Further down)
So, it is with a deep sense of disappointment and true sadness that I have to say what I am
about to say.
(Further down)
Europe is adrift without a soul and evolving rapidly away from its moorings.
(Further down)
Practicing Christianity in Europe today enjoys a status not dissimilar to closet status reserved
for smoking marijuana or engaging in unorthodox sexual activities decades ago. Few
Europeans will mind if you do so in private, but please have the courtesy to keep the matter
private.
Today Christianity in the EU is considered at best a retrograde and largely atavistic practice
barely tolerated in a self-described “progressive” society devoted to obtaining the good
material life, including long holidays, short work hours and generous government benefits.
(Further down)
The good of human freedom, by European lights, must be weighed against the risk and cost
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of actually fighting for it. It is no longer transcendent, absolute. In such a world, governed by a
narrow utilitarian calculus, sacrifice is rare, churches go unattended and over time the spiritual
capital that brought forth all that we know as the West is at risk of being lost.
Europe is a society adrift, untied from the source of its greatness – the very cultural
foundation that provided the values making Europe great is disintegrating, leaving Europe
(and soon the entire West) on sinking sand. More specifically, as the past is erased, rewritten, or ignored, the rich Judeo-Christian history of Europe is being left behind. And at what
cost?
As I ponder this thesis, I am reminded of Orwell’s quote, “We have now sunk to a depth at
which restatement of the obvious is the first duty of intelligent men.” It is obvious, “culture
determines civilization.” Without its distinctly Christian history, Europe would not be what it is.
Unfortunately, we may now have more accurately to write, “… Europe would not have been
what it was.”
America is now alone in defending freedom and upholding the tradition of faith and reason.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/the-death-of-europe/

CA to roll out pay-per-mile pilot program for drivers (03/16/16, James Poulos, Cal
Watchdog)
Excerpt: “The state of California is looking for 5,000 volunteers this summer for an experiment
with potentially major pocketbook ramifications,” the Sacramento Bee noted. The socalled California Road Charge pilot program, proposed by the state Legislature, has tasked
“Caltrans and other transportation officials to set up a nine-month test to see what it would be
like if drivers paid for state road repairs based on how many miles they drive in their cars or
trucks rather than how many gallons they buy at the pump.”
Aiming for a July start and a nine-month run, the program “already has a list of 4,300 people
who are game,” according to Next City. “Participants will continue to pay the pump tax, but
receive simulated monthly statements detailing how much they would pay under a road usage
system.”
(Further down)
Although privacy advocates have expressed skittishness and dismay, many Californians have
grown accustomed to their driving habits being monitored electronically. California Road
Charge will offer “the option to allow the state to monitor their in-vehicle computer, tracking
where they go so they aren’t charged for the use of private or out-of-state roads,” Next City
noted. “Recognizing that many will see this as an intrusion on their privacy, the state is testing
other ways to collect this data, like periodic odometer reading verifications. California will also
experiment with offering drivers weekly or monthly “all-you-can-drive” passes.”
http://calwatchdog.com/2016/03/16/ca-roll-pay-per-mile-pilot-program/
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The Dangers of New York City’s Public Wi-Fi (03/21/16, Michael Krieger, Liberty Blitzkrieg)
Excerpt: LinkNYC, which was publicly launched in January, will eventually become a network
of as many as 7,500 to 10,000 public kiosks offering fast and free Wi-Fi throughout all five
boroughs. The sheer volume of information gathered by this powerful network will create a
massive database of information that will present attractive opportunities for hackers and for
law enforcement surveillance, and will carry an undue risk of abuse, misuse and unauthorized
access.
In order to register for LinkNYC, users must submit their e-mail addresses and agree to
allow CityBridge to collect information about what websites they visit on their devices,
where and how long they linger on certain information on a webpage, and what links
they click on.
(Further down)
Mayor Bill de Blasio’s launch of LinkNYC, that occurred at the same time that NYPD
Commissioner Bratton spoke about the Apple controversy, also raised concerns that the
NYPD will be requesting information from CityBridge and that CityBridge will be cooperating –
troubling because LinkNYC users are not guaranteed notification if the NYPD requests to
access their information. And according to its privacy policy, data collected by
environmental sensors or cameras at the LinkNYC kiosks may be available to the city
or NYPD.
http://libertyblitzkrieg.com/2016/03/21/the-dangers-of-new-york-citys-public-wi-fi/

California Allows Illegal Aliens to Vote: So Each POTUS Ballot Should Be Disqualified
(03/20/16, Jeff Dunetz, Guest post Tony Elliot, The LID)
Excerpt: Over half of all drivers license issued in California were given to individuals who are
here illegally and the state automatically registers those with a driver’s license to vote.
In 2015, California Governor Jerry Brown (D-CA) signed a bill giving full voting rights to illegal
aliens. This gives them the right to vote in all elections from a local level to national elections,
including that of choosing who will become President.
The biggest problem with this is it is against Federal law for non-citizens to vote in any
national election. This in itself negates the votes made by illegal aliens in California and any
other state which allows them to vote.
(Further down)
In all fairness to the candidates running for president, and abiding by Federal law, the Federal
government simply must prohibit California votes from counting until which time the state can
prove that no illegal alien vote was cast in national elections.
The state has the right to permit them to vote in local and state elections if they choose, but
not in national elections.
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Since the sheer number of illegal aliens voting in California is astounding and is more than
likely double that of legal citizens voting, the tally from the primaries must be held up and no
delegates awarded.
(Further down)
No country in the world allows individuals who are non citizens to vote in any election.
(Further down)
The moral issue is we must stand as a nation of values based on what makes us unique to
the rest of the world and refuse to degrade our country to the substandard level socialist
politicians wish to sink us to.
If the law is adhered to, the California votes must be ignored.
http://lidblog.com/california-allows-illegal-aliens-to-vote-so-each-potus-ballot-should-be-disqualified/?
utm_source=The+Lid+List&utm_campaign=e0ac8fa030RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_597b72c01c-e0ac8fa030-228004289#

Global Government Debt Is Actually Triple What We Thought, Thanks to Pensions
(03/17/16, Timothy W. Martin, The Wall Street Journal)
Excerpt: Government debt in 20 industrialized countries stands at $44 trillion.
But it’s actually a lot more than that, according to a new report. After factoring in public
pension and other retirement liabilities, the debt levels nearly triple to a staggering $122
trillion.
That’s the math according to a new report from Citigroup Inc report called, “The Coming
Pensions Crisis,” which analyzed government pension liabilities from 20 countries that are
members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development .
“It is really a ticking time bomb,” said Charles Millard, Citi’s head of pension relations and
former head of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, the U.S. safety net for privatesector pensions.
To put the unstated debt levels in perspective: The additional unstated $78 trillion in
retirement-related debt is equivalent to a single year of global economic output.
(Further down)
“Imagine you thought your mortgage was $440,000 but then the bank called up and said it
was $1.3 million. That’s really what we’re facing,” Mr. Millard said.
http://blogs.wsj.com/moneybeat/2016/03/17/global-government-debt-is-actually-triple-what-we-thought-thanksto-pensions/
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Obama Hikes Post-Presidency Payments (03/17/16, Morgan Chalfant, The Washington
Free Beacon0
Obama proposed hikes for fiscal years 2016, 2017
Excerpt:President Obama sought to increase the amount of money available for the federal
government to spend on former presidents in advance of his White House exit.
In his budget requests for fiscal years 2016 and 2017, Obama proposed hikes in the
appropriations for expenditures of former presidents, according to a report from the
Congressional Research Service published
(Further down)
“The President’s FY2017 budget request seeks $3,865,000 in appropriations for expenditures
for former Presidents, an increase of $588,000 (17.9%) from the FY2016 appropriation level.
The increase in requested appropriations for FY2017 anticipates President Barack Obama’s
transition from incumbent to former President,” the report reads.
“For FY2016, President Obama requested and received appropriations of $3,277,000 for
expenditures for former Presidents–an increase of $25,000 from FY2015 appropriated levels.”
(Further down)
Republicans in the House and Senate have introduced legislation that would cap annual
pensions for former presidents at $200,000. Additionally, the bills would cut each pension by a
dollar for every dollar the former president earns over $400,000 in the private sector in a
given year. The measure was approved by the House in January with bipartisan support.
“It’s pretty simple. You want a retirement and pension, it’s there. But if you’re going to go out
and make enormous sums of money, then you don’t need taxpayer subsidies,” Rep. Jason
Chaffetz (R., Utah), who introduced the bill in the House, told ABC News in an interview.
“The former presidents are making gobs of money speaking and writing books, more power to
them, but that doesn’t mean they need more taxpayer dollars on top of that,” Chaffetz added.
“It’s embarrassing that they take that money.”
http://freebeacon.com/politics/obama-hikes-post-presidency-payments/
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UPDATE APRIL 5, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, MONEY, TECHNOLOGY
Hello everyone... Today is April 5, 2016
I hope this email finds you well and doing well.
Due to the number of articles in this Update, I will just say that there is a whole lot going on,
and various aspects of all four areas that we are following in the Great Unraveling are gaining
momentum. Something happening in one area triggers something in another area which
triggers something in an other area, etc. And that doesn't include the overlapping interaction
they all have with each other.
But enough of me. The articles speak for themselves.
You are my family and friends, I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Government
DHS chief sad over deportations: 'Is it pleasant? Absolutely not.'
Excerpt of the excerpt: The nation's top immigration officer said that the "11 million"
undocumented aliens in the United States are "not going away," are "in effect" citizens, and
added that deporting the few the administration wants out is unpleasant.
ISIS-tied group posts kill list of NJ Transit police
This could have just as easily been put under Technology because this was also a hack, but it
works well here to show a problem in the Government. The hackers are telling lone-wolf
terrorists to go after the transit cops and their families.
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Obama censors Hollande's 'Islamist terrorism' remark
There is more to this in the excerpt. French President Francois Hollande gave a speech at the
president's nuclear summit.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Audio and video of Hollande speaking at the president’s final
nuclear security summit on Friday were edited from a White House file to remove the term
“Islamist terrorism,” media watchdog MRC reported. Only the official text remained on the
WhiteHouse.gov page
Culture
Experts: Marriage ruling protects religious expression
Excerpt from the excerpt: “In effect, in addition to any First Amendment religious protections
that exist, a person now has an additional, new, fundamental constitutional right to his or her
religious self-identity, and is therefore entitled to have these constitutional rights protected
under the 14th Amendment.”
College threatens women who don't want to pee with men
Excerpt from the excerpt: Doulos Christou, a reader at the education watchdog The College
Fix, said Mea’s decision has much more to do with control than supporting “those without
power.”
“Here’s what the [LGBT] agenda is really about,” said Christou on Friday. “Demanding
tolerance gave way to demanding recognition, which gave way to demanding equality, which
is now giving way to demanding superiority.'”
Money
Jim Rickards: The central bankers’ secret new plan to crush the dollar
Excellent explanation of how the financial game is being played.
Excerpt from the excerpt: The G-20 central bankers and finance ministers agreed that China
needed help. It’s the world’s second-largest economy and it was falling fast. There was some
danger it could take the world down with it.
But further yuan devaluation was not possible (in the short run) because it was too
destabilizing to markets.
No Rebound Here
Whole short article with charts.
The Path to the Final Crisis
This is an excellent, very long article with charts.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Negative interest rate policy is inherently self-defeating, as are
more traditional forms of monetary pumping. The aim is to rescue a system that has been
brought to the verge of implosion after too much unsound debt and too much malinvested
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capital have accumulated, by creating even more unsound debt and provoking even more
capital misallocation. This, in a word, is insane. While debt continues to grow, the economy’s
ability to create the wealth that will be required to repay it is concurrently undermined.
New York Follows California, Will Raise Minimum Wage To $15/Hour
At the end of the article Zero Hedge embedded a YouTube video of a speech given by Adolf
Hitler. I did not embed it, but did include the link. I recommend you read the article and watch
the ten minute video. Learn from the past.
Number of Californians Moving to Texas Hits Highest Level in Nearly a Decade
Is Davy Crockett having an influence on Californians? I only ask because there are signs,
placards and bumper stickers all over Texas quoting Davy, “You all can go to Hell! I'm going to
Texas.” This was before he learned how to say - y'all.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Of the returns, 33,626 reported address changes from California to
Texas, which has been the top destination for individuals leaving California since 2007.
Californians who moved to Texas between 2013 and 2014 reported $2.19 billion in adjusted
gross income.
The Next Big Problem: "Stagflation Is Starting To Show Across The Economy"
Excerpt from the excerpt: And yet, even the analysts who are only looking at the most
rudimentary data are now warning that a new problem is emerging for the US economy, a
problem which is always present whenever wages are rising, while overall economic growth is
stalling (as it is currently according to the Atlanta Fed with a 0.7% Q1 GDP) and corporate
profits are about to plunge by the most since the financial crisis: stagflation. With charts
Technology
"I'm 100% Sure" The US Presidential Campaign Is Being Tampered With
Excerpt from the excerpt: As we concluded prevously, we are living in a world in which a
handful of high-tech companies, sometimes working hand-in-hand with governments, are not
only monitoring much of our activity, but are also invisibly controlling more and more of what
we think, feel, do and say. The technology that now surrounds us is not just a harmless
toy; it has also made possible undetectable and untraceable manipulations of entire
populations – manipulations that have no precedent in human history and that are
currently well beyond the scope of existing regulations and laws. The new hidden
persuaders are bigger, bolder and badder than anything Vance Packard ever envisioned. If
we choose to ignore this, we do so at our peril
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Updates
Government
DHS chief sad over deportations: 'Is it pleasant? Absolutely not.' (03/23/16, Paul Bedard,
Washington Examiner)
Excerpt: The nation's top immigration officer said that the "11 million" undocumented aliens in
the United States are "not going away," are "in effect" citizens, and added that deporting the
few the administration wants out is unpleasant.
Jeh Johnson, secretary of Homeland Security, told Harvard University students this week that
the administration is focused on its plan to integrate illegals into America, despite the policy
being tied up in court.
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/dhs-chief-sad-over-deportations-is-it-pleasant-absolutelynot./article/2586610

ISIS-tied group posts kill list of NJ Transit police (03/30/16, Cheryl Chumley, WND)
Caliphate Cyber Army presses 'lone wolf' attacks
Excerpt: A group with ties to ISIS, the Caliphate Cyber Army, hacked into the New Jersey
Transit police website and published personal information on officers and employees,
ultimately pressing terror supporters to carry out “lone wolf” attacks against them.
CCA released information on 55 officers in early March, Newsweek reported.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/isis-tied-group-posts-kill-list-of-nj-transit-police/?cat_orig=world

Obama censors Hollande's 'Islamist terrorism' remark (04/01/16, Doug Ernst, WND)
Orwellian edits protect politically correct foreign policy
Excerpt: The Obama administration used its unofficial gag order on referring to Islamic
terrorism as pretext to censor video of French President Francois Hollande.
Audio and video of Hollande speaking at the president’s final nuclear security summit on
Friday were edited from a White House file to remove the term “Islamist terrorism,” media
watchdog MRC reported. Only the official text remained on the WhiteHouse.gov page
(Further down)
Audio of Hollande mentioning “Islamist terrorism” is the only portion of the video where edits
have been made.
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“Once again I feel as if someone needs to tell high majesty the Obama that George Orwell
wrote ‘1984’ as a warning … not an instruction manual,” an MRC reader named Joe
commented.
“The Ministry of Truth has arrived in full force,” said another user in reference to Orwell’s
novel.
(Further down)
France has also suffered two high-profile terrorist attacks in recent years.
• Islamic terrorists responsible for the Jan. 7, 2015, massacre at the satirical newspaper
Charlie Hebdo killed 17 people over the course of three days.
• Islamic terrorists killed 130 people across Paris on Nov. 13, 2015. They killed 89
individuals inside Bataclan theater alone.
French Minister Patrick Kanner said earlier this week that France has at least 100
neighborhoods that rival Molenbeek, Belgium, in terms of Islamic radicalism. Brussels’
Molenbeek was the planning hub for the city’s March 22 terror attack, which killed 35 people
and wounded 340 others.
“We know that there are today around a hundred neighborhoods in France which have
potential similarities to what has happened in Molenbeek,” Kanner said during a recent radio
interview, the Daily Mail reported Monday.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/obama-censors-hollandes-islamist-terrorism-remark/

Culture
Experts: Marriage ruling protects religious expression (03/17/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Letter to ABA explains justices found new fundamental right to 'beliefs' in 14th Amendment
Excerpt: Two experts with the Great Lakes Justice Center, William Wagner and John S. Kane,
wrote a letter to the ABA regarding a rule change that would make it ethical “misconduct” for a
lawyer to consider “sexual orientation” and “gender identity” in the attorney-client relationship.
“To be sure, the Obergefell decision stated that for some individuals ‘personal identity’ may
come from a person’s intimate sexual orientation and the court then ruled accordingly,” they
wrote. “The court’s ruling clearly comprehends that an individual’s ‘personal identity’ could
come from the person’s intimate religious faith orientation, i.e., his or her ‘beliefs.'”
That means, they explained, that the Supreme Court “determined that this new fundamental
constitutional liberty right of personal identity is found in, and protected by, the Due Process
and Equal Protection Clauses of the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution.”
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“In effect, in addition to any First Amendment religious protections that exist, a person now
has an additional, new, fundamental constitutional right to his or her religious self-identity, and
is therefore entitled to have these constitutional rights protected under the 14th Amendment.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/experts-marriage-ruling-protects-religious-expression/

College threatens women who don't want to pee with men (04/01/16, Douglas Ernst,
WND)
Gender markers removed from bathroom doors, all restrooms now transgendered
Excerpt: Bill Mea, acting president of Cooper Union, sent an email March 18 informing the
campus community of the new restrooms, which will only be identified as “Restroom with
Urinals and Stalls,” “Restroom with Only Stalls,” and “Restroom Single Occupancy.”
“We have always been ahead of our time and we must continue being leaders on issues of
social justice,” Mea said. “We, who are in positions of power, have the obligation to not only
stand with those without power, but to stand in front of them, clearing a path for them to walk.
I cannot change the outside world and how it treats transgender and gender non-conforming
people, but I can change the Cooper Union environment to help everyone feel safe when they
are inside our buildings.”
The school president then appeared to make a veiled threat of disciplinary action for
individuals who publicly protest his decision.
“I also ask that none of us practice gender policing, where we attempt to restrict someone
from using the same restroom we are using or make them feel uncomfortable for doing so,”
Mea said. “If you feel uncomfortable sharing a restroom, then the single-occupancy restrooms
will now be available to you.”
(Further down)
“I think you’ll begin seeing this more and more,” Mea said. “We here in New York City, we
have the support of our mayor and the support of our city. That allows us that opportunity to
be more expansive, but obviously there may be less of an opportunity where other colleges
are located.”
Doulos Christou, a reader at the education watchdog The College Fix, said Mea’s decision
has much more to do with control than supporting “those without power.”
“Here’s what the [LGBT] agenda is really about,” said Christou on Friday. “Demanding
tolerance gave way to demanding recognition, which gave way to demanding equality, which
is now giving way to demanding superiority.'”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/college-threatens-women-who-dont-want-to-pee-with-men/?cat_orig=education
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Money
Jim Rickards: The central bankers’ secret new plan to crush the dollar (03/30/16, Jim
Rickards, Currency Wars, The Crux)
Excerpt: Based on the best information we’ve been able to obtain, it looks like the dollar has
just been Shanghaied by the G-20 (the unelected, unaccountable group of 20 nations that
collectively control the world monetary system).
Once again, the city of Shanghai is the center of attention. This new effort to knock out the
dollar was contrived in a secret meeting in Shanghai on Feb. 26.
Who attended the meeting?
The list of names reads like a rogues’ gallery of central planners and currency manipulators.
Janet Yellen from the Fed, Christine Lagarde from the IMF, Mario Draghi from the ECB and
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Jack Lew were all there, along with their central bank and
finance ministry counterparts from Japan, China and the other BRICS.
(Further down)
Now the dollar is at a 10-year high on major indexes. It’s time to trash the dollar again. But the
U.S. does not have the same skillful leadership we had in James Baker. This time, the big
winner won’t be the U.S.; it will be China. The losers will be the same — Japan and Europe.
Understanding these backroom machinations of the power elite requires some history and
analysis. Here’s what you need to know:
Currency manipulations are negative-sum games. One country can get a small temporary
boost from devaluation, but trading partners are worse off, and the world is worse off.
Ultimately, even the country that devalued first is worse off after others retaliate.
However, a new theory of currency manipulation was created by Ben Bernanke. This theory
says that if every country eases at the same time, everyone gets the benefit of easing, but
exchange rates don’t change much because of the coordinated timing. Bernanke called this
“enrich thy neighbor,” in contrast to the original “beggar thy neighbor” name given to currency
wars in the 1930s.
Central bank policy changes work through expectations as much as actions. In traditional
policy, a central bank eases by cutting rates or tightens by raising rates. But it can also ease
by raising expectations about a rate increase and then doing nothing.
(Further down)
The G-20 central bankers and finance ministers agreed that China needed help. It’s the
world’s second-largest economy and it was falling fast. There was some danger it could take
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the world down with it.
But further yuan devaluation was not possible (in the short run) because it was too
destabilizing to markets.
The solution is to weaken the yuan on a relative basis by strengthening the currencies
of China’s major trading partners, Japan and Europe. In other words, if the yen and euro
get stronger, that’s the same as making the yuan weaker, but without the shock of Chinese
devaluation.
(Further down)
Yet how could Japan and Europe tighten without explicitly raising rates? They did it by raising
expectations.
(Further down)
The euro and yen went up against the dollar immediately. Comparatively, the yuan went down
with no explicit devaluation by China. This was the new Shanghai Accord in action.
(Further down)
Will the dollar now plunge 30%, as it did after 1985? It might.
If that happens, the shock waves will be felt in every market in the world. U.S. stocks will get a
lift, Japanese stocks will get crushed and gold will soar.
The Shanghai Accord will be a game changer depending on how hard the insiders push their
new playbook.
(Further down)
Europe is a larger trading partner to China than the U.S., so the yuan/euro cross-rate is
actually more important to the Chinese economy. What happened under the Shanghai
Accord was a coordinated devaluation that went unnoticed because China took no
official action and the yuan/dollar cross-rate was unchanged. It was an invisible
devaluation of the yuan.
Japan and Europe were the losers in this round of currency manipulations. Japan was the
winner in 2013 with Abenomics. Europe was the winner in 2014 with negative rates and Euro
QE. Now it was the turn of China and the U.S. to get a lift.
The U.S. and China are the world’s two largest economies. If they go down, the whole world
goes down with them. Both economies were showing signs of weakness. It was time for
Europe and Japan to give it up to China and the U.S. That’s the legacy of the Shanghai
Accord.
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What’s next?
There’s another secret G-20 meeting on April 16, 2016. This will take place on the sidelines of
the IMF spring meeting in Washington, D.C. I’ll be in Washington then reporting from the front
lines.
At the April conclave, I expect the Big Four (Japan, U.S., the eurozone and China) to leave
exchange rates alone for the time being. They’ll want time to evaluate their work following the
Shanghai Accord before taking next steps.
http://thecrux.com/jim-rickards-the-u-s-dollar-just-got-shanghaied/

No Rebound Here (04/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
The most important aspect of the US economy - consumption - appears to face a headwind
as despite "awesome" jobs data, exuberant Manufacturing surveys, and talking heads fighting
each other to come up with the most superlative superlatives for the US economy, UMIch
exposes the fact that income growth expectations for Americans (the ones that are
throwing their support behind Trump and Sanders) continues to slide.
All that post-QE3 "hope" is gone...

And Year-over-year shows no rebound here...
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h/t @DougTee
Still who needs "hope" when the stock market keeps rising. As Jim Cramer explained to 'the
people' this morning, "we need the stock market to go higher and the wealth effect to
continue."
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-01/no-rebound-here

The Path to the Final Crisis (04/01/16, Peter Tenenbrarum, Acting Man)
Excerpt: Our reader L from Mumbai has mailed us a number of questions about the negative
interest rate regime and its possible consequences. Since these questions are probably of
general interest, we have decided to reply to them in this post.

The NIRP club – negative central bank deposit rates – click to enlarge.
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Before we get to the questions, a few general remarks: negative interest rates could not exist
in an unhampered free market. They are an entirely artificial result of central bank
intervention. The so-called natural interest rate is actually a non-monetary phenomenon – it
simply reflects time preferences. Time preferences are an inviolable category of human action
and are always positive.
(Further down)
In theory, time preferences can rise almost to infinity: for instance, if an asteroid were to hit
Earth in two week’s time and we knew for sure that it would destroy the planet, it would no
longer make sense to provide for the future. Saving, investment and production would stop,
and everybody would confine himself to consumption. But the opposite can never happen,
since we cannot just stop consuming. As long as time passes and there is a “sooner” and a
“later”, there simply cannot be zero or negative interest.
(List of topics discussed in the article)
Fiduciary Media vs. Covered Money Substitutes
Hoarding of Cash Currency
Stemming the Tide
Government Bonds vs. Cash
(Further down)
Conclusion
Negative interest rate policy is inherently self-defeating, as are more traditional forms of
monetary pumping. The aim is to rescue a system that has been brought to the verge of
implosion after too much unsound debt and too much malinvested capital have accumulated,
by creating even more unsound debt and provoking even more capital misallocation. This, in
a word, is insane. While debt continues to grow, the economy’s ability to create the wealth
that will be required to repay it is concurrently undermined.
We cannot be sure what shape the next crisis will take, although it seems likely that it will be
yet another “deflation scare”, mainly caused by falling asset prices. However, we do know
what the last crisis of the current system will look like. It will entail a crumbling of the public’s
faith in fiat money and the institutions that issue and administer it.
Ironically, repeated deflation scares are actually hastening the arrival of this long-term
outcome, as they provoke ever more extreme policy responses, all of which tend to end up
boosting the amount of outstanding money and credit.
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U
S money supply TMS-2: economic downturns and “deflation scares” continually provoke
money printing on an ever more breathtaking scale – click to enlarge.
Charts by: US Global Investors, St. Louis Federal Reserve Research, Bloomberg, BigCharts
http://www.acting-man.com/?p=44136

New York Follows California, Will Raise Minimum Wage To $15/Hour (04/01/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt:Earlier his week, California paved the way for a $15/hour minimum wage, in a move
that essentially communicated the following message: “..to hell with economics.”
The living wage issue is one of the most controversial debates playing out in America today
and it goes right to the heart of partisan politics.
Anyone who’s “feeling the Bern” so to speak, believes they’re entitled to make enough flipping
burgers to feed their family. And you know what? They’re wrong. Dead wrong.
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Either, i) they don’t have the skill set they need to find a job that pays a decent wage, ii) they
have other personal problems that keep them from securing gainful employment, or iii) the
US economy has simply become a service sector, minimum wage job creation machine
that severely limits job seekers’ opportunities and forever relegates the vast majority of
society to the bottom of the pyramid in what is increasingly becoming a feudal system.
Note that our rather harsh assessment doesn’t actually put the blame on workers.
(Further down)
Here's a bit of color on the New York mandatory minimum issue via Reuters:
Governor Andrew Cuomo and state legislative leaders reached a deal on Thursday to raise
New York state's minimum wage towards $15 per hour, but fell short of a uniform state-wide
increase.
The deal outlines a faster rise in New York City, but carves out a slow lane for small
businesses and surrounding counties. In less prosperous areas north of the city it rises to
$12.50 per hour before a state review of the law's impact.
The minimum wage agreement was part of a broad budget deal that Cuomo announced late
on Thursday. He said the plan included 12 weeks of paid family leave and $4.2 billion in tax
cuts. The $147 billion budget caps spending growth at 2 percent.
"I believe that this is the best plan the state has produced in decades," Cuomo told a news
conference.
(Further down)
Great. You'll now make $15/hour to serve downtown lattes to Jamie Dimon's assistant and on
the off chance someone important happens to venture up to mid-town (which they won't), you
may get a $5 tip in the plastic cup.
Of course you still won't be able to afford your upper east side apartment without an annoying
roommate, nor will you have any hope of making anything of your life other than ensuring that
you know the difference between a latte and a cappuccino.
But don't worry. Your vote counts. Because Hillary will fix this.
Or Trump will.
Or Bernie will.
Or Cruz will.
Or wait... is this hopeless?
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Maybe you'll just stay broke until the "right" person comes along...
Adolf Hitler - speech (English Subtitles).
Zero Hedge embedded the video in the article. I just included the link to the video at YouTube.
It is an actual speech Hitler made. Run time 10 min. Pay attention to what he says. Pay
attention to the response of those listening. And pay special attention to Deputy Fuhrer Rudolf
Hess when he returns to the podium after Hitler speaks. Learn from the past.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-01/new-york-follows-california-will-raise-minimum-wage-15hour

Number of Californians Moving to Texas Hits Highest Level in Nearly a Decade
(03/31/16, Ali Meyer, The Washington Free Beacon)
California transplants take $1.77 billion in adjusted gross income with them
Excerpt: According to IRS migration data, which uses individual income tax returns to record
year-to-year address changes, over 250,000 California residents moved out of the state
between 2013 and 2014, the latest period for which data was available. The tax returns
reported more than $21 billion in adjusted gross income to the IRS.
Of the returns, 33,626 reported address changes from California to Texas, which has been
the top destination for individuals leaving California since 2007. Californians who moved to
Texas between 2013 and 2014 reported $2.19 billion in adjusted gross income.
(Further down)
“California’s taxes and regulations are crushing businesses, and there are more opportunities
in Texas for people to start new companies, get good jobs, and create better lives for their
families,” said Nathan Nascimento, the director of state initiatives at Freedom Partners.
“When tax and regulatory climates are bad, people will move to better economic
environments—this phenomenon isn’t a mystery, it’s how marketplaces work. Not only should
other state governments take note of this, but so should the federal government.”
http://freebeacon.com/issues/number-californians-moving-texas-hits-highest-level-nearly-decade/

The Next Big Problem: "Stagflation Is Starting To Show Across The Economy"
(04/02/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: In the past few months, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has gone out of its way to
show that U.S. worker compensation is finally rising. There is one problem with that: while
that may be true on an hourly basis...
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... on a weekly basis, the picture is vastly different. What is happening is that weekly wage
growth have gone nowhere in years, but because the average hours worked per week has
declined and today hit a 2 year low of 34.4, it translates into more money per hour worked.

But let's assume that wages, or at least the perception thereof, is indeed rising - is this
helping the average American? Well, as we showed earlier this week, the net "after expense"
income of average Americans measured in real dollars has declined from $17K in 2004 to
$6,000 in 2014 because as wages have declined dramatically, expenses have surged. In fact,
according to the recent Pew study, by 2014, median income had fallen by 13 percent
from 2004 levels, while expenditures had increased by nearly 14 percent, As such a
2.5%, or 3.5% or even 10% increases in wages will not manage to offset the surging
expenditures, mostly on rent.
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(Further down)
And yet, even the analysts who are only looking at the most rudimentary data are now
warning that a new problem is emerging for the US economy, a problem which is always
present whenever wages are rising, while overall economic growth is stalling (as it is currently
according to the Atlanta Fed with a 0.7% Q1 GDP) and corporate profits are about to plunge
by the most since the financial crisis: stagflation.
(Further down)
Which brings us to the following Bloomberg TV interview with Wells Fargo's Jim Paulsen in
which the otherwise jovial permabull focuses on only one thing: the rising threat of
stagflation. This is what he said:
I think stagflation is starting to show - that idea of stronger nominal growth but weaker
real growth is starting to show up across the economy. It certainly is showing up with
real personal consumption slowing; it's showing with slower job creation growth as
the wage rate rises, and it's showing up in weaker profits as the share of labor income
rises reducing profit margins for corporations.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-01/next-big-problem-stagflation-starting-show-across-economy

Technology
"I'm 100% Sure" The US Presidential Campaign Is Being Tampered With (04/02/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt:There is a growing recognition of the increasing tail wagging the dog nature of the
internet's control over election outcomes. We recently detailed "the hidden persuaders" at
work showing how the internet has spawned subtle forms of influence that can flip elections
and manipulate everything we say, think and do. Confirming all of this to be chillingly true
is Andrés Sepúlveda, who rigged elections throughout Latin America for almost a decade. On
the question of whether the U.S. presidential campaign is being tampered with, he is
unequivocal - "I'm 100 percent sure it is."
Liberty Blitzkrieg's Mike Krieger excerpts a must-read Bloomberg article,
In July 2015, Sepúlveda sat in the small courtyard of the Bunker, poured himself a cup of
coffee from a thermos, and took out a pack of Marlboro cigarettes. He says he wants to tell
his story because the public doesn’t grasp the power hackers exert over modern elections or
the specialized skills needed to stop them. “I worked with presidents, public figures with
great power, and did many things with absolutely no regrets because I did it with full
conviction and under a clear objective, to end dictatorship and socialist governments
in Latin America,” he says. “I have always said that there are two types of politics—
what people see and what really makes things happen. I worked in politics that are not
seen.”
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(Further down)
For eight years, Sepúlveda, now 31, says he traveled the continent rigging major political
campaigns. With a budget of $600,000, the Peña Nieto job was by far his most complex. He
led a team of hackers that stole campaign strategies, manipulated social media to create
false waves of enthusiasm and derision, and installed spyware in opposition offices, all to
help Peña Nieto, a right-of-center candidate, eke out a victory. On that July night, he cracked
bottle after bottle of Colón Negra beer in celebration. As usual on election night, he was
alone.
His teams worked on presidential elections in Nicaragua, Panama, Honduras, El Salvador,
Colombia, Mexico, Costa Rica, Guatemala, and Venezuela. Campaigns mentioned in this
story were contacted through former and current spokespeople; none but Mexico’s PRI and
the campaign of Guatemala’s National Advancement Party would comment.
(Further down)
Rendón, says Sepúlveda, saw that hackers could be completely integrated into a modern
political operation, running attack ads, researching the opposition, and finding ways to
suppress a foe’s turnout. As for Sepúlveda, his insight was to understand that voters trusted
what they thought were spontaneous expressions of real people on social media more than
they did experts on television and in newspapers. He knew that accounts could be faked and
social media trends fabricated, all relatively cheaply. He wrote a software program, now called
Social Media Predator, to manage and direct a virtual army of fake Twitter accounts. The
software let him quickly change names, profile pictures, and biographies to fit any need.
Eventually, he discovered, he could manipulate the public debate as easily as moving pieces
on a chessboard—or, as he puts it, “When I realized that people believe what the Internet
says more than reality, I discovered that I had the power to make people believe almost
anything.”
(Further down)
For most jobs, Sepúlveda assembled a crew and operated out of rental homes and
apartments in Bogotá. He had a rotating group of 7 to 15 hackers brought in from across
Latin America, drawing on the various regions’ specialties. Brazilians, in his view, develop the
best malware. Venezuelans and Ecuadoreans are superb at scanning systems and software
for vulnerabilities. Argentines are mobile intercept artists. Mexicans are masterly hackers in
general but talk too much. Sepúlveda used them only in emergencies.
(Further down)
Money was no problem. At one point, Sepúlveda spent $50,000 on high-end Russian
software that made quick work of tapping Apple, BlackBerry, and Android phones. He also
splurged on the very best fake Twitter profiles; they’d been maintained for at least a year,
giving them a patina of believability.
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Just about anything the digital dark arts could offer to Peña Nieto’s campaign or important
local allies, Sepúlveda and his team provided. On election night, he had computers call
tens of thousands of voters with prerecorded phone messages at 3 a.m. in the critical
swing state of Jalisco. The calls appeared to come from the campaign of popular leftwing gubernatorial candidate Enrique Alfaro Ramírez. That angered voters—that was
the point—and Alfaro lost by a slim margin. In another governor’s race, in Tabasco,
Sepúlveda set up fake Facebook accounts of gay men claiming to back a conservative
Catholic candidate representing the PAN, a stunt designed to alienate his base. “I always
suspected something was off,” the candidate, Gerardo Priego, said recently when told how
Sepúlveda’s team manipulated social media in the campaign.
(Further down)
As we concluded prevously, we are living in a world in which a handful of high-tech
companies, sometimes working hand-in-hand with governments, are not only monitoring
much of our activity, but are also invisibly controlling more and more of what we think, feel, do
and say. The technology that now surrounds us is not just a harmless toy; it has also
made possible undetectable and untraceable manipulations of entire populations –
manipulations that have no precedent in human history and that are currently well
beyond the scope of existing regulations and laws. The new hidden persuaders are
bigger, bolder and badder than anything Vance Packard ever envisioned. If we choose to
ignore this, we do so at our peril
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-02/how-hack-presidential-election
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UPDATE APRIL 12, 2016 – TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is April 12, 2016
As it turns out, today's Update could best be put into the movie, Back to the Future 2; which,
by the way, the movie setting was 1989 and the future in the movie was 2015.
All of the articles in today's Update, except one, are about Technology. However, oddly
enough, the subject of the non-technology article is triggering the development and
implementation of variations of the technologies seen in Back to the Future 2; automation to
replace human workers.
Let me say that the technologies being developed today are truly amazing! Alexa told me so.
In the movie everyone had at least one big flat screen TV, and they were smart TVs. Do I
need to comment?
Also, the clothing (at least some of the clothing) had become wearable appliances, sensing
the wearer and the environment around the wearer. In this Update you will learn what is
happening on that front.
And who can forget Max Headroom, the “talking head” in the cafe? Wait til you see what's in
this Update. It is both awesome and horrifying at the same time.
And not in the movie, Japan is beginning the use of fingerprints as currency.
Of course, the one thing in the movie that we cannot forget is that they pinpointed all their
problems on a diversion to an alternate historical timeline, and that they could only correct the
diversion by traveling just prior to the shift point on the real timeline so all could be set right.
Meanwhile, back in reality we don't have alternate timelines. We have one historical timeline,
and we're on it.
By the way, the article about fingerprints being used as currency in Japan is pretty interesting.
The official stated agenda is to increase tourism in Japan. Meanwhile, as we have seen,
Japan has implemented negative interest rates (NIRP). And we have learned that NIRP and
physical cash are not compatible.
For this “test,” they even say in the article that the program will start small and the
government wants to expand it. That's the real agenda. There is no “test.”
Be sure that all the other countries/central banks will be watching Japan.
You are my family and friends. I love you guys!
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Technology
U.S. hospitals are getting hit by hackers
Excerpt from the excerpt: It's only the latest medical facility to be hit this way, falling in line
with a prediction by cybersecurity firm Trend Micro (TMICF) that "2016 will be the year of
online extortion."
MedStar Hospital Hacked: FBI Needs Help
Excerpt from the excerpt: All in all, the computer virus that had been planted on the network
scuppered communication between PCs in both the 800 bed Washington and 400 bed
Maryland MedStar sites. Another troubling cyber penetration; that left 30,000 employees –
including 6,000 physicians – unable to conduct hospital duties in the usual way.
How to Prevent Hackers from Erasing Your Bank Account
Excerpt from the excerpt: The Department of Defense, CIA, and IRS have all been hacked.
And last month, hackers stole $81 million from the most powerful central bank in the world:
the U.S. Federal Reserve. It was the largest bank robbery in history.
The Changing Fabric of the Textile Industry
Excerpt from the excerpt: Electrical engineers, material scientists, software developers,
manufacturers, and fashion designers have all collaborated in an effort to merge the age-old
industry of textile materials with nano-technology and the Internet of Things (IoT).
Fingerprints to be tested as ‘currency’
Excerpt from the excerpt: Starting this summer, the government will test a system in which
foreign tourists will be able to verify their identities and buy things at stores using only their
fingerprints. With graphic
Stunning Video Reveals Why You Shouldn't Trust Anything You See On Television
This is computerized facial imagery used in the movie and television industry. I brought this
technology up in a Bible class I was teaching back in 2001 or 2002 for the same reason it is
being brought up by Zero Hedge today. It was pretty impressive then. Today it is even more
amazing in a good way, and very alarming in a bad way
I have included the link to the YouTube file in the excerpt.
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Excerpt from the excerpt:In simple English: famous "talking heads" speaking, chatting,
interacting on TV can be practically anyone masquerading as said celebrity, and due to the
real time conversion, they can talk, react, answer questions and generally emote so that
the deception is flawless and totally convincing.
Money
Minimum wage hike: The costs are higher than you think
The explanation of the consequences, intended and unintended, brought up in this article is
excellent and done well. There is, however, one thing he only alludes to that I would like to
state unequivocally: The real reason the minimum wage is being raised by those in
government (oddly, even individual city governments) is that it is a nefarious way to raise
taxes without officially raising taxes. The joy of Socialism. California, the leader.
Government justification: (shed a tear) “We're overriding the business owners and giving
the least among us in the workforce a raise. (choke) (sob) The (choke) the ability to have a
better life!”
Excerpt from the excerpt: The results will include the shuttering of businesses, loss of jobs
due to costs, the elimination of employment due to the relative cost of automation, a severe
decline in California’s manufacturing competitiveness, and it will encourage employers to
leave the state.

Updates
Technology
U.S. hospitals are getting hit by hackers (03/28/16, Jose Pagliery, CNN Money)
Excerpt: Last week, yet another American hospital was tossed into chaos after its computers
were infected by hackers.
This time it was Methodist Hospital, an averaged-sized medical facility located in western
Kentucky.
Methodist Hospital was operating "in an internal state of emergency" on Friday, according to
its website. A section of its computer network had been rendered useless.
On March 16, the hospital got hit with ransomware, a particularly nasty type of computer virus
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that encrypts computer files. Hackers don't give you a key to unlock documents until they are
paid a ransom.
It's only the latest medical facility to be hit this way, falling in line with a prediction by
cybersecurity firm Trend Micro (TMICF) that "2016 will be the year of online extortion."
http://money.cnn.com/2016/03/23/technology/hospital-ransomware/

MedStar Hospital Hacked: FBI Needs Help (04/01/16, Ray Walsh, BestVPN)
Excerpt: For the third time in recent memory, a US hospital has fallen prey to cyber criminals
with cruel intentions. On this, occasion the victim is MedStar Georgetown University Hospital
in Washington D.C., which was struck by malware on Monday. The surprise attack was first
noticed because of a suspicious lack of emails explains Dr. Stuart Seides – the director of the
infirmary. Relaying his memory of how events unfolded,
(Further down)
All in all, the computer virus that had been planted on the network scuppered communication
between PCs in both the 800 bed Washington and 400 bed Maryland MedStar sites. Another
troubling cyber penetration; that left 30,000 employees – including 6,000 physicians – unable
to conduct hospital duties in the usual way.
Doctors and nurses were forced to resort to running both medical facilities in what the director
described Tuesday as ‘the old fashioned way’. Adopting pens, pencils, and notepads to
continue with the job of providing care to inpatients. The difference was remarkable, Seides
explains, commenting on how reliant on technology the MedStar infirmaries have become,
(Further down)
As was the case in the recent (Los Angeles and Kentucky) hospital cyber attacks, the FBI
quickly became involved in attempts to restore the sizable computer network. In what must
have felt like a frustratingly cruel blow; individual machines were still functioning, but the
network itself – where important patient data is accessed – was completely out of order.
(Further down)
For now, then, it will remain unknown whether the MedStar hack was, in fact, a cash heist.
Common sense, however, would lead one to presume that a ransom has been requested on
this occasion (like in the others), which the hospital has decided not to disclose to the public.
One can only hope that the sum of money was not more than the $17,000 that were stumped
up at the Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital a month ago.
https://www.bestvpn.com/blog/46752/medstar-hospital-hacked/
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How to Prevent Hackers from Erasing Your Bank Account (03/31/16, Justin Spittler,
Casey Research)
Excerpt:
• In 2013, a gang of mostly Russian hackers stole up to $1 billion from bank
accounts...
The hackers secretly infiltrated computers at over 100 banks. Once they had control of the
computers, they ordered bank ATMs to spit out cash at a set time…where an associate would
pick up the cash. One bank lost $7.3 million this way.
By stealing relatively small amounts per transaction, the hackers kept the scheme going for
nearly two years. The names of the hacked banks are still secret.
There have been countless cyberattacks like this in recent years. Just last year, we learned of
a major cyberattack against JPMorgan Chase, E*Trade, and Scottrade.
(Further down)
• Not even the government can defend itself against hackers...
The Department of Defense, CIA, and IRS have all been hacked. And last month, hackers
stole $81 million from the most powerful central bank in the world: the U.S. Federal Reserve.
It was the largest bank robbery in history.
(Further down)
Most folks haven’t woken up to this danger yet. They still trust the system. They think, “Surely,
my bank will keep my money safe.”
We believe trusting your bank to protect your entire life savings from hackers is a big mistake.
As we’ve shown, hackers often outsmart banks and government authorities.
https://www.caseyresearch.com/articles/how-to-prevent-hackers-from-erasing-your-bank-account-1

The Changing Fabric of the Textile Industry (04/07/16, Shelley Goldberg, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Sooner rather than later, smart technology will not only be woven into the fabric of
our daily lives but, quite literally, into the fabric of our clothes.
(Further down)
Whether you call it smart clothing, functional fabric, or textile devices, these innovations are
groundbreaking.
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Electrical engineers, material scientists, software developers, manufacturers, and fashion
designers have all collaborated in an effort to merge the age-old industry of textile materials
with nano-technology and the Internet of Things (IoT).
Today’s smart fabrics are far more complex than a blend of wools, cottons, and polyesters.
They incorporate a variety of metals, fiberglass, and ceramics. Rather than being superficially
glued together, these make up the basic elements of the fiber, itself.
(Further down)
The textile industry is reinventing fabrics to allow them to collect and store data in order to
address many unresolved human needs.
Already, scientists have developed fabrics that react not only to the signals our body emits but
to the elements it faces.
After collecting the data, high-tech fabrics can actually process that information. This means
that the fabric will be able to see, hear, communicate, and store energy. Ultimately, the fabric
will monitor the health of and heat or cool its wearer, accordingly.
Some articles of clothing currently in the making include safety gloves for industrial
businesses and body armor for the military. Weaving chips into the fabric of these items is
practical for mountain climbers and triathletes, as well as our nation’s defense.
(Further down)
The Obama Administration has just announced the New Revolutionary Fibers and Textiles
Manufacturing Innovation Hub in Cambridge, Massachusetts, with a reported $2 billion in
manufacturing research and development (R&D) investments.
This leading consortium of 89 manufacturers, universities, and non-profits, organized by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), will spearhead a new manufacturing innovation
institute in partnership with the Department of Defense.
(Further down)
Professor Yoel Fink of MIT explains that light conducting fibers could function as optical
identifiers or barcodes, and fibers comprised of lasers could project light in multiple colors.
These high tech fibers collect information and can actually see light and develop perception of
depth.
They function like cameras, but rather than a single aperture by which to view the world, there
will be thousands of viewpoints covering the surface of the material.
Further, Fink explains that the fibers can pick up sound and translate it into an electrical signal
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such that the wearer would be able to play music directly from the clothing, eliminating the
need for uncomfortable earphones.
(Further down)
Juan Hinestroza of Cornell University stated, “I believe that one of the big transformations of
the 21st century is going to be taking fabrics and apparel and turning them from something
that has a fairly low functionality into a functional high-tech industry.”
Hinestroza considers cotton to be one of most fascinating and misunderstood materials,
despite the fact that civilization has been wearing if for thousands of years.
Rather than merely adding function to the material (i.e., the Apple watch), the material
becomes the function with automatic abilities. Just like the materials worn by Spiderman,
Batman, and Wonder Woman, the average person will have almost super human abilities to
keep themselves healthy and safe inside their clothes.
By adjusting both the size and the space between nano-particles, Hinestroza’s team was able
to control the interaction between light and matter, meaning we can make and control colors.
By making transistors from cotton, his student discovered how to trap toxic gasses or smells
in a selective manner, which would change the threat of chemical or biological warfare, and
prevent epidemics.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/04/07/department-of-defense-textile-devices/

Fingerprints to be tested as ‘currency’ (04/08/16, The Yomiuri Shimbun, The Japan News)
Excerpt:
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Starting this summer, the government will test a system in which foreign tourists will be able to
verify their identities and buy things at stores using only their fingerprints.
The government hopes to increase the number of foreign tourists by using the system to
prevent crime and relieve users from the necessity of carrying cash or credit cards. It aims to
realize the system by the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games.
The experiment will have inbound tourists register their fingerprints and other data, such as
credit card information, at airports and elsewhere.
Tourists would then be able to conduct tax exemption procedures and make purchases after
verifying their identities by placing two fingers on special devices installed at stores.
(Further down)
It hopes to realize the system throughout the country, including Tokyo, by 2020.
Introducing the system is part of the government’s efforts to increase the annual number of
foreign tourists to 40 million by 2020.
It is also aiming to demonstrate the country’s advanced technology by having tourists use the
system when they visit Japan for the Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics.
Data concerning how and where foreign tourists use the system will be managed by a
consultative body led by the government, after the data is converted to anonymous big data.
After analyzing tourists’ movements and their spending habits, the data is expected to be
utilized to devise policies on tourism and management strategies for the tourism industry.
However, there are concerns that tourists will be uneasy about providing personal information
such as fingerprints.
The experiment will examine issues including how to protect one’s privacy and information
management.
Attempts to put similar systems into practical use are under way at a bank and a theme park
in Japan.
(Further down)
By the end of this month at the earliest, Tokyo-based Aeon Bank will become the first bank in
Japan to test a system in which customers will be able to withdraw cash from automatic teller
machines using only fingerprints for identification and omitting the use of cash cards.
“The system is also superior in the area of security, such as preventing people from
impersonating our customers,” an official from the bank said.Speech
http://the-japan-news.com/news/article/0002859676
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Stunning Video Reveals Why You Shouldn't Trust Anything You See On Television
(04/09/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: In recent years, many have voiced increasing concerns with their ability to place trust
in official data, and have faith in conventional narratives.
And for good reason: just yesterday a University of Chicago finance professor, while being
interviewed at the Ambrosetti Forum, said that it is all about preserving confidence and trust
in a "rigged game": "if people are told enough by smart people on television that the
economy has been fixed, and the market is a reflection of the fundamentals, then
they’ll blindly support anything the Fed does."
But while the saying "don't believe everything [or anything] you read" and "trust but verify"
may be more appropriate now than ever, the following video is an absolute stunner in its
revelation of just how deep "real-time" media deception can truly go.
(Further down)
In simple English: famous "talking heads" speaking, chatting, interacting on TV can be
practically anyone masquerading as said celebrity, and due to the real time conversion, they
can talk, react, answer questions and generally emote so that the deception is flawless
and totally convincing.
(Further down)
And to appreciate just how profoundly deceptive this technology can (and will) be for mass
media manipulative purposes, watch the shocking 6 minute clip below.
Face2Face: Real-time Face Capture and Reenactment of RGB Videos (CVPR 2016 Ora
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-09/stunning-video-reveals-why-you-shouldnt-trust-anything-you-seetelevision

Money
Minimum wage hike: The costs are higher than you think (04/04/16, J. Dale Debber,
Capitol Weekly)
Excerpt: Let’s look at the real results and implications of what our elected officials have done
to us and for themselves on many levels. And let’s find the unintended consequences. Those
include additional payroll taxes and raises for non-minimum wage employees.
The results will include the shuttering of businesses, loss of jobs due to costs, the elimination
of employment due to the relative cost of automation, a severe decline in California’s
manufacturing competitiveness, and it will encourage employers to leave the state.
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Minimum wage proponents have good intentions, but they pave the way to hold back many
workers and cost the jobs of many others.
The minimum wage in the United States is $7.25. As of 2013, only 19 states plus the District
of Columbia had enacted minimum wages higher than the U.S. standard. Since then, cities
like San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Seattle have enacted the $15 limit. In each case,
businesses have closed, and jobs have been lost.
(Further down)
Besides the increase in pay, employees will pay increased taxes and employer increased
matching and employer deductions. Most employers have a “burden” — that is, costs in
addition to payroll — of 28%. These costs include matching the social security contribution,
state disability, unemployment and a host of others. As hourly wages increase, so does the
dollar amount of the burden.
(Further down)
But minimum-wage earners are clearly not the only pay level that will change. Besides the
additional cost of salaries for minimum-wage employees, there are likely to be increases for
other workers as well. Employees who now make more than minimum-wage people at their
company will need to have raises as well.
The relative value of an employee – whether perceived by the individual employee, or by his
peers or family, can be measured in his or her pay rate as compared to the minimum wage.
I’m calling this measurement the RVPR – or the “Relative Value Pay Rate.”
What will happen is that people who now make $20 per hour compared to the $10 minimum
wage will feel the necessity to make $30 per hour, so they are still worth double the minimum
wage.
And since neither the job duties of the minimum-wage earner nor of the higher-wage earner
are likely to change, the pay rate must. And don’t forget about the 28% increased burden.
(Further down)
Other Unintended Consequences
FOOD: The cost of food in the supermarket will increase for all citizens as all of the costs of
producing and delivering it increase. A bill currently in the Legislature would end certain labor
exceptions for farm workers. You can expect farm mechanization wherever possible.
INSURANCE: We must not exclude workers’ comp premiums, which are based upon payroll
and increase in direct proportion to payroll across industries. Those will adjust over time, but
consider that with increased earnings the costs of both temporary and permanent disability
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will rise. All of the other service costs will rise, as the costs of everything from underwriting to
medical services experience payroll increases.
INCREASED UNEMPLOYMENT: Minimum wage jobs are frequently learning jobs for the
young. But first jobs for high schoolers and college kids, such as in fast food or intern-type
positions, are likely to disappear. In Europe,the unemployment rate for people 26 and under is
nearing 30% as a result of employment laws that employers cannot live with. Jobs for seniors
who supplement their social security will disappear and more will fall into poverty.
AUTOMATION: Automation will replace a lot of jobs with kiosks. We are seeing it in the
airports at airlines and even car rental agencies. McDonalds has installed 7,000 “touch screen
cashiers” and is trying them out in stores in Phoenix. It something to consider when one
realizes that they don’t get overtime, breaks and can’t sue for a host of California employment
laws and regulations that are already broader and more invasive than other states.
WELFARE: In a state where working the system has become an art form, higher wages
decrease eligibility for welfare benefits and subsidies for food stamps, child care, and rent. In
Seattle and other towns where similar wage increases have occurred, workers are requesting
fewer hours in order not to lose their welfare. Welfare caseloads have not decreased.
http://capitolweekly.net/california-minimum-wage-costs-higher/
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UPDATE APRIL 20, 2016 – MONEY, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY
Hello everyone... Today is April 20, 2016
I hope this Update finds you well and doing well.
As we all know, Japan and Ecuador both had major earthquakes. Mexico had a volcano near
Mexico City erupt. Shake 'n' bake: Quakes, volcanoes in sudden eruption spree
Meanwhile, Flooding, Tornadoes Impact South-Central States with reports of the Houston
area getting slammed. At least 5 dead, hundreds rescued from high water in Houston flooding
Those of you with family and friends in Japan we hope none were in the quake area, and if
any were, we hope they came through it okay.
You who were actually in Ecuador, very happy to hear you are okay and were not caught in
the destruction.
Those of you in Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, and Louisiana we are watching and keeping you
in prayer.
The articles in the Update speak for themselves, with an interesting but scary twist. Step back
and look at the headlines. Though they are grouped into Money, Culture and Technology, you
may notice that they all could also be grouped into Government.
A word about the article What really drives the LGBT Agenda. Erik Rush is correct.
I have been discussing things sexual for decades and about the turn of the century was able
to see and articulate that most folks are unaware that the only reason there is even an
opportunity for an LGBT agenda is because of Society's embrace of Socialism. Remove the
underlying ideology of Socialism and the LGBT Agenda has no reason to exist.
As those of you who keep up with the UN Sustainability Committee know, back in the 1990's
the UN Sustainability Committee determined that PROMOTING homosexuality was one
effective way to reduce the world population, thus providing for a sustainable planet.
And let us not forget that the same UN Sustainability Committee, as of last October, now has
the 2030 Agenda in place. At the time of the UN meeting to ratify and implement the Agenda,
both the Pope and Mr. Obama spoke at the UN and enthusiastically endorsed the 2030
Sustainability Agenda. The only way the Agenda can be implemented is by the mechanism of
Socialism. Need to look back? The October 2, 2015 Update in the 2015 Update book.
Please note the God damned reasoning of the UN Sustainability Committee. The purpose
(the end game) of countries promoting and embracing the LGBT Agenda (teaching it even in
elementary school) is to reduce the overall population. Once we understand the larger
promotional plan, we see that embracing the LGBT Agenda is really embracing DEATH. It
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gets confusing because the Agenda appears to be about the people. It's not.
If my telling you the truth causes you to be angry with me thinking my comments are hatefilled and/or homophobic, please stop and think about what I have explained. I just gave
everyone a heads-up about what is really going on. If you've been wondering why all this is
happening, now you know.
Remember, the fact that Sustainability is even a question to be discussed by the UN means it
is a “Crisis” to be dealt with by the governments of the world, by any means they see fit. As a
result, anyone who gets in the way of the policies/laws put in place to avert the “crisis” will be
an enemy of the state and also an enemy of the new Culture, guilty of Discrimination and
Hate Crimes. And that is absolutely happening today. This is going to become a bigger issue.
Those of you outside my family should also know that I am an only child with ten brothers and
sisters, who l love. From age 4 to 18 I was also raised by an actively bi-sexual stepfather,
and at the age of 42 or 43 my stepbrother decided to live as a woman, and is doing so to this
day, some twenty years later. I assure you that I have no ill will or fear when discussing the
more complex issues of human sexuality.
You are my family and friends. Hey, I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Money
Guess Which 3 States Lost Retail Jobs Since 2014
There is no easy excerpt of the excerpt for this article from the Economic Policy Journal. The
author names the three states while showing a correlation to the minimum wage increases in
two of those states. The third state's lost retail jobs was for a whole different, easily
understood reason.
Has the Fed Bankrupted the Nation?
Danielle DiMartino Booth spent nine years as a Senior Financial Analyst with the Federal
Reserve of Dallas and served as an Advisor on monetary policy to Dallas Federal Reserve
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President Richard W. Fisher until his retirement.
Excerpt from the excerpt: The latest household data for 2015: Disposable income, $13.4
trillion. Debt, $14.2 trillion.
Culture
Kris Jenner Has Just One Question After Caitlyn Makes Gender Transition ‘Official’
Kris Jenner's ONE question is really good.
Your son living as 'girl' at school? Not your business!
Excerpt from the excerpt: “They also have a policy that they put in place that would allow for
the school to let the child recommend they want to change their gender and they want to
change their name but they don’t want their parents involved,” Casperson explained. “This
policy says then that the school then must not let the parents know about what’s going on.”
What really drives the LGBT agenda
Excerpt from the excerpt: Once this has been accomplished, not only does the doctrine of the
majority no longer effectively supersede the will of the State, but the State is now free to
impose secular doctrines, laws and regulations that are more conducive to state control and
manipulation of the populace in every area of their lives.
Climate Policy’s Advocates Take Page From Same-Sex Marriage Playbook
Excerpt from the excerpt: Two months ahead of a federal court hearing on President Obama’s
signature climate change rule, a coordinated public relations offensive has begun — modeled
after the same-sex marriage campaign — to influence the outcome of the case.
State nixes city's open-bathrooms ordinance
Excerpt from the excerpt: In a statement released late Wednesday, McCrory said the “basic
expectation of privacy in the most personal of settings, a restroom or locker room, for each
gender was violated by government overreach and intrusion by the mayor and city council of
Charlotte.”
Left hiding truth about North Carolina bathroom bill
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The irony of that is that there is the NBA and the WNBA, they don’t
allow men to play in the WNBA, and I’m sure they don’t allow men to go into the women’s
locker room after the games either. But they somehow think North Carolina is discriminatory
because we want to protect women and children from predators in the bathroom,” Forest said.
Louisiana governor rescinds religious-liberty order
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The previous administration’s executive [order] I am rescinding
was meant to serve a narrow political agenda,” Edwards said, in the statement. “It does
nothing but divide our state and forced the business community, from Louisiana’s smallest
businesses to large corporations, like IBM, to strongly oppose it. This executive order
threatens Louisiana’s business growth and it goes against everything we stand for – unity,
acceptance and opportunity for all.”
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Technology
SJWs Build New Database to Shame People For “Insulting” Online Comments
Excerpt from the excerpt: Examples included telling someone “you suck,” calling them a “liar,”
or calling a transgender person by their original name, for example referring to Caitlyn Jenner
as ‘Bruce’.
DOJ: Terror threats could be disguised as normal cyberhacks
Excerpt from the excerpt: Companies deal with cyberattacks like these hundreds of times a
day and rarely report them to authorities, he said at the Foundation for the Defense of
Democracies Washington Forum. In this case, the company did contact law enforcement,
which was able to link the intrusion to Junaid Hussain, a British-born member of the Islamic
State killed by a U.S. airstrike in August.
Microsoft sues US over secret demands for customer data
Excerpt from the excerpt: Microsoft says authorities demanded customer information more
than 5,600 times in the last 18 months. In nearly half those cases, a court ordered the
company to keep the demand secret.

Updates
Money
Guess Which 3 States Lost Retail Jobs Since 2014 (04/10/16, Jed Graham, Economic
Policy Journal)
Excerpt: For one state, there’s no mystery. North Dakota’s entire economy has fallen into a
recession with the end of the fracking boom. Overall nonfarm employment in North Dakota
has shrunk by 5% over the past year, so it would be surprising if the retail sector didn’t see job
losses as well.
(Further down)
Massachusetts has lost 2,200 retail jobs since employment in the sector peaked last July,
seasonally adjusted Labor Department data show. Retail employment is down 500 from
December 2014, before the first step of the state’s wage hike went into effect.
The minimum wage rose from $8 to $9 at the start of 2015 and to $10 on the first day of 2016.
It’s slated to go to $11 in 2017.
But the current $10 minimum wage works out to more like $10.80 an hour for retailers
because of the state’s seemingly antiquated Massachusetts Blue Laws that require all but the
smallest retailers to pay time and a half on Sundays and holidays...
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(Further down)
Before Massachusetts approved an $11 wage, Connecticut held the title for the highest state
wage. The state first hiked its minimum from $8.25 to $8.70 at the start of 2014, then became
the first to embrace President Obama’s call for a $10.10 wage. The current minimum wage of
$9.60 will hit $10.10 at the start of 2017.
Now retail employment in Connecticut is down 1,400 from a peak of 185,000 first hit in April
2014, and the state has fewer retail jobs than it did 30 months ago.
http://www.economicpolicyjournal.com/2016/04/guess-which-3-states-lost-retail-jobs.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+economicpolicyjournal%2FKpwH+
%28EconomicPolicyJournal.com%29

Has the Fed Bankrupted the Nation? (04/13/16, Danielle DiMartino Booth, DiMartino Booth
Money Strong)
Excerpt: What a casino. As Lewis points out in his book: In 1977, the total indebtedness of
U.S. government, corporate and household borrowers was $323 billion. By 1985, that figure
had grown to $7 trillion.
(Further down)
By year’s end 2015, U.S. indebtedness had swelled to $45.2 trillion. Tack on financials, which
few do, and it’s $64.5 trillion and unabashedly growing. We are a nation transformed.
(Further down)
American nonfinancial businesses are today in hock as never before, to the tune of $14
trillion. Sadly, most of their debt accrued since the crisis has been funneled into nonproductive
endeavors that involve balance sheet tiddlywinks to pad earnings. Don’t believe a single
economist who dares quantify the consequences of a foregone generation of capital
expenditures.
(Further down)
In 1984, disposable income, what we take home in the aggregate after we pay our taxes, was
$2.9 trillion. That same year, total household debt was $1.9 trillion. Back then, we covered our
debts and had a fair bit left over with which to fund savings and possibly pay for a trip to
Disney or for our kids’ college educations.
(Further down)
The Gregorian calendar dictates that the first year of this young century was 2001. That also
happens to be the first year Americans spent more than they cleared in disposable income by
way of accumulating debt: they took in $7.74 trillion and racked up debts that totaled $7.82
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trillion by year’s end.
(Further down)
What was the harsh medicine Ben Bernanke prescribed to wean the country off overindebtedness? Why gasoline. Bernanke poured fuel on the fire in the form of seven years of
zero interest rates making debt more accessible than it had been in 5,000 years of
recordkeeping (as per Merrill Lynch’s math).
The result was that households never saw even one year in which they made more than they
owed. Not one, even though the period of ‘beautiful deleveraging’ was supposedly underway.
From this and that dotcom IPO, bought on margin, no less…to liar mortgages…to super
subprime car loans, the elixir of aspiration has simply been too strong to resist. Lost along the
way is a culture that once valued waiting for the better things in life. In the wake of this
wholesale surrender of a culture, households have slowly succumbed to a subpar existence.
That’s the trouble with living beyond your means. It never lasts indefinitely and always leaves
you worse off than had you refrained from the get go.
The latest household data for 2015: Disposable income, $13.4 trillion. Debt, $14.2 trillion.
The prognosis? Mortgage debt is rising, credit card usage is back in vogue and student debt
continues to spiral upwards. Car lending meanwhile, may be taking its last gasp for this cycle
as fresh reports show used car prices have fallen for four straight months, a classic precursor
to a downturn in the auto sector.
(Further down)
If only we didn’t know how we got to this point. But we do. We were duped by Liar’s Brokers
and now have to live with the consequences. To quote Michael Lewis one last time, “In the
land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.”
http://dimartinobooth.com/fed-bankrupted-nation/

Culture
Kris Jenner Has Just One Question After Caitlyn Makes Gender Transition ‘Official’
(04/14/16, Lawrence Bonk, Independent Journal)
Excerpt: Kris Jenner was married to Caitlyn Jenner for over 20 years, which made Caitlyn’s
transition to a female difficult for her.
(Further down)
She poses a profound question once Caitlyn Jenner informs her that her official birth
certificate had already been changed to reflect her status as a female:
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Here is what she asked:
“Does this mean he didn’t exist?”
“Was I ever married? Was I legally married?”
http://injo.com/2016/04/583823-kris-jenner-asks-a-profound-question-after-caitlyn-jenner-makes-gendertransition-official/?utm_source=email&utm_campaign=afternoon-newsletter&utm_medium=owned

Your son living as 'girl' at school? Not your business! (04/12/16, Greg Corombos, WND)
State policy hides kids' choice of 'gender identity' from parents
Excerpt: (Michigan) The board’s policy would allow students to use bathrooms according to
the gender with which they identify. However, it doesn’t stop there.
“The bathroom is one component, but they’ve gone so far as to say they’re going to allow the
kids to blend together even in locker room settings. So you’re going to put a young boy in with
the young girls, as if somehow that’s acceptable,” said Casperson, a father of four.
The aspect of the policy that may bother Casperson most is language that would keep
parents in the dark about the gender identity struggles of their children.
“They also have a policy that they put in place that would allow for the school to let the child
recommend they want to change their gender and they want to change their name but they
don’t want their parents involved,” Casperson explained. “This policy says then that the
school then must not let the parents know about what’s going on.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/your-son-living-as-girl-at-school-not-your-business/?cat_orig=education

What really drives the LGBT agenda (04/14/16, Erik Rush, WND)
Exclusive: Erik Rush explains how the State 'demonizes the majority' to wield more power
Excerpt: Particularly in the case of the new North Carolina law – the Public Facilities Privacy
and Security Act – which prevents individuals who identify as “transgender” (excluding postoperative transsexuals) from using public restrooms based on their preferred gender identity
of the week, the blowback has been puzzling.
(Further down)
Well, here’s why – and it’s quite simple: Leaders on the left are aware that a socialist state
must be the sole arbiter of morality. It must be able to decree absolutely anything and
establish any social convention it deems appropriate, including that which many in any given
social order would consider profoundly amoral or primally repellant.
Presently, there’s a faction for whom the State will never reign supreme, because the
members thereof honor and obey the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Thus, in the eyes of
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those advancing the socialist state, these people must be disenfranchised and their doctrine
neutralized. In America, this faction primarily comprises Christians, who are a majority.
So, how do those advancing the socialist state go about disenfranchising a majority of
millions? They go about it in the same manner as was employed in Europe and in Canada: A
scenario is represented by means of propaganda wherein the habits or practices of one
faction become at odds with the established civil liberties of the majority – in this case, the
religious protections afforded Christians under the Constitution. The majority is then targeted
on the pretext that their liberties are manifestly oppressive to this faction – in this case,
homosexuals, transvestites and assorted sexual deviants.
Then, widespread sympathy is engendered on the part of the populace for the minority faction
by demonizing the majority for their oppression of the minority, even if this is not occurring.
Sufficient support for the minority faction is created to facilitate citizens’ endorsement of legal
measures protecting the “rights” (practices) of the minority faction; this necessarily negates
the civil liberties of the majority, which itself will be reticent to protest out of fear of being
further demonized.
This opens the door to ever-increasing institutional oppression of the majority faction and
encroachment of the now-legal rights of the minority faction upon them on the basis that the
majority previously abused their liberties in oppressing the minority faction. Members of the
majority group eventually become persona non grata, and many if not all of their doctrine
becomes suspect and stigmatized.
(Further down)
Once this has been accomplished, not only does the doctrine of the majority no longer
effectively supersede the will of the State, but the State is now free to impose secular
doctrines, laws and regulations that are more conducive to state control and manipulation of
the populace in every area of their lives.
Thus, it becomes clear that the “struggle for LGBT rights” in America is and has always been
nothing more than a pretext for the complete disenfranchisement of Christians. Gauging by
what has occurred in other Western nations, and observing that the same methodology was
in fact employed in these countries, there is no reason that any thinking person would fail to
come to the same conclusion.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/what-really-drives-the-lgbt-agenda/

Climate Policy’s Advocates Take Page From Same-Sex Marriage Playbook (03/29/16,
Coral Davenport, The New York Times)
Excerpt: WASHINGTON — Two months ahead of a federal court hearing on President
Obama’s signature climate change rule, a coordinated public relations offensive has begun —
modeled after the same-sex marriage campaign — to influence the outcome of the case.
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A national coalition of liberal and environmental advocacy groups, state attorneys general,
mayors and even some businesses are adhering to the strategy that a network of gay rights
and other advocacy groups began in the months before the Supreme Court heard arguments
in the same-sex marriage case, Obergefell v. Hodges, last year. Those advocates cannot be
certain, but they said they believed it had influenced the opinions of the justices, who ruled in
June that the Constitution guarantees a right to same-sex marriage.
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/30/us/politics/climate-change-advocates-take-page-fromsame-sex-marriageplaybook.html?_r=1

State nixes city's open-bathrooms ordinance (03/31/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Governor: 'Basic expectation of privacy violated by government overreach'
Excerpt: Republican North Carolina Gov. Pat McCrory late Wednesday signed into law a bill
that overturns a Charlotte measure that allows men who perceive themselves to be women to
use public restrooms and other facilities designated for females.
The new law, which sets a statewide standard for anti-discrimination ordinances and
requirements, was passed by state lawmakers in a one-day special session called by a twothirds majority vote of the legislature. The bill was moved through the state House and
Senate, including committees, in about nine hours on Wednesday.
In a statement released late Wednesday, McCrory said the “basic expectation of privacy in the
most personal of settings, a restroom or locker room, for each gender was violated by
government overreach and intrusion by the mayor and city council of Charlotte.”
Democrats in the GOP-controlled state legislature walked out of the debate on the bill before
the Senate passed it 32-0. The House previously adopted it by a 84-24 vote.
“This radical breach of trust and security under the false argument of equal access not only
impacts the citizens of Charlotte but people who come to Charlotte to work, visit or play,” the
governor said. “This new government regulation defies common sense and basic community
norms by allowing, for example, a man to use a woman’s bathroom, shower or locker room.”
McCrory said that while “local municipalities have important priorities working to oversee
police, fire, water and sewer, zoning, roads, and transit,” the mayor and city council of
Charlotte “took action far out of its core responsibilities.”
(Further down)
The bill was in direct response to the recent adoption by Charlotte council members of a
transgender-rights measure that would have allowed people to use gender-specific public
restrooms and locker room facilities “of their choice.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/governor-cancels-citys-open-bathrooms-ordinance/
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Left hiding truth about North Carolina bathroom bill (03/30/16, Greg Corombos, WND)
'A sexual predator could enter in there, somebody who is a pedophile'
Excerpt: Forest said the ordinance only required the person to identify as a member of a
particular gender, and to have completed or be in the process of gender reassignment.
He said, despite the protests, HB 2 does a few very simple things, starting with determining
who can use which bathrooms.
“What HB 2 did was say that men have to use men’s rooms and women have to use women’s
rooms in the state of North Carolina,” Forest said.
At the same time, he said people identifying as transgender benefit, too.
“What this bill did is it created accommodation for people that are transgender, for people that
view their gender differently than other folks,” Forest said. “It also provides the opportunity for
single-stall unisex bathrooms. Anywhere that you want to place them.”
Forest said, unlike Charlotte, the HB 2 only applies to government buildings and schools.
Business owners are free to make their own decisions.
And he said that’s not all.
“If you go fully through the process of being a transsexual, then go get your birth certificate
changed and you go to whatever bathroom you are assigned at that point based on your birth
certificate,” Forest said.
As for the critics alleging discrimination and bigotry and businesses threatening to leave the
state, Forest said there’s nothing new about this firestorm.
“This is the same cast of characters that we’ve seen before,” he said. “We saw this same cast
of characters in Houston, when Houston dealt with this problem and had to turn down the
same kind of ordinance a year or so ago. Same cast of characters we saw during our
marriage amendment battle here in North Carolina.”
Forest contends the businesses were pressured to get on board through aggressive tactics
from the most powerful lobbying arm of the LGBT agenda.
“It’s being driven by folks like the Human Rights Campaign, which has a significant in with
human resources departments in these companies, who then have an in with their diversity
team at these companies as well,” Forest said. “They write a letter, and they give it to a CEO
or an executive, and that executive signs it and sends it out to their employees.”
He said a little prodding reveals the “activist” business leaders don’t really have a firm
understanding of the legislation.
“I called them up and I said, ‘Have you even read the bill?’ And they said no, they hadn’t read
the bill but they were handed this to send out to their employees,” Forest said. “It’s a shame
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that’s the way it works, but that is the way it works.”
The most famous corporate blow-back came from the NBA. Charlotte is slated to host the
2017 NBA All-Star Game, but the league said this law may impact those plans.
Forest finds the NBA’s protest especially odd.
“The irony of that is that there is the NBA and the WNBA, they don’t allow men to play in the
WNBA, and I’m sure they don’t allow men to go into the women’s locker room after the games
either. But they somehow think North Carolina is discriminatory because we want to protect
women and children from predators in the bathroom,” Forest said.
He said the protests reveal who is truly intolerant.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/left-hiding-truth-about-north-carolina-bathroom-bill/

Louisiana governor rescinds religious-liberty order (04/14/16, Cheryl Chumley, WND)
Democrat also OKs job protections for LGBT state employees
Excerpt: The order basically adds to a list of prohibited workplace discrimination that already
includes national origin, political affiliation, disability, age, race, color religion and gender.
“We are fortunate enough to live in a state that is rich with diversity and we are built on a
foundation of unity and fairness for all of our citizens,” said Edwards, in a written statement.
“We respect our fellow citizens for their beliefs, but we do not discriminate based on our
disagreements. I believe in giving every Louisianan the opportunity to be successful and to
thrive in our state. Our goal is to promote the opportunities we have right here in Louisiana.
While this executive order respects the religious beliefs of our people, it also signals to the
rest of the country that discrimination is not a Louisiana value, but rather, that Louisiana is a
state that is respectful and inclusive of everyone around us.”
The business community offered immediate praise for the order.
(Further down)
Edwards, a Democrat, also rescinded former Republican Gov. Bobby Jindal’s executive order
that clarified rights of businesses to refuse service to individuals based on religious beliefs.
“The previous administration’s executive [order] I am rescinding was meant to serve a narrow
political agenda,” Edwards said, in the statement. “It does nothing but divide our state and
forced the business community, from Louisiana’s smallest businesses to large corporations,
like IBM, to strongly oppose it. This executive order threatens Louisiana’s business growth
and it goes against everything we stand for – unity, acceptance and opportunity for all.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/louisiana-governor-rescinds-religious-liberty-order/
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Technology
SJWs Build New Database to Shame People For “Insulting” Online Comments
(04/13/16, Paul Joseph Watson, InfoWars)
Creators vow to demolish anonymity, reveal employers of those who use "harsh words"
Excerpt: In the name of preventing “cyber bullying,” Social Autopsy will allow users to run a
“background check” on what people have said on social media, with employment and school
details also being visible.
The creators are promising to “Break the internet. Literally,” and will launch the database with
150,000 profiles of people who are deemed to have made “insulting comments” or used
“harsh words”. One example of “hate speech” featured in the video is someone saying “no 1
likes you”.
(Further down)
The project creator brags that the database will allow, “Employers, universities and friends
alike (to) draw their own conclusions” about a person via what they said on social media,
clearly suggesting that the program is ultimately designed to be a kind of “credit score” for
social behavior similar to that now being introduced by the Communist government of China.
“Social autopsy is your digital footprint, so be mindful of the words you share,” states founder
Candace Owens.
For social justice warriors, “hate speech” and “harassment” includes disagreeing with their
views or violating their “safe space” by tagging them on Twitter.
(Further down)
Examples included telling someone “you suck,” calling them a “liar,” or calling a transgender
person by their original name, for example referring to Caitlyn Jenner as ‘Bruce’.
(Further down)
Respondents on YouTube savaged the start-up, with one commenting, “So you created an
online stocking and doxxing service? This is more disgusting than those “nasty bullies” you
created this for”.
“This is a horrible idea,” added another.
http://www.infowars.com/sjws-build-new-database-to-shame-people-for-insulting-online-comments/
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DOJ: Terror threats could be disguised as normal cyberhacks (04/13/16, Jacqueline
Klimas, The Washington Examiner)
Excerpt: In one example, John Carlin, the assistant attorney general for national security, said
a company saw a hacker enter its networks and steal personally identifiable information, a
fairly common type of attack.
(Further down)
Companies deal with cyberattacks like these hundreds of times a day and rarely report them
to authorities, he said at the Foundation for the Defense of Democracies Washington Forum.
In this case, the company did contact law enforcement, which was able to link the intrusion to
Junaid Hussain, a British-born member of the Islamic State killed by a U.S. airstrike in August.
(Further down)
At the time of his death, Hussian had released the personal information of 1,300 U.S.
government and military employees.
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/doj-terror-threats-could-be-disguised-as-normalcyberhacks/article/2588414

Microsoft sues US over secret demands for customer data (04/14/16, Brandon Bailey,
AP)
Excerpt: In Microsoft's case, the company says the U.S. Justice Department is abusing a
decades-old law, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, to obtain court orders that
require the company to turn over email or other customer files that are stored on its servers,
while prohibiting Microsoft from notifying the customer. Microsoft says that violates
constitutional rights of free speech and protection against unreasonable searches.
(Further down)
Microsoft says authorities demanded customer information more than 5,600 times in the last
18 months. In nearly half those cases, a court ordered the company to keep the demand
secret.
"We appreciate that there are times when secrecy around a government warrant is needed,"
Microsoft President Brad Smith said in a company release. "But based on the many secrecy
orders we have received, we question whether these orders are grounded in specific facts
that truly demand secrecy. To the contrary, it appears that the issuance of secrecy orders has
become too routine."
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/b046914fb5534a9d870841a2678af0f0/microsoft-sues-us-over-secret-demandscustomer-data
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UPDATE APRIL 26, 2016 – CULTURE, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is April 26, 2016
I hope things are good in your world.
For the most part, in this Update the articles speak for themselves. I would simply bring to
your attention that a few of the articles look back at the past and offer insight for what is
happening today.
From the very first The Great Unraveling email I have tried to make it clear that much of what
is unraveling was put into place over the whole of the 20 th Century, and is not the current
generation's fault. However, as things of the past continue to unravel, how are we responding
to it, and in the new NORMAL what is the unraveling mess being replaced with? That would
also include VALUES to be embraced.
Consider that Harvard University was established as a Christian college. The late Helen
Gurley Brown, the former editor in chief of Cosmopolitan magazine, actually owes much of
the credit for her success to her husband. And, with the noble vision of humanity progressing,
our current society is actively replacing commonsense with total foolishness; even penalizing
those who choose not to embrace the foolishness.
Of course, once we investigate further, we find, often too late, that men and women who
came before us were lied to by men and women of their time, and, also, often too late, that we
are currently being lied to by our fellow men and women of our time.
With that in mind, consider this: Someone is lying. Are we the ones lying to our fellow men
and women? If we are, then we are also lying to ourselves. What's your answer?
Hey, I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a feel for what's going on. Go deeper
and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under each
excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
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Culture
Harvard's Muslim Brotherhood propaganda fest
Excerpt from the excerpt:The Alwaleed Islamic Studies Program at Harvard University is
dedicated to furthering the scholarly study of Islam and the Muslim world.
“Harvard is the home for the core machine of interfaith dialogue adopted by the Islamic
Society of North America and its parent organization, the Muslim Brotherhood,” Christian said,
adding that it also has a connection to President Obama.
“Prince Alwaleed is the one who helped Obama into Harvard and helped pay his tuition,” he
said.
“So it’s just not a surprise when you see Harvard hosting the Muslim Brotherhood.”
ISIS Sex Slaves Reveal The True Horror Of What Is Going On Over In The Middle East
Excerpt from the excerpt: Unfortunately, even if ISIS could somehow be wiped off the face of
the planet tomorrow, that would only put a very, very tiny dent in the overall problem of sex
slavery in our world. The following are 11 facts about human trafficking that come from
dosomething.org…
Disturbing reality: Muslim 'sex-grooming gangs'
Excerpt from the excerpt: The member of Parliament who represents Rotherham, Sarah
Champion, has estimated there could be as many as 1 million victims across the U.K.
But McLoughlin sticks with his “conservative” estimate of 100,000 to 350,000 victims.
“There’s an aspect of which I don’t wish to believe it’s a million victims, because it’s too
shameful for us as a nation to have allowed something like that to happen,” he said. “We
effectively have an army of childcare professionals and police officers — it dwarfs the size of
the British army — that has ignored and denied this problem for decades.”
How the book that sold women the myth of 'having it all' was dreamt up by a MAN: 50
years on, a savagely ironic revelation about the Cosmo editor's book that sparked a
sexual and social revolution
Excerpt from the excerpt: Not only that, it turns out that her inventor was a MAN. And not just
any man, either: her HUSBAND.
Yes, you read that right. Helen Gurley Brown, the woman who perhaps more than any other in
the 20th century influenced women to shed their inhibitions and approach life as though it
were one long pool party, was a fake.
A very clever, very effective fake - and one who doubtless believed in everything she said and
did. But a fake nonetheless.
And one that, ultimately, may turn out to have done more harm than good to women and
society.
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Target says transgender people can use bathroom that aligns with their identity
Beliefs? What do you know, the whole thing absolutely is about what someone believes.
Really? What happened to commonsense based on observable fact?
Excerpt from the excerpt: It was probably smart for Target to get out ahead of this issue,
Spieckerman added, rather than waiting until it is pressed up against a wall or until a
conversation unfolds on social media about it. In the past, she noted that retailers often tried
to be somewhat vague when it came to controversial issues.
“But it’s now a really relentless environment in which retailers have to clearly state their
beliefs,” she said.
Money
California minimum wage hike hits L.A. apparel industry: 'The exodus has begun'
Excerpt from the excerpt: "The exodus has begun," said Sung Won Sohn, an economist at
Cal State Channel Islands and a former director at Forever 21. "The garment industry is
gradually shrinking and that trend will likely continue."
Intel to cut 12,000 jobs
Excerpt from the excerpt: Intel said Tuesday that the job cuts are part of the company's
restructuring away from a computer-based company to one that powers the cloud and billions
of connected computing devices.
Millionaires are leaving Chicago, report says
Excerpt from the excerpt: Chicago was among four cities worldwide with the biggest flight of
millionaires.
Gone from the cutting-edge bank: Tellers
These two articles about banks are updates from this article 5 Banking Services That Will
Be Obsolete in 10 Years posted in the 10/14/14 Update.
Say goodbye to your neighborhood bank branch
(With chart)
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Updates
Culture
Harvard's Muslim Brotherhood propaganda fest (04/14/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
University one of group's 'biggest propaganda machines'
Excerpt: Dr. Mark Christian, executive director of the Global Faith Institute and a former imam
who left Egypt and his Muslim Brotherhood-connected family 11 years ago to live in America,
told WND that Harvard long ago sold its soul to the Brotherhood.
He said Harvard is home to the nation’s largest chapter of the Muslim Student Association,
which is an offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood with the goal of indoctrinating and radicalizing
U.S. college students with false information about Israel.
At the same time Israel is demonized, the Brotherhood’s Palestinian branch, Hamas, is
presented as a group fighting for the rights of a persecuted people, Christian said.
While the CNN fact-checker declared that any statement naming the Muslim Brotherhood as
a terrorist organization is “totally false,” Christian says he knows from personal experience
that is not true.
“Harvard University is the home to the biggest MSA chapter in America, and their pledge of
allegiance ends with, ‘I will die to establish Islam,'” he said.
Saudi Prince Alwaleed bin Talal donated $20 million to Harvard in 2005 to establish a massive
Islamic Studies Center on campus that was branded with his name.
The Alwaleed Islamic Studies Program at Harvard University is dedicated to furthering the
scholarly study of Islam and the Muslim world.
“Harvard is the home for the core machine of interfaith dialogue adopted by the Islamic
Society of North America and its parent organization, the Muslim Brotherhood,” Christian said,
adding that it also has a connection to President Obama.
“Prince Alwaleed is the one who helped Obama into Harvard and helped pay his tuition,” he
said.
“So it’s just not a surprise when you see Harvard hosting the Muslim Brotherhood.”
(Further down)
Westrop said the Muslim Brotherhood and al-Qaida only disagree on tactics, not the end goal.
“They share a vision on Shariah law, and where they disagree is the tactics. And I think the
Western governments recognize this but have chosen to embrace the lesser of evils,” he said.
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“And there are some in government who no doubt share their goals and actively support it,
who have gone beyond tolerating the Muslim Brotherhood to giving it their actual profound
support.”
The April 13 conference at Harvard featured the following speakers:
• Said Abdelfatah – a professor at the University of Cairo and the former adviser to the
Muslim Brotherhood President Mohamed Morsi
• Sunjeev Bery – a senior Amnesty International official who is a noted apologist for the
Muslim Brotherhood as well as its terrorist off-shoot, Hamas
• Abdul Mawgoud Dardery – an Egyptian parliamentarian and a prominent spokesperson for
the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood
• Wael Qandil – editor of Al Araby Al Jadeed, a Qatari-funded media organization accused by
Egyptian newspapers of being a Muslim Brotherhood front group. Al Arabiya describes Qandil
as a prominent supporter of the Muslim Brotherhood.
• Nahla Nasser – a spokesperson for Egyptians Abroad for Democracy who claims Jews
attack pro-Palestinian activists
• Norman Finkelstein – a discredited academic who has praised the “heroic resistance” of
the Lebanese terrorist organization Hezbollah. Finkelstein has also favorably compared
Hezbollah with the French resistance against the Nazis. Finkelstein’s website is replete with
references to Jews as Nazis. When the German publication, Die Welt, said to Finkelstein:
“You call the holocaust an ideology,” he replied: “To be more precise, an ideological
construction, that originally served the interests of the Jewish elite in America and has now
degenerated into a money-making instrument. It has become a extortion racket.”
• Mohmed Elmasry – an academic at the University of North Alabama who is a prominent
supporter of the Muslim Brotherhood and claims moderate Muslim opposition to the violent
Islamist group is akin to the Nazis’ murder of European Jews
• Sara Flounders and Ramsey Clark – prominent far-left activists. The ADL has reported: “In
January 2010, Ramsey Clark participated in a conference in Beirut in which various terrorist
groups called for the destruction of Israel. A year before, Clark and IAC’s co-director Sara
Flounders joined representatives of Hezbollah and other terrorist organizations at a similar
conference to discuss strategies for supporting Hamas and opposing Israeli and American
interests in the Middle East.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/harvard-hosts-muslim-brotherhood-human-rights-conference/
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ISIS Sex Slaves Reveal The True Horror Of What Is Going On Over In The Middle East
(04/13/16, Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: Could you imagine being kidnapped, being auctioned off like a piece of meat, and
being endlessly gang-raped every day by some of the most evil men on the entire planet for
months on end? This is what ISIS is doing to thousands upon thousands of women in Iraq
and Syria, and some of their victims are as young as nine. The things that I am about to
share with you are almost too nightmarish for words, but it is imperative that we understand
what is going on. When ISIS conquers an area that is not Muslim, they believe that they can
do whatever they want to the women because they are “infidels”. So innocent young women
are being treated in some of the most horrible ways imaginable, and most of the rest of the
world looks on with indifference. But of course what ISIS is doing is just the tip of a very big
global iceberg. As you will see below, there are tens of millions of slaves in our world today,
and sexual exploitation is involved in approximately 80 percent of those cases.
(Further down)
Unfortunately, even if ISIS could somehow be wiped off the face of the planet tomorrow, that
would only put a very, very tiny dent in the overall problem of sex slavery in our world. The
following are 11 facts about human trafficking that come from dosomething.org…
1. Globally, the average cost of a slave is $90.
2. Trafficking primarily involves exploitation which comes in many forms, including: forcing
victims into prostitution, subjecting victims to slavery or involuntary servitude and
compelling victims to commit sex acts for the purpose of creating pornography.
3. According to some estimates, approximately 80% of trafficking involves sexual
exploitation, and 19% involves labor exploitation.
4. There are approximately 20 to 30 million slaves in the world today.
5. According to the U.S. State Department, 600,000 to 800,000 people are trafficked
across international borders every year, of which 80% are female and half are children.
6. The average age a teen enters the sex trade in the U.S. is 12 to 14-year-old. Many
victims are runaway girls who were sexually abused as children.
7. California harbors 3 of the FBI’s 13 highest child sex trafficking areas on the nation:
Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego.
8. The National Human Trafficking Hotline receives more calls from Texas than any other
state in the US. 15% of those calls are from the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
9. Between 14,500 and 17,500 people are trafficked into the U.S. each year.
10. Human trafficking is the third largest international crime industry (behind illegal drugs
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and arms trafficking). It reportedly generates a profit of $32 billion every year. Of
that number, $15.5 billion is made in industrialized countries.
11. The International Labour Organization estimates that women and girls represent the
largest share of forced labor victims with 11.4 million trafficked victims (55%) compared
to 9.5 million (45%) men.
To me, those numbers are absolutely staggering.
Most people tend to think of slavery as something that happened in less civilized times, but
the truth is that it has been estimated that there are more slaves in our world today than ever
before in human history.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/isis-sex-slaves-reveal-the-true-horror-of-what-is-going-on-over-inthe-middle-east

Disturbing reality: Muslim 'sex-grooming gangs' (04/24/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Blistering new exposé 'ignored' by media
Excerpt: In Britain, they call it “sex grooming.”
In the Netherlands, they’re called “Lover Boys.”
But the phenomenon is the same. A gang of Muslim “Asians” of mostly Pakistani descent
seeks out, pursues, chats up and cultivates school girls for sex, turning them into bodies for
sale.
(Further down)
“In 2008 one of the policing agencies having to do with sex trafficking commissioned a 20minute educational video to be shown to school girls to show how the gangs operate,”
McLoughlin told WND. “They hang around schools and malls and use an attractive young
man to convince them he wants to be their boyfriend and he gets them to drink and do drugs
and then she has sex with him and later his ‘brothers’ and his ‘uncles’ and whomever else he
pimps her out to.”
That video was never actually shown to the girls, he said. And Britain’s homage to political
correctness led police and child-welfare advocates to cover up what was happening for fear of
being called racists.
Even today, after the media spotlight has finally shined on the problem, there exists an
element of denial as to its scope.
“In Britain people just keep talking about Rotheram and 1,400 victims because, to them, it’s
just one town,” McLoughlin told WND. “It’s a big number but it’s not a shocking number. When
you say it’s multiple towns and between 100,000 and 350,000 victims, it’s just so big you can’t
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take it in.”
Up until four years ago most Brits couldn’t place Rotherham on a map, he said.
“That town is completely ordinary. There is nothing unusual about it. It contains 1/250th of the
population of the U.K.,” he said. “So there are the equivalent of 250 towns that size and
Rotherham also has a slightly lower than average number of Muslim residents.
“So if you do the math: Take 1,400 victims, and that’s a conservative estimate, and multiply
1,400 by 250 and you get 350,000 (victims),” McLoughlin said.
“At least 40 towns have been named in this context but that doesn’t mean it’s not going on in
far more.”
He said Muslims make up 5 percent of the population in Britain but have accounted for 90
percent of the sex-gang convictions.
In one area of northeast England, in and around Newcastle, 44 men were charged. All but six,
possibly seven, were Muslim.
There have been more than 200 convictions so far in cities across the country, but
McLoughlin says this likely amounts to less than 1 percent of the Muslim men who were
involved.
(Further down)
More than 25 years of exploitation
McLoughlin said the organized seduction of English school girls by Muslim rape gangs has
been going on since at least 1988.
“That was the earliest public document I was able to find,” he said.
“I got into it from a position of, well, it’s a story that’s basically being concealed in Britain,” he
said. “And I have a feeling it’s being concealed in other countries as well.”
The member of Parliament who represents Rotherham, Sarah Champion, has estimated
there could be as many as 1 million victims across the U.K.
But McLoughlin sticks with his “conservative” estimate of 100,000 to 350,000 victims.
“There’s an aspect of which I don’t wish to believe it’s a million victims, because it’s too
shameful for us as a nation to have allowed something like that to happen,” he said. “We
effectively have an army of childcare professionals and police officers — it dwarfs the size of
the British army — that has ignored and denied this problem for decades.”
Even after hundreds of convictions and Parliamentary hearings, there is still not “full honesty”
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about the subject of grooming gangs in Britain, McLoughlin said.
“And what’s going on in Rotherham now is the state and the media have turned all their
attention on this one town, as if this one town is singularly bad, when there’s all kinds of
evidence to suggest this is going on in towns across the country,” he said. “We just don’t have
the data in the other towns.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/disturbing-reality-muslim-sex-grooming-gangs/

How the book that sold women the myth of 'having it all' was dreamt up by a MAN: 50
years on, a savagely ironic revelation about the Cosmo editor's book that sparked a
sexual and social revolution (04/20/16, Sarah Vine, The Daily Mail)
Excerpt: When Helen Gurley Brown published her book Sex And The Single Girl in 1962, it
sold two million copies in the first three weeks and shot straight to the top of the bestseller
lists.
A frank and often funny account of what it felt like to be a career girl at the dawning of the
sexual revolution, it became a manual for the Mad Men generation of females: educated,
ambitious, sexually adventurous - and keen to shake off the shackles of marriage and
domestic drudgery in favour of cocktails at seven and bed with the boss.
The central premise of the book was that women should own their sexuality and use it to their
advantage rather than sit patiently waiting like good little wallflowers for a man to pick them.
(Further down)
In 1965, after her book had taken the world by storm, she took over as editor in chief of a
rather dry literary magazine called Cosmopolitan and transferred her revolutionary vision to its
pages. By the time she'd finished with it 32 years later, it had become synonymous with a
modern, sexually assured, style-conscious, uber-ambitious and, some might say, rather slutty
brand of feminism.
(Further down)
She was the one who coined the phrase 'have it all', writing: 'Explain to your husband that you
will be a better companion, a more adoring wife and loving mother if you are allowed to take a
job . . . don't you see that by working you could have it all?'
She was the one who, through Cosmo, encouraged us all to take the Pill, be open and free
with our bodies and generally divorce sex from all those boring old-fashioned notions of love
and morality in favour of a more hedonistic existence dedicated to pleasure and selfgratification.
She practically invented the likes of Samantha in Sex And The City, women who viewed men
as men used to see women, as objects of lust to be devoured and spat out. She also
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championed the idea that women should demand orgasms and that women should be
unashamed of their sexual urges.
(Further down)
But perhaps what's most fascinating about Gurley Brown - and something that few of us who
to a greater or lesser extent espoused her vision of female emancipation realised, is how little
any of this was actually her idea.
In a new book about Gurley Brown's life by a young American writer called Brooke Hauser
called Enter Helen, the extent to which the Gurley Brown of legend was, in fact, a commercial
creation is revealed for the first time.
Not only that, it turns out that her inventor was a MAN. And not just any man, either: her
HUSBAND.
Yes, you read that right. Helen Gurley Brown, the woman who perhaps more than any other in
the 20th century influenced women to shed their inhibitions and approach life as though it
were one long pool party, was a fake.
A very clever, very effective fake - and one who doubtless believed in everything she said and
did. But a fake nonetheless.
And one that, ultimately, may turn out to have done more harm than good to women and
society.
If Hauser's account of Gurley Brown's life is accurate, the real author of the sexual revolution
of the Sixties and Seventies was not a kick-ass feminist trailblazer on a mission to liberate her
sisters from centuries of sexual enslavement - but a rather portly, middle-aged gentleman with
an eye for a good story and a talent for spin.
David Brown was 42 when he met his future wife, the 36-year-old Helen in 1958. He already
had two failed marriages under his ever-expanding belt. He was also head of a department at
20th Century Fox, extremely well-connected, had an elegant house in a swanky part of Los
Angeles - and earned the considerable sum of $75,000 a year.
That's not to say Helen was a slouch. As the author of the new book points out, on the night a
mutual friend introduced them - at Helen's request - he was impressed by her credentials: a
job as an account executive at a top Hollywood advertising agency, her own flat, a stock
portfolio - and her own car, a Mercedes-Benz, which she had bought the week before in cash,
for $5,000.
(Further down)
As well as being encouraged to achieve the impossible, we were also persuaded to swap one
set of shackles - motherhood, housework, the drudgery of domesticity - for another, albeit
more glamorous, kind of tyranny.
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Under the banner of sexual liberation, Helen and her clever husband simply introduced young
women to another form of enslavement.
One in which being thin, sexy and beautiful became practically every girl's duty; where how
you looked in your hotpants became more important than the books you'd read; where having
sex with a man was an obligation, not a choice.
(Further down)
Both the book and the magazine legitimised promiscuity and glamourised extramarital affairs.
They pitched two stereotypes of womanhood - wife and mother vs career girl and sexpot against each other, leaving men to enjoy the spoils.
Gurley Brown's vision also blurred the boundaries of female identity. What it means to be a
woman, which had always been a fairly clearly defined role, suddenly became open to
interpretation. Her constant rally cry - that women really could 'have it all' - established an
impossible standard by which all women suddenly felt enormous pressure to abide.
Wanting a nice husband and a couple of kids suddenly felt like a terrible cop out. Not wanting
to work late and down shots with the lads after work before winding up in a strip club at 4am
somehow felt lame.
The legacy of Gurley Brown is not a brave new world full of sexually fulfilled women CEOs
with loving well-adjusted partners and happy children.
It's women who are stretched to breaking point, pulled this way and that by their so-called
freedoms. It's young girls who perform sex acts on groups of young men in clubs because
they've been taught, mistakenly, that experimentation and lack of inhibition is what sexual
fulfilment is all about. Even more so, it's the women who desperately want to have a child yet
doesn't because she's too busy playing the field, and leaves it too late.
(Further down)
It's basically every male fantasy, in which the wife is not only a maid in the living room, a cook
in the kitchen and a whore in the bedroom - but a CEO in the boardroom to boot.
When you think of it like this, it's no surprise that the whole thing turns out to have been
dreamt up by a bloke. And Helen, the serial singleton with a string of failed affairs to her
name, played right into his agenda. Because truth is, had it not been for her partnership with
David, Helen might never have written Sex And The Single Girl.
And if it hadn't been for his negotiation skills and contacts, she would never have landed the
editorship of Cosmopolitan.
(Further down)
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Hauser points out in the book, that David had a talent for the theatrical. Nevertheless, the
extent to which he guided and supported his wife in her career are notable.
'David always came to the rescue. Early on, he gave her advice about everything, from
budgeting to personnel issues. A few times when she was really desperate, David met Helen
at work in the middle of the day so they could hail a cab together and just drive around
Central Park.
'He told her what material to buy, what not to buy, what to edit and what to throw out.' He even
wrote her cover lines.
In fact, what this book shows is that for all the sex and scandal Gurley Brown generated on
the outside, her own marriage was at its heart a very old-fashioned one: a partnership of
equals, based on mutual respect and encouragement.
A partnership that they both ultimately benefited greatly from. A partnership that, thanks to the
part they played in changing the role of women in society, is a privilege denied to many.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-3550973/How-book-sold-women-myth-having-dreamt-man-50-yearssavagely-ironic-revelation-Cosmo-editor-s-book-sparked-sexual-social-revolution.html

Target says transgender people can use bathroom that aligns with their identity
(04/20/16, Kavita Kumar, Star Tribune)
The retailer's statement comes amid debates in legislatures in Minnesota and elsewhere.
Excerpt: Target Corp. made it clear Tuesday that transgender people who visit its stores are
welcome to use the bathroom that aligns with their gender identity.
The statement by the Minneapolis-based retailer comes amid debates in many state
legislatures over restricting public restroom use to the sex listed on a person’s birth certificate.
(Further down)
Target’s position also extends to its fitting rooms.
“Inclusivity is a core belief at Target,” the company said in a statement on its corporate
website. “It’s something we celebrate. We stand for equality and equity, and strive to make
our guests and team members feel accepted, respected and welcomed in our stores and
workplaces every day.”
(Further down)
It was probably smart for Target to get out ahead of this issue, Spieckerman added, rather
than waiting until it is pressed up against a wall or until a conversation unfolds on social
media about it. In the past, she noted that retailers often tried to be somewhat vague when it
came to controversial issues.
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“But it’s now a really relentless environment in which retailers have to clearly state their
beliefs,” she said.
http://www.startribune.com/target-says-transgender-people-can-use-bathroom-that-aligns-with-theiridentity/376256911/

Money
California minimum wage hike hits L.A. apparel industry: 'The exodus has begun'
(04/15/16, Shan Li and Natalie Kitroeff, Los Angeles Times)
Excerpt: Los Angeles was once the epicenter of apparel manufacturing, attracting buyers from
across the world to its clothing factories, sample rooms and design studios.
But over the years, cheap overseas labor lured many apparel makers to outsource to foreign
competitors in far-flung places such as China and Vietnam.
Now, Los Angeles firms are facing another big hurdle — California's minimum wage hitting
$15 an hour by 2022 — which could spur more garment makers to exit the state.
Last week American Apparel, the biggest clothing maker in Los Angeles, said it might
outsource the making of some garments to another manufacturer in the U.S., and wiped out
about 500 local jobs. The company still employs about 4,000 workers in Southern California.
(Further down)
"The exodus has begun," said Sung Won Sohn, an economist at Cal State Channel Islands
and a former director at Forever 21. "The garment industry is gradually shrinking and that
trend will likely continue."
In the last decade, local apparel manufacturing has already thinned significantly. Last year,
Los Angeles County was home to 2,128 garment makers, down 33% from 2005, according to
Bureau of Labor Statistics data. During that period, employment also plunged by a third, to
40,500 workers. Wages, meanwhile, jumped 17% adjusting for inflation, to $698 per week —
although that can include pay for top executives, as well as bonuses, tips and paid vacation
time.
(Further down)
The minimum wage is accelerating changes in the L.A. apparel industry that began decades
ago, industry experts said.
In the 1990s, as borders opened up, foreign competitors began snatching up business from
Southland garment factories.
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Eventually, many big brands opted to leave the region in favor of cheaper locales. Guess
Jeans, which epitomized a sexy California look, moved production to Mexico and South
America. Just a few years ago, premium denim maker Hudson Jeans began shifting
manufacturing to Mexico.
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-garment-manufacturing-la-20160416-story.html

Intel to cut 12,000 jobs (04/19/16, Tess Stynes, Market Watch)
Excerpt: Intel Corp. said it plans to reduce its global workforce by up to 12,000 jobs, or 11%,
as the semiconductor giant seeks to transition away from being a company focused on
computer chips.
(Further down)
For decades, Intel has been the primary provider of chips for personal computers. As PC
sales have slowed, the chip maker has focused more on providing the computing power for
server systems that act as the backbone for the growth in cloud-computing.
Intel said Tuesday that the job cuts are part of the company's restructuring away from a
computer-based company to one that powers the cloud and billions of connected computing
devices.
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/intel-to-cut-12000-jobs-2016-04-19-174852128

Millionaires are leaving Chicago, report says (04/04/16, Becky Yerak, Chicago Tribune)
Excerpt: About 3,000 individuals with net assets of $1 million or more, not including their
primary residence, moved from the city last year, with many citing rising racial tensions and
worries about crime as factors in the decision, according to research firm New World Wealth.
That represented about 2 percent of the city's high net worth individuals.
Cities in the United States that saw a net inflow of millionaires included Seattle and San
Francisco.
Chicago was among four cities worldwide with the biggest flight of millionaires.
Paris saw the largest exodus.
The French city lost 7,000, or 6 percent, of its millionaires, followed by Rome, which lost
5,000, or 7 percent.
Chicago was next, followed by Athens.
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Most of the millionaires who left Paris and Rome fled their countries, while Chicagoans moved
elsewhere in the United States, said New World Wealth, whose data is used by luxury-goods
companies, private banks and real estate professionals, among others.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-chicago-losing-millionaires-0405-biz-20160404-story.html

Gone from the cutting-edge bank: Tellers (04/11/16, Abha Bhattarai, The Washington Post)
Excerpt: Among Americans with smartphones, 52 percent used mobile banking in 2014,
according to a Federal Reserve survey. The vast majority of users — 94 percent — use
mobile apps to check their account balances, while 61 percent use them to transfer money
between their accounts and 51 percent to deposit checks. The median frequency of use was
five times a month.
Meanwhile, national bank employment has been falling an average of 2 percent a year since
the recession, according to the Citigroup report.
“The future of branches in banking is about focusing on advisory and consultation rather than
transactions,” according to the Citigroup report. “Branches and associated staff costs make
up about 65 percent of the total retail cost base of a larger bank and a lot of these costs can
be removed via automation.”
Banks in Scandinavia, Finland and the Netherlands have cut branches by roughly 50 percent
from recent peak levels, according to the Citigroup report. If U.S. banks were to take similar
measures, they could save as much as $175 billion in costs and add 39 percent to their
pretax profit, the report said.
“This is all part of a technological evolution that is taking place in banking,” Ely said. “In this
low-interest-rate environment, banks are under great pressure to cut costs, and one of the
easiest ways to do that, among other things, is through branch closures and consolidations.”
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/capitalbusiness/banks-go-wireless-paperless-and-increasingly-tellerless/2016/04/08/01c9f2ba-fa73-11e5-80e4-c381214de1a3_story.html

Say goodbye to your neighborhood bank branch (04/19/16, Niraj Chokshi, The
Washington Post)
Excerpt: In 2013, Accenture found that 48 percent of Americans surveyed said they would
switch banks if their current provider's local branch closed. In last year's survey, that share
shrank to just 19 percent.
In just two years, the local branch went from being a concern of half of banking customers to
just a fifth.
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Results from a banking consumer survey. (Accenture)
Separate data, from industry analysts Mercator Advisory Group and cited by Citi, paints the
same picture: The share of customers who reported going to a branch to speak to a teller at
least once in the previous year fell from 79 percent to 70 percent from 2011 to 2014. The
share that reported visiting a branch to speak with a customer service representative fell from
62 percent to 45 percent.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/04/19/say-goodbye-to-your-neighborhood-bank-branch/
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UPDATE MAY 2, 2016 – CULTURE, CULTURE, CULTURE, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is May 2, 2016
As The Great Unraveling continues, and is perhaps challenging your life, it is my prayer for
you that you are being supplied with the wisdom and the courage to meet the challenge(s) in
a workable, beneficial way; and that, you are able to help others (perhaps your family first of
all) with what you have learned.
As you will see, although the articles today could be put under the other three categories,
each one is either impacted by the Culture or is impacting the Culture. The New Normal is a
Catch-22.
I would call to your attention that all of the articles were published just within the past two
weeks.
And I would also call your attention to the struggle with which each author is wrestling.
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on. Go
deeper and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under
each excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Culture
Young & Prudent: Living in a Dying System
This is an interesting article, though I am not quite sure why Samantha Solomon decided to
proclaim that if you don't succeed, it's not your fault. It's actually because Capitalism, the
system, is broken and dying.
I wonder if she, or the guy she's quoting, would say the same for Socialism. Or would they
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say that some variant of Socialism is the answer for “dying Capitalism?”
What all these folks seem to miss, or intentionally misrepresent, is that Capitalism doesn't die.
Capitalism is nothing more than a deliberate understanding and agreement between people
of a society allowing individuals to own property (“property” of all kinds, not just land) and do
with it as they feel is best, including, if they want to, take a risk to hopefully succeed in a
business venture, make a profit and meet their needs, maybe even accumulate some
personal wealth for their risk and effort. The business side of Capitalism is also called FREE
ENTERPRISE.
The missing understanding in this discussion is that the “Capitalist Society” is made up of
people of MORAL INTEGRITY, MORAL CHARACTER. Where did the Moral Integrity come
from? Not Capitalism. Capitalism remains invisible until the hearts and minds of the people
are prepared to see it. Capitalism is never the CAUSE, it is always the RESULT.
When Adam Smith, in Scotland, wrote Wealth of the Nations (published in 1776) he was not
inventing a new economic system. Capitalism was already happening everywhere Freedom
was truly being pursued. (See the American colonies prior to the Revolution.) All Adam Smith
did is explain the phenomenon as best he could and name it, just as Issac Newton, in the
latter 1600s, gave an explanation of and popularized the name - Gravity.
As I shared in The Freedom Driven Life: The Case for Freedom, just as there are multiple
variants (manipulations) of Socialism, there are also people attempting to manipulate
Capitalism to create variants for their benefit, such as “Crony Capitalism.” However, upon
closer examination, Crony Capitalism is not Capitalism at all, in that, true Capitalism (which is
always a RESULT) requires Moral Integrity. And “Crony” is a dead give away that Moral
Integrity is not in the mix. So what is it really that is creating the world's woes?
The correct equation is: True Capitalism = Capitalism + the Biblical Recipe for Freedom. Also,
something pretty cool: If we leave Capitalism out of the equation and just have people of a
society pursue and promote Freedom, using the Biblical Recipe for Freedom, the result will be
Moral Integrity in the people, which automatically creates the environment for the inner
workings of Capitalism to become visible to those people. Just look at the founding of the
United States. The folks in the American colonies were already incorporating Capitalism into
their way of life long before Smith gave it a name. How did that happen?
Ms. Solomon is 30 years old, living in a commune (most likely Socialist leaning) in Vermont,
working as a correspondent for Wall St. Daily. I am not putting her down, simply joining the
conversation she has started. She is asking sincere questions, however, as a result of her
lack of understanding, she is blaming Capitalism for the world's woes. Didn't Karl Marx, author
of The Communist Manifesto, and his followers do that?
Excerpt from the excerpt: It’s very hard to swallow the idea that our society has built a corrupt
system that contributes to the suffering of so many people. Even more difficult is accepting
the fact that we’re all contributing to the system every time we buy food, clothes, a phone, and
other necessities.
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There’s also the sinking feeling that one can’t do anything about it, which is true.
Simultaneous Elderly Overpopulation, Youth Depopulation & The Impact on Economic
Growth
What do you know? There may be other factors at work for why folks of all ages are not
“succeeding.” What were we saying about the agenda of the UN Sustainability Committee in
the last Update?
Excerpt from the excerpt: So, the old are living decades longer than a generation ago but
their adult children are having far fewer children. The economics of this is a complete
game changer and is unlike any time previously in the history of mankind. None of the
models ever accounted for a shrinking young population absent income, savings, or job
opportunity vs. massive growth in the old with a vast majority reliant on government programs
in their generally underfunded retirements (apart from a minority of retirees who are wildly
"overfunded").
Suicide Rates Climb In U.S., Especially Among Adolescent Girls
Excerpt from the excerpt: She says it's heartbreaking to work with these data. While other
causes of death are on the decline, suicide just keeps climbing — and it's doing so for every
age group under 75. (with chart)
“White Fragility” Is The New White Guilt Concept
White Fragility is something that is being taught in college. Basically, if you're white, you're
damned if you do, and you're damned if you don't.
Excerpt from the excerpt: So, if you try to dismantle racism and whiteness, then you’re racist
because that harms people of color. If you ignore it, you’re still racist. If you’re not actively
trying to dismantle it, then you’re also racist.
Target stock plunges as 1 million boycott
Excerpt from the excerpt: Award-winning journalist and WND Managing Editor David Kupelian
noted that only a few years ago, virtually everybody in the world would have agreed it’s “stark,
raving mad” to allow grown men to use a women’s restroom or locker room.
Is the World Getting Crazier, But We No Longer Notice?
Excerpt from the excerpt: We now have a TINA economy--there is no alternative. People
feel trapped, unable to choose another way of living and another livelihood, because all the
alternatives mean sacrificing discretionary income--often by 2/3. The person earning $90,000
in Corporate America or the government can only earn $30,000 if they bailed out and took a
less insane job. (with charts)
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Updates
Culture
Young & Prudent: Living in a Dying System (04/29/16, Samantha Solomon, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Lately I’ve been researching pain. Specifically the loneliness, sense of failure,
unworthiness, and discontent that permeates many of our daily lives.
Some sources attribute this suffering to an unusual culprit – capitalism. More specifically, latestage capitalism and its inevitable decline.
(Further down)
The popular belief is that if you don’t succeed in our current, “stupendously independent
culture,” as Brewer says, it’s your fault. This implies that our economic system – capitalism –
allows one to prosper as long as they follow the right steps.
But Brewer says that’s not quite true. If you don’t succeed, it’s not necessarily due to a
personal failing. It could easily be because capitalism has reached its peach, cracked, and is
now dying.
The system is broken, not you.
(Further down)
Reaching the Expiration Date
He points to two reasons for the decline of capitalism.
The first is that capitalism has worked so well, it’s getting increasingly difficult to make a profit.
“[The] primary motivator for capitalists — to extract wealth from consumer exchange in the
form of monetary gain — is crippled by the fact that the science of wealth extraction has
become so advanced that every new wave brings diminishing returns,” writes Brewer.
Marginal costs are close to zero, meaning the amount it costs to make something and the
amount people are willing to pay for it are nearly equal.
He also says our financial system is growing faster than the actual economy. When the
disparity between the two grows too large, there will be crashes, collapses, and structural
adjustments, which only serve to make the whole process happen again.
The second piece of evidence is the deterioration of the natural world. A financial world
cannot exist without a physical world. Changing climate and environmental damage are
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negatively affecting our resource markets. And the damage is irreversible without extreme
infrastructural and cultural changes.
If, as Brewer believes, the system is broken but remains in place, it’s likely that many won’t
succeed in it, despite the promise made by capitalism: wealth if one only works hard enough.
The message is an uncomfortable one. Yet this idea is popping up more and more in our
economic conversations. The Guardian, Forbes, Time, and many other news sources have
published on the subject, multiple books have been released, and there’s a nice smattering of
animated videos on YouTube.
However, for the most part, society isn’t reacting to this new possibility yet.
(Further down)
Looking at Fear
It’s very hard to swallow the idea that our society has built a corrupt system that contributes to
the suffering of so many people. Even more difficult is accepting the fact that we’re all
contributing to the system every time we buy food, clothes, a phone, and other necessities.
There’s also the sinking feeling that one can’t do anything about it, which is true.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/04/29/u-s-capitalism-economy/

Simultaneous Elderly Overpopulation, Youth Depopulation & The Impact on Economic
Growth (04/24/16, Chris Hamilton, Hambone's Stuff Blog)
Excerpt: Strangely, the world is suffering from two seemingly opposite trends...overpopulation
and depopulation in concert. The overpopulation is due to the increased longevity of elderly
lifespans vs. depopulation of young populations due to collapsing birthrates. The
depopulation is among most under 25yr old populations (except Africa) and among many
under 45yr old populations.
So, the old are living decades longer than a generation ago but their adult children are
having far fewer children. The economics of this is a complete game changer and is
unlike any time previously in the history of mankind. None of the models ever accounted
for a shrinking young population absent income, savings, or job opportunity vs. massive
growth in the old with a vast majority reliant on government programs in their generally
underfunded retirements (apart from a minority of retirees who are wildly "overfunded").
(Further down)
The Details
Further explanation with global perspective including 11 charts
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(Further down)
Conclusion:
An economic and financial system premised on perpetual growth was bound to run into
trouble (what do you do when you have taken a wrong turn?...apparently just keep going!).
The inevitable deceleration of population growth was the trigger that turned central bankers
into pushers offering ever cheaper credit. The lower rates drove unsustainable rates
of consumption absent even further rate cuts and likewise drove overcapacity which likewise
needed even lower rates. But negative rates of NIRP are simply no longer under the heading
of capitalism (a market that doesn't value capital likely isn't capitalism?!?). When we've
clearly changed "ism's"...we've crossed the Rubicon.
What happens as population growth turns to population decline is honestly and literally a
complete and total game changer. A flat to declining number of buyers and consumers
opposite ramping elderly sellers plus their unfunded liabilities is a problem with no happy
resolutions. Currencies (what will constitute "money"), "free-markets", and perhaps the basis
of civilization hang in the balance of the transition from high population growth to potential
outright depopulation.
I believe this is the correct lens through which to view and understand why growth is
perpetually weakening, why commodity overcapacity and slowing demand will only
accelerate, why the Treasury market continues to see "buying" despite the near total absence
of buyers (Treasury Mystery), why equities are a "buy" (but for all the wrong reasons), and
why precious metal valuations are so extremely suspect in the face of a monetary onslaught.
http://econimica.blogspot.com/2016/04/overpopulations-depopulations.html

Suicide Rates Climb In U.S., Especially Among Adolescent Girls (04/22/16, Rae Ellen
Bichell, NPR)
Excerpt: The suicide rate has risen by a quarter, to 13 per 100,000 people in 2014 from 10.5
in 1999, according to an analysis by Curtin and her colleagues that was released Friday.
She says it's heartbreaking to work with these data. While other causes of death are on the
decline, suicide just keeps climbing — and it's doing so for every age group under 75.
"I've been losing sleep over this, quite honestly," says Curtin. "You can't just say it's confined
to one age group or another for males and females. Truly at all ages people are at risk for
this, and our youngest have some of the highest percent increases."
There is one age group that really stands out — girls between the ages of 10 and 14. Though
they make up a very small portion of the total suicides, the rate in that group jumped the most
— it experienced the largest percent increase, tripling over 15 years from 0.5 to 1.7 per
100,000 people.
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And, Curtin points out, in any given year, there are a lot more suicide attempts than there are
suicide deaths. "The deaths are but the tip of the iceberg," she says.
(Further down)

http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/04/22/474888854/suicide-rates-climb-in-u-s-especially-amongadolescent-girls

“White Fragility” Is The New White Guilt Concept (04/27/16, Michael Strickland,
Progressives Today)
Excerpt: Portland Community College’s “whiteness history month” has shed light on several
concepts that have been brewing beneath the surface for years behind closed doors in
academia. One such idea is called “white fragility”, where you’re racist if you push back
against the people who imagine a world without whiteness or who openly say they want to
breed white people out of existence. In fact, entire events have been based around this
concept of “white fragility”.
Let’s let them define it: “White fragility is a state in which even a minimum amount of
racial stress becomes intolerable, triggering a range of defensive moves. These moves
include the outward display of emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and behaviors
such as argumentation, silence, and leaving the stress-inducing situation. These
behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium.” And “White fragility is,
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at its essence, a gun level pushback. It’s like the fight or flight response of white
people who want to believe that they, and the world by extension, are less racially
divisive than they really are.”
But why is there “white fragility”? “Because of their position of privilege and accustomed
racial comfort, whites will often display racial arrogance by denying, debating,
trivializing racism or critical thought regarding racial conflict”
(Further down)
Towards the end of the session, they concluded that “whiteness history month” “comes at a
cost to colleagues of color.”
So, if you try to dismantle racism and whiteness, then you’re racist because that harms
people of color. If you ignore it, you’re still racist. If you’re not actively trying to dismantle it,
then you’re also racist.
http://www.progressivestoday.com/white-fragility-new-white-guilt-concept/

Target stock plunges as 1 million boycott (04/29/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Retailer loses billions in fallout over transgender-restroom policy
Excerpt: Target elevated its social activism a week ago, boasting of a new policy allowing
transgender “team members and guests” to use whatever restroom they like, and largely has
remained mum on the issue since.
But its board members and stockholders might have something to say soon, as the
company’s value has plunged billions of dollars since the announcement.
A boycott organized by the American Family Association over the company’s aggressive
move surged past 1 million participants Thursday night.
On Friday, the count still was exploding, rising from 1,020,650 to 1,023,850 in minutes.
(Further down)
But its board members and stockholders might have something to say soon, as the
company’s value has plunged billions of dollars since the announcement.
A boycott organized by the American Family Association over the company’s aggressive
move surged past 1 million participants Thursday night.
On Friday, the count still was exploding, rising from 1,020,650 to 1,023,850 in minutes.
(Further down)
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But the report noted the company’s stock dropped from $83.98 per share on April 19 to about
$81.33 on April 28.
On Friday, it had dropped down to the next low-water mark, of $79.77, down almost 2 percent
just for the day.
Even at the halfway point, Breitbart reported, the company’s stock market value was down by
$1.5 billion, to $48.8 billion.
(Further down)
Award-winning journalist and WND Managing Editor David Kupelian noted that only a few
years ago, virtually everybody in the world would have agreed it’s “stark, raving mad” to allow
grown men to use a women’s restroom or locker room.
(Further down)
But Kupelian believes his fellow countrymen see through the pro-transgender propaganda.
(Further down)
“Remember: It is literally impossible to change your gender. Every one of the trillions of cells
in your body is permanently branded male or female from birth and cannot be changed.”
WND columnist Michael Brown wrote on the Target issue: “People have said, ‘Enough is
enough!’ – and for good reason. Just think: Target has declared war on gender. Last year,
Target announced that it was doing away with boys’ toys and girls’ toys. Instead, all toy aisles
are now gender neutral, since Target didn’t want to promote gender-stereotyping – as if it’s
bad to say that most boys prefer GI Joe toys to Little Princess toys or most girls prefer doll
houses to Nerf guns or girls like pink and boys like blue.”
He continued: “Now Target has gone even further, imposing the struggles of less than 1
percent of the population on the rights of the other 99 percent. … Target has crossed a line,
and that’s why millions of Americans will soon be saying to Target, ‘We used to love shopping
in your stores, but your radical activism and your scorning of our concerns has driven us
away.'”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/target-stock-plunges-as-1-million-boycott/?cat_orig=money

Is the World Getting Crazier, But We No Longer Notice? (04/28/16, Charles Hugh Smith,
Of Two Minds)
Excerpt: The banquet of consequences is about to be served.
If we step back and look at what's happened since the Global Financial Crisis of 200809, it's easy to see that the global leadership has chosen to do more of what's failed
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spectacularly.
(Further down)
Signs of financial craziness abound:
-- 25% of all stock market gains occur after Federal Reserve meetings: in other words, central
banks "own the market."
-- The Swiss central bank admitted to spending $470 billion on currency market manipulation
since 2010.
-- Other central banks have intervened in the stock and bond markets to the tune of trillions of
dollars/yen/euro/yuan.
-- The central bank of China has spent over $100 billion in a few months propping up the
yuan.
-- China has made it easier to borrow money again, sparking yet another housing bubble in
First Tier cities like Shanghai and Beijing--as if another housing bubble will fix what's broken
in China's economy.
-- U.S. corporations have borrowed billions of dollars at 1% to buy back their own shares--a
dynamic that may account for 50% of the current rise in the stock market.
-- ObamaCare has added costs to the healthcare system rather than reducing costs; though
healthcare spending adds to GDP, it is a form of consumption, not production.
-- Cheap credit enabled energy companies to boost production to the point that oil is now in
over-supply--and the need for revenues to fund the debts taken on to expand production force
producers to keep pumping.
-- Sweden has dropped its interest rate to negative territory, a policy that has sparked an
insane housing bubble.
And this is considered sane and healthy?
(Further down)
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(Further down)
We now have a TINA economy--there is no alternative. People feel trapped, unable to
choose another way of living and another livelihood, because all the alternatives mean
sacrificing discretionary income--often by 2/3. The person earning $90,000 in Corporate
America or the government can only earn $30,000 if they bailed out and took a less insane
job.
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(Further down)
Blind, destructive craziness has costs. The supposed benefits of doing more of what
failed spectacularly are short-term, and they're finally starting to run out.
The banquet of consequences is about to be served.
http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2016/04/is-world-getting-crazier-but-we-no.html
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UPDATE MAY 10, 2016 – MONEY, MONEY, MONEY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is May 10, 2016
I hope you all had a wonderful time celebrating your mom on Sunday.
Just think, regardless of what part of the country you're in, it was the one day we could
honestly say, everybody and their mother was on the road.
In this Update you will find just four articles, and they are all about Money.
That's it. The articles speak for themselves. The only thing I would add is that these things are
not going to happen. They are happening.
I love you guys! And, Mom, I love you too!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read the headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on. Go
deeper and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link under
each excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down
Money
Former McDonalds CEO Warns Minimum Wage "Will Wipe Out 1000s Of Jobs"
Excerpt from the excerpt: You’ll see their legacy every time you visit the Golden Arches,
where “would you like fries with that” is a button on a computer screen rather than a
phrase spoken by an employee in their first job.
The Next Employment Crisis Is Here: Job Cuts At U.S. Companies Jump 35 Percent In
April
Excerpt from the excerpt: According to Challenger, Gray & Christmas, U.S. firms announced
65,141 job cuts during April, which represented a massive 35 percent increase over the
previous month. And so far this year overall, job cut announcements are running 24 percent
higher than for the exact same period in 2015. (with chart)
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Since 2014 The US Has Added 450,000 Waiters And Bartenders, And No Manufacturing
Workers
This is the whole very short article with charts.
Inside the Secret Meeting Where Wall Street Tested Digital Cash
Excerpt from the excerpt: On a recent Monday in April, more than 100 executives from some
of the world’s largest financial institutions gathered for a private meeting at the Times Square
office of Nasdaq Inc. They weren’t there to just talk about blockchain, the new technology
some predict will transform finance, but to build and experiment with the software.

Updates
Money
Former McDonalds CEO Warns Minimum Wage "Will Wipe Out 1000s Of Jobs"
(04/29/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hege)
Excerpt: While this should be no surprise to any rational non-establishment-teet-suckling
economist, former McDonalds' CEO Ed Rensi exclaims, in a recent Forbes Op-Ed, that "a
$15 minimum wage won’t spell the end of [fast-food brands]. However it will mean wiping out
thousands of entry-level opportunities for people without many other options." The $15
minimum wage demand, which translates to $30,000 a year for a full-time employee, is built
upon a fundamental misunderstanding of a restaurant business (and we add simple
supply and demand fundamentals) - just "do the math" Rensi rants...
(Further down)
You’ll see their legacy every time you visit the Golden Arches, where “would you like
fries with that” is a button on a computer screen rather than a phrase spoken by an
employee in their first job.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-29/former-mcdonalds-ceo-warns-minimum-wage-will-wipe-out-1000sjobs

The Next Employment Crisis Is Here: Job Cuts At U.S. Companies Jump 35 Percent In
April (05/05/16, Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: Should we be alarmed that the number of job cuts announced by large U.S.
companies was 35 percent higher in April than it was in March? This is definitely a case
where the trend is not our friend. According to Challenger, Gray & Christmas, U.S. firms
announced 65,141 job cuts during April, which represented a massive 35 percent increase
over the previous month. And so far this year overall, job cut announcements are running 24
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percent higher than for the exact same period in 2015. Meanwhile, on Thursday we learned
that initial claims for unemployment benefits shot up dramatically last week. In fact, the jump
of 17,000 was the largest increase that we have seen in over a year. Of course the U.S.
economy has been slowing down for quite a while now, and many have been wondering when
we would begin to see that slowdown reflected in the employment numbers. Well, that day
has now arrived.
(Further down)
So what is causing this?
Why are firms laying off so many people all of a sudden?
(Further down)
As I have written about previously, earnings for companies listed on the S&P 500 have fallen
a total of 18.5 percent from their peak in late 2014, and it was being projected that corporate
earnings overall would be down 8.5 percent for the first quarter of 2016 compared to the
same period a year ago.
And in the chart that I have posted below, you can see that corporate profits after tax have
been falling precipitously since peaking in mid-2015…

As this new economic downturn intensifies, the layoffs will accelerate.
In plain English, that means that a whole lot more people will be losing their jobs.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/the-next-employment-crisis-is-here-job-cuts-at-u-s-companiesjump-35-percent-in-april
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Since 2014 The US Has Added 450,000 Waiters And Bartenders, And No Manufacturing
Workers (05/06/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
With Obama yet again on TV, taking credit for the Fed's reflation of the stock market as
somehow indicative of an economic "recovery" ("fiction peddlers" not allowed in the crowd),
here is another way of showing the unprecedented transformation in the US labor pool: since
December 2014, the US has added just under 450,000 waiters and bartenders, and no
manufacturing workers.
Behold: "Obama's recovery."

And here is the longer-term picture, going back to the start of the crisis in December 2007:
please do not "peddle fiction" upon seeing this chart.
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-06/2014-us-has-added-450000-waiters-and-bartenders-and-nomanufacturing-workers

Inside the Secret Meeting Where Wall Street Tested Digital Cash (05/02/16, Matthew
Leising, Bloomberg)
Excerpt: On a recent Monday in April, more than 100 executives from some of the world’s
largest financial institutions gathered for a private meeting at the Times Square office of
Nasdaq Inc. They weren’t there to just talk about blockchain, the new technology some
predict will transform finance, but to build and experiment with the software.
(Further down)
The event -- announced in a statement this Monday -- marked a key moment in the evolution
of blockchain, notable both for what was achieved, as well as how many firms were involved.
The technology’s potential has captivated Wall Street executives because it offers a way to
free up billions of dollars by speeding transactions that currently can take days, tying up
capital. But a huge piece of that puzzle is transforming cash into a digital form. And while
some firms have conducted experiments, the Chain event showed a large number of them
are now looking jointly at a potential solution.
(Further down)
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While cash in a bank account moves electronically all the time today, there’s a distinction
between that system and what it means to say money is digital. Electronic payments are
really just messages that cash needs to move from one account to another, and this
reconciliation is what adds time to the payments process. For customers, moving money
between accounts can take days as banks wait for confirmations. Digital dollars, however, are
pre-loaded into a system like a blockchain. From there, they can be swapped immediately for
an asset.
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-02/inside-the-secret-meeting-where-wall-street-tested-digitalcash
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UPDATE MAY 16, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is May 16, 2016
Back in the April 20 Update I told you that the LGBT Agenda was actually a much bigger deal
than most folks realize. The AGENDA really has nothing to do with the people, but is purely a
device/mechanism to further causes. As Erik Rush presented, the AGENDA is really about
furthering SOCIALISM, particularly in the US.
I know, it sounds crazy, doesn't it?
On Friday, America's little emperor issued an EDICT, through Attorney General Loretta Lynch,
that ALL public schools must make their bathrooms and dressing rooms accessible to either
gender, etc., etc., etc. And as you will see there is more going on than just the schools.
It is time for the American people to rise up and deal with the problem. The problem is not the
transgender issue. The REAL and larger problem is the person (occupier of the oval office)
and people in government (attorney general, etc.) who blatantly think they can issue edicts to
the American people. And, of course, expect that we will bow and obey.
Be very clear that the Oval Office is OCCUPIED TERRITORY. If there was any doubt before,
this EDICT should wipe all doubt away. From an American system standpoint, if you bow to
this EDICT, you are embracing tyranny. Welcome to being a child abuser. Welcome to being a
part of The Great Unraveling.
The easiest solution is for all fifty states to ignore the EDICT. Compliance should not even be
a thought at the state government and school district levels. They should just ignore it and go
about their business. The United States is not a Monarchy. We don''t have a king who can
issue an EDICT just because he feels it is a good idea.
But the perpetrators cannot, must not be ignored. Somebody has either lost their mind or has
very EVIL intent for the American people. And I am extremely slow to use the E word. So
which is it? Either way, for the sake of the country, the perpetrators need to be relieved of their
positions immediately. Citizens of states and school districts should also be watching how
their elected and appointed representative respond. Keep in mind that whether elected,
appointed or simply hired, these people are not rulers. They are servants of the people.
I love you guys!
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just the headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
Money
2016 Best & Worst States for Business
The article
2016 Best & Worst States For Business Full List
The full list Spoiler: 1 Texas, 2 Florida, 3 North Carolina. 48 Illinois, 49 New York, 50
California.
Wendy’s to Employ Self-Service Kiosks at 6,000 Locations
Excerpt from the excerpt: In direct response to higher wage prices and the firming of
commodity prices, Wendy’s is going to install self-service ordering kiosks at 6,000 locations.
McDonald’s is expected to follow at a slower pace.
Central Banks and the Rise of Extremism
Excerpt from the excerpt: The real tragedy is that the smoke and mirrors perpetuating the
veneer of calm in world markets can persist for a while longer. The U.S. consumer remains
the world economy’s mightiest source of growth. Cheerleading economists were no doubt
levitated by news that U.S. household borrowing exploded in March at a breakneck speed
that hadn’t been clocked since 2001. The $29.7 billion one-month gain works out to a 10percent annualized pace.
The Coming War of Central Banks
Excerpt from the excerpt: History has shifted, and we're leaving the era of central bank
convergence and entering the era of central bank divergence, i.e. open conflict. In the
good old days circa 2009-2014, central banks acted in concert to flood the global banking
system with easy low-cost credit and push the U.S. dollar down, effectively boosting China
(whose currency the RMB/yuan is pegged to the USD), commodities, emerging markets and
global risk appetite.
Government
The Militarization Of America's Police: Despite Obama Promises, War-Weapon
Spending Soared In 2014/15
Excerpt from the excerpt: This week our organization released the study, OpenTheBooks
Snapshot Report – The Militarization of Local Police Departments that quantified the
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transfer of 1.5 million weapons-related items from the Department of Defense (DoD) to
federal, state and local law enforcement since 2006. New federal records show
police agencies in Florida, Texas, California, Tennessee, and Arizona led the nation in
procuring surplus military-weaponry from the DoD over the last ten years. (with charts)
Obama orders schools to open bathrooms to transgenders
Excerpt from the excerpt: The U.S. Justice Department and Department of Education, based
on pressing from President Obama and his administration, released a joint letter online to
school systems around the nation, not-so-subtly telling them they better open their restroom
facilities to both genders, else face the wrath of the federal government.
'We will not sell out our children to the federal government'
Excerpt from the excerpt: In a press conference with reporters, Patrick also vowed not to yield
to Obama’s “blackmail” approach to enacting his agenda.
“He says he’s going to withhold funding if schools do not follow the policy,” Patrick said, during
a press conference. “Well in Texas, he can keep his 30 pieces of silver. We will not yield to
blackmail from the president of the United States.”
Ruth Bader Ginsburg 1975: 'Unisex' bathrooms unnecessary
Excerpt from the excerpt: “In fact, the science cannot be clearer. There are two sexes.
Leaving aside rare conditions such as congenital adrenal hyperplasia, this is absolutely plain
at birth, and not a matter of arbitrary ‘assignment.’ A person with a Y chromosome is throughand-through male in every cell in his body. If ‘Caitlyn’ Jenner’s skeleton is dug up a few
hundred years from now, it will unequivocally be identified as male.
Feds: Insurers can't discriminate on LGBT Obamacare coverage
Excerpt from the excerpt: The new rule came on the same day as the Education Department
issued guidance to schools, telling that if they have sex-segregated activities and facilities,
transgender students have to be able to participate according to their gender identity.
Carter: Military can work out 'practical issues' to lift transgender ban
Excerpt from the excerpt: Defense Secretary Ash Carter on Thursday reiterated his intention
to allow transgender people to openly serve in the military, and said he's confident any
"practical issues" can be resolved.
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Updates
Money
2016 Best & Worst States for Business

(05/09/16, J.P. Donlon, Chief Executive)
Excerpt: In our 12th annual canvas of CEO opinion, leaders favor states with fewer regulatory
encumbrances and report that most remedies dangled by politicians only make things worse.
(Further down)
Texas and Florida top the list, as they have every year for the past 12 years that we have
conducted this survey. Despite having been hit hard by the shale energy bust, Texas is still
held in high esteem by CEOs for its favorable economic reforms. But each year,
Florida steadily edges up in the qualitative measures. The Sunshine State added 1 million
private-sector jobs over the last five years, cut taxes 50 times and got rid of 4,200
burdensome regulations. In 2014, it surpassed New York as the third-biggest state for
companies to flourish.
http://chiefexecutive.net/why-do-some-areas-of-the-country-thrive-while-others-see-businesses-atrophy-andpeople-flee-at-alarming-rates/
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2016 Best & Worst States For Business Full List
http://chiefexecutive.net/2016-best-and-worst-states-for-business-full-list/

Wendy’s to Employ Self-Service Kiosks at 6,000 Locations (05/13/16, Mike Shedlock,
Mish Talk)
Excerpt: In direct response to higher wage prices and the firming of commodity prices,
Wendy’s is going to install self-service ordering kiosks at 6,000 locations. McDonald’s is
expected to follow at a slower pace.
(Further down)
All 258 Wendy’s restaurants in California, where the minimum wage rose to $10 an hour this
year and will gradually rise to $15, are franchise-operated. Likewise, about 75% of 200-plus
restaurants in New York are run by franchisees.
(Further down)
Carl’s Jr. Investing in Machines
“The 100% automated restaurant, Eatsa, has inspired the CEO of Carl’s Jr.
The CEO of Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s has visited the fully automated restaurant Eatsa — and
it’s given him some ideas on how to deal with rising minimum wages.”
(Further down)
Zero Human Interaction Eatsa
“A new restaurant chain called Eatsa is unlike any fast-food chain we’ve seen before.
The restaurant is almost fully automated, functioning like a vending machine that spits out
freshly-prepared quinoa bowls.”
State of Affairs
Fast food is not cheap. $15 minimum wages do not help.
It’s easy to dismiss Eatsa. It has 10 stores. But it’s the idea that’s important.
Wendy’s is adopting a similar model as best it can, en masse.
Department stores that have massively over-expanded will follow suit.
None of these trends bode well for store expansion or hiring. Layoffs are on the horizon.
https://mishtalk.com/2016/05/13/wendys-to-employ-self-service-kiosks-at-6000-locations/
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Central Banks and the Rise of Extremism (05/11/16, Danielle DiMartino Booth, DiMartino
Booth Money Strong)
Excerpt: How sweet it would be to report that since 2007 the tide of debt has turned. But
instead, an early 2015 McKinsey report documented that global debt had ballooned, with
none of the world’s major economies taking positive steps toward reducing their debt levels.
Such is the disastrous bent of modern-day central banking thinking, with its belief that the only
way to alleviate the problem of overindebtedness is with ever-increasing debt.
In all, according to McKinsey’s math, global debt increased by $57 trillion in the seven years
ending 2014. The gold medal winners among creditors were the sovereigns: at 9.3-percent
growth, government debt swelled to $58 trillion from a starting point of $33 trillion.
Corporations came in second place with their debt levels rising by 5.9 percent to $56 trillion
from $38 trillion. The onus was clearly on these two competitors to offset the relatively weaker
growth of financial and household debt which was no doubt dragged down by the collapse in
U.S. mortgage availability and the recapitalization of (some) lenders.
Where does that leave us? Apparently angry. Very, very angry.
(Further down)
Maybe the anger stems from the injustice of it all, and the knowledge that future growth has
been sacrificed for little more than yet another run for a place in the history text that
chronicles rampant speculative fervors. Though the average person on the street might not be
able to put their finger on it, they do know it’s impossible to put food on the table with the
ethereal proceeds from a share buyback that does nothing more than prop up a stock price.
(Further down)
The real tragedy is that the smoke and mirrors perpetuating the veneer of calm in world
markets can persist for a while longer. The U.S. consumer remains the world economy’s
mightiest source of growth. Cheerleading economists were no doubt levitated by news that
U.S. household borrowing exploded in March at a breakneck speed that hadn’t been clocked
since 2001. The $29.7 billion one-month gain works out to a 10-percent annualized pace.
The usual suspects of the current recovery remained hard at work – student debt and auto
loans continued their journey into the stratosphere. But the most record smashing category
was credit card debt, which spiked by $11.1 billion, or at a blistering 14-percent pace.
In all, household debt rose at a 6.4-percent pace in the first quarter, just shy of three times the
pace at which average hourly earnings grew. Looked at through a slightly different prism,
personal income grew by $57.4 billion in March, the same month in which American
households tacked on about half that amount in fresh debt. This is good news how?
The very absence of a full scale global conflict is without a doubt a huge blessing. At this
juncture, it’s difficult to fathom how the world’s super-creditors could finance a war. History,
however, suggests that times exactly like such as the ones in which we find ourselves are
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fraught with risks. Unprecedented levels of income inequality combined with profoundly
threatened developed world pensions make for a frightening recipe for social unrest that
threatens to boil over onto something grave on the world stage.
It is therefore of little surprise that voters worldwide are protesting at the ballot boxe. Debt
spirals ever upward, even as the masses struggle to get by on less and less knowing there
will be a dearer price yet to pay.
http://dimartinobooth.com/central-banks-rise-extremism/

The Coming War of Central Banks (0/10/16, Charles Hugh Smith, Of Two Minds)
Welcome to a currency war in which victory depends on your perspective.
Excerpt: History has shifted, and we're leaving the era of central bank convergence and
entering the era of central bank divergence, i.e. open conflict. In the good old days circa
2009-2014, central banks acted in concert to flood the global banking system with easy lowcost credit and push the U.S. dollar down, effectively boosting China (whose currency the
RMB/yuan is pegged to the USD), commodities, emerging markets and global risk appetite.
(Further down)
The net result of this reversal is global markets have struggled since mid-2015, when the
headwinds of the stronger dollar finally hit the global economy with full force.
In one last gasp of unified policy convergence, G20 nations agreed to crush the USD
again in early March 2016, to save China from the consequences of a stronger yuan and the
commodity markets (and lenders who over-extended loans to commodity producers).
That Shanghai Accord lasted all of two months. The engineered collapse has already
reversed, and the USD is gaining ground, reversing the gains in risk assets, commodities and
China's export-dependent, debt-based stability.
(Further down)
The Fed is boxed in, too: if the Fed can't raise rates after seven years of "growth," then its
credibility suffers. If it raises rates, that accelerates the capital flow into USD and the U.S.,
pushing the dollar higher, which then triggers mayhem in China, emerging markets,
commodity markets and U.S. corporate profits earned overseas.
Welcome to a currency war in which victory depends on your perspective. If the USD
continues strengthening, the winners will be those holding USD, as their currency will
increase its purchasing power as other currencies devalue.
http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2016/05/the-coming-war-of-central-banks.html
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Government
The Militarization Of America's Police: Despite Obama Promises, War-Weapon
Spending Soared In 2014/15 (05/11/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: The militarization of America's police has been a topic of concern for years (most
openly since The Boston Marathon bombing in 2013) but reached a crescendo in 2014 amid
Ferguson's riots when the average joe was exposed to MRAPs up close and personal. In
October 2014, President Obama began planning to increase funding for military equipment
transfers to the police, but then in May 2015, he flip-flopped - proclaiming his goal to demilitarize the police. However, this was another lie. As Forbes reports, despite Obama's
pledge to demilitarize the police new federal data shows that 2014 and 2015 were peak
years for shipments of surplus military gear to local police departments across
America.
As we detailed previously, there is no doubt that the American police force has been
drastically militarized...
And now we find out that despite public outcry and Obama's populist comments on demilitarization, as Forbes details, the militarization actually accelerated...
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This week our organization released the study, OpenTheBooks Snapshot Report – The
Militarization of Local Police Departments that quantified the transfer of 1.5 million
weapons-related items from the Department of Defense (DoD) to federal, state and
local law enforcement since 2006. New federal records show police agencies in
Florida, Texas, California, Tennessee, and Arizona led the nation in procuring surplus
military-weaponry from the DoD over the last ten years.
(Further down)
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-11/militarization-americas-police-despite-obama-promises-warweapon-spending-soared-201

Obama orders schools to open bathrooms to transgenders (05/13/16, Cheryl Chumley,
WND)
Feds issue threat of lawsuits, loss of federal aid in 'historic step'
Excerpt: The U.S. Justice Department and Department of Education, based on pressing from
President Obama and his administration, released a joint letter online to school systems
around the nation, not-so-subtly telling them they better open their restroom facilities to both
genders, else face the wrath of the federal government.
“There is no room in our schools for discrimination of any kind, including discrimination
against transgender students on the basis of their sex,” said Attorney General Loretta Lynch,
in a written statement entitled “U.S. Departments of Justice and Education Release Joint
Guidance to Help Schools Ensure the Civil Rights of Transgender Students” posted Friday.
She added: “I look forward to continuing our work with the Department of Education – and
with schools across the country – to create classroom environments that are safe, nurturing
and inclusive for all of our young people.”
The guidance, which does not carry the weight of law, nonetheless makes clear that schools
that receive federal funding cannot discriminate against transgender students based on Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. Feds, under that umbrella, are lumping
transgenders in with that amendment’s prohibition against discrimination based on sex.
(Further down)
Under the guidance, school officials would have to regard and treat transgender students by
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whichever sex they said they most identified with at the time, based only on a notification from
parents or guardians that specify the newfound gender “differs from previous representations
or records.”
A physicians’ notice is not required; neither is a medical diagnosis to underscore the student’s
assumed identity.
The guidance states: “As is consistently recognized in civil rights cases, the desire to
accommodate others’ discomfort cannot justify a policy that singles out and disadvantages a
particular class of students.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/obama-to-schools-open-girls-bathrooms-to-boys/

'We will not sell out our children to the federal government' (05/13/16, Cheryl Chumley,
WND)
Obama's transgender-bathroom push sparks uproar, praise
Excerpt: Mike Huckabee, former governor of Arkansas and presidential candidate, took to
Twitter Friday morning to express outrage at President Obama’s all-court press for
transgender rights – specifically, to allow males to use females’ restrooms – and saying the
directive issued by his Justice Department demanding schools turn a blind eye to biology and
sex is a revealing insight into the president’s personality.
(Further down)
Texas Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick told NBC 5 when news of the White House directive broke that
“this will be the beginning of the end of the public school system as we know it.”
He also said Obama completely thwarted the will of Congress and the people in order to
enact his own vision of how transgenders should be treated.
(Further down)
“President Obama, in the dark of the night, without consulting Congress, without consulting
educators, without consulting parents, decides to issue an executive order … forcing
transgender policies on schools and on parents who clearly don’t want it,” Patrick said.
But he was hardly finished.
In a press conference with reporters, Patrick also vowed not to yield to Obama’s “blackmail”
approach to enacting his agenda.
“He says he’s going to withhold funding if schools do not follow the policy,” Patrick said, during
a press conference. “Well in Texas, he can keep his 30 pieces of silver. We will not yield to
blackmail from the president of the United States.”
(Further down)
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But he was hardly finished.
In a press conference with reporters, Patrick also vowed not to yield to Obama’s “blackmail”
approach to enacting his agenda.
“He says he’s going to withhold funding if schools do not follow the policy,” Patrick said, during
a press conference. “Well in Texas, he can keep his 30 pieces of silver. We will not yield to
blackmail from the president of the United States.”
Texas schools receive about $10 billion over a two-year period from the federal government.
But Patrick said most of that goes toward the free lunch and breakfast program for lowerincome families with students.
“So Barack Obama, if schools don’t knuckle down to force girls showering with boys and force
8-year-old girls to have to endure boys coming into their bathroom, he’s taking money from
the poorest of the poor. The president of the United States will be ending the free breakfast
and free lunch program. That’s what he’s saying.”
(Further down)
“We will not sell out our children to the federal government,” he said. “And the people of Texas
and the legislature will find a way to find as much of that money as we can if we are forced to.
There is no compromise on this issue. This is a modern-day come-and-take-it issue and the
president of the United States, like the superintendent of Fort Worth, is not coming and taking
our children.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/beginning-of-the-end-of-the-public-school-system/

Ruth Bader Ginsburg 1975: 'Unisex' bathrooms unnecessary (05/13/16, Bob Unruh,
WND)
Veteran of ACLU battles, advocate for 'gays' debunked 'horrible' warnings against ERA
Excerpt: All because a minority of citizens say their belief they are the opposite gender from
their physical attributes requires the rest of the nation to allow them to use the restroom,
locker room, shower room, and more, of the sex with which they identify, not the sex they are
physically.
Target has promoted the idea, Texas officials are outraged at the store’s lack of protections for
women and children in restrooms, North Carolina and the Department of Justice have dueling
lawsuits pending, and there’s little doubt at some point the U.S. Supreme Court will actually
issue a ruling on toilets.
(Further down)
But one expert opinion, from a top-flight leftist lawyer who worked for the ACLU, in fact,
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launching the group’s Women’s Rights Project, who served as the ACLU’s general counsel for
eight years, was on the board of directors for nearly the same time, and more, says separate
bathrooms are just fine.
“Separate places to disrobe, sleep, perform personal bodily functions are permitted, in some
situations required, by regard for individual privacy,” she wrote in a 1975
commentary printed by the Washington Post.
“Individual privacy, a right of constitutional dimension, is appropriately harmonized with the
equality principle,” she wrote.
The author?
Ruth Ginsburg, now on the bench of the U.S. Supreme Court.
(Further down)
Child abuse
The American College of Pediatricians has warned of the danger of allowing children to
“impersonate” the opposite sex.
“A person’s belief that he or she is something they are not is, at best, a sign of confused
thinking,” the group said. “Conditioning children into believing a lifetime of chemical and
surgical impersonation of the opposite sex is normal and healthful is child abuse.”
WND columnist Jane Orient, M.C., asserted pushing boys into girls locker rooms is an idea
based on “seriously flawed assumptions.”
“In fact, the science cannot be clearer. There are two sexes. Leaving aside rare conditions
such as congenital adrenal hyperplasia, this is absolutely plain at birth, and not a matter of
arbitrary ‘assignment.’ A person with a Y chromosome is through-and-through male in every
cell in his body. If ‘Caitlyn’ Jenner’s skeleton is dug up a few hundred years from now, it will
unequivocally be identified as male.
“Second, they both assume that it is possible to convert a male into a female and that doctors
are helping a patient affirm his true identity by so doing,” she wrote.
“In fact, it is possible for a male to become a eunuch or female impersonator, but he will never
be able to be somebody’s natural mother. And what do we do to a boy to try to make him
appear female? Do we have any information about the long-term effects of female hormones
starting in childhood? Maybe we will eventually, if we follow today’s experimental subjects –
who are too young to consent and are likely not having the possible consequences spelled
out. If castrated, they will lose forever the prospect of having natural offspring. And what will
genital surgery do to urinary continence? How will hormones affect their risk of breast cancer?
What about blood clots and strokes? And osteoporosis and fractures as they age? If adult
athletes are forbidden to ‘dope’ with steroids, why is it acceptable for children?
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“There are excellent reasons not to have boys and girls undressing in front of each other, and
a transgender ‘girl’ is just a wedge. The real agenda is to further the sexual and cultural
revolution: to undermine the family, to stigmatize the Christian faith and indeed all traditional
morality, and to break down all resistance to a totalitarian state that dictates belief and
behavior,” she warned.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/ruth-bader-ginsburg-1975-unisex-bathrooms-unnecessary/

Feds: Insurers can't discriminate on LGBT Obamacare coverage (05/13/16, Jayne
O'Donnell, USA Today)
Excerpt: Insurers and hospitals can't discriminate against patients because of their gender
identity under the Affordable Care Act, federal officials said Friday, but patient groups
complained the rule doesn't go far enough.
The Department of Health and Human Services finalized a rule that prohibited discrimination
in health care based on a long list of characteristics ranging from race to pregnancy, gender
identity and "sex stereotyping."
It doesn't mean insurers have to cover all treatments associated with gender transitioning but
they just can't outright deny them either. But the rule doesn't go far enough in clarifying what
is discrimination, some say.
(Further down)
The new rule came on the same day as the Education Department issued guidance to
schools, telling that if they have sex-segregated activities and facilities, transgender students
have to be able to participate according to their gender identity.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/05/13/feds-insurers-cant-discriminate-lgbt-obamacarecoverage/84335232/

Carter: Military can work out 'practical issues' to lift transgender ban (05/12/16, Stephen
Losey, Navy Times)
Excerpt: Defense Secretary Ash Carter on Thursday reiterated his intention to allow
transgender people to openly serve in the military, and said he's confident any "practical
issues" can be resolved.
"The question of principle we've sort of settled — what matters is people's ability to contribute
to our military," Carter said when asked about the military's transgender policy in a questionand-answer session with cadets at the Air Force Academy. "The only barriers we should ever
erect to that principle are ones in which there are practical issues that we can't work through."
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But Carter said he's sure the Defense Department will be able to resolve those issues in this
case.
(Further down)
The Pentagon may also have to sort out other, military-specific questions, such as when
transgender troops begin adhering to a new dress code and grooming standards, how their
fitness standards would change, and whether the military health care system would provide
them with hormone replacement therapy or gender reassignment surgery.
Last July, Carter announced a plan to lift the prohibition on transgender troops. At the time,
he said the current regulations "are outdated and are causing uncertainty that distracts
commanders from our core missions.
Defense regulations now consider transgender people medically unfit for service. They can be
separated honorably if diagnosed with "psychosexual conditions, including but not limited to
transsexualism, exhibitionism, transvestism, voyeurism, and other paraphilias," according to
Defense Department Instruction 6130.03.
http://www.navytimes.com/story/military/2016/05/12/carter-military-can-work-out-practical-issues-lift-transgenderban/84293064/
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UPDATE MAY 30, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is May 30, 2016
As you know, last week there was no Update. Actually, there was an Update, it's just that we
were on the road and I could not find a time and place to lay it out so it could be sent. That
usually doesn't happen, but it did last week. So this Update is really last week's. But enough
about me...
Today is the holiday for Memorial Day. We are remembering loved ones who served in the US
military who fought and lost their lives in wars in which America was engaged, and also those
who made it through the war(s) but have now passed on.
I am proud to say my daughter is a Chief in the Navy.
For me, I still remember my friend Bill Bruce, who died in Vietnam. An extremely great guy,
and a huge loss.
I have many friends and family who have served in the military who lived through the war(s) in
which they fought. Time marches on and they are passing on. Many are being buried or
ashes interred at national cemeteries for those who served in the military. My father is buried
at Riverside National Cemetery. He fought in and lived through World War 2.
To you families who have children and/or spouses who have served and fought and died
protecting this nation... Thank You.
Whether the war was popular or unpopular, necessary or questionable, service voluntary or
not, we are sorry for your loss. And on behalf of your loss, again... Thank You.
To those of you who are currently serving in the military... Thank You.
My best to you.
You are my family and friends. I love you!
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just the headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
Government
Meanwhile In The U.S. Congress: "Chaos And Shouting" After LGBT Measure Fails To
Pass
Excerpt from the excerpt: So to summarize: while the Fed is complaining about the lack of
fiscal stimulus by Congress and the world is drowning in the biggest central bank-inflated
asset bubble in history, the laws that the US congress focuses on have to do with LGBT
"protections" (a privilege the rest of the population also wishes it had) and whether or not
confederate flags should be on display in cemeteries.
Judge rules in California's open-bathrooms fight
There is a lot in this article that most folks in California know nothing about. If you are in
California, you need to read this. If you are in another state, you need to read this. Get a very
clear understanding of what is going on. It is not just California.
Excerpt from the excerpt: The state legislature even demanded that students in public schools
every year honor Harvey Milk, a homosexual activist, reported sexual predator and advocate
for Jim Jones, leader of the massacred hundreds in Jonestown, Guyana.
LGBT group calls for city of Dallas sever ties with pastor
Let's just keep the facts straight..
Excerpt from the excerpt: The pastor said that what he stated while on the radio was that
businesses that threaten to boycott states because of its laws are a greater threat to
religious liberty than ISIS.
Culture
Sweden's Holy War on Children's Books
Excerpt from the excerpt: In 1966, one of Sweden's most popular children's writers, Jan Lööf,
published Grandpa is a Pirate, an illustrated children's book, which featured, among other
characters, the wicked pirate Omar and the street peddler, Abdullah. The book has been a
bestseller ever since, and has been translated into English (as My Grandpa is a Pirate),
Spanish, French and other languages. Ten years ago, 100,000 copies of it were even
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distributed to the Swedish public with McDonald's Happy Meals, as part of an initiative to
support reading among children.
REPORT: Migrants Committing Disproportionately High Crime In Germany While Media
And Govt Focus on ‘Far Right’ Thought Crimes
Excerpt from the excerpt: A massive, migrant crime wave is surging across Germany
according to figures buried in a new report released by the country’s Interior Ministry. The
data reveals that without migrants considered, crime rates in Germany would have remained
roughly static since 2014. But, in fact, the country recorded an extra 402,741 crimes
committed by migrants. (with chart)
U.S. students donate 'to wipe Israel off map'
Excerpt from the excerpt: Satirical filmmaker Ami Horowitz recently visited Oregon’s Portland
State University to find out just how far students there were willing to go to fund anti-Israel
activity.
Money
More Young Americans Live With Their Parents Than At Any Time Since The Great
Depression
Whole article with charts
Excerpt: As a matter of fact, the trend of kids living at home with their parents has gotten
so strong that home builders are now designing homes with just that in mind. "One out
of six buyers have or plan to have a grown child at home" said Richard Bridges, Chicago
division sales manager at David Weekly Homes. For a mere $35,000-plus, Richard says the
plan can include a bedroom/bathroom suite in a finished basement to accommodate the kids
who inevitably will be returning home to live.
Initial Jobless Claims Worse Than Expected, Near 3-Month Highs
Whole article with charts. Mostly charts.
Excerpt:: Following the last two weeks' dramatic surge in initial jobless claims it was expected
that a pull back would occur and it did but the last week's 278k print is still worse than
expected - the third weekly miss in a row (the first time since January). The downtrend
remains 'broken' as the 4-week-average prints at 3-month highs, catching up to weakness
in layoffs, earnings, macro data, ISM/PMI surveys, and retail stocks.
These Are The Ten Companies That Have Cut The Most Jobs In 2016
Whole article with list of companies.
Excerpt: After the US Manufacturing PMI plunged to 7 year lows today, we thought it relevant
to remind everyone just how robust the economy is by showing the 10 companies that have
cut jobs so far in 2016.
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Updates
Government
Meanwhile In The U.S. Congress: "Chaos And Shouting" After LGBT Measure Fails To
Pass (05/19/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Twenty-nine Republicans voted for Maloney's amendment to a spending bill for the
Department of Veterans Affairs and military construction projects, along with all Democrats in
the final roll call.
"This is one of the ugliest episodes I've experienced in my three-plus years as a
member of this House," Maloney, who is openly gay, said while offering his amendment.
The amendment would have effectively nullified a provision in the defense authorization that
the House passed late Wednesday night. The language embedded in the defense bill states
that religious corporations, associations and institutions that receive federal contracts can't be
discriminated against on the basis of religion.
Democrats warn that such a provision could potentially allow discrimination against the LGBT
community in the name of religious freedom. Maloney's amendment specifically would
prohibit funds to implement contracts with any company that doesn't comply with President
Obama's executive order prohibiting federal contractors from discriminating against LGBT
workers.
(Further down)
So to summarize: while the Fed is complaining about the lack of fiscal stimulus by Congress
and the world is drowning in the biggest central bank-inflated asset bubble in history, the laws
that the US congress focuses on have to do with LGBT "protections" (a privilege the rest of
the population also wishes it had) and whether or not confederate flags should be on display
in cemeteries.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-19/meanwhile-us-congress-chaos-and-shouting-after-lgbt-measurefails-pass

Judge rules in California's open-bathrooms fight (05/23/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'This is as far as they've ever gone. This is the most extreme'
Excerpt: President Obama’s open-bathrooms campaign already has been taken to court by
the state of North Carolina, civil and religious rights organizations, the Alliance Defending
Freedom and several schools.
But the effort took a major hit just days ago in California when a judge ruled in a case that has
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been in the courts for several years already that critics deserve to have more information
regarding the government’s actions.
At issue is a law adopted by the legislature and signed by the governor in 2013 that allows
public school students to use restrooms and shower rooms based on their “gender identity.”
The law, long before Obama’s May 13 directive to public schools, was opposed by an
organization called Privacy For All Students.
Members collected more than 620,000 signatures of California voters to qualify the issue for a
referendum that would overturn the law, but elections officials disqualified more than 20
percent, leaving the referendum effort only 17,276 signatures short of the requirement to
qualify for the ballot.
(Further down)
Another California bill, SB48, requires positive portrayals of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender persons in public school social studies and history classes.
Other California laws:
• SB 543, signed by Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2010, “allows school staff to remove
children ages 12 and up from government schools and taken off-campus for counseling
sessions, without parental permission or involvement. The purpose is to permit prohomosexuality teachers and administrators to remove sexually confused children in 6th
grade and up from campus and take them to pro-homosexuality counselors who will
encourage them to embrace the homosexual lifestyle.”
• ACR 82, approved by the California Legislature in 2010, “creates de facto ‘morality-free
zones’ at participating schools (pre-kindergarten through public universities). Schools
that become official ‘Discrimination-Free Zones’ will ‘enact procedures’ (including
mandatory counseling) against students from pre-kindergarten on up who are accused
of ‘hate,’ ‘intolerance,’ or ‘discrimination’.” What is the hate? Peacefully speaking or
writing against the unnatural lifestyles choices of homosexuality and bisexuality.
• SB 572, signed by Schwarzenegger in 2009, establishes “Harvey Milk Day” in K-12
California public schools and community colleges. In classrooms, schools and school
districts that participate, children will now be taught to admire the life and values of late
homosexual activist and teen predator Harvey Milk of San Francisco the month of May.
• SB 777, signed by Schwarzenegger in 2007, prohibits all public school instruction and
every school activity from “promoting a discriminatory bias” against (effectively
requiring positive depictions of) transsexuality, bisexuality and homosexuality to
schoolchildren as young as five years old. SB 777 means children will be taught their
“gender” is a matter of choice.
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• AB 394, signed by Schwarzenegger in 2007, effectively promotes transsexual, bisexual
and homosexual indoctrination of students, parents and teachers via “anti-harassment”
and “anti-discrimination” materials, to be publicized in classrooms and assemblies,
posted on walls, incorporated into curricula on school websites, and distributed in
handouts to take home.
• SB 71, signed by Gov. Gray Davis in 2003 and implemented in 2008 through the new
“sexual health” standards approved by appointees of Schwarzenegger and State
Superintendent of Public Instruction Jack O’Connell, teaches children as young as 5th
grade that any consensual sexual behavior is “safe” as long as you “protect” yourself
with a condom, and teaches children that homosexuality, bisexuality and transsexuality
is “normal.”
• AB 1785, signed by Davis in 2000, required the California State Board of Education to
alter the state curriculum frameworks to include and require “human relations
education” for children in K-12 public schools, with the aim of “fostering an appreciation
of the diversity of California’s population and discouraging the development of
discriminatory attitudes and practices,” according to the state legislative counsel’s
digest.
• AB 537, signed by Davis in 1999, permits teachers and students to openly proclaim
and display their homosexuality, bisexuality or transsexuality, even permitting crossdressing teachers, school employees and student on campus, in classrooms, and in
restrooms.
The state legislature even demanded that students in public schools every year honor Harvey
Milk, a homosexual activist, reported sexual predator and advocate for Jim Jones, leader of
the massacred hundreds in Jonestown, Guyana.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/judge-rules-in-californias-open-bathrooms-fight/

LGBT group calls for city of Dallas sever ties with pastor (05/23/16, Jobin Panicker,
WFAA ABC)
Excerpt: "This most recent thing has crossed a bridge that should not be crossed," said
Rafael McDonnell, with the Resource Center, a service organization for the Dallas-area LGBT
community.
(Further down)
Pastor Jeffress, who has a 12,000-member congregation, stands by his words but says he's
been misinterpreted by many.
"''Jeffries says LGBT businesses are worse than ISIS,' that's not what I said," said Jeffress on
what some media outlets are reporting.
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The pastor said that what he stated while on the radio was that businesses that
threaten to boycott states because of its laws are a greater threat to religious liberty
than ISIS.
http://www.wfaa.com/news/local/dallas-county/lgbt-group-calls-for-city-of-dallas-sever-ties-withpastor/212853486

Culture
Sweden's Holy War on Children's Books (05/21/16, Judith Bergman, Gatestone Institute)
Excerpt: In 1966, one of Sweden's most popular children's writers, Jan Lööf, published
Grandpa is a Pirate, an illustrated children's book, which featured, among other characters,
the wicked pirate Omar and the street peddler, Abdullah. The book has been a bestseller ever
since, and has been translated into English (as My Grandpa is a Pirate), Spanish, French and
other languages. Ten years ago, 100,000 copies of it were even distributed to the Swedish
public with McDonald's Happy Meals, as part of an initiative to support reading among
children.
Ah, but those were the days of yesteryear! Now, fifty years later, the book is no longer
tolerable. The now 76-year-old author told Swedish news outlets that his publisher recently
said that unless he rewrites the book and changes the illustrations, it will be taken off the
market. The publisher also threatened to withdraw another of his books unless it is redone: it
features an illustration of a black jazz musician who sleeps with his sunglasses on.
Lööf's publisher, the Swedish publishing giant Bonnier Carlsen, says that it has not yet made
a final decision and that it only views the rewriting and re-illustrating of the books as "an
option." There is no doubt, however, that they consider the books in question extremely
problematic.
"The books stereotype other cultures, something which is not strange, since all illustrations
are created in a context, in their own time, and times change," said Eva Dahlin, who heads
Bonnier Carlsen's literary department.
(Further down)
Sweden is no stranger to "literary revisions" of this kind, or other cultural revisions in the
name of political correctness. Both Pippi Longstocking and other children's books have gone
through assorted revisions or have even been taken off the market. In the Pippi Longstocking
television series, a scene in which Pippi squints her eyes to look Chinese has been edited out
altogether, so as not to offend anyone. In 2013, a popular, award-winning Danish children's
book, Mustafa's Kiosk, by Jakob Martin Strid, was taken off the market in Sweden after
complaints on Swedish social media that it was racist and "Islamophobic." Ironically, the
author wrote it in 1998, when he was staying in Indonesia, the world's most populous Muslim
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country, as "an anti-racist statement." Tellingly, the book had been on the Swedish market
since 2002 with no complaints. In his response to the criticism, the Danish writer noted that an
equal and non-racist society only comes about "when you are allowed to make (loving) fun of
everyone." "I also make fun of Norwegians," he added.
(Further down)
Taken to its extremes, the urge to cleanse a culture of elements that do not live up to the
politically correct orthodoxy currently in political vogue unsettlingly echoes the Taliban and
ISIS credos of destroying everything that does not accord with their Quranic views. The desire
"not to offend," taken to its logical conclusion, is a totalitarian impulse, which threatens to
destroy everything that disagrees with its doctrines. Crucially, who gets to decide what is
offensive?
What begins innocently enough, by taking out passages from books that may hurt someone's
feelings, can end up turning into something far more sinister, as it indeed has in Sweden.
Former Swedish Prime Minister Frederik Reinfeldt famously stated in 2014 that Sweden
belongs to immigrants, not to the Swedes who have lived there for generations. He thereby
communicated that he believes the future of Sweden will be shaped by non-Swedes, showing
a curious contempt for his own culture.
(Further down)
In 2012, two members of Sweden's parliament suggested that statues of the Swedish Kings
Carl XII and Gustav II Adolf should be removed, because they represent a time when Sweden
was a great military power, "a dark time in our country as well as in other countries, which
were affected by Swedish aggression," as the MPs wrote in the motion. Instead, the MPs
suggested, the squares of central Stockholm should be adorned in a way such that they
"signal peace, tolerance, diversity, freedom and solidarity."
In 2013, a Baroque painting of the nude goddess Juno was removed from the restaurant of
the Swedish parliament, ostensibly to avoid offense to feminist and Muslim sensibilities.
The above should not be discarded as crazy practices peculiar to Sweden. On the contrary,
they present a perfect case-study of the consequences of politically correct culture driven to
the extreme.
Indeed, these consequences are already proliferating across the Western world. One
particularly noteworthy instance took place when Iranian president Hassan Rouhani visited
Rome in January 2016. To prevent Rouhani having "a hormonal shock and ripp[ing] up the
freshly signed contracts with our Italian industries," as one Italian columnist, Massimo
Gramellini, wrote, Rome covered up its classical nude statues. Who would have even
imagined such sycophancy a decade ago?
In Britain, students have recently campaigned for the removal of symbols of British
imperialism, such as a statue of Cecil Rhodes at Oxford University. These students claim the
campaign is not only about the statue itself, but that it is "...a campaign against racism at
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Oxford, of which the Rhodes statue is a small but symbolic part."
The trouble with wanting to scrub the cultural and historical slate clean, as it were, is, of
course, that countries cannot just press "delete" on their culture and history. Such a move
would entail not just the removal of books, paintings and statues, but a complete purge.
Those who truly care for history will know that this experiment has already been
attempted, not once but several times over, by the various communist and Nazi
movements of the twentieth century. While there is little comparison between those
movements and the culture of political correctness, the impulse governing them all
nevertheless remains the same: To forge and impose one singular "truth" on everyone,
rooting out everything that does not fit the utopian mold. That is neither "diverse" nor
"tolerant."
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8086/sweden-childrens-books

REPORT: Migrants Committing Disproportionately High Crime In Germany While Media
And Govt Focus on ‘Far Right’ Thought Crimes (05/23/16, Raheem Kasam and Chris
Tomlinson, Breitbart)
Excerpt: A massive, migrant crime wave is surging across Germany according to figures
buried in a new report released by the country’s Interior Ministry. The data reveals that without
migrants considered, crime rates in Germany would have remained roughly static since 2014.
But, in fact, the country recorded an extra 402,741 crimes committed by migrants.
(Further down)
While much of this criminality concerned illegal border crossings, German authorities instead
talked up a “record surge” in crimes by “right wing radicals”.
Concerning statistics from the 135-page report reveal that 70 per cent of pickpocketing, one
of the crime types on the rise, was committed by non-Germans. Of this figure, 34 per cent
was committed by recent asylum seekers, with the rest committed by “non-Germans”.
Foreign nationals are thought to account for around 11 or 12 per cent of the total population of
Germany, but were over-represented in every area of crime.
Illegal immigrants and asylum seekers account for around 2.5 per cent of Germany’s
population, but were also massively overrepresented.
Amongst total offences, non-Germans accounted for 27.6 percent while illegal immigrants and
asylum seekers accounted for 5.7 percent. Of homicides, the figures are 29.3%/8.2%, and of
sexual assaults, the figures were 20.5%/4.8%.
In all of these cases as well as those indicated in the chart below, non-Germans and illegal
migrants outstripped their proportions of crime to their representation in German society.
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(Further down)
In the chart below, non-Germans are in light red while asylum seekers and illegal
migrants are in deep red.

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/05/23/germany-registers-surge-crimes-right-wing-radicals/
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U.S. students donate 'to wipe Israel off map' (05/24/16, WND)
Filmmaker raises funds for 'Hamas' in experiment on campus
Excerpt: Satirical filmmaker Ami Horowitz recently visited Oregon’s Portland State University
to find out just how far students there were willing to go to fund anti-Israel activity.
The Pacific Northwest is a hotspot for the BDS movement in America, which advocates for the
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctioning of Israeli products.
Posing as a representative for the fake organization “American Friends for Hamas,” Horowitz
introduced himself and went about soliciting donations from students “to fund operations
against Israel” and advocating for the bombing of “soft targets” like schools, hospitals and
cafes, with the ultimate goal of “wiping Israel off the map.”
(Further down)
At one point in the video, Horowitz described suicide bombers as the “poor man’s F-16,” and
told students hitting civilian targets is “the only way to fight back, really.”
Several students made pledges of between $10 and $20 to the fake group. Horowitz raised
hundreds of dollars in about an hour.
“I’ve been learning in this last school year about everything that’s going on over there, so I like
the sound of what you’re doing,” said one student.
“I’m totally against the Israeli genocide,” said another.
One woman agreed to donate $27 because that’s the amount she gave to Bernie Sanders’
presidential campaign.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/u-s-students-donate-to-wipe-israel-off-map/

Money
More Young Americans Live With Their Parents Than At Any Time Since The Great
Depression (05/24/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
As we've reported, while millennials continue to earn less and drown in debt, they have
resorted to living at home in order to cut costs and save money.
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The trend of millennials returning home to live with their parents has even gotten to the point
where one out of six home buyers have or plan to have a grown child at home, and
home builders are building to accommodate that fact.
As a matter of fact, the trend of kids living at home with their parents has gotten so
strong that home builders are now designing homes with just that in mind. "One out of
six buyers have or plan to have a grown child at home" said Richard Bridges, Chicago
division sales manager at David Weekly Homes. For a mere $35,000-plus, Richard says the
plan can include a bedroom/bathroom suite in a finished basement to accommodate the kids
who inevitably will be returning home to live.
Chicago area builder PulteGroup says in their new models, kids can enjoy a
bedroom/bathroom suite with a kitchenette and separate living space. "Our NexGen option is
the greatest in housing since indoor plumbing." said Jeff Roos, western regional president at
Lennar Corp.
Stunningly, according to new Pew Research Center analysis, 32.1% of all millennials are
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living with their parents now, which is more than any other time since the great depression!

Interestingly, as Pew also points out, it's not just the United States facing this issue. While in
the US 32.1% of millennials are living at home, that number spikes to a mind-boggling
48.1%across the European Union's 28 member nations.
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Hey millennials, welcome to the recovery.
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-24/more-young-americans-live-their-parents-any-time-greatdepression

Initial Jobless Claims Worse Than Expected, Near 3-Month Highs (05/19/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Following the last two weeks' dramatic surge in initial jobless claims it was expected that a
pull back would occur and it did but the last week's 278k print is still worse than expected the third weekly miss in a row (the first time since January). The downtrend remains
'broken' as the 4-week-average prints at 3-month highs, catching up to weakness in
layoffs, earnings, macro data, ISM/PMI surveys, and retail stocks.
3rd weekly miss in a row...
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With the 4-week average now at 3-month highs...

Are claims catching up to layoffs?

Or did the retail recovery just implode?
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June looms though.
Charts: Bloomberg
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-19/initial-jobless-claims-worse-expected-near-3-month-highs

These Are The Ten Companies That Have Cut The Most Jobs In 2016 (05/23/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
After the US Manufacturing PMI plunged to 7 year lows today, we thought it relevant to
remind everyone just how robust the economy is by showing the 10 companies that have cut
jobs so far in 2016.
The Fiscal Times has compiled a list of 20 companies - here are the top ten "fiction peddlers"
ignoring President Obama's rhetoric...
1) National Oilwell Varco: 17,850
2) Wal-Mart: 16,000
3) Schlumberger: 12,500
4) Intel: 12,000
5) Halliburton: 10,200
6) Dell: 10,000
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7) Chevron: 7,500
8) Buffets: 6,000
9) DuPont: 6,000
10) Weatherford International: 6,000
Not surprisingly the list is dominated by the tech and energy sectors, but those will bounce
back in the second half of the year as growth pics up... right?
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-23/these-are-ten-companies-have-cut-most-jobs-2016
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UPDATE JUNE 6, 2016 – MONEY, CULTURE, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is June 6, 2016
As you will see, there's a lot going on, so I will say very little. However, allow me to lead into
this Update with quotes about Freedom and Islam from a couple of Muslim clerics that is in
my book, “The Freedom Driven Life: The Case for Freedom.” Their MISTAKEN comments
about Freedom are pertinent to what is taking place today.
---------In an October 10, 2005 interview with World Net Daily, Hamas’ chief in Gaza and former
foreign minister Mahmoud al-Zahar responded to the accusations that Hamas may impose
hard-line Islamic rules on the Palestinians:
"I hardly understand the point of view of the West concerning these issues. The West brought
all this freedom to its people, but it is that freedom that has brought about the death of
morality in the West. It's what led to phenomena like homosexuality, homelessness and
AIDS."
The Middle East Media Research Institute (MEMRI) documented that the very next day,
October 11, 2005, in an interview in Arabic with elaph.com, Dr. al-Zahar had this to say:
"The Taliban are 1,000 times more honorable than the American occupation and its
collaborators… We are not a copy of the Taliban... Judge us according to what we are.
Everyone must stop blaming the Taliban for things that in fact characterize the people of the
West, who seek to turn the international community into a swamp of corruption and
destruction, and to spread abomination and disease in the name of absolute freedom...."
"We are part of Allah's promise that Islam will enter Palestine and every home in the world,
with a revelation of the power of Allah the Omnipotent, and a revelation of the inferiority of the
infidels. Hamas is leading this plan in Gaza, the West Bank, and the 1948 territories, and the
Muslim Brotherhood is leading it everywhere else. This is part of Allah's predestination."
More recently, as I am writing in February 2011, in an interview with Aaron Klein of World Net
Daily, another Islamic activist cleric, Anjem Choudary, is calling for American Muslims to revolt
against the U.S. and implement Shariah law. During the interview he had this to say:
“And thirdly and more importantly, the Muslims don't want democracy and freedom.
Democracy and freedom are anathema to Islam and the Shariah."
And in the same interview:
“I do believe that as a Muslim every part of the world will be governed by the Shariah, so
symbolically the flag of Islam will fly from every single country, every single nation."
----------Hey, you are my family and friends. I love you!
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just the headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
Money
Could the IMF Trigger a Global Debt Default?
Excerpt from the excerpt: One precedent for such a universal write-down comes from the
1930s. When European countries that owed “war debts” to the United States, they defaulted –
an outcome that worsened the already traumatic Great Depression.
A U.S.-Saudi Breakup Threatens the Demise of the Petrodollar
Excerpt from the excerpt: The end of the petrodollar system would tank the stock market and
affect the U.S. standard of living.
Alan Greenspan: "We're Running To A State Of Disaster"
Excerpt from the excerpt: "We have a global problem of a shortage in productivity growth and
it's not only the United States but it's pretty much around the world, and it's being caused by
the fact that populations everywhere in the Western world are aging, and we're not
committing enough of our resources to fund that. We should be running federal surpluses
right now not deficits. This is something we could have anticipated twenty five years ago and
in fact we did, but nobody's done anything about it. This is the crisis which has come upon
us."
Are 365 by Whole Foods' automated kiosks the future for grocery stores?
Excerpt from the excerpt: This week Whole Foods opened its first younger, hipper and
cheaper brand in Silver Lake, 365 by Whole Foods. Dubbed a "chain for millennials," the
store replaces many human workers with robots and computerized kiosks, something that will
likely become increasingly common as labor costs rise and California moves towards a $15
minimum wage by 2022.
The End Of The American Dream
Excerpt from the excerpt: On this basis the researchers concluded that nearly half of
Americans are “financially fragile” – and that necessarily includes a sizeable chunk of the
middle classes, as the details of the studies mentioned above show. Some 44% of middleincome households said they would struggle to raise the $400. Nearly half of college
graduates would not cover a $500-$1,000 emergency with savings.
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Culture
US State Department Issues European Travel Alert - Warns Of Terrorist Attacks
Excerpt from the excerpt: As part of the State Department’s continuous efforts to provide
Americans travelling abroad with information about relevant events, we are alerting U.S.
citizens to the risk of potential terrorist attacks throughout Europe, targeting major
events, tourist sites, restaurants, commercial centers and transportation. The large
number of tourists visiting Europe in the summer months will present greater targets for
terrorists planning attacks in public locations, especially at large events.
Sweden's Migrant Rape Epidemic Explained
The paragraph below is the whole article. The explanation is in an accompanying video clip.
How did peaceful Sweden go from being a quiet, low-crime country to being the country with
the second-highest incidence of rape in the world? Why has Sweden experienced a 1,472%
increase in the annual number of rapes?
Europe Braces for More Jihadist Attacks
Excerpt from the excerpt: In Brussels, Manuel Navarrete Paniagua, the head of the European
Counter Terrorism Centre at the European police agency Europol, warned Members of the
European Parliament that terrorist cells in Europe are stockpiling weapons and explosives for
future attacks:
"We have some information reported by the member states that terrorists groups are trying to
establish large clandestine stockpiles of explosives in the European Union to be used
eventually in large scale home attacks."
Government
Lying By the Government is as Terrifying as it is Contagious
Excerpt from the excerpt: The government lawyers lied.
Last week, we learned that the Department of Homeland Security has surreptitiously
accepted applications from more than 100,000 undocumented immigrants for permanent
residence under the terms of President Obama's unconstitutional executive orders.
The orders may be characterized as unconstitutional because the same federal judge to
whom the DOJ lawyers lied, as well as a panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit
to which the DOJ appealed the injunction against the president, found them so. Those
findings await a determination by the Supreme Court, which is expected by the end of next
month.
Thanks Obamacare: Texas Health Insurance Costs Will Soar By 60%
Excerpt from the excerpt: Going back to the reason for the rate hike request, it is simple: the
insruance company is spending far more than it is bringing in. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Texas, for example, has said it lost $321 million last year in the individual market, both on and
off the exchange, and that it spent $1.26 for every $1 it took in. The loss was also less
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than the $400 million loss it reported in 2014. It was due to those losses that the insurer said it
was necessary to drop all preferred provider organization plans, typically favored by those
with greater medical needs, across the state. Many of those who lost PPO coverage,
including 88,000 in Houston, were shifted to HMO plans.
9 In 10 Americans Are Disillusioned With Democracy
Excerpt from the excerpt: But there is another aspect to this eye-opening poll.
The poll provides a devastating picture of American fidelity to the larger US system.
Protect your kids from tyrant Obama
Excerpt from the excerpt: Did it upset you when the president of the United States ordered
every public school in America to open all its bathroom facilities including those that are in use
by a member of the opposite sex? The president’s order made me furious, and then sick to
my stomach. How dare this man do something so audacious and unthinkable! His letter from
the White House carried an implied threat to withhold federal money from local schools, which
rocked the halls of public education. Who is this politician that is spending your hard-earned
tax dollars to manipulate school officials, anyway? Who is it that is warping our children? It is
Barack Obama, one of the worst presidents in American history, and it is time we stood up
and said so!
Dad yanks sons from school over girl in bathroom
Excerpt from the excerpt: “My son informed me there was a girl in the bathroom with him and
the other kids in his class,” Matt Stewart told WXYZ-TV in Detroit.
And now he has yanked his three boys out of Southwest Elementary School in Howell,
Michigan, over the district’s decision to allow transgender students to use the bathroom that
corresponds with their gender identity.
State leader quits ACLU after daughters were ‘visibly frightened’ by men using
women’s restroom
Excerpt from the excerpt: “I have shared my personal experience of having taken my
elementary school age daughters into a women’s restroom when shortly after three
transgender young adults, over six feet [tall] with deep voices, entered,” she wrote.
“My children were visibly frightened, concerned about their safety and left asking lots of
questions for which I, like many parents, was ill-prepared to answer,” she continued.
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Updates
Money
Could the IMF Trigger a Global Debt Default? (05/31/16, Martin Hutchinson, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: If I suggested to you that Greece should be afforded unconditional debt relief, you’d
probably meet the idea with amazement.
But that’s exactly what the International Monetary Fund has just proposed.
It’s called on European creditors to provide upfront and “unconditional” debt relief for Greece,
suggesting a cap of 1.5% on its debt interest payments.
Yet more proof (if any more were even needed) that since the Financial Crisis, the institution
has morphed from being a stern (albeit fairly useless) defender of the norms of sound debt
management to a reckless enabler of Keynesian boondoggles.
“Unconditional?” Really?
There’s really no good case for providing even more debt relief to Greece.
(Further down)
In turn, the rest of the eurozone is now feeling pain, too.
Instead of throwing the country out of the euro – as should have been done – the IMF and,
more reluctantly, the European Union (EU), have now agreed to prolong the period of
economic unreality, plugging the gap between Greece’s output and its costs with ever larger
dollops of debt relief.
Naturally, EU taxpayers and holders of Greek debt will shoulder the cost of this silliness.
Although fortunately, most debt holders are EU banks and the European Central Bank, rather
than individual investors.
(Further down)
Because the IMF’s new reluctance to impose “austerity” on its clients is likely to spread to
other countries.
Elsewhere in Europe, for example, Portugal has now elected an anti-austerity government,
while Spain is close to electing one of its own.
If the IMF encourages those governments’ resistance to fiscal discipline, we may very soon
see defaults in those countries, too.
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Needless to say, that would produce an almighty bill for creditors and northern European
taxpayers that will run into the trillions – 10 times Greece’s demands.
Large, but badly run, countries like France and Italy will also find their voters demanding
similar debt forgiveness at some point, and the demand for debt favors will spread far beyond
the traditional impoverished recipients. Of course, debt investors will be portrayed as greedy
capitalists throughout this process, despite the fact that they receive meager returns on their
holdings.
There’s a similar situation brewing in South America, too.
While there’s probably very little the IMF can do to affect the Venezuelan mess, it won’t take
much further deterioration in Brazil to put a default into the realm of possibility. At that point, a
compliant IMF could well make things very much worse, allowing an inept government to
extract resources from international creditors and taxpayers.
The result of all this irresponsibility will be to further weaken fiscal discipline in states where
it’s already weak, and to multiply 10-fold or more the amount of international debt that’s
subject to “rescheduling.”
In addition, since the IMF has also damaged creditors’ interests by imposing “collective action
clauses” that allow the big banks to rip off retail bondholders in a rescheduling situation, the
basis of international debt is being steadily weakened.
(Further down)
Don’t believe me?
One precedent for such a universal write-down comes from the 1930s. When European
countries that owed “war debts” to the United States, they defaulted – an outcome that
worsened the already traumatic Great Depression.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/05/31/greece-international-monetary-fund-imf/

A U.S.-Saudi Breakup Threatens the Demise of the Petrodollar (05/30/16, Tim Maverick,
Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: There are, perhaps, fewer more important– or more delicate – relationships between
countries than the one between the United States and Saudi Arabia.
The very reason the U.S. dollar is the world’s reserve currency dates back to a deal struck in
1971 between Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and the Saudis, during which the
petrodollar was brought into existence.
The U.S. promised to always protect the House of Saud – militarily. In exchange, the Saudis
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would only accept dollars for their oil. Under Saudi pressure, all of OPEC soon followed suit.
This meant every nation on the planet needed dollars if they wanted oil.
Currently, however, this crucial relationship is arguably at its least stable since the birth of the
petrodollar.
This discontent was blatantly obvious during President Obama’s recent visit to Saudi Arabia.
(Further down)
The tension between the two countries further increased recently, thanks to the passing of a
bill by the Senate – the Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act (JASTA) – which would
allows the families of the victims of 9/11 to sue Saudi Arabia, pending the verdict as to
whether any of the country’s officials were involved in the 2001 terrorist attacks.
This means, if even a single low-ranking government clerk is found to have been involved,
Saudi Arabia could be sued by each and every American family that lost someone that day.
(Further down)
The Saudis are fuming hotter than the sands in the Arabian Desert on a sultry summer day.
Between Obama’s remarks and the potential legal trouble, Saudi Arabia is losing its faith in its
bond with the U.S.A.
Another key part of that distrust stems from the U.S. lifting sanctions against its rival, Iran.
(Further down)
The Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act is, in effect, a Pandora’s Box. Tit-for-tat
lawsuits will likely fly back and forth across the globe soon.
(Further down)
Now Stage 2 is underway. The country’s rig count is up 45% and counting, over the past two
years.
The ultimate goal is to lift Saudi production capacity from 12 million barrels a day to 20 million
barrels a day in the shortest time possible. The end game is to flood the market with so much
oil that even Iran would struggle to maintain numbers as well as exports.
Ultimately, MbS hopes U.S. oil players will drown in the flood.
Oil market participants think MbS is bluffing. Hindsight is, of course, 20/20. But only time will
tell.
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The Saudis may also move to break the bond between the dollar and the Saudi riyal. That
bond has been set at 3.75 riyal to the dollar since 1986.
A riyal devaluation may be MbS and the Saudis’ big move towards the end of the petrodollar.
China, Russia, and India, among others, are urging an end to the “hegemon” dominance of
the U.S. dollar in the international monetary system – particularly with regard to the pricing of
commodities. They now have a sympathetic ear in an unhappy Saudi Arabia, the only country
who can effectively put an end to dollar dominance.
For the United States, this would be a big change. The global economy would have to find its
footing with another currency.
China is waiting in line – so that could be the petro-yuan. But let’s hope it doesn’t come to
that.
The end of the petrodollar system would tank the stock market and affect the U.S. standard of
living.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/05/30/u-s-saudi-arabia-petrodollar/

Alan Greenspan: "We're Running To A State Of Disaster" (06/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: Alan Greenspan is back delivering more warnings about the state of the global
economy, hammering home the same key points made back in March.
"We have a global problem of a shortage in productivity growth and it's not only the United
States but it's pretty much around the world, and it's being caused by the fact that populations
everywhere in the Western world are aging, and we're not committing enough of our
resources to fund that. We should be running federal surpluses right now not deficits. This is
something we could have anticipated twenty five years ago and in fact we did, but nobody's
done anything about it. This is the crisis which has come upon us."
Of course nobody has done anything about it Alan, your prior employer makes it so that
precisely zero fiscal accountability needs to take place.
(Further down)
Greenspan also doesn't really view recession as the biggest problem right now, he is
concerned (rightfully so) about the longer term problem of low economic growth and soaring
entitlement growth.
"I don't think that's our problem. Our problem is not recession which is a short-term
economic problem, I think you have a very profound long-term problem of economic
growth at the time when in the Western world there is a very large migration from being
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a worker to being a recipient of social benefits"
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-31/alan-greenspan-were-running-state-disaster

Are 365 by Whole Foods' automated kiosks the future for grocery stores? (05/27/16,
Ben Bergman, 83.9 KPPC)
Excerpt: This week Whole Foods opened its first younger, hipper and cheaper brand in Silver
Lake, 365 by Whole Foods. Dubbed a "chain for millennials," the store replaces many human
workers with robots and computerized kiosks, something that will likely become increasingly
common as labor costs rise and California moves towards a $15 minimum wage by 2022.
"Most grocery stores can’t afford to pay people $15 an hour," said David Livingston, a
Wisconsin-based grocery store analyst. "It doesn’t work."
The 28,000-square foot 365 by Whole Foods store in Silver Lake employs 110 people, while
the 41,000-square foot traditional Whole Foods in downtown Los Angeles has a staff of 230,
said company spokeswoman Janette Rizk.
(Further down)
Whole Foods is opening more 365 stores in Lake Oswego, Oregon, and Bellevue,
Washington later this year. Up to 10 stores are expected to open next year, including in Santa
Monica, Claremont, Long Beach and North Hollywood.
http://www.scpr.org/news/2016/05/27/61058/is-365-by-whole-foods-the-grocery-store-of-the-fut/

The End Of The American Dream (05/28/16, Simon Wilson, Money Week)
Excerpt: What’s it like to be a middle-class American?
(Further down)
Gabler draws attention to a regular survey by the Federal Reserve, which asks consumers a
set of questions, including how they would pay for a $400 emergency. “The answer: 47% of
respondents said that either they would cover the expense by borrowing or selling something,
or they would not be able to come up with the $400 at all”, writes Gabler. “Four hundred
dollars! Who knew? Well, I knew. I knew because I am in that 47%.”
Does the data support this?
Yes. Research into this niche area of microeconomics – day-to-day “financial fragility” – has
boomed since the Great Recession, according to David Johnson, an economist at the
University of Michigan who specialises in income and wealth inequality. A 2014 survey study
found that only 38% of Americans would cover a $1,000 emergency medical bill or a $500 car
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repair bill with money they had saved.
Another academic study found that a quarter of households would definitely fail to get their
hands on $2,000 within 30 days in an emergency, and a further 19% would be able to do so
only by pawning possessions or taking out a payday loan.
What does this tell us?
On this basis the researchers concluded that nearly half of Americans are “financially fragile”
– and that necessarily includes a sizeable chunk of the middle classes, as the details of the
studies mentioned above show. Some 44% of middle-income households said they would
struggle to raise the $400. Nearly half of college graduates would not cover a $500-$1,000
emergency with savings.
(Further down)
Is this a growing problem?
It seems to be. The respected and non-partisan Pew Research Center defines “middle
income households” as those whose incomes range between two-thirds the median income to
double the median. In 2014, that range of incomes was between about $42,000 to $125,000.
For the first time in at least four decades less than half of the population fell into this broad
swathe of the “middle classes” – compared with 61% at the end of the 1960s.
(Further down)
Are incomes falling?
Alas, yes. A major new analysis of income in America published by Pew earlier this month
found that more than 80% of the country’s 229 metropolitan areas have seen real (inflationadjusted) incomes fall steadily since the start of this century. Some of the steepest declines in
median incomes have been seen in cities hit by industrial decline – for example a 27% drop in
Springfield, Ohio and 18% in the conurbation that includes Detroit. But, ominously, even fast
expanding success stories have seen incomes falling.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-01/end-american-dream-half-us-households-arefinancially-fragile

Culture
US State Department Issues European Travel Alert - Warns Of Terrorist Attacks
(05/31/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: In a somewhat stunning warning, The US State Department has issued a travel
warning for Europe for the next 3 months due to the risk of "potential terrorist attacks." We
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can only imagine what Europe's tourism ministers will have to say about this...

Via The State Department:
As part of the State Department’s continuous efforts to provide Americans travelling abroad
with information about relevant events, we are alerting U.S. citizens to the risk of potential
terrorist attacks throughout Europe, targeting major events, tourist sites, restaurants,
commercial centers and transportation. The large number of tourists visiting Europe in the
summer months will present greater targets for terrorists planning attacks in public locations,
especially at large events.
This Travel Alert expires August 31, 2016.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-31/us-state-department-issues-european-travel-alert-warns-terroristattacks

Sweden's Migrant Rape Epidemic Explained (05/31/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
How did peaceful Sweden go from being a quiet, low-crime country to being the country with
the second-highest incidence of rape in the world? Why has Sweden experienced a 1,472%
increase in the annual number of rapes?
Here is Ingrid Carlqvist of is Gatestone Institute to explain...
YouTube link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdGPPLmR5Bc
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-05-31/swedens-migrant-rape-epidemic-explained

Europe Braces for More Jihadist Attacks (06/02/16, Soeren Kern, Gatestone Institute)
"Another attempted attack is almost certain."
Excerpt:
• Sports stadiums and big music events are especially vulnerable: "This is where you put
a small town into a small area for a couple of hours." — Neil Basu, deputy assistant
commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, London.
• "We know that the Islamic State has the European Championship in its sights." —
Hans-Georg Maaßen, head of Germany's domestic intelligence agency.
• According to Patrick Calvar, head of the France's domestic intelligence agency, at least
645 French nationals or residents, including 245 women, are currently with the Islamic
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State in Syria and Iraq. Another 200 individuals are "in transit," either on their way to
Syria or returning to France. Around 244 jihadists have already returned to France.
• British police chiefs are struggling to recruit enough officers who are willing to carry a
firearm, because many fear they will be treated as criminal suspects if they use their
weapon in the line of duty.
(Further down)
In Poland, officials are preparing for possible jihadist attacks against the Catholic Church's
World Youth Day, which is expected to draw 2.5 million to Krakow from July 26 to 31. Poland
will impose border controls at all of its national borders from July 4 to August 2.
(Further down)
In Brussels, Manuel Navarrete Paniagua, the head of the European Counter Terrorism Centre
at the European police agency Europol, warned Members of the European Parliament that
terrorist cells in Europe are stockpiling weapons and explosives for future attacks:
"We have some information reported by the member states that terrorists groups are trying to
establish large clandestine stockpiles of explosives in the European Union to be used
eventually in large scale home attacks."
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8185/europe-jihadist-attacks

Government
Lying By the Government is as Terrifying as it is Contagious (05/26/16, Andrew
Napalitano, Reason)
Lawyers representing the federal government have lied to the courts in a number of recent
cases.
Excerpt: "Crime is contagious. If the Government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt
for law; it invites every man to become a law unto himself; it invites anarchy." — Justice Louis
Brandeis (1856-1941)
(Further down)
Also last week, in a federal court in Brownsville, Texas, the government was caught lying
again — this time by a federal judge. Here is the back story.
In 2012, President Barack Obama issued numerous executive orders directing the
departments of Justice and Homeland Security to enforce a version of immigration law that
the president himself had scripted after Congress declined to pass it.
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The president crafted a path to permanent residence in the United States for undocumented
immigrants who are the parents of children who were born here or are otherwise residents
lawfully.
The president's plan would add between 4 million and 5 million people as lawful residents.
That would add to the financial burdens of the states where these folks reside, because they
are required by federal law to provide a social safety net — health care, education, safety,
welfare — to all legal residents.
Hence, 26 states sued the federal government, arguing in effect that the president exceeded
his constitutional powers when he issued his executive orders and that the immediate effect
of their enforcement would be massive, unplanned, unfunded financial burdens on the states.
A federal judge agreed with the states and enjoined the president from enforcing his orders.
During the course of the oral arguments in the case, the judge asked the lawyers from the
Department of Justice who were representing the president whether the programs his
executive orders established had yet begun. The lawyers replied that they had not.
On three more occasions, one orally in the same public courtroom and twice in written
submissions to the court, the DOJ lawyers insisted that the president's programs had not yet
begun. In reliance upon those assertions, the states asked only for an injunction going
forward, not for an injunction on any applications being processed by the feds, because they
were told that none existed.
The government lawyers lied.
Last week, we learned that the Department of Homeland Security has surreptitiously
accepted applications from more than 100,000 undocumented immigrants for permanent
residence under the terms of President Obama's unconstitutional executive orders.
The orders may be characterized as unconstitutional because the same federal judge to
whom the DOJ lawyers lied, as well as a panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit
to which the DOJ appealed the injunction against the president, found them so. Those
findings await a determination by the Supreme Court, which is expected by the end of next
month.
http://reason.com/archives/2016/05/26/lying-by-the-government-is-as-terrifying

Thanks Obamacare: Texas Health Insurance Costs Will Soar By 60% (06/02/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: According to the Houston Chronicle which cites federal regulator filings, Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Texas - the state's largest insurer - has asked for rate hikes of nearly
60% for next year in three popular HMO plans. According to filings listed on
healthcare.gov, Blue Cross and Blue Shield seeks increases between 57.33 percent and
59.35 percent for two of its Blue Advantage Plus plans. A Blue Advantage Health
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Maintenance Organization Plan is asking for a 58.6 percent hike.
The company, which is the only carrier to offer health coverage in all of Texas' 254 counties,
would not specify Wednesday what would happen if does not get the rate increase it says it
needs. "No final decisions have been made regarding our 2017 Texas offerings," spokesman
Gustavo Bujanda said in a statement emailed to the Houston Chronicle.
"The rates we have submitted for review and approval are supported by strong actuarial
principles, science and data," the statement continued.
The company said in its request that the hike could affect nearly 603,000 Texans buying
individual policies through the federal exchange mandated by the Affordable Care Act.
It is not known what increases will be requested for employer-sponsored group policies. "The
anticipated health risk of the people in any given market is the largest component of
determining rate changes," the company statement said.
Judging by the soaring premium, the "health risk" is likewise going through the roof: risk which
it appears nobody had anticipated five years ago when the ACA tax was passed.
(Further down)
Going back to the reason for the rate hike request, it is simple: the insruance company is
spending far more than it is bringing in. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Texas, for example,
has said it lost $321 million last year in the individual market, both on and off the exchange,
and that it spent $1.26 for every $1 it took in. The loss was also less than the $400 million
loss it reported in 2014. It was due to those losses that the insurer said it was necessary to
drop all preferred provider organization plans, typically favored by those with greater medical
needs, across the state. Many of those who lost PPO coverage, including 88,000 in Houston,
were shifted to HMO plans.
Other insurers won't even bother asking for rate hikes. Instead companies such as America's
largest insurer, UnitedHealthcare, has said it plans to leave the exchanges in 2017 in Texas
and most other states, has predicted it will lose about $650 million in the Affordable Care Act
marketplace this year. Humana warned earlier this month it plans "a number of changes … to
address the significant risk selection issues we have and continue to face." The company
reported a 46 percent loss in the first quarter of 2016, but analysts have said some that is due
to expenses involved in a takeover bid by Aetna. Cigna has called its participation in the
exchanges "contingent upon future market conditions and approval of our regulatory filings,"
according to a previous email to the Chronicle.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-02/texas-health-insurance-costs-soar-60-thanks-obamacare

9 In 10 Americans Are Disillusioned With Democracy (06/01/16, Daily Bell Staff, The Daily
Bell)
Excerpt: We covered this AP-NORC poll previously HERE but focused on Americans lack of
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trust when it comes to government.
But there is another aspect to this eye-opening poll.
The poll provides a devastating picture of American fidelity to the larger US system.
Americans don’t believe in their political system anymore. People don’t trust their government
and they don’t trust elections either.
Here’s how Red State puts it:
Nine in 10 Americans lack confidence in the country’s political system, and among a
normally polarized electorate, there are few partisan differences in the public’s lack of faith
in the political parties, the nominating process, and the branches of government.
Seventy percent of Americans say they feel frustrated about this year’s presidential
election, including roughly equal proportions of Democrats and Republicans.
More than half feel helpless and angry. Americans do not see either the Republicans or
the Democrats as receptive to new ideas or the views of the rank-and-file membership.
Fourteen percent say the Democratic Party is responsive to the views of the rank-and-file;
Eight percent report that about the Republican Party.
Here’s how Americans feel about the branches of government, just to remind you:
Only four percent of US citizens have a great deal of faith in the legislative branch of
government.
Americans have very little faith in the executive or judicial branches of government either.
The most trust is expressed for the military, over 50 percent. It is not clear, however, whether
the “military” means the organized US military and the Pentagon or the larger military of
citizen-service and retired “vets.”
http://www.thedailybell.com/news-analysis/9-in-10-americans-are-disillusioned-with-democracy/

Protect your kids from tyrant Obama (05//30/16, James Dobson, WND)
Exclusive: Dr. James Dobson on bathroom edict: 'Have we gone absolutely mad?'
Excerpt: How the world has changed! Who would have believed a day would come during my
lifetime when boys could meander into the private sanctuary of girls’ toilets, or that it would
someday be a civil right for men to use women’s locker rooms and showers without
permission or apology? Imagine sex-absorbed junior high boys ogling the bodies of
developing pubescent girls or standing beside them in their showers. Have we gone
absolutely mad? What ever happened to modesty, safety, and Christian mores?
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Did it upset you when the president of the United States ordered every public school in
America to open all its bathroom facilities including those that are in use by a member of the
opposite sex? The president’s order made me furious, and then sick to my stomach. How
dare this man do something so audacious and unthinkable! His letter from the White House
carried an implied threat to withhold federal money from local schools, which rocked the halls
of public education. Who is this politician that is spending your hard-earned tax dollars to
manipulate school officials, anyway? Who is it that is warping our children? It is Barack
Obama, one of the worst presidents in American history, and it is time we stood up and said
so!
(Further down)
(You are probably aware that Target has taken a stand to allow persons who “selfidentify” as a man or woman to use the restroom of their choice. In addition to Target
Stores, the following retailers have also decided, against the objection of their
customers, to create “gender neutral” bathrooms: Starbucks, Ross, Walgreens, Toys
“R” Us, and Barnes & Noble. My wife, Shirley, and I will no longer patronize these
stores, and I hope millions of others will do likewise.)
(Further down)
This is what influential feminist Dale O’Leary had to say on the issue of gender and its
meaning in her publication, “Gender: The Deconstruction of Women: Analysis of the Gender
Perspective in Preparation for the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, China.”
She wrote, “Although many people think that men and women are the natural expression of a
genetic blueprint, gender is a product of human thought and culture, a social construction that
creates the ‘true nature’ of all individuals.”
Do you understand what she was saying? Gender is not determined by your chromosomes. It
is a product of culture. If a man thinks like a woman, he IS a woman. Furthermore, if we
protect children from social and religious conditioning, people will be free to move into and out
of existing gender roles at will. Taking that concept to its logical conclusion, the feminists and
LGBT activists want to dissolve the traditional roles of mothers and fathers and, in time,
eliminate references to wife, husband, son, daughter, sister, brother, manhood, womanhood,
boy, girl, masculine and feminine. These activists want us to replace age-old terminology with
neutral terms, such as significant other, spouse, parent, child and sibling. You’ll see that
happening in the near future. The bottom line is that they want to destroy human sexuality
and take with it the foundation of the family. That is their goal, and they have a president in
office who is willing to use his executive authority to force this nonsense on us all.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/protect-your-kids-from-tyrant-obama/

Dad yanks sons from school over girl in bathroom (05/30//16, WND)
'Decision between confusion, humiliation, and embarrassment'
Excerpt: A Michigan father didn’t exactly get the response he was expecting when he asked
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one of his sons a simple question routinely posed by parents all over the country: How was
school today?
“My son informed me there was a girl in the bathroom with him and the other kids in his
class,” Matt Stewart told WXYZ-TV in Detroit.
And now he has yanked his three boys out of Southwest Elementary School in Howell,
Michigan, over the district’s decision to allow transgender students to use the bathroom that
corresponds with their gender identity.
Stewart said his son told him the girl was told “to look at the wall” while boys were told to
stand closer to the urinals, reported the Detroit Free Press.
“As parents, we decided we were not going to force our children to make the decision
between confusion, humiliation, and embarrassment,” Stewart told the TV station.
Stewart called the school and asked why parents were not informed or consulted about the
new policy. He also wanted to know how the privacy rights of his son were being protected,
noting there was nothing to prevent the girl from walking out of a stall and seeing a male
classmate urinating.
(Further down)
Dr. Carnigee Truesdale-Howard, a pediatric psychologist at Beaumont Children’s Hospital,
defended the school’s actions to the TV station and said parents should put aside their “fears
and anxieties and educate themselves.”
“How would you want the school to treat your child if your child was transgender?” she asked.
Thirteen states are challenging the U.S. Department of Education guidelines that allow
transgender students to use facilities of their choosing, accusing the Obama administration of
“running roughshod over commonsense policies” that protect children, as reported by WND.
The states are: Oklahoma, Alabama, Wisconsin, West Virginia, Tennessee, Maine, Arizona,
Louisiana, Utah, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi and Texas.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/dad-yanks-sons-from-school-over-girl-in-bathroom/?cat_orig=education

State leader quits ACLU after daughters were ‘visibly frightened’ by men using
women’s restroom (05/31/16, Ben Johnson, LifeSiteNews)
Excerpt: The African-American woman who leads a state chapter of the ACLU has resigned,
citing her own daughters' “frightened” reaction to biological males using the women's
restroom.
The organization's increasing focus on legislating the transgender lobby's concerns pushed
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Maya Dillard Smith, interim director of the Georgia chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union, to tender her resignation.
“I have shared my personal experience of having taken my elementary school age daughters
into a women’s restroom when shortly after three transgender young adults, over six feet [tall]
with deep voices, entered,” she wrote.
“My children were visibly frightened, concerned about their safety and left asking lots of
questions for which I, like many parents, was ill-prepared to answer,” she continued.
In a statement, she said that the ACLU has become “a special interest organization that
promotes not all, but certain progressive rights.”
The “hierarchy of rights” the ACLU chooses to defend or ignore, she wrote, is “based on who
is funding the organization’s lobbying activities." She did not elaborate on the group's funding.
Dillard Smith is no conservative. She earned a degree in economics from Berkeley and a
masters degree at Harvard, while working for the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and the
California Supreme Court.
She is a 2003 graduate of the program Emerge America, which states its “goal is clear: to
increase the number of Democratic women in public office.”
But this self-described “progressive” who called herself “unapologetically black” cannot go
along with the ACLU's transgender legal agenda.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/state-leader-quits-aclu-after-children-were-visibly-frightened-bytransgend#pq=VvitsT
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UPDATE JUNE 13, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is June 13, 2016
Once again, a lot going on.
In the last Update I began with quotes from two Muslim clerics blaming Freedom for the
"...death of morality in the West. It's what led to phenomena like homosexuality,
homelessness and AIDS." And I told you the Muslim clerics have no understanding of
Freedom. Freedom had nothing to do with it. And I included the quotes because it seemed
pertinent for things going on today.
By the end of the week, early Sunday morning, in Orlando, Florida a jihadist claiming
allegiance to ISIS entered a gay bar and killed 50 people. The shooter's father is the host of
an anti-American TV show talk show. Sadly, the brother of a friend of our family was one of
the victims.
Meanwhile, in Santa Monica, California, also early Sunday morning, another man, from
Indiana, was arrested who said he was in town for the gay pride parade taking place
yesterday in West Hollywood. His vehicle was loaded with weapons and ammunition.
No reason to go further into it at this point, just mentioning it.
The articles in today's Update speak for themselves.
I hope you are all well and doing well.
I love you guys.
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just the headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read the excerpts. Or, read the whole article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
Money
Ranking the States By Fiscal Condition 2016
Excerpt from the excerpt: The financial health of each state can be analyzed through the
states’ own audited financial reports. By looking at states’ basic financial statistics on
revenues, expenditures, cash, assets, liabilities, and debt, states may be ranked according to
how easily they will be able to cover short-term and long-term bills, including pension
obligations. (with chart)
Consumers in Texas Begin to React
Excerpt from the excerpt: The stories are now piling up of oil-bust contagion working its way
deeper into the overall economy of oil-producing states, including Texas. Unlike some other
oil producing states, Texas has a vast and diversified economy. So from the beginning, it was
said that this time, the oil bust won’t hurt like it did last time; the pain would be contained in its
isolated corner of the economy. But this theory is now falling apart. It comes on top of the
weakness of the overall US economy.
Pizza Hut just signaled a terrifying reality for fast-food workers
Excerpt from the excerpt: Rensi warned on Tuesday: "It's cheaper to buy a $35,000 robotic
arm than it is to hire an employee who's inefficient making $15 an hour bagging french fries,"
Rensi warned in a Fox Business interview on Tuesday. "It's nonsense and it's very destructive
and it's inflationary and it's going to cause a job loss across this country like you're not going
to believe."
Walmart is developing a drone
Excerpt from the excerpt: The drone technology will be replacing the jobs of inventory quality
assurance employees, cutting inventory checks across massive distribution centers (the one
in Bentonville is 1.2 million square feet) from one month down to a single day.
The Coming Commercial Real Estate Bust
Excerpt from the excerpt: In fact, retail vacancy rates never normalized following the Great
Recession. (with chart)
Free Money Leaves Everyone Poorer
Excerpt from the excerpt: The Deep State, in addition to being malignant and entertaining, is
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incompetent. It fights wars just to lose them. It solves problems and makes them worse. Led
by the Yellen Fed, it “improves” the economy and leaves 9 out of 10 people poorer than they
were before. (with chart)
Is the Fed Outright Buying Stocks/Futures to Prop Up the Markets?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Throughout the last week, anytime stocks have begun to correct or
drop, “someone” has bought S&P 500 futures to prop the market up.
Anyone who’s been involved with the markets for a while knows the difference between real
buyers and manipulation. This is manipulation plain and simple. (with charts)
Something Big That Always Happens Right Before The Official Start Of A Recession
Has Just Happened
Excerpt from the excerpt: In this chart, you can see that the number of temporary workers
peaked and started to decline rapidly before we even got to the recession of 2001. And you
will notice that the number of temporary workers also peaked and started to decline rapidly
before we even got to the recession of 2008. This shows why the temporary workforce is
considered to be a “leading indicator” for the U.S. economy as a whole. When the number of
temporary workers peaks and then starts to fall steadily, that is a major red flag. And that is
why it is so incredibly alarming that the number of temporary workers peaked in December
2015 and has fallen quite a bit since then… (with charts)
Forget garage sales and lemonade stands. The War on Cash is ending those too…
Excerpt from the excerpt: A Tufts University report suggests cash transactions cost the U.S.
government over $400 billion per year in missed tax revenues. The underreporting of cash
transactions accounts for 84% of the losses.

Government
Alien crime wave! 86,000 illegal convicts terrorize America
Excerpt from the excerpt: At least 86,000 illegal aliens are roaming free and terrorizing
America by committing 231,000 serious crimes across the nation in the last two-and-a-half
years, and President Obama’s administration is hiding details about the crime spree from
Congress and the rest of the country.
Nearly 100,000 Left Without Insurance In Colorado Due To Obamacare
Excerpt from the excerpt: And now for the most recent Obamacare debacle we look to
Colorado, where more than 92,000 people will be losing their Obamacare health care
coverage in 2017. Four large health insurers - UnitedHealthCare, Humana Insurance, Rocky
Mountain Health Plans, and Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield - will either not be offering
individual plans or reducing offerings in 2017, leaving individuals scrambling to find another
plan.
Technology
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Terrorist groups acquiring the cyber capability to bring major cities to a standstill,
warns GCHQ chief
Government Communications Headquarters
Excerpt from the excerpt: In a rare public appearance, Robert Hannigan said the risk to cities
like London would increase as more physical objects, such as cars and household
appliances, are connected online – the so-called “internet of things”.
Culture
Target shareholders confront CEO on transgender bathrooms
Excerpt from the excerpt: “When Cornell ducked my question [about bathroom policy], I
followed up and urged the company’s leadership team to think hard about the fact that they
are branding millions of Americans, potential customers and investors as bigots,” he said.
“Not a one of them had a response. If you are offended by Target’s decision to allow grown
men to be in states of undress in front of young girls, and at the potential for predators to
abuse Target’s bathroom policy, the company is basically saying that they don’t want your
business. That’s the message I took away from today’s meeting.”

Updates
Money
Ranking the States By Fiscal Condition 2016
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(06/01/16, Eileen Norcross, Olivia Gonzalez, Mercatus Center, George Mason University)
Excerpt:

SUMMARY AND KEY FINDINGS
The financial health of each state can be analyzed through the states’ own audited financial
reports. By looking at states’ basic financial statistics on revenues, expenditures, cash,
assets, liabilities, and debt, states may be ranked according to how easily they will be able to
cover short-term and long-term bills, including pension obligations.
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This ranking of the 50 states and Puerto Rico is based on their fiscal solvency in five separate
categories:
• Cash solvency. Does a state have enough cash on hand to cover its short-term bills?
• Budget solvency. Can a state cover its fiscal year spending with current revenues, or
does it have a budget shortfall?
• Long-run solvency. Can a state meet its long-term spending commitments? Will there
be enough money to cushion it from economic shocks or other long-term fiscal risks?
• Service-level solvency. How much “fiscal slack” does a state have to increase spending
if citizens demand more services?
• Trust fund solvency. How much debt does a state have? How large are its unfunded
pen-sion and healthcare liabilities?

http://mercatus.org/statefiscalrankings

Consumers in Texas Begin to React (06/06/16, Wolf Richter, Wolf Street)
Excerpt: The stories are now piling up of oil-bust contagion working its way deeper into the
overall economy of oil-producing states, including Texas. Unlike some other oil producing
states, Texas has a vast and diversified economy. So from the beginning, it was said that this
time, the oil bust won’t hurt like it did last time; the pain would be contained in its isolated
corner of the economy. But this theory is now falling apart. It comes on top of the weakness of
the overall US economy.
And consumers are reacting.
Sales tax collections in May, for sales in April, plunged 7.1% year over year, according to the
Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. It was the worst year-over-year decline since March
2010 at the very bottom of the last retail crash during the Financial Crisis and the oil bust that
ended in a V-shaped recovery as the Fed’s bailouts, QE, and ZIRP started taking effect.
The $2.4 billion in sales taxes collected in May was also lower than two years ago, a first
since the depth of the Financial Crisis.
In March and April, collections had risen 2.1% and 3.1% respectively, a brief respite, after
having declined every month since October. Despite that respite, for the first five months this
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year, sales tax collections are down 2.8%.
Over the past 12 months, collections have dropped 8 times on a year-over-year basis. Total
collections for the 12-month period are down 1.8%.
This chart by “David in Texas,” who obtained the data from Texas Transparency, shows how
the 5-year retail boom, as depicted by sales tax collections, is hitting the skids. I circled the
months with year-over-year declines:

Retail in Texas thrived after the Financial-Crisis, and sales tax collections soared nearly 50%
from the first half of 2010 to the first half of 2015! That was one heck of a party!
http://wolfstreet.com/2016/06/06/texas-consumers-react-retail-sales-tax-collections-plunge/
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Pizza Hut just signaled a terrifying reality for fast-food workers (05/28/16, Hayley
Peterson, Business Insider)
Excerpt: Pizza Hut has partnered with MasterCard to deploy robotic waiters to its restaurants
in Asia.
The robots, named Pepper, can greet and interact with customers, as well as take food
orders.
(Further down)
The addition of Pepper to Pizza Hut represents a new threat to fast-food workers.
Wendy's, McDonald's, and Panera have all started rolling out digital ordering kiosks to
restaurants across the US to speed up customer service and reduce labor costs.
Robots haven't been piloted in US restaurants yet, but it might not be long before they
become mainstream, at least according to former McDonald's USA CEO Ed Rensi.
Rensi warned on Tuesday: "It's cheaper to buy a $35,000 robotic arm than it is to hire an
employee who's inefficient making $15 an hour bagging french fries," Rensi warned in a Fox
Business interview on Tuesday. "It's nonsense and it's very destructive and it's inflationary
and it's going to cause a job loss across this country like you're not going to believe."
http://www.businessinsider.com/pizza-hut-employs-pepper-robot-workers-2016-5

Walmart is developing a drone (06/02/16, Richard Feloni, Business Insider)
Excerpt: The drone technology will be replacing the jobs of inventory quality assurance
employees, cutting inventory checks across massive distribution centers (the one in
Bentonville is 1.2 million square feet) from one month down to a single day.
(Further down)
Natarajan said that the technology is six to nine months from maturation. Because it is still in
the early development phase, there is not yet a specific launch plan, but Walmart is planning
to integrate the drones into all of its distribution centers. The company also noted that
employees who served as inventory checkers will be given new job opportunities to ensure a
smooth transition.
http://www.businessinsider.com/walmart-is-developing-a-drone-2016-6

The Coming Commercial Real Estate Bust (06/06/16, Alan Gula, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: There was a time when you could walk into a Sharper Image store and fiddle with an
assortment of high-tech gadgets. Alas, the company’s bankruptcy relegated the brand to
catalog and website form.
Likewise, many retailers are currently struggling to maintain their physical presence.
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Some retailers will adapt. Others will simply fade into oblivion, unable to withstand the
crucible of online competition.
We have more to worry about than just bankrupt retailers, though.
Store closings and consolidations are curtailing demand for retail space far and wide.
In fact, retail vacancy rates never normalized following the Great Recession.

As you can see in the chart above, apartment vacancy rates in metro areas have fallen far
below the levels seen prior to the financial crisis.
Yet, retail vacancy rates remain nearly 3% above their pre-crisis levels.
(Further down)
The CRE boom has been quite magnificent. But as sure as night follows day, there will be a
bust. That process has probably already started given the credit deterioration suggested by
the CMBX indices.
It wouldn’t be all that surprising to see CRE prices start to roll over. Once this happens, the
poor lending and underwriting standards during the boom will become all too apparent.
In December 2015, the Federal Reserve, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency issued a joint statement warning about the potential
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risks to the banking system from CRE lending.
The federal banking agencies’ examination revealed an “easing of CRE underwriting
standards, including less-restrictive loan covenants, extended maturities, longer interest-only
payment periods, and limited guarantor requirements.”
Perhaps they should have said something before it was too late!
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/06/06/vacancy-rates-commercial-real-estate/

Free Money Leaves Everyone Poorer (06/07/16, Author Bill Bonner of Bonner & Partners
with annotations by Pater Tenebrarum at Acting Man, Acting-Man)
Excerpt: And it is the same whether you are “stimulating” an economy with artificial, phonybaloney “money”, giving aid to foreign dictators, or handing out free lunches to voters at
home.
The Deep State, in addition to being malignant and entertaining, is incompetent. It fights wars
just to lose them. It solves problems and makes them worse. Led by the Yellen Fed, it
“improves” the economy and leaves 9 out of 10 people poorer than they were before.
Today, we turn to a special war – the War on Poverty. Jesus dismissed it. “The poor you will
always have with you,” he said. But that didn’t stop the feds from launching an attack.
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The “war on poverty” has been just as rousing a success as the “war on drugs”. According to
the NCPA is has actually cost $22 trillion so far (estimates of the total cost differ) – click to
enlarge.
Fortunately, they are so clumsy, lame, and incompetent, they spare us a worse disaster. Had
they been smarter and better organized, they would have done even more damage.
http://www.acting-man.com/?p=45229

Is the Fed Outright Buying Stocks/Futures to Prop Up the Markets? (06/07/16, Phoenix
Capital, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: “Someone” is getting desperate.
Throughout the last week, anytime stocks have begun to correct or drop, “someone” has
bought S&P 500 futures to prop the market up.
Anyone who’s been involved with the markets for a while knows the difference between real
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buyers and manipulation. This is manipulation plain and simple.
Look at all those “V” rallies. Three days in a row stocks opened DOWN and someone
immediately stepped in and began buying aggressively.

Another tell-tale sign of manipulation: the buying halts almost the moment stocks get to 2,100
on the S&P 500. At this point the manipulation ends. And because there are few REAL
investors buying stocks at these levels, the market immediately retreats.
Could it be that the Fed or Plunge Protection Team is aware that earnings are collapsing…
signaling that this stock market bubble is ready to burst?

Or that the US economy fell off a cliff a few months ago? We're now almost assuredly
in a recession.
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Indeed, the number of data points that are "the worst since 2008-2009" is staggering...
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-07/fed-outright-buying-stocksfutures-prop-markets

Something Big That Always Happens Right Before The Official Start Of A Recession
Has Just Happened (06/06/16, Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: What you are about to see is major confirmation that a new economic downturn has
already begun. Last Friday, the government released the worst jobs report in six years, and
that has a lot of people really freaked out. But when you really start digging into those
numbers, you quickly find that things are even worse than most analysts are suggesting. In
particular, the number of temporary jobs in the United States has started to decline
significantly after peaking last December. Why this is so important is because the number of
temporary jobs started to decline precipitously right before the last two recessions as well.
You see, when economic conditions start to change, temporary workers are often affected
before anyone else is. Temporary workers are easier to hire than other types of workers, and
they are also easier to fire.
In this chart, you can see that the number of temporary workers peaked and started to decline
rapidly before we even got to the recession of 2001. And you will notice that the number of
temporary workers also peaked and started to decline rapidly before we even got to the
recession of 2008. This shows why the temporary workforce is considered to be a “leading
indicator” for the U.S. economy as a whole. When the number of temporary workers peaks
and then starts to fall steadily, that is a major red flag. And that is why it is so incredibly
alarming that the number of temporary workers peaked in December 2015 and has fallen
quite a bit since then…
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In May, the U.S. economy lost another 21,000 temporary jobs, and overall we have lost
almost 64,000 since December.
If a new economic downturn had already started, this is precisely what we would expect to
see. The following is some commentary from Wolf Richter…
Staffing agencies are cutting back because companies no longer need that many workers.
Total business sales in the US have been declining since mid-2014. Productivity has
been crummy and getting worse. Earnings are down for the fourth quarter in a row.
Companies see that demand for their products is faltering, so the expense-cutting has started.
The first to go are the hapless temporary workers.
Another indicator which is pointing to big trouble for American workers is the Fed Labor
Market Conditions Index. Just check out this chart from Zero Hedge, which shows that this
index has now been falling on a month over month basis for five months in a row. Not since
the last recession have we seen that happen…
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http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/something-big-that-always-happens-right-before-the-official-startof-a-recession-has-just-happened

Forget garage sales and lemonade stands. The War on Cash is ending those too…
(06/07/16, J. Reeves, Palm Beach Research Group)
Excerpt: Want to save $200 billion a year in America?
Ban cash.
That’s the conclusion of a recent MarketWatch article. It featured the many ways the “global
attachment to cash” hurts countries’ economies:
• Consumers pay to get cash from “non-native” ATMs (ATMs not affiliated with a person’s
bank). Or they pay by driving all over to find ATMs without a fee. Or they pay by
misplacing the cash they just pulled out.
• Businesses lose by having to pay for safes and armored cars to move large amounts of
cash.
• Banks have to pay to restock ATM machines and transport and store cash in vaults.
But then, tucked deep in the article, comes the real reason behind the “hatchet job”…
• Governments lose by missing out on taxes from unreported or underreported
transactions.
A Tufts University report suggests cash transactions cost the U.S. government over $400
billion per year in missed tax revenues. The underreporting of cash transactions accounts for
84% of the losses.
So forget picking something up for cheap at a neighbor’s garage sale… or getting a small
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cash tip as a waiter… or buying a drink at a child’s lemonade stand…
Every last transaction will be taxed.
http://palmbeachgroup.com/content/palm-beach-daily/forget-garage-sales-and-lemonade-stands-the-war-oncash-is-ending-those-too/29011/

Government
Alien crime wave! 86,000 illegal convicts terrorize America (06/03/16, WND)
Congressman spills Obama's secret: 'If the public knew about this, there'd be absolute
outrage'
Excerpt: At least 86,000 illegal aliens are roaming free and terrorizing America by committing
231,000 serious crimes across the nation in the last two-and-a-half years, and President
Obama’s administration is hiding details about the crime spree from Congress and the rest of
the country.
That’s according to Rep. Brian Babin, R-Texas, who told the Washington Free Beacon the
administration is withholding detailed information about the explosion of crime.
“[I]f the public knew about this, there would be total outrage,” he told the paper.
(Further down)
As far as the Obama administration’s secrecy goes, Babin told the paper, “All I can think of is
they don’t want the general public to know what’s going on. When you have 86,000 criminal
aliens committing 231,000 crimes just over the last two-and-a-half years, I don’t think they
want the public to know what’s going on.”
(Further down)
Babin told the Free Beacon he hasn’t “had any briefings by the administration” on the issue.
“My briefings are coming from the victims’ families or the victims themselves of these people
who are being released and are criminal aliens here,” he said. “Some of these stories are
absolutely tragic.”
Babin likened the crisis to that of the Obama administration’s plan to import Syrian refugees.
As WND reported, the number of foreign refugees being brought into the U.S. by the Obama
administration is on the upswing, going from 70,000 in fiscal 2015 to 85,000 in 2016 and
100,000 in 2017. The single largest religious affiliation of this group of immigrants is Muslim.
(Further down)
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The Senate Judiciary Committee estimates that at least 179,029 criminal illegal aliens are still
roaming America’s streets, even though they’ve been ordered deported.
As WND reported, illegal immigration has exploded by 57 percent in the last two years, with at
least 550,000 new illegals entering the U.S. in a trend that is set to continue growing.
And smugglers are sneaking illegal immigrants from Middle Eastern terrorism hotbeds,
including an Afghan man who plotted an attack on North America, according to a report in the
Washington Times.
“Those smuggled included Palestinians, Pakistanis and the Afghan man who Homeland
Security officials said had family ties to the Taliban and was ‘involved in a plot to conduct an
attack in the U.S. and/or Canada,” the Times reported.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/alien-crime-wave-86000-illegal-convicts-terrorize-america/

Nearly 100,000 Left Without Insurance In Colorado Due To Obamacare (06/07/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: We have covered the complete disaster that is Obamacare in great detail
recently, from premiums skyrocketing in 2017, to the largest US Health Insurer throwing in
the towel on Obamacare exchanges, and even Insurance companies suing the government
over subsidies the government promised if the firms lost money as a result of being in the
exchange.
And now for the most recent Obamacare debacle we look to Colorado, where more than
92,000 people will be losing their Obamacare health care coverage in 2017. Four large
health insurers - UnitedHealthCare, Humana Insurance, Rocky Mountain Health Plans, and
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield - will either not be offering individual plans or reducing
offerings in 2017, leaving individuals scrambling to find another plan.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-07/nearly-100000-left-without-insurance-colorado-due-obamacare

Technology
Terrorist groups acquiring the cyber capability to bring major cities to a standstill,
warns GCHQ chief (06/09/16, Henry Bodkin, The Telegraph)
Excerpt: Terrorists and rogue states are gaining the capability to bring a major city to a
standstill with the click of a button, the Director of GCHQ has warned.
In a rare public appearance, Robert Hannigan said the risk to cities like London would
increase as more physical objects, such as cars and household appliances, are connected
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online – the so-called “internet of things”.
Speaking at the Cheltenham Science festival, the intelligence chief warned that nation states
were currently developing the kind of cyber programmes that could attack the UK, but that
terrorist groups were also looking to take advantage of the technology.
“At some stage they will get the capability,” he said.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/06/08/terrorist-groups-acquiring-the-cyber-capability-to-bring-major-c/?
WT.mc_id=e_DM126356&WT.tsrc=email&etype=Edi_Wor_New&utm_source=email&utm_medium=Edi_Wor_Ne
w_2016_06_09&utm_campaign=DM126356

Culture
Target shareholders confront CEO on transgender bathrooms (06/09/16, Cheryl
Chumley, WND)
'Doesn't seem to get that he has offended the sensibilities of millions'
Excerpt: Shareholders at a recent Target corporate meeting pressing CEO Brian Cornell to
explain the new bathroom policy that allows males and females to choose which facility to
use, based on their selected gender identity for the day, came up woefully short – the only
answer they received was rooted in the perceived need for more diversity, according to one at
the gathering who opened the line of questioning.
“Target’s shareholder meeting was appalling from beginning to end,” said National Center
Free Enterprise Project director Justin Danhof, in a statement. “Liberal corporate leaders such
as Cornell throw around the words ‘diversity’ and ‘inclusion” so much they are starting to lose
their meaning. In addition to my question, two other shareholders also expressed concern
over the company’s offensive bathroom policy. Cornell just kept repeating the same vacuous
lines about diversity and inclusion. He doesn’t seem to get that he has offended the
sensibilities of millions of Americans.”
(Further down)
“Company executives also made the bold claim that its absurd stance on bathrooms hasn’t
impacted the company’s financial performance in any way,” Danhof said, referring to the 18
percent drop in shares the company experienced in seven weeks. “That’s a whopper! Target’s
stock price was $83.98 the day of the announcement. On Monday, it was $68.81 … For
Target to deny any correlation between its announcement and its tanking stock is ignorance of
the highest form. Offending millions of investors and consumers, then denying the financial
implications, borders on fiduciary negligence.”
(Further down)
“When Cornell ducked my question [about bathroom policy], I followed up and urged the
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company’s leadership team to think hard about the fact that they are branding millions of
Americans, potential customers and investors as bigots,” he said. “Not a one of them had a
response. If you are offended by Target’s decision to allow grown men to be in states of
undress in front of young girls, and at the potential for predators to abuse Target’s bathroom
policy, the company is basically saying that they don’t want your business. That’s the
message I took away from today’s meeting.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/target-shareholders-confront-ceo-on-transgender-bathrooms/
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UPDATE JUNE 22, 2016 – CULTURE, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is June 22, 2016
As always, I hope this Update finds you well and doing well.
Honestly, the amount of things taking place as part of The Great Unraveling is expanding and
gaining momentum. This is not just in your state or the country, it is the whole world. When I
sit back and look at it as a big picture, and the amount of detail coming through, it is almost
overwhelming.
If you find yourself being overwhelmed. If you are doing everything “right,” but it seems like
things are not going the way they are supposed to. If what you thought was “normal” seems to
have been thrown on the trash heap. Allow me to encourage you not to despair. Step back.
Take a breath. Go to God and let him comfort you, then ask him honestly, based on your
situation, what he would like you to do.
Though The Great Unraveling is affecting everyone, everyone is not being affected the same.
So within your circumstances what does God want you to do, or be doing? It is not a religious
question, but it can only be answered by God for you. It may be a large endeavor, or it may be
something as simple as talking with a friend or family member who is being overwhelmed by
what is going on.
Hey, you are my family and my friends. I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to the article excerpts further down. They work in
the 2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Culture
Generation Snowflake: Safe Spaces, Trigger Warnings And The Wussification Of Our
Young People
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Excerpt from the excerpt: Could you imagine banning clapping?
But this is actually happening. Anything that might make someone feel the least bit
“uncomfortable” is now being labeled as a “micro-aggression”, and at schools all over America
“safe spaces” are being set up where young people can avoid anyone or anything that may
make them “feel uncomfortable, unwelcome or challenged”.
'Safe spaces' for jihad in America
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Safe spaces” are springing up across America, for example on
college campuses, for groups that feel victimized – to protect them from “microaggressions,”
societal disapproval, or ideas that “trigger” discomfort. Perhaps Pulse was safe in that regard.
And patrons were somewhat protected, by Florida law, from a gun carried by a drunken
brawler. Places that serve alcohol are fake gun-free zones. Statistically, 30 people in the bar
may have had a CCW permit – but all of them were defenseless, by law.
Transgender fight erupts – school defends naked students
Excerpt from the excerpt: “All individuals, including students, have a constitutional right to
bodily privacy protected by the Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United
States Constitution that forbids the government from placing them in situations where they will
expose their unclothed or partially clothed bodies to people of the opposite sex,” the lawsuit
states.
Indecent exposure: The 'gender identity' agenda
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Male is Female; Female is Male; Evil is good.”
Meanwhile, in Canada...
Like bestiality? Canada is for you
Excerpt from the excerpt: So, it should not surprise you what the top court in Canada decided
the day after this release hit my inbox: Canada is now a refuge, a home sweet home, for
practitioners of bestiality.
It seems it’s now only a problem if actual penetration of an animal takes place. We’ll see how
long that edict lasts, as ancient moral dominoes fall.
Meanwhile, in Europe...
VIDEO: The Death of Free Speech in Europe
Across Europe, cartoonists, artists and writers are forced to live under police protection, and
also often face criminal prosecution -- all for the "crime" of offending Islam. "'Respect' means,
for them, submission." It starts with censoring cartoons... Here is Gatestone Institute's Giulio
Meotti in our latest video
Paul Weston went off on pro-Muslim politicians and it was EPIC
This video was sent to me by one of you. It's excellent.
Paul Weston, British politician, chairman of Liberty GB, parliamentary candidate, and member
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of the Pegida UK leadership team, has a point to make about Islam being a religion of peace
as PM of Britain, David Cameron had stated. This is a lucid explanation of why Islam is not,
historically or religiously, a religion of peace.
Money
The Pension Bubble: How The Defaults Will Occur - Peter Diekmeyer
Excerpt from the excerpt: Ironically, the biggest challenge facing government bureaucrats and
private fund administrators has nothing to do with paying back pensioners. They have known
for some time that would not be possible.
Their key challenge will be to ensure that shortfalls occur on someone else’s watch.
As such, these defaults will occur at a gradual pace. The first stages, already well under way,
include steps such as raising eligibility requirements, increasing the tax burden on “wealthier”
recipients and so on.
This Demographic Shift Makes Our Social Security Useless
Excerpt from the excerpt: As the population ages, so do the costs associated with chronic
age-related disease. In the past, one generation could run up a bill and send it to a much
larger future generation. Due to its size, the future generation could pay off this debt without
excessive pain.
That’s no longer the case. Even though today’s generation is diminishing, it will still have to
bear the burden of a much larger past generation. The social welfare model has been turned
on its head, and we’re already seeing the consequences. (with charts)
Bank Of America Set To Fire 8,000 As Banker Layoffs Accelerate
Excerpt from the excerpt: The bank has already slashed headcount by more than 10,000 in
2015, and has cut almost 40,000 from its consumer division alone since 2009 (bringing
the total at the end of Q1 to 68,400). The layoffs are in line with what has been happening
to its retail branch count, which has fallen by about 1,400 over the past seven years. Thong
Nguyen, president of retail banking told a conference in New York this week that the
numbers would "probably go down to the low 60s", implying as many as 8,000 layoffs
are on the horizon.
The Minimum Wage Pain Continues: Hundreds More To Be Fired At Walmart
Excerpt from the excerpt: The company recently announced that the accounting function
at roughly 500 stores, mostly on the West Coast, will be eliminated and the job
responsibilities will be handled by a shared service center at Walmart's Bentonville,
Arkansas headquarters the WSJ reports.
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The Excerpts
Culture
Generation Snowflake: Safe Spaces, Trigger Warnings And The Wussification Of Our
Young People (06/0916, Michael Snyder, End Of The American Dream)
Excerpt: Why do so many of our young people instantly break down in tears the moment
anything seriously offends them? Have we raised an entire generation that has been so
coddled and that is so spineless that it is completely incapable of dealing with the harsh
realities of the modern world? At colleges and universities all over America, students are now
demanding “safe spaces” where anything and everything that could possibly make them feel
“uncomfortable” is banned. And “trigger warnings” are being placed on some of our great
literary classics because they might cause some students to feel “unsafe” because they may
be reminded of a past trauma. In this day and age, our overly coddled young people have
come to expect that they should be automatically shielded from anything that could remotely
be considered harmful or offensive, and as a result we now have an entire generation that is
completely lacking in toughness.
(Further down)
Could you imagine banning clapping?
But this is actually happening. Anything that might make someone feel the least bit
“uncomfortable” is now being labeled as a “micro-aggression”, and at schools all over America
“safe spaces” are being set up where young people can avoid anyone or anything that may
make them “feel uncomfortable, unwelcome or challenged”.
The following is one definition of “safe spaces” that comes from Wikipedia…
Advocates for Youth states on their website that a safe-space is “A place where anyone can
relax and be fully self-expressed, without fear of being made to feel uncomfortable,
unwelcome or challenged on account of biological sex, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression, cultural background, age, or physical or mental ability; a place
where the rules guard each person’s self-respect, dignity and feelings and strongly encourage
everyone to respect others.
And this is not a fringe movement at all. These “safe spaces” are being established at some
of the most prestigious universities in the entire country, and in at least one case a “safe
space” included “calming music, cookies, Play-Doh and a video of frolicking puppies”…
(Further down)
Another big thing that students are demanding now are “trigger warnings” on any educational
materials that may potentially upset someone.
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According to dictionary.com, a “trigger warning” is “a stated warning that the content of a text,
video, etc., may upset or offend some people, especially those who have previously
experienced a related trauma.”
At Harvard, students are being told that they are now free to skip certain books if reading
them would make them feel “unsafe”. I wish that I could have used this excuse back in my
college days, because then I would have had much more time to spend with my friends.
(Further down)
Now that we have defined “safe spaces” and “trigger warnings”, I am going to define a term
that I used in the title of this article.
“Wussification” is the act of turning someone into a “wussy”. And urbandictionary.com defines
“wussy” in the following manner…
A person with no guts. A person who whines all day and sits around and cries like a
little baby for years over nothing. Will blow anything out of proportion and create
drama to forget about their sad miserable lives.
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/generation-snowflake-safe-spaces-trigger-warnings-and-thewussification-of-our-overly-coddled-young-people

'Safe spaces' for jihad in America (06/20/16, Jane M. Orient, M.D., WND)
Exclusive: Jane M. Orient, M.D., notes 'gun violence' is not a public health crisis
Excerpt: Two facts about the Orlando massacre stand out: The killer (may his name be
forgotten) was an “authorized” gun owner, and the shootings occurred in a “safe” place.
(Further down)
“Safe spaces” are springing up across America, for example on college campuses, for groups
that feel victimized – to protect them from “microaggressions,” societal disapproval, or ideas
that “trigger” discomfort. Perhaps Pulse was safe in that regard. And patrons were somewhat
protected, by Florida law, from a gun carried by a drunken brawler. Places that serve alcohol
are fake gun-free zones. Statistically, 30 people in the bar may have had a CCW permit – but
all of them were defenseless, by law.
(Further down)
Vigilant authorities subject toddlers to very intrusive screening before letting them board a
flight for a family vacation in the Bahamas, if they happen to be on a special “selectee” list.
But the Orlando shooter got a pass despite suspicious behavior. He made two trips to Saudi
Arabia in recent years – perhaps, it is suggested, to learn how to turn an AR-15 into a fully
automatic weapon. He transferred the deed to his house to his brother-in-law and sister for
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$10. Allegedly, the government willfully deleted or disregarded information that might have
linked him to Islamic terror groups and the San Bernardino attack.
(Further down)
Is the Obama administration creating “safe space” throughout America for those who intend to
harm our people?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/safe-spaces-for-jihad-in-america/

Transgender fight erupts – school defends naked students (06/10/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Lawsuit: Right to privacy forbids forcing kids to be unclothed with opposite sex
Excerpt: In a scenario that already is recurring, and likely will be repeated often in coming
months – at least until the White House sees the last of Barack Obama – a school district has
sued the federal government over his mandate that schools allow boys into girls’ lockers and
showers, and girls into boys’.
“All individuals, including students, have a constitutional right to bodily privacy protected by
the Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution that forbids
the government from placing them in situations where they will expose their unclothed or
partially clothed bodies to people of the opposite sex,” the lawsuit states.
It was filed by the Alliance Defending Freedom on behalf of Highland Local School District in
Ohio’s Morrow, Knox and Delaware counties.
There, officials decided to provide private facilities to a boy who says he’s a girl, rather than
letting him use the girls’ facilities.
That’s one of the things Obama purported to ban when his Education and Justice
departments some weeks ago issued orders to all schools nationwide to cater to alternative
sexual lifestyle claims.
Now, “The Department of Education has threatened the federal funding of Highland Local
School District,” the organization’s announcement on Friday said.
“Schools have a duty to protect the dignity, privacy, and safety of all students. This is precisely
what Highland Local School District has done,” said ADF Senior Counsel Jim Campbell.
“Despite that, the Department of Education is attempting to strong-arm Highland into
complying with a lawless demand to open its single-sex overnight accommodations, locker
rooms, showers, and restrooms to students of the opposite sex. The DOE is trying to redefine
a federal law that only Congress can change.”
Despite a multitude of special accommodations, the guardian for the troubled, young
student filed a complaint with the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights
because the district will not provide the child with access to intimate facilities
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designated for the opposite sex.
The OCR immediately demanded the district violate the privacy of every other student
who is not claiming to be the opposite sex.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/transgender-fight-erupts-school-defends-naked-students/

Indecent exposure: The 'gender identity' agenda (06/10/16, Matt Barber, WND)
Exclusive: Matt Barber sees 'doublethink mind-control technique on a grand scale'
Excerpt: “War is Peace; Freedom is Slavery; Ignorance is Strength.”
This was the slogan of George Orwell’s fictional English Socialist Party (INGSOC) of Oceania,
from his timeless dystopian novel “1984.”
Orwell depicted a mind-control technique employed by INGSOC called “doublethink,” which
“describes the act of simultaneously accepting two mutually contradictory beliefs as correct,
often in distinct social contexts.”
If the malleable masses could be made to believe self-contradictory, patently absurd and
empirically impossible concepts as true, went Orwell’s thesis, they could then be made to
believe, or do, anything.
We have entered an age that George Orwell might never have imagined. Today’s “American
Socialist Party” (the secular left) has applied the doublethink mind-control technique on a
grand scale.
Its slogan?
“Male is Female; Female is Male; Evil is good.”
(Further down)
There are things true and things untrue. It is true, for instance, that water is composed of two
parts hydrogen and one part oxygen (H20). No amount of wishful thinking, angry footstomping, or even a tyrannical presidential edict issued to America’s public school chemistry
classes can change this unchangeable reality.
It is likewise true that a person born with XX chromosomes is, and shall always be, female,
while a person born with distinct X and Y chromosomes is forever male. Again, no amount of
self-delusion, gnashing of teeth, cross-dressing, genital mutilation surgery, or utterly bizarre
presidential doublethink dictates can alter this unalterable fact.
While we would call a person who subjectively insists that water is comprised of pure
hydrogen either ignorant or insane, we incongruously call the person who similarly insists that
a man can somehow “transition” to a woman, “progressive.”
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(Further down)
Progressive efforts to “legalize” genderless “marriage” by way of extra-constitutional judicial
fiat do not make it legitimate marriage any more than “legalizing” abortion makes it not
murder. Likewise, calling a sexually confused man a “trans-woman” makes him no more a
woman than cutting the stem off a banana makes it a cantaloupe.
Yet, this “Emperor’s New Clothes” agenda moves ahead at breakneck speed. The necks to be
broken, of course, are possessed by those who embrace the biblical sexual ethic and the
morality of modesty.
There are multiple layers within progressivism’s pseudo-utopian, truly dystopian philosophy.
The left’s lust for redistributionist statism is well-known. Less understood is the progressive
rush toward cultural Marxism. With the fast-burgeoning and well-organized push to open girls’
bathrooms and showers to sexually confused men, the menace of cultural Marxism has
reached unprecedented levels.
Cultural Marxism entails, among other things, that secularist aspect of left-wing statist
ideology that seeks, within society, to supplant traditional values, norms and mores with
postmodern moral relativism. It endeavors to destroy innocence, sexualize children,
desensitize them to sexual perversion of every stripe and, quite literally, expose as many
young girls as possible to adult male genitalia.
Cultural Marxists aim to scrub America of her Judeo-Christian, constitutional-republican
founding principles and take, instead, a secular-statist Sharpie to our beloved U.S.
Constitution.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/indecent-exposure-the-gender-identity-agenda/

Like bestiality? Canada is for you (06/16/16, Joseph Farah, WND)
Exclusive: Joseph Farah cites 'social engineering of the most perverse kind'
Excerpt: Canada today is not your father’s neighbor to the north.
It’s a living experiment in social engineering of the most perverse kind – and the regime up
there is boasting about it.
Before I tell you about how the highest court in Canada last week effectively legalized
bestiality, allow me to let you in on a press release I got about the same time from Canada’s
ambassador to the U.S.
(Further down)
The release went on to explain: “Canada is a staunch supporter of human rights for members
of the LGBTI community and all Canadians. From the establishment of equal rights in the
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Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982 to the enactment of the Civil Marriage Act
in 2005, which protects marriage equality under the law, Canada has been a champion for
equality and inclusion of the LGBTI community. On May 17, the International Day Against
Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia, Canada’s Prime Minister, the Right Honorable
Justin Trudeau, announced new legislation that adds gender identity as a prohibited ground of
discrimination under the Canadian Human Rights Act. On June 1, he raised the Pride flag
outside of the Canadian Parliament for the first time to pledge Canada’s commitment to
equality for all individuals regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity. This summer,
Prime Minister Trudeau will be the first sitting Prime Minister to walk in the Toronto and
Montreal Pride Parades, as a public show of support for the diversity that makes Canada
strong.”
(Further down)
So, it should not surprise you what the top court in Canada decided the day after this release
hit my inbox: Canada is now a refuge, a home sweet home, for practitioners of bestiality.
It seems it’s now only a problem if actual penetration of an animal takes place. We’ll see how
long that edict lasts, as ancient moral dominoes fall.
The court found in a 7-1 ruling Thursday that there needs to be penetration involved for an act
with an animal to be a criminal offense.
The case before the Supreme Court involved a man who sexually abused his teenage
stepdaughters. On multiple occasions he forced them to put peanut butter over their genitals
so the family dog would lick it off.
The man was convicted of 14 charges, including two counts of bestiality, and sentenced to 18
years imprisonment. The two bestiality charges have now been overturned.
Parliament will now have to draft new bestiality laws to cover non-penetrative contact, if it so
chooses. So don’t count on that.
You can’t make this stuff up – not if you have a vestige of decency and common sense. It
defies comprehension. Are these people without a conscience, a soul, a moral compass?
Naturally, the only people complaining about this ruling are animal rights activists – not child
welfare advocates.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/like-bestiality-canada-is-for-you/

VIDEO: The Death of Free Speech in Europe (06/10/16, Giulio Meotti, Gatestone Institute)
Across Europe, cartoonists, artists and writers are forced to live under police protection, and
also often face criminal prosecution -- all for the "crime" of offending Islam. "'Respect' means,
for them, submission." It starts with censoring cartoons... Here is Gatestone Institute's Giulio
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Meotti in our latest video:
The video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9ZNs0Y6FjM
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8236/video-free-speech-europe

Paul Weston went off on pro-Muslim politicians and it was EPIC (05/24/16, Paul Weston,
Israel Video Network)
Paul Weston, British politician, chairman of Liberty GB, parliamentary candidate, and member
of the Pegida UK leadership team, has a point to make about Islam being a religion of peace
as PM of Britain, David Cameron had stated. This is a lucid explanation of why Islam is not,
historically or religiously, a religion of peace.
Weston’s explanation, using detailed examples is clear and alarming. As Muslims reach larger
and larger numbers in Great Britain, it may be important for David Cameron along with all the
citizens of Great Britain to hear what he has to say.
The video: https://player.vimeo.com/video/167607521?title=0&byline=0&portrait=0
http://www.israelvideonetwork.com/paul-weston-went-off-on-pro-muslim-politicians-and-itwas-epic/

Money

The Pension Bubble: How The Defaults Will Occur - Peter Diekmeyer (06/10/16, Peter
Diekmeyer, Sprott Money)
Excerpt: One such group, the International Forum of the Americas, will be holding its fourth
annual pension conference in Montreal next Monday.
There politicians, financiers and monetary policy officials will discuss the declining rates of
return in public and private sector pension plans.
The picture they will paint is increasingly grim.
Pension funds, which have been issuing over-optimistic revenue forecasts for years, aren’t
going to earn nearly enough money to pay the benefits recipients expect.
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Much of this relates to secular stagnation in the economy.
(Further down)
Backing off commitments
Ironically, the biggest challenge facing government bureaucrats and private fund
administrators has nothing to do with paying back pensioners. They have known for some
time that would not be possible.
Their key challenge will be to ensure that shortfalls occur on someone else’s watch.
As such, these defaults will occur at a gradual pace. The first stages, already well under way,
include steps such as raising eligibility requirements, increasing the tax burden on “wealthier”
recipients and so on.
(Further down)
House prices up 12%, food prices 3.7%. Pensions up 1.3%
Another tactic used by government officials and pension fund managers to avoid paying out
pensioners is to inflate away the problem. As John Maynard Keynes, the great economist,
noted: inflation is an excellent way to extract wealth, because not one man in a hundred will
understand how it was done.
Here is how it works: governments promise pensioners that their benefits will be indexed to
protect beneficiaries against rising prices. But they then use selected or massaged statistics
to back out.
In Canada, federal (CPP) pension plan recipients will see their benefits rise by 1.3% during
2016. But food prices, according to Statistics Canada, rose by 3.7% last year. House prices
rose by 12% up to December 2015 according to the Canadian Real Estate Association.
The controversial John Williams of Shadow Statistics provides credible research about how
the data massaging works in the United States.
The effects of prices rising faster than benefits, over time, can be dramatic. If prices rise by
2% faster than pensions each year, then by the 20th year of retirement, beneficiaries will be
losing 40% of their purchasing power (I am calculating using a straight line basis for
simplicity).
In short, most pensioners won’t have a clue what hit them.
Outright defaults
The ongoing saga of the US Central States Pension Fund, whose 400,000 beneficiaries were
recently offered cuts of up to 60% in the amounts they receive, provides an excellent warning.
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Amazingly the Central States Pension Fund, which manages funds for retirees from a number
of companies in 37 states, actually has $18 billion in funds. Managers from those companies
simply over-promised workers how much money they would get.
https://www.sprottmoney.com/blog/the-pension-bubble-how-the-defaults-will-occur-peter-diekmeyer.html

This Demographic Shift Makes Our Social Security Useless (06/14/16, Patrick Cox,
Maudlin Economics)
Excerpt: It was reasonable to assume things were going to get better; that’s how business
cycles always played out in the past. Historic patterns tricked many into thinking that the
typical recovery would follow.
Historical patterns, however, have changed. Forever. And that is due to the biggest
macroeconomic event in modern history.
The biggest demographic transition in modern history
Contrary to popular belief, population growth has started to decline. From now on, every
subsequent generation will be smaller. Fertility rates in the West are already well below
replacement rates, and the rest of the world is quickly catching up.
(Further down)
As the population ages, so do the costs associated with chronic age-related disease. In the
past, one generation could run up a bill and send it to a much larger future generation. Due to
its size, the future generation could pay off this debt without excessive pain.
That’s no longer the case. Even though today’s generation is diminishing, it will still have to
bear the burden of a much larger past generation. The social welfare model has been turned
on its head, and we’re already seeing the consequences.
A disproportional burden on young people
(Further down)
This is bad, but… you ain’t seen nothin’ yet. Here’s the CBO’s long-term projection of
changes in population by age group. This is what doom looks like in a graph.
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Now, let’s look at the projected growth in federal spending caused by these demographics.
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Who is going to bear this burden? That’s right: young people.
Sending our medical bills to our children is, to me, the greatest outrage of this preventable
financial catastrophe. The Affordable Care Act is already forcing young people to pay
insurance costs three times higher than they should.
The whole point of the ACA was, in fact, to get poorer young people to pay healthcare costs
for richer older people. The ACA has failed, however, to enroll enough young healthy poorer
people to make the program liquid in the long term.
http://www.mauldineconomics.com/editorial/this-demographic-shift-makes-our-social-security-useless

Bank Of America Set To Fire 8,000 As Banker Layoffs Accelerate (06/15/16, Tyler Durden,
Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: A few months ago we pointed out that mass layoffs were coming for bankers due
to declining revenues and more difficult market conditions, and now we're seeing the first
major wave of that come to fruition.
Bank of America has announced that it will fire as many as 8,000 employees within its
consumer division the FT reports.The core reason given for the headcount reduction in this
instance is that digital banking is picking up the pace, and has reduced the need for "back
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office staff" and bank tellers.
(Further down)
The bank has already slashed headcount by more than 10,000 in 2015, and has cut almost
40,000 from its consumer division alone since 2009 (bringing the total at the end of Q1
to 68,400). The layoffs are in line with what has been happening to its retail branch count,
which has fallen by about 1,400 over the past seven years. Thong Nguyen, president of retail
banking told a conference in New York this week that the numbers would "probably go
down to the low 60s", implying as many as 8,000 layoffs are on the horizon.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-15/bank-america-set-fire-8000-banker-layoffs-accelerate

The Minimum Wage Pain Continues: Hundreds More To Be Fired At Walmart (06/16/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt:The company recently announced that the accounting function at roughly 500
stores, mostly on the West Coast, will be eliminated and the job responsibilities will be
handled by a shared service center at Walmart's Bentonville, Arkansas headquarters
the WSJ reports. The function was used to count cash, as well as handle invoicing for
companies that bring product directly to the store instead of the warehouse. Invoicing will
move to Bentonville, and machines will now be used to count the cash at each location. Mark
Ibbotson, executive VP for central operations at Walmart US said the current system is dated
and error-prone, "we really want to pull our workforce onto the floor" - yes, or reduce
headcount and labor costs, one of the two.
Walmart says the affected workers have been offered othere consumer facing store positions,
though they aren't guaranteed the same hourly wage. Although workers would take a step
down in pay, making $17.55 an hour, Walmart only expects 1% of the employees affected to
leave the company. Said otherwise, either way, costs have been reduced, and those
employees will just be swept up in the next round of layoffs down the road.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-16/pain-continues-further-cutbacks-coming-walmart
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UPDATE JUNE 27, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is June 27, 2016
For those of you who are biblical prophecy watchers, HEADS UP!
As most of you know, last week a majority of the citizens of Great Britain voted to exit (aka
Brexit) the European Union (EU).There are no articles about the Brexit in this Update.
According to rules put in place for this possibility, there are actually two referendums. If the
first referendum is a win for Brexit, then a second referendum vote is automatically
established. However, my understanding is that due to the numbers in the first vote, there will
probably not be a second. If that's the case, then Brexit is a done deal.
To my knowledge there is no specific biblical prophecy regarding this event, however, pay
special attention to what is triggered by this event. For example: almost immediately after
Brexit won the day folks in both France and Holland are calling for their own referendums to
break away from the EU. The expectation is that more European Union member countries will
follow and that the Euro currency will also be affected, perhaps ended.
Great Britain leaving the EU it is huge with regard to the Great Unraveling.
Okay, let's put Brexit aside..
Now let me call attention to something in “The Secret Meeting That Accelerated the War on
Cash” article, that is in this Update.
As most of you are well aware I have been drawing people's attention to the 666 prophecy in
Revelation 13 for quite some time, noting that the technological infrastructure is entirely in
place to allow the prophecy to be fulfilled. And that infrastructure is being improved all the
time.
Here's the prophecy from Revelation 13:15-18:
And it was given to him to give breath to the image of the beast, so that the image of the
beast would even speak and cause as many as do not worship the image of the beast to be
killed.
And he causes all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free men and
the slaves, to be given a mark on their right hand or on their forehead, and that no one may
be able to buy, or to sell, except those who have the mark, or the name of the beast, or the
number of his name.
Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for the
number is that of a man; and his number is six hundred and sixty-six.
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Now here is the quote from the article you might find interesting. The ability to buy and sell
issue is actually brought up twice in the article; this is one instance. Please also understand
that this article is about money and has nothing to do with biblical prophecy. In fact, the
suggested solution in the article is to buy gold and silver. The 666 prophecy is not even a
consideration in their thinking. To even consider such a possibility would be crazy. Right?
Scott Horton: So the point isn't whether you're keeping your money at the bank; it’s whether
you're spending your money through the bank using their card to do it?
Nick Giambruno: Correct. Think of the information that's available to governments if no one
can buy or sell anything without going through a bank. It's big government’s dream come true.
(End quote)
On the flip side, Mr. Giambruno's observation about big government's dream come true is our
nightmare.
Keep in mind that identity theft is now at the top of the list, as well as, hackers getting into
information data bases of every kind. Government classified records and email too.
The 6th annual International Cyber Security Conference was just held last week in Israel at Tel
Aviv University. Agreements to work together were made between the US and Israel.
Please note that for all the “right” reasons (justifications), the solution to the Cyber Security
issue is actually the expansion of the very thing they are combating, while at the same time
bringing it all under government control. It's the Internet of Things (IoT). If you want proof of
what I'm saying just go get on a commercial airplane.
One trigger for greater control of cyber space will be events such as Brexit. Please be clear, I
am not saying Brexit is good or bad, simply that either way, it, and events like it, will be used
as a trigger for greater security measures, as well as other agendas.
Hey, I love you guys!
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
Howard Stern explodes gun-control logic
Whether you like Howard Stern or not, his analogy here (the full example) is excellent. If you
think he is way off base, just look at what happened to the Russians almost immediately after
the Communists took over, and the Germans after the Nazis took over. Communism and
Nazism are both Socialism. Oh yeah, and so is Islam. It is not Marxist Socialism, but it is still
Socialism.
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Now, I’m gonna tell you about the most gun-free zone on the
planet. It happened during 9/11. It was on a plane. You know you can’t get a gun on a plane.
It’s completely gun free. So what did the wolves do? They said, ‘This is great! We’ll just kill the
sheep with box cutters. They went on the plane with box cutters, and all the sheep went,
‘Baaah!’
Culture
Professor rejects Marxism after traveling the globe: ‘Socialism doesn’t work’
Excerpt from the excerpt: University of Massachusetts Dartmouth Professor Jack Stauder
says his political and ideological conversion away from socialism and Marxism occurred when
he actually witnessed these systems in action.
After traveling to more than 110 countries to pursue various forms of research, notably
cultural anthropology, Stauder described his conversion from Marxism as a process of
disillusionment.
Professor raised under communism explains academics’ love of socialism – and why
they’re wrong
Excerpt from the excerpt: Curta: I think that there’s an idealism that most people in academia,
specifically in the humanities, share. We live in an era of ideological morass, especially with
the collapse of communism that has left no room for those idealists in the academic world. No
matter how you can prove that system doesn’t work, with an inclination to go that way
perhaps because most people associate socialism with social justice, while the former is an
ideology with concrete ideas and concrete historical experiences, while social justice is a very
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vague abstract notion.
You have to understand, the difference between ideas and facts is what is of major concern
here. As my father used to say, it is so much easier to be a Marxist when you sip your coffee
in Rive Gauche, left-bank Paris, than when living in an apartment under Ceaușescu,
especially in the 1980s.
How to Create Starvation in 2016
Excerpt from the excerpt: Such a system does exist, however. It goes by the name
“socialism.” It is being tried today in a country that was once wealthy, comfortable, and
civilized: a country with the largest oil reserves in the world.
Yes, it seems like fiction. It’s not. In one country in particular, over the course of 16 years of
unrelenting destruction of property rights and human rights, step by gruesome step, socialism
has resulted in unthinkable scenes of human suffering.
Technology
Millennials engage with their smartphones more than they do actual humans
Excerpt from the excerpt: Furthermore, nearly half of millennials — significantly more than
any older age group — say they “couldn’t live without” their smartphone, according to data
released in 2015 by the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit and nonpartisan think tank in
Washington, D.C. (with charts)
Money
15 Facts About The Imploding U.S. Economy That The Mainstream Media Doesn’t Want
You To See
Excerpt from the excerpt: You are about to see undeniable evidence that the U.S. economy
has been slowing down for quite some time. And it is vital that we focus on the facts, because
all over the Internet you are going to find lots and lots of people that have opinions about what
is going on with the economy. And of course the mainstream media is always trying to spin
things to make Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton look good, because those that work in the
mainstream media are far more liberal than the American population as a whole. It is true that
I also have my own opinions, but as an attorney I learned that opinions are not any good
unless you have facts to back them up. So please allow me a few moments to share with you
evidence that clearly demonstrates that we have already entered a major economic
slowdown. The following are 15 facts about the imploding U.S. economy that the mainstream
media doesn’t want you to see… (with chart)
S&P Analyst Admits: Central Banks Have Destroyed Any Chance Of Fiscal Reform
Excerpt from the excerpt: As the ECB policymakers have been urging governments to take
advantage of the easy financing conditions to implement reforms, Kramer points out what
everyone other than central planners have already figured out, which is that as long as the
central banks monetize the debt, why face political difficulties and enact reforms - "The
moment the pressure goes away, the action goes away as well" Kramer said. (with chart)
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Unprecedented Mainstream Media Criticism of Central Banking Bodes Ill for the Larger
Economy
Excerpt from the excerpt: This time perhaps, the damage will be so significant and the chaos
so severe that central banks themselves will be blamed. Institutionally, this has not happened
before in the modern era.
Those who have the power to rearrange the system will only cast blame in this direction if
they intend to generate a major realignment.
We’ve already pointed out that various unsigned mega-trade agreements like TIP are
ushering in a new kind of international operating system.
The Secret Meeting That Accelerated the War on Cash
Excerpt from the excerpt:
Scott Horton: So the point isn't whether you're keeping your money at the bank; it’s whether
you're spending your money through the bank using their card to do it?
Nick Giambruno: Correct. Think of the information that's available to governments if no one
can buy or sell anything without going through a bank. It's big government’s dream come true.
More Banker Layoffs: RBS To Cut Another 900 Jobs
Excerpt from the excerpt: In summary, even after the massive amount of bank layoffs
that have taken place we can expect even more in the future as growth strategies have
clearly turned to cost cutting strategies in order to conserve any type of profit in this
healthy global economy.

The Excerpts
Government
Howard Stern explodes gun-control logic (06/16/16, Chelsea Schilling, WND)
'You get a f---ing nutty commander in chief, and you'd better be armed'
Excerpt: Famous shock jock Howard Stern just blew gun-control arguments out of the water
with a masterful analogy about American sheep under attack by vicious terrorist wolves.
Imagine you’re a defenseless sheep in a pasture filled with hundreds of other sheep, all like
sitting ducks when a bloodthirsty wolf appears in the dead of night.
And you hope the shepherds and sheep dogs will protect you and your family from the
ruthless beasts – which are slaughtering and eating all your neighbors.
But there’s a big problem.
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The shepherds and sheep dogs are nowhere in sight.
They’re protecting other defenseless sheep on the other side of the pasture.
What do you do?
You whip out your pistol or AR-15 and blast the savage wolves into oblivion – because that’s
the only way innocent lives will be saved.
(Further down)
“It’s such a perfect analogy. And people go, ‘Well, if we take away [the guns].’ Now think about
this, in France, they have the tightest gun-control laws on the planet. The terrorists all had
AR-15s. They have Glocks. They have every kind of pistol. They’ve got missile launchers.
“Now let’s use the analogy of sheep. Now we’re all here. We’re sheep. We’re sitting here, ‘La,
da, da, da, da. I’m gonna work hard. I love my family. Baaah!’
“Now let’s say I walked up to a sheep herd. And they know at night, every night the wolves
pick off a couple of them. What if I went up to the sheep and said, ‘You want to have a shot at
the wolves? I’m gonna give you a pistol. You can actually even the playing field with these
wolves whose fangs are out – you could shoot them and save your family.’ ‘Well, Baaah,
we’re not gonna do that! We don’t want to fight ba-a-a-a-a-ck. He didn’t hurt us. He only hurt
the family down the street. And the shepherds will protect us. The sheep dogs are out there.
They’ll protect us.’
“Well, the sheep dogs are protecting you, but some of them can’t be with you. There’s not a
sheep dog for every citizen, and a wolf is still eating one of you every night. ‘Baaah, I know
what. Let’s remove all the guns from the sheep.’ What? There’s an idea! Let’s take back all
the guns from the people who might be willing to shoot the wolves.
“So then you go, wait a second. What if we had a completely gun-free zone?
(Further down)
“Now, I’m gonna tell you about the most gun-free zone on the planet. It happened during 9/11.
It was on a plane. You know you can’t get a gun on a plane. It’s completely gun free. So what
did the wolves do? They said, ‘This is great! We’ll just kill the sheep with box cutters. They
went on the plane with box cutters, and all the sheep went, ‘Baaah!’
“Now if there had been an Air Marshal on that plane, a whole f—ing other thing would have
gone down. There wouldn’t have been no 9/11.
“See, the wolves are always plotting. They’ll use box cutters. They’ll use an airplane and fly it
right into a building. They don’t need AR-15s.
“Nazi Germany – which, by the way, didn’t happen 1,000 years ago – it happened within my
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dad’s lifetime. It’s not that long ago. Can you imagine if the Jews, at least when the Nazis
were banging on the door, if they had a couple of pistols and AR-15s to fight the Nazis? If
Anne Frank’s father had a f—ing gun? Maybe at least he could have taken a few Nazis out.
“Now why would the sheep say, ‘Oh, we’ve got an answer to all of the terrorism, all these bad
wolves that are coming after us. We’ll just hand in all our guns. We’re gonna hand them in.
Baaah. You know who will protect us? The government, or the police’?
“That’s a bad f—ing idea!
“Now I don’t like violence. I don’t like any of this stuff, but I consider myself a sheep. And I
want the police to protect me. I support the police. I want the government to protect me.
“But guess what? Most of your politicians all have private security. … So they’re OK. Those
are sheep that are very well protected. You, on the other hand, you’re a sitting duck. If you’re
a sitting duck, do you want a fighting chance or not? I don’t understand it.
(Further down)
Later in the show, Stern said Americans had better not just assume they can rely on their
military.
“The military takes orders from their commander in chief,” he said. “You get a f—ing nutty
commander in chief, and you’d better be armed. Because what the f— is gonna happen
then?”
Noting that the “nutty” president could turn on Americans, Stern added: “That’s what
happened when Hitler came to power.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/howard-stern-explodes-gun-control-logic/?cat_orig=diversions

Culture
Professor rejects Marxism after traveling the globe: ‘Socialism doesn’t work’ (06/16/16,
Kate Hardiman, The College Fix)
Excerpt: University of Massachusetts Dartmouth Professor Jack Stauder says his political
and ideological conversion away from socialism and Marxism occurred when he actually
witnessed these systems in action.
After traveling to more than 110 countries to pursue various forms of research, notably
cultural anthropology, Stauder described his conversion from Marxism as a process of
disillusionment.
“I gradually became disenchanted with Marxism by visiting many of the countries that had
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tried to shape their societies to conform to its doctrines. I was disillusioned by the realities I
saw in … socialist countries – the USSR, Eastern Europe, China, Cuba, etc,” Stauder told
The College Fix via email.
“I came to recognize that socialism doesn’t work, and that its ‘revolutionary’ imposition
inevitably leads to cruelty, injustice and the loss of freedom,” the professor continued.
“I could see the same pattern in the many failed left-wing revolutions of Latin America and
elsewhere. By combining actual travel with the historical study of socialism and revolution, I
succeeded in disabusing myself of the utopian notions that fatally attract people to leftist
ideas.”
(Further down)
Academic institutions are breeding grounds for leftist ideals, according to Stauder, as
“academics in general are intellectuals, and hence susceptible to ideologies.”
“People seem to feel the need to believe in something, and when intellectuals abandon
traditional religion, as most have done, they tend to seek substitutes,” he said.
(Further down)
When asked about the current bias in academia, Stauder pointed to the overwhelming
amount of research confirming a leftist bias.
“Academia has developed its own culture, a subset of the wider elite culture of the ‘new upper
class’ (see Charles Murray, Coming Apart). As in all cultures, pressures exist to conform one’s
thoughts and actions, and those who do not conform tend to be marginalized or suppressed,”
Stauder said.
Though it may be challenging, Stauder encourages professors simply to “be individuals. Seek
the truth, and stand by it.”
http://www.thecollegefix.com/post/27861/

Professor raised under communism explains academics’ love of socialism – and why
they’re wrong (03/23/16, Julianne Stanford, The College Fix)
The difference between ideas and facts is lost on leftist scholars
Excerpt: Today Professor Florin Curta is a professor in medieval history and archaeology at
the University of Florida, but his road to the sunny vistas of north-central Florida came by way
of communist-controlled Romania, where growing up he grappled with empty grocery stores,
power outages, and an oppressive government that discouraged creativity and free
enterprise.
Curta grew up under the iron-fisted regime of Romanian President Nicolae Ceaușescu, a
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dictatorship characterized by unrelenting state-control, extreme poverty and widespread
dilapidation and deprivation. Ceaușescu was overthrown and executed by firing squad in
1989, leaving his country in shambles.
(Further down)
Stanford: Tell us about growing up in communist Romania. What was the quality of life?
Curta: Stores were completely empty. There was no food. There was a black market where
you could buy some things, but obviously at much higher prices. Besides the fact that there
was no food, every now and then electricity would be cut off in the apartment, at a sudden
moment in time. You would not know when and for how long. Sometimes there was no
running water at all, and there was no warm water at all. We’re talking about life in an urban
environment, we’re talking about an apartment, not one or two, but thousands in which people
lived in such conditions. I was in college in that time, and I remember actually studying in the
library with gloves on my hands because it was so cold. So not a happy place.
Stanford: Socialism appears to be a popularly embraced ideology in American academia.
Why do you think this is? What is so tempting about this mindset?
Curta: I think that there’s an idealism that most people in academia, specifically in the
humanities, share. We live in an era of ideological morass, especially with the collapse of
communism that has left no room for those idealists in the academic world. No matter how
you can prove that system doesn’t work, with an inclination to go that way perhaps because
most people associate socialism with social justice, while the former is an ideology with
concrete ideas and concrete historical experiences, while social justice is a very vague
abstract notion.
You have to understand, the difference between ideas and facts is what is of major concern
here. As my father used to say, it is so much easier to be a Marxist when you sip your coffee
in Rive Gauche, left-bank Paris, than when living in an apartment under Ceaușescu,
especially in the 1980s.
(Further down)
Stanford: Do you think socialist ideas could ever actually be implemented here in the U.S.?
Curta: To tell it frankly, I think this is a philosophical question and I can answer it by giving my
take on this… Let’s take an invention, for example, an invention that really changes the lives
of hundred, thousands, millions of people. From the moment that invention is drawn up on a
piece of paper by the inventor, from the moment it actually gains social application, to change
the lives of people, it takes very little under the capitalist system. That is because of the profit.
It takes a very long while under socialism because it needs to be approved. Originality and
creation and creativity, those forms of freedom that most Americans don’t think much about
are discouraged under socialism. You have to stay in your line, not get out of your line.
http://www.thecollegefix.com/post/26717/
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How to Create Starvation in 2016 (06/20//16, Jeffrey A. Tucker, Foundation for Economic
Education)
Excerpt: One of the great achievements of the human mind is having produced a solution to
the single greatest challenge of life on earth: getting enough to eat. Shelter and clothing are
no brainers by comparison. You find a cave, you snag a pelt, and you are good to go.
But finding food to eat is a daily issue for human beings, never finally solved. You need more
than a stock of food; you need a system that produces a continual flow.
In 2016, we finally have such a system in place, one capable of supporting 7.4 billion people.
It’s so robust at this point that the developed world has the opposite problem of obesity,
which, in the course of social evolution, is a nice problem to have.
The creation of this system – which you can see on display at any grocery store in your own
neighborhood – defied the expectations of legions of doubters in the 19th century. Population
was booming beyond belief. How would they be fed? Most intellectuals couldn’t imagine how
it could happen.
And yet it did. So complex, well developed, and productive is the global market for food that it
turns out to be extremely hard to break the system. To create starvation in 2016 requires
extraordinary effort. It requires a comprehensive system of coercion that attacks all the
institutions that make abundance possible: ownership, international trade, an adaptive price
system, the right of commercial innovation.
Socialism Strikes Again
Such a system does exist, however. It goes by the name “socialism.” It is being tried today in
a country that was once wealthy, comfortable, and civilized: a country with the largest oil
reserves in the world.
Yes, it seems like fiction. It’s not. In one country in particular, over the course of 16 years of
unrelenting destruction of property rights and human rights, step by gruesome step, socialism
has resulted in unthinkable scenes of human suffering.
That country is Venezuela. It began under the rule of Hugo Chavez and now continues under
the rule of his successor Nicolás Maduro. As bad, grafting, and despotic as their intentions, it
is not likely the case that they intended to create starvation. Rather, they sought to bring
about all the promises of socialism: fairness, equality, an end to exploitation, justice, and so
on. But you look around and what you see instead is the end of everything we call civilization.
https://fee.org/articles/how-to-create-starvation-in-2016/

Technology
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Millennials engage with their smartphones more than they do actual humans (06/21/16,
Catey Hill, MarketWatch)
39% interact more with smartphones than lovers, parents, friends, children or co-workers
Excerpt: Nearly four in 10 millennials (39%) say they interact more with their smartphones
than they do with their significant others, parents, friends, children or co-workers, according to
a survey of more than 1,000 people released Wednesday by Bank of America. That’s
compared with fewer than one in three people of all ages who say they engage with their
smartphones more.

This means that, on an average day, millennials — defined here as being ages 18 to 34 —
“interact with their smartphone more than anything or anyone else,” the survey concluded.
(Further down)
Furthermore, nearly half of millennials — significantly more than any older age group — say
they “couldn’t live without” their smartphone, according to data released in 2015 by the Pew
Research Center, a nonprofit and nonpartisan think tank in Washington, D.C.
Millions of millennials couldn’t bear to part with their smartphones
Percentage who say they “couldn’t live without” their smartphone
Age 18 - 29
47%
Age 30 - 49
44%
Age 50 - 64
35%
Age 65 and up
30%
Source: Pew Research Center
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/millennials-engage-with-their-smartphones-more-than-they-do-actualhumans-2016-06-21
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Money
15 Facts About The Imploding U.S. Economy That The Mainstream Media Doesn’t Want
You To See (06/15/16, Micheal Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt:You are about to see undeniable evidence that the U.S. economy has been slowing
down for quite some time. And it is vital that we focus on the facts, because all over the
Internet you are going to find lots and lots of people that have opinions about what is going on
with the economy. And of course the mainstream media is always trying to spin things to
make Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton look good, because those that work in the
mainstream media are far more liberal than the American population as a whole. It is true that
I also have my own opinions, but as an attorney I learned that opinions are not any good
unless you have facts to back them up. So please allow me a few moments to share with you
evidence that clearly demonstrates that we have already entered a major economic
slowdown. The following are 15 facts about the imploding U.S. economy that the mainstream
media doesn’t want you to see…
1. Industrial production has now declined for nine months in a row. We have never seen this
happen outside of a recession in all of U.S. History.
2. U.S. commercial bankruptcies have risen on a year over year basis for seven months in a
row and are now up 51 percent since September.
3. The delinquency rate on commercial and industrial loans has been rising since January
2015.
4. Total business sales in the United States have been steadily dropping since the middle of
2014. No, I did not say 2015. Total business sales have been in decline for nearly two
years now, and we just found out that they dropped again…
Total business sales in the US did in April what they’ve been doing since July 2014: they
dropped: -2.9% from a year ago, to $1.28 trillion (not adjusted for seasonal differences and
price changes), the Censuses Bureau reported on Tuesday. That’s where sales had been in
April 2013!
5. U.S. factory orders have been dropping for 18 months in a row.
6. The Cass Shipping Index has been falling on a year over year basis for 14 consecutive
months.
7. U.S. coal production has dropped to the lowest level in 35 years.
8. Goldman Sachs has its own internal tracker of the U.S. economy, and it has fallen to the
lowest level since the last recession.
9. JPMorgan’s “recession indicators” have risen to the highest level that we have seen since
the last recession.
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10. Federal tax receipts and state tax receipts usually both start to fall as we enter a new
recession, and that is precisely what is taking place right now.
11. The Federal Reserve’s Labor Market Conditions Index has been falling for five months in
a row.
12. The employment numbers that the government released for last month were the worst
that we have seen in six years.
13. According to Challenger, Gray & Christmas, layoff announcements at major firms are
running 24 percent higher this year than they were at this time last year.
14. Online job postings on the business networking site LinkedIn have been declining steadily
since February after 73 months in a row of growth.
15. The number of temporary workers in the United States peaked and started falling
precipitously before the recession of 2001 even started. The exact same thing happened just
prior to the beginning of the 2008 recession. So would it surprise you to learn that the
number of temporary workers in the United States peaked in December and has fallen
dramatically since then?

(Further down)
But at the end of the day, what is far more important is what is ahead. Fortunately, our
downturn has been fairly gradual so far, and let us hope that it stays that way for as long as
possible.
In much of the rest of the world, things are already in full-blown panic mode. For instance,
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Venezuela was once the wealthiest nation in South America, but now people are literally
hunting cats and dogs for food.
Absent a major “black swan event” of some sort, we won’t see that happening in the United
States for at least a while yet, but without a doubt we are steamrolling toward a major
economic depression.
Unfortunately for all of us, there isn’t anything that any of our politicians are going to be able
to do to stop it.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/15-facts-about-the-imploding-u-s-economy-that-the-mainstreammedia-doesnt-want-you-to-see

S&P Analyst Admits: Central Banks Have Destroyed Any Chance Of Fiscal Reform
(06/21/16, Tyler Durdin, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: As the ECB policymakers have been urging governments to take advantage of the
easy financing conditions to implement reforms, Kramer points out what everyone other than
central planners have already figured out, which is that as long as the central banks monetize
the debt, why face political difficulties and enact reforms - "The moment the pressure goes
away, the action goes away as well" Kramer said.
(Further down)
Interestingly in recent months, the flood of central bank balance sheet expansion has flowed
into bonds - exponentially enabling dysfunctional government - as stocks have given up
tracking monetary-policy-maker largesse...
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All of this we have tried to convey repeatedly over the years. As long as the central banks will
continue to monetize the government's debt, and continue to push trillions of sovereign debt
into negative yields, no pressure will ever be felt by any government to change its ways.
Welcome to the party S&P.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-21/sp-analyst-admits-central-banks-have-destroyed-any-chancefiscal-reform

Unprecedented Mainstream Media Criticism of Central Banking Bodes Ill for the Larger
Economy (06/15/16, Daily Bell Staff, The Daily Bell)
Excerpt: The mainstream media makes no real reference to the state of the West – or the
world – when it comes to the larger economy.
China is collapsing. The European Union is half-bankrupt. The US is in a kind of depression.
But until recently the system that has created this mayhem has been treated as a kind of
eternal or natural constant, like the sky or the moon or the sun.
Now however, with half the West running on negative interest rates, the cracks cannot be
papered over.
The recent Bilderberg meetings apparently focused in large part on the economy.
Disaster was predicted and preparations were made.
In fact, this is how economies and economic systems “evolve.”
Out of “chaos,” order.
And to ensure that the responsibility for the chaos is not blamed on the bankers who run the
central banking system behind the scenes, the central banking system itself is beginning to
be blamed.
This is quite unusual. In past times, investment banking was blamed. Wall Street was blamed.
Commercial banks were blamed. Now central banks are blamed.
The same money power that supports central banking also supports and controls the
mainstream media.
If these powerful forces did not want central banking to be criticized it would not be.
But today considerable criticism exists.
One reason is because reality demands this criticism. Central banking is a dysfunctional
discipline. It seeks to fix the value and volume of “money.”
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Price fixing always creates tremendous, negative, distortive impacts over time.
Eventually such price-fixing creates a crisis in any industry exposed to it.
The monetary economy is in crisis.
Ordinarily, we would expect that fingers would be pointed elsewhere. But this is not the case.
Increasingly, central banks themselves are being blamed.
This only means one thing to us. Central banks are being blamed for a reason.
And the plan is to realign them. And probably combine them.
(Further down)
This sort of talk prepares us for something worse. Gundlach himself warns of a “rocky
summer.”
But if we continue to see this sort of central bank bashing, it would indicate to us that a theme
is emerging.
This time perhaps, the damage will be so significant and the chaos so severe that central
banks themselves will be blamed. Institutionally, this has not happened before in the modern
era.
Those who have the power to rearrange the system will only cast blame in this direction if
they intend to generate a major realignment.
We’ve already pointed out that various unsigned mega-trade agreements like TIP are
ushering in a new kind of international operating system.
http://www.thedailybell.com/news-analysis/unprecedented-mainstream-media-criticism-ofcentral-banking-bodes-ill-for-the-larger-economy/

The Secret Meeting That Accelerated the War on Cash (06/22/16, Nick Giambruno, Casey
Research International Man)
Excerpt: I recently sat down with Scott Horton on the The Scott Horton Show. If you want to
get the real scoop on U.S. foreign policy, you must listen to his podcast. It’s simply the best
there is on this topic. It’s one of the very few I always listen to.
Scott and I had an in-depth discussion on the U.S. government’s latest schemes… the War
on Cash and negative interest rates.
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I think you’ll find our conversation below informative and entertaining.
(Further down)
Nick Giambruno: Yes. There’s an annual World Economic Forum meeting in Davos,
Switzerland. Leaders in business, government, media, and even some celebrities go to these
events to discuss the big issues of the day. This conference happens every year in the open.
But this year, I think a secret meeting took place during the conference behind the scenes,
with huge historical significance…
Immediately after the conference, there was a big acceleration to eliminate paper cash, or at
least high-denomination currency notes. A flood of articles from The New York Times, The
Economist, Zero Hedge, and other publications picked up on this.
For example, a few days after Davos, the head of the Japanese central bank implemented
negative interest rates for the first time ever. This was after he repeatedly denied that he was
planning to use negative rates. It seems like something might have changed his mind at that
conference. But that’s not all.
After the conference, the CEO of Deutsche Bank called for the elimination of cash. Norway's
biggest bank essentially did the same thing.
(Further down)
The banking system is very fragile. There's not a lot of actual paper cash in banks. It’s mostly
digital bytes on a computer. So if people start pulling paper money out of the banks en masse,
it won't take much to bring the whole system down.
Their solution is to make accessing cash harder, and in some cases, illegal. Take France, for
example. It’s now illegal to do cash transactions over €1,000 without documenting it properly.
That keeps cash in the banking systems. That makes the banks happy because if you can’t
withdraw your cash, there can’t be a bank run.
(Further down)
Scott Horton: Now, Nick, I'm not an international man or an investment adviser, so you’re
going to have to help me understand.
These guys want to implement negative interest rates. Not only are they paying you almost
nothing in interest, but they're actually going to punish you for keeping money in your
account. Then they're going to blackmail you into keeping your money in your bank account
by trying to outlaw cash and make it impossible for you to take out large bills.
Doesn’t that completely defeat the whole point of negative interest rates in the first place,
which is this stupid policy of trying to stimulate the economy by forcing people to spend the
money?
Nick Giambruno: Well, no, they'll just spend the money through electronic means that are
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tracked, controlled, and taxed to the maximum. If you lose 50 bucks a year for keeping a
thousand in the bank, you're going to spend it.
Scott Horton: So the point isn't whether you're keeping your money at the bank; it’s whether
you're spending your money through the bank using their card to do it?
Nick Giambruno: Correct. Think of the information that's available to governments if no one
can buy or sell anything without going through a bank. It's big government’s dream come true.
Scott Horton: You know, it probably sounds stupid, but I used to be so paranoid about this
kind of thing. The idea that every time you buy anything, it has to be on the record or else you
could be in for a full-scale investigation. It reduces anybody who wants to be free to a barter
economy and poverty. But here it is.
http://www.internationalman.com/articles/the-secret-meeting-that-accelerated-the-war-on-cash

More Banker Layoffs: RBS To Cut Another 900 Jobs (06/21/16, Tyler Durdin, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: On the heels of Bank of America announcing that 8,000 employees would be fired
last week, we now learn that RBS will be cutting 900 jobs as well, in areas such as IT and
other back office positions that support the commercial, retail and private bank will be cut in
Britain. The latest round of cuts takes the total number of layoffs in the last four months to
roughly 5% of the bank's british workforce, as at least 2,700 staff across the country have
been let go since the beginning of March according to Reuters.
(Further down)
In summary, even after the massive amount of bank layoffs that have taken place we
can expect even more in the future as growth strategies have clearly turned to cost
cutting strategies in order to conserve any type of profit in this healthy global
economy.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-21/more-banker-layoffs-rbs-cut-another-900-jobs
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UPDATE JULY 7, 2016 – CULTURE, GOVERNMENT, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is July 7, 2016
I hope you all had a wonderful Independence Day celebration.
If you think the ride, thus far, has been a little bit crazy, get ready, it is about to get crazier.
Loyalty oaths in the work place, just so you can get a job or keep your job. (More on that in
the future) The catalyst for these oaths is the LGBT Agenda.
But wait, there's more!
Let's see, bring more and more Islamic Shariah adherents (who are violently opposed to
homosexuality and would also like to help take down the “Great Satan”) into the country, while
at the same time using every possible mechanism, legal and illegal, to force everyone to
embrace and normalize the LGBT Agenda. Am I the only one who sees the problem with this?
Not the potential problem, THE PROBLEM. While at the same time blaming the resulting bad
consequences on the Christians and Jews.
Let me say it one more time. The LGBT Agenda is not about the homosexual PEOPLE, and
ultimately, will not benefit them. It's a bad thing. Everyone, including homosexuals, are being
made prisoners. Question... WHY?
I would also add that it is not the “big bad government” doing this. It is PEOPLE who have
gotten into the government and corrupted it, turning it into the big bad government.
Aaahhhh, the joys of tyranny.
Definition of a Useful Idiot (RationalwWiki) A useful idiot is someone who supports one side
of an ideological debate, but who is manipulated and held in contempt by the leaders of their
faction or is unaware of the ultimate agenda driving the ideology to which they subscribe.
Family. Friends. Get ready. I love you!
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Culture
Everyone Secretly Hates Going Out, Study Says
Harry Cheadle, the author of this article makes some interesting points relating to culture
while completely missing one huge reality: Money is extremely tight.
Excerpt from the excerpt: According to the study, almost 30 percent of people are
disappointed by nights out, more than a third are stressed out and anxious by them, and
hangovers and arguments are also common side effects. So it's no surprise 80 percent of
people "admit to having made excuses to avoid going out," a.k.a. lying to your friends so you
don't have to see them.
The founder of the 'gay' left and 'Grandpa Walton'
Excerpt from the excerpt: The most important legacy of Harry Hay has been the complete and
successful linking of the “gay” lifestyle with the extreme ideological-cultural-political agenda of
the “gay” left. Far too many Americans of all stripes now reflexively believe that not
mistreating homosexuals (a noble goal) means rubber-stamping the entirety of the everexpanding “LGBTQIA” agenda of fundamental transformation, from the adopting of children to
redefining marriage to mandating bathroom bills to the absurdity of recognizing 31 different
gender options for city employees to whatever else.
That madness is part of Harry Hay’s legacy. And in that, we have been grandly duped as a
culture and a country.
Government
Tom Tancredo: Oath to Defend America Made Optional Because It Could Reduce
Muslim Immigration
Excerpt from the excerpt: “You have to ask yourself, of course, why? What would be the
reason? What would be in the minds of the USIS that would say, ‘You know, we think it’s
probably a good idea to stop asking immigrants to swear that they would take up arms, if
necessary, to defend the United States of America?’” he asked.
Bannon proposed an answer: “Guys adhering to sharia law are not gonna say that, right? It’s
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Muslims from sharia-adherent countries. It’s obvious as the nose on your face, is it not?”
Obama's transgender policy 'devastating' military
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The military exists to defend the country. It is there to have certain
qualities that are unlike the civilian world: honor courage, commitment, certainly integrity and
honesty. You cannot ask military leaders to deny reality and teach their subordinates to deny
reality without having consequences, especially when dealing with an issue of sexual privacy.”
Government claims power to control content of sermons
Excerpt from the excerpt: As “biology, chromosomes, physiology, and anatomy” all give
evidence of the “maleness or femaleness … designed by God,” the church believes it must
provide for the “immutable trait from which springs the natural and healthy desires for physical
privacy and modesty in states of partial or full undress, such as in restrooms, showers, and
changing rooms.”
Not only does the commission’s “open restrooms” mandate violate the church’s rights, “the
language of the act and the city code are broad enough to include within that prohibition
sermons, theological expositions, educational speeches, newsletters or church worship
bulletin text, or other statements from the church and its leaders.”
Meanwhile, in Europe
European 'superstate' suggested as Brexit solution
Excerpt from the excerpt: he nearly 50-year-old union reached no level of stabilization over
the weekend and on Monday, the Express reported “the foreign ministers of France and
Germany” were revealing “a blueprint to effectively do away with individual member states.”
The report said, “Under the radical proposals E.U. countries will lose the right to have their
own army, criminal law, taxation system or central bank, with all those powers being
transferred to Brussels.”
Rejected by U.K., Europeans to seek 'empire'?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Not only does the document suggest the possible formation of an
E.U. army, it explores expanding the multi-state entity into Asia and Africa.
It even envisions a global government.
Money
National debt jumps nearly $100 billion in one day to record high
Excerpt from the excerpt: Total government debt hit a record $19.38 trillion on Thursday, up
nearly $98 billion from the day before. It's the first time it has ever exceeded $19.3 trillion.
Deflation Is Blowing In On An Eastern Trade Wind
Excerpt from the excerpt: With the yuan down by as much as it would seem to be on course
for, wages and prices in the west will plummet. This wave of deflation is set to hit western
economies already in deflation and already drowning in private debt, and therefore equipped
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with severely weakened defenses. (with chart)

The Excerpts
Culture
Everyone Secretly Hates Going Out, Study Says (07/02/16, Harry Cheadle, VICE)
Excerpt: Last week, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics released the American Time Use
Survey, an annual look at how people spend the precious minutes of their short lives. Mostly,
people sleep (almost nine hours a day on average), work (just under eight hours on days they
work), and watch TV (a bit under three hours). A scant 41 minutes of each average day are
spent socializing in person with other humans, a number that's fallen by 9 percent over the
past decade. Does this mean that society is falling further away from the everyone-kicking-itall-the-time paradise of Friends? Or that we're talking to people online rather than in person
now?
Maybe something darker is at play here: Maybe Americans aren't hanging out because we're
all hiding in our apartments and inventing elaborate lies about why we can't come out.
That's the conclusion of a recent study by something called Yelp Eat24, which I guess is like
Seamless but run by Yelp? Regardless, I have no reason not to trust a home food delivery
service when it sends out a press release about how people prefer to stay at home, so let's
take them at their word when they say, "It may be that FOMO—the Fear of Missing Out—has
run its course, as a new survey identifies the power of POMO... the PLEASURE Of Missing
Out."
According to the study, almost 30 percent of people are disappointed by nights out, more than
a third are stressed out and anxious by them, and hangovers and arguments are also
common side effects. So it's no surprise 80 percent of people "admit to having made excuses
to avoid going out," a.k.a. lying to your friends so you don't have to see them.
(Further down)
Why don't we just tell the truth? Well, according to data from Yelp Eat24, which, again, I have
no reason to even be slightly skeptical of, instead of going out, people do the following things:
1. Watch movie/TV
2. Chill out/nap
3. Eat in
4. Spend time with partner
5. Spend time with children
6. Read
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7. Listen to music
8. Chores
9. Have drinks
10. Play video games
(Further down)
If there's any silver lining here it's that at least everyone is doing the same thing. Your
laziness, and your inability to be honest with others (and probably, yourself) about what your
life has become, is not a personal problem, it's a symptom of a broader malaise. That's why
I'm not coming to your party, because society is slowly sliding into lethargy. I'll try to make the
next one!
http://www.vice.com/en_uk/read/everyone-hates-hanging-out-with-each-other

The founder of the 'gay' left and 'Grandpa Walton' (07/05/16, Paul Kengor, WND)
Paul Kengor: Let's differentiate between homosexuals & radical, communist ideology
Excerpt: A common mistake of conservatives and liberals alike is to not separate “gays” from
the “gay” left. This widespread failure has fostered a lot of cultural-political confusion and
division amid the so-called “LGBTQ” debates. Liberals, especially, are so easily duped.
Effectively, liberals end up advocating for the full far-left agenda of the radical “gay” lobby
simply because they think that every homosexual/bisexual supports every element of the
extreme “LGBTQ” agenda.
As a case in point, I recently got an email from a man plagued with liberal guilt because he
wasn’t wild about the idea of homosexual “married” men adopting children. He assured me he
was no “hater.” It just struck him that intentionally motherless homes were not the best
situation for rearing children. He felt in his heart and mind that kids need both moms and
dads. I informed him that not all homosexual men favor same-sex couples adopting children.
In fact, I told him, there has been an ongoing spat between Elton John and the Italian
designers Dolce and Gabbana over precisely this. “A child needs a mother and a father,” said
Gabbana, himself a homosexual. “I could not imagine my childhood without my mother.”
(In response, a fuming Elton John excoriated Gabbana and Dolce, calling for a global boycott
of their products. Kudos to the Italian politicians who backed Dolce and Gabbana: “The gay
Taliban are trying to boycott Dolce and Gabbana just because they dared to say that … every
child has a right to a mother and a father,” said Carlo Giovanardi, an Italian senator.)
The Dolce-Gabbana example is instructive. We assume that all homosexuals walk in lockstep with the entirety of the “gay” left’s agenda. We mistakenly do this all the time, which
brings me to my point here today:
The stunning success of this politicization of the “gay” left’s agenda owes much to the
organizing work of a man named Harry Hay, a pioneering leftist for the gay-rights movement.
Harry was no mere liberal; Harry was a communist.
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(Further down)
Harry’s sexual activity preceded his communist activity. He told his biographer that in the mid1930s he averaged “two or three affairs a day”; that is, two or three sexual encounters per
day. The man craved intercourse, roaming the parks or wherever, day and night, looking for
satisfaction. One search was integral to bringing him into the communist orbit: It was a longrunning homosexual affair with actor Will Geer.
Geer was multi-talented, playing music with a communist folk group called “The Almanacs,”
which alternately included Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger and Burl Ives (“Have a Holly, Jolly
Christmas”) and which strummed literal pro-Stalinist propaganda. (See my book “Dupes” for
more.) Geer’s face ultimately became a household one in the 1970s when he played the
legendary “Grandpa Walton” in the TV classic, “The Waltons.”
Harry Hay professed to having been “madly in love” with Will Geer. I mention Geer here
because he was the formative figure who radicalized Harry Hay politically, bringing him into
the Marxist-Leninist fold. That was Geer’s doing.
To Harry, Grandpa Walton wasn’t the red under the bed; he was the red in the bed.
(Further down)
I conclude with this: The most important legacy of Harry Hay has been the complete and
successful linking of the “gay” lifestyle with the extreme ideological-cultural-political agenda of
the “gay” left. Far too many Americans of all stripes now reflexively believe that not
mistreating homosexuals (a noble goal) means rubber-stamping the entirety of the everexpanding “LGBTQIA” agenda of fundamental transformation, from the adopting of children to
redefining marriage to mandating bathroom bills to the absurdity of recognizing 31 different
gender options for city employees to whatever else.
That madness is part of Harry Hay’s legacy. And in that, we have been grandly duped as a
culture and a country.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/the-founder-of-the-gay-left-and-grandpa-walton/

Government
Tom Tancredo: Oath to Defend America Made Optional Because It Could Reduce
Muslim Immigration (06/27/16, John Hayward, Breitbart)
Excerpt: Tancredo explained that, in July of 2015, the US Citizenship and Immigration Service
(USCIS, sometimes shortened by Tancredo to USIS) “decided there was part of the Oath of
Allegiance that has been taken by millions, and millions, and millions of immigrants into this
country. It’s the last thing they have to do before actually getting their citizenship” that should
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be made optional. It was the part of the oath in which immigrants promised, “If called upon, I
will indeed take up arms to defend the United States of America.”
“They have told immigrants now – the next 18 million that are in the pipeline – they do not
have to take that part of the oath. It’s still in there, but they’ve said it’s optional; you don’t have
to swear,” said Tancredo.
He noted this change was made without permission from Congress, for reasons USIS has yet
to disclose. “Where the hell was Congress? Where is Congress?” Tancredo asked. “Where
has Congress been, over and over and over again, in these kinds of issues? They just simply
did it.”
“You have to ask yourself, of course, why? What would be the reason? What would be in the
minds of the USIS that would say, ‘You know, we think it’s probably a good idea to stop asking
immigrants to swear that they would take up arms, if necessary, to defend the United States
of America?’” he asked.
Bannon proposed an answer: “Guys adhering to sharia law are not gonna say that, right? It’s
Muslims from sharia-adherent countries. It’s obvious as the nose on your face, is it not?”
http://www.breitbart.com/radio/2016/06/27/tancredo-oath-to-defend-america-optional-because-it-could-reducemuslim-immigration/

Obama's transgender policy 'devastating' military (07/03/16, Greg Corombos, WND)
'Your heart goes out to these people, but this isn't the responsibility of the Armed Forces'
Excerpt: One of the nation’s leading experts on military experts calls the Obama
administration’s policy of allowing transgender troops to serve openly “more than
irresponsible” and says the impact of the administration’s fiscal and social policies on the
nation’s Armed Forces is “devastating.”
On Thursday, Defense Secretary Ashton Carter announced he was changing Pentagon policy.
“I’m announcing today that we’re ending the ban on transgender Americans in the United
States military,” said Carter. “Effective immediately, transgender Americans may serve openly,
and they can no longer be discharged or otherwise separated from the military just for being
transgender.
“Additionally, I have directed that the gender identity of an otherwise qualified individual will
not bar them from military service or from any accession program,” he said.
Center for Military Readiness President Elaine Donnelly told WND and Radio America this is
a terrible decision for military readiness.
“For the Department of Defense to focus on a tiny, tiny, minority and disregard the concerns of
the majority of people in the armed forces is more than irresponsible,” Donnelly said. “The
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secretary of defense is instituting a policy that will encourage indiscipline and sexual tension
and a range of problems that have nothing to do with strengthening the Armed Forces.
There’s no excuse for it.
“The military exists to defend the country. It is there to have certain qualities that are unlike
the civilian world: honor courage, commitment, certainly integrity and honesty. You cannot ask
military leaders to deny reality and teach their subordinates to deny reality without having
consequences, especially when dealing with an issue of sexual privacy.”
Carter gave multiple reasons for making this decision after a year-long review, starting with
giving the military the opportunity to find the best people.
“The first and fundamental reason is that the Defense Department and the military need to
avail ourselves of all talent possible in order to remain what we are now, the finest fighting
force the world has ever known,” said Carter, who added that the RAND Corporation
estimates that 2,500 of the 1.3 million personnel on active duty are transgender.
Donnelly said the year-long study is nothing but smoke and mirrors.
“It’s not about having the finest force in the world,” she said. “The so-called study was
consultation with LGBT activist groups, including RAND Corporation, which does nothing but
polemics whenever they’re asked to issue a report on military social issues. Every time the
DoD asks for something like this, the DoD gets what they want.”
She believes this is all about President Obama rewarding his political allies.
“It is a political payoff to LGBT activist groups,” Donnelly said. “It’s the final gift of this
administration in the final LGBT Equality Month to top off a series of things that the
administration has delivered to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender activist groups.”
In addition to focusing on a social agenda instead of combat readiness, Donnelly fears
indoctrination will run rampant through the entire military community.
“Military leaders are being ordered to adopt this policy, to promote it, to conduct education
classes, even down to the Department of Defense elementary schools – the largest school
system in the world. Everybody in the armed forces will be indoctrinated to talk about gender
dysphoria as if it is a normal condition and as if they are a civil rights group.”
(Further down)
Donnelly said she has no animosity toward transgenders, but they should not be in the
military.
“Your heart goes out to these people, but this is not the responsibility of the Armed Forces of
the United States,” said Donnelly.
From this policy to Obama allowing homosexuals to serve openly to the Pentagon backing
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women serving in ground combat and even being forced to register for the draft, Donnelly
said the Obama years have had a profound impact on the military.
“(It’s) devastating. What’s harming our military is not just the resources being taken away, but
the social burdens being loaded on,” Donnelly said.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/obamas-transgender-policy-devastating-military/

Government claims power to control content of sermons (07/01/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'This is something that should be deeply troubling to every American'
Excerpt: The Iowa Civil Rights Commission is being sued for claiming it has the right to
control the content of church services that are “open to the public.”
The lawsuit filed by the Alliance Defending Freedom on behalf of Fort Des Moines Church of
Christ is part of a nationwide battle against the implementation of President Obama’s
declared foreign-policy priority in his final year in office: “gay” rights.”
At issue in the Iowa case are state mandates that protect “transgender rights.” Among them
are allowing men to enter women’s shower rooms, dressing rooms and restrooms if they say
they are women, and banning statements in meetings “open to the public” that “might cause
individuals to believe that they are unwelcome because of their perceived gender identity”
The lawsuit charges the mandates violate the U.S. Constitution’s protections for free speech,
religion, expressive association, due process and the right to peaceably assemble.
(Further down)
It explains the commission believes its interpretation of state law allows it “to force churches
to allow individuals access to church restrooms, shower facilities, and changing rooms based
on his or her gender identity, irrespective of biological sex.”
The commission’s interpretation was made clear in a guidance released in response to the
question of whether or not the transgender-discrimination requirements apply to churches.
“Sometimes,” the commission said, “Iowa law provides that these protections to do not apply
to religious institutions with respect to any religion-based qualifications when such
qualifications are related to bona fide religious purpose. Where qualifications are not related
to a bona fide religious purpose, churches are still subject to the law’s provisions. (e.g. a child
care facility operated at a church or a church service open to the public).”
Explained the complaint, “The commission’s interpretation grossly misunderstands the
religious purposes and beliefs of Plaintiff Fort Des Moines Church of Christ.”
The church holds worship, religious services, Sunday School classes, Bible studies, youthoriented activities, annual vacation Bible schools, Easter activities, Christmas pageants and
other ministry events based on its religious beliefs.
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“As a result, there are messages, practices, and activities that the church would not sponsor,
host, or otherwise communicate because those messages, practices, and activities would
violate the church’s understanding of God’s truth. The activities that the church allows in its
facility must be consistent with the church’s understanding of God’s truth, and must not
present a message that contradicts the church’s understand of God’s truth.”
As “biology, chromosomes, physiology, and anatomy” all give evidence of the “maleness or
femaleness … designed by God,” the church believes it must provide for the “immutable trait
from which springs the natural and healthy desires for physical privacy and modesty in states
of partial or full undress, such as in restrooms, showers, and changing rooms.”
Not only does the commission’s “open restrooms” mandate violate the church’s rights, “the
language of the act and the city code are broad enough to include within that prohibition
sermons, theological expositions, educational speeches, newsletters or church worship
bulletin text, or other statements from the church and its leaders.”
“The church’s minister desires to preach sermons addressing God’s design for human
sexuality and the church’s beliefs about ‘gender identity,’ but reasonably fears that if it were to
do so it would violate the act’s and the city code’s speech ban,” the complaint explains.
(Further down)
[ADF legal counsel Christiana] Holcomb said churches “should be free to teach their religious
beliefs and operate their houses of worship according to their faith without being threatened
by the government.”
“That is a foundational First Amendment principle,” she said. “Churches have always been
protected from government intrusion, and they still are. They have a firmly established
freedom to teach their beliefs and set internal policies that reflect their biblical teachings about
marriage and human sexuality. One can hardly imagine a more obvious unconstitutional
invasion of the state into the internal affairs of the church.”
Holcomb told WND and Radio America, “Frankly, I can’t imagine a more unconstitutional
intrusion of the state into the church than when the state starts trying to dictate to a church
how it must or must not preach about its beliefs or use its worship facility. This is something
that should be deeply troubling to every American.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/government-claims-power-to-control-content-of-sermons/

European 'superstate' suggested as Brexit solution (06/27/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Kremlin says Brits' departure from EU like Soviet collapse
Excerpt: The nearly 50-year-old union reached no level of stabilization over the weekend and
on Monday, the Express reported “the foreign ministers of France and Germany” were
revealing “a blueprint to effectively do away with individual member states.”
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The report said, “Under the radical proposals E.U. countries will lose the right to have their
own army, criminal law, taxation system or central bank, with all those powers being
transferred to Brussels.”
The report said the plot “has sparked fury and panic in Poland” after being leaked to Polish
news channel TVP Info.
Polish Foreign Minister Witold Waszczykowski said, “This is not a good solution, of course,
because from the time the E.U. was invented a lot has changed.”
The London Daily Mail said the presentation came from Frank-Walter Steinmeier, Germany’s
foreign minister, and Jean-Marc Ayrault, his French counterpart.
They described it as a way to address the migrant crisis, economic cooperation and security.
But in Poland, it was described as an “ultimatum.”
The Mail speculated Britain may have avoided the new “superstate,” through which nations
would “transfer their armies, economic systems and border controls to the E.U.”
(Further down)
Now are being raised questions about security, the actual departure and how it will happen,
what the stock markets are saying about the plan, and the British pound was down to the
point speculators were wondering when it would reach parity with the U.S. dollar.
The London Independent, however, had another view:”Brexit reminds us some things are too
important to be decided by the people.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/european-superstate-suggested-as-brexit-solution/

Rejected by U.K., Europeans to seek 'empire'? (07/04/16, Garth Grant, WND)
'We will promote reformed global governance'
Excerpt: A week after the British vote on June 23, E.U. Vice President Federica Mogherini
released a document outlining the union’s plan for expansion, “A Global Strategy for the
European Union’s Foreign And Security Policy,” raising some eyebrows in foreign policy
circles.
Not only does the document suggest the possible formation of an E.U. army, it explores
expanding the multi-state entity into Asia and Africa.
It even envisions a global government.
(Further down)
A number of European policy makers have called for an EU army and the British paper “The
Express” reported, “the latest strategy document suggests Brussels is pushing ahead with
plans for further integration on defence.”
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Mogherini suggested the time is right to consolidate the various European armies into a single
force, because, “the idea that Europe is an exclusively ‘civilian power’ does not do justice to
an evolving reality. For instance, the European Union currently deploys seventeen military
and civilian operations, with thousands of men and women serving under the European flag
for peace and security – our own security, and our partners.’”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/rejected-by-u-k-europeans-to-seek-empire/

Money
National debt jumps nearly $100 billion in one day to record high (07/02/16, Peter
Kasperowicz, Washington Examiner)
Excerpt: The U.S. national debt is creeping up again, after holding steady for the last few
months thanks to the annual flood of individual and corporate tax receipts.
Total government debt hit a record $19.38 trillion on Thursday, up nearly $98 billion from the
day before. It's the first time it has ever exceeded $19.3 trillion.
The debt will soar higher still in the coming months, and is expected to approach $20 trillion
by the time President Obama leaves office.
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/national-debt-jumps-nearly-100-billion-in-one-day-to-recordhigh/article/2595507

Deflation Is Blowing In On An Eastern Trade Wind (06/02/16, Raúl Ilargi Meijer, The
Automatic Earth)
Excerpt: The main threat inside the EU isn’t Brexit either. It’s Italy. Whose banks sit on over
30% of all eurozone non-performing loans, while its GDP is about 10% of EU GDP. How they
would defend it I don’t know, they’re probably counting on not having to, but Juncker and
Tusk’s European Commission has apparently approved a scheme worth €150 billion that will
allow these banks to issue quasi-sovereign bonds when they come under attack. An attack
that is now even more guaranteed to occcur than before.
Still, none of Europe’s internal affairs have anything on what’s coming in from the east.
Reading between the lines of Japan’s Tankan survey numbers there is only one possible
conclusion: the ongoing and ever more costly utter failure of Abenomics continues unabated.
(Further down)
That modern economics sees everything not spent as ‘savings’ adds significantly to the failure
-on the part of Abe, Kuroda and just about everyone else- to understand what happened in
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Japan over the past 2-3 decades. To repeat once again, inflation/deflation is the velocity of
money multiplied by money- and credit supply. The latter factor has in general gone through
the roof, but that means zilch if the former -velocity- tanks.
That this velocity is -still- tanking, in Japan as well as in the western world, is due to, more
than anything else, an unparalleled surge in debt. At some point, that will catch up with any
economy and society. Even if they are growing, which our economies are not. Growth has
been replaced with credit, and credit is debt. It’s safe to say that money velocity cannot
possibly ‘recover’ until large swaths of debt have been cancelled, one way or another.
For Japan we saw this week that “..household spending fell for the third straight month in May
and core consumer prices suffered their biggest annual drop since 2013..” (Reuters)
while “..The Topix index dropped about 9% in June, plunging on June 24 with the Brexit vote,
the most since the aftermath of the 2011 earthquake. The yen strengthened about 8%
against the dollar in June..“ (Bloomberg).
(Further down)
Still, Japan is outta here, and this has been obvious for a long time to the more observant
observer. In the case of China, it is a more recent phenomenon, and it will even be disputed
for a while to come. It’s also one that will have a much more devastating effect on the west.
We’ve seen problems in various markets in Singapore, Macau and Hong Kong, but the real
issues on the mainland are still to be sprung on us.
(Further down)
Those are some pretty damning numbers, if you sit on them for a bit. There was another
graph that came with that report that takes us head first into deflationary territory. China’s
velocity of money:

That is utterly devastating. It’s what we see in the US, EU and Japan too, but ‘we’ have thus
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far been able to export our deflation -to an extent- to … China. No more. China has started
exporting its own deflation to the west. Beijing MUST devalue its currency anywhere in the
range of 30-50% or its export sector will collapse. It is not difficult.
That it will have to achieve this despite the objections of Donald Trump and the IMF is just a
minor pain; Xi Jinping has more pressing matters on his mind. Like pitchforks.
The ‘normal’ response in economics would be: in order to fight deflation, increase consumer
spending (aka raise money velocity)! But as we’ve seen with Japan, that’s much easier said
than done. Because there are reasons people are not spending. And the only way to
overcome that is to guarantee them a good income for a solid time into the future, in an
economy that induces confidence.
That is not happening in Japan, or the US or EU, and it’s now gone in China too. Beijing has
another additional issue that (formerly) rich countries don’t have. This is from a recent
Marketwatch article on Andy Xie:
China Is Headed For A 1929-Style Depression
[..] Xie said China’s trajectory instead resembles the one that led to the Great
Depression, when the expansion of credit, loose monetary policy and a widespread
belief that asset prices would never fall contributed to rampant speculation that ended
with a crippling market crash. China in 2016 looks much the same, according to Xie,
with half of the country’s debt propping up real-estate prices and heavy leverage in the
stock market – indicating that conditions are ripe for a correction. “The government is
allowing speculation by providing cheap financing .. China “is riding a tiger and is
terrified of a crash. So it keeps pumping cash into the economy. It is difficult to see how
China can avoid a crisis.”
(Further down)
With the yuan down by as much as it would seem to be on course for, wages and prices in the
west will plummet. This wave of deflation is set to hit western economies already in deflation
and already drowning in private debt, and therefore equipped with severely weakened
defenses.
https://www.theautomaticearth.com/2016/07/deflation-is-blowing-in-on-an-eastern-trade-wind/
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UPDATE JULY 11, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is July 11, 2016
I hope this Update finds you well and doing well.
The articles pretty much speak for themselves. I would just add that we are watching a spider
web of Tyranny being spun around America.
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Money
Planet Debt
Excerpt from the excerpt: And now, almost the entire world – its stocks, bonds, real estate,
and collectibles. along with its businesses, retailers, factories, investors, bonused-up
executives, papered-up speculators, Ph.D. economists, and politicians – almost everybody
with wealth or power depends on the insiders’ cheap money.
90% Of June Job Gains Went To Workers 55 And Older
Very short whole article with charts.
Excerpt: First, as the chart below shows, when breaking down the job additions by age group
as per the Household Survey, of the 180K jobs added in this particular survey, 259,000 were
in the 55 and over age group, while only 28,000 were added in the critical 25-54 age group.
Young workers, those under 24, lost a collective 107,000 in June. In other words, 90% of all
job gains in the month went to workers 55 and over.
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Where The June Jobs Were
Very short whole article with chart.
Excerpt: While the quantitative aspect of the June jobs report was stellar, so stellar in fact that
not a single Wall Street forecaster expected it would happen, the next question is what was
the qualitative component of this unprecedented Establishment Survey beat. Here are the
details of the 287K jobs supposedly added:
The Bearish David Rosenberg Reemerges: "What If I Told You Employment Actually
Declined 119,000 In June"
Excerpt from the excerpt: When the Household survey is put on the same comparable footing
as the payroll series (the payroll and population-concept adjusted number), employment fell
119,000 in June — again calling into question the veracity of the actual payroll report — and
is down 517,000 through this span. The six-month trend has dipped below the zero-line
and this has happened but two other times during this seven-year expansion. (with
chart)
26 Million Americans Are Now "Too Poor To Shop" Study Finds
Excerpt from the excerpt: These 26 million Americans are juggling two to three jobs,
earning just around $27,000 a year and supporting two to four children — and exist
largely under the radar, according to America’s Research Group, which has been tracking
consumer shopping trends since 1979. “The poorest Americans have stopped shopping,
except for necessities,” said Britt Beemer, chairman of ARG. (with chart)
The EVERYTHING Bubble: What's Coming Will Be Much Worse Than 2008
Excerpt from the excerpt: The big difference between now and 2008? Central Banks have
already spent $14 trillion propping the system up. And they’ve created the single biggest
financial bubble in history. (with charts)
Government
Pentagon's transgender policy steamrolls religious liberty
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Americans need to know the extreme implications of this policy,”
Crews said. “Do we want our sons and daughters to be forced to share showers and sleeping
spaces in a ‘mixed genitalia’ environment with no recourse for objections of conscience?”
NSA Whistleblower: Clinton Emails Damaged U.S. National Security Much More than
Manning, Assange Or Any Other Whistleblower
Excerpt from the excerpt: But the highest-level NSA whistleblower in history, William Binney –
the NSA executive who created the agency’s mass surveillance program for digital
information, who served as the senior technical director within the agency, who managed six
thousand NSA employees, the 36-year NSA veteran widely regarded as a “legend” within the
agency and the NSA's best-ever analyst and code-breaker, who mapped out the Soviet
command-and-control structure before anyone else knew how, and so predicted Soviet
invasions before they happened ("In the 1970s, he decrypted the Soviet Union’s command
system, which provided the US and its allies with real-time surveillance of all Soviet troop
movements and Russian atomic weapons") – explains why Comey's statement is nonsense.
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Muslim radicals poised to exploit U.S. racial tensions
Excerpt from the excerpt: In March, the former FBI analyst Guandolo warned the Muslim
Brotherhood is teaming up with the Black Lives Matter movement to create violent events that
will surprise many police agencies in cities across the U.S.
Obama Pushes More Federal Oversight of Cops After Dallas Attack on Cops
Excerpt from the excerpt: The report urges the federal government to federalize police
training and practices, via the use of federal lawsuits, grants and threats to cut federal aid. So
far, Obama’s deputies have cajoled and sued more than 30 police jurisdictions to adopt
federal rules in a slow-motion creation of a national police system, similar to the slow-motion
creation of a federal-run health-sector via Obamacare.
200K Criminal Aliens Booked Into Texas Jails Over Past 5 Years, Says DPS
Excerpt from the excerpt: A report recently released by the Texas Department of Public Safety
(DPS) revealed that Texas taxpayers have been forced to foot the expense of over 195,000
criminal aliens who were booked into Texas jails between June 1, 2011 and June 30, 2016.
Sixty-six percent of those criminal aliens identified by the DPS were aliens whose Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) status was that of being illegally present in the United States at
the time of their arrest. These numbers do not include those criminal aliens who have had no
previous contact with DHS where fingerprints or other biometric information was obtained.

The Excerpts
Money
Planet Debt (07/05/16, Bill Bonner, graphics by Pater Tenebrarum, Acting Man)
Excerpt: “How cometh it to be that interest rates ride so low… while the hack and the hustler
ride so high?” you might wonder. We are glad you asked.
We have been connecting dots. These are dots that others do not want to connect. Because
they connect to too many reputations, too many fortunes, and too many opinions.
We are talking about the line that runs from the post-1971 money system to the Deep State,
passing through the spectacular rise of China… the spectacular fall of the U.S. (where the
average man has made no financial progress in the last 40 years)… to the remarkable luck of
the 1% (who got richer and richer, as most people around them lost ground).
Yes, the line ties together the great kvetches of our time: inequality, stagnation, alienation,
globalization, debt, the failure of the economy, the failure of democracy… and the failure of
our own culture.
According to political scientist Charles Murray, white middle- and lower-middle-class
Americans now suffer from the ills that were once confined to ghettos – broken homes, drug
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addiction, unemployment, and violence. Surely, we’re not going to try to pin that on the Deep
State, too?
Yes – we are.
Deep State Money
“Our” money system is not “ours.” It is the money system created by, for, and of the financial
insiders. It is the Deep State’s money system! But wait… we sense an objection: “Isn’t it the
money system set up by our elected representatives – and supposed to serve us all?”
Oh, dear reader, sometimes you make us laugh. Really, where have you been? America’s
money system is largely under the control of one organization – the Fed.
And the Fed was set up at a secret meeting of plutocrats and bankers (no kidding they rode
down to Georgia in a private train, using phony names so they wouldn’t be identified).
It is not owned by the people, nor by their government. It is owned by private banks. And it is
controlled by a small group of unelected insiders – mostly bankers and their economists. It
has never been audited. And no member of Congress really knows what it is up to.
(Further down)
And now, almost the entire world – its stocks, bonds, real estate, and collectibles. along with
its businesses, retailers, factories, investors, bonused-up executives, papered-up speculators,
Ph.D. economists, and politicians – almost everybody with wealth or power depends on the
insiders’ cheap money.
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In the case of the Deep State, the post-Nixon Miracle-Gro has been especially effective with
respect to the root system. It is now so deeply rooted, it can no longer be uprooted, at least as
long as the Miracle-Gro is still working (and probably there’s already a plan B for the day after
as well).
“Government can have no more than two legitimate purposes,” wrote the 18th-century English
political philosopher William Godwin, “the suppression of injustice against individuals within
the community and the common defense against external invasion.”
But now it has another purpose – a goal it is desperate to achieve – keeping the low-interest
rate planet spinning.
http://www.acting-man.com/?p=45725
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90% Of June Job Gains Went To Workers 55 And Older (07/08/16, Tyler Durdin, Zero
Hedge)
While the algos have long forgotten about today's job report whose headline was good
enough to unleash an epic buying spree which has pushed the S&P to the highest level since
July 2015, a quick read between the lines reveals a continuation of some recent troubling
trends, namely that all job gains in recent years have gone exclusively to the oldest segment
of the population, those 55 and older.
First, as the chart below shows, when breaking down the job additions by age group as per
the Household Survey, of the 180K jobs added in this particular survey, 259,000 were in the
55 and over age group, while only 28,000 were added in the critical 25-54 age group. Young
workers, those under 24, lost a collective 107,000 in June. In other words, 90% of all job
gains in the month went to workers 55 and over.

Another way of seeing this dramatic discrepancy in job gains by age groups, is shown in the
chart below: since the start of the 2007 recession, nearly 10 years ago, over 8 million jobs
have been gained by workers 55 and over. Everyone else, and especially those 25-54, have
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lost jobs, with the "younger" cohort of American workers still down 3.4 million jobs since
December 2007.

Finally, for a snapshot look at the graying of the US economy, look no further than the chart of
job gains only for those 55 and over: at 34,459,000, the number of elderly workers has never
been higher and continues to rise at a torrid pace.

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-08/90-june-job-gains-went-workers-55-and-older
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Where The June Jobs Were (07/08/16, Tyler Durdin, Zero Hedge)
While the quantitative aspect of the June jobs report was stellar, so stellar in fact that not a
single Wall Street forecaster expected it would happen, the next question is what was the
qualitative component of this unprecedented Establishment Survey beat. Here are the details
of the 287K jobs supposedly added:
• Leisure and Hospitality added 59,000 minimum wage jobs
• Education and Health also added 59,000 mostly minimum wage jobs
• Retail Trade added 30,000 certainly minimum wage jobs
With more than half of job additions being minimum wage one can see why the June average
hourly earnings increase was below the expected 0.2% (and 2.7% Y/Y), instead printing at
0.1% and 2.6%.
Where were the rest of the job increases: Infromation +44K, Professional Services (ex temps)
+23K, Government +22K, Financial Services supposedly added 16K just dont tell all those
recently laid off bankers, temp workers rose by 15K, and somehow even manufacturing
added 14K despite the ADP report seeing the biggest drop in mfg employment since 2010.
Were there any job losses: yes, in mining and logging, which lost 5K jobs and transportation
and warehousing which saw a 9.4K drop as the heavy trucking collapse hits home.
The full breakdown.

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-08/where-june-jobs-were
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The Bearish David Rosenberg Reemerges: "What If I Told You Employment Actually
Declined 119,000 In June" (07/08/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hege)
After several years of trying to put a positive spin on economic data in an attempt to validate
the success of Fed policies, which in light of recent events have clearly failed with bond yields
today touching new all time lows and market-derived inflation expectations about as low as
they have ever been while even CNBC now admits that the only policy target of the Yellen
Fed is to keep stocks as high as possible (there it is clearly succeeding for now), it was
somewhat surprising to see Rosie "the bull" vaporize, and be replaced by the bearish side of
David Rosenberg in such vigorous fashion today after years of hibernation.
The metamorphosis took place in what was a rather scathing take on today's jobs report,
about which he said that "it makes little or no sense that the business sector would be so
cautious over committing capital to the real economy and at the same time embark on a
sustained hiring spree."
We agree. Here are the highlights:
What if I told you that employment actually declined 119,000 in June and has been
faltering now for three months in a row? Yes, that is indeed the case.
Of course, the focus, as always is on the non-farm payroll report but keep in mind that while
this is the data series that moves markets, it does not necessarily have the final word on how
the labor market is truly faring.
Okay, so let’s get the pablum out of the way first. Nonfarm payrolls surprised yet again but this
time to the upside — surging 287,000 in the best showing since last October and again
making a mockery of the consensus economics community which penned in a 180,000
bounce.... when taking May and June together, they average out to be less than 150,000
versus the twelve-month average of 200,000 so even as the June data pulled a major upside
surprise, the overall view that the pace of job creation is moderating remains fully intact.
It’s not as if the Household sector ratified the seemingly encouraging news contained in the
payroll data as this survey showed a tepid 67,000 job gain last month and rather ominously, in
fact, has completely stagnated since February.
Historians will tell you that at turning points in the economy, it is the Household survey
that tends to get the story right.
***
The simple fact of the matter is that May and June were massive statistical anomalies. The
broad trends tell the tale. Go back to June 2014 and the six-month trend in payrolls is running
at a 2.2% annual rate and the three-month trend at 2.4%. A year ago, as of June 2015, the
six-month pace was 1.9% and the three-month at 2.2%. Fast forward to today, and the sixmonth annualized rate is 1.4% and the three-month has slowed all the way down to a 1.2%.
This is otherwise known as looking at the big picture.
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But wait, Rosenberg said jobs actually declined? Here is his math:
When the Household survey is put on the same comparable footing as the payroll series (the
payroll and population-concept adjusted number), employment fell 119,000 in June — again
calling into question the veracity of the actual payroll report — and is down 517,000 through
this span. The six-month trend has dipped below the zero-line and this has happened
but two other times during this seven-year expansion.

See, it isn't that difficult to have a critical eye on government data and refuse to drink the BLS
Kool-Aid now. His conclusion:
The Fed may well be breathing a sigh of relief, but we are not out of the woods yet. My advice
is to simply ignore those pundits who may conclude that a rate hike is back on the table any
time soon.
Actually, the market is already doing that for you David: with stocks at all time highs and bond
yields at all time lows, the algos are quite confident that the Fed will not hike for a long, long
time. As for the underlying economy, alas that has not matter for nearly a decade, something
have said constantly and something which even Rosenberg once again admits.
Source: Gluskin Sheff
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-08/bearish-david-rosenberg-reemerges-what-if-i-told-you-employment-actuallydeclined-11
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26 Million Americans Are Now "Too Poor To Shop" Study Finds (07/08/16, Tyler Durdin,
Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Just this past April we wrote: "most Americans' savings continue to decline, and
millions of US households not only don't have any money left over to save away, but are
forced to resort to credit to fund day to day expenses."

(Further down)
As The NY Post details, retailers have blamed the weather, slow job growth and millennials
for their poor results this past year, but a new study claims that more than 20 percent of
Americans are simply too poor to shop.
These 26 million Americans are juggling two to three jobs, earning just around $27,000
a year and supporting two to four children — and exist largely under the radar, according
to America’s Research Group, which has been tracking consumer shopping trends since
1979. “The poorest Americans have stopped shopping, except for necessities,” said Britt
Beemer, chairman of ARG.
Beemer has been tracking this subgroup for two years, ever since his weekly surveys of
15,000 consumers picked up that 21 percent of consumers did not finish their Christmas
shopping in 2014 due to being too busy working.
That number grew to 29 percent last year, and Beemer dug in to learn more about them,
calling them on holidays. He estimates that this group has swelled from 6 million households
four years ago, because their incomes have not kept pace with expenses like medical costs.
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Nearly half of all Americans have not seen an increase in salary over the last five to
seven years, and another 28 percent have seen their take-home pay reduced by higher
medical insurance deductions or switching to part-time jobs, ARG found. “It’s scary
when you start to see things that you’ve never seen before,” said Beemer.
“People are so pessimistic about their future.” Most of those living on the edge — 68 percent
are women between the ages of 28 and 38 — work in retail or in call centers, according to
Beemer.
Another sign that a chunk of the population has pulled back its spending is that
discounters like Walmart and the Dollar Store have been “holding their own,” said
Richard Church, managing director of Discern Securities.
The story of the increasing difficulty facing Americans in maintaining their standard of living
continues... even after almost 10 years of Federal Reserve market-based intervention.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-08/26-million-americans-are-now-too-poor-shop-study-finds

The EVERYTHING Bubble: What's Coming Will Be Much Worse Than 2008 (07/08/16,
Phoenix Capital, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: The amount of negative issues the markets are ignoring is staggering.
1. Italy’s banking system is on the verge of collapse. Nearly 20% of loans are nonperforming (meaning garbage). This is not Greece. We’re talking about a €2 trillion banking
system.
2. The US is in recession. Consensus is that all is well, but industrial production, labor
market conditions, the corporate bond market, C&I Delinquencies, the Conference Board
Leading Indicator, Inventory Accumulation and ISM are screaming “RECESSION.”
3. China continues to devalue the Yuan at an annualized pace of 12% year to date. This is
exporting a massive wave of deflation to the West.
4. The US Dollar has begun the next leg up in its bull market. The first leg crashed Oil,
commodities, and emerging markets. This leg will crater US corporate profits and stocks as
well.
5. Corporate are more leveraged than they were in 2007. Meanwhile, earnings are at 2012
levels while stocks flirt with their all-time highs.
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The whole mess is just like late 2007/ early 2008 all over again. Brexit was the Bear Stearns
moment. Italy or Spain will likely be the Lehman moment.
The big difference between now and 2008? Central Banks have already spent $14 trillion
propping the system up. And they’ve created the single biggest financial bubble in history.

H/T Jesse Felder
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-08/everything-bubble-whats-coming-will-be-much-worse-2008
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Government
Pentagon's transgender policy steamrolls religious liberty (07/09/16, WND)
'Americans need to know the extreme implications of this policy'
Excerpt: Chaplain Alliance for Religious Liberty, which says it speaks for more than 2,600
chaplains serving the armed forces, noted that in a recent conference call with its associates,
a senior Pentagon official outlined implications of the policy change.
Pointing out that anyone in the military who receives a medical statement from a military
medical professional certifying that they suffer from gender dysphoria will have all medical
resources available for surgical alterations.
On the call, the Pentagon official was asked whether medical professionals who hold a
biblical view on human sexuality will be required to violate their consciences.
The official replied that it’s the responsibility of medical professional to serve military persons.
“It’s an understatement to say that this raises serious religious liberty concerns,” said
Chaplain Ron Crews, executive director of Chaplain Alliance for Religious Liberty.
“The Department of Defense must ensure a service member is not forced to violate his or her
conscience and that doctors and nurses who hold to a biblical view of human sexuality can
serve in today’s military,” he said.
The official on the conference call acknowledged “mixed genitalia” will be present in military
bathrooms, showers and barracks because service members will be in various stages of
change in their sexual identity.
“Americans need to know the extreme implications of this policy,” Crews said. “Do we want
our sons and daughters to be forced to share showers and sleeping spaces in a ‘mixed
genitalia’ environment with no recourse for objections of conscience?”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/pentagons-transgender-policy-steamrolls-religious-liberty/?cat_orig=faith

NSA Whistleblower: Clinton Emails Damaged U.S. National Security Much More than
Manning, Assange Or Any Other Whistleblower (07/07/16, George Washington, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: FBI director Comey said today that Hillary Clinton running emails containing
government information on an unsecured, private server was not as bad as former CIA
director Petraeus sharing classified documents with his lover.
But the highest-level NSA whistleblower in history, William Binney – the NSA executive who
created the agency’s mass surveillance program for digital information, who served as the
senior technical director within the agency, who managed six thousand NSA employees, the
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36-year NSA veteran widely regarded as a “legend” within the agency and the NSA's bestever analyst and code-breaker, who mapped out the Soviet command-and-control structure
before anyone else knew how, and so predicted Soviet invasions before they happened ("In
the 1970s, he decrypted the Soviet Union’s command system, which provided the US and its
allies with real-time surveillance of all Soviet troop movements and Russian atomic weapons")
– explains why Comey's statement is nonsense.
(Further down)
Binney explained to Washington’s Blog the serious nature of Clinton’s breach of GAMMA
classified information:
The compromise of this kind of cryptology success has a number of impacts on the ability of
NSA to produce accurate intelligence on foreign targets of highest interest.
(1) This lets the leaders of a foreign country know that their communications have been
compromised and that we read what they are saying, planning and intending to do.
(2) It compromises the fact that a particular type of encryption is readable. Not just the
leadership; but, also all the others in that country and around the world that are using that
encryption.
(3) It lets our potential adversaries know our technology capabilities in attacking encryption.
(4) If other countries (like Russia or China or any others) know the encryption system
involved, then they too will look at it for any weakness or flaws that would allow reading the
system.
(5) It alerts adversaries to look into that system for structural errors in encryption design also
look for human error in using the system or a combination of both that would make the system
vulnerable.
(6) This presents the country using that system the opportunity to feed false information into
the intelligence produced by NSA which means the free world.
(7) For NSA, this means that they have to find other ways to validate any intelligence they get
from this encryption to insure the validity of the information they get.
The target country may stop using that encryption for leadership (as was the case with
GAMMA GUPY) but may continue to use it at other levels of communication; but, over time,
they have been alerted to this weakness and will move as fast as they can to replace it with
other encryption.
(Further down)
All in all, this is a rather devastating compromise of technical capability and a commensurate
loss of high value intelligence.
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I know this kind of technical explanation is rather difficult for the public to understand and
comprehend, but it is rather devastating to people responsible for intelligence production.
In my view, this is much worse than what Julian Assange or Chelsea Manning or any of
the other whistleblowers have done.
Some are in prison for as many as 35 years. Others have just been ruined and kept
from getting anything but menial jobs. But, those in high positions get a pass for
much worse offenses.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-07/nsa-whistleblower-clinton-emails-damaged-us-national-securitymuch-more-manning-assa

Muslim radicals poised to exploit U.S. racial tensions (07/08/16, WND)
Black nationalists, Nation of Islam influenced Dallas cop killer
Excerpt: While there is no evidence of formal affiliation, the suspect in the Dallas sniper attack
considered himself a black nationalist, and he showed affinity for the religious group most
closely associated with the Black Power movement that arose in the 1960s, the Nation of
Islam.
(Further down)
A group called the Black Power Political Organization took responsibility for the Dallas attack,
the London paper The Mirror reported Friday.
Last summer, WND reported Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan urged a packed
audience at Mt. Zion Baptist Church in Miami to kill white people.
Farrakhan said violent retaliation is the only way for American blacks to “rise up” and
overthrow their white oppressors.
(Further down)
In March, WND reported the concern of FBI counter-terror specialist John Guandolo that
Black Lives Matter radicals were beginning to team up with Muslim elements to provoke
trouble in U.S. cities that he said will surprise most police agencies.
Prior to the Dallas shooting, reported Heavy.com, a Black Lives Matter member reached out
to ISIS on social media, and ISIS supporters have since commented on the attack.
Other terrorist organizations in the United States have been trying to capitalize on the racial
tension in the United States.
(Further down)
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‘More will be assassinated’
A post on the Black Power Political Organization Facebook account said: “More Will Be
Assassinated In The Coming Days! Do You Like The Work Of Our Assassins? Get Your Own
Sniper.”
The Facebook page of the organization has been removed, Breitbart reported, but a cached
copy of the page shows that it mentions the New Black Panther Party and the Huey P Newton
Gun Club, a paramilitary organization that has trained in Dallas for several years.
(Further down)
Teaming with Muslim Brotherhood
In March, the former FBI analyst Guandolo warned the Muslim Brotherhood is teaming up
with the Black Lives Matter movement to create violent events that will surprise many police
agencies in cities across the U.S.
(Further down)
The network is operated, he said, by the international Muslim Brotherhood through its many
front organizations. Among them are the Muslim-American Society, Muslim Student
Association, Council on American-Islamic Relations, Islamic Society of North America and
North American Islamic Trust.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/muslim-radicals-poised-to-exploit-u-s-racial-tensions/

Obama Pushes More Federal Oversight of Cops After Dallas Attack on Cops (07/09/16,
Neil Munro, Breitbart)
Excerpt: President Barack Obama is harnessing the increasing attacks on police in Dallas —
and the periodic shootings of people by stressed cops — to push his agenda to federalize
state and local police forces.
“I want to start moving on constructive actions that are actually going to make a difference,”
he said during his evening press conference in Poland when he was asked about the Dallas
attack.
Those actions, he said, would be based on the recommendations of the panel that he picked
after the 2014 street riots in Ferguson, Missouri. The panel offered “practical concrete
solutions that can reduce — if not eliminate — the problems of racial bias,” Obama said.
The dramatic shootings are an opportunity to push that agenda, Obama said. “If my voice has
been true and positive, my hope would be that… [the panel] surfaces problems, it frames
them, it allows us to wrestle with these issue and try to come up with practical solutions,” he
said.
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Obama began touting the panel’s recommendations in March 2015. The report, titled
“President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing Report,” was published in May 2015.
The report urges the federal government to federalize police training and practices, via the
use of federal lawsuits, grants and threats to cut federal aid. So far, Obama’s deputies have
cajoled and sued more than 30 police jurisdictions to adopt federal rules in a slow-motion
creation of a national police system, similar to the slow-motion creation of a federal-run
health-sector via Obamacare.
http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/07/09/dallas-obama-federal-shootings/

200K Criminal Aliens Booked Into Texas Jails Over Past 5 Years, Says DPS (07/05/16,
Bob Price, Breitbart)
Excerpt: A report recently released by the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) revealed
that Texas taxpayers have been forced to foot the expense of over 195,000 criminal aliens
who were booked into Texas jails between June 1, 2011 and June 30, 2016. Sixty-six percent
of those criminal aliens identified by the DPS were aliens whose Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) status was that of being illegally present in the United States at the time of
their arrest. These numbers do not include those criminal aliens who have had no previous
contact with DHS where fingerprints or other biometric information was obtained.
The report obtained by Breitbart Texas detailed the more than 520,000 charges brought
against these criminal aliens over their criminal career. Among those are some of the most
violent crimes in Texas statues including murder, kidnapping, assault, robbery, and sexual
assault.
(Further down)
Nationally, nearly one million immigrants have ignored orders of deportation, including more
than 170,000 criminal aliens, Breitbart Texas reported on Monday. Those numbers are based
upon a report published by the Center for Immigration Studies Policy Studies Director Jessica
Vaughn.
“The fact that almost 10 percent of the illegal resident population has already been ordered
removed and is still here illustrates just how dysfunctional our immigration enforcement
system is. It also should be of great concern that 20 percent of them are conviction criminals,
and that most of these are at large in our communities,” Vaugh told told the Washington
Times’s Stephen Dinan.
http://www.breitbart.com/texas/2016/07/05/200k-criminal-aliens-booked-texas-jails-past-5-years-says-dps/
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UPDATE JULY 19, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is July 19, 2016
The articles pretty much speak for themselves.
I hope you are well and doing well.
Family. Friends. I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Money
The "Mystery" Of Who Is Pushing Stocks To All Time Highs Has Been Solved
Excerpt from the excerpt: What the update reveals is "a surge in net global central bank
asset purchases to their highest since 2013."
And just like that the mystery of who has been buying stocks as everyone else has been
selling has been revealed. (with charts)
The Unintended Consequences of the $15/Hour Minimum Wage
Excerpt from the excerpt: Not only will the transaction price of a sandwich rise, so will the
opportunity costs.To date, I have seen much ink spilled regarding the transaction price
but almost nothing about the inevitable opportunity costs. De-staffing will gut throughput
of support services and impair "high value" enterprises.
The fast food lunch that formerly cost $7 and 4 minutes will cost $10 and 15 or 30 minutes. At
$15/hour, an additional 26 minutes adds $6.50 to the real cost of that meal.
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Italian Banks Desperate For a Bailout
Excerpt from the excerpt: This whole situation will get even more interesting (read:
disconcerting) at the end of July, when the results of the stress tests on Italian banks are
announced. The best guess is that at least €120 billion of additional capital will be needed.
But will the EU bureaucrats and politicians finally bend? Or will Italy have to go the route of
the U.K. and see an exit from the superstate in order to save itself?
War on Cash: Why now is the time to buy some ‘digital gold’
Typically, the financial advisers explain the War on Cash and then tell us the best safety net is
to buy gold and silver. This guy very clearly explains the War on Cash, but recommends
converting some cash into digital currency to keep it safe. 'Some' would, of course, be a
worthwhile amount. My question for any of it is what is the EXIT STRATEGY?
The problem is that whether gold and silver or digital currency, these same advisers who lay
out the entire War on Cash scenario using the very same words as found in the biblical 666
prophecy, do not allow the 666 prophecy to even be a consideration. They know what is
coming but their vision for the future only allows for folks to overcome/get through it by
operating in the shadows under the radar of the governmental/financial system in which ALL
currency and ALL transactions will be digital anyway.
The 666 prophecy makes it clear that working in the shadows and under the radar will not be
tolerated by the powers in charge. Attempting to do so will be considered an act of treason
and/or terror, etc., punishable by death. What I am telling you is not new, it has been done
before: the U.S.S.R., Nazi controlled Europe, Red China, etc. The difference in today's world
is that technology has advanced and bound us all together in the INTERNET OF THINGS.
The advisers have no EXIT STRATEGY.
Excerpt from the excerpt: An alternative way to “hide” your money from negative interest
rates…
If you want to protect your money, you’ll need to find investments that maintain the privacy
and portability of cash… but aren’t hurt by low or negative interest rates.
And digital currencies do just that.
Government
Illinois is losing prime working-age adults or Welcome to Illinois (Where Every 5
Minutes Someone Moves Out)
Excerpt from the excerpt: Illinois has lost 310,000 people due to net migration over the last
decade, according to U.S. Census Bureau migration records from July 2005 to July 2015.
This loss is made up of Illinois’ significant net population losses to other states (-690,000),
which are partially offset by international immigration gains (+380,000). Like all states,
Illinois experiences net gains from international immigration. However, Illinois’
population loss to other states runs at one of the highest rates in the U.S. (with chart)
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Obama funded secret strategy to oust Netanyahu
Excerpt from the excerpt: The committee got involved when there were allegations, now
documented, that American tax dollars were being used to take down Netanyahu.
The Obama administration was unable to produce all of the documents involved because it
failed to retain the email records of Michael Ratney, then U.S. consul general in Jerusalem.
The Past, Present, and Future of the EU – Are More Referenda to Come?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Unsurprisingly, several countries now have large minorities that
want to rid themselves of EU-imposed policies they find damaging, and restore national
autonomy.
French Intel Chief's Stunning Warning: Europe Is "On Brink Of Civil War"
Excerpt from the excerpt: In a shockingly non-politically-correct outburst, Patrick Calvar, chief
of the Directorate General of Internal Security, told members of the French parliamentary
commission that thanks to the increasing frequency of sexual assaults by islamic
migrants, "Extremism is growing everywhere... We are on the brink of civil war."
VIDEO -- "Gangster Islam" in Europe
Whole article: "Gangster Islam," a crime wave packing prisons and overtaking Europe, is a
problem the mainstream media will not report. Ordinary Europeans -- for fear of being called
"racist" or even being imprisoned for "hate speech" -- are afraid even to talk about it. Timon
Dias, Distinguished Senior Fellow at the Gatestone Institute, discusses the issue in our latest
video:
French lawmakers told Bataclan terrorists tortured, disemboweled victims
Short whole article.
Excerpt: According to this testimony, Wahhabist killers apparently gouged out eyes, castrated
victims, and shoved their testicles in their mouths. They may also have disemboweled some
poor souls. Women were stabbed in the genitals – and the torture was, victims told police,
filmed for Daesh or Islamic State propaganda. For that reason, medics did not release the
bodies of torture victims to the families, investigators said.
Terror Mag Praised Ramming Attacks Before Massacre in Nice
Excerpt from the excerpt: The article further advises, “The ideal location is a place where
there are a maximum number of pedestrians and the least number of vehicles. In fact, if you
can get through to ‘pedestrian only’ locations that exist in some downtown (city center) areas,
that would be fabulous. There are some places that are closed down for vehicles at certain
times due to the swarms of people.”
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The Excerpts
Money
The "Mystery" Of Who Is Pushing Stocks To All Time Highs Has Been Solved (07/12/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: One conundrum stumping investors in recent months has been how, with investors
pulling money out of equity funds (at last check for 17 consecutive weeks) at a pace that
suggests a full-on flight to safety, as can be seen in the chart below which shows record fund
outflows in the first half of the year - the fastest pace of withdrawals for any first half on
record...

... are these same markets trading at all time highs? We now have the answer.
Recall at the end of January when global markets were keeling over, that Citi's Matt King
showed that despite aggressive attempts by the ECB and BOJ to inject constant central bank
liquidity into the gunfible global markets, it was the EM drain via reserve liquidations, that was
causing a shock to the system, as net liquidity was being withdrawn, and in the process
stocks were sliding.
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Fast forward six months when Matt King reports that "many clients have been asking for an
update of our usual central bank liquidity metrics."
What the update reveals is "a surge in net global central bank asset purchases to their
highest since 2013."

And just like that the mystery of who has been buying stocks as everyone else has been
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selling has been revealed.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-12/mystery-who-pushing-stocks-all-time-highs-has-been-solved

The Unintended Consequences of the $15/Hour Minimum Wage (07/11/16, Charles Hugh
Smith, Of Two Minds)
Excerpt: Here is J.M.'s thought-provoking commentary:
Please bear with me, I am still playing with these ideas on the consequences of a $15/hour
minimum wage:
Europe:
We, rather snarkily, look down our noses at the European habit of the 90-minute lunch.
What if the 90-minute lunch were a necessity, given the staffing levels, and not a cultural
affectation? Suppose labor cost $20/hour (with benefits) and there were only two people
working in the restaurant...a husband/wife team. Would it be even possible to be served
within time standards that we, in the United States, currently consider to be the barest
minimum levels of service?
Politicians LOVE giving gifts that they do not need to pay for. They can feel extremely
generous. That is why raising the minimum wage is so appealing to them. They think it is
"free".
But in the case of the 90 minute lunch...who pays? Who takes the hit to their quality-of-life?
Not the "rich" business owners.
Walmart:
I was standing in line at Walmart the other day. As a retiree, a fifteen minute wait is tedious
but not a big deal.
A young African-American gent in a highly reflective shirt (i.e. a man on his lunch break from
construction/road work) stood at the far end of the line. He had a small container of popcorn
chicken, some chips and a soft drink. I asked if he was on his lunch break from work. He said
that he was. To the credit of every person standing in that check-out line (seven of us), we
moved him up to the front of the line and out the door. He did not need to spend half of his
lunch break (assuming a thirty minute break) standing in line.
That degree of generosity might be the exception. That man was lucky.
The magnificent "gift" that we are inexorably marching toward, the $15 minimum wage, will
come out of the hides of working people eating lunch or running errands after work.
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Not only will the transaction price of a sandwich rise, so will the opportunity costs.To date, I
have seen much ink spilled regarding the transaction price but almost nothing about
the inevitable opportunity costs. De-staffing will gut throughput of support services and
impair "high value" enterprises.
The fast food lunch that formerly cost $7 and 4 minutes will cost $10 and 15 or 30 minutes. At
$15/hour, an additional 26 minutes adds $6.50 to the real cost of that meal.
A secondary effect will be that doctor's, dentist's, lawyer's, accountant's (etc.) offices will have
90-minute mid-day downtimes instead of 30 minute downtimes. People needing professional
services will be pushed off. Some people will defer seeking help for that tingling in their left
arm or that suddenly severe "indigestion".
A relatively small portion of the population makes the minimum wage. The cost to society for
a highly skilled, and highly compensated, person is much, much higher than the minimum
wage. And it does not need to be the thoracic surgeon who is tangled up, waiting in line. It
can be the second nurse to the anesthesiologist. A lack of any one of the team will negatively
impact their productivity.
Businesses are already transitioning on the expectation of $15/hour. They are figuring out
how to run with fewer people.
In some cases, reducing people means dropping to a single person. That poses a risk to
stand-alone businesses that accept cash. One reasonable expectation is that small
businesses will only accept credit/debit cards during their slow periods and when risks of
armed robberies are high.
The ripples travel far and the consequences injure the very people who politicians visualize
helping.
http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2016/07/the-unintended-consequences-of-15hour.html

Italian Banks Desperate For a Bailout (07/1316, Tim Maverick, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Italy’s Prime Minister Matteo Renzi stands ready to inject funds into Italy’s banking
system, in order to recapitalize its banks.
But for the fourth time since November, EU regulators have rejected this attempt at
redemption. Renzi was even directly rebuffed by German chancellor, Angela Merkel, who
said, “We wrote the rules for the credit system, we cannot change them every two years.”
These “rules” include bail-ins. In other words, people with money in these banks will lose part
of their savings.
In addition, small Italian investors have €187 billion in bank bonds – which were sold as being
100% secure – that will be wiped out. Last year, over 100,000 holders of such bonds in four
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small Italian banks were completely erased.
(Further down)
To his credit, Renzi is threatening to tell the EU to take a hike and proceed without it, to inject
€40 billion into the banks. Renzi is willing to do so, even though Italy has the second-highest
debt level in Europe, after Greece.
It is crucial that Renzi stabilize the debt or he will no longer have a banking system, at all.
An index of Italian banking stocks this year, is already down by half. That index is down by a
third in just the past two weeks!
That €40 billion figure still won’t be enough with roughly €200 billion in bad loans stacked
against Italy’s economy, €85 billion of which have yet to be formally recognized. The €5 billion
privately-funded Atlas-bank bailout fund is already nearly out of money after only a few
months of operation.
(Further down)
A senior Italian banker told the Financial Times, “You think you are kicking the can down the
road, but suddenly the road turns uphill and the can comes back and hits you in the face.”
The chairman of French banking giant Société Générale (SCGLY), Lorenzo Bini Smaghi, told
Bloomberg Italy that this banking crisis could spread to the rest of Europe. He urged that the
rules limiting state aid to lenders, be reconsidered to prevent greater upheaval in the region.
(Further down)
This whole situation will get even more interesting (read: disconcerting) at the end of July,
when the results of the stress tests on Italian banks are announced. The best guess is that at
least €120 billion of additional capital will be needed.
But will the EU bureaucrats and politicians finally bend? Or will Italy have to go the route of
the U.K. and see an exit from the superstate in order to save itself?
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/07/13/italy-banks-bailout/

War on Cash: Why now is the time to buy some ‘digital gold’ (07/13/16, Teeka Tiwari, The
Crux)
Excerpt: The War on Cash
As I mentioned above, governments around the world are pushing negative interest rates and
threatening to ban cash.
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A negative interest rate is when a government or bank charges you to hold your money in a
bond or account. It’s like a second tax on money you have already earned.
I know it sounds crazy, but this is happening all over the world. More than 20 countries
have already implemented negative rates. And the United States has been flirting with
the idea, too.
To sidestep these negative rates, citizens in countries affected by them have been hoarding
their cash.
For instance, in Japan, one of the hottest-selling items in the country has been safes. People
are using them to store their cash at home rather than a bank.
If the U.S. Federal Reserve goes forward with negative rates, buying a safe to hoard your
cash won’t be enough to protect your money.
That’s because negative interest rates will be accompanied by the other government policy
I’ve told you about… the War on Cash.
These two forces could wreck your retirement plans if you don’t take action right now.
You see, the government knows that if it institutes negative interest rates, people will begin to
hoard their cash, just like in Japan.
After all, why would anyone pay to put their money in a bank?
For negative interest rates to really work, though, the government needs to ban cash. Not all
cash at first, but at least large denominations to start.
For example, in February 2016, European Union central bank head Mario Draghi pushed to
ban the 500 euro note.
The very next day, he was supported by former U.S. Treasury Secretary Larry Summers, who
then called for an end to the U.S. $100 bill.
If large denomination notes are banned or removed from circulation, it would be difficult to
hoard money in your home. Imagine trying to store $100,000 worth of savings in $1, $5, or
$10 bills.
You’d need a bank vault.
But there’s a better way…
An alternative way to “hide” your money from negative interest rates…
If you want to protect your money, you’ll need to find investments that maintain the privacy
and portability of cash… but aren’t hurt by low or negative interest rates.
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And digital currencies do just that.
Consider this… $1 million in $20 bills would weigh over 100 pounds. That would require a
massive carrying case to move around.
On the other hand, $1 million in digital currencies can be carried in a flash drive. That’s
because your money is in digital form.
Now, some investors may opt to buy gold to shelter their wealth from negative rates or a cash
ban. And I do recommend owning some gold.
It’s the safest and most secure way to protect the value of your money… but it’s not very
convenient.
Although gold is a good store of wealth, you can’t just break off a piece of gold and
anonymously go buy something with it.
When you’re ready to buy something, you’ll need to convert your gold into some other form of
currency.
And like cash, our favorite digital currency is liquid.
It is accepted by more than 100,000 merchants as payment, including Overstock, Cisco, WalMart, Starbucks, and Microsoft.
And best yet, when you use digital currencies, you remain anonymous. So, your financial
privacy will be secure.
What to Do Next
The War on Cash and negative interest rates are radical and insane measures. They are also
huge threats to your financial security…
But you can protect your wealth from these government policies by sheltering a small portion
in digital currencies.
Not only will digital currencies insulate you from negative interest rates… they’re primed to go
higher. Especially with the halving almost upon us.
http://thecrux.com/war-on-cash-why-now-is-the-time-to-buy-some-bitcoin/
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Government
Illinois is losing prime working-age adults (07/12/16, Michael Lucci, Illinois Policy)
Also titled: Welcome to Illinois (Where Every 5 Minutes Someone Moves Out) (Mike
Shedlock, MishTalk)
Excerpt: BLS data show that Illinois had a net loss of 354,000 adults over the last decade
from its prime working-age adult population (ages 25 to 54), with 290,000 of that loss
attributable to migration rather than mortality. This is a troubling sign that indicates a weak
economy – and the loss of adult taxpayers and their children.
(Further down)
Illinois has lost 310,000 people due to net migration over the last decade, according to U.S.
Census Bureau migration records from July 2005 to July 2015. This loss is made up of Illinois’
significant net population losses to other states (-690,000), which are partially offset by
international immigration gains (+380,000). Like all states, Illinois experiences net gains
from international immigration. However, Illinois’ population loss to other states runs
at one of the highest rates in the U.S.

(Further down)
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The Illinois migration data make clear that prime working-age adults make up the largest
portion of Illinois’ out-migration losses. In summary, here’s what the migration data tell us:
• Census Bureau data provide overall migration counts and show Illinois’ net
outbound rate to other states is the highest ever at one person every five
minutes.
• BLS estimates show that from 2005 to 2015, Illinois has experienced a net loss of
290,000 prime working-age adults.
• Enriched Internal Revenue Service migration data from 2011 to 2013 also show Illinois’
biggest population losses come from the three prime working-age categories.
What does all this mean? Illinois cannot fix its out-migration problem until it fixes its jobs
problem. People are leaving Illinois in the heart of their working years, not only when it comes
time for retirement. Illinoisans need to be able to find well-paying jobs in the local economy.
Until they can, Illinois will continue to lose its taxpaying population to other states.
https://www.illinoispolicy.org/illinois-is-losing-prime-working-age-adults/

Obama funded secret strategy to oust Netanyahu (07/12/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Plan described as 'attempt to topple the government of one of America's closest allies'
Excerpt: WND reported last year the investigation focused on State Department grants to a
non-profit group that has been leading field organizing efforts openly aimed at replacing
Netanyahu’s government with a center-left coalition.
The use of taxpayer funds to oppose Netanyahu technically wasn’t illegal, because of the
apparent negligence of administration officials who did not specify exactly how the leftovers
from the peace campaign could be used.
The Senate report explains: “OneVoice Israel fully complied with the terms of its State
Department grants. OneVoice designed and executed a grassroots and media campaign to
promote public support for Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations for the department, as it said
it would. Under the grant, OneVoice expanded its social media presence, built a larger voter
database, and hired an American political consulting firm to train its activists and executives in
grassroots organizing methods in support of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process.
(Further down)
The report continued: “OneVoice’s use of government-funded resources for political purposes
was not prohibited by the grant agreement because the State Department placed no
limitations on the post-grant use of those resources. Despite OneVoice’s previous political
activism in the 2013 Israeli election, the department failed to take any steps to guard against
the risk that OneVoice could engage in political activities using State-funded grassroots
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campaign infrastructure after the grant period.”
(Further down)
The committee got involved when there were allegations, now documented, that American tax
dollars were being used to take down Netanyahu.
The Obama administration was unable to produce all of the documents involved because it
failed to retain the email records of Michael Ratney, then U.S. consul general in Jerusalem.
Similar to Hillary Clinton’s arbitrary disposal of emails, the report said Ratney also deleted
emails randomly to keep his inbox under the storage limit.
“Within days after the grant period ended, OneVoice deployed the campaign infrastructure
and resources created using grant funds to support an anti-Netanyahu political campaign
called V15,” the Senate report said.
The report confirms the plan already was developed during the time period when the
American grants were coming in.
“The subcommittee finds that the State Department failed to adequately guard against the risk
that resources built with government grants would be deployed for political purposes,” the
report found. “The … department failed to conduct any assessment of the risk that, were an
election called, OneVoice would continue its political activities using State-funded resources.”
That’s even though officials admitted “influencing foreign elections is a ‘red line’ that State
grantees cannot cross.”
And the group, OneVoice, even “held itself out publicly as a ‘partnen’ of the State Department
and the U.S. Embassy-Tel Aviv, including on its website and annual reports to donors.”
“On its website, OneVoice noted that its ‘partnerships reflect the validation our work on the
ground has received from like-minded organizations.’
“OneVoice also cited its relationship with State in donor pitches to raise additional funds,” the
report said.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/obama-funded-secret-strategy-to-oust-netanyahu/?cat_orig=world

The Past, Present, and Future of the EU – Are More Referenda to Come? (07/13/16,
Martin Hutchinson, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Faulty Policies
In practice, the EU bureaucracy has favored policies that are normally favored by
bureaucracies:
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• It regulated everything it possibly could, much to the annoyance of local interests.
• It promoted the euro, and allowed the European Central Bank to run a vast assetpurchase program that distorted capital markets, and – by skewing investment
decisions – damaged productivity throughout the EU.
• It’s been a keen proponent of global warming mitigation schemes, often with the help of
national governments, but with much less enthusiasm from their voters.
• It’s attempted to maintain budgetary controls in member governments, necessary for
the euro to function, but by now it’s caved in several times when pressure was applied.
• And by promoting “free movement of labor” within the EU but then failing to enforce
external border controls properly, it encouraged a wave of low-skill immigration from
troubled areas of the Middle East and North Africa.
Rushing to the Exit
Unsurprisingly, several countries now have large minorities that want to rid themselves of EUimposed policies they find damaging, and restore national autonomy.
France, for instance, has a large nationalist party that’s likely to do well at 2017’s elections,
and then demand a referendum on EU membership.
Holland also has a large nationalist party that wants to copy Britain’s referendum.
Extraordinarily, Austria, which is almost precisely at the center of the EU as it’s now
constituted, is likely to elect a Freedom Party government that also wants a referendum.
In Eastern Europe, both Hungary and Poland have nationalist governments that want to
remain within the EU, but with drastically changed policies. Both also bitterly object to the EU
consensus on economic policy.
Britain’s referendum may well be contagious. What’s more, if Britain exits the EU on relatively
favorable terms, the demand for other renegotiations may become overwhelming.
And though it’s difficult to see how Austria, for example, could prosper as an entirely
independent entity without substantial trade links with its neighbors, the country may very well
try.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/07/13/brexit-european-union-eu-referenda/

French Intel Chief's Stunning Warning: Europe Is "On Brink Of Civil War" Due To
Migrant Sex Attacks (07/13/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: In a shockingly non-politically-correct outburst, Patrick Calvar, chief of the Directorate
General of Internal Security, told members of the French parliamentary commission that
thanks to the increasing frequency of sexual assaults by islamic migrants, "Extremism
is growing everywhere... We are on the brink of civil war."
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(Further down)
Finally, it is not just the French who are hitting the panic button:
Mr Calvar's comments have come as the former MI6 boss Richard Dearlove also said that
Europe faced a "populist uprising" if Governments do not take control of the migrant
crisis.
And security experts in Germany have also warned Chancellor Angela Merkel that the
middle class was becoming increasingly radicalised because of her open borders migrant
policy.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-13/french-intel-chief-warns-migrant-sex-attacks-push-nation-brinkcivil-war

VIDEO -- "Gangster Islam" in Europe (07/12/16, Timon Dias, Gatestone Institute)
"Gangster Islam," a crime wave packing prisons and overtaking Europe, is a problem the
mainstream media will not report. Ordinary Europeans -- for fear of being called "racist" or
even being imprisoned for "hate speech" -- are afraid even to talk about it. Timon Dias,
Distinguished Senior Fellow at the Gatestone Institute, discusses the issue in our latest video:
Clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcBvLvjQNeE
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8459/gangster-islam-europe

French lawmakers told Bataclan terrorists tortured, disemboweled victims (07/15/16,
Louis Mensch, Fox News)
A French government committee has heard testimony, suppressed by the French government
at the time and not published online until this week, that the killers in the Bataclan tortured
their victims on the second floor of the club.
The chief police witness in Parliament said that an investigating officer, tears streaming down
his face, rushed out of the Bataclan and vomited in front of him just after seeing the disfigured
bodies.
According to this testimony, Wahhabist killers apparently gouged out eyes, castrated victims,
and shoved their testicles in their mouths. They may also have disemboweled some poor
souls. Women were stabbed in the genitals – and the torture was, victims told police, filmed
for Daesh or Islamic State propaganda. For that reason, medics did not release the bodies of
torture victims to the families, investigators said.
But prosecutors claimed these reports of torture were “a rumor” on the grounds that sharp
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knives were not found at the scene. They also claimed that maybe shrapnel had caused the
injuries.
Q. For the information of the Commission of Inquiry….can you tell us how you learned that
there had been acts of barbarism within the Bataclan: beheadings, evisceration, eyes
gouged out …?
Investigator: After the assault, we were with colleagues at the passage Saint-Pierre Amelot
when I saw weeping from one of our colleagues who came outside to vomit. He told us what
he had seen.
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2016/07/15/french-lawmakers-told-bataclan-terrorists-tortured-disemboweledvictims.html

Terror Mag Praised Ramming Attacks Before Massacre in Nice (07/14/16, Michael Daly,
The Daily Beast)
As early as 2010, U.S. officials were warning that jihadis might use vehicles as quick-and-dirty
weapons of destruction.
Excerpt: Ramming attacks—such as the one that left at least 84 dead in Nice on Thursday—
were the subject of two warnings issued jointly by the FBI and the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security in 2010.
An advisory dated June of that year was titled “Possible Indicators of Use of Large
Commercial Vehicles as Weapons.” A second one issued that December was titled “Terrorist
Use of Vehicle Ramming Tactics” and reads in part:
“Terrorists overseas have suggested conducting vehicle ramming attacks—using modified or
unmodified vehicles—against crowds, buildings, and other vehicles.”
(Further down)
But the perpetrator or perpetrators of the Nice horror were reported by the city’s deputy mayor
to have had a truck “full of arms and grenades.” The idea behind this attack may have been to
use ramming not as a substitute but as an additional, even primary means of destruction.
(Further down)
But not all terrorists view vehicles as just a weapon by default. The same 2010 issue of the al
Qaeda magazine Inspire that showed the Boston Marathon bombers “How to Build a Bomb in
the Kitchen of Your Mom,” also had an article recommending ramming attacks in conjunction
with firearms. The writer suggests using a pickup truck fitted with steel blades on the front “as
a mowing machine, not to mow grass but mow down the enemies of Allah.”
“Pick your location and timing carefully,” the article advises. ”Go for the most crowded
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locations. Narrower spots are also better because it gives less chance for the people to run
away. Avoid locations where other vehicles may intercept you.”
The article goes on, “To achieve maximum carnage, you need to pick up as much speed as
you can while still retaining good control of your vehicle in order to maximize your inertia and
be able to strike as many people as possible in your first run. Keep in mind that as soon as
people realize what you are up to, they would scatter and run in every direction looking for
cover. They would look for areas where the vehicle cannot reach them. Therefore, it is
important to study your path of operation beforehand.”
The article further advises, “The ideal location is a place where there are a maximum number
of pedestrians and the least number of vehicles. In fact, if you can get through to ‘pedestrian
only’ locations that exist in some downtown (city center) areas, that would be fabulous. There
are some places that are closed down for vehicles at certain times due to the swarms of
people.”
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/07/15/terror-mag-praised-ramming-attacks.html
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UPDATE JULY 26, 2016 – GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is July 26, 2016
I hope you are having a great summer and doing well.
This Update just focuses on Government. Or does it? As you will see, Government is also
intermingled and interacting with the other three strands we are looking at in the Great
Unraveling.
The articles pretty much speak for themselves.
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
Video: Politician Flips Out - EXPOSES CENTRAL BANK SCAM
British politician, Godfrey Bloom, who served from 2004 to 2014 as a Member of the
European Parliament.
And so it begins: government-owned bank warns for negative interest rates
Excerpt from the excerpt: On top of that, people might have forgotten (but we haven’t) that
ABN AMRO was –as far as we know- the first bank which defaulted on its obligation to deliver
physical gold to some of its clients. Even those clients had the right to redeem a certain
investment in physical gold, ABN didn’t honor this commitment and offered those clients a
payout in cash rather than delivering the metal which it originally promised to do.
So we have a bank controlled by a government that wanted to repatriate its gold, which is
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now proposing to reduce the interest rate below zero? We don’t believe in coincidences.
Failed coup in Turkey an end times marker?
Excerpt from the excerpt: The failed coup in Turkey doesn’t just represent a challenge to
American policymakers. It’s nothing less than a milestone in geopolitics. And according to one
of the world’s leading experts in Middle Eastern politics and biblical prophecy, it could be a
marker for the end times.
The New Middle East: Exit America Enter Russia
Excerpt from the excerpt: What puts Russia in the position to be able to muster such a plan is
the fact that Russia is highly respected and is on fairly good terms with all major players. After
mending relationships with Turkey, Russia is now on very good terms not only with Turkey, but
also with Syria, Israel and Iran. The foolhardy foreign American policies in the Middle East
have turned America into a force that cannot be trusted even by its own allies.
China Bans Websites From Original Reporting
Excerpt from the excerpt: As we reported back in February "China is now openly declaring
war on anyone who dares to even suggest that not all may be well in China. A separate
commentary by Xinhua yesterday said that controlling public opinion was essential for a a
ruling party: “With one hand we grab the guns; with the other we grab the pens,” it said.
“Mobilising public opinion is the great tradition of our party.”
Christian University President: Calif. Trying to ‘Disempower Religious Institutions’
Excerpt from the excerpt: A bill before the California state legislature intended to protect LGBT
students from discrimination is in reality “a coercive attempt” by the state to “disempower
religious institutions,” said John Jackson, the president of William Jessup University, a
Christian university located in Sacramento.
“SB-1146 is actually a blatant attempt by the State of California to discriminate” against faithbased institutions of higher learning, he pointed out.
Job Openings vs. Number of Unemployed; Is Being Unemployed Just “Bad Luck”?
Excerpt from the excerpt: The idea the Fed can control the economy and unemployment at
the same time is absurd. And if low interest rates caused jumps in employment, then France,
Italy, and Greece would be shining stars of economic growth, not cesspools of stagnation.
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The Excerpts
Government
Video: Politician Flips Out - EXPOSES CENTRAL BANK SCAM (07/18/16, HumanBeing,
YouTube)
British politician, Godfrey Bloom, who served from 2004 to 2014 as a Member of the
European Parliament.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeJpQQt_b8c

And so it begins: government-owned bank warns for negative interest rates (07/23/16,
Secular Investor)
Excerpt: Even though this is a very interesting development, this isn’t really completely
unexpected as the company’s CEO has released some ‘test balloons’ in the past. But this
where it gets really interesting. ABN AMRO still is a government-owned and government-run
bank. The bank’s CEO , Gerrit Zalm, wasn’t someone from the financial sector, but used to be
the Netherlands longest-serving Minister of Finance being in office for no less than 12 years
(or three complete terms).
Not only is it intriguing to see the bank that is being led by a bureaucrat rather than a banker
being the first one to formally start talking about charging customers to park their money at
the bank, it’s also very interesting to see it’s a government-owned bank taking the first step.
(Further down)
On top of that, people might have forgotten (but we haven’t) that ABN AMRO was –as far as
we know- the first bank which defaulted on its obligation to deliver physical gold to some of its
clients. Even those clients had the right to redeem a certain investment in physical gold, ABN
didn’t honor this commitment and offered those clients a payout in cash rather than delivering
the metal which it originally promised to do.
So we have a bank controlled by a government that wanted to repatriate its gold, which is
now proposing to reduce the interest rate below zero? We don’t believe in coincidences.
https://secularinvestor.com/begins-government-owned-bank-warns-negative-interest-rates/112030/
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Failed coup in Turkey an end times marker? (07/23/16, WND)
Joel Richardson warns 'overtly Islamist sentiment' should worry world
Excerpt: The failed coup in Turkey doesn’t just represent a challenge to American
policymakers. It’s nothing less than a milestone in geopolitics. And according to one of the
world’s leading experts in Middle Eastern politics and biblical prophecy, it could be a marker
for the end times.
(Further down)
“Undeniably, it can be said that Obama’s (and by extension Hillary Clinton’s) designs for the
Middle East have produced the absolute chaos that we are now seeing throughout the world.
Not only has it led to hundreds of thousands of deaths, but also the global refugee crisis, and
worst of all, the increasing radicalization of large swaths of the Sunni world. Further
demonstrating the folly of the Obama model, it has been during the past eight years of his
administration that even Turkey itself has emerged as one of the most potentially dangerous
Islamist nations in the world.”
As Richardson observes, the Turkish Republic was conceived by its founder as a deliberate
counter-example to the problem of radical Islam. The military was specifically designated as
the guardian of the Republic’s secular basis.
“In the aftermath of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, when Mustafa Kemal Ataturk (Ataturk
is simply an honorific title meaning, ‘the father of the Turks’) established the Turkish Republic,
he established a genius system of checks and balances guaranteeing that Turkey would
never again become controlled by an Islamist government,” said Richardson. “If the
government ever become[s] too religious or oppressive, the military would step in and remove
them. For most of the 20th century, it worked perfectly. Three times the military engaged in a
coup and restored a more secular government to the nation.”
Richardson suggests this process has broken down.
(Further down)
Richardson says current President Recep Tayyip Erdogan “rode” Gulen’s success to the top.
However, there was a split between the two leaders because of Erdogan’s willingness to use
force to crush opponents of the AKP regime.
(Further down)
Richardson condemned reports which portrayed the defeat of the coup as a triumph for
“democracy.” He observed AKP supporters did not chant slogans in support of freedom or
liberty, but instead called “Allahu Akbar!”
“It is important to note that just ten years ago, shouts of the Arabic phrase ‘Allahu Akbar’ in
Turkey, even among more Islamist Turks, would be extremely rare,” said Richardson. “Turks
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pride themselves in being above the barbaric and uncultured Arabs. No more. The popularity
of overtly Islamist sentiment should be deeply troubling to the whole world.”
(Further down)
“What is also fascinating to note is that within Islamic apocalyptic, there is a prophecy that
says that Constantinople, (now called Istanbul) would be conquered by the Mahdi, not
through military action, but simply through shouts of, ‘Takbir’ (Allahu Akbar),” Richardson told
WND. “Surely for the increasingly apocalyptically minded Muslim world, this prophecy may be
seen as having been fulfilled in our midst. Kemalism has finally breathed its last gasp. Turkey
has fallen to the Islamists. Erdogan is one step closer to his goal of becoming the Caliph of
the Muslim world.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/failed-coup-in-turkey-an-end-times-marker/

The New Middle East: Exit America Enter Russia (17/18/16, Ghassan Kadi, The Saker)
Excerpt: Is the genie finally out of the bottle?
A myriad of seemingly unrelated events and loose ends are converging in a manner that
points in the direction of a huge win for Russian diplomacy in the Middle East, and we only
need to connect the dots to see this scenario unfolding.
(Further down)
If we were to connect the above main dots, ignoring many other minor dots which do not need
to be discussed individually, we can only see a Middle Eastern Russian-brokered masterplan
coming to fruition.
What puts Russia in the position to be able to muster such a plan is the fact that Russia is
highly respected and is on fairly good terms with all major players. After mending relationships
with Turkey, Russia is now on very good terms not only with Turkey, but also with Syria, Israel
and Iran. The foolhardy foreign American policies in the Middle East have turned America into
a force that cannot be trusted even by its own allies.
Putin is adamant on fighting terrorism. Whether he is able to do this or not is another story,
but strategically speaking, he knows well that the military fight against terrorism cannot be
won, let alone properly conducted, if other players in the region are in a state of conflict.
According to this analysis, we are on the verge of seeing a Russian plan unfolding, a plan that
will not only form a foundation for ending the “War On Syria”, but also one that will seek an
Arab/Israeli settlement.
The plan will have to be based on a win-win situation for all parties involved. The Saudis (and
Qataris) will be the only losers. They will probably be left out in the cold and hung to dry. No
one really wants to or needs to appease them any longer. Their clout is shrinking, and so are
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their resources. If anything, the war on terror, if it takes form under a Russian umbrella, may
need to confront Al-Saud’s sponsorship to the spread of religious radicalism.
The avalanche of events has started, and as the USA is being shown the exit door by its
closest allies, Russia is coming in as the only power that has the ability of resolving long
standing niggling issues and cleaning up America’s mess.
http://thesaker.is/the-new-middle-east-exit-america-enter-russia/

China Bans Websites From Original Reporting (07/24/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: It was about six months ago when global stock markets were crashing, that China
tightened its control on local media, and ordered the local press and news outlets to stick to
"positive reporting" or else "risk the stability of the country." As we reported back in February
"China is now openly declaring war on anyone who dares to even suggest that not all may be
well in China. A separate commentary by Xinhua yesterday said that controlling public
opinion was essential for a a ruling party: “With one hand we grab the guns; with the other we
grab the pens,” it said. “Mobilising public opinion is the great tradition of our party.”In
other words, China is worried that popular anger and negative sentiment is starting to stir
especially after the recent economic troubles, and that those who dare to promote an
objective version of reality will likely be promptly quieted."
Since then while superficially the economy may have improved on the back of nearly $2
trillion in freshly-created new loans, it appears that reports of bad news have not stopped. As
such, China has decided to come up with an even more draconian measure: ban original
reporting altogether.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-24/china-bans-websites-original-reporting

Christian University President: Calif. Trying to ‘Disempower Religious Institutions’
(07/21/16, Joe Setyon, CNSNews)
Excerpt: A bill before the California state legislature intended to protect LGBT students from
discrimination is in reality “a coercive attempt” by the state to “disempower religious
institutions,” said John Jackson, the president of William Jessup University, a Christian
university located in Sacramento.
“SB-1146 is actually a blatant attempt by the State of California to discriminate” against faithbased institutions of higher learning, he pointed out.
(Further down)
Jackson joined Greg Baylor, senior counsel for the Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF), in a
discussion of the proposed bill at the Heritage Foundation on Tuesday.
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ADF contends that the bill “eliminates the right of private, faith-based schools to operate
according to the beliefs they stand for in favor of more government-promoted policies.”
"If this bill passes, any Christian college with policies reflecting the biblical reality that
marriage is between one man and one woman, or that gender is intrinsically connected to
biology, will risk losing state funding," ADF contributing writer Jane Scharl explained.
But Jackson pointed out that individual liberties come from God, not the government.
“We don’t simply operate with permission from the government. We live in a society that was
established on the basis of those rights that were granted by our Creator. And by the way,
they were granted to all persons of religion,” Jackson said.
He added that discrimination is not the major issue that California state legislators make it out
to be. At religious colleges, everyone is treated with “dignity and respect” because “our
religious convictions say that each and every human being is created in the image of God,
and therefore has value.”
However, Jackson pointed out, many Californians “are embarrassed” that some religious
institutions have taken a stance on gender and sexuality.
Nonetheless, there are Christian, Jewish and Islamic universities in the state that believe that
“gender matters, that maleness and femaleness are not arbitrary, that it’s not interchangeable,
that it’s not inconsequential,” he said.
“In the same way that we receive inalienable rights from our Creator, there are religious
institutions who believe that sexuality matters.”
(Further down)
However, even if state funding is taken away, Jackson promised that his university will not
change its policies.
“William Jessup University is not willing to change our deeply held religious convictions for
money,” he said. “We will be faithful to our Biblical and religious convictions no matter what
the economic consequences.”
Baylor noted that “the economically disadvantaged citizens of California who generally, for
religious reasons, want to go to a religious institution” will be “hurt the most” if the bill is
passed because they will not have the same financial options as everyone else.
He also pointed out that even though the conversation between religious liberty advocates
and lawmakers has been outwardly civil, “many supporters of this bill simply don’t want to
protect the religious freedom of the schools.”
http://cnsnews.com/news/article/joe-setyon/christian-university-president-california-trying-disempower-religious
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Job Openings vs. Number of Unemployed; Is Being Unemployed Just “Bad Luck”?
(07/25/16, Mike Shedlock, Mish Talk)
Excerpt: Washington Post writer Matt O’Brien proposes Getting Stuck Without a Job is Mostly
a Matter of Bad Luck.
That notion is ridiculous.
While there may be instances of “bad luck”, in general, the employees with the weakest skills
were the first to be let go and the last to be rehired.
(Further down)
O’Brien states “When there are a lot more unemployed people than there are job openings—
or six times more, to be exact, like there were in 2009—then a lot of people will get left
behind. Think of it as a particularly high-stakes game of musical chairs.”
(Further down)
O’Brien clearly believes the Fed can “control” the unemployment rate as part of its “dual
mandate” along with guiding the economy.
Dual Mandate Equals Mission Impossible
Here’s the deal.
1. The Fed can control money supply but it will have no control over interest rates (or anything
else).
2. The Fed can control short-term interest rates, but then it would have no control over money
supply (or anything else).
That is the full and complete extent of the Fed’s “control”. Note that neither price stability nor
unemployment is in either equation. The reason is the Fed controls neither.
The idea the Fed can control the economy and unemployment at the same time is absurd.
And if low interest rates caused jumps in employment, then France, Italy, and Greece would
be shining stars of economic growth, not cesspools of stagnation.
https://mishtalk.com/2016/07/25/job-openings-vs-number-of-unemployed-is-being-unemployed-just-bad-luck/
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UPDATE AUGUST 2, 2016 – MONEY, CULTURE, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is August 2, 2016
Now that both political party conventions are done, how do you feel?
Back on July 7, I shared with you guys that though things have gotten pretty crazy, they're
about to get a whole lot crazier. This will be both globally and in this country.
In the US be aware that ANYTHING (good or bad) that can be used will be used as a
distraction, drawing your attention away while other more nefarious activities are being put in
place/carried out during the distraction. Remember, never let a crisis go to waste.
Also, having said that, Jim Rickards just put up a new adicle (I literally just received it) saying
that on September 30, 2016 around 4 pm (I'm guessing EST) a new “WORLD MONEY” will
go live. In his words it is D-Day for the US dollar (Excerpt from the adicle)
Buried seven layers deep… on the website of what International Monetary Fund, an
organization that the Economist calls “the most powerful financial institution on earth”…
You’ll find the 42-page blueprint that lays out this entire plan. It’s titled “Enhancing
International Monetary Stability” and it’s so packed with jargon, you can barely read it.
But it lays out in explicit detail how this move away from U.S. dollar reserves… and into this
new form of “world money”… could take place.
What could possibly make new “world money” more attractive than the dollar?
Consider, the IMF has 189 member countries. Many of them -- including Russia, China and
France -- have said for years they would love to ditch their dependence on the dollar.
Meanwhile, the IMF looks like an oasis by comparison.
They’ve got no wars or no roads to pay for, no welfare moms, and no social security checks to
write. And nothing close to the level of debt that we’ve got here in the U.S.
It’s world’s last clean balance sheet. And it’s the IMF that’s backing the release of “world
money” come this fall. Make no mistake, this isn’t just a minor financial blip.
It’s the start of a new world order. With centralized money, a centralized market, even a
centralized government. And the IMF -- not the Federal Reserve -- in charge of the purse.
You think Congress is bad? Imagine getting clearance from the IMF the next time we want to
build a new fighter jet, fix our bridges, or bail out our banks…
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(End excerpt)
The first time his work came into our purview was back in the 09/02/14 Update. What he laid
out is playing out pretty much the way he said it would. Many in the U.S. Intelligence
Community fear a 25-year Great Depression is unavoidable...
And here's the link to the new adicle, so you can read it for yourself:
http://pro.agorafinancial.com/AWN_dollarreset_0716/EAWNS812/?email=HAPPYHAMITE
%40gmail.com&a=13&o=39719&s=43942&u=6224031&l=252179&r=MC2&vid=QYiD9R&g=0
&h=true
One more time... Family. Friends. I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Money
The Fed Is Preparing for Negative Rates—Here’s the Sign Everyone Missed
Excerpt from the excerpt: Bottom line: by putting the legal authority question to rest, the Fed
is laying the groundwork for taking rates below zero.
The Non-Consumer Economy Is Now In A Recession, Just As Spending Is Set For A
"Sharp Pullback"
Excerpt from the excerpt: It also means that one truly unexpected, exogenous shock as
monetary policy is already in overdrive, will send not just the US, but the entire world in an all
out recession. But at least the Fed has a 25 basis point buffer from where to cut rates should
that happen. And that's it: after all every single Fed president has sworn that negative rates
would never come to the US, and they never lie... (with chart)
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Bye Bye Middle Class: The Rate Of Homeownership In The United States Has Hit The
Lowest Level Ever
Excerpt from the excerpt: The percentage of Americans that own a home has fallen to the
lowest level ever recorded. During the second quarter of 2016, the non-seasonally adjusted
homeownership rate fell to just 62.9 percent, which was exactly where it was at when the U.S.
Census began publishing this measurement back in 1965. This is not what a “recovery” looks
like.
The Great Lie That Is Bankrupting the Economy…
Excerpt from the excerpt: This isn’t easy to understand. It took us 30 years to get a handle on
it. And most of the economists you read, including Nobel Prize winners, have no idea what is
really going on.
We’re talking about money. And the problem caused by the Fed’s phony-baloney creditmoney. It has led to a worldwide debt bubble – $300 trillion worth.
And like all bubbles, it’s going to blow up. When it does, we predict, there will be Hell to pay.
Culture
Mere Optimism Is Not a Good Substitute for Sound Theory and Far-reaching Evidence
This article is written by a libertarian to fellow libertarians, primarily “the younger ones.” I am
not libertarian, but included it because what Robert Higgs presents is actually good for
everyone to understand. It is something I have been trying to convey to everyone.
Excerpt from the excerpt: What do the freedom-loving libertarians with their cheerful view of
the future imagine will happen to all of these well-connected, powerful, and rich elements of
the politico-economic status quo when the great day of revolution that they confidently expect
finally dawns? Where will all of these exploiters, abusers, rent reapers, and grateful recipients
of state handouts and privileges go? If, for example, the Fed should be abolished tomorrow,
does one fancy that all the activities and actors I have just mentioned—and countless others
not mentioned here—would merely evaporate without a whimper or a trace? Do the optimistic
libertarians actually suppose that the government is incapable of, for example, simply printing
and issuing fiat money directly from the Treasury, as it did previously on various occasions?
Terror Attacks And Mass Killings Are Becoming A Daily Event
Excerpt from the excerpt: Terror attacks and mass killings are happening so rapidly now that it
is really difficult to keep up with them all. In fact, as you will see below, so far there have
been several this week alone. This latest attack in France during which radical Islamic
terrorists slit the throat of a Catholic priest was particularly disturbing. Just a few days ago I
warned that churches in the western world would be targeted, and now it is happening.
According to thereligionofpeace.com, there have been 1274 Islamic terror attacks in 2016.
These attacks have been spread across 50 different nations, and as a result of these attacks
more than 11,000 people have been killed and more than 14,000 people have been injured.
When are we going to finally wake up and understand how serious this threat really is?
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Government
Report: Obama school-transgender policy child abuse
Excerpt from the excerpt: The guidance requires that public schools and universities allow
students to choose their “gender identity” and grant them access to gender-specific facilities.
It would allow a man to shower with girls, for example, if he says he is a woman. Obama’s
rules specifically forbid schools from asking for any sort of documentation or evidence.
The guidance, however, ignores the right of students not to be exposed to nude members of
the opposite sex.
Navy to name ship after 'gay' child molester
Excerpt from the excerpt: So what does a man like Harvey Milk get for his crimes and
predatory predilections? While most sexual predators get time in prison and a dishonorable
mention on the registry of sex offenders, Harvey Milk got his own California state
holiday (“Harvey Milk Day”), official U.S. postage stamp, a posthumous Presidential Medal of
Freedom and, now, is honored with a U.S. Naval ship in his own name.
Hillary Lead Over Trump Surges After Reuters "Tweaks" Poll
Excerpt from the excerpt: As a result, the latest Reuters/Ipsos poll - pre Friday evening - had
Trump 40.2%, Clinton 38.5%, but, on a "pro forma" basis, eliminating "Neither" from the
"Neither/Other" answer produced a different result. In that case, Clinton was ahead,
40% to 36%. (with chart)

The Excerpts
Money
The Fed Is Preparing for Negative Rates—Here’s the Sign Everyone Missed (07/26/16,
John Mauldin, Mauldin Economics)
Excerpt: I’m concerned about the legal authority question. If we are to believe Yellen’s sworn
testimony to Congress, we know three things:
1. As of February, Yellen had not “fully investigated” the legal issues of negative rates.
2. As of May, Yellen was unwilling to state the Fed had legal authority to go negative.
3. As of June, Yellen had no doubt the Fed could legally go negative.
When I wrote about this in February, I said the Fed’s legal staff should be disbarred if they
hadn’t investigated these legal issues. Clearly they had.
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Bottom line: by putting the legal authority question to rest, the Fed is laying the groundwork
for taking rates below zero.
I’m sure Yellen was telling the truth when she said in June that the Fed had no such plan. But,
plans change.
The Fed says it's data dependent. If the data shows we’re in recession, I think it is very
possible the Fed will turn to negative rates to boost the economy.
Except, in my opinion, it won’t work.
http://www.mauldineconomics.com/editorial/the-fed-is-preparing-for-negative-ratesheres-the-sign-everyonemissed

The Non-Consumer Economy Is Now In A Recession, Just As Spending Is Set For A
"Sharp Pullback" (07/30/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: While yesterday's GDP report was an undisputed disappointment, printing at 1.2% or
less than half the 2.5% expected following dramatic historical data revisions, an even more
troubling finding emerged when looking at the annual growth rate of GDP. This is how
Deutsche Bank's Dominic Konstam summarized what we showed yesterday:
The latest GDP release favors our hypothesis of an imminent endogenous labor market
slowdown over a more optimistic scenario in which productivity will replace employment as
the engine for growth. With real GDP growing at just 1.2%, there is little evidence that
productivity is ready to do the heavy lifting. We are particularly concerned because
annual nominal growth has slowed to 2.4%, essentially a cyclical trough.
He was looking at the following chart (which as the BEA admitted yesterday, may be revised
even lower in coming quarters).
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However, as it turns out, that was not even the biggest risk. Recall that even as overall GDP
rose a paltry 1.2%, somehow the consumer-driven portion of this number soared, with
Personal Consumption Expenditures surging at an annualized 2.8% rate, nearly triple that
recorded in the first quarter.
(Further down)
This means that excluding the contribution from the US consumer, the US economy is now in
a recession. To wit, from DB's Joe LaVorgna:
Business spending is in recession. Equipment spending fell -3.5% in the quarter
and is down nearly -2% over the last year. At the same time, spending on structures
was down -7.9% in the quarter and -7.0% over the last four quarters. The only pocket
of strength within the nonresidential fixed investment sector was intellectual property
products; this category, which includes software, R&D, and entertainment, literary and
artistic originals, advanced a modest 3.5% in the quarter, and at a similar rate over the
last year. While some of the weakness in investment spending has been due to the
collapse in oil prices, non-energy-related spending has been soft, too, reflecting weak
internal and external demand, excess slack and corporate uncertainty regarding the
outcome of this year’s Presidential Election. While investment spending may get a
slight boost over the next couple of quarters as the energy investment drag abates, we
expect corporate outlays to remain stagnant until next year.
Housing stumbles. Residential investment declined -6.1% last quarter following a
7.8% in the previous quarter. Since the sector bottomed in Q3 2010, it has grown at an
annualized rate of 8.6%. Elevated housing affordability coupled with low vacancy rates
tells us that residential investment should rebound this quarter and next.
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(Further down)
What happens next then?
The 1.2% increase in real GDP in Q2 combined with a 2.2% rise in the GDP deflator
meant that nominal activity expanded 3.5% in the quarter. However, the year-over-year
growth rate of nominal GDP fell to just 2.4%, the lowest growth rate since Q1 2010
(2.1%). Since the four quarters ending Q1 2010 included the last quarter of the
recession, one might plausibly argue that annual nominal GDP growth is at its cyclical
trough. This is an ominous sign for corporate profits, which will be reported next month
along with the second snapshot of Q2 GDP. Our favorite metric of underlying demand
is final sales to private domestic purchasers, which subtracts inventories, government
spending and net exports from GDP; this series grew 2.7% last quarter, a nice rebound
from very weak readings in Q4 2015 (1.8%) and Q1 2016 (1.1%). However, as we can
see in the chart below, the year-over-year trend in private demand is slowing. This is
consistent with the profile of overall nominal activity. The downshift in momentum is
troubling because, unlike 2012, when nominal activity and underlying private aggregate
demand were decelerating but the business cycle was still relatively young, the
economy is now more mature. And, monetary policy has effectively exhausted
itself, so there is little that policymakers can do to offset any further slowing in
demand. With respect to the second half, we continue to project sub-2% growth,
a view that we have held for some time.
Sub 2% growth in a world where even the monthly injection of $180 billion in liquidity by
central banks is powerless to sustain global GDP growth (just as the IMF).
(Further down)
It also means that one truly unexpected, exogenous shock as monetary policy is already in
overdrive, will send not just the US, but the entire world in an all out recession. But at least
the Fed has a 25 basis point buffer from where to cut rates should that happen. And that's it:
after all every single Fed president has sworn that negative rates would never come to the
US, and they never lie...
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-30/non-consumer-economy-now-recession-just-spending-set-sharppullback

Bye Bye Middle Class: The Rate Of Homeownership In The United States Has Hit The
Lowest Level Ever (07/28/16, Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: The percentage of Americans that own a home has fallen to the lowest level ever
recorded. During the second quarter of 2016, the non-seasonally adjusted homeownership
rate fell to just 62.9 percent, which was exactly where it was at when the U.S. Census began
publishing this measurement back in 1965. This is not what a “recovery” looks like. All
throughout the Obama years, the percentage of Americans that own a home has gotten
smaller and smaller and smaller. The reason for this, of course, is that the middle class in
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America is dying. Last year, we learned that middle class Americans now make up a minority
of the population for the first time ever. In order to have a high rate of homeownership, you
need a thriving middle class, and you can’t have a thriving middle class without good paying
middle class jobs. This is why I write about the evisceration of the middle class so
extensively, because the U.S. economy is systematically being hollowed out and most
Americans don’t understand what is happening.
(Further down)
I could keep quoting numbers at you all day, but hopefully you are getting the picture.
The middle class in America just keeps getting smaller and smaller and smaller, and our
politicians just keep on conducting business as usual. They don’t seem to care that they are
strangling the life out of what was once the largest and most thriving middle class in the
history of the planet.
And things could soon get much worse for the middle class as this new global economic crisis
accelerates. In fact, highly respected economist Peter Schiff believes that a major downturn
in the U.S. is imminent…
HERE IS THE REALITY: The world has caught on, and the gig is up. Under Obama’s
stewardship, the U.S. national debt has gone from $10 Trillion, to what will be $20
Trillion by the time he leaves office, with nothing more than 100 MILLION Americans
out of work, and 50 MILLION in poverty and on food stamps. That’s what cheap money
bought for us. It was all “borrowed” cheap money too, making it infinitely worse, and
the world is tired of lending.
There are so many families out there that are really struggling right now, and more than twothirds of all Americans believe that the country is on the wrong track.
I would like to tell you that happy days are here again and that the best times for America are
just around the corner, but unlike the politicians at the Republican and Democratic national
conventions, I am not going to lie to you.
Very rough times are coming, and things are going to get much harder for the middle class.
Plan accordingly, and get prepared while you still can.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/bye-bye-middle-class-the-rate-of-homeownership-in-the-unitedstates-has-hit-the-lowest-level-ever

The Great Lie That Is Bankrupting the Economy… (07/27/16, Bill Bonner, Bonner &
Partners)
Excerpt: Some problems don’t have easy solutions. Some have no solution at all.
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And here we beg for a few minutes of your careful attention…
This isn’t easy to understand. It took us 30 years to get a handle on it. And most of the
economists you read, including Nobel Prize winners, have no idea what is really going on.
We’re talking about money. And the problem caused by the Fed’s phony-baloney creditmoney. It has led to a worldwide debt bubble – $300 trillion worth.
And like all bubbles, it’s going to blow up. When it does, we predict, there will be Hell to pay.
The first thing to understand is what money is. It’s not wealth. You could have a pile of
dollars… euro… or gold… and if there were nothing to buy, it would be worthless.
Money is not wealth. It just measures wealth… like a clock measures time.
We know that a clock is not time. And you can’t add time simply by painting an extra hour
onto the face of your clock.
Wealth is what has been produced… what has been made available… what you can buy with
money.
Confusing money with wealth is like confusing a ticket for the ballgame for the game itself.
So you see right away how “stimulating” the economy by giving it more fake money is a fraud.
It doesn’t stimulate the economy; instead, like a clock that has gotten out of kilter, it just
causes you to miss your plane.
You hear economists say that a “strong dollar” is good… or a “weak yen” is bad. It is
nonsense. The only thing that matters is that money be honest. Like a clock, you just want it
to tell you the right time.
And since what you really care about is not money but what you can buy with it, real money
cannot be separated from the real economy, where goods and services are produced.
This insight is at the heart of Say’s Law: You buy products with products… not with pieces of
paper.
http://www.bonnerandpartners.com/the-great-lie-that-is-bankrupting-the-economy/

Culture
Mere Optimism Is Not a Good Substitute for Sound Theory and Far-reaching Evidence
(07/25/16, Robert Higgs, Independent Institute)
Excerpt: As elderly people get older they tend toward feeble-mindedness. Not in every case,
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of course, but as a general rule applicable to any given cohort. I am acutely aware of this
tendency whenever I express an opinion or explain a conclusion: I may simply be losing my
grip. Moreover, older people tend to become stuck in their ways. So they may often fail to see
how the world is changing, not to mention why it is changing as it is.
With the foregoing declarations as my preface, you may wish to disregard what I now have to
say, which is—if you’ve decided to stick with me—that I find many people’s outlooks,
especially my fellow libertarians’ outlooks, touchingly sweet, innocent, and cheerful. Oh, they
complain bitterly about all sorts of injustice and destruction, especially the instances
perpetrated by the people who fancy themselves fit to rule the rest of us, but nevertheless my
fellow libertarians, the younger ones in particular, tend to see the future as turning out much
for the better. For them the present is akin to the situation that Wordsworth described more
than two centuries ago:
Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,
But to be young was very heaven!
(Further down)
Unfortunately, however, they also seem to have a tendency to jump to pro-freedom
prophecies that rest more on wishful thinking than on documented, accurately weighted facts
viewed as a whole and without rose-colored lenses. In particular, they seem unable to
appreciate the vast scope and deep embeddedness of currently established politico-economic
institutions. Participatory fascism, the sort of regime that freedom lovers are up against nearly
everywhere, is not simply a matter of a central bank, a cabal of big bankers, and a handful of
opportunistic political puppets whose strings these so-called banksters pull; nor is it simply the
military-industrial-congressional complex and its assorted cheerleaders and hangers-on; nor
is it simply a gaggle of foolish and arrogant regulators at the SEC, EPA, FDA, and hundreds
of other such agencies; nor is it simply the NSA, FBI, and a dozen other superlatively wellfunded federal spy agencies in cahoots with thousands of police departments in each state
and local jurisdiction across the USA; nor is it simply a host of privilege-dispensing ministries
such as the Commerce, Agriculture, Labor, Transportation, and Housing and Urban
Development departments, among scores of similar others; nor is it simply the prisonindustrial complex that feeds millions of people annually, disproportionately young black men,
into a system of incarceration, convict labor, and ruined lives for political and financial profit,
regardless of whether the prisoners have really wronged anyone; nor is it simply the medicalinsurance-old people’s complex in which millions of affluent providers reap fortunes by
irradiating and poking needles into old people and carving up their organs for as long as their
bodies can stand the high-priced treatments and the reimbursements keep rolling in, while
documenting everything with a nearly infinite assortment of filled-out forms and thereby
supporting a big chunk of the IT industry; and so on.
What do the freedom-loving libertarians with their cheerful view of the future imagine will
happen to all of these well-connected, powerful, and rich elements of the politico-economic
status quo when the great day of revolution that they confidently expect finally dawns? Where
will all of these exploiters, abusers, rent reapers, and grateful recipients of state handouts and
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privileges go? If, for example, the Fed should be abolished tomorrow, does one fancy that all
the activities and actors I have just mentioned—and countless others not mentioned here—
would merely evaporate without a whimper or a trace? Do the optimistic libertarians actually
suppose that the government is incapable of, for example, simply printing and issuing fiat
money directly from the Treasury, as it did previously on various occasions?
(Further down)
Don’t get me wrong, however: to be blessed with a hopeful, optimistic outlook is surely a fine
piece of luck. But such an outlook is not a good substitute for a broad, well-informed
appreciation of what is at stake in the struggle between the state and those who prefer a less
fraudulent and destructive and more peaceful and cooperative arrangement for the production
of law and order.
http://blog.independent.org/2016/07/25/mere-optimism-is-not-a-good-substitute-for-sound-theory-and-farreaching-evidence/

Terror Attacks And Mass Killings Are Becoming A Daily Event (0726/16, Michael Snyder,
The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: Terror attacks and mass killings are happening so rapidly now that it is really difficult
to keep up with them all. In fact, as you will see below, so far there have been several this
week alone. This latest attack in France during which radical Islamic terrorists slit the throat
of a Catholic priest was particularly disturbing. Just a few days ago I warned that churches in
the western world would be targeted, and now it is happening. According to
thereligionofpeace.com, there have been 1274 Islamic terror attacks in 2016. These attacks
have been spread across 50 different nations, and as a result of these attacks more than
11,000 people have been killed and more than 14,000 people have been injured. When are
we going to finally wake up and understand how serious this threat really is?
(Further down)
In the summer of 2016, it has been terror attack after terror attack and mass killing after mass
killing.
And in this article I haven’t even mentioned Orlando, Dallas, Nice or Baton Rouge at all.
As I have written about extensively, we have entered a period of time when our world seems
to be going crazy. The love of most people has grown cold, and we are being hammered with
headlines about horrific acts of violence almost every single day now.
The terrorists are not just going after military and political targets. In fact, they seem to take
glee in hitting us where we are most vulnerable.
Just recently, I wrote about how all the members of one particular church here in America
ended up on an ISIS kill list. It appears that ISIS is collecting names from church directories
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and synagogue directories that they find on the Internet. So if you run a church or a
synagogue you should take note of this.
Even bigger attacks than we have seen so far are coming. At some point Islamic terrorists
will get their hands on chemical, biological and potentially even nuclear weapons, and they
will not hesitate to use them.
Many of our politicians are promising to rid the world of these terrorists, but I don’t think that
they even know what we are really dealing with or how to really fight this battle.
After a decade and a half of dropping bombs and spending trillions of dollars fighting in the
Middle East, the threat of Islamic terror is worse than ever. And even nations that were never
heavily involved in the “war on terror” are seeing Islamic terror rise to unprecedented levels.
The blind are leading the blind, and meanwhile the terror attacks and the mass killings are
just going to continue to get even worse.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/terror-attacks-and-mass-killings-are-becoming-a-daily-event

Government
Report: Obama school-transgender policy child abuse (07/28/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'Federal government should not be conscripting every public school in an ideological
movement'
Excerpt: The family policy experts at the Ruth Institute warn that the Obama administration
agenda to push transgenderism on public schools, including demanding that boys be allowed
in girls showers and vice versa, forces children to adopt the “ideological agenda” of
homosexuality.
The organization has issued a report on the recent “Guidance to Help Schools Ensure the
Civil Rights of Transgender Students” released by the departments of Justice and Education.
The guidance requires that public schools and universities allow students to choose their
“gender identity” and grant them access to gender-specific facilities.
It would allow a man to shower with girls, for example, if he says he is a woman. Obama’s
rules specifically forbid schools from asking for any sort of documentation or evidence.
The guidance, however, ignores the right of students not to be exposed to nude members of
the opposite sex.
(Further down)
“The transgender movement is controversial, even among the wider gay rights movement,”
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the report said. “Lesbian feminist professor Sheila Jeffreys describes male-bodied
transgenders as invading women-only spaces and exercising a form of male privilege. The
federal government should not be imposing an ideological agenda, much less taking sides in
an internal quarrel within the larger gay rights movement.”
The report continued: “The public schools have no business enlisting small children in an
ideological crusade of any kind. Creating a day to day living environment that implements the
most controversial plank of the transgender political regime does exactly that: enlists the
children in an ideological crusade. Certainly, the federal government should not be
conscripting every public school in America in an ideological movement, an drafting every
public school child in America as its foot soldiers.”
The report said school boards are within their rights to refuse to participate “in the federal
government’s war against nature.”
The report was prepared by Jennifer Roback Morse, institute founder, who said the dictates
from Washington are not helping people.
The guidance allows students to hide from their parents that they are presenting themselves
as “transgender,” establishes “transgenders” as a political class but not a medical class and
“will certainly harm the millions of ordinary children who are not struggling with gender identity
issues.”
(Further down)
The Ruth Institute report notes that being “intersex” is a medically diagnosable condition, as is
gender dysphoria.
“It should go without saying that schools are not competent to practice either medicine or
psychology,” the report said.
“A school environment of carefully policed and constantly changing pronouns, and of
genderless bathrooms will create confusion for children who would not otherwise be
confused,” the report said. “The social infrastructure that will be needed to support the
implementation of the gender theory could potentially include forbidding teachers to use the
terms ‘boy or ‘girl,’ including the censoring of health classes to remove gender references
even from reproduction.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/report-obama-school-transgender-policy-child-abuse/?cat_orig=education

Navy to name ship after 'gay' child molester (07/29/16, Matt Barber, WND)
Exclusive: Matt Barber on 'slap in the face' of those who served, fought, died for America
Excerpt: “The Navy is set to name a ship after the gay rights icon and San Francisco politician
Harvey Milk, according to a congressional notification obtained by USNI News.
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“The July 14, 2016 notification, signed by Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus, indicated he
intended to name a planned Military Sealift Command fleet oiler USNS Harvey Milk (T-AO206).”
An “oiler.” You can’t make this stuff up.
It remains unclear whether the USNS Harvey Milk will come equipped with sonar/radar or
Grindr, be modeled after a Disney “cruise” liner and adorned with the American flag, or the
rainbow colors of Sodom and Gomorrah.
Why Disney?
What would you call a 33-year-old man who both had, and axiomatically acted upon, a
deviant sexual appetite for underage, drug-addicted, runaway boys?
No, not Jerry Sandusky, but good guess.
What would you call a man of whom, as regards sexual preference, his own close friend and
biographer confessed, “Harvey always had a penchant for young waifs with substance abuse
problems”?
In a 2013 interview with OneNewsNow.com, I called this man “demonstrably, categorically an
evil man based on his [statutory] rape of teenage boys.”
But you can call him Harvey Milk.
Harvey Milk’s only claim to fame is that he was the first openly homosexual candidate to be
elected to public office (San Francisco city commissioner). His chief cause was to do away
with the Judeo-Christian sexual ethic. In 1978 Milk was murdered over a non-related political
dispute by fellow Democrat Dan White.
And a “progressive” martyr was born.
(Further down)
Milk was also reputed to offer room and board in his San Francisco flat to young sailors in
exchange for sodomy. His history of child sexual abuse was (and is) no secret to Obama or
the homosexual community.
Peter Sprigg of the Family Research Council penned a detailed expose on Milk in 2009. “He
continued to engage in homosexual conduct while serving in the U. S. Navy,” wrote Sprigg.
“Shilts reports that Milk, who had his own apartment off base, would pick up hitchhiking
sailors by offering them a bed to sleep in. ‘The guests often would not know that Milk’s
apartment had only one bed until they walked in the door.’
“Milk later exploited his time in the Navy during his political career – by lying about it, claiming
falsely that he had received a dishonorable discharge for his homosexuality. Milk ‘knew the
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story would make good copy,’ according to Shilts. ‘Maybe people will read it, feel sorry for me
and then vote for me,’ Milk told one campaign manager.
(Further down)
So what does a man like Harvey Milk get for his crimes and predatory predilections? While
most sexual predators get time in prison and a dishonorable mention on the registry of sex
offenders, Harvey Milk got his own California state holiday (“Harvey Milk Day”), official U.S.
postage stamp, a posthumous Presidential Medal of Freedom and, now, is honored with a
U.S. Naval ship in his own name.
God bless America?
This shameful “honor” bestowed upon a child molester is a slap in the face of every man and
woman who ever served, fought or died for this great nation in decline. If you’re as disgusted
by it as I am, please contact your congressional representative and demand they torpedo this
predatory ship of fools.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/navy-to-name-ship-after-gay-child-molester/

Hillary Lead Over Trump Surges After Reuters "Tweaks" Poll (07/30/16, Tyler Durden,
Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Over the past week, there was a troubling development for the establishment: Trump
was soaring in the polls. In fact, in the widely watched, Reuters/IPSOS poll, for the first time
Trump had taken an inexcusable 1 point lead following the Republican National convention.
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So, as we reported last night, something had to be done. And something was done: Reuters
"tweaked" its polling methodology.
(Further down)
Here is the real reason for the methodology change: according to Reuters "the inclusion of
the word “Neither” is capturing Soft Trump supporters who, if given such an option, prefer
not to make a choice. Here it is important to note that the soft supporter phenomenon
also affects Clinton, but to a much lesser degree."
As a result, the latest Reuters/Ipsos poll - pre Friday evening - had Trump 40.2%, Clinton
38.5%, but, on a "pro forma" basis, eliminating "Neither" from the "Neither/Other"
answer produced a different result. In that case, Clinton was ahead, 40% to 36%.
In other words, the real reason for the "tweak" was to push Hillary back in the lead simply due
to a change in the question phrasing methodology.
(Further down)
The pro forma, or "slightly revised" Reuters/Ipsos poll goes back only one week, and all
prior data appears to have been eliminated.

And that, dear readers, is how one tumbles from a 1-point lead to a 6-point loss in 3 days
thanks to the miracle of a polling "adjustment." Because if it works to "boost" GDP, why
shouldn't it work for Hillary as well?
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-30/clinton-lead-over-trump-surges-after-reuters-tweaks-poll
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UPDATE AUGUST 10, 2016 – CULTURE, GOVERNMENT, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is August 10, 2016
First, thank you to those of you who purchased a shirt or cup from the Freedom Driven store
during the 15% off sale. Very much appreciated. Enjoy!
And guess what, I was notified yesterday that Spreadshirt has decided to extend the sale until
August 11. So if you still want to take advantage of the sale, there you go
I would call your attention to two more articles about the International Monetary Fund (IMF) by
Jim Rickards in this Update. In the articles he offers insight into the workings of the IMF and
why they are about to inject 7 TRILLION Special Drawing Rights (SDR is IMF bucks) into the
global monetary system, and what we can look forward to. Please note I said global.
As we are now in August, I hope you are having an enjoyable summer.
As always, I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Culture
What? Supreme Court rules against open bathrooms?
Excerpt from the excerpt: It is Title IX, which specifies students cannot be discriminated
against.
The pastor, Carl Gallups, has prepared an online “Notice of Compliance Letter” for parents of
non-transgender students to use to demand from school districts that their students also be
given safe areas in which to shower.
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Largest Christian charity infiltrated by Hamas
Excerpt from the excerpt: “From the Brotherhood’s point of view there is nothing better than to
deceive and get involved with organizations that make it look like they are going to help the
poor kids of Gaza when in reality no kid is getting helped and it is all going to the terrorist
actions to kill Jews,” said Christian, who heads up the Global Faith Institute based in Omaha,
Nebraska.
Government
The obvious question no one's asking Obama
Joseph Farah, the CEO and founder of WND, and former communist asks a very good
question. In my opinion, it is a question that every American citizen should want an answer to,
particularly if they are working within a governmental agency where they were required to
take an oath to support and defend the Constitution from all enemies, foreign and domestic.
Could it happen in the US? It would actually require those who have taken an oath to defend
the Constitution to stop it, should it be attempted.
Read the larger excerpt to better understand why Farah is asking the question.
Excerpt from the excerpt: If no one else will ask the question, I will: “Mr. President, if Donald
Trump wins the election to become the next president of the United States, will you willingly
and peacefully leave office and cooperate fully with the transition of power the way all of your
predecessors in the White House have done in the past?”
Cotton: Clinton discussed executed Iranian scientist on email
Excerpt from the excerpt: "This person who had access to the country's secret and classified
information had been linked to our hostile and No. 1 enemy, America, the Great Satan" a
spokesman for the Iranian judiciary said. "He provided the enemy with vital and secret
information of the country."
Whistleblower's Stunning Claim: "NSA Has All Of Hillary's Deleted Emails, It May Be
The Leak"
Excerpt from the excerpt: Binney was an architect of the NSA’s surveillance program. He
became a famed whistleblower when he resigned on October 31, 2001, after spending more
than 30 years with the agency. He referenced testimony before the Senate Judiciary
Committee in March 2011 by then-FBI Director Robert S. Mueller in which Meuller spoke of
the FBI’s ability to access various secretive databases “to track down known and suspected
terrorists.”
Technology
The First "Bitcoin Bail-In": All Bitfinex Users To Lose 36% In "Shared Loss" After
Historic Hack
What was that financial advice to put some of your money into digital money to keep it safe?
Excerpt from the excerpt: According to Bloomberg, a representative of the exchange wrote on
Reddit that the 36% loss “applies to all assets across the site, so everyone.” The
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exchange previously said losses would only apply to users who either had bitcoin deposited
at the exchange or who were in the process of lending U.S. dollars for margin trading.
Meet IDI: The Company That Has "Weaponized" Profiles On Every American Adult
Excerpt from the excerpt: Chief Executive Officer Derek Dubner says the system isn’t waiting
for requests from clients - it’s already built a profile on every American adult, including
young people who wouldn’t be swept up in conventional databases, which only index
transactions.
“We have data on that 21-year-old who’s living at home with mom and dad,” he says
Money
Jim Rickards: Here’s a peek behind the closed doors of the IMF
Excerpt from the excerpt: The book is also timely. While the IMF has always been opaque, its
importance to global finance has waxed and waned over the decades. Now the IMF is about
to enter its most powerful stage yet. Central banks bailed out the world in 2008. The next
financial panic will be bigger than the ability of central banks to put out the fire. At that point,
the only source of global liquidity will be the IMF itself.
The latest on the War on Cash... and the IMF's secret plan to use climate change to
enact global taxes
More from Jim Rickards.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Don’t think that climate change is unrelated to the international
monetary system. Christine Lagarde almost never gives a speech on finance without
mentioning climate change. The same is true for other monetary elites. They know that
climate change is their path to global financial control.
That’s the global elite plan. World money, world inflation and world taxation, with the IMF as
the central bank of the world, and the G-20 Leaders as the Board of Directors. None of this is
secret. It’s all hiding in plain sight. The papers, articles and links above give you the resources
you need to learn more.
About That Upcoming "Fiscal Stimulus" - It Is Already Running Full Blast
Excerpt from the excerpt: And what they never add is that one can't grow out of a debt hole
by adding even more debt, which is precisely what the so called proposed "fiscal stimulus"
solution is all about.
Chris Maloney's conclusion:
Issuing new debt eats our tomorrows today; eventually it needs to be paid back,
thereby lowering future demand. “Fiscal stimulus” is in the long-run a wash, at
best, and pushed too far it can be fatal.
Alas, this potentially "fatal" solution is all the world has left. (with charts)
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The Excerpts
Culture
What? Supreme Court rules against open bathrooms? (08/03/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
In 5-3 ruling, justices overturn decision mandating girl’s use of boys' room
Excerpt: The U.S. Supreme Court Wednesday hinted some justices might not be willing to
follow the transgender-bathroom rabbit trail as far as an appeals court did in a Virginia case in
which a school board was ordered to allow a female student to use the boys’ restroom and
other facilities because she claims she identifies as a boy.
The court, on a 5-3 vote, suspended that order from the lower court and said it would review
the case.
The dispute is in Gloucester County where the school board declined to give the student,
known as Gavin Grimm, permission to use the restroom and facilities of her choice.
She contested the decision, and the most recent ruling in the case, from the 4th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, was in her favor.
That court, however, delayed implementation of its ruling so the school board could appeal,
and the Supreme Court maintained the status quo while the case develops.
Justice Stephen Breyer, who ordinarily aligns with the court’s liberal faction, joined
the conservatives in the decision “as a courtesy” so that the situation is unchanged until the
court rules.
The battle over the bathroom mandates has erupted into a national issue as the Obama
administration has tried to force all schools to allow students to pick their gender.
Parents and schools have objected, and multiple states have sued over the requirement.
They argue that boys should be in boys’ rooms and girls should be in girls’ rooms for activities
that require being unclothed.
(Further down)
It is Title IX, which specifies students cannot be discriminated against.
The pastor, Carl Gallups, has prepared an online “Notice of Compliance Letter” for parents of
non-transgender students to use to demand from school districts that their students also be
given safe areas in which to shower.
Related column:
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The latest in Transanity: More ‘male’ mothers by Michael Brown
He notes Title IX also applies to non-transgendered children. Therefore, parents can use the
letter he has prepared to obtain these safe, “harassment free” accommodations for their
children. This means they can have individual use accommodations, without having to be
exposed in sensitive situations to people who simply “identify” as something other than their
biological sex.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/supremes-halt-virginias-open-bathrooms-mandate/?cat_orig=us

Largest Christian charity infiltrated by Hamas (08/04/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Employee 'funneled tens of millions of dollars' to terrorists
Excerpt: Mohammed El Halabi, an employee of World Vision, the world’s largest evangelical
Christian charity, has been charged in Israel with funneling tens of millions of dollars to the
military wing of Hamas, a designated international terrorist organization affiliated with the
Muslim Brotherhood.
(Further down)
Last Friday, when El Halabi’s detention had been extended until Aug. 2, World Vision’s
eastern Jerusalem office released a statement calling for his release.
“World Vision stands by Mohammad who is a widely respected and well-regarded
humanitarian, field manager and trusted colleague of over a decade. He has displayed
compassionate leadership on behalf of the children and communities of Gaza through difficult
and challenging times, and has always worked diligently and professionally in fulfilling his
duties.”
But Halabi only used his “humanitarian” mask as cover for his Islamist activism, according to
the prosecution’s presentation Thursday in Beer Sheva District Court.
The prosecutor’s office described him as a Hamas activist who has been using his high
position in the charity to systematically divert millions of dollars to the military arm of Hamas,
financing, among other things, the digging of terror tunnels, the Jewish Press reported.
(Further down)
Hamas is the Palestinian wing of the Muslim Brotherhood, an Islamist organization whose
goal is to inspire Muslims worldwide to return to the roots of their faith as spelled out in the
Quran and create a global caliphate under Shariah law.
The fact that the Brotherhood has infiltrated the world’s largest international Christian aid
group, World Vision, confirms the worst fears of Brotherhood experts such as Dr. Mark
Christian, a former imam with family ties to the Brotherhood who left his native Egypt in 2003.
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“From the Brotherhood’s point of view there is nothing better than to deceive and get involved
with organizations that make it look like they are going to help the poor kids of Gaza when in
reality no kid is getting helped and it is all going to the terrorist actions to kill Jews,” said
Christian, who heads up the Global Faith Institute based in Omaha, Nebraska.
Christian said World Vision started out in 1950 as a great organization focused on helping
missionaries out in the field “and to really do the good work of Christ.”
But the organization started changing in the 1970s, he said.
(Further down)
World Vision today has an annual budget of more than $2 billion and its top executive,
Richard Stearns, was paid a salary of $380,000 in 2013, among the top nonprofit salaries in
the country that year.
“And you see the direction of the organization itself change from a Christian missionary
organization to now more of a global anti-poverty agency that says ‘yeah we are doing this
great work but we are not going to evangelize the world,’ and you see that reflected in their
generic slogans that appeal to the donors but is not really doing the work of Christ and the
Great Commission,” Christian said.
World Vision’s slogan is “Our vision for every child, life in all its fullness; our prayer for every
heart, the will to make it so.”
(Further down)
Israeli intelligence officials contend that about 60 percent of the funds from World Vision’s
Gaza operations were diverted to Hamas, according to Haaretz. Under Shin Bet interrogation,
Halabi is said to have provided considerable information about the methods used to transfer
the funds.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/largest-christian-charity-infiltrated-by-hamas/

Government
The obvious question no one's asking Obama (08/03/16, Joseph Farah, WND)
Exclusive: Joseph Farah seeks clarification of BHO's intentions come Jan. 20, 2017
Excerpt: Barack Obama is a president known for unprecedented statements and behavior.
He lived up to that reputation this week when he asserted that GOP presidential nominee
Donald Trump is “unfit to serve” as his successor.
It’s important to listen to the words he uttered and measure their implications carefully.
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• He said Trump would not abide by “norms and rules and common sense.”
• He questioned whether he would “observe basic decency” should he reach the Oval
Office.
• He said he would have been disappointed to lose the elections of 2008 and 2012, but
never doubted whether his rivals in those elections, John McCain and Mitt Romney,
could function as president or had the knowledge to make government work. “That’s
not the situation here,” he added.
• He added Trump “doesn’t have the judgment, the temperament, the understanding, to
occupy the most powerful position in the world.”
• He said he was “woefully unprepared to do this job.”
• Obama said Trump lacked knowledge about Europe, the Middle East and other parts of
Asia.
It’s clear Obama has no use for Donald Trump. But that’s not really the point here.
Like it or not, and I don’t like it, Obama is the sitting president of the United States until Jan.
20, 2017.
The question this harsh, unprecedented attack by a sitting president on a major-party
nominee to succeed him raises should be obvious: What happens if Donald Trump wins the
election in November?
Given what Obama has said about Trump, would he not have an obligation to prevent Trump
from assuming office? And what would that mean to the peaceful process America has
enjoyed for more than two centuries of transitions of power?
These are questions Americans have never before been confronted with in American history.
(Further down)
If no one else will ask the question, I will: “Mr. President, if Donald Trump wins the election to
become the next president of the United States, will you willingly and peacefully leave office
and cooperate fully with the transition of power the way all of your predecessors in the White
House have done in the past?”
It’s a simple question that needs to be asked and answered – given Obama’s highly
inflammatory rhetoric over the last week.
There should be no doubt in the minds of the American people. There should be no veiled
threats hanging over the heads of the citizenry as we prepare for the next election. It’s time
for Obama to lay his cards on the table.
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Will America follow the rule of law and the will of the people after the November election no
matter what Obama might think about his successor?
Some may accuse me of being hyperbolic here – of raising questions that have no foundation
for being asked. Maybe that’s true.
But never before in American history have we had a situation quite like this, in which a sitting
president has used the power and prestige of his office – and, in this case, doing so
inappropriately in the context of a joint press conference with a foreign leader – to declare in
no uncertain terms that the nominee of one of the two major parties is uniquely unqualified
and disqualified for the office of the presidency.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/the-obvious-question-no-ones-asking-obama/

Cotton: Clinton discussed executed Iranian scientist on email (08/07/16, Jacqueline
Klimas, Washington Examiner)
Excerpt: Hillary Clinton recklessly discussed, in emails hosted on her private server, an
Iranian nuclear scientist who was executed by Iran for treason, Sen. Tom Cotton, R-Ark., said
Sunday.
"I'm not going to comment on what he may or may not have done for the United States
government, but in the emails that were on Hillary Clinton's private server, there were
conversations among her senior advisors about this gentleman," he said on "Face the
Nation." Cotton was speaking about Shahram Amiri, who gave information to the U.S. about
Iran's nuclear program.
(Further down)
Iran confirmed on Sunday that Amiri had been hanged for treason. He was convicted of
spying charges in a death sentence case that was upheld on appeal, according to the
Associated Press.
"This person who had access to the country's secret and classified information had been
linked to our hostile and No. 1 enemy, America, the Great Satan" a spokesman for the Iranian
judiciary said. "He provided the enemy with vital and secret information of the country."
(Further down)
The scientist shows up in Clinton's emails back in 2010, just nine days before he returned to
Iran.
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/cotton-clinton-discussed-executed-iranian-scientist-onemail/article/2598807
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Whistleblower's Stunning Claim: "NSA Has All Of Hillary's Deleted Emails, It May Be
The Leak" (08/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Speaking on Aaron Klein's Sunday radio program, “Aaron Klein Investigative Radio,”
broadcast on New York’s AM 970 The Answer and Philadelphia’s NewsTalk 990 AM, Binney
raised the possibility that the hack of the Democratic National Committee’s server was done
not by Russia but by a disgruntled U.S. intelligence worker concerned about Clinton’s
compromise of national security secrets via her personal email use.
Binney was an architect of the NSA’s surveillance program. He became a famed
whistleblower when he resigned on October 31, 2001, after spending more than 30 years with
the agency. He referenced testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee in March 2011
by then-FBI Director Robert S. Mueller in which Meuller spoke of the FBI’s ability to access
various secretive databases “to track down known and suspected terrorists.”
“Now what he (Mueller) is talking about is going into the NSA database, which is
shown of course in the (Edward) Snowden material released, which shows a direct
access into the NSA database by the FBI and the CIA. Which there is no oversight
of by the way. So that means that NSA and a number of agencies in the U.S.
government also have those emails.”
“So if the FBI really wanted them they can go into that database and get them right now,” he
said of Clinton’s emails as well as DNC emails.
Asked point blank if he believed the NSA has copies of “all” of Clinton’s emails, including the
deleted correspondence, Binney confirmed.
“Yes,” he responded. “That would be my point. They have them all and the FBI can get
them right there.”
Binney then went on to speculate about something even more shocking: that the hack of the
DNC could have been coordinated by someone inside the U.S. intelligence community
angry over Clinton’s compromise of national security data with her email use.
And the other point is that Hillary, according to an article published by the
Observer in March of this year, has a problem with NSA because she
compromised Gamma material. Now that is the most sensitive material at NSA.
And so there were a number of NSA officials complaining to the press or to the
people who wrote the article that she did that. She lifted the material that was in
her emails directly out of Gamma reporting. That is a direct compromise of the
most sensitive material at the NSA. So she’s got a real problem there. So there
are many people who have problems with what she has done in the past. So I
don’t necessarily look at the Russians as the only one(s) who got into those emails.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-07-31/whistleblowers-stunning-claim-nsa-has-all-hillarys-deleted-emails-it-may-beleak
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Technology
The First "Bitcoin Bail-In": All Bitfinex Users To Lose 36% In "Shared Loss" After
Historic Hack (08/07/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Last week's sharp, 30% plunge in the price of bitcoin (and its latest competitor,
ether), after news hit that 119,756 bitcoins, or about $70 million, had been stolen from the
Hong Kong-based bitcoin exchange Bitfinex, demonstrated once again the biggest risk with
digital currencies: despite claims to the contrary, outside hacks remain a key threat and risk to
anyone holding (obviously, we use the term loosely) digital currencies.
Now, adding insult to injury for those who "held" their BTC at the hacked exchange, Bitfinex
announced it would pull a page right out of Europe's bank resolution mechanism, saying that
all of its users will lose 36% of their deposits after it concluded its review the massive
hack, in what is set to be the first ever "bitcoin bail-in."
And, in pulling another page out of Europe, Bloomberg adds that to compensate its
customers, Bitfinex users would receive (largely worthless) tokens that may later be
redeemed or exchanged for shares in its parent company. Following the announcement,
bitcoin climbed to $599 in early trading on Sunday. The virtual currency had dropped 12% to
$577.23 in the week through Friday, its largest weekly decline since June, however has now
recovered all of its sharp drop which had seen its price tumble as low as $470 on August 2.
“After much thought, analysis, and consultation, we have arrived at the conclusion that
losses must be generalized across all accounts and assets,” the exchange wrote in a
blog post on Saturday. “In place of the loss in each wallet, we are crediting a token labeled
BFX to record each customer’s discrete losses.” Good luck monetizing said "token."
The blog post ended as follows:
Thank you for your continued patience and for the many generous offers of support
that we have received over the last several days. Notwithstanding this attack, we
continue to believe in the possibilities associated with bitcoin. We will continue to
update our customers and the public as and when we can.
According to Bloomberg, a representative of the exchange wrote on Reddit that the 36% loss
“applies to all assets across the site, so everyone.” The exchange previously said losses
would only apply to users who either had bitcoin deposited at the exchange or who were in
the process of lending U.S. dollars for margin trading.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-07/first-bitcoin-bail-all-bitfinex-users-lose-36-shared-loss-after-historichack
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Meet IDI: The Company That Has "Weaponized" Profiles On Every American Adult
(08/06/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: "Every move you make. Every click you take. Every game you play. Every place you
stay. They’ll be watching you."
(Further down)
The Boca Raton, Fla., company’s database service, idiCORE, combines public records with
purchasing, demographic, and behavioral data... (Bloomberg continues)
Chief Executive Officer Derek Dubner says the system isn’t waiting for requests from
clients - it’s already built a profile on every American adult, including young people
who wouldn’t be swept up in conventional databases, which only index transactions.
“We have data on that 21-year-old who’s living at home with mom and dad,” he
says.
...these personal profiles include all known addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail
addresses; every piece of property ever bought or sold, plus related mortgages; past
and present vehicles owned; criminal citations, from speeding tickets on up; voter
registration; hunting permits; and names and phone numbers of neighbors.
The reports also include photos of cars taken by private companies using automated
license plate readers—billions of snapshots tagged with GPS coordinates and
time stamps to help PIs surveil people or bust alibis.
(Further down)
We leave it to Roger Kay, president of Endpoint Technologies Associates, a consulting firm, to
conclude...
"The cloud never forgets, and imperfect pictures of you composed from your data
profile are carefully filled in over time... We’re like bugs in amber, completely trapped in
the web of our own data."
We are sure none of this will ever be used for pre-crime analysis or is anything the average
honest patriotic American should worry about... remember, it's for your own good... and your
own security. Besides what's a little personal liberty when the fate of the world is at stake?
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-06/meet-idi-company-has-weaponized-profiles-every-american-adult
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Money
Jim Rickards: Here’s a peek behind the closed doors of the IMF (08/05/16, Jim Rickards,
The Crux)
Excerpt: Everything about the IMF is designed to deceive you — beginning with the
name. The IMF is not really a “fund” in the sense of an endowment or mutual fund; it
functions as the central bank of the world, taking deposits, called “borrowings,” from countries
around the world and making loans to its members.
It prints money like most central banks, but this world money has the opaque name of special
drawing right, or SDR.
Now, when I say world money, it sounds kind of spooky or scary, but it actually has a funny
name. It’s called the special drawing right, or SDR. The global financial elites pick strange
names for what they’re doing so people don’t understand what it is. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) can print these SDRs.
They have in the past— there’s nothing new about it. SDRs were created in 1969, and
hundreds of billions of them have been issued over the years. But the IMF only issues them
when there’s a financial panic. They don’t issue them every day or when times are good.
You will not be able to use them, touch them or feel them. You will not be able to spend them.
You will not have them. SDRs are not going to be walking-around money. You’ll still have
dollars, but the dollars will be a local currency, not a global reserve currency.
(Further down)
The dollar won’t be the important global reserve currency. The SDR will be used for the
settlement of the balance of payments between countries, the price of oil and perhaps the
financial statements of the 100 largest global corporations. The impact on everyday
investors will be inflationary.
(Further down)
The IMF has a convoluted governance structure in which the highest decision-making body,
the Board of Governors, has little power because the votes are weighted in favor of the
largest economies, such as the U.S. Actual power rests with the blandly named International
Monetary and Financial Committee, the IMFC. Everything about the IMF is designed to make
it difficult for outsiders like you to have any idea what is going on. The insiders like that
arrangement just fine.
(Further down)
(The book he's referring to below is Money and Tough Love — On Tour With the IMF by
Liaquat Ahamed)
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One of the book’s main takeaways is the demonstration that the IMF is just as powerful
as the military and CIA when it comes to forcing regime change in governments that do
not follow U.S. orders. Of course, the IMF does this without firing a shot. They use money
as a weapon just as effectively as the military uses special operations or the CIA uses drones.
Second, if Western nations lose votes in the IMF and those votes are given to
communist China, then the IMF money weapons may be aimed at the U.S. in the future.
In recent decades, the emerging markets and southern Europe have needed IMF bailouts. In
the future, the U.S. may be the one that needs to be bailed out, and we may have to accept
conditions imposed by China using the IMF as its monetary agent.
The book is also timely. While the IMF has always been opaque, its importance to global
finance has waxed and waned over the decades. Now the IMF is about to enter its most
powerful stage yet. Central banks bailed out the world in 2008. The next financial panic will be
bigger than the ability of central banks to put out the fire. At that point, the only source of
global liquidity will be the IMF itself.
The issuance of 5 trillion of SDRs, equal to $7.5 trillion, to paper over the next financial panic
will be highly inflationary. The difference between this coming inflation and those in the
past is that few investors will know where the inflation is coming from. Politically, it will
not be easy to hold the U.S. Treasury or the Federal Reserve accountable, because they will
just point a finger at the IMF.
The one true advantage of SDRs is that very few people understand them, and there’s no
political accountability.
http://thecrux.com/behind-closed-doors-at-the-imf/

The latest on the War on Cash... and the IMF's secret plan to use climate change to
enact global taxes (08/04/16, Jim Rickards, The Crux)
Excerpt: The war on cash has two main thrusts. The first is to make it difficult to obtain
cash in the first place. U.S. banks will report anyone taking more than $3,000 in cash as
engaging in a “suspicious activity” using Treasury Form SAR (Suspicious Activity Report).
The second thrust is to eliminate large-denomination banknotes. The U.S. got rid of its $500
note in 1969, and the $100 note has lost 85% of its purchasing power since then. With a little
more inflation, the $100 bill will be reduced to chump change.
The war on cash is old news, but there are new developments. This May, the European
Central Bank announced that they were discontinuing the production of new 500 euro notes
(worth about $575 at current exchange rates). Existing 500 euro notes will still be legal tender,
but new ones will not be produced.
This means that over time, the notes will be in short supply and individuals in need of large
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denominations may actually bid up the price above face value paying, say, 502 euros in
smaller bills for a 500 euro note. The 2 euro premium in this example is like a negative
interest rate on cash.
Why are central banks like the ECB imposing negative interest rates? What is the point of this
policy?
The whole idea of the war on cash is to force savers into digital bank accounts so their money
can be taken from them in the form of negative interest rates. An easy solution to this is to go
to physical cash.
(Further down)
Negative interest rates are a thinly disguised tax on savers. The traditional way of stealing
money from savers is with inflation. You may get a positive interest rate of 2% on your money,
but if inflation is 3%, then your real return is negative 1%.
If we take the same €100,000 bank deposit in the example above and apply a 2% positive
interest rate, you would earn €2,000 in interest, leaving an account balance of €102,000 after
one year. But after adjusting for 3% inflation, the purchasing power of the €102,000 balance is
only €98,940. This leaves the saver worse off than in the negative interest rate example
above (assuming no inflation in that case).
(Further down)
This combination of lending and spending by consumers and entrepreneurs alike will lead to
consumption and investment that will stimulate the economy, especially after the famous
Keynesian “multipliers” are piled on top.
This theory is junk science. The reality is the opposite of what the elite academics project. The
reason savers are saving in the first place is to achieve some future goal. It could be for
retirement, children’s education or medical expenses. When negative rates are imposed,
savers don’t save less; they save more in order to make up the difference and still meet their
goals.
The other unintended consequence of NIRP is the signal it sends. Savers rightly conclude
that if central banks are using NIRP, they must be worried about deflation. In deflation, prices
drop. Consumers defer spending in order to get lower prices in the future.
Instead of inducing savers to save less and spend more, NIRP causes savers to save more
and spend less. It’s a perfect example of the law of unintended consequences. When abstract
academic theories are applied in the real world by central bankers with no real-world
experience, you get the opposite result of what’s intended.
These unintended consequences have already appeared in Japan and Europe. Serious doubt
has been cast on the ability of central bankers to extend NIRP beyond current levels. Banning
cash would make those plans much easier to implement.
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(Further down)
As if inflation, confiscation, and negative rates weren’t enough, the global elites are
coordinating a new plan for global taxation. As usual, there’s a technical name for global
taxation so non-elites won’t understand the plan. It’s called base erosion and profit shifting, or
“BEPS.”
The BEPS project is being handled by the OECD and the G-20, with the IMF contributing
technical support. If you’re interested in BEPS, there’s an entire website devoted to the global
taxation plans and timetables.
The website is worth a look. To paraphrase that famous line attributed to Trotsky, “You may
not be interested in BEPS, but BEPS is interested in you.”
The global elite plan doesn’t stop there. There’s also the climate change agenda led by the
United Nations. This agenda goes by the name United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC).
The science of climate change is a sticky topic, but we don’t have to dive into it for our
purposes. It’s enough to know that climate change is a convenient platform for world money
and world taxation.
That’s because climate change does not respect national borders. If you have a global
problem, then you can justify global solutions. A global tax plan to pay for global climate
change infrastructure with world money is the end game.
Don’t think that climate change is unrelated to the international monetary system. Christine
Lagarde almost never gives a speech on finance without mentioning climate change. The
same is true for other monetary elites. They know that climate change is their path to global
financial control.
That’s the global elite plan. World money, world inflation and world taxation, with the IMF as
the central bank of the world, and the G-20 Leaders as the Board of Directors. None of this is
secret. It’s all hiding in plain sight. The papers, articles and links above give you the resources
you need to learn more.
http://thecrux.com/jim-rickards-how-governments-can-kill-cash/

About That Upcoming "Fiscal Stimulus" - It Is Already Running Full Blast (08/07/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Meanwhile, debt has continued its relentless rise higher, pushing the ratio of US
government debt/GDP to an all time post World War II high of 105%.
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The rest of the world isn't any better; in fact when adding across all debt categories, a
terrifying chart emerges.

The methodology which counts government spending as part of GDP (“economic growth”) is
arguably flawed as “growth,” in order to make sense, must be profitable.
As Maloney correctly puts it, spending certainly stimulates economic activity but not
necessarily economic growth - recall that the Soviet Union “grew” its economy right
into the dustbin of history.
(Further down)
And what they never add is that one can't grow out of a debt hole by adding even more debt,
which is precisely what the so called proposed "fiscal stimulus" solution is all about.
Chris Maloney's conclusion:
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Issuing new debt eats our tomorrows today; eventually it needs to be paid back,
thereby lowering future demand. “Fiscal stimulus” is in the long-run a wash, at
best, and pushed too far it can be fatal.
Alas, this potentially "fatal" solution is all the world has left.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-07/about-upcoming-fiscal-stimulus-it-already-running-full-blast
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UPDATE AUGUST 15, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, MONEY, TECHNOLOGY
Hello everyone... Today is August 15, 2016
Well, fasten your seat belts, here we go into elevated crazy.
I gotta tell ya, I have always been fascinated by groups/organizations, even lone individuals,
who want folks to buy/support their product/cause, who, in order to close the deal/retain
loyalty, lie to/con their intended mark buyer.
My first thought is, if the product/cause is so terrific, why does it take deception to sell it?
And assuming the deception is deliberate, what is the intended outcome? What's the larger
agenda?
The articles speak for themselves.
I hope you are well and doing well.
You are my family and friends. I love you guys!
Tm

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
Holy war: Government tries to control church sermons
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The commission continued to single out places of worship for
special instruction and to sanction churches that communicate their beliefs about biological
sex, and operate their facilities consistent with those beliefs, when they engage in ‘nonreligious activities.’ The commission does not define the newly minted and vague term ‘non478

religious activities,’ reserving to itself the unbridled discretion to determine for a church which
of its activities are religious and which are not,” the lawyers explained earlier.
Obamacare On "Verge Of Collapse" As Premiums Set To Soar Again In 2017
Excerpt from the excerpt: Well we're shocked! Turns out that whole "adverse selection
bias" was a real thing. So you're telling us that young, healthy people don't want to pay for
insurance they know they'll never use? We guess America's youth can actually do basic
math, after all. Apparently they were able to figure out they would rather take the lower tax
associated with Obamacare penalties than the larger tax associated with buying a healthcare
policy they'll never use. We guess Millennials are a little less enthusiastic about
embracing socialism when the costs are coming out of their pockets.
German President Booed, Attacked; Claims "The People Are The Problem, Not The
Elites"
Excerpt from the excerpt: As VoxDay noted appropriately, Germany's elite is going to get a
well-deserved one soon as German President Joachim Gauck was booed and attacked in
the streets of Sebnitz, Saxony after he blurted out the following unbelievbable statement:
“The elites are not the problem, the people are the problem.”
Culture
Israel: Hamas infiltrates 2nd major charity
Excerpt from the excerpt: According to the indictment, Halabi recruited a Palestinian aid
worker in 2014 from Save the Children to join Hamas’ military wing, the Izz ad-Din al-Qassam
Brigades.
The Hamas military wing wanted that individual because of “connections” between Save the
Children and USAID, the United States Agency for International Development, and sought
information about individuals placed in international organizations in Gaza by the United
States, said the indictment, the Times of Israel reported.
Generation Screwed Fights Back: Investment Implications - Peter Diekmeyer
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Generation Screwed” seems like an odd name for a generation
which, according to a recent Washington Post article, is having less sex than previous
generations. That said, the movement Gunn leads is particularly timely because Millennials
are – to the use the CTF’s term – being “screwed” in so many ways.
Money
Before And After: How The BLS Crushed The "Rising Wage Recovery" With One
Revision
Excerpt from the excerpt: But while the adjustments of BLS propaganda, or data, depending
on one's political views, are to be expected - after all Obama would have no punchlines
praising wage growth without the "pre-revised data", a far simpler confirmation of the slowing
US consumer emerges when looking at the simplest of all indicators: government tax receipts,
which are always unadjusted, and which show how much in taxes the government collects.
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The fewer the workers, or the more stagnant the wages, the less receipt growth there is. In
fact, as we showed before, government receipt growth has never dropped at such a fast rate,
without the US economy being, or promptly entering, into a recession. (with charts)
The Phony Job Recovery
Excerpt from the excerpt: Last Friday saw the release of a bombshell jobs report, with
headlines exclaiming that the US economy added over 250,000 jobs in July, far in excess of
any forecasts. The reality was far more grim. Those “jobs” weren't actually created by
businesses – they were created by the statisticians who compiled the numbers, through the
process of “seasonal adjustment.” That's a bit of statistical magic that the government likes to
pull out of its hat when the real data isn't very flattering. It's done with GDP, it's done with job
numbers, and similar manipulation is done with government inflation figures to keep them
lower than actual price increases. In reality there are a million fewer people with jobs this
month than last month, but the magic of seasonal adjustment turns that into a gain of
255,000.
Macy’s Jumps 10% After Sales, Earnings Decline; Will Close 100 Full-Line Stores
Excerpt from the excerpt: Nothing says panic-buy a retail stock like the shuttering of 100
stores (14%) but that is what Macy's is doing. Having beaten expectations on the top and
bottom line (and reaffirming the year's forecast), we do note that the drop from last year in
earnings and revenues is drastic to say the least. Macy's continues to explore asset sales,
but the closure of 100 of its 728 stores (with a loss of $1 billion in revenues) seems like
an odd reaction to what CEO Terry Lundgren has blamed on "abnormal weather patterns."
(with chart)
Stores to customers: "Cash not welcome here"
Excerpt from the excerpt: "What we've seen is a push toward electric payments because of
convenience, especially for Generations X and Y and onward," said Greg Burch, vice
president of strategic initiatives as Ingenico Group, which makes payment systems for
merchants. "The phone has become more personal than the wallet has."
Technology
Hacker demonstrates how voting machines can be compromised
Excerpt from the excerpt: The voter doesn't even need to leave the booth to hack the
machine.
"For $15 and in-depth knowledge of the card, you could hack the vote," Varner said.
George Soros, NATO Allegedly Hacked By "Russians"
Excerpt from the excerpt: So, according to the official narrative, we are supposed to believe
that these "Russian hackers", part of the military intelligence service, managed to gather
sensitive military and political intelligence, got inside a NATO general's server, penetrated
Soros' email... yet were unable to get inside Hillary Clinton's DIY, unprotected home
email server? Oh, and these intelligence assets were smart enough to do all this, but dumb
enough to leave trails as being associated with other Russian hacking groups, knowing full
well that when their trails was exposed, it would lead to a massive diplomatic scandal or
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worse.
Brilliant.
"Russian" Hacker Guccifer 2.0 Publishes Complete Personal Information Of All
Congressional Democrats
Excerpt from the excerpt: As of this afternoon, the "Russian" has made it possible for millions
of American to contact their Democratic representative instantly, after he released an excel
spreadsheet on his blog - obtained from hacking the DNCC - which includes the personal cell
phone number, physical and email address as well as full personal information for some 200
congressional Democrats.
As Robots Replace Farm Workers, Why Payback Is A Bitch
Excerpt from the excerpt: For our political friends that focus more on the narrative of providing
a "fair wage" and not so much on the math, please see below for a very simplified example
of why minimum wage hikes ultimately just lead to the permanent unemployment of
the people you're trying to help. In our simple example we assume that a $1mm capital
investment, on the purchase of a couple of robots for example, can replace the work of 5
people. Using California's 50% increase in minimum wage (the "Fair Wage Act of
2016"...don't you just love the branding) would drive the payback period of such an
investment down from a "marginally attractive" 10 years to a "no-brainer" 6 years.

The Excerpts
Government
Holy war: Government tries to control church sermons (08/09/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Warning against inclusion of anything that might 'offend'
Excerpt: Christiana Holcomb, legal counsel for ADF, said the issue is about the basics of the
Constitution.
“Churches should be free to communicate their religious beliefs and operate their houses of
worship according to their faith without fearing government punishment. It’s not good enough
for government officials to say we should simply trust them to tell us what is religious and
what isn’t. The law must be clear, and at present, the only thing that’s clear is that the law
gives too much power to government bureaucrats who don’t even seem to understand the
most basic constitutional principles,” she said.
ADF Senior Counsel Steven O’Ban said that in the meantime, the court “should issue an
injunction that makes certain that this law won’t be enforced against our client while this
lawsuit proceeds.”
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“Neither the commission nor any state law has the constitutional authority to dictate how a
church uses its facility or what public statements a church can make concerning human
sexuality,” he said.
The Iowa Civil Rights Act bans places of “public accommodation” from expressing their views
on human sexuality if they would “directly or indirectly” make “persons of any particular …
gender identity” feel “unwelcome.”
The state claims churches are a”public accommodation.”
But the state’s interpretation could be used by bureaucrats to bar churches from making
“unwelcome” public comments during an activity the commission deems not to have a “bona
fide religious purpose.”
The state commission also claims the state law demands that people be given access to
church restrooms and locker rooms according to “gender identity.”
The new brief in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Iowa said the commission’s
“overreach is entirely predictable in light of Iowa’s constitutionally flawed definition of public
accommodation, which clearly encompasses churches. The commission has twice tried to
inform ‘churches’ and then ‘places of worship’ what activities will bring them under the act. But
in doing so, the commission only highlights how the act interferes into the internal affairs of
houses of worship, and why a preliminary injunction is absolutely necessary to protect the
church from further chill of its constitutional rights.”
(Further down)
WND reported in July that the state commission had published guidelines that declared it had
the authority to decide what constitutes religion.
At issue in the Iowa case are state mandates that protect “transgender rights.” Among them
are allowing men to enter women’s shower rooms, dressing rooms and restrooms if they say
they are women and banning statements in meetings “open to the public” that “might cause
individuals to believe that they are unwelcome because of their perceived gender identity”
ADF explained that when it initially sued over the constitutional dispute, the state revised its
guidance document.
But the result was just as bad as the first, ADF said.
“The commission continued to single out places of worship for special instruction and to
sanction churches that communicate their beliefs about biological sex, and operate their
facilities consistent with those beliefs, when they engage in ‘non-religious activities.’ The
commission does not define the newly minted and vague term ‘non-religious activities,’
reserving to itself the unbridled discretion to determine for a church which of its activities are
religious and which are not,” the lawyers explained earlier.
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The brief said that for “the first time in our nation’s history, state officials are reaching into the
internal affairs of churches to silence them from teaching and publicly promoting a central
tenet of their faith and forcing them to operate their own facilities in a way that contradicts
their faith.”
“Not only do defendants ignore the applicable free exercise case law, they completely ignore
the church’s arguments that the speech ban … is content and viewpoint-based discrimination
and, therefore, presumptively unconstitutional,” the filing warns.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/holy-war-government-tries-to-control-church-sermons/

Obamacare On "Verge Of Collapse" As Premiums Set To Soar Again In 2017 (08/11/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Well we're shocked! Turns out that whole "adverse selection bias" was a real
thing. So you're telling us that young, healthy people don't want to pay for insurance they
know they'll never use? We guess America's youth can actually do basic math, after all.
Apparently they were able to figure out they would rather take the lower tax associated with
Obamacare penalties than the larger tax associated with buying a healthcare policy they'll
never use. We guess Millennials are a little less enthusiastic about embracing
socialism when the costs are coming out of their pockets.
With America's youth continuing to shun health insurance, insurers are all racking up massive
losses on the exchanges. For many insurers the losses will simply result in massive premium
hikes but others have decided to withdraw from the exchanges all together. In fact,
UnitedHealthCare recently announced plans to exit most state exchanges by 2017 (see
our post entitled "Largest US Health Insurer Exits California, Illinois Obamacare Markets")
(Further down)
According to The Hill:
Already, many insurers this year are proposing substantial rate hikes with the hopes of
making up for higher recent medical costs. The average premium increase next year is
about 9 percent, according to an analysis of 19 cities by Kaiser Family Foundation. But
some hikes are far higher: Blue Cross Blue Shield has proposed increases of 40
percent in Alabama and 60 percent in Texas.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-11/obamacare-verge-collapse-premiums-set-soar-again-2017

German President Booed, Attacked; Claims "The People Are The Problem, Not The
Elites" (08/13//6, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: We thought a reminder of the tensions that are bubbling under the surface in
Germany.
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As VoxDay noted appropriately, Germany's elite is going to get a well-deserved one soon
as German President Joachim Gauck was booed and attacked in the streets of Sebnitz,
Saxony after he blurted out the following unbelievbable statement:
“The elites are not the problem, the people are the problem.”
(Further down)
Heiko Maas, the German Justice Minister, called the attackers "cowards who insult the
president because of their personal frustration". He himself was booed off the stage as a
traitor by hundreds of Germans at the annual Labor Day celebration on the 1st of May. He
said that they will be persecuted immediately, as "it cannot be allowed that such a tiny
minority has influence on the political climate in Germany".
Writing in The Wall Street Journal, Peggy Noonan explained perfectly...
The larger point is that this is something we are seeing all over, the top detaching itself
from the bottom, feeling little loyalty to it or affiliation with it.
It is a theme I see working its way throughout the West’s power centers.
At its heart it is not only a detachment from, but a lack of interest in, the lives of your
countrymen, of those who are not at the table, and who understand that they’ve been
abandoned by their leaders’ selfishness and mad virtue-signalling.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-13/german-president-booed-attacked-after-claiming-people-areproblem-not-elites

Culture
Israel: Hamas infiltrates 2nd major charity (08/09/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
'We do take any allegations of this nature very seriously'
Excerpt The allegations against Save the Children come on the heels of last week’s explosive
charges against a regional manager for another major international NGO, World Vision.
(Further down)
Israel charged the Gaza head of World Vision, Muhammad al-Halabi, last Thursday with
diverting tens of millions of dollars to Hamas and its military wing to stockpile weapons and
build terror tunnels into Israel.
Since Israel finished building a security wall around its territory several years ago, the tunnels
have become an important conduit for Palestinian attacks.
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According to the indictment, Halabi recruited a Palestinian aid worker in 2014 from Save the
Children to join Hamas’ military wing, the Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Brigades.
The Hamas military wing wanted that individual because of “connections” between Save the
Children and USAID, the United States Agency for International Development, and sought
information about individuals placed in international organizations in Gaza by the United
States, said the indictment, the Times of Israel reported.
The Palestinian aid worker was listed as the official Save the Children contact for two
programs carried out in 2014 that were worth $1 million and $1.4 million, respectively.
Save the Children Fund was founded in 1919 in London by two sisters, Dorothy Buxton and
Eglantyne Jebb.
(Further down)
In a third story breaking this week, authorities in Israel arrested a United Nations aid worker
on charges that he used his position to help Hamas build its military operations. Wahid
Abdullah Burash, an employee of the United Nations Development Program, or UNDP,
“allegedly helped build a naval marina for use by Hamas’s military in northern Gaza,” the
Jerusalem Post reports.
The Post reports that this could be but the tip of the iceberg in terms of aid agencies helping
Hamas, which is a Muslim Brotherhood-sponsored terrorist organization.
(Further down)
“It is an ongoing problem. And not just with NGOs but with Christian colleges and universities
as well,” said Shahram Hadian, a former Muslim who pastors Truth in Love Ministries near
Spokane, Washington.
He cited as an example Whitworth University, a Christian college in Spokane that has been
admitting Muslim students and has hired at least one Muslim professor.
“You either are a Christian organization or you are not and, if you are, why are you hiring nonChristians to work there?” Hadian said.
While giving an address to a group of Christians recently in Washington, Hadian said one
came up to him and showed him a booklet titled “The Ninety-nine Beautiful Names of Allah,”
which Hadian said is a publication put out by the Muslim Brotherhood-affiliated Council for
American-Islamic Relations with the goal of “basically brainwashing pastors and outreach
workers.”
“I had two meetings where I had two pastors come up and confront me as not being loving
enough [toward Muslims],” said Hadian, who grew up in Iran. “The pastors had been invited to
an interfaith dinner hosted by CAIR at Seattle Pacific University. So I’ve seen CAIR working to
affect outreach to these pastors and ministers. If you look at the connection between the
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Palestinian Christians getting support from the quote-unquote evangelicals to promote and
help Hamas, it gives context that this has actually been happening for a while, which is
criminal, not only is it morally wrong but it’s criminal.”
Among the biggest promoters of interfaith connections with Muslims are the mega-pastors Bill
and Lynne Hybels, of the Willow Creek Community Church near Chicago, and Rick Warren of
the Saddleback Church.
(Further down)
“They’re players in the same game. Supporting the pro-refugee movement, and we see them
importing refugees with no care about their spiritual well-being, no care about national
security or the potential that terrorists are among them. It’s just another part of the puzzle, and
so we need to stop funding these organizations,” Hadian said. “We need to call them out for
their fraud; they’re not Christian. They’re frauds. And they’re doing a disservice to the name of
Christ. This is a money-making operation, and now the fact that it’s criminal money, tainted
money, makes it that much worse. It’s a culmination of the very compromise of the Christian
message. They are absolute frauds, and they need to be ashamed of calling themselves a
Christian organization.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/israel-hamas-infiltrates-2nd-major-charity/?cat_orig=money

Generation Screwed Fights Back: Investment Implications - Peter Diekmeyer (08/11/16,
Peter Diekmeyer, Sprott Money)
Excerpt: Less sex, but "screwed" in so many ways
“Generation Screwed” seems like an odd name for a generation which, according to a recent
Washington Post article, is having less sex than previous generations. That said, the
movement Gunn leads is particularly timely because Millennials are – to the use the CTF’s
term – being “screwed” in so many ways.
The average U.S. student debt is now USD $27,000 - $1.2 trillion overall, according to the
Economist Magazine .
Worse, due to the power of academic interest groups, teachers’ unions, and the politically
correctness movements, students’ education is increasingly disconnected from reality and
poorly adapted to the job market. Most students learn essentially nothing about money
management, for example: one of the most important life skills.
Upon graduation, students enter what Donald Trump calls a “rigged” economy, where older
workers are entitled to union, government, academic, and other jobs with benefits that are
protected by a slew of credentialism strategies. The young get stuck with unpaid internships,
work part-time, or do contract work.
Given their poor financial, employment and educational circumstances, not surprisingly, more
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than half of 18-34 year olds live with their parents, according to Pew Research .
https://www.sprottmoney.com/blog/generation-screwed-fights-back-investment-implications-peter-diekmeyer.html

Money
Before And After: How The BLS Crushed The "Rising Wage Recovery" With One
Revision (08/11/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Over the past year, many pundits built theoretical models, using BLS "data"
according to which the gradual rise in US wages and salaries was indicative of a slowly, if
surely growing economy. And then, two days ago, all these models imploded in a supernova
blast thanks to four years of government data revisions, which obliterated the "rising wage
recovery" narrative with one spreadsheet.
We covered this yesterday in a post titled "BLS Just "Revised" Away Obama's "Fastest" Wage
Growth Since The Crisis" in which we mocked the "stunning "accuracy" and "consistency" of
economic propaganda data being reported by our government agencies" revealing how the
Bureau of Labor Statistics yesterday reported a massive downward revision of the 1Q 2016
YoY real wage growth from +4.2% to -0.4% (a 4.6% swing). The bigger problem is that the
revision also destroyed, or rather exposed, Obama's recovery fiction, as presented in a
February 2016 press conference, in which he said the following:
Most importantly, this progress is finally starting to translate into bigger paychecks.
Over the past six months, wages have grown at their fastest rate since the
crisis. And the policies that I’ll push this year are designed to give workers even more
leverage to earn raises and promotions."
Oops.
Here is how Goldman - traditionally an economic cheerleader put it: "Following annual
revisions to the US national accounts, some measures of household income appear much
softer than they did previously." More:
For example, wages and salaries—a component of personal income—now shows
slowing growth instead of steady gains. In addition, the August 9 productivity and
costs report included a sharp downward revision to Q1 compensation per hour from
+3.9% (qoq ar) to -0.8%.
And here is what America's "bigger paychecks" looks like before (dark blue line) and after
(light blue) the striking revision.
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But while the adjustments of BLS propaganda, or data, depending on one's political views,
are to be expected - after all Obama would have no punchlines praising wage growth without
the "pre-revised data", a far simpler confirmation of the slowing US consumer emerges when
looking at the simplest of all indicators: government tax receipts, which are always
unadjusted, and which show how much in taxes the government collects. The fewer the
workers, or the more stagnant the wages, the less receipt growth there is. In fact, as we
showed before, government receipt growth has never dropped at such a fast rate, without the
US economy being, or promptly entering, into a recession.
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Then again, the 2016 political election landscape, not to mention Hillary's polls, would look
vastly different if the US government were to reveal the true state of the economy and prevent
Obama from taking "wage growth" victory laps. We expect all that to happen shortly after
November 8, as that is when the real deluge of data "revisions" is set to hit.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-11/and-after-how-bls-crushed-rising-wage-recovery-one-revision

The Phony Job Recovery (08/08/16, Ron Paul, Ron Paul Institute)
Excerpt: Last Friday saw the release of a bombshell jobs report, with headlines exclaiming
that the US economy added over 250,000 jobs in July, far in excess of any forecasts. The
reality was far more grim. Those “jobs” weren't actually created by businesses – they were
created by the statisticians who compiled the numbers, through the process of “seasonal
adjustment.” That's a bit of statistical magic that the government likes to pull out of its hat
when the real data isn't very flattering. It's done with GDP, it's done with job numbers, and
similar manipulation is done with government inflation figures to keep them lower than actual
price increases. In reality there are a million fewer people with jobs this month than last
month, but the magic of seasonal adjustment turns that into a gain of 255,000.
Delving further into the jobs report, we see that many of the jobs that were supposedly
created were jobs in government and health care. Government jobs, of course, are paid for by
siphoning money away from taxpayers. And health care jobs are increasingly created solely
because of the ever-growing mandates of Obamacare. Other major sources of job growth
were temp jobs and leisure & hospitality (i.e. waiters and bartenders). These aren't longlasting jobs that will contribute to economic growth, they are mostly just jobs that cater to the
tastes of the well-to-do who continue to benefit from the Federal Reserve's easy monetary
policy.
http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2016/august/08/the-phony-job-recovery/
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Macy’s Jumps 10% After Sales, Earnings Decline; Will Close 100 Full-Line Stores
(08/11/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Nothing says panic-buy a retail stock like the shuttering of 100 stores (14%) but that
is what Macy's is doing. Having beaten expectations on the top and bottom line (and
reaffirming the year's forecast), we do note that the drop from last year in earnings and
revenues is drastic to say the least. Macy's continues to explore asset sales, but the
closure of 100 of its 728 stores (with a loss of $1 billion in revenues) seems like an odd
reaction to what CEO Terry Lundgren has blamed on "abnormal weather patterns."
(Further down)
Of note, today's data is marekdly lower than last year...
• EPS: $0.54 in Q2 vs. $1.19 in the same period last year.
• Revenue: $5.87 billion in Q2 vs. $6.10 billion in the same period last year.
Lower bar?

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-11/macy%E2%80%99s-jumps-10-after-sales-earnings-decline-willclose-100-full-line-stores

Stores to customers: "Cash not welcome here" (08/12/16, Aimee Picchi, CBS Money
Watch)
Excerpt: To get a glimpse of the future of commerce in America, look no further than Sweden.
The Scandinavian country is largely a cashless society, with consumers relying on mobile
phone payments or plastic. While the U.S. is still far from achieving the same level of cash490

free existence, increasing numbers of restaurants and retailers are now snubbing the lowly
dollar bill.
Some merchants such as SweetGreen, a salad chain, refuse to open their registers for cash,
telling customers they can pay only with mobile payments or cards. With some newer vending
machines, only a card or mobile wallet will get that cold Coca-Cola to roll down the chute.
The stance may appear un-American -- after all, currency is considered legal tender for all
debts or dues -- but the Treasury permits private businesses to set their own policies, which
means going cashless is fine with Uncle Sam.
"What we've seen is a push toward electric payments because of convenience, especially for
Generations X and Y and onward," said Greg Burch, vice president of strategic initiatives as
Ingenico Group, which makes payment systems for merchants. "The phone has become
more personal than the wallet has."
(Further down)
Of course, the bigger hassle for consumers might be the flip side of going cashless. Many
retailers and restaurants still have cash-only policies, which can prove increasingly irksome
as consumers visit the ATM less frequently.
Cash isn't in any danger of disappearing, but maybe it should: The U.S. has much to gain by
phasing out cash, according to researchers from Tufts University. Writing in the Harvard
Business Review, they noted that the U.S. spends $200 billion each year to keep cash in
circulation. (China also has high costs related to reliance on cash, they noted.)
They added: "Both the U.S. and China would do well to adopt policies in partnership with
market actors to nudge their already digitally ready societies towards digital money and
unlock massive savings -- in time and money -- in the process."
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/stores-to-customers-cash-not-welcome-here/

Technology
Hacker demonstrates how voting machines can be compromised (08/10/16, CBS News)
Excerpt: Concerns are growing over the possibility of a rigged presidential election. Experts
believe a cyberattack this year could be a reality, especially following last month's hack of
Democratic National Committee emails.
(Further down)
Roughly 70 percent of states in the U.S. use some form of electronic voting. Hackers told
CBS News that problems with electronic voting machines have been around for years. The
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machines and the software are old and antiquated. But now with millions heading to the polls
in three months, security experts are sounding the alarm, reports CBS News correspondent
Mireya Villarreal.
(Further down)
But for the hackers at Symantec Security Response, Election Day results could be
manipulated by an affordable device you can find online.
"I can insert it, and then it resets the card, and now I'm able to vote again," said Brian Varner,
a principle researcher at Symantec, demonstrating the device.
The voter doesn't even need to leave the booth to hack the machine.
"For $15 and in-depth knowledge of the card, you could hack the vote," Varner said.
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/rigged-presidential-elections-hackers-demonstrate-voting-threat-old-machines/

George Soros, NATO Allegedly Hacked By "Russians" (08/11/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: Step aside Democratic party: according to the latest official conspiracy theory
promoted by the media, in addition to the DNC, unknown hackers managed to penetrate both
the server of retired former top NATO general, Philip Breedlove as well as that of George
Soros, the prominent billionaire supporter behind Hillary Clinton's campaign. Only the people
are not "unknown", as the media already has its pre-determined narrative : they are, of
course, Russians.
How do we know it was the Russians?
Well we don't, but according to "security experts" cited by Bloomberg, the site behind the
hacks, DCLeaks.com, "with its spiffy capitol-dome logo", shows the marks of the same
Russian intelligence outfit that targeted the Democratic political organizations. Supposedly
these are the same "experts" who concluded just hours after the infamous Wikileaks release
of 20,000 Democratic emails, that it was the Russians who were behind that particular hack
too.
(Further down)
So, according to the official narrative, we are supposed to believe that these "Russian
hackers", part of the military intelligence service, managed to gather sensitive military and
political intelligence, got inside a NATO general's server, penetrated Soros' email... yet were
unable to get inside Hillary Clinton's DIY, unprotected home email server? Oh, and
these intelligence assets were smart enough to do all this, but dumb enough to leave trails as
being associated with other Russian hacking groups, knowing full well that when their trails
was exposed, it would lead to a massive diplomatic scandal or worse.
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Brilliant.
However, this time there is a shift: unlike several weeks ago when the narrative was geared to
frame Trump as a puppet of the Kremlin, this time the story is more complex, as "the e-mails
and documents posted to the DCLeaks site in early June suggest that the hackers may have
a broader agenda than influencing the U.S. presidential election, one that ranges from the
Obama administration’s policy toward Russia to disclosures about the hidden levers of
political power in Washington."
In other words, it appears that the "Trump as a Kremlin pawn" news cycle is over, and is being
replaced with one that prepares the world for a George Soros email dump; needless to say
that particular news cycle will be far more complex to frame as benefiting Putin.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-11/george-soros-nato-allegedly-hacked-russians

"Russian" Hacker Guccifer 2.0 Publishes Complete Personal Information Of All
Congressional Democrats (08/12/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: According to so-called experts, the Romanian (as he described himself) hacker
Guccifer 2.0 is really a Russian (even though there is still not a shred of evidence to confirm
this) who several weeks ago provided a trove of 20,000 emails to Wikileaks, which exposed
the corruption at the Democratic National Committee as it rigged the primary election on
behalf of Hillary, further revealing just how deeply in bed the DNC and the "independent"
media were.
As of this afternoon, the "Russian" has made it possible for millions of American to contact
their Democratic representative instantly, after he released an excel spreadsheet on his blog obtained from hacking the DNCC - which includes the personal cell phone number, physical
and email address as well as full personal information for some 200 congressional
Democrats.
On his Wordpress blog, Guccifer 2.0 says the following:
Hi all!
It’s time for new revelations now. All of you may have heard about the DCCC hack. As you
see I wasn’t wasting my time! It was even easier than in the case of the DNC breach.
As you see the U.S. presidential elections are becoming a farce, a big political
performance where the voters are far from playing the leading role. Everything is being
settled behind the scenes as it was with Bernie Sanders.
I wonder what happened to the true democracy, to the equal opportunities, the things we love
the United States for. The big money bags are fighting for power today. They are lying
constantly and don’t keep their word. The MSM are producing tons of propaganda
hiding the real stuff behind it. But I do believe that people have right to know what’s going on
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inside the election process in fact.
In retrospect, what hs says is not far off from the truth; In any case, he leaves readers with the
following message:
To make a long story short, here are some DCCC docs from their server. Make use of them.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-12/russian-hacker-guccifer-20-publishes-complete-personalinformation-200-congressional

As Robots Replace Farm Workers, Why Payback Is A Bitch (08/13/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: Soaring minimum wages in states like California have a disproportionate effect on
businesses that employ low-skilled labor. The farming industry is among the hardest hit
with substantial labor inputs required to perform low-skilled tasks like harvesting,
pruning and weeding. The problem (or opportunity depending on your perspective), of
course, is that higher labor costs make returns on capital projects that much more enticing.
For our political friends that focus more on the narrative of providing a "fair wage" and not so
much on the math, please see below for a very simplified example of why minimum wage
hikes ultimately just lead to the permanent unemployment of the people you're trying
to help. In our simple example we assume that a $1mm capital investment, on the purchase
of a couple of robots for example, can replace the work of 5 people. Using California's 50%
increase in minimum wage (the "Fair Wage Act of 2016"...don't you just love the branding)
would drive the payback period of such an investment down from a "marginally attractive" 10
years to a "no-brainer" 6 years.
(Further down)

With that said, we thought we would share with you a couple of companies looking to take
advantage of the soaring costs of labor in states like California. Business Insider recently
highlighted 7 robots that are replacing farm workers around the world and below are just a
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couple.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-13/paybacks-bitch-return-invested-capital-sorta-way
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UPDATE AUGUST 22, 2016 – CULTURE, GOVERNMENT, MONEY, TECHNOLOGY
Hello everyone... Today is August 22, 2016
Well, this is a longer Update than usual. There's a lot either just coming to light from the past
or current stuff playing out. Either way it is a lot and the craziness meter is moving up.
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Culture
Liberal Left-Leaning States Are "Least Free" In Home Of The Brave
Excerpt from the excerpt: Unsurprisingly, New York (ranked 50th) and California (ranked
49th) took the prize for "least free" while, in a little twist of irony, the "Live Free or Die"
state of New Hampshire won the award for most "free". Guess those slogans actually do
mean something after all.
Who's the worst enemy of 'gays'?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Last week, once again, we saw right here in the “enlightened,”
secular Western culture just who the real enemy of “gays” really is.
The appropriately named Daily Beast, a digital media enterprise solidly and firmly in the
control of so-called “progressives,” did something unconscionable when it assigned one of its
writers to lure “gay” Olympic athletes with the use of dating apps for the apparent sole
purpose of invading their privacy and publicly humiliating them in an international forum that
could actually endanger their health and safety.
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Target adding private bathrooms at all stores
Excerpt from the excerpt: Plunging sales and a market cap crash of an estimated $11 billion
have convinced Target to try to persuade customers with traditional values that their
restrooms still are safe after the company announced earlier this year that people could use
the facilities of the gender with which they ‘identify.”
Exclusive: U.S. seeks Latin American help amid rise in Asian, African migrants
Excerpt from the excerpt: U.S. border apprehensions point to the same trend. Between
October 2015 and May 2016, U.S. agents apprehended 5,350 African and Asian migrants at
the U.S. Southwest border. That's up from 6,126 in all of fiscal year 2015 and 4,172 in all of
fiscal year 2014.
Government
2012 Pentagon report warned Obama was creating ISIS
Excerpt from the excerpt: Ahmed said the Pentagon document explicitly forecasted the
declaration of “an Islamic State through its union with other terrorist organizations in Iraq and
Syria.”
Shocking Report Finds U.S. Military Consistently "Distorted, Suppressed, Or
Substantially Altered" ISIS-Related Intel
Excerpt from the excerpt: Last week the U.S. House of Representatives Joint Task Force
released their initial findings on the intelligence analysis of the U.S. Military's Central
Command (CENTCOM). The report found that, among other things, CENTCOM leaders
"distorted, suppressed, or substantially altered analytic products" to paint U.S. efforts to
combat ISIS in a more positive light. Moreover, 50% of analysts within CENTCOM said that
the "procedures, practices, processes and organizational structures hampered
objective analysis" while another 40% said they had experienced attempts to "distort or
suppress intelligence" within the past year.
Transgender rules for homeless shelters spark firestorm
Excerpt from the excerpt: “What if I self-identify as a woman today, and tomorrow I want to
self-identify as a man?” he asked. “Why not self identify as a minority? Today, I’m white.
Tomorrow, I’m black.”
51 families declare war on Obama's bathroom rules
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The activists are now claiming there’s a spectrum, and a person
can be in a place where they are neither male nor female, you are in between,” she said.
“Then others talking about gender fluidity, where it changes by the day. And the thing is
because it is based, because the DOE has said you can’t demand any medical proof, the
intent of the department and the Obama administration is all you need is the student’s word,
well if the student comes in and says I’m gender fluid, because we’re talking about high
school, students you are going to have children abusing that.
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Self-Segregation? LGBTQQIAA Students In Atlanta To Get Their Own Private School
Short whole article.
Excerpt: For those of you, like us, who aren't up on all the latest acronyms, the school's
website defines LGBTQQIAA as “Lesbian, Gay, Bi-attracted, Transgender, Queer,
Questioning, Intersex, Asexual, Ally."
Obama Wants A Third Term And This Is How He Could Make It Happen
Don't be too quick to write this off as conspiracy theory. In the larger excerpt/article he actually
shows exactly how this situation could occur. If 9/11 taught us anything, it should be that
thinking that something could never happen in the USA is a huge mistake.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Feherty’s response: “Actually you are quitting your day job
fairly shortly,” referring to Obama leaving the White House in January. Obama’s next reply
gives it all away. In the first part, he suggests his golf game might improve. Then he talks
about the presidency (the underlined portion), leaving no guesswork about his true feelings on
the matter.
“Then I may get good. I’m being forced out, I didn’t quit,” Obama said.
Money
The Deep State's Catch-22
Excerpt from the excerpt: So the only way to insure stability is to dissipate the
concentrated wealth and power of the financial Deep State. This is the Deep State's
Catch-22.(with chart)
John Mauldin: These 6 Charts Show Why the Average American Is Fed Up
Excerpt from the excerpt: The last 20 years have brought great wealth to a few while most of
the population was lucky to break even.
Whether you’re a member of the elite/protected class or one of the unprotected, it’s hard to
deny this reality. (with charts)
Cisco to Lay Off 14,000. No Growth, No Problem: Stock at 9-Year High
Excerpt from the excerpt: The aging Silicon Valley icon will lay off between 9,000 and 14,000
employees globally, “multiple sources close to the company” told CRN. If it cuts 14,000
people, it would be the largest single layoff announcement it its history. They would amount to
nearly 20% of its 73,000 employees.
$6.5 trillion missing from Defense Department
Excerpt from the excerpt: Writer Dave Lindorff at Opednews cited the report’s “dense
bureaucrateze” and said “it means that for years – and $6.5 trillion represents … about 15
years’ worth of U.S. military spending – the Department of Defense (sic) has not been
tracking or recording nor auditing all of the taxpayer money allocated by Congress – what it
was spent on, how well it was spent, or where the money actually ended up.
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Technology
Soros Hack Reveals Plot Behind Europe's Refugee Crisis; Media Manipulation; Cash
For "Social Justice"
Excerpt from the excerpt: One particular leaked memo, profiled earlier by the Daily Caller,
argues that Europe’s refugee crisis should be accepted as a “new normal,” and that the
refugee crisis means “new opportunities” for Soros’ organization to influence
immigration policies on a global scale. OSF program officer Anna Crowley and program
specialist Katin Rosin co-authored the May 12 memo, titled “Migration Governance and
Enforcement Portfolio Review.”
Last-ditch pushback over Obama's Internet giveaway
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The U.S. has served as a critical and responsible backstop against
censorship and threats to openness and free speech on the Internet. As a result, the Internet
has thrived,” Goodlatte told the Daily Signal. “The future of the Internet as a medium for free
speech, the flow of ideas, and global commerce is at stake, and must be protected.”
The Obama administration announced on Tuesday that it will finalize the transfer Oct. 1.

The Excerpts
Culture
Liberal Left-Leaning States Are "Least Free" In Home Of The Brave (08/16/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)

Excerpt: The CATO Institute recently released its annual "Freedom in the 50 States" ranking
(see interactive map below). The study attempts to analyze a variety of fiscal, regulatory
and social policies of each of the 50 states to establish a "freedom index" which allows
people in various states to compare their level of individual liberty and freedom.
(Further down)
Unsurprisingly, New York (ranked 50th) and California (ranked 49th) took the prize for
"least free" while, in a little twist of irony, the "Live Free or Die" state of New Hampshire
won the award for most "free". Guess those slogans actually do mean something after all.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-16/cato-institute-study-illustrates-which-states-americans-have-mostindividual-freedom
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Who's the worst enemy of 'gays'? (08/16/16, Joseph Farah, WND)
Exclusive: Joseph Farah charges 'progressives' with 'soulless cruelty' toward homosexuals
Excerpt: Are conservatives and Christians the worst enemy of “gays”?
Conservatives and Christians are not known for stoning “gays.” They are not even known for
“outing” them. They are not known for prosecuting them in countries whose laws call for it.
They are not known for attacking, prosecuting, humiliating, shaming or bullying them.
Yet, that is the perception – fed by so-called “progressives” and those hostile to conservatives
and Christians who simply don’t want to be forced into participating in “same-sex marriage”
ceremonies or approving of lifestyles, practices and behaviors that conflict with their own
moral or religious convictions.
Last week, once again, we saw right here in the “enlightened,” secular Western culture just
who the real enemy of “gays” really is.
The appropriately named Daily Beast, a digital media enterprise solidly and firmly in the
control of so-called “progressives,” did something unconscionable when it assigned one of its
writers to lure “gay” Olympic athletes with the use of dating apps for the apparent sole
purpose of invading their privacy and publicly humiliating them in an international forum that
could actually endanger their health and safety.
(Further down)
Likewise, the so-called “progressives” seldom note the extreme danger homosexuals face
from an ideology responsible for throwing “gays” off buildings, slitting their throats,
incarcerating them, executing them and torturing them.
Do I even need to name that radical ideology so-called “progressives” have all-too-often
aligned themselves with, made excuses for, accommodated, formed alliances with and, in the
case of their favored U.S. presidential candidate this year, even accepted millions of dollars
from?
Here’s what this despicable illustration shows: So-called “progressives” (and I use that term
advisedly because the kind of “progress” they promote is not progress at all) are good at
deconstructing morality that has served humanity pretty well over the last 5,000 years, but
they are not so good at reconstructing.
(Further down)
Are so-called “progressives,” who honor and respect no immutable laws themselves, really
reliable when it comes to creating a society that protects the rights of everyone equally? That
is a question “gays” should consider – especially in this election year.
So-called “progressive” regimes of the past have demonstrated an inclination to turn
convenient allies into corpses overnight. It happened in the Soviet Union. It happened in
Mao’s China. It happened in the national socialist Germany.
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(Further down)
“Gays” really should think about who their most reliable “friends” are – and who is more likely
to do them harm.
Are Christians and conservatives hunting them down and doing them in?
Who is? And who are the allies of those forces?
Who was it that shot up a “gay” nightclub weeks ago in Orlando?
And who was blamed for it by the so-called “progressives”?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/whos-the-worst-enemy-of-gays/

Target adding private bathrooms at all stores (08/17/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Transgender policy costing retailer another $20 million amid slumping sales
Excerpt: Plunging sales and a market cap crash of an estimated $11 billion have convinced
Target to try to persuade customers with traditional values that their restrooms still are safe
after the company announced earlier this year that people could use the facilities of the
gender with which they ‘identify.”
On Wednesday, Fortune reported, the company announced plans to spend $20 million to add
private single-stall locking bathrooms at all of its stores where that option is not currently
offered.
The company already has single-stall bathrooms anyone can use at about 1,400 of its 1,800
stores, Target spokesperson Katie Boylan said.
The report directly blamed the drop in shopper traffic at least partly on the retailer’s
“transgender-friendly” bathroom policy, which the retailer does not intend to alter. Target
shoppers will still be allowed to “use the restroom or fitting room facility that corresponds with
their gender identity.”
(Further down)
At the American Thinker, Sierra Rayne pointed out that since April 19, Target “has massively
underperformed its main competitors, including Costco, Walmart, Dollar General and Dollar
Tree.”
The report said Costco’s “market cap change is unchanged from April 19, Walmart is up 1
percent, Dollar General has increased 8.7 percent and Dollar Tree has seen as 11.2 percent
rise in market cap over this period. In sharp contrast, Target’s market cap has seen a 20.8
percent decline.
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“With its pre-‘transgender’ policy stock trend best correlating with Walmart’s, Target’s market
cap should currently be up at least one percent relative to the April 19 value, rather than 21
percent down.”
The report said, “As a result, the direct costs of the boycott are now at $11 billion and
growing.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/target-adding-private-bathrooms-at-all-stores/

Exclusive: U.S. seeks Latin American help amid rise in Asian, African migrants
(08/17/16, Julia Edwards, Reuters)
Excerpt: Washington is seeking closer coordination with several Latin American countries to
tackle a jump in migrants from Asia, Africa and the Middle East who it believes are trying to
reach the United States from the south on an arduous route by plane, boat and through jungle
on foot.
(Further down)
The U.S. agents' findings come as Mexican immigration data show 6,342 Asian, African and
Middle Eastern migrants were apprehended trying to enter Mexico in the first six months of
this year. That was up from 4,261 in all of 2015, and 1,831 in 2014.
U.S. border apprehensions point to the same trend. Between October 2015 and May 2016,
U.S. agents apprehended 5,350 African and Asian migrants at the U.S. Southwest border.
That's up from 6,126 in all of fiscal year 2015 and 4,172 in all of fiscal year 2014.
U.S. concerns about potential security risks from migrants using the unusual and circuitous
southern route have been growing in recent years, following a string of Islamic State-inspired
attacks in the West and the surge in Syrian refugees fleeing that country's civil war.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-immigration-mexico-exclusive-idUSKCN10R0DD

Government
2012 Pentagon report warned Obama was creating ISIS (08/12/16, Art Moore, WND)
Predicted current policies would lead to Islamic state in Syria
Excerpt: Writing in Chronicles magazine, Jim Jatras, a former U.S. diplomat and foreign policy
adviser to the Senate GOP leadership, cited a DIA report in August 2012 that was declassified
and released last year under a Freedom of Information Act request from Judicial Watch.
Hillary Clinton was secretary of state at the time under President Obama.
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The report said “there is the possibility of establishing a declared or undeclared Salafist
principality in Eastern Syria, and this is exactly what the supporting powers to the opposition
want, in order to isolate the Syrian regime.”
The “supporting powers” are identified as “the West, Gulf countries, and Turkey.”
(Further down)
Islamic state a ‘strategic opportunity’
In May 2015, Nafeez Ahmed, an investigative journalist and international security scholar,
reported the DIA document provided “no indication of any decision to reverse the policy of
support to the Syrian rebels.”
“On the contrary, the emergence of an al-Qaeda affiliated ‘Salafist Principality’ as a result is
described as a strategic opportunity to isolate Assad.”
Ahmed noted that at the time, media reports focused on the report’s evidence that the Obama
administration knew of arms supplies from a Libyan terrorist stronghold to rebels in Syria.
He wrote that the DIA document “confirms that the main component of the anti-Assad rebel
forces by this time comprised Islamist insurgents affiliated to groups that would lead to the
emergence of ISIS.”
“Despite this, these groups were to continue receiving support from Western militaries and
their regional allies,” he wrote.
Ahmed said the Pentagon document explicitly forecasted the declaration of “an Islamic State
through its union with other terrorist organizations in Iraq and Syria.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/2012-pentagon-report-warned-obama-was-creating-isis/

Shocking Report Finds U.S. Military Consistently "Distorted, Suppressed, Or
Substantially Altered" ISIS-Related Intel (08/14/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt:Last week the U.S. House of Representatives Joint Task Force released their initial
findings on the intelligence analysis of the U.S. Military's Central Command (CENTCOM). The
report found that, among other things, CENTCOM leaders "distorted, suppressed, or
substantially altered analytic products" to paint U.S. efforts to combat ISIS in a more
positive light. Moreover, 50% of analysts within CENTCOM said that the "procedures,
practices, processes and organizational structures hampered objective analysis" while
another 40% said they had experienced attempts to "distort or suppress intelligence"
within the past year.
(Further down)
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Investigative reporter Aaron Klein of Breitbart conducted a thorough review of the House
report and found many other troubling discoveries. Below is a review of a couple of his most
shocking findings.
1. Senior leaders were found to modify intelligence assessments to cast a positive spin
on CENTCOM efforts to train the Iraqi Security Forces and combat the Islamic State
(Further down)
2. In June 2014, CENTCOM established an around-the-clock intelligence "fusion center"
intended to be the key intelligence gathering body in the fight against ISIL. Unfortunately,
there was no "fusion" as people whose ideas conflicted with those of senior intelligence
officials were not allowed to participate.
(Further down)
3. Not only were "dissenters" not allowed to participate in the "fusion center" they were also
restricted in any efforts to coordinate with other IC analysts.
(Further down)
4. Despite whistle blower complaints from inside CENTCOM, the House report found no
efforts to correct the apparent intentional distortion of the intelligence process.
(Further down)
And finally, per the norm, the Joint Task Force pointed out that it “did not receive access to
all the materials it requested."
And with that the full conversion of our military to a political entity is complete. Be safe
America.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-14/shocking-report-finds-us-military-consistently-distorted-suppressedor-substantially

Transgender rules for homeless shelters spark firestorm (08/16/16, Tim Devaney, The
Hill)
Excerpt: Homeless shelters have become the latest battleground in the national debate over
transgender rights.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is expected in September to
finalize regulations that would allow people to stay in homeless shelters based on the gender
they identify with.
The proposal has set off a firestorm, pitting LGBT groups against religious organizations that
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operate many homeless shelters.
(Further down)
Tim Wildmon, president of the conservative American Family Association, lamented having
to “make room for people who are sexually confused at the expense of everyone else.”
“No one is in favor of beating up transgender people,” Wildmon told The Hill, “but why do you
have to force other people to feel really uncomfortable, and in some cases unsafe, just to
make your political point?”
“What if I self-identify as a woman today, and tomorrow I want to self-identify as a man?” he
asked. “Why not self identify as a minority? Today, I’m white. Tomorrow, I’m black.”
(Further down)
The Fair Housing Act prohibits homeowners from refusing to sell or rent to people because of
their race, religion or gender, but HUD is looking to extend similar protections to homeless
shelters that provide short-term housing.
Congress has not passed discrimination protections for transgender people at homeless
shelters, so the rules would only apply to those shelters that receive financial assistance from
the federal government.
“It makes no sense at all,” Wildmon said. “Good, Christian organizations that are trying to help
people do not need Washington dictating their bathroom or bedding policies."
Catholic Charities USA, which did not respond to requests for comment, and the Association
of Gospel Rescue Missions both raised concerns about the transgender policy in comments
filed with HUD.
Opponents of the regulation say homeless shelters should be a safe haven for women who
have been abused by their husbands and boyfriends. They say those women may feel that
they are in danger living with a transgender woman who was born a man.
LGBT advocates say those fears are overblown.
“We, obviously, need to protect women who have been sexually abused,” Stacy said. “But if
we don’t treat people consistently with their gender identity, then a woman who was abused
by her boyfriend could be housed with a transgender man who looks like a man and has a
beard.”
LGBT advocates say they are more concerned about protecting transgender women who are
vulnerable when being housed with homeless men.
(Further down)
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Critics of the regulation have also raise the potential for men to pose as transgender women.
“One of the guests at a rescue mission overheard someone on the street saying, ‘Dude, if you
go down to the rescue mission and tell them you’re transgender, you can sleep in the
women’s dorm and even shower with them,’” said John Ashmen, president of the Association
of Gospel Rescue Missions. “So that idea is out there, but I don’t know of any missions that
have called the police because of it.”
http://thehill.com/regulation/pending-regs/291522-transgender-rules-for-homeless-shelters-spark-firestorm

51 families declare war on Obama's bathroom rules (08/15/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
'It will have implications around the country'
Excerpt: President Obama’s school-bathroom policy is under fire in an Illinois case that has
51 families seeking injunctive relief from having their daughters forced to share locker rooms
and other facilities with boys.
A suburban Chicago school district that opened its girls’ bathrooms and locker rooms to boys
without even notifying parents in order to appease the Obama administration and keep its
federal funding faces a federal lawsuit that has nationwide implications.
(Further down)
The suit seeks to set aside Obama’s unilateral rule redefining “sex” in the federal “Title IX”
regulations to include the subjective “gender identity” as decided by each student. Obama’s
Department of Education issued the new rules in May in a “guidance” letter that redefined the
word “gender” for the purposes of federal funding of public schools.
School districts that fail to comply will risk losing their federal funding.
Within a few days 11 states, led by Texas, sued the Obama administration over the new
directive. That suit has since been joined by more than 20 states.
The trend is sweeping the world. The Girls Schools’ Association issued an edict in the United
Kingdom recently forbidding schools from addressing girls as “girls” because it might cause
offense to some students.
The Charlotte-Mecklenburg school district in North Carolina directed its teachers to no longer
address students as “boys and girls” as that might upset those who self-identify as the
opposite of their biological sex. To help train teachers in the new way of thinking about
gender, the district has employed a purple cartoon character called the “Gender Unicorn,” to
appear on multiple training materials for faculty and staff in order to change the way students
think about their gender identity. The graphic features three expressions of gender identity
and expression, with “other” being added to male and female.
(Further down)
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“You’re talking about huge precedent implications because this issue is so new,” said Thomas
More’s Joycelyn Floyd, who argued on behalf of the parents. “The question is, what does
someone’s sex mean? It, we feel, is a pretty straight forward question with answers that are
pretty clear throughout the animal kingdom.”
(Further down)
To the Obama administration and the ACLU, gender identification is subjective, depending on
what the student tells the school they self-identify as, and that choice does not need to be
verifiable by science or biology. Nor does the student need to be undergoing any type of
chemical or surgical treatment to qualify as “transgender.”
Even the activists who agitate in this area are changing their language and their ideas about
gender identity. It’s a moving target, Floyd said.
“The activists are now claiming there’s a spectrum, and a person can be in a place where
they are neither male nor female, you are in between,” she said. “Then others talking about
gender fluidity, where it changes by the day. And the thing is because it is based, because the
DOE has said you can’t demand any medical proof, the intent of the department and the
Obama administration is all you need is the student’s word, well if the student comes in and
says I’m gender fluid, because we’re talking about high school, students you are going to
have children abusing that.
(Further down)
“Until or unless the court says the department is wrong we can predict that the district will be
giving full access to anyone who asks for it because they know if they don’t they will face the
loss of their federal funding. And in this district it’s $6 million and all or nearly all goes to
special-needs students and low-income students.
“The district has made it clear, even though it hasn’t stated a policy on locker rooms we know
what they will do.”
The school district in question has five high schools.
And school districts across the country are being forced to deal with this issue, one way or
another, Floyd said.
Alliance Defending Freedom, another nonprofit, is representing students in Ohio.
“But what happens today will only affect this school district in terms of the preliminary
injunction, but if it goes to the end and we win, it would prevent them from applying that rule to
any school district under Title IX,” Floyd said. “It will have implications around the country
because it will either validate the DOE’s rule or it will get rid of it.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/arguments-heard-in-transgender-school-bathroom-case/?cat_orig=education
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Self-Segregation? LGBTQQIAA Students In Atlanta To Get Their Own Private School
(08/16/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
In Atlanta, LGBTQQIAA students are getting their own little "safe space" in a new school
called Pride School Atlanta. As noted by the Daily Caller, the school is run by Executive
Director, Christian Zsilavetz who used to be a "heterosexual cisgender woman" but is
now a "queer-identified transman" with a wife and 2 kids, 1 of which is "gender fluid."
A lot of parents have historically tended to rely on educational resumes in selecting teachers
for their children but we guess this is useful information as well. Per Christian's bio on the
school's website:
He is a formerly heterosexual cisgender woman who is now a queer-identified
transman (male pronouns, FTM) with a wife and 2 wee ones, one of whom is gender
fluid. A GLSEN-Certified Education Trainer, he has been providing cultural competency and
personal growth workshops and panels for/by/with educators, corporations, community
organizations, youth and families since he came out as queer in 1998. He is passionate
about creating spaces where everyone is welcome, everyone can work, and everyone can
learn, regardless of gender identity, gender expression or affectional preference.
For those of you, like us, who aren't up on all the latest acronyms, the school's website
defines LGBTQQIAA as “Lesbian, Gay, Bi-attracted, Transgender, Queer, Questioning,
Intersex, Asexual, Ally." Not to be exclusive, the school's discrimination policy makes clear
that it's open to everyone:
PRIDE SCHOOL ATLANTA admits students of any race, color, religion, national
origin, ancestry, age, disability, affectional preference, sexual orientation,
marital or relationship status, gender identity or gender expression to all the
rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to
students at the school.
That said, we did note that economically-challenged students are not specifically called out
above and with an annual tuition $13,500 per student we assume this is a message that poor
people should probably inquire elsewhere.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-16/lgbtqqiaa-students-atlanta-get-their-own-private-school

Obama Wants A Third Term And This Is How He Could Make It Happen (08/15/16,
Jeremiah Johnson, SHTFplan)
Excerpt: Yes, we are all well aware the Constitution limits the Presidency to two consecutive
four-year terms of office. Then again, if you weigh the track record of the Obama
administration, the Constitution is nothing more than a challenge that he bypasses and
circumvents with every given opportunity. Small wonder that he may very well do the same
thing with the upcoming presidential elections. Already a sham, the presidential elections are
actually a vehicle he can use to grab that “Third Term” for himself.
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First we’re going to quote straight out of the Huffington Post, an article from August 9, 2016,
entitled “Does He Deserve a Third Term? Obama is S.T.U.P.I.D!” The acronym “STUPID”
is supposed to stand for Super Human, Tough, Unequalled, Proactive, Ingenious, and Demigod.
No, your eyes did not deceive you: that last was “Demi-god,” this article from a “Contributor”
to the Huffington Post. The last paragraph is very alarming, and here it is:
“D

–

Demi-god

What more can qualify a man as god? A loving father to his children, best friend to his
wife, a friend to his subordinates, a mentor to growing young men, hope to the
hopeless, a victor in his challenges, the most powerful man on earth, yet a simple man
in all his ways. You will forever live in hearts of all as a god among men.”
A “god” among men, eh?
Akin to a professional boxing match, the slow and careful buildup in words by the media has
begun. Those sentiments are not a trumpet call, however; they are an echo of the mind of a
narcissistic, soft-dictator that has systematically destroyed the United States over the past 7
years. If you want the source of the reverberations, feast your eyes on this. David Feherty
of the Golf Channel conducted an interview with Obama and asked him some questions
about his golf game. Obama replied to the questions, and added:
“But I’m not quitting my day job.”
Feherty’s response: “Actually you are quitting your day job fairly shortly,” referring to
Obama leaving the White House in January. Obama’s next reply gives it all away. In the first
part, he suggests his golf game might improve. Then he talks about the presidency (the
underlined portion), leaving no guesswork about his true feelings on the matter.
“Then I may get good. I’m being forced out, I didn’t quit,” Obama said.
How do you like that one? So how could this potentially happen? Firstly, the states are the
ones with either state-enacted provision to suspend elections or emergency powers to do so.
We saw an example of this with the September 11, 2001 attacks where a New York judge
suspended primary elections. We also saw it with “Superstorm Sandy,” where several states
either postponed elections or re-stationed polling locations.
Barring such actions or state constitutional provisions, a governor can use emergency powers
to postpone an election. Feasibly under some “extraordinary” circumstance, Obama could
direct the 18 Democratic state governors to jump on board and postpone the election. This is
secondary, however, and probably wouldn’t be needed. Why?
Because Obama has the power to declare Martial Law, reinforced by the NDAA that
declares the U.S. in a perpetual state of war against terror.
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A false flag is the stimulus that Obama would use in order to suspend the elections and the
Constitutional rights. Make no mistake: there is no “love” for Hillary from Obama, and the
election is a sham. It either comes down to Hillary or Obama, and the entire decision is
based upon what the globalists want.
http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/obama-wants-a-third-term-and-this-is-how-he-could-make-ithappen_08152016

Money
The Deep State's Catch-22 (08/15/16, Charles Hugh Smith, Of Two Minds)
What happens if the Deep State pursues the usual pathological path of increasing
repression? The system it feeds on decays and collapses.
Excerpt: So the only way to insure stability is to dissipate the concentrated wealth and
power of the financial Deep State. This is the Deep State's Catch-22.
What happens when extremes of wealth/power inequality have been reached?
Depressions, revolutions, wars and the dissolution of empires. Extremes of
wealth/power inequality generate political, social and economic instability which then
destabilize the regime.
Ironically, elites try to solve this dilemma by becoming more autocratic and repressing
whatever factions they see as the source of instability.
The irony is they themselves are the source of instability. The crowds of enraged citizens
are merely manifestations of an unstable, brittle system that is cracking under the strains of
extreme wealth/power inequality.
Can anyone not in Wall Street, the corporate media, Washington D.C., K Street or the Fed
look at this chart and not see profound political disunity on the horizon?
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(Further down)
Debt has been the temporary savior of Deep States everywhere. Borrowing money from
future earnings and future taxpayers has worked for seven long years, but it's unlikely to last
another seven.
You can borrow money for a time to fund super-welfare for all (elites and debt-serfs alike) but
you can't make energy or food cheap again or regenerate social mobility or dissipate rising
wealth/power inequality.
http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2016/08/the-deep-states-catch-22.html

John Mauldin: These 6 Charts Show Why the Average American Is Fed Up (08/16/16,
John Maudlin, Maudlin Economics)
Excerpt: The last 20 years have brought great wealth to a few while most of the population
was lucky to break even.
Whether you’re a member of the elite/protected class or one of the unprotected, it’s hard to
deny this reality.
Household income is going nowhere
Here’s an update of Doug Short’s household income chart:
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Inflation-adjusted household income (blue line) in the US has gone nowhere in the last 16
years. Notice also that it kept dropping even after we came out of the last recession (gray
shaded area).
Keep in mind, this is the median, not the average. Half of households earn even less than this
amount. Worse, the inflation adjustment is based on the Consumer Price Index, which we
know has understated the real cost of living for most people.
(Further down)
Globalization has caused wages to converge
One obvious suspect is China’s opening to world trade and the start of globalization. Over the
next few decades, many low-skilled jobs moved from the US to various emerging-market
countries. This changed the relative value of capital and labor all over the world.
Wealthy people get a larger share of their income from investments than from their labor.
They own the “means of production,” and the producers have done quite well since the ’70s.
That’s one reason the red line picked up steam. Businesses moved production overseas
mainly to take advantage of lower labor costs.
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This next chart, again from Minack, shows how manufacturing pay changed in the US, Japan,
Brazil, Korea, and China.

Some of this wage convergence is due to currency movements, of course. Note also that the
chart has a semi-log scale. Each horizontal line is double the one below it.
The results are pretty obvious. Chinese workers’ pay grew more than 10x during this period.
US factory workers saw much less wage growth. Making workers from all these countries
compete with each other had the expected effect: their pay converged into a narrower range.
The result for American workers (once you consider taxes and inflation) is the flat line in the
chart above.
http://www.mauldineconomics.com/editorial/john-mauldin-these-6-charts-show-why-the-average-american-is-fedup

Cisco to Lay Off 14,000. No Growth, No Problem: Stock at 9-Year High (08/17/16, Wolf
Richter, Wolf Street)
Iconic Silicon Valley layoff machine tries to stay relevant
Excerpt: Every summer from 2011 through 2014, with icy routine, when Cisco was closing out
its fiscal year, it revealed mass job cuts. In July 2011: 6,500 layoffs. In July 2012: 1,300
layoffs. In August 2013: 4,000 layoffs. In August 2014: 6,000 layoffs. A veritable layoff
machine.
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In the summer last year, with the new guy, Chuck Robbins, getting his feet on the ground, it
skipped the layoffs. But the layoffs now being planned are a doozie.
The aging Silicon Valley icon will lay off between 9,000 and 14,000 employees globally,
“multiple sources close to the company” told CRN. If it cuts 14,000 people, it would be the
largest single layoff announcement it its history. They would amount to nearly 20% of its
73,000 employees.
Many early retirement packages have already been offered to employees, the sources told
CRN. The announcement is expected to come within the next few weeks, they said. Cisco will
report earnings today after the market closes, and that would be the next opportunity.
(Further down)
Yet Cisco’s annual revenues and net income have been stagnating for years. In August 2013,
it reported annual revenues at $48.6 billion and net income of $10 billion. Two years later, in
August 2015, it reported annual revenues of $49.2 billion, and net income of $9 billion. On
Wednesday after the market closes, it will likely report fiscal year results that are somewhere
in that ballpark, though it may throw in a gigantic write-off to account for the expenses of
laying off 20% of its workforce.
Unperturbed by hell or high water, its shares have soared, hitting a high on Monday not seen
since the glory days before the Financial Crisis. On Tuesday, it closed at $31.12 a share,
having doubled since August 2011. No growth, no problem – in the most wondrous stock
market of our era.
http://wolfstreet.com/2016/08/17/cisco-to-lay-off-14000-20-precent-workforce-no-growth-no-problem-stock-9year-high/

$6.5 trillion missing from Defense Department (08/17/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'Fact the Pentagon can't account for how it spent money reveals a potentially far greater
problem than theft'
Excerpt: At ArmstrongEconomics, the blog reported, “Once again, the office of inspector
general has come up with a huge hole in the Department of Defense with a missing $6.5
trillion.”
The day before 9/11, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld admitted $2.3 trillion was missing
from the Defense Department budget, noted the blog.
That figure has now grown to $6.5 trillion and counting.
(Further down)
The report concluded “the office of the assistant secretary of the army (Financial Management
& Comptroller) (OASA[FM&C]) and the Defense Finance and Accounting Service Indianapolis
(DFAS Indianapolis) did not adequately support $2.8 trillion in third quarter journal voucher
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(JV) adjustments and $6.5 trillion in yearend JV adjustments occurred because OASA(FM&C)
and DFAS Indianapolis did not prioritize correcting the system deficiencies that caused errors
resulting in JV adjustments, and did not provide sufficient guidance for supporting systemgenerated adjustments.”
Further, there was no indication of why 16,513 of 1.3 million records were removed from the
budget system during the third quarter of FY 2015, the report said.
“As a result, the data used to prepare the FY 2015 AGF third quarter and yearend financial
statements were unreliable and lacked an adequate audit trail,” the report said. “Furthermore,
DoD and Army managers could not rely on the data in their accounting systems when making
management and resource decisions.
“Until the Army and DFAS Indianapolis correct these control deficiencies, there is
considerable risk that AGF financial statements will be materially misstated and the Army will
not achieve audit readiness by the congressionally mandated deadline of Sept. 30, 2017.”
(Further down)
One of the legacies of the Obama administration undoubtedly will be the doubling of the
national debt during his eight years in office.
Currently at $19.4 trillion, the debt is projected to hit $20 trillion by Inauguration Day, up from
$10.6 trillion when Obama entered the White House on Jan. 20, 2009.
Put in perspective, it means Obama will have added to the debt as much as all previous 43
presidents have done cumulatively.
(Further down)
Sputnik News pointed out a 1996 law requires all federal agencies to audit regularly.
“The Pentagon has so far failed to conduct a single one,” the report said. “In common
language, the Pentagon has no idea how it spent nearly $7 trillion.”
And Jay Syrmopoulos wrote at the Free Thought Project, “While there is nothing in the IG’s
report specifying that the money has been stolen, the mere fact that the Pentagon can’t
account for how it spent the money reveals a potentially far greater problem than simple theft
alone.”
Writer Dave Lindorff at Opednews cited the report’s “dense bureaucrateze” and said “it means
that for years – and $6.5 trillion represents … about 15 years’ worth of U.S. military spending
– the Department of Defense (sic) has not been tracking or recording nor auditing all of the
taxpayer money allocated by Congress – what it was spent on, how well it was spent, or
where the money actually ended up.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/6-5-trillion-missing-from-defense-department/
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Technology
Soros Hack Reveals Plot Behind Europe's Refugee Crisis; Media Manipulation; Cash
For "Social Justice" (08/16/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: In the two days since the Soros Open Society Foundation hack by the DCLeaks
collective, several notable revelations have emerged among the data dump of over 2,500
documents exposing the internal strategy of the organization, which expose some of Soros'
tactics to influence and benefit from Europe's refugee crisis, the opportunistic funding and
influence of media organizations, providing cash for assorted "pro-democracy" groups
including the infamous La Raza, Soros' funding of various "social justice" organizations while
paying to track unfavorable media coverage including that of Pamela Geller.
One particular leaked memo, profiled earlier by the Daily Caller, argues that Europe’s refugee
crisis should be accepted as a “new normal,” and that the refugee crisis means “new
opportunities” for Soros’ organization to influence immigration policies on a global
scale. OSF program officer Anna Crowley and program specialist Katin Rosin co-authored
the May 12 memo, titled “Migration Governance and Enforcement Portfolio Review.”
(Further down)
The memo also notes that “IMI played a central role in establishing and influencing the goals
of two new [European Programme for Integration and Migration] sub-funds on the Common
European Asylum System (CEAS) and immigration detention.
More importantly, the memo explains how Europe’s refugee crisis is opening doors for
Soros’ organization to further influence global immigration policy.
The authors note that “the current refugee crisis is creating space to reconsider the
governance of migration and the international refugee regime.” One reason for this is that the
developing countries that make up the Group of 77 at the United Nations were motivated by
the refugee crisis to keep immigration issues on the “global agenda,” the memo states.
“The refugee crisis and the fear that the interests of migrants fleeing poverty, climate change,
generalized violence, or natural disaster would be overlooked at these fora have generated a
push from G77 countries to ensure other migration issues remain on the global agenda.”
They also explain that the current crisis provides “new opportunities” for influencing
immigration policy on a global scale.
(Further down))
We then turn our attention to the US, where we we find a memo that "provides a brief
overview of state/local funding by U.S. Programs in the last three years."
Throughout its 15-year history, U.S. Programs has complemented its national work
with state and local grantmaking. The Emma Lazarus Fund, the Southern Initiative, the
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Program on Reproductive Health and Rights, and the Youth Initiative all had a strong
presence in states like Louisiana, North Carolina, Texas, New York, and California. In
this way, U.S. Programs has not only advanced core priority issues at the national
level, but it has also worked to enable local and state actors to play a more critical role
in shaping discussions around criminal justice, drug policy, immigrants’ rights,
government security, and other key issues at the state level.
The memo indirectly hints at Soros funding for BLM:
To provide support to the Baltimore Education Research Consortium, including
for the creation of an executive director position/$196,000/OSI-Baltimore/2009
To support the American Journalism Review's series of articles on the crisis in
American journalism with a focus on, among other things, coverage of federal agencies
and state governments, including Maryland /$200,000/Strategic Opportunities
Fund/2009
Furthermore, here is confirmation of Soros' funding and support for Social Justice
organizations, taken from a memo revealing the "Democracy and Power Fund", which
explains its desire for building "state-based power"
Advance social justice in critical states through state-based issue advocacy and
organizing where the opportunities to advance (or the threats to) open society
are particularly significant.
(Further down)
Another memo provides further details on the funding of an additional five organizations,
including the infamous La Raza.

***
Among the leaks we also find a document on the Center for American Progress, or CAP,
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whose purpose is "To support the Examining Anti-Muslim Bigotry Project." We are confident
various conservative organization will be curious about this because as part of its activities
the CAP is expected to "research and track the activities of the most prominent drivers of
Islamophobia" including Pamela Geller, Frank Gaffney, David Howoritz, Robert Spencer, Cliff
May, Liz Cheney and so forth:
1. Outreach to Subject Experts
CAP’s first step will be to interview and engage in the Project the journalists,
researchers, academics, and leaders in the anti-hate movement who are researching
and writing on Islamophobia, and to develop a roster of knowledgeable and credible
experts to whom journalists and policymakers can turn for information. As part of this
process, CAP will reach out to Media Matters for America, FAIR, the Muslim Public
Affairs Council, the American Muslim Civic Leadership Institute, Muslim Advocates, the
Interfaith Center of New York, the Southern Poverty Law Center, and the cohort of
emerging Muslim leaders in CAP’s Young Muslim American Voices Project that is run
by CAP’s Faith and Progressive Policy Institute.
2. Audit of Islamophobic Activities and Strategy Convening
CAP will research and track the activities of the most prominent drivers of
Islamophobia, including Stop Islamization of America, led by Pamela Geller; the
Center for Security Policy, led by Frank Gaffney; David Horowitz’s Freedom
Center, which sponsors Robert Spencer’s Jihad Watch; the Middle East Forum,
led by Daniel Pipes; the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, led by Cliff
May; and Keep America Safe, led by Liz Cheney. In addition, CAP will examine
the role played by right-wing media, the Tea Party movement, prominent
politicians, pundits, and conservative donors in spreading anti-Muslim hysteria.
This research will form the basis of a CAP audit of Islamophobic activities that
will inform a strategy convening of around two dozen researchers and
advocates, including representatives of progressive organizations and the
AMEMSA community. Participants will be asked to formulate strategies for combating
anti-Muslim bigotry. The convening is planned for the first quarter of 2011.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-16/soros-hack-reveals-plot-behind-europes-refugee-crisis-mediafunding-and-manipulation

Last-ditch pushback over Obama's Internet giveaway (08/17/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Coalition urges Congress to sue over president's globalist agenda
Excerpt: President Obama has been working for several years to give away control of the
Internet to a “multinational” body over the objections of many lawmakers and activists.
(Further down)
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Congress has acted twice to prevent the move, adopting “appropriations riders prohibiting any
use of taxpayer funds ‘to relinquish the responsibility of the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration … with respect to Internet domain name system functions,
including responsibility with respect to the authoritative root zone file and the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority functions.'”
Nevertheless, Obama has set Oct. 1 as the date for the transfer.
In response, a coalition of affected individuals and organizations is urging Congress to take
immediate action and sue the Obama administration.
(Further down)
Rep. Bob Goodlatte, R-Va., and Sen. Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa, who chair the House and
Senate Judiciary committees, respectively, declared their opposition for the transfer in June,
citing unanswered legal, constitutional and human rights questions, the Daily Signal reported.
“The U.S. has served as a critical and responsible backstop against censorship and threats to
openness and free speech on the Internet. As a result, the Internet has thrived,” Goodlatte
told the Daily Signal. “The future of the Internet as a medium for free speech, the flow of
ideas, and global commerce is at stake, and must be protected.”
The Obama administration announced on Tuesday that it will finalize the transfer Oct. 1.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/new-pushback-over-obamas-internet-giveaway/?cat_orig=us
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UPDATE AUGUST 29, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is August 29, 2016
In the last Update one article was about Target spending twenty million dollars to put a oneperson-at-a-time privacy restroom into its stores that do not have them. Most newer Targets
already do have them. In the article it was noted that though they are adding the privacy
restrooms they are NOT reversing their new open restroom policy.
It suddenly occurred to me that Target has created a devastatingly offensive public relations
nightmare for themselves. No matter what they do at this point, they cannot avoid offending
whole blocks of people.
Supposedly, they ran with this new open restroom policy so as not to offend folks who are
transgendered. One problem is that transgender has no clear definition. Transgender is not
the same as transsexual (folks who have actually had their bodies changed into the other
gender). In fact, based on the arguments, transgender most closely fits the definition of
transvestite, which in its simplest understanding is someone of either gender who dresses in
the clothing of the other gender, for sexual arousal, or just because they want to. More
importantly, though the transvestite may dress as the other gender they have no interest in
exchanging their sexual organs for the sexual organs of the other gender. The truth is
“transgenders” still have their original plumbing. They are not transsexual. The current
argument is also that a transgender person MAYBE a transsexual wanna-be. However, it may
also be that the transgender just wants to live as the other gender without ever having their
sexual organs changed. Okay, so what happened to the transvestites?
Consider that in ALL of the legislation currently passed to try to bring commonsense to this
foolishness, in every case, IN EVERY CASE, nobody had a problem with transsexuals using
the restroom or locker room of their visible gender identity. Why would they?
Meanwhile, back to Target.
By Target not reversing their new transgender policy they might as well change the Men's and
Women's signs on the restrooms to Genderless Restroom, or Open Restroom, or, just simply,
Restroom... Everybody Welcome. At which point, the privacy restroom is really to
accommodate folks who prefer not to be OPENLY sharing the facilities with those of the other
gender. Before the policy change, the privacy restroom could have quietly been for those
struggling with gender identity, but for Target, that ship has sailed.
Okay, so if you're chuckling and thinking that changing the signs would never happen,
perhaps, but I wouldn't bet the store on it. Well, just so happens that Target is betting the
store. And in Target's world male and female doesn't really matter, now does it?
You see, the other part of their self-induced offensive nightmare is that they can now say,
“Welcome to the Church of Target.” Their restroom policy change was decided at the
corporate board level and it is the board of directors that is standing firm on the new policy.
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They are declaring, “This is what Target stands for.” But by doing so, they have gone beyond
being a store.
Target is making a statement no different than any religion or religious organization. What
they are actually actively proclaiming to the world is, “This is what we believe, shop here and
support our ministry.” They are living by faith that you believe as they do and support what
they are doing. So, if you agree with their religious stand, then by all means shop at Target
and support the fine work they are doing to make the world a better place. They are
preaching the “Good News.” (That was sarcasm.)
The larger question is what is this new evangelism calling us to; whether Target and other
retailers (and there are), the state governments of Washington and California and others, or
the Federal Government and the military and schools? How far will this Goddamned
foolishness be allowed to go?
As I have stated before, this is about the agenda, not the people who are being Targeted as
the victims of oppression.
Hey, you are my family and friends. I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
Huma Abedin worked at a radical Muslim journal for a dozen years
Excerpt from the excerpt: Hillary Clinton’s top campaign aide, and the woman who might be
the future White House chief of staff to the first female US president, for a decade edited a
radical Muslim publication that opposed women’s rights and blamed the US for 9/11.
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France deploys reserve force, ramps anti-terror drills in new school year
Excerpt from the excerpt: The French government has heightened security across the country
following a series on Islamist militant attacks since January last year that has left people on
the edge, with schools a feared target.
Court: Transgender can't force lifestyle on employer
Excerpt from the excerpt: ADF explained the background: “The funeral home hired the
biologically male employee as a funeral director and embalmer at its Garden City location in
2007. Funeral directors at the company regularly interact with the public, including grieving
family members and friends. After informing the funeral home of an intention to begin dressing
as a female at work, the employee was dismissed for refusing to comply with the dress code.
The employee was at all times free to dress as desired outside of work but was required to
abide by the same dress policy that all employees are required to follow while on the job.”
Federal court blocks Obama’s transgender-bathroom order
Excerpt from the excerpt: Liberty Counsel’s Mat Staver said the Obama directive “was a
lawless and ridiculous act by the president and we must continue to reject the Obama bullies.”
“The facts show that one in four girls and one out of every six boys under 18 will be sexually
assaulted,” Staver said. “This unconstitutional mandate would have only increased those
statistics.”
Culture
Johns Hopkins shrinks warn against kids going transgender
Excerpt from the excerpt: The 143-page report focuses on the higher rates of mental health
problems, including a stunning 40 percent suicide attempt rate for transgenders.
Both authors looked at hundreds of peer-reviewed studies across fields of epidemiology,
genetics, endocrinology, psychiatry, neuroscience, embryology and pediatrics.
Scholars who smashed 'born that way' hoax to be 'punished'
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The researchers who have dared to publish this study have
tremendous courage,” professor Paul Kengor told WND. “They have basically committed
professional suicide. The forces of ‘tolerance’ and ‘diversity’ among the LGBTQ brigades will
now harass and demonize these researchers with the vitriolic sexual-gender McCarthyism
they have mastered. They destroy any critics and dissenters. The researchers have
committed heresy in the church of secular progressivism. They will now be punished.”
Teachers at school directed to stop addressing students as ‘boys and girls’
Excerpt from the excerpt: It seems the school administrators decided to take the new
transgender bathroom policy for Albuquerque Public Schools a step further. This appears to
the first example of something that started as a bathroom issue now expanding into daily life
in the classroom.
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Pew: Americans giving up on God, miracles
Excerpt from the excerpt: The survey is the latest from Pew that demonstrates a growing
trend in America: More and more people are junking religion and many are giving up on God.
Secret to Nordic success (Hint: It isn't socialism)
Excerpt from the excerpt: Look at those Nordic countries with their high living standards,
income equality, low poverty levels and happy, long-living people. They must be so successful
because they have adopted socialism, right?
Wrong.
Media silent on surge in Islam-inspired knife attacks
Excerpt from the excerpt: Most of these attacks receive scant coverage in the establishment
media, and when they are covered they are glazed over with an obvious attempt to paint them
as anything but Islamic in nature. More often than not, they are attributed to mental illness, as
WND documented in a list earlier this month of more than 25 attacks
Technology
Here are the alarming 98 facts and secrets Facebook knows about YOU
Excerpt from the excerpt: WHO knows the most about you?
You might say it’s your partner or perhaps your mum, assuming you’ve had the sort of tame
life a parent would find acceptable.
But you’d be wrong, because tech companies now have more information about you than
almost anyone else.
Money
Existing Home Sales Crush Recovery Narrative, Plunge Most Since Nov 2015
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Severely restrained inventory and the tightening grip it’s
putting on affordability is the primary culprit for the considerable sales slump
throughout much of the country last month,” he said. “Realtors® are reporting diminished
buyer traffic because of the scarce number of affordable homes on the market, and the lack of
supply is stifling the efforts of many prospective buyers attempting to purchase while
mortgage rates hover at historical lows.” (with chart)
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The Excerpts
Government
Huma Abedin worked at a radical Muslim journal for a dozen years (08/21/16, Paul
Sperry, New York Post)
Excerpt: Hillary Clinton’s top campaign aide, and the woman who might be the future White
House chief of staff to the first female US president, for a decade edited a radical Muslim
publication that opposed women’s rights and blamed the US for 9/11.
(Further down)
Huma Abedin is Clinton’s longest-serving and, by all accounts, most loyal aide. The devout,
Saudi-raised Muslim started working for her in the White House, then followed her to the
Senate and later the State Department. She’s now helping run Clinton’s presidential
campaign as vice chair and may end up back in the White House.
The contradictions are hard to reconcile. The campaign is not talking, despite repeated
requests for interviews.
Until now, these articles which Abedin helped edit and publish have remained under wraps.
Perhaps Clinton was unaware she and her mother took such opposing views.
But that’s hard to believe. Her closest adviser served as an editor for that same Saudi
propaganda organ for a dozen years. The same one that in 1999 published a book, edited by
her mother, that justifies the barbaric practice of female genital mutilation under Islamic law,
while claiming “man-made laws have in fact enslaved women.”
And in 2010, Huma Abedin arranged for then-Secretary of State Clinton to speak alongside
Abedin’s hijab-wearing mother at an all-girls college in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. According to a
transcript of the speech, Clinton said Americans have to do a better job of getting past “the
stereotypes and the mischaracterizations” of the oppressed Saudi woman. She also assured
the audience of burqa-clad girls that not all American girls go “around in a bikini bathing suit.”
At no point in her long visit there, which included a question-and-answer session, did this socalled champion of women’s rights protest the human rights violations Saudi women suffer
under the Shariah laws that Abedin’s mother actively promotes. Nothing about the laws
barring women from driving or traveling anywhere without male “guardians.”
If fighting for women’s rights is one of Clinton’s greatest achievements, why has she retained
as her closest adviser a woman who gave voice to harsh Islamist critiques of her Beijing
platform?
http://nypost.com/2016/08/21/huma-abedin-worked-at-a-radical-muslim-journal-for-10-years/
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France deploys reserve force, ramps anti-terror drills in new school year (08/24/16,
Gerard Bon and Bate Felix, Reuters)
Excerpt: France will deploy about 3,000 reserve troops, train school authorities and ramp up
school anti-terror drills in case of attacks, its education and security ministers announced on
Wednesday, a week before the start of a new academic year.
The French government has heightened security across the country following a series on
Islamist militant attacks since January last year that has left people on the edge, with schools
a feared target.
About 12 million students are expected to head back to school across France from on Sept. 1.
"The threat is high, it is real," Education Minister Najat Vallaud-Belkacem, said during a joint
news conference in Paris with security minister Bernard Cazeneuve.
"This is not about ceding to panic or paranoia," she added.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-attacks-france-education-idUSKCN10Z1RU

Court: Transgender can't force lifestyle on employer (08/19//16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'Feds shouldn’t strong-arm private business owners into violating their religious beliefs'
Excerpt: U.S. District Judge Sean Cox granted a summary judgment to the Michigan funeral
home, explaining it is entitled to an exemption from Title VII employment nondiscrimination
requirements because of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act.
The claim had been brought by the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission on
behalf of Anthony Stephens, who informed his employer, R.G. & G.R. Harris Funeral Homes,
that he would be known as Aimee Australia Stephens when he returned from his vacation.
Stephens also told Harris he would be dressing as a woman. Harris owner Thomas Rost
replied that his services no longer were needed, noting the funeral home requires men to
dress in suits and ties, and women to dress in skirts and coats.
(Further down)
ADF explained the background: “The funeral home hired the biologically male employee as a
funeral director and embalmer at its Garden City location in 2007. Funeral directors at the
company regularly interact with the public, including grieving family members and friends.
After informing the funeral home of an intention to begin dressing as a female at work, the
employee was dismissed for refusing to comply with the dress code. The employee was at all
times free to dress as desired outside of work but was required to abide by the same dress
policy that all employees are required to follow while on the job.”
The court acknowledged Rost is a Christian whose “faith informs the way he operates his
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business and how he presents it to the public.”
ADF said, “Not only would Rost be violating his faith if he were to pay for and otherwise
permit his employees to dress as members of the opposite sex while at work, the employee
dress policy is also designed to be sensitive to interaction with customers at an especially
delicate time of their lives.”
The judge said the court “finds that the funeral home has met its initial burden of showing that
enforcement of Title VII, and the body of sex-stereotyping case law that has developed under
it, would impose a substantial burden on its ability to conduct business in accordance with its
sincerely held religious beliefs.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/court-transgender-cant-force-lifestyle-on-employer/?cat_orig=money

Federal court blocks Obama’s transgender-bathroom order (08/22/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'This president is attempting to rewrite the laws enacted by elected representatives'
Excerpt: In a major blow to the Obama administration’s alternative-sexual-behaviors agenda,
a federal judge in Texas late Sunday night blocked the president’s order to open public school
restrooms and shower rooms according to “gender identity” and allow boys who believe they
are girls to use girls’ facilities.
U.S. District Judge Reed O’Connor of Fort Worth found that the Obama administration did not
follow proper procedures in creating the directives. Further, he said the guidelines
contradicted existing statutes and regulatory texts, the Dallas Morning News reported.
The ruling follows the Obama administration’s order to allow transgendered persons to serve
in the military.
(Further down)
Reacting to the ruling, Matt Sharp of Alliance Defending Freedom said the Obama
administration “cannot unilaterally disregard and redefine federal law to accomplish its
political agenda of forcing girls to share locker rooms and showers with boys.”
“The court in this case made clear that the administration ignored the federally required public
notice and comment process as well as the crystal clear meaning of Title IX in its attempt to
force its will on the American people,” he said.
(Further down)
Liberty Counsel’s Mat Staver said the Obama directive “was a lawless and ridiculous act by
the president and we must continue to reject the Obama bullies.”
“The facts show that one in four girls and one out of every six boys under 18 will be sexually
assaulted,” Staver said. “This unconstitutional mandate would have only increased those
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statistics.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/judge-blocks-obamas-transgenders-schools-mandate/

Culture
Johns Hopkins shrinks warn against kids going transgender (08/22/16, Bob Unruh,
WND)
McHugh, Mayer: Little scientific evidence for 'born that way' theory
Excerpt: A major new study of sexuality and gender by two of the top experts in the field at
Johns Hopkins University finds there’s little scientific evidence for the “born that way” theory,
nor is gender identity “an innate, fixed human property independent of biological sex.”
But the authors, Lawrence S. Mayer and Paul McHugh, expressed alarm at the
developing trend in the United States of parents declaring their child to be
transgendered and subjecting the child to hormone treatments, behavioral
adjustments and even surgery.
Mayer is a scholar-in-residence in the Department of Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins University
and a professor of statistics and biostatistics at Arizona State University.
McHugh is a professor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences at the Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine and was for 25 years the psychiatrist in chief at the Johns Hopkins
Hospital.
Children who express any identification of the opposite gender almost always leave those
expressions behind as they grow, the scholars argue.
“Despite the scientific uncertainty, drastic interventions are prescribed and delivered to
patients identifying, or identified, as transgender. This is especially troubling when the patients
receiving these interventions are children,” the authors wrote in the study, “Sexuality and
Gender: Findings from the Biological, Psychological, and Social Sciences,” published in The
New Atlantis.
“We read popular reports about plans for medical and surgical interventions for many
prepubescent children, some as young as six, and other therapeutic approaches undertaken
for children as young as two.
(Further down)
“We suggest that no one can determine the gender identity of a two-year-old. We have
reservations about how well scientists understand what it even means for a child to
have developed sense of his or her gender, but notwithstanding that issue, we are deeply
alarmed that these therapies, treatments, and surgeries seem disproportionate to the severity
of the distress being experienced by these young people, and are at any rate premature since
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the majority of children who identify as the gender opposite their biological sex will not
continue to do so as adults.
(Further down)
The 143-page report focuses on the higher rates of mental health problems, including a
stunning 40 percent suicide attempt rate for transgenders.
Both authors looked at hundreds of peer-reviewed studies across fields of epidemiology,
genetics, endocrinology, psychiatry, neuroscience, embryology and pediatrics.
They found claims that people are “born that way” are unsupported by science, gender is not
necessarily a “fixed human property,” “only a minority of children who experience crossgender identification will continue to do so into adolescence or adulthood” and “nonheterosexual and transgender subpopulations have higher rates of mental health problems
(anxiety, depression, suicide), as well as behavioral and social problems (substance abuse,
intimate partner violence), compared to the general population.”
(Further down)
The new study concludes that much more research is needed on the “complex, complicated
questions concerning the nature of human sexuality.”
“In reviewing the scientific literature, we find that almost nothing is well understood when we
seek biological explanations for what causes some individuals to state that their gender does
not match their biological sex. The findings that do exist often have sample-selection
problems, and they lack longitudinal perspective and explanatory power,” the researchers
wrote.
One key factor that deserves study is the “increased rates of mental health problems in the
LGBT subpopulations.”
(Further down)
One study found that, compared to controls, sex-reassigned individuals were about five times
more likely to attempt suicide and about 19 times more like to die by suicide, the report said.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/johns-hopkins-shrinks-warn-against-going-transgender-with-kids/

Scholars who smashed 'born that way' hoax to be 'punished' (08/23/16, WND)
Experts fear for authors behind landmark study
Excerpt: Experts warn such criticism is likely only the beginning.
“The researchers who have dared to publish this study have tremendous courage,” professor
Paul Kengor told WND. “They have basically committed professional suicide. The forces of
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‘tolerance’ and ‘diversity’ among the LGBTQ brigades will now harass and demonize these
researchers with the vitriolic sexual-gender McCarthyism they have mastered. They destroy
any critics and dissenters. The researchers have committed heresy in the church of secular
progressivism. They will now be punished.”
Kengor, the author of “Takedown: From Communists to Progressives, How the Left Has
Sabotaged Family and Marriage,” said the study challenges the homosexual lobby’s entire
agenda. Therefore, he argues, the counterattack will be vitriolic and swift.
“If this research is indeed accurate, then its implications would be profound,” he told WND.
“The nature redefiners and fundamental transformers on the progressive left badly want to
reinvent everything from marriage and sexuality to gender and unborn life. Any data by any
serious researcher that stands in the way of their grand project will be treated with great
hatred.”
(Further down)
(Carl Gallups) “Now, once again, in this latest study, the world is faced with reality. Real
scientists, medical doctors, and psychological professionals have yet again concluded, and
published for peer-review, that homosexuality and transgenderism are absolutely not
connected to genetic markers. Once again the hard science, and the obvious historical facts,
are staring us in the face. If the gay lifestyle is not a matter of genetic predisposition, then,
logically it would have to be predominately a matter of choice – or a learned behavior.”
(Further down)
“I am certain the radical agenda’s outrage will be imminent,” he warned. “And, more than
likely that indignation will be based upon appeals to feelings, ‘fairness,’ what ‘should be,’ and
what is now the ‘new norm’ – rather than to the observable, demonstrated, repeatable, and
falsifiable scientific truth. Predictably, they will attack the messenger, rather than dealing with
the facts of the message.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/scholars-who-smashed-born-that-way-hoax-to-be-punished/

Teachers at school directed to stop addressing students as ‘boys and girls’ (08/19/16,
Danielle Todesco, KOB 4)
Excerpt: Teachers at Carlos Rey Elementary School are in a tough situation after their
assistant principal told them to stop calling their students “boys and girls.”
It seems the school administrators decided to take the new transgender bathroom policy for
Albuquerque Public Schools a step further. This appears to the first example of something
that started as a bathroom issue now expanding into daily life in the classroom.
A letter sent to teachers at Carlos Rey this month titled “Gender Identity Procedural Directive”
states teachers can no longer refer to their students as boys and girls starting this month,
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telling them to eliminate gender in their classrooms.
http://www.kob.com/albuquerque-news/teachers-at-school-directed-to-stop-addressing-students-as-lsquoboysand-girlsrsquo/4240210/

Pew: Americans giving up on God, miracles (08/24/16, Paul Bedard, Washington
Examiner)
Excerpt: Pew Research Center said Wednesday that 49 percent of what they term "nones"
left their church and religion because they "don't believe." Another 20 percent said they don't
like organized religion. Other reasons included "common sense" and a lack of believe in
miracles.
The survey is the latest from Pew that demonstrates a growing trend in America: More and
more people are junking religion and many are giving up on God.
(Further down)
"About half of current religious 'nones' who were raised in a religion (49%) indicate that a lack
of belief led them to move away from religion. This includes many respondents who mention
'science' as the reason they do not believe in religious teachings, including one who said 'I'm
a scientist now, and I don't believe in miracles.' Others reference 'common sense,' 'logic' or a
'lack of evidence' – or simply say they do not believe in God."
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/pew-huge-surge-in-americans-who-no-longer-believe-in-godmiracles/article/2600066

Secret to Nordic success (Hint: It isn't socialism) (08/20/16, Paul Bremmer, WND)
Swedish researcher issues warning to U.S. not to copy
Excerpt: Look at those Nordic countries with their high living standards, income equality, low
poverty levels and happy, long-living people. They must be so successful because they have
adopted socialism, right?
Wrong.
(Further down)
Sanandaji, president of the think tank European Centre for Entrepreneurship and Policy
Reform, dismantles the case for social democracy in his brand-new book “Debunking Utopia:
Exposing the Myth of Nordic Socialism.” He shared some of his research with his Cato
Institute audience.
Before the Social Democrats came to power in Sweden, the country had the highest
economic growth rate in the industrialized world. However, after the Social Democratic Party
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started dominating Swedish politics, the growth rate slowed to a mediocre level. Denmark
saw a similar slowdown of growth after Social Democrats took over the country.
(Further down)
If Nordic success does not derive from social democracy, then where does it come from?
Sanandaji said it comes from the unique qualities of Nordic culture.
“If you really understand Nordic society, they have a unique culture, social cohesion, working
ethics, etc., that makes the economies be very well functionally,” the scholar explained. “High
taxes, government involvement in the economy doesn’t work there. It works as little there as it
works here.”
He said the Nordic countries, throughout their histories, have always had uniquely high levels
of social cohesion, social trust and peace, as well as a strong Protestant work ethic. And as
with economic success, these countries enjoyed greater social success before they embraced
social democracy. Sanandaji said the Nordic nations, during their free market eras, had longer
average life spans and lower child mortality rates than most of the world.
Perhaps the most surprising, according to Sanandaji, is that the Nordic countries achieved an
enviable level of income equality before they adopted high taxes and large welfare states. He
showed that all five Nordic nations remain among the most equal countries in the world, but
Slovenia, the Czech Republic and Slovakia are also near the top of the list. The latter three
countries are not social democracies; rather, they all have small public sectors. So why do
they boast high levels of income equality?
Therefore, Sanandaji said Americans cannot assume they will achieve Nordic levels of
income equality by introducing Nordic-style social democracy to America. The U.S., which
prides itself on being a “melting pot,” is nowhere near as homogeneous as the Nordic
countries.
“The idealization of Nordic countries is because of cultural, societal attributes, not because of
their policies mainly,” the scholar said. “And once you [realize] that, the case for adopting
Nordic-style democratic socialism crumbles.”
(Further down)
Therefore, Sanandaji cautioned the left not to use the Nordic countries as role models for
socialism. Instead, he suggested people look to the Nordics as cultural role models.
“For the American left and the international left to admire Nordic policies, they’re fooling you,”
Sanandaji said. “They’re actually pointing to Nordic cultural success. And if you want Nordic
cultural success, you should have policies which encourage individual responsibility, not
policies that say government can take care of everything.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/secret-to-nordic-success-hint-it-isnt-socialism/?cat_orig=money
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Media silent on surge in Islam-inspired knife attacks (08/24/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
'One of biggest criminal cover-ups in human history'
Excerpt: The spate of grisly stabbings and beheadings being carried out by Muslims around
the world is not really a sudden or unique occurrence but part of a decades-long pattern of
violence inspired by the Quran, say Islam critics.
The latest attack on American soil came over the weekend in Roanoke, Virginia, by a 20-yearold man who used a 10-inch butcher knife to attack residents of the Pines apartment complex
while shouting, “Allahu Akbar!”
It happened again Monday in Australia, where a 21-year-old British woman, Mia Ayliffe-chung,
was hacked to death and two others injured by a Muslim man chanting “Allahu Akbar!” as 30
other tourists looked on in horror.
In Europe the attacks has been an almost weekly occurrence since the influx of 1.5 million
Muslim migrants over the last year.
Most of these attacks receive scant coverage in the establishment media, and when they are
covered they are glazed over with an obvious attempt to paint them as anything but Islamic in
nature. More often than not, they are attributed to mental illness, as WND documented in a
list earlier this month of more than 25 attacks
(Further down)
Some critics believe the lack of media coverage of these attacks amounts to one of the
biggest criminal cover-ups in human history.
Among them is Dr. Timothy Furnish, a professor of Islamic history who wrote “Sects, Lies and
the Caliphate” and “Ten Years Captivation with the Mahdi’s Camps.” He said he’s keeping
tabs on the knife attacks. And he believes the whitewash treatment these attacks receive by
Western governments and media shows both have taken on the role of dhimmis – secondclass apologists for Islam.
“We are witnessing a legion of attacks by Muslims and Muslim sympathizers in the West
utilizing, specifically, bladed weapons – Germany, the U.K., U.S., Australia – over the past
several years,” Furnish told WND. “Most would appear to be attempts to decapitate the
victims, although the media seems to try to hide that fact in a number of cases by reporting
them only as ‘stabbings’ or ‘knife attacks.'”
(Further down)
“Those who take the Quran literally – which includes not just terrorist groups like ISIS and alQaida but millions of Muslims of the Salafi, Wahhabi and Deobandi persuasion and major
Islamic commentators across the centuries – believe that it is an act of piety to carry out such
injunctions,” Furnish said. “ISIS’s appeals in, for example, its Dabiq magazine may be the
proximate cause for such brutality. But make no mistake, it is Islam itself which is ultimately
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responsible.
“When the founder of a religion engages in, or at the very least approves of a behavior, I fail
to see how said behavior can be deeded ‘radical’ or ‘extremist.'”
(Further down)
Muhammad himself is said to have beheaded up to 900 Jewish men and boys at the Battle of
the Trench outside Medina in 627 A.D.
While the knife attacks in the U.S. and Europe go lightly reported, many of the jihad machete
attacks on non-Muslims in Africa and Asia go completely unreported.
A Google search for violence by Christians, Jews, Buddhists and Hindus against nonbelievers delivers a paltry number of such attacks worldwide compared to those inspired by
Islam. The one exception was in Burma, where Buddhists and Muslims seem to cut and
behead each other with machetes in equal numbers.
Below is a list of bladed attacks just in the last two months, not including jihad attacks
using guns, bombs or vehicles:
(Go to the article to see the list)
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/media-silent-on-surge-in-islam-inspired-knife-attacks/

Technology
FACEBOOK SNOOPING ADMISSION
Here are the alarming 98 facts and secrets Facebook knows about YOU (08/24/16,
Jasper Hamill, The Sun)
Social network reveals the astonishing amount of data it holds on people who uses its
services
Excerpt: WHO knows the most about you?
You might say it’s your partner or perhaps your mum, assuming you’ve had the sort of tame
life a parent would find acceptable.
But you’d be wrong, because tech companies now have more information about you than
almost anyone else.
(Further down)
So here are the facts and secrets Facebook has found out about you or is trying to discover,
according to the Washington Post.
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1. Your location
2. Age
3. Generation
4. Gender
5. Language
6. Education level
7. Field of study
8. School
9. Ethnic background
10. Income and net worth
11. Home ownership and type of home
12. Value of home
13. Size of your property
14. Square footage of home
15. The year your home was built
16. Who lives in your house
17. Whether you have an anniversary approaching in the next month
18. If you’re living away from family or hometown
19. Whether you’re friends with someone who has an anniversary, is newly married or
engaged, recently moved, or has an upcoming birthday
20. If you’re in a long-distance relationship
21. If you’re in a new relationship
22. If you have have a new job
23. If you’re recently engaged
24. If you’ve just got married
25. If you’ve moved house recently
26. When your birthday is coming up
27. Parents
28. Expectant parents
29. Mothers, divided by ‘type’ (which includes ‘soccer mums’ or other maternal tribes)
30. If you are likely to engage in politics
31. Whether you are conservative or liberal
32. Relationship status
33. Employer
34. Industry
35. Job title
36. Office type
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37. Interests
38. Whether you own a motorcycle
39. If you’re planning to buy a car
40. If you have purchased auto parts or accessories recently
41. If you are likely to buy auto parts or services
42. The style and brand of your car
43. The year your car was bought
44. Age of car
45. How much money you’re likely to spend on next car
46. Where you are likely to buy next car from
47. How many employees your company has
48. If you own small businesses
49. If you work in management or are executives
50. If you have donated to charity (divided by type)
51. Operating system
52. If you play browser games
53. If you own a gaming console
54. If you have created a Facebook event
55. If you have used Facebook Payments
56. If you have spent more than average on Facebook Payments
57. If you administer a Facebook page
58. If you have recently uploaded photos to Facebook
59. Internet browser
60. Email service
61. Early/late adopters of technology
62. If you are an expat and what country you left
63. If you belong to a credit union, national bank or regional bank
64. If you are an investor
65. Number of credit lines
66. If you are an active credit card users
67. Credit card type
68. If you own a debit card
69. If you carry a balance on your credit card
70. If you listen to the radio
71. What TV shows you like
72. If you use a mobile device and what brand it is
73. Internet connection type
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74. If you have recently bought a smartphone or tablet
75. Whether you access the Internet through a smartphone or tablet
76. If you use coupons
77. The type of clothing your household buys
78. Which time of year you do the most shopping
79. Whether you are a ‘heavy’ buyer of beer, wine or spirits
80. What groceries you buy
81. Whether you buy beauty products
82. Whether you buy medications
83. Whether you buy/spend money on household products
84. Whether you buy/spend money on products for kids or pets, and what kinds of pets
85. If your household makes more purchases than is average
86. If you tend to shop online or offline
87. The types of restaurants user you eat at
88. The kinds of stores you shop at
89. If you’re interest in adverts offering auto insurance, mortgages or satellite telly
90. Length of time user you have lived your house
91. If you are likely to move soon
92. If you are are interested in the Olympics, football or cricket
93. If you travel frequently
94. Whether you commute to work
95. The type of holiday you enjoy
96. If you have recently returned from a holiday
97. If you have used a travel app
98. Whether you are involved in a timeshare
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/1664178/here-are-the-alarming-98-facts-and-secrets-facebook-knows-about-you/

Money
Existing Home Sales Crush Recovery Narrative, Plunge Most Since Nov 2015 (08/24/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Following yesterday's 7 standard deviation beat in New Home Sales, Existing Home
Sales for July missed expectations by 2 standard deviations dropping 1.64% YoY - the
first annual decline since Nov 2015. The blame for this collapse - according to NAR's Larry
Yun - is "frustratingly low inventory levels."
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(Further down)
Lawrence Yun, NAR chief economist, says existing sales fell off track in July after steadily
climbing the last four months.
Slowed by frustratingly low inventory levels in many parts of the country, existinghome sales lost momentum in July and decreased year-over-year for the first time
since November 2015, according to the NAR. Only the West region saw a monthly increase
in closings in July.
“Severely restrained inventory and the tightening grip it’s putting on affordability is the
primary culprit for the considerable sales slump throughout much of the country last
month,” he said. “Realtors® are reporting diminished buyer traffic because of the scarce
number of affordable homes on the market, and the lack of supply is stifling the efforts of
many prospective buyers attempting to purchase while mortgage rates hover at historical
lows.”
“Furthermore, with new condo construction barely budging and currently making up only a
small sliver of multi-family construction, sales suffered last month as condo buyers faced
even stiffer supply constraints than those looking to purchase a single-family home.”
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-24/existing-home-sales-crush-recovery-narrative-plunge-most-nov2015
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UPDATE SEPTEMBER 6, 2016 – MONEY, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is September 6, 2016
I hope you all had a great holiday weekend.
The articles in this Update pretty much speak for themselves, however, having said that, let
me say that due to a number factors acting as catalysts the speed of The Great Unraveling is
gaining momentum.
I hope you are well and doing well.
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Money
One World Currency introduced by The Cartel - Settlement Coin
Excerpt from the excerpt: Once implemented, these banks have the means to quickly connect
this new cryptocurrency "Settlement Coin" to their existing global network, as well as adding
their own proprietary currencies such as "CitiCoin."
Global central bankers, stuck at zero, unite in plea for help from governments
Excerpt from the excerpt: Mired in a world of low growth, low inflation and low interest rates,
officials from the Federal Reserve, Bank of Japan and the European Central Bank said their
efforts to bolster the economy through monetary policy may falter unless elected leaders
stepped forward with bold measures. These would range from immigration reform in Japan to
structural changes to boost productivity and growth in the U.S. and Europe.
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Here’s what nobody noticed in the Fed comments last week
Excerpt from the excerpt: The markets have been flooded with historic torrents of liquidity to
supposedly spur economic growth. But none of these experiments have prevented the world’s
developed economies from flatlining…
Jim Rickards: "There Will Be A War On Gold"
Excerpt from the excerpt: So this has been going on for five years, except that the forces
keep getting stronger. The forces of debt, deflation, negative interest rates, deleveraging, are
getting stronger. The forces of money printing, policy, and I think we’ll soon see world money
in the form of special drawing rights or ‘SDRs’.
Culture
Millennials Love Free Markets, But Don't Understand Them
Excerpt from the excerpt: In a recent Reason-Rupe Survey, 58 percent of Americans ages
18–24 said they viewed socialism favorably. However, when asked if they favored a free
market economy or a government-managed economy, 64 percent of Millennials said they
favored the free market. How is it possible for Millennials to favor both a socialist government
and a capitalist economy? The answer is simple, Millennials simply do not understand what
either of these words really mean, especially capitalism.
7 Out Of 10 Millennials Are "Disengaged" From Meaningful Employment
Short whole article
Excerpt: Gallup recently released what it described as the "most robust and comprehensive
study of the millennial generation" combining more that 30 separate studies involving more
than 1 million respondents. In summary, the report found Millennials to be disengaged,
aloof and completely incapable of prioritizing their own workload all while requiring
constant pats on the back from management. Well, we could have told you that (and we
have on many occasions) without doing any research at all.
Europe: The Substitution of a Population
Excerpt from the excerpt: Europe, as it is aging, no longer renews its generations, and instead
welcomes massive numbers of migrants from the Middle East, Africa and Asia, who are going
to replace the native Europeans, and who are bringing cultures with radically different values
about sex, science, political power, culture, economy and the relation between God and man.
U.S. Communists fret as some progressives shun Hillary
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Not only do the Communists want Hillary to win, they want her to
win big, explaining “mandates are real. This election will be a national referendum on racism,
misogyny, homophobia, xenophobia and Islamophobia. The aim should be a landslide defeat
of Trump and a decisive rejection of hate. The election of Clinton as the first woman president
would make history. A landslide would not end sexism, but it would represent a mighty blow
just as the election of President Obama was a blow against racism. It would advance
democracy. A landslide makes it more likely that GOP congressional and state legislative
majorities can be ousted and an end put to the politics of obstruction. Most people tend to
vote straight ticket.”
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Black Lives Matter Vows to Destroy the “Nuclear Family”
Short whole article
Excerpt: The pledge once again serves as a reminder that the BLM movement – funded by
billionaire white elitist George Soros – is a Marxist front to sabotage western values
Instead of encouraging strong parenting in the black community, which has been ravaged by
the scourge of single parent households and illegitimacy, BLM is telling them that the
traditional nuclear family is a bad thing and that they should relinquish control of their children.
Technology
Latest Guccifer Leak Reveals What Democrats Really Think Of Black Lives Matter
Excerpt from the excerpt: Among the most interesting of the new disclosures is a memo from
Troy Perry with talking points on how candidates and campaign staff should address various
topics related to the Black Lives Matter movement. The memo notes that "presidential
candidates have struggled to respond to tactics of the Black Lives Matter movement"
and refers to the group as a "radical movement to end "anti-black racism." Perry also
warns not to use "trigger" phrases like "all lives matter" or "black on black crime."
FBI: Foreign hackers broke into state election systems
Excerpt from the excerpt: The bulletin reported that the FBI had received information about
separate IP addresses attempting to hack into two different states' Board of Election websites.
The document itself does not disclose which states were affected, although Yahoo News'
Michael Isikoff cited "sources familiar with the document" as saying they are Arizona and
Illinois. Yahoo reported that the Illinois hacking was more serious, forcing officials to shut
down the voter registration system for 10 days in July, while the Arizona intrusion did not
appear to be as successful.
Government
Why Is The DHS Preparing To Take Control Of The US Election?
Excerpt from the excerpt: But you can't just seize control of infrastructure that has been
successfully run at the state level for a couple hundred years...that kind of stuff only happens
in Venezuela and we're better than that. No, you need a catalyst for this kind of blatant
power grab. "Coincidentally", a catalyst just like the FBI's warning a couple of days
ago about "foreign hackers [read Putin] penetrating state election systems." Then,
once you've defined the super villain, all you need is a couple of political cronies to go on a
fear mongering tour to whip the electorate into a frenzy. And wouldn't you know it...Harry Reid
recently did just that by sending a letter to the FBI voicing his "concerns" that the "Russian
government" may be looking to tamper with the upcoming presidential election.
How Obamacare Destroyed The Middle Class In One Chart
Excerpt from the excerpt: So, here's the real math. There are roughly 320mm people in the
United States. 120mm people are covered under Medicare and Medicaid which leaves
200mm to be covered by "private" health insurance plans. In 2016, roughly 11.1mm people
signed up for "private" health insurance through one of the Obamacare federal or state
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exchanges. Of those people, it is estimated that roughly 85%, or ~9.5mm people, received
some level of "need-based" subsidy . News flash Department of Health and Human
Services, 9.5mm people is less than 5% of the 200mm people seeking private health
insurance. The other 95% is America's middle class and they're getting crushed. (with chart)

The Excerpts
Money
One World Currency introduced by The Cartel - Settlement Coin (08/27/16,
Globalintelhub, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: How is it possible, you say - when we haven't heard about it in the news? Let's start
with the 'lead' story on this breaking event:
Big banks buckle down to build better bitcoin — RT Business
UBS, Deutsche Bank, Santander and BNY Mellon have partnered up to create a
new digital currency to facilitate intra-bank settlements, the FT reports. The
cryptocurrency will use blockchain technology underpinning the Bitcoin.
Why is this different than any other Bitcoin startup - there sure have been many. Because
these are the banks that control the global currency market, also known as AKA 'the cartel'
according to court documents.
(Further down)
To clarify, the big banks are working on multiple blockchain projects, as well - most of them
have filed patents for their own crypto currencies, most notably, Citi:
Citi: Bitcoin is an Opportunity for Banks, Not a Threat – CoinDesk
Citibank Is Working On Its Own Digital Currency, Citicoin | TechCrunch
Citi Research released a 56-page report on bitcoin saying that it is not going to
disrupt banks or credit card networks. It says there will be increased transaction
costs for bitcoin to provide increased volume. As for the use of bitcoin in
remittance payments, it says bitcoin’s advantage dissipates when the “last mile”
cost of converting to fiat currency is considered. The report notes the growth of
bitcoin mobile apps in developing countries but sees regulations rising that put them in
question. It claims existing payment systems are generally efficient. The report also
talks about Ripple and Ethereum as well as government-backed digital currencies.
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There is also an extensive summary of bitcoin’s legal status in different countries.
Once implemented, these banks have the means to quickly connect this new cryptocurrency
"Settlement Coin" to their existing global network, as well as adding their own proprietary
currencies such as "CitiCoin."
(Further down)
But here's the real clincher, exposing this as a real One World Currency:
One of those resources is the real-time gross settlement (RTGS) system used by
central banks (it's typically reserved for high-value transactions that need to be settled
instantly), and the other is central bank-issued cash. Using the Utility Settlement Coin
(USC) unveiled today, the five-member consortium that has sprung up around the
project aims to help central banks open-up access to these tools to more customers. If
successful, USC has the potential to create entirely new business models built on
instant settling and easy cash transfers. In interview, Robert Sams, founder of
London-based Clearmatics, said his firm initially worked with UBS to build the network,
and that BNY Mellon, Deutsche Bank, ICAP and Santander are only just the first of
many future members. "Cash is a leg to almost every trade," said Sams, who
previously worked for nine years as a derivatives trader with Sanctum FI, also in
London. "In order to get most of the benefits of a distributed ledger in settlement, there
has to be cash on a distributed ledger rail." How transactions might be processed, and
who will own the nodes, has also not been shared. But what we do know based on a
statement from the company is that Clearmatics described the USC as "a series of
cash assets" for currencies, including US dollars, euros, British pounds and Swiss
francs.
For those who understand that it's monetary policy driving the value of currencies down, not
supply and demand, there's no need to read between the lines - they spell it all out real
simple.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-27/one-world-currency-introduced-cartel-settlement-coin

Global central bankers, stuck at zero, unite in plea for help from governments
(08/28/16, Howard Scheider, Reuters)
Excerpt: JACKSON HOLE, Wyo. (Reuters) - Central bankers in charge of the vast bulk of the
world's economy delved deep into the weeds of money markets and interest rates over a
three-day conference here, and emerged with a common plea to their colleagues in the rest of
government: please help.
Mired in a world of low growth, low inflation and low interest rates, officials from the Federal
Reserve, Bank of Japan and the European Central Bank said their efforts to bolster the
economy through monetary policy may falter unless elected leaders stepped forward with
bold measures. These would range from immigration reform in Japan to structural changes to
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boost productivity and growth in the U.S. and Europe.
Without that, they said, it would be hard to convince markets and households that things will
get better, and encourage the shift in mood many economists feel are needed to improve
economic performance worldwide. During a Saturday session at the symposium, such a
slump in expectations about inflation and about other aspects of the economy was cited as a
central problem complicating central banks' efforts to reach inflation targets and dimming
prospects in Japan and Europe.
ECB executive board member Benoit Coeure said the bank was working hard to prevent
public expectations about inflation from becoming entrenched "on either side" - neither too
high nor too low. But the slow pace of economic reform among European governments, he
said, was damaging the effort.
(Further down)
The concern about expectations is a paradox. The Fed for example fought a difficult battle
with inflation in the 1970s, hiking interest rates to recession-provoking levels and eventually
winning a war of credibility over its ability to rein in price increases.
Some central bankers remain fearful of clipping that cord.
But they also are hunting for ways to jolt the economy out of its doldrums, and a fiscal push is
a possible tool.
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/global-central-bankers-stuck-zero-unite-plea-help-123135496--business.html

Here’s what nobody noticed in the Fed comments last week (09/01/16, Michael Covel,
Trend Following, The Crux)
Excerpt: The World Is Flatlining
Look, there’s no other way to cut it: Central banks are screwed. They’re out of bullets. They
know it. And they also know the rest of the world will catch on soon enough…
They’ve cut interest rates 667 times since Lehman Brothers collapsed in 2008.
They’ve also purchased $25 trillion of financial assets. That’s larger than the gross national
product of the U.S. and Japan, the first and third largest economies in the world, respectively.
And through their sadistic negative interest-rate schemes, there’s now $8 trillion of negativeyielding sovereign debt. That’s 54% of all sovereign debt. And $13 trillion in negative yielding
global bonds. That’s 28% of all bonds.
The markets have been flooded with historic torrents of liquidity to supposedly spur economic
growth. But none of these experiments have prevented the world’s developed economies
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from flatlining…
(Further down)
Central bankers know this. They’re simply trying to extend the credit bubble as long as they
can so it doesn’t burst on their watch. They are politicians after all. They only care about
naked power.
And now that they know their “stimulative” monetary measures could deliver the mother of all
Black Swans at any moment, they’re asking governments around the world for massive fiscal
help to continue their redistributionist policies.
At Jackson Hole, Yellen, Bank of Japan governor Haruhiko Kuroda, and European Central
Bank board member Benoit Coeuré pleaded for “bold” fiscal stimulus from developed
countries to help produce the growth they couldn’t.
Good luck with that. Where is this stimulus money going to come from? Government debt
issuance?
The U.S. is $19 trillion in the hole. The Eurozone is drowning in debt… and has been since
2009. And Japan’s debt is now an obscene 250% of GDP.
Maybe they’ll opt for growth-killing tax hikes to pay for the same “shovel ready” infrastructure
make-work projects that failed miserably for Obama? That won’t fly.
Will they propose massive entitlements cuts that would get every congressman thrown out of
office? Not. Gonna. Happen.
So what then? There is no answer.
Monetary policymakers have no solutions to spur growth. That’s out in the open now. That’s
why they are now “off script” and begging for a fiscal rescue.
And global governments have no fix either. The structural changes that might spur growth,
like lowering personal and corporate taxes and reducing inane regulations, are not any
leader’s agenda.
But perhaps the biggest issue to hinder growth is the complete and utter lack of personal
responsibility we see on a global scale…
The masses have been so convinced that someone will always be there to save them that
entrepreneurial thinking, the real source of growth, is near extinction for most.
So, ladies and gentlemen, we are in the real life Matrix—billions of people hooked to feeding
tubes waiting for someone to turn the lights out at night.
And all this is happening while the major economies that drive global growth get weaker each
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day.
http://thecrux.com/central-banks-hit-the-panic-button/

Jim Rickards: "There Will Be A War On Gold" (08/26/16, Jim Rickards, Sprott Money)
Excerpt: Governments are over-indebted as it is. The Japanese debt to GDP ratio is over
250%. Chinese Corporate, Individual and Government debt to GDP ratio is over 300%. These
are huge numbers.
People pick on Greece but the rest of the world looks a lot like Greece, or is getting there fast.
Deflation increases the real value of debt. If you’re over-indebted to begin with, the last thing
you want is deflation. There are other reasons why governments don’t want deflation, and
they’re determined to stop it.
So you’ve got these two tectonic plates. There’s the natural tectonic plate, the deflation, and
then there’s the policy plate of inflation—which is money printing, currency wars, QE,
operation twist, negative interest rates, and zero interest rates. They’re pushing against each
other. It looks stable from the outside but it’s dynamically unstable. It’s going to snap. The
question is which way it will go.
Central banks could throw up their hands and it could go deeply into deflation. Or, central
banks could pull a few more rabbits out of a hat and it could go into inflation. That kind of
monetary instability is part of the new case for gold as I call it in my book.
So this has been going on for five years, except that the forces keep getting stronger. The
forces of debt, deflation, negative interest rates, deleveraging, are getting stronger. The forces
of money printing, policy, and I think we’ll soon see world money in the form of special
drawing rights or ‘SDRs’. These forces are not only coming together, they’re getting more
powerful and they’re going to snap. When? No one knows but you can say it certainly will
happen. The effect will be dramatic.
(Further down)
People like to criticize gold or paper dollars or bitcoin and they say well, “It’s not backed up by
anything.” The dollar is not backed up by anything or bitcoin is not backed up by anything. I
make the point that all forms of money are backed up by one thing—confidence.
If you and I have confidence that something is money, then its money. If you’re willing to take
it from me in exchange for goods and services, and you’re confident that somebody else will
take it from you, then its money and vice-versa. If I have confidence in what you’re giving me,
and I think I can spend it elsewhere or someone else will take it from me, then its money.
So it doesn’t really matter what form it takes. What does matter is that you have confidence in
it. The point I make is that confidence is based on trust. It’s very fragile and you can’t take it
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for granted.
When confidence or trust is lost, it can be lost very quickly and it’s very difficult to regain. So
money is a much more fragile construct than people realize, because confidence is
psychological.
It really doesn’t have so much to do with how much of it you print (which is an important
economic concept), but rather the real fundamental basis of any form of money is people’s
confidence in it.
One of my concerns is that central bankers take confidence for granted. They think they can
print as much as they want for whatever reason. I think their theories about money printing
are obsolete. But they don’t agree with that. They think there’s some benefit in money printing
but I make the point that they’re ignoring confidence, and taking it for granted.
Someday, sooner than later, they’re going to pass through an invisible ‘confidence boundary’
and then confidence will be lost very quickly. Then you will have your inflation all at once.
(Further down)
JR: Sure. A lot of people have heard the expression “war on cash”. Governments don’t like
cash. It’s hard for them to trace and they associate cash with drug dealers, terrorists and tax
evaders, right?
[Editor’s note: Wish to hear Jim’s full conference presentation, including his comments on the
coming, ‘War On Gold’? It is available here: Sprott Conference MP3 Package]
But there are lots of legitimate reasons to have cash and people who have money in the bank
think they can get cash whenever they want. I make the point that you really can’t. You may
think you can but go down to a bank and ask them to give you $20,000 of cash.
Say you’ve got $50,000 in your bank account. You say, “I would like some cash please. Give
me $20,000.” They might ask you to come back three days later, because they might not have
that much cash.
They will definitely ask the branch manager to come over because the teller won’t be able to
handle the transaction. For $10,000 or more, they will file a report with the government, called
a Currency Transaction Report. But even for amounts significantly less than $10,000—if they
don’t think you’ve got some cash-based business, like a pizza parlor or something, they might
file a Suspicious Activity Report.
My point is that you won’t be treated like an honest American or an honest Canadian or
citizen of the world. You will be treated like a criminal. They will do everything possible to
discourage you.
You will find that you actually can’t get the cash you think you have. Plus there are countries
in the world – Sweden I think is on the leading edge that are going to all digital money. They
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want to get rid of physical money, meaning paper money or coins. Coins aren’t valuable
because they’re not made of silver. They’re made of zinc or copper alloys and so forth.
They want to get rid of all paper and coin money and go to completely digital money. So you
have your debit card, credit card, wire transfers and online transfers and all that, but no actual
paper or coin type money.
(Further down)
In the United States, they had a $500 bill until the late 1960s and then they got rid of it. Now
they have a $100 bill but it’s only worth .20 cents today in terms of the 1960s purchasing
power.
So even the $100 bill is going away not in terms of zeros but in terms of what it’s actually
worth. So there’s a full scale war on cash, but the point I’m making is that it’s already over.
The government won. You may think you can get cash but you can’t.
But you can get gold. There’s nothing stopping you.
(Further down)
So right now you can get gold, not at a fixed price, but at the market price.
I think governments haven’t really caught on. They’ve spent so many decades disparaging
gold, making fun of gold, ridiculing gold holders and sort of ‘running gold off the road’, that I
don’t think they’re alert to the fact that gold is money. And if you make cash go away, you’re
actually going to elevate the value of gold to a lot of people.
So I expect that when governments suddenly wake up one day and say, “Wait a second, all
these people we tried to chase out of paper money, they’re going into gold.”—at that point,
there will be a war on gold.
https://www.sprottmoney.com/blog/jim-rickards-there-will-be-a-war-on-gold.html

Culture
Millennials Love Free Markets, But Don't Understand Them (08/24/16, Brittany Hunter,
Mises Institute)
Excerpt: In a recent Reason-Rupe Survey, 58 percent of Americans ages 18–24 said they
viewed socialism favorably. However, when asked if they favored a free market economy or a
government-managed economy, 64 percent of Millennials said they favored the free market.
How is it possible for Millennials to favor both a socialist government and a capitalist
economy? The answer is simple, Millennials simply do not understand what either of these
words really mean, especially capitalism.
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The word capitalism is generally unpopular on college campuses around the country. In pop
culture, it is rare, though not impossible, to find a story where the capitalist ends up being the
hero. All day long we are bombarded with anti-free market propaganda. Oddly enough, most
of this anti-capitalist rhetoric is available to us through mediums that exist only because of the
free market. For example, every time a young, enthusiastic socialist tweets about the
injustices of capitalism from his or her iPhone, they are living proof that Millennials love the
free market.
If there is one thing the Millennial generation struggles with, it’s patience. We have grown up
in a world where everything has been available to us with the click of the button.
(Further down)
Millennials love quality, one-of-a-kind products. Platforms like Etsy have served the Millennial
generation as a sort of online farmers’ market where strangers from around the world buy and
sell handmade goods from each other.
(Further down)
Millennials are entrepreneurs. We are using technology to our advantage and making the
world run quickly and efficiently.
(Further down)
Millennials love to actively participate in the market process. Active participation is one of the
fundamental principles of the free market.
(Further down)
Millennials love to learn and have more access to the market of ideas than any other
generation that preceded us. Khan academy, YouTube, and Wikipedia offer us a chance to
become experts in almost any field we desire. Millennials are using these free market
mediums to educate themselves in a way that has never been seen before in our world.
(Further down)
Yet, in spite of all of these aspects of the Millennial mindset, Millennials still claim to identify
with socialism. Growing up in a post-cold war era has jaded our perception of what a pure
welfare state really looks like. We have not grown up hearing first-hand accounts of the woes
of socialism in the Cold War era. We are living in a technological world brought to us because
of the free market’s perpetual triumph over socialism. However, we don’t understand history
well enough to realize how fortunate we are to live in a society where the free market is
allowed to flourish. Millennials see large unemployment statistics, a struggling economy, and
high costs of living and attribute it to the very system that gave us our iPhones, Amazon,
Spotify, and Netflix.
The problem at hand is not that too many Millennials are socialists; the problem is that too
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many Millennials don’t understand that in almost every aspect of their lives, they are
capitalists. If Millennials truly want to dedicate themselves to the ideals of socialism, they will
have to surrender their iPhones, their Amazon accounts, their Uber accounts, their craft beer,
the hipster beard accessories, and pretty much every other aspect of their daily lives.
https://mises.org/blog/millennials-love-free-markets-dont-understand-them

7 Out Of 10 Millennials Are "Disengaged" From Meaningful Employment (08/31/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Gallup recently released what it described as the "most robust and comprehensive study of
the millennial generation" combining more that 30 separate studies involving more than 1
million respondents. In summary, the report found Millennials to be disengaged, aloof
and completely incapable of prioritizing their own workload all while requiring constant
pats on the back from management. Well, we could have told you that (and we have on
many occasions) without doing any research at all.
The study, conducted by Brandon Rigoni and Bailey Nelson, found only 29% of millennials
to be "engaged" at work with 60% being open to alternative employment.
The report, How Millennials Want to Work and Live, revealed that only 29% of millennials
are engaged at work, with the remaining 71% either not engaged or actively
disengaged. What's more, six in 10 millennials say they're open to different job
opportunities, and only 50% plan to be with their company one year from now.
This low engagement is troubling, as Gallup's latest meta-analysis shows that business units
in the top quartile of employee engagement are 17% more productive, suffer 70% fewer
safety incidents, experience 41% less absenteeism, have 10% better customer ratings and
are 21% more profitable compared with business units in the bottom quartile.
Apparently millennials are also incapable of prioritizing tasks at work. Only 54% of
millennials felt they knew how to prioritize work responsibilities versus 71% from other
generations.
Regardless of generation, for example, employees need to know what's expected of them in
the workplace. It's extremely stressful for any worker to lack an understanding or awareness
of job responsibilities. In fact, Gallup finds that 72% of millennials who strongly agree that
their manager helps them set performance goals are engaged.
Setting performance goals is one major necessity; of similar importance is knowing
how to prioritize work responsibilities. Employees require job clarity so they have an
understanding of what to do. They also require direction in establishing priorities -- knowing
the order in which tasks should get done.
Prioritizing is a distinct need for millennial employees: Just 54% of millennials strongly
agree that they know how to prioritize responsibilities at work, compared with 71% of
those from older generations.
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And finally, the report found that millennials were much more engaged at work if their
bosses held their hand and provided constant feedback.
In reality, millennials want to be held accountable for their performance. In fact, nearly six in
10 millennials (56%) who report that their manager holds them accountable are
engaged in their work.
To put this in context, if only 29% of millennials are engaged at work, then these findings
suggest that managers can double the likelihood of engaging millennial employees by doing
something many would consider simple and intuitive: holding them accountable. Millennials,
like all employees, seek and desire accountability. When leaders and managers
consistently hold employees accountable, they get the most out of employees' performance
and make them happier and more likely to stay.
And just to add icing to the cake, Gallup points out that while millennials only represent 38%
of the workforce today they should account for roughly 75% by 2025. We assume the 75%
incorporates the many "cheerleading departments" that will have to be added to
corporations around the country.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-31/extensive-study-millennials-workplace-finds-them-be-disengagedaloof-and-incapable-p

Europe: The Substitution of a Population (08/27/16, Giulio Meotti, Gatestone Institute)
Excerpt:
• In one generation, Europe will be unrecognizable.
• Eastern Europe now has "the largest population loss in modern history", while
Germany overtook Japan by having the world's lowest birth rate.
• Europe, as it is aging, no longer renews its generations, and instead welcomes
massive numbers of migrants from the Middle East, Africa and Asia, who are going to
replace the native Europeans, and who are bringing cultures with radically different
values about sex, science, political power, culture, economy and the relation between
God and man.
Deaths that exceed births might sound like science fiction, but they are now Europe's reality. It
just happened. During 2015, 5.1 million babies were born in the EU, while 5.2 million persons
died, meaning that the EU for the first time in modern history recorded a negative natural
change in its population. The numbers come from Eurostat (the statistical office of the
European Union), which since 1961 has been counting Europe's population. It is official.
There is, however, another surprising number: the European population increased overall
from 508.3 million to 510.1 million. Have you guessed why? The immigrant population
increased, by about two million in one year, while the native European population was
shrinking. It is the substitution of a population. Europe has lost the will to maintain or grow its
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population. The situation is as demographically as seismic as during the Great Plague of the
14th Century.
(Further down)
Some businesses are no longer even interested in European markets. Kimberly-Clark, which
makes Huggies diapers, has pulled out of most of Europe. The market is simply not costeffective. Meanwhile, Procter & Gamble, which produces Pampers diapers, has been
investing in the business of the future: diapers for old people.
(Further down)
As Lord Sacks recently said, "falling birth rates could spell the end of the West". Europe, as it
is aging, no longer renews its generations, and instead welcomes massive numbers of
migrants from the Middle East, Africa and Asia, who are going to replace the native
Europeans, and who are bringing cultures with radically different values about sex, science,
political power, culture, economy and the relation between God and man.
Liberals and secularists tend to dismiss the importance of demographic and cultural issues.
That is why the most important warnings come from some Christian leaders. The first to
denounce this dramatic trend was a great Italian missionary, Father Piero Gheddo, who
explained that, due to falling birth rates and religious apathy, "Islam would sooner rather than
later conquer the majority in Europe". He was followed by others, such as Lebanese Cardinal
Bechara Rai, who leads the Eastern Catholics aligned with the Vatican. Rai warned that
"Islam will conquer Europe by faith and birth rate". A similar warning just came from yet
another cardinal, Raymond Leo Burke.
(Further down)
Demographic suicide is not only experienced; it appears to be wanted. The xenophile
European bourgeoisie, which today controls politics and the media, seem imbued with a
snobbish and masochistic racism. They have turned against the values of their own JudeoChristian culture and combined it with a hallucinatory, romanticized view of the values of other
cultures. The sad paradox is that Europeans are now importing young people in large
numbers from the Middle East to compensate for their lifestyle choices.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8761/europe-population-substitution

U.S. Communists fret as some progressives shun Hillary (08/28/16, WND)
'They deeply despise her ties to Wall Street and call her a warmonger and a liar'
Excerpt: How deep and wide is the Communist Party USA’s support for Hillary Clinton?
It’s unambiguous. It’s 100 percent. And it’s uncompromising.
A new editorial on the party’s home page calls any thoughts about voting for the Green Party
presidential candidate Jill Stein or not voting for the top of the Democratic ticket “a flawed
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strategy.”
The CPUSA, birthed by Josef Stalin’s pocketbooks and sustained through the fall of the
Soviet Union by KGB subsidies, is all in for Hillary.
The party is also excited about America’s corporate press jumping on the bandwagon with
support for its candidate.
(Further down)
Not only do the Communists want Hillary to win, they want her to win big, explaining
“mandates are real. This election will be a national referendum on racism, misogyny,
homophobia, xenophobia and Islamophobia. The aim should be a landslide defeat of Trump
and a decisive rejection of hate. The election of Clinton as the first woman president would
make history. A landslide would not end sexism, but it would represent a mighty blow just as
the election of President Obama was a blow against racism. It would advance democracy. A
landslide makes it more likely that GOP congressional and state legislative majorities can be
ousted and an end put to the politics of obstruction. Most people tend to vote straight ticket.”
“A landslide will give added weight to the progressive platform adopted at the Democratic
Convention and give encouragement to appoint progressive Supreme Court justices,” the
editorial continues. “It would be added pressure against backsliding on opposition to TPP and
other trade deals. It will put public opinion and the movements in a better position to pressure
against Clinton’s tendency toward military adventurism and policies of regime change.”
(Further down)
Joseph Farah, the founder of WND.com and a former revolutionary communist himself in his
youth, said the CPUSA’s coverage was so effusive in its enthusiasm it put MSNBC to shame.
“Back in the day when Stalinists Gus Hall and Angela Davis were regularly nominated by the
party as presidential and vice presidential candidates every four years, the U.S. Communists
actually had beefs with the Democrats,” he said. “But, in recent years, the party ceased those
efforts in favor of a united front with the Democrats, with whom they have very few
differences, if any.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/communists-fret-as-some-progressives-shun-hillary/?cat_orig=politics

Black Lives Matter Vows to Destroy the “Nuclear Family” (08/29/16, Paul Joseph Watson,
INFOWARS)
In favor of communitarian 'collective care'
The official ‘Black Lives Matter’ website vows to destroy the nuclear family and replace
it with communitarian-style collective parenting.
“We are committed to disrupting the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure requirement
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by supporting each other as extended families and “villages” that collectively care for one
another, and especially “our” children to the degree that mothers, parents and children are
comfortable,” states BlackLivesMatter.com on its “guiding principles” page.
The notion of collective communities being responsible for children and not parents is an idea
that has been pushed by the leftist establishment before, most notably during a piece for
MSNBC by Melissa Harris-Perry in which she said the notion that kids belonging to their
parents was outdated.
The pledge once again serves as a reminder that the BLM movement – funded by billionaire
white elitist George Soros – is a Marxist front to sabotage western values
Instead of encouraging strong parenting in the black community, which has been ravaged by
the scourge of single parent households and illegitimacy, BLM is telling them that the
traditional nuclear family is a bad thing and that they should relinquish control of their children.
Diminishing the power held by parents to bring up their own children as they see fit also plays
into attempts by the federal government to eviscerate parental rights.
As we reported earlier this year, the feds are seeking to create a new bureaucracy that would
intervene in family life and could even see state-appointed monitors conduct routine home
visits to assess a child’s well-being.
The U.S. Department of Education and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) outlined a plan that will see families treated as “equal partners” in the raising of
children, opening the door for government intrusion at all levels.
http://www.infowars.com/black-lives-matter-vows-to-destroy-the-nuclear-family/

Technology
Latest Guccifer Leak Reveals What Democrats Really Think Of Black Lives Matter
(08/31/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: The hacker known as "Guccifer 2.0" recently uploaded new material to his website
which he claims to have received courtesy of Nancy Pelosi's PC. The new release includes
several internal memos from DCCC staff as well as talking points on various topics.
Among the most interesting of the new disclosures is a memo from Troy Perry with talking
points on how candidates and campaign staff should address various topics related to the
Black Lives Matter movement. The memo notes that "presidential candidates have
struggled to respond to tactics of the Black Lives Matter movement" and refers to the
group as a "radical movement to end "anti-black racism." Perry also warns not to use
"trigger" phrases like "all lives matter" or "black on black crime."
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The memo goes on to offer the following "Background" and "Tactics" for "best practices" when
dealing with Black Lives Matters members:
“This document should not be emailed or handed to anyone outside of the
building. Please only give campaign staff these best practices in meetings or over the
phone.”
"Be a Partner & Lead From Behind. BLM needs partners to achieve their agenda
and they want to be a part of the conversation."
“However, BLM activists don’t want their movement co-opted by the Democrat
Party. They are leary of politicians who hijack their message to win campaigns.”
“Do not say ‘all lives matter’ nor mention ‘black on black crime’. Such phrases
are “viewed as red herring attacks,” and such a response “will garner additional
media scrutiny and only anger BLM activists.” noting that “This is the worst
response.”
According to RT News, Perry no longer works for the DCCC and is now a member of the
Hillary campaign.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-31/new-pelosi-leak-dc-staffer-calls-blm-radical-movement-warnsstaffers-not-say-all-liv

FBI: Foreign hackers broke into state election systems (08/29/16, Nick Gass, Politico)
Excerpt: The bulletin reported that the FBI had received information about separate IP
addresses attempting to hack into two different states' Board of Election websites. The
document itself does not disclose which states were affected, although Yahoo News' Michael
Isikoff cited "sources familiar with the document" as saying they are Arizona and Illinois.
Yahoo reported that the Illinois hacking was more serious, forcing officials to shut down the
voter registration system for 10 days in July, while the Arizona intrusion did not appear to be
as successful.
(Further down)
The news comes amid increased concerns about the potential for cyberintrusion into the
general election, as well as Republican nominee Donald Trump's warning that the process
could be "rigged" against him. Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson briefed state
officials earlier this month, offering federal resources to help state officials scan their systems
for vulnerabilities.
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/08/state-election-systems-hacked-227500
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Government
Why Is The DHS Preparing To Take Control Of The US Election? (08/31/16, Tyler Durden,
Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: What do you do when you're the dictatorial leader of an oppressive government
regime looking to maintain power while simultaneously preserving the facade of free and
open elections? Well, if you're the Obama administration then you look for avenues to
nationalize state-run election infrastructure.
But you can't just seize control of infrastructure that has been successfully run at the state
level for a couple hundred years...that kind of stuff only happens in Venezuela and we're
better than that. No, you need a catalyst for this kind of blatant power grab.
"Coincidentally", a catalyst just like the FBI's warning a couple of days ago about
"foreign hackers [read Putin] penetrating state election systems." Then, once you've
defined the super villain, all you need is a couple of political cronies to go on a fear mongering
tour to whip the electorate into a frenzy. And wouldn't you know it...Harry Reid recently did
just that by sending a letter to the FBI voicing his "concerns" that the "Russian government"
may be looking to tamper with the upcoming presidential election. Per the New York Times,
Harry Reid's letter to the FBI included the following:
"I have recently become concerned that the threat of the Russian government
tampering in our presidential election is more extensive than widely known and may
include the intent to falsify official election results."
The combination of all these things might be just enough to scare the American
electorate into forfeiting another chunk of their individual sovereignty to the elite
political class in Washington DC while plunging us one step closer to the inevitable
end game of "fundamentally transforming" our constitutional democracy into a police
state.
(Further down)
As an added little benefit, seizing control of state election infrastructure makes it so much
easier to move toward the ultimate end game of standardized federal voting laws. Fighting
intense legal battles in multiple states on voter ID laws and the rights of convicted felons to
vote is just too tedious and the costs of expensive lawyers keeps adding up for Soros (see
"Soros Emerges As Mastermind Behind Plan To "Enlarge Electorate By At Least 10 Million
Voters").
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-31/obama-planning-seize-control-state-election-infrastructure
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How Obamacare Destroyed The Middle Class In One Chart (08/27/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: No matter the reason, one narrative we've found particularly misleading this week
comes to us courtesy of Marjorie Connolly, of the Department of Health and Human Services,
who has the brutally difficult job of defending the "success" of Obamacare as it literally on the
verge of collapse from soaring premiums and declining insurer participation. While we
certainly don't envy the position of Connolly, we do find some of her comments to the press
"slightly" misinformed.
(Further down)
So, here's the real math. There are roughly 320mm people in the United States. 120mm
people are covered under Medicare and Medicaid which leaves 200mm to be covered by
"private" health insurance plans. In 2016, roughly 11.1mm people signed up for "private"
health insurance through one of the Obamacare federal or state exchanges. Of those people,
it is estimated that roughly 85%, or ~9.5mm people, received some level of "need-based"
subsidy . News flash Department of Health and Human Services, 9.5mm people is less
than 5% of the 200mm people seeking private health insurance. The other 95% is
America's middle class and they're getting crushed.
(Further down)
So here in one simple chart is why President Obama's Affordable Care Tax is crushing
the middle-class more than any other social strata...
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So, for those wondering why the "recovery" from the "great recession" has been so
muted perhaps you need to look no further than the massive healthcare tax imposed
on the middle class by Obamacare.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-26/obamacare-crushing-middle-class
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UPDATE SEPTEMBER 12, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is September 12, 2016
An interesting situation is occurring. The financial advisers have become quiet.
As I've been watching, it seems to have happened at the beginning of August when Jim
Rickards announced that as of September 30, the IMF would be injecting 7 TRILLION SDRs
(IMF bucks) into the global monetary system, and has explained their purpose for doing so.
Since the beginning of August the financial advice/information flow has pretty much died. It
seems like everyone is holding their breath waiting to see what happens.
If you've missed the past Updates of what Jim Rickards has been saying, see these Updates:
09/02/14; 08/02/16 in the opening; 08/10/16 and 09/06/16 at the Freedom Driven Life website.
The articles in this Update speak for themselves.
Hey, you are my family and my friends. I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Money
Wal-Mart To Fire 7,000
Excerpt from the excerpt: In an ironic twist, WSJ notes that the back office cuts to Wal-Mart’s
4,600 U.S. stores is a sign that retail workers face big changes as their employers spend
heavily to compete with Amazon.com Inc. and grab foot traffic from other chains. What is
ironic is that at least according to the BLS' Arima X 13 seasonally adjusting and goalseeking
model, retailers remain one the nation's most aggressively hiring sectors in recent years. (with
chart)
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Supply-Chain Contagion Arrives - "Global Trade" Roiled, Cargo-Owners Panic In Wake
Of Hanjin Bankruptcy
Excerpt from the excerpt: "This will have an impact on the entire industry," said Cho
Kyung-kyu, a director at the Freight Forwarders association. Judging by the panicked
response by cargo owners, the impact has already arrived, now the only questions are i) how
to quantify it, and ii) how long until corporations and economists use the supply-chain logjam
as a scapegoat to justify the "unexpected" swoon in Q3 economic and profitability metrics.
"It Was Fun While It Lasted" - Credit Manager 'Sales' Index Crashes To 7-Year Lows
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The sales collapse is consistent with what has been
appearing in the Purchasing Managers’ Index and other statistics, so it is unlikely to be
an anomaly, not good timing as far as the retail community is concerned,” explained
Kuehl. (with chart)
Sports Authority is selling 25M customer emails. Here’s what consumers need to know
to protect their data
Excerpt from the excerpt: First, here is your need-to-know. The transfer is happening right
now. You should look for an email from Sports Authority explaining the terms and how to optout. Go to SAPrivacyTransferNotice.com and opt out there if you wish.
The Transformation Of Wall Street In Just Two Photos: The UBS Trading Floor In 2008
And 2016
Whole short article. Two pictures worth a thousand words.
Excerpt: Back in its heyday, the trading floor in UBS' Stamford office, once the largest in the
world and big enough to hold 23 basketball courts, was a symbol of everything that went right
on Wall Street. Packed with traders, it was a non-stop cacophony of screaming, constant
motion and furious energy - to an outsider sheer chaos, which somehow ended up generating
millions in profits for the bank every day. Some time around 2008, just before the financial
crisis hit, it looked like this.
Why You Should Be Paying Attention to America’s Quiet War on Cash
Excerpt from the excerpt: The ability to track, record, and mediate transactions of all
individuals is a power dictators throughout history could have only dreamed of. Those who
value privacy are turning to alternatives like cash, cryptocurrencies, and precious metals, but
these directly threaten central bank dominance. This ongoing tug-of-war in financial
innovation will determine whether we enter an age of individual empowerment or centralized
enslavement.
Government
2021: The United Shariah States of America
Excerpt from the excerpt: The Jordanian journalist Fouad Hussein warned us. Spelled it all
out, albeit it in Arabic, for us all to read. Told us all that this was the plan. Back in 2005 he
penned the warning shot in his book “Al-Zarqawi: The Second Generation of Al Qaeda.”
What exactly did he warn about?
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That damn 20-year plan.
Obama Nominates Possible First Muslim-American Judge to Federal Court
Excerpt from the excerpt: "I am confident he will serve the American people with integrity and
a steadfast commitment to justice," Obama said.
Muslim-American organizations hailed the historic announcement.
Obama's '1st Muslim judge' has ties to Saudi regime
Excerpt from the excerpt: “If they are a practicing Muslim and not just a cultural Muslim, that is
not your harmless neighbor.”
While all Islamists are not terrorists, they do believe in Shariah as being superior to any
Western form of law.
Obama Granted Iran "Secret" Nuclear Deal Exemptions, Despite Claiming Otherwise
Excerpt from the excerpt: What was the significance of the secret loopholes? As Reuters
reports it meant that as a result of the process, it would make it impossible to know just how
much weapons-grade uranium Iran could yield, arguably the biggest sticking point of the
entire agreement.
Culture
9/11 conspiracy gets support from physicists' study
This article was not written to point blame at anyone other than Al Quaida. Al Quaida did it.
I have included the article because the researchers show by their conclusions that the
preparation and setup was much bigger, took much longer and was much more complex than
probably most of us are aware; including setting up explosives in the World Trade Center
buildings prior to 9/11 that would be detonated when the planes hit the buildings, either by the
impact or remotely having nothing to do with the planes.
If the physicists are correct, and it looks like they are, then the whole event just became more
horrifying than was thought. Their conclusions suggest the planes were actually used simply
to divert attention from the larger preparations already within the buildings that nobody knew
about, that may have taken months or years to put into place.
Excerpt from the excerpt: For 15 years, there’s been a small band of investigators who have
questioned the idea that the Twin Towers in New York City collapsed because of the intense
heat and fires raging following two terrorist-directed plane crashes.
But they have largely been dismissed as crazy conspiracy theorists.
Now, however, Europhysics Magazine, the respected publication of the European physics
community, has published a report by four experts who say “the evidence points
overwhelmingly to the conclusion that all three buildings were destroyed by controlled
demolition.”
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Poll Finds Black Lives Matter Misreads African-Americans’ Attitudes Toward Police
Excerpt from the excerpt: The Aug. 31 Marquette University Law School poll found that while
there were differences in how whites and non-whites view police, majorities in both
demographic groups support law enforcement.
Poll: African-Americans agree with Trump
Excerpt from the excerpt: And when it comes to America First, Donald Trump’s signature
slogan, the results are clear: 69 percent of African-Americans (and 66 percent of Hispanics)
agree that “Our economic and trade policies should always put American needs and American
jobs first, before the needs of other countries or big corporations.”
Child, 4, world's youngest-ever 'sex change' patient
Excerpt from the excerpt: Australian officials have confirmed that a 4-year-old child is going
through a sex-change procedure despite the warning last month by the American College of
Pediatrics that even treatments, much less surgical intervention, can cause sterility and are
based on “unscientific gender ideology” that violate “the long-standing ethical principle of ‘First
do no harm.'”
The Australian case was profiled by Yahoo7 News, which said the child is the “youngest on
Australian record to change their gender.”
Tampons coming to men's rooms at Brown University
Excerpt from the excerpt: By putting menstrual products in women’s, men’s, and
gender-inclusive bathrooms, Nguyen aims to “set a tone of trans-inclusivity, and not
forget that they’re an important part of the population,” but is under no illusions that
the effort will be universally popular.

The Excerpts
Money
Wal-Mart To Fire 7,000 (09/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: WSJ reports that the country’s largest private employer is eliminating about 7,000
U.S. store accounting and invoicing positions over the next several months, jobs mostly held
by long-term employees, often some of the highest paid hourly workers in stores. The retailer
wants those employees working with shoppers, not in backrooms, say company executives.
Centralizing or automating much of those tasks is more efficient, they say.
(Further down)
In an ironic twist, WSJ notes that the back office cuts to Wal-Mart’s 4,600 U.S. stores is a sign
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that retail workers face big changes as their employers spend heavily to compete with
Amazon.com Inc. and grab foot traffic from other chains. What is ironic is that at least
according to the BLS' Arima X 13 seasonally adjusting and goalseeking model, retailers
remain one the nation's most aggressively hiring sectors in recent years.

The positions Wal-Mart is eliminating manage an individual store’s daily cash flow or process
claims from manufacturers delivering goods directly to stores, among other tasks. Starting
early next year, much of that work will be handled by a central office or new money-counting
“cash recycler” machines in stores. Wal-Mart tested the change in about 500 stores earlier
this year.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-01/wal-mart-fire-7000

Supply-Chain Contagion Arrives - "Global Trade" Roiled, Cargo-Owners Panic In Wake
Of Hanjin Bankruptcy (09/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: When we reported on the stunning collapse of South Korea's Hanjin Shipping, the
country's largest shipping firm and the world's seventh-biggest container carrier, which earlier
today was granted court receivership after losing the support of its banks, we speculated that
"the global implications from the bankruptcy are unknown: if, as expected, the company's
ships remain "frozen" and inaccessible for weeks if not months, the impact on global supply
chains will be devastating, potentially resulting in a cascading waterfall effect, whose impact
on global economies could be severe as a result of the worldwide logistics chaos."
(Further down)
Seeking to contain the fallout, a South Korean court said it would soon begin proceedings to
rehabilitate the carrier - which would allow Hanjin to take legal action in other countries to
keep its ships and other assets from being seized. So far it appears to have failed, as reports
of "frozen", and stranded container carriers emerge by the hour. Furthermore the task is moot:
the court's move to rehabilitate the world's seventh-largest container shipper is seen as
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mainly procedural, and an eventual liquidation of assets is most likely.
(Further down)
However, a lengthy period of time will pass before the Hanjin void is filled. In the meantime,
freight rates routes where Hanjin operates have surged. The cost of shipping a 40-foot
container on the Busan-Los Angeles route has jumped about 55 percent, from $1,100
to around $1,700, according to South Korea-based freight forwarder Pantos Logistics.
Rates between South Korea and the U.S. east coast via Panama have risen about 50
percent to $2,400, it added.
The most direct impact of this price surge will be borne by South Korean exporters: state-run
think tank Korea Maritime Institute estimated that shipping rates on Busan to U.S. routes
would rise 27% and Busan to Europe routes would rise 47% in the near term, causing Korean
exporters additional shipping costs of about 440.7 billion won per year.
(Further down)
Finally, putting the bankruptcy in context, according to Alphaliner, Hanjin accounts for 7% of
Far East-North America container trade, or, in dollar terms, hundreds of billions of
dollars. According to its website, Hanjin served 60 routes in 35 countries, connecting more
than 90 major ports and 6,000 destinations around the globe.
(Further down)
"This will have an impact on the entire industry," said Cho Kyung-kyu, a director at the
Freight Forwarders association. Judging by the panicked response by cargo owners, the
impact has already arrived, now the only questions are i) how to quantify it, and ii) how long
until corporations and economists use the supply-chain logjam as a scapegoat to justify the
"unexpected" swoon in Q3 economic and profitability metrics.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-01/supply-chain-contagion-arrives-hanjin-bankruptcy-roils-globaltrade-freezes-ships-ra

"It Was Fun While It Lasted" - Credit Manager 'Sales' Index Crashes To 7-Year Lows
(09/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: “Overall, it was fun while it lasted - the trends had been up and now they aren’t,”
warns National Asscociation of Credit Managers' economist Chris Kuehl.
This sentiment comes as NACM's Credit Manager Index plummetes to its lowest since
2009...
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The score reflects the deterioration in the combined favorable categories reading (56.4). In
July, it was as high as it was in March (60.0). The categories in the favorable sector were
lower than they had been last month, and some by quite a lot. The index of combined
unfavorable factors also dropped (49.2 to 49.1), but not as dramatically. “The best that can
be said about the decline is that it was bad and hasn’t gotten much worse,” Kuehl
added.
(Further down)
“The sales collapse is consistent with what has been appearing in the Purchasing
Managers’ Index and other statistics, so it is unlikely to be an anomaly, not good timing
as far as the retail community is concerned,” explained Kuehl.
(Further down)
We leave to Kuehl to sum up: “the most vexing part of the change is that it is happening at
the start of the season that many in the economy count on for growth.”
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-31/it-was-fun-while-it-lasted-credit-manager-sales-index-crashes-7year-lows

Sports Authority is selling 25M customer emails. Here’s what consumers need to know
to protect their data (08/30/16, Bob Sullivan, Geek Wire)
Excerpt: Another day, another reminder that companies don’t really have to abide by promises
to not share your personal information. They have a big “but” in their contracts.
(Further down)
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This week, millions of Sports Authority customers began receiving notices that their e-mail
addresses and other data were about to be transferred to competitor Dick’s Sporting Goods.
The transfer is legal because Sports Authority declared bankruptcy and sold off its spare parts
this summer. Dick’s, smartly and legally, bought the customer information. According to the
L.A. Times, a treasure trove of 25 million e-mails and some other data cost Dick’s $15
million. So you might not think your data is valuable, but someone sure does.
First, here is your need-to-know. The transfer is happening right now. You should look for an
email from Sports Authority explaining the terms and how to opt-out. Go to
SAPrivacyTransferNotice.com and opt out there if you wish.
(Update: Looks like you’ll need a code from the email, which is an unnecessary and
consumer-unfriendly hurdle)
Again, Dick’s is within its rights to do this. And, thanks to the fine print, so is Sports Authority.
On its website, the firm had included the language, “We may transfer your personal
information in the event of a corporate sale, merger, acquisition, dissolution or similar event.”
(Further down)
When Facebook announced it would acquire WhatsApp in 2014 for an astonishing $19 billion,
the social media giant promised nervous users it would not suck out their data. Then last
week, WhatsApp announced it would, in fact, share phone numbers with Facebook. European
regulators are looking into the announcement, and privacy groups have asked the FTC to do
the same here in the U.S.
Again, users can opt out, but the process is a bit convoluted. (Click here for an explanation).
What does all this really mean? As privacy researcher Alessandro Acquisti from Carnegie
Mellon remarks often, it’s much easier to surrender your privacy than to get it back. The
nudges to share information are strong; the fight to protect it or recall it is nearly impossible.
So know this: Every time a company asks for your data and tells you it won’t be shared, just
assume that’s a lie. Almost certainly, it will be shared or sold or auctioned off some day. If you
are fine with that, go ahead and reveal. But do so with your eyes wide open.
http://www.geekwire.com/2016/sports-authority-selling-25m-customer-emails-heres-consumers-need-knowprotect-data/?utm_source=feedly&utm_medium=webfeeds

The Transformation Of Wall Street In Just Two Photos: The UBS Trading Floor In 2008
And 2016 (09/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Back in its heyday, the trading floor in UBS' Stamford office, once the largest in the world and
big enough to hold 23 basketball courts, was a symbol of everything that went right on Wall
Street. Packed with traders, it was a non-stop cacophony of screaming, constant motion and
furious energy - to an outsider sheer chaos, which somehow ended up generating millions in
profits for the bank every day. Some time around 2008, just before the financial crisis hit, it
looked like this.
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Fast forward 8 years later, when all that's left of the UBS trading floor, and the legacy of that
version of Wall Street, is this.

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-01/transformation-wall-street-just-two-photos-ubs-trading-floor-2008and-2016
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Why You Should Be Paying Attention to America’s Quiet War on Cash (09/06/16, Shaun
Bradley, Anti-Media)
Excerpt: Government campaigns of intimidation — like the wars on drugs, terror, and poverty
— have been used to extort the public for decades. Despite the previous failures of
institutional “wars,” a new war on cash is being waged that threatens freedom in a more
subversive way than ever before.
Banks and governments around the world are cracking down on the use of paper money, and
in turn, eliminating any anonymity left in the current system. Through strict rules on cash
transactions and civil asset forfeiture laws, for example, the system has already instituted
penalties for using cash. But as payments evolve into a purely digital network, the
consequences of this new paradigm are being brought into the spotlight.
The ability to track, record, and mediate transactions of all individuals is a power dictators
throughout history could have only dreamed of. Those who value privacy are turning to
alternatives like cash, cryptocurrencies, and precious metals, but these directly threaten
central bank dominance. This ongoing tug-of-war in financial innovation will determine
whether we enter an age of individual empowerment or centralized enslavement.
(Further down)
The government’s crusade to restrict financial freedom is just beginning; as always, fear and
propaganda will be used to condition the masses into submission. The personal responsibility
needed to protect yourself from the inevitable changes in the system can be overwhelming,
but without taking the proper steps, the current ruling class will make the decisions for you.
A cashless society is sold as a way to protect your identity, prevent crime, and create a safer
world, but there is always a tradeoff. The only cashless model that can succeed is a
decentralized one that can sustain itself without bailouts or manipulation. Banks and
governments aren’t motivated by some noble vision for society; like all humans, self-interest is
paramount. If their power monopoly is threatened by cash, free speech, drugs, or anything
else, that threat will be demonized and attacked with no mercy. Although this technology
based future has many unknowns, hopefully, the path we choose will create opportunities for
entrepreneurs to make real progress against this financial oligarchy.
http://theantimedia.org/americas-cash-war/

Government
2021: The United Shariah States of America (09/02/16, Andrew Thorp King, WND)
Exclusive: Andrew Thorp King looks ahead to when caliphate is 'world's lone superpower'
Excerpt: A note from the year 2021:
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The Jordanian journalist Fouad Hussein warned us. Spelled it all out, albeit it in Arabic, for us
all to read. Told us all that this was the plan. Back in 2005 he penned the warning shot in his
book “Al-Zarqawi: The Second Generation of Al Qaeda.”
What exactly did he warn about?
That damn 20-year plan
(Further down)
The 20-year plan has unfolded with terrifying precision in accordance with its blueprint.
Phase 1 (2000-2003): Poke, irritate and provoke the West. USS Cole. 9/11. DONE.
Phase 2 (2003-2006): Normalize apocalyptic Islamism throughout the Muslim world.
Establish Iraq as a centerpiece of operations for jihad. Create an army there. Establish
contingent bases firmly placed in other Arabic states. DONE.
Phase 3 (2007-2010): Expand the fight and target those with secular governments averse to
Islamism. Hyper-focus on Syria. But also Jordan, Turkey and, of course, Israel, the little
Satan. DONE.
Phase 4 (2010-2013): Dismantle the infidel regimes of the Middle East through popular
revolts and revolution. Stoke the flames of insurgencies. The Arab Spring. Egypt, Bahrain,
Syria, Libya, Yemen. Continue cyber-attacks on the U.S. Intensify the cyber propaganda
campaigns.DONE.
Phase 5 (2013-2016): Formally declare an established caliphate. The one that the Western
media mocked any commentator for warning about. Exploit the weak Western will and recreate the first caliphate in nine decades. This is the first step in creating the Islamic New
World Order in which a clear divide exists between a united Muslim community of believers
(dar al-Islam) and the unbelievers (dar al-harb), or house of war. ISIS, ISIL, IS. Whatever the
iteration, it has now been placed firmly on the to-done list. DONE.
Phase 6 (2016-2019): Move toward total confrontation. Use the caliphate as a catalyst for a
focused instigation of the West. Through continued attacks, force the West to muster their last
long-drawn effort to attempt to confront the inevitable growth of the caliphate. Orlando. Paris.
Brussels. Nice. DONE.
Phase 7 (2020): Push through into definitive victory. The caliphate crosses the line into victory
over the West. The West’s effort to use supreme technology to defeat the caliphate is
impotent as the nimbleness of jihad proved to be more of an asset than the West’s supreme
technological power. The caliphate attracts more followers exponentially, leaving it as the
world’s lone remaining superpower with the strength of 1.5 billion Muslims. Borderless and
asymmetrical as hell. DONE.
(Further down)
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Instead, I sit and wonder what would have happened if we got wise to their 20-year plan back
in 2016. Back when it was already clear they were right on track with the first five phases. Or
if we paid more attention to the implications of the poll taken of Muslims living in the U.S. back
in 2015 that showed that 51 percent embraced Shariah over the U.S. Constitution. Could we
have hedged the remaining two phases if we knew better? I doubt it. But only God knows.
God knows the West did very little to push back the creeping of this now dominant, ubiquitous
Shariah. The civilization jihadists pushed for their own sub-legal system in Texas, just like in
Londonistan. And we eventually gave in. No political will. Only political correctness.
We essentially rolled over as the Muslim Brotherhood methodically infiltrated our power
structures and government entities for years with an underlying intent to wage civilization
jihad on us in a slow, deliberate, calculated fashion. The Western frog lying cluelessly in the
hot boiling water of increasing Islamism.
(Further down)
I never saw this coming. The West never saw this coming. The stinging memory of Nazism
did nothing to help us perceive this new, similar threat. A threat directly connected to and
inspired by the ideology and strategies of Nazism. But it was all right there. All in the plan.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/2021-the-united-shariah-states-of-america/

Obama Nominates Possible First Muslim-American Judge to Federal Court (09/07/16,
Chris Fuchs, NBC NEWS)
Excerpt: Muslim-American groups are applauding President Barack Obama's nomination of a
Washington lawyer to serve in U.S. District Court — a move that could make him the first ever
Muslim-American federal judge, according to advocates.
If confirmed, Abid Riaz Qureshi would sit on the District of Columbia's federal bench, the
White House announced Tuesday. Qureshi, who graduated Harvard Law School in 1997, is a
partner in the D.C. office of Latham & Watkins LLP, specializing in healthcare fraud, securities
violations, and cases involving the False Claims Act, according to a White House statement.
(Further down)
"I am confident he will serve the American people with integrity and a steadfast commitment
to justice," Obama said.
Muslim-American organizations hailed the historic announcement.
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/obama-nominates-possible-first-muslim-american-judge-federalcourt-n643831
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Obama's '1st Muslim judge' has ties to Saudi regime (09/08/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Defended Islamists who run Shariah-compliant U.S. school
Excerpt: President Obama has appointed the first Muslim federal judge, a Pakistani immigrant
who has practiced law in the United States for 10 years and was educated at American
universities, but it’s his ties to Islamists, including those in the Saudi Arabian government, that
could prove troubling for senators being asked to approve his nomination.
(Further down)
His pro bono clients have included prisoners, foreign-educated physical therapists and the
National Organization of Concerned Black Men, according to the National Law Journal.
Most troubling for those concerned that Qureshi’s allegiance to Islamic law may influence his
view of the U.S. Constitution is his work representing a private school with ties to the hard-line
Saudi Arabian government in a case before the National Labor Relations Board.
Abid Qureshi and his team represented the Islamic Saudi Academy, a K-12 private school
with the backing of the Saudi government. “The school is on a mission of providing education
‘rooted in the Islamic faith’ to young people of Saudi Arabia residing in the U.S., especially
children of government officials and Saudi diplomats,” according to National Law Journal.
(Further down)
In another case, Qureshi represented two Muslim filmmakers in their quest to advertise a proIslam documentary called “The Muslims Are Coming!” in the New York public-transit system.
The purpose of the film is to “combat Islamophobia” and counter the anti-Shariah ads that had
previously been posted in the New York subway system by anti-Shariah activist Pamela
Geller.
(Further down)
Daniel Akbari, a certified Shariah lawyer and Islamic expert for the Supreme Court of Iran who
defected to America and now lives in Texas as a Christian, said the U.S. media has watered
down the term “Muslim” to include anyone from the Middle East who is not a Christian, a Jew
or any other religion.
Muslims come in several forms, including cultural “Muslims” who are basically atheist or
agnostic and do not practice their faith.
But an “Islamist” is anyone who “practices Islam,” Akbari said, and follows the teachings of
Muhammad.
(Further down)
“If they are a practicing Muslim and not just a cultural Muslim, that is not your harmless
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neighbor.”
While all Islamists are not terrorists, they do believe in Shariah as being superior to any
Western form of law.
(Further down)
“So we don’t know if Mr. Qureshi is an Islamist or just a Muslim. But since I’m seeing on
Twitter that CAIR and ISNA and all those activists for Shariah are supporting him, I’m
suspicious he is an Islamist.”
“CAIR and ISNA supporting this person is just super suspicious and gives some credibility to
the idea that he is an Islamist.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/obamas-1st-muslim-judge-has-ties-to-saudi-regime/

Obama Granted Iran "Secret" Nuclear Deal Exemptions, Despite Claiming Otherwise
(09/01/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: The report is to be published on Thursday by the Washington-based Institute for
Science and International Security, said the think tank’s president David Albright, a former
U.N. weapons inspector and co-author of the report. It is based on information provided by
several officials of governments involved in the negotiations, who Albright declined to identify.
"The exemptions or loopholes are happening in secret, and it appears that they favor
Iran," Albright said.
Among the exemptions were two that allowed Iran to exceed the deal's limits on how much
low-enriched uranium (LEU) it can keep in its nuclear facilities, the report said. LEU can be
purified into highly enriched, weapons-grade uranium. The exemptions, the report said, were
approved by the joint commission the deal created to oversee implementation of the accord.
The commission is comprised of the United States and its negotiating partners -- called the
P5+1 -- and Iran. One reason for the exemptions is that, according to one senior
"knowledgeable" official, if the joint commission had not acted to create these loopholes,
some of Iran’s nuclear facilities would not have been in compliance with the deal by Jan. 16,
the deadline for the beginning of the lifting of sanctions.
Which means Obama lied: the U.S. administration has said that the world powers that
negotiated the accord - the United States, Russia, China, Britain, France and Germany made no secret arrangements. A White House official, speaking on condition of anonymity,
said the joint commission and its role were "not secret." He did not address the report's
assertions of exemptions.
What was the significance of the secret loopholes? As Reuters reports it meant that as a
result of the process, it would make it impossible to know just how much weapons-grade
uranium Iran could yield, arguably the biggest sticking point of the entire agreement.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-01/obama-granted-iran-secret-nuclear-deal-exemptions-despiteclaiming-otherwise
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Culture
9/11 conspiracy gets support from physicists' study (08/31/16, WND)
Europhysics magazine report finds Twin Towers brought down by 'controlled demolition'
Excerpt: For 15 years, there’s been a small band of investigators who have questioned the
idea that the Twin Towers in New York City collapsed because of the intense heat and fires
raging following two terrorist-directed plane crashes.
But they have largely been dismissed as crazy conspiracy theorists.
Now, however, Europhysics Magazine, the respected publication of the European physics
community, has published a report by four experts who say “the evidence points
overwhelmingly to the conclusion that all three buildings were destroyed by controlled
demolition.”
“Given the far-reaching implications, it is morally imperative that this hypothesis be the subject
of a truly scientific and impartial investigation by responsible authorities,” the four physicists
conclude.
The study is the work of Steven Jones, former full professor of physics at Brigham Young
University, Robert Korol, a professor emeritus of civil engineering at McMaster University in
Ontario, Canada, Anthony Szamboti, a mechanical design engineer with over 25 years of
structural design experience in the aerospace and communications industries, and Ted
Walter, the director of strategy and development for Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth, a
nonprofit organization that today represents more than 2,500 architects and engineers.
(Further down)
Here are some of the observations the researchers offered:
• Fires typically are not hot enough and do not last long enough in any single area to
generate enough energy to heat the large structural members to the point where they
fail (the temperature at which structural steel loses enough strength to fail is dependent
on the factor of safety used in the design. In the case of WTC 7, for example, the factor
of safety was generally 3 or higher. Here, 67 percent of the strength would need to be
lost for failure to ensue, which would require the steel to be heated to about 660°C);
• Most high-rises have fire suppression systems (water sprinklers), which further prevent
a fire from releasing sufficient energy to heat the steel to a critical failure state;
• Structural members are protected by fireproofing materials, which are designed to
prevent them from reaching failure temperatures within specified time periods;
• Steel-framed high-rises are designed to be highly redundant structural systems. Thus,
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if a localized failure occurs, it does not result in a disproportionate collapse of the entire
structure. Throughout history, three steel-framed high-rises are known to have suffered
partial collapses due to fires; none of those led to a total collapse. Countless other
steel-framed high-rises have experienced large, long-lasting fires without suffering
either partial or total collapse. In addition to resisting ever-present gravity loads and
occasional fires, high-rises must be designed to resist loads generated during other
extreme events – in particular, high winds and earthquakes.
The physicists also note the Towers were specifically designed to withstand the impact and
destructive force of airliners crashes.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/911-conspiracy-gets-support-from-physicists-study/

Poll Finds Black Lives Matter Misreads African-Americans’ Attitudes Toward Police
(09/02/16, Jack Davis, Western Journalism)
... 57 percent said they felt ...
Excerpt: A new poll undercuts one of the foundational principles of the Black Lives Matter
movement, which views police as antagonists of black Americans.
The Aug. 31 Marquette University Law School poll found that while there were differences in
how whites and non-whites view police, majorities in both demographic groups support law
enforcement.
The poll of 803 registered Wisconsin voters came days after civil unrest in Milwaukee that
followed the police shooting of a black man. In that case, 23-year-old Sylville Smith was shot
dead after he ran from officers and pulled a gun, with officials saying the body cameras worn
by officers vindicated their actions.
Overall, the Marquette poll found that 86 percent of those responding felt “mostly safe” with
police in their community. Twelve percent said police made them feel “mostly anxious.”
Among blacks and Hispanics, 57 percent said they felt safe around police. Thirty-seven
percent said they felt “mostly anxious.”
(Further down)
Earlier this month, the Pew Research Center tried to estimate the popularity of the movement
by looking at Twitter hashtags.
Pew found that during the time following the shootings of black men in Louisiana and
Minnesota, most of the tweets using the #BlackLivesMatter hashtag were supportive of the
group.
However, that quickly changed after the murder of five police officers in Dallas after a Black
Lives Matter protest.
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During the two-day period from July 5 to July 7, 87 percent of tweets were supportive, Pew
found. But after the July 7 attack on police, from July 8 to July 17, only 28 percent of tweets
supported Black Lives Matters. The rest were either opposed or neutral.
Pew then found that after a July 17 attack on Baton Rouge, La., police, 67 percent of tweets
were negative toward Black Lives Matter, with only 26 percent that were supportive.
http://www.westernjournalism.com/poll-finds-black-lives-matter-misreads-african-americans-attitudes-towardpolice/

Poll: African-Americans agree with Trump (09/02/16, Curtis Ellis, WND)
Exclusive: Curtis Ellis offers data on blacks' beliefs about jobs, trade, immigration
Excerpt: Americans for Limited Government conducted an authoritative poll surveying public
opinion on jobs, trade, immigration and alienation from government. The crosstabs show that
concerning these issues, central to the Donald Trump campaign, African-Americans are on
the same page with the Republican nominee.
The survey found nearly 70 percent (69 percent) of African-Americans believe jobs moving
overseas and the loss of manufacturing is an important issue.
Similarly, 70 percent of African-Americans ranked “Stagnation of lower-to-middle-income
wages” as an important problem. In even greater numbers than whites, African-Americans
believe trade deals that allow a flood of imports into the U.S. are a problem (48 vs. 43
percent).
Black Americans – like the white working people who are supposed to be Trump’s base
supporters – also see immigration as a jobs issue.
Fifty-four percent of blacks said “Increasing border security and controlling immigration” is an
important problem, nearly identical to the number of whites (56 percent).
Two out of three African-Americans (67 percent) said, “Our immigration policies are being
written by the same corporate elite that want cheap labor anywhere they can find it. They
send our jobs and factories overseas and at the same time want to bring in lower-paid
immigrant labor.” That number is virtually the same among whites (69 percent).
Not surprisingly, the survey found that in even greater numbers than whites (55 vs. 45
percent), black Americans believe “Foreign workers are being used to replace Americans in
jobs for lower wages.”
Nearly 7 out of 10 said businesses struggling to find workers should raise wages and improve
working conditions rather than bring in foreign workers.
The poll found that 63 percent of black Americans believe “Powerful interests from Wall Street
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banks to corporations, unions and political interest groups have used campaign and lobbying
money to rig the system for themselves.”
Should we be surprised African-Americans believe the system is rigged to favor the powerful?
We’re talking about a group that’s experienced what it’s like to be ignored by the powerful.
Two-thirds of the African-Americans surveyed (66 percent) say, “The same political elite who
have been rigging the political process in Washington are the same ones that have been
rigging trade deals that hurt Americans, but benefit themselves.” Seventy percent of AfricanAmericans rank “government ethics and corruption” as an important issue.
And when it comes to America First, Donald Trump’s signature slogan, the results are clear:
69 percent of African-Americans (and 66 percent of Hispanics) agree that “Our economic and
trade policies should always put American needs and American jobs first, before the needs of
other countries or big corporations.”
The survey debunks Democratic Party identity politics that wrongly assumes AfricanAmericans have different concerns than other Americans.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/poll-african-americans-agree-with-trump/

Child, 4, world's youngest-ever 'sex change' patient (09/02/16, Bub Unruh, WND)
Activists push agenda to lower transgender age despite dangers
Excerpt: Australian officials have confirmed that a 4-year-old child is going through a sexchange procedure despite the warning last month by the American College of Pediatrics that
even treatments, much less surgical intervention, can cause sterility and are based on
“unscientific gender ideology” that violate “the long-standing ethical principle of ‘First do no
harm.'”
The Australian case was profiled by Yahoo7 News, which said the child is the “youngest on
Australian record to change their gender.”
But the report said the New South Wales provincial government admitted hundreds of other
children are being “referred to the state’s hospitals for gender dysphoria.”
Deputy Secretary of School Operations Gregory Prior said there were a number of students in
his area with similar “circumstances.”
“Without breaching privacy,” he told the news organization, “we have a 4-year-old who is
transitioning to kindergarten next year who has identified as transgender.”
He said the “Safe Schools” program is being used to “support that family, student and school.”
(Further down)
In the United Kingdom, the London Daily Mail reported last December, up to 80 children as
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young as 4 years old are now trying to change their gender.
The statistic came from the activist group called Mermaids, which “supports families with
transgender children.”
The organization claimed 1 percent of the population is transgender there.
In the United States, The New York Times said a report by the Williams Institute, which works
on “law and policy issues” regarding sexual orientation and gender identity, claimed there are
about 1.4 million adults who identify as transgender, about 0.6 percent of the adult population.
U.S. figures for children do not exist
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/child-4-worlds-youngest-ever-sex-change-patient/

Tampons coming to men's rooms at Brown University (09/07/16, Sydney Hutchison,
Campus Reform)
Excerpt:Brown University's student body president will be hand-delivering menstrual products
to all nonresidential bathrooms on campus, including men’s rooms, with the help of 20 other
students.
Viet Nguyen, President of the Undergraduate Council of Students, announced the initiative in
a campus-wide email Tuesday, saying he wants to communicate the message that not all
people who menstruate are women, according to Newsweek.
(Further down)
By putting menstrual products in women’s, men’s, and gender-inclusive bathrooms,
Nguyen aims to “set a tone of trans-inclusivity, and not forget that they’re an important
part of the population,” but is under no illusions that the effort will be universally
popular.
(Further down)
“Feminine hygiene products are not a luxury. They’re as essential as toilet paper; just ask
anyone who has ever struggled to obtain or afford them,” agreed Terry O’Neill, president of
the National Organization for Women. “Students’ participation in school should not be
hindered by insufficient access to this basic necessity. Universities around the country should
follow suit.”
Yuzuka Alaska, a junior at Brown, opined that menstruation is currently a “taboo,” but
speculated that “if we can implement this project, that will add to this conversation and make it
more of an accessible topic.”
http://www.campusreform.org/?ID=8105
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UPDATE SEPTEMBER 19, 2016 – CULTURE, GOVERNMENT, MONEY, TECHNOLOGY
Hello everyone... Today is September 19, 2016
As you will see, this Update has more articles than usual. It was not intentional. The craziness
meter just keeps climbing. It ain't pretty.
Because of the number of articles, I'm just going to leave you with one question...
When was the last time you told your spouse or your family, even extended family, and/or
your friends that you love them?
Hey, you are my family and friends. I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Culture
An Inherited Culture of Hate
Tharwa Boulifi is a 15 year old girl high school student who lives in Tunisia.
Excerpt from the excerpt: All of these factors contribute indirectly to forming an extremist and
a terrorist way of thinking. We always think that it is in Iraq or in Syria that we should fight
terrorism. But the battleground is in schools, in homes, on TV and on social media. It is there
that we need to fight extremist ideologies and racial and religious hate -- they are the starting
point of every terrorist.
Video: Al-Qaeda Urges Black Americans to Convert to Islam, Threatens More Attacks
Excerpt from the excerpt: Al-Qaeda, echoing previous attempts to stoke racial unrest, called
on African Americans to convert to its extremist form of Islam in a video released days from
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the 9/11 anniversary.
Eye on Social Mood: Stock Market Bubble Will Pop, Social Mood Will Get
Extremely Ugly
Excerpt from the excerpt: Actually, social mood is “already” extremely ugly. The powers that
be do not see it for the simple reason they are not affected by it.
Murders in Chicago are at an all time high and Brexit was totally unexpected.
The Craziest Chart You Will See Today
Excerpt from the excerpt: As Statista details, 500 people have been murdered in Chicago this
year, more than Los Angeles and New York combined.
The number of homicides has hit a 20-year high and the city hasn't experienced a single
day without someone being murdered since February of last year. (with chart)
Government
Another state issues transgender rules for churches
Excerpt from the excerpt: It continues, “Even a church could be seen as a place of public
accommodation if it holds a secular event, such as a spaghetti supper, that is open to the
general public.”
The demands include having church officials, and even members, use whatever pronouns a
person would demand, irrespective of their actual gender.
"Rampant Fraud" Exposed In Obamacare Exchanges: 100% Of Fictitious Enrollees
Obtained Subsidies
Excerpt from the excerpt: Well, HHS and CMS, if 100% of people can scam their way
through your "robust verification process" we would hate to see the results of a halfassed effort on your part.
European Civil War Looms: French Professor Fears Growing "Jihad Generation"
Among Unemployed Muslims
Excerpt from the excerpt: "The long-term goal of the Jihad Generation is to destroy
Europe through civil war and then build an Islamic society from the ashes..." warns
Professor Gilles Kepel, who is a specialist on Islamic and contemporary Arab world.
Top German companies say refugees not ready for job market
Excerpt from the excerpt: Most large German companies, especially those in manufacturing,
prefer to hire through structured apprenticeship programs, in which they train young people
for up to four years for highly skilled and sometimes company-specific jobs.
But the recent arrivals from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere are mainly ill-prepared for
such training, they say.
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Money
Tent Cities Full Of Homeless People Are Booming In Cities All Over America As Poverty
Spikes
Excerpt from the excerpt: As this new economic downturn continues to accelerate, our
homelessness boom is going to spiral out of control. Pretty soon, there will be tent cities in
virtually every community in America.
Desperately Poor Teens In America’s Impoverished Inner Cities Are Trading Sex For
Food
Excerpt from the excerpt: And this wasn’t just some blind random phone survey. The
researchers conducted personal interviews with focus groups, and what these kids were
willing to admit doing was absolutely astounding.
Dear Department Of Labor, Please Explain This
Short whole article with charts.
Excerpt: The last week has seen both PMI and ISM surveys for both manufacturing and
services economies in America collapse. The hope-strewn bounce in Q2 is officially dead and
leading this demise is a crash in employment components. So that leaves us, after today's
near 40-year lows initial jobless claims print at 259k, asking The Department of Labor...
please explain this...
Dell-EMC to Lay Off 2,000 – 3,000 US Workers after Requesting 5,000 H-1B Visas &
Green Cards to Import Foreign Workers
Excerpt from the excerpt: Dell is trying to find some efficiencies and synergies to save about
$1.7 billion in the first 18 months after the deal closes, so starting from Wednesday. They’re
not dilly-dallying around cutting costs and laying off people.
Combined they have about 140,000 employees. So the trimming might have a long ways to
go, especially if the cloud and the Internet of Things are not as fun as imagined. But that
doesn’t mean that the headcount will come down – they’re bringing in foreign workers, mostly
from India.
Ford confirms small car production moving from US to Mexico
Excerpt from the excerpt: Ford Motor Co. says it’s moving all of its U.S. small car production
to Mexico.
Moody's: Sears' and Kmart's shutdown is imminent
Excerpt from the excerpt: Moody's analysts say Sears and Kmart don't have enough money
— or access to money — to stay in business.
Robots will eliminate 6% of all US jobs by 2021, report says
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Six percent is huge. In an economy that’s really not creating
regular full-time jobs, the ability of people to easily find new employment is going to diminish.
So we will have people wanting to work and struggling to find jobs because the same trends
are beginning to occur in other historically richer job creation areas like banking, retail and
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healthcare,” said Andy Stern, the former president of the Service Employees International
Union.
Walmart is patenting 'mini-robot' technology that could have terrifying implications for
workers
Excerpt from the excerpt: But, Walmart's plans are bigger than cleaning up carts more
efficiently. These motorized units can also potentially move containers; scan, retrieve, and
deliver products; check inventory; retrieve trash; and even connect with customers. And, the
patent says that Walmart is not limiting what else the motorized units can be configured to do.
Belgium Threatens To Sue Caterpillar For "Brutal, Cruel And Heartbreaking" Decision
To Fire 2,000
Whole short article with chart.
Excerpt: In a surprise announcement last week, Caterpillar said it would shift production to
Grenoble, France, and other facilities outside Europe. About 2,200 workers are likely to be
laid off as well as thousands more from subcontractors working on Caterpillar contracts.
Some learned they would lose their jobs via social media.
IMF's Lagarde Slams Globalization, Warns Of A "Groundswell Of Discontent"
Excerpt from the excerpt: But before anyone gets the impression that Lagarde was speaking
out of the goodness of her heart, the ulterior motive behind her speech became clear when
she said that governments can help by creating a sound basis for growth, and "fiscal policy
needs to play a bigger role in countries that have additional spending headroom." (with
chart)
Technology
SPUTNIK EXCLUSIVE: Research Proves Google Manipulates Millions to Favor Clinton
This article is not about Clinton. It is about Google.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Since then, my associates and I at the American Institute for
Behavioral Research and Technology (AIBRT) — a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization based
in the San Diego area — have been systematically investigating Lieberman's claims. What we
have learned has generally supported those claims, but we have also learned something new
— something quite disturbing — about the power of Google's search suggestions to alter
what people search for.
Motherless babies possible as scientists create live offspring without need for female
egg
Excerpt from the excerpt: Motherless babies could be on the horizon after scientists
discovered a method of creating offspring without the need for a female egg.
The landmark experiment by the University of Bath rewrites 200 years of biology teaching and
could pave the way for a baby to be born from the DNA of two men.
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Too sensitive? Sex toy maker sued over collection of intimate data
So what's the big deal? It's just the Internet of Things (IoT). (that would be sarcasm)
Excerpt from the excerpt: "It's come to our attention that the company is actually recording
specific information about her and other individuals' usage of the device and that would
include when it's on, how long it's being used for, what settings it's on, the temperature of the
device," Eve-Lynn Rapp, the San Franciso-based attorney handling the suit, told CBC's As it
Happens.

The Excerpts
Culture
An Inherited Culture of Hate (09/09/16, Tharwa Boulifi, Gatestone Institute)
Tharwa Boulifi is a 15 year old girl high school student who lives in Tunisia.
Excerpt: A Pew Research Center report, published in 2013, entitled, "The World's Muslims,
Religion, Politics and Society," explored attitudes and opinions of Muslims around the world
regarding religion and its impact on politics, ethics and science.
A sample of 1450 Tunisian Muslims from all the 24 governorates of Tunisia were interviewed
between November and December 2011. According to the study, 50% of Tunisians consider
themselves living a conflict between their religion and the modern world. According to the
report, 32% of Tunisians consider divorce unethical -- the highest rate in the Arab and Muslim
world -- compared to 8% in Egypt, 6% in Lebanon and 3% in Jordan. Although 46%
respondents said that religion is compatible with the modern world, the study indicated that
the Tunisian population is more prone to advocate individual choice -- with 89% favoring -- in
wearing the niqab (face-veil).
Similarly, based on the United Nations report and research from the Quilliam Foundation in
2014, Tunisian terrorists represent the highest number (3,800) of foreign terrorists in Syria
and Iraq. Syrian authorities also confirmed that the number of Tunisian terrorists is more than
10,000, out of a total of 48,000 terrorists in Syrian territory.
What are the main reasons for Tunisia's high rate of terrorism?
(Further down)
The majority of jihadists are indoctrinated from their earliest childhood by television programs.
For example, Spacetoon, an Arab children's program, created a fictional female character
named Fulla. The program usually shows Fulla as a pious person, praying and wearing a
hijab -- an image that influences a lot of children.
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(Further down)
Kindergartens also play a major role in influencing children.
"In kindergarten, the teachers used to tell us about how we will be punished after our death,
how we will burn in hell if we behave badly. I was so frightened hearing these stories that I
imagined terrible scenes in my head", said T., a 15-year-old boy.
(Further down)
This inherited culture of hate towards other religions has created an extremist way of thinking
and a feeling of superiority.
"I hate Christians and Jews. I don't know why. I don't have any apparent reason to hate them
but I always hear my mom talking badly about them. She hates them too, and this is why I
hate them, I guess. Mom has always told me that Muslims are Allah's favorite people," said F.,
a 15-year-old girl.
(Further down)
As most Tunisians do not read, they watch TV a lot. "Hareem Al Sultan" ("The Sultan's
Harem"), a Turkish TV series, is popular in Tunisia. The series shows how the attractive
concubines try to seduce the Sultan by dancing, singing, and being obedient and submissive
-- all of which can encourage girls to join the jihad al-nikah ("sexual jihad"), by which girls
provide sex to jihadists.
"After watching Hareem Al Sultan, I wanted to be one of the Sultan's concubines, to live in the
Ottoman Empire era; I wanted to be like them," said S., a 14-year-old girl.
(Further down)
All of these factors contribute indirectly to forming an extremist and a terrorist way of thinking.
We always think that it is in Iraq or in Syria that we should fight terrorism. But the battleground
is in schools, in homes, on TV and on social media. It is there that we need to fight extremist
ideologies and racial and religious hate -- they are the starting point of every terrorist.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8770/tunisia-culture-hate

Video: Al-Qaeda Urges Black Americans to Convert to Islam, Threatens More Attacks
(09/13/16, Edwin Mora, Breitbart)
Excerpt: Al-Qaeda, echoing previous attempts to stoke racial unrest, called on African
Americans to convert to its extremist form of Islam in a video released days from the 9/11
anniversary.
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Only Islam can save African Americans in the United States from oppression at the hands of
the white majority, argues al-Qaeda, nearly two months after its Yemen-based branch urged
its followers to specifically target the white community in the U.S.
In a document, released in late June, the Yemen-based al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
(AQAP) called on all Muslims in the United States to attack “areas where the Anglo-Saxon
community is generally concentrated” and “avoid minorities.”
(Further down)
Al-Qaeda has been targeting the African American community for recruitment for some time.
A video from the Somalian al-Qaeda-linked al Shabaab released in January was aimed at
recruiting American blacks to become jihadists, using the messaging of leftist activist group
Black Lives Matter.
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2016/09/13/video-al-qaeda-urges-black-americans-convert-islamthreatens-more-attacks/

Eye on Social Mood: Stock Market Bubble Will Pop, Social Mood Will Get Extremely
Ugly (09/07/16, Mike Shedlock, Mish Talk)
Excerpt: In efforts to spur lending and increase the rate of inflation, central banks in the US,
EU, and Japan have engaged in dubious tactics.
Every time their actions fail, they double down in failed strategies.
The Bank of Japan and ECB are now running out of bonds to buy. To circumvent the
imagined problem, the former is already buying equities. Will the ECB follow? Does it even
matter?
(Further down)
Social Mood Will Get Extremely Ugly
Actually, social mood is “already” extremely ugly. The powers that be do not see it for the
simple reason they are not affected by it.
Murders in Chicago are at an all time high and Brexit was totally unexpected.
The rise of anti-establishment candidates and parties such as Donald Trump in the US, AfD in
Germany, Beppe Grilllo in Italy, and Marine le Pen in France is proof enough of rising social
anger.
Masking Social Mood
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The only thing masking already ugly social mood is a high and rising stock market. It’s not
only high, it’s in bubble territory.
Bubbles pop, by definition. Perhaps the bubble orderly deflates, like Japan, as opposed to a
1929-style crash.
That’s my prediction actually. But it won’t matter. If anything, an orderly asset devaluation over
7-10 years would be worse.
Perceived wealth will vanish. Pension plan promises will be exposed as lies.
Increasingly Worse Off
A McKinsey study shows 81% of US Worse off Than in 2005, France 63%, Italy 97%.
Social mood reflects that study. Sponsoring asset bubbles in hopes of trickle-down spending
will do nothing but increase the anger.
There is not a damn thing central banks can do about this.
Central banks created the problem. Let me phrase that more accurately: Central banks and
their bubble blowing tactics are the problem.
https://mishtalk.com/2016/09/07/eye-on-social-mood-stock-market-bubble-will-pop-social-mood-will-getextremely-ugly/

The Craziest Chart You Will See Today (09/13/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Context is king.
As Statista details, 500 people have been murdered in Chicago this year, more than Los
Angeles and New York combined.
The number of homicides has hit a 20-year high and the city hasn't experienced a single
day without someone being murdered since February of last year.
A BBC report on the violence in the Windy City compared the number of deaths there with
U.S. war dead in Afghanistan and Iraq.
This chart shows homicides in Chicago compared to American war dead in Iraq &
Afghanistan since 2001.
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You will find more statistics at Statista
And this is in a city with some of the strongest gun control laws in the nation. Where are the
BlackLivesMatter leaders?
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-13/craziest-chart-you-will-see-today

Government
Another state issues transgender rules for churches (09/10/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Open restrooms, censoring members' comments, massive liabilities all on the table
Excerpt: President Obama’s transgender agenda has taken huge leaps forward in the last
year or so. There have been orders for public building managers, for colleges and even for
public schools to allow a male who says he’s female to use locker rooms and restrooms set
aside for women.
The privacy and feelings of the biological females who are in those facilities are of no
account.
Now a second state has decided that churches, too, are bound by the agenda.
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The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination this month released a “Gender
Identity Guidance” that imposes its demands on society.
(Further down)
“Under [the law] places of public accommodation may not discriminate against, or restrict a
person from services because of that person’s gender identity. For example, a hotel or motel
may not refuse to book a room for a person because of the person’s gender identity,” the state
threatens.
It continues, “Even a church could be seen as a place of public accommodation if it holds a
secular event, such as a spaghetti supper, that is open to the general public.”
The demands include having church officials, and even members, use whatever pronouns a
person would demand, irrespective of their actual gender.
(Further down)
“Under Massachusetts law, refusing to use a transgender person’s preferred pronoun would
be punishable discrimination. (At least this is true of ‘he’ or ‘she’ – I saw nothing in the
document about ‘ze’ and other newly made-up pronouns.) The Massachusetts document …
makes that clear in the employment context, and it also makes clear that the
antidiscrimination law rules apply to places of public accommodations (including churches, in
‘secular events’ ‘open to the public’) just as much as to employment.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/another-state-issues-transgender-rules-for-churches/

"Rampant Fraud" Exposed In Obamacare Exchanges: 100% Of Fictitious Enrollees
Obtained Subsidies (0913/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: A recent "undercover enrollment" investigation conducted by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) found that pretty much anyone can sign up for Obamacare
and receive taxpayer funded incentives without having to worry about pesky little
details like proving citizenship, identity or income-based needs. In fact, the study found
that every single one of its 15 fictitious Obamacare applications were actually approved for
coverage despite intentional application omissions, fictitious identification and citizenship
documentation, etc. Moreover, all of the applications were also approved for federal
subsidies which totaled $60,000 per year.
(Further down)
Of the 15 fictitious applications submitted by the GAO, all 15 were initially approved for
coverage and subsidies. That said, 3 fictitious enrollees were subsequently kicked out of the
exchanges after payments were not processed correctly. Frankly we're shocked that payment
is even necessary...these exchanges are heartless.
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All but one of our fictitious enrollees maintained subsidized coverage, even though we
sent fictitious documents, or no documents, to resolve application inconsistencies.
(Further down)
Of course, the California exchange attempted to discredit the GAO study by pointing out the
small sample size.

Dear California, we too would be worried about the small sample size but for the fact that
100% of the fictitious enrollees were able to get coverage and subsidies...that's relevant.
(Further down)
And, of course, the Department of Health and Human Services and the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services maintain that they have a "robust verification process" aimed at
"protecting taxpayer dollars."
"The marketplace takes seriously the responsibility to protect taxpayer funds,
while making coverage available to eligible people. We have a robust verification
process to make sure people get benefits they are eligible for while protecting
taxpayer dollars."
"Within HealthCare.gov we have multiple checks to verify that applicants provide
correct eligibility information on their applications, and GAO deliberately
circumvented those checks by giving false information, which is against the law for
actual applicants."
(Further down)
Well, HHS and CMS, if 100% of people can scam their way through your "robust
verification process" we would hate to see the results of a half-assed effort on your
part.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-13/study-reveals-rampant-fraud-obamacare-exchanges-100-fictitiousenrollees-able-obtain

European Civil War Looms: French Professor Fears Growing "Jihad Generation"
Among Unemployed Muslims (09/13/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: "The long-term goal of the Jihad Generation is to destroy Europe through civil
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war and then build an Islamic society from the ashes..." warns Professor Gilles Kepel, who is
a specialist on Islamic and contemporary Arab world.
As The Sun reports, Kepel, from the Sciences Po in Paris, claims a growing number of
Muslims with poor job prospects are forming a “Jihad Generation” to continue to
commit acts of terror across Europe.
According to German newspaper Die Welt, Kepel said the terror group’s aim is to
incite hatred towards Muslims from the rest of the society which would
eventually radicalise others to the point that Europe could enter into full-blown
civil war.
Kepel, who is a specialist on Islamic and contemporary Arab world, added these ISIS
fanatics not only want to destroy Europe, but to eliminate more moderate Islamic
opposition.
(Further down)
He believes their strategy is similar to the expansion of Islamic State in Syria,
Iraq, and Libya where the terrorist organisation was able to use the chaos of civil
war to slowly build its forces, grow in power, and rapidly seize territory.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-13/european-civil-war-looms-french-professor-fears-growing-jihadgeneration-among-unemp

Top German companies say refugees not ready for job market (09/13/16, Georgina
Prodhan, Reuters)
Excerpt: Most large German companies, especially those in manufacturing, prefer to hire
through structured apprenticeship programs, in which they train young people for up to four
years for highly skilled and sometimes company-specific jobs.
But the recent arrivals from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere are mainly ill-prepared for
such training, they say.
The DAX companies surveyed by Reuters were able to identify 190 apprentices in this or last
year's intake.
Many will have been through months of pre-training especially designed for migrants by large
companies like engineering group Siemens, Mercedes maker Daimler or automotive
technology firm Continental.
Two Syrian interns whom Reuters visited at a Siemens power-plant construction site in April
applied for apprenticeships but were turned down because they could not sufficiently prove
their school-leaving qualifications. One is now doing temporary work in IT and the other is
taking further German classes.
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It's simply too soon to expect large numbers of refugees to have been hired yet, most
German companies say.
"Our experience is that it takes a minimum of 18 months for a well trained refugee to go
through the asylum procedure and learn German at an adequate level in order to apply for a
job," said a spokeswoman for Deutsche Telekom, which plans to take on about 75 refugees
as apprentices this year but has not made a permanent hire.
Others among Germany's top listed companies, mainly in the financial or airline sectors, say it
is practically impossible for them to take on refugees at all. They cite regulatory reasons such
as the need for detailed background checks on staff.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-migrants-germany-companies-idUSKCN11J281

Money
Tent Cities Full Of Homeless People Are Booming In Cities All Over America As Poverty
Spikes (09/11/16, Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: Just like during the last economic crisis, homeless encampments are popping up all
over the nation as poverty grows at a very alarming rate. According to the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, more than half a million people are homeless in America
right now, but that figure is increasing by the day. And it isn’t just adults that we are talking
about. It has been reported that that the number of homeless children in this country has risen
by 60 percent since the last recession, and Poverty USA says that a total of 1.6 million
children slept either in a homeless shelter or in some other form of emergency housing at
some point last year. Yes, the stock market may have been experiencing a temporary boom
for the last couple of years, but for those on the low end of the economic scale things have
just continued to deteriorate.
(Further down)
As this new economic downturn continues to accelerate, our homelessness boom is going to
spiral out of control. Pretty soon, there will be tent cities in virtually every community in
America.
In fact, there are people that are living comfortable middle class lifestyles right at this moment
that will end up in tents. We saw this during the last economic crisis, and it will be even worse
as this next one unfolds.
Just like last time around, the signs that the middle class is really struggling can be subtle at
first, but when you learn to take note of them you will notice that they are all around you.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/tent-cities-full-of-homeless-people-are-booming-in-cities-all-overamerica-as-poverty-spikes
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Desperately Poor Teens In America’s Impoverished Inner Cities Are Trading Sex For
Food (09/13/16, Michael Snyder, The Economic Collapse)
Excerpt: And this wasn’t just some blind random phone survey. The researchers conducted
personal interviews with focus groups, and what these kids were willing to admit doing was
absolutely astounding.
(Furtherdown
Many of these young people understand that what they are doing is wrong. Just consider
what some of them told the researchers…
A girl in Portland, Oregon told researchers: “It’s really like selling yourself. Like
you’ll do whatever you need to do to get money or eat.”
Another comment from Portland: “You’re not even dating … they’ll be like … ‘I
don’t really love him, but I’m going to do what I have to do.’”
Many prefer to rationalise what they are doing as dating of sorts. A boy in rural North
Carolina said: “When you’re selling your body, it’s more in disguise. Like if I had sex
with you, you have to buy me dinner tonight … that’s how girls deal with the struggle …
That’s better than taking money because if they take money, they will be labeled a
prostitute.”
When I read the information in this report, I was stunned. Yes, I write about our economic
decline and the rise in poverty all the time, but I didn’t know that things were this bad.
And the researchers were surprised by what they were hearing as well. One of them said that
the fact that girls are trading their bodies for food “was really shocking to me”, and she
believes that things are “just getting worse over time”…
I’ve been doing research in low-income communities for a long time, and I’ve written
extensively about the experiences of women in high poverty communities and the risk
of sexual exploitation, but this was new,” said Susan Popkin, a senior fellow at the
Urban Institute and lead author of the report, Impossible Choices.
“Even for me, who has been paying attention to this and has heard women tell their
stories for a long time, the extent to which we were hearing about food being related to
this vulnerability was new and shocking to me, and the level of desperation that it
implies was really shocking to me. It’s a situation I think is just getting worse over
time.”
But aren’t we being told that things are getting better?
Aren’t we being told that our leaders “fixed” the economy?
Of course the truth is that America is mired in a long-term economic decline that stretches
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back for decades. With each passing year the middle class gets smaller as a percentage of
the population, and poverty continues to grow. Last year the middle class became a minority
of the population for the first time ever, and a lot of formerly middle class Americans are now
among those that aren’t sure that they are going to have enough food to eat this month.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/desperately-poor-teens-in-americas-impoverished-inner-cities-aretrading-sex-for-food

Dear Department Of Labor, Please Explain This (09/08/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
The last week has seen both PMI and ISM surveys for both manufacturing and services
economies in America collapse. The hope-strewn bounce in Q2 is officially dead and leading
this demise is a crash in employment components. So that leaves us, after today's near 40year lows initial jobless claims print at 259k, asking The Department of Labor... please
explain this...

And then there's this...
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"probably nothing"
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-08/dear-department-labor-please-explain

Dell-EMC to Lay Off 2,000 – 3,000 US Workers after Requesting 5,000 H-1B Visas &
Green Cards to Import Foreign Workers (09/09/16, Wolf Richter, Wolf Street)
Excerpt: On Wednesday, the day the deal closed, CEO Michael Dell gave some clues in an
interview: “There are some overlapping functions and that sort of thing – that’s not the primary
feature of this, but there is some of that.”
These “overlaps” or “overlapping functions” are terms in corporate speak for real people, and
these real people are mostly working in the US, according to the report: supply chain,
marketing, and general and administrative positions.
Dell is trying to find some efficiencies and synergies to save about $1.7 billion in the first 18
months after the deal closes, so starting from Wednesday. They’re not dilly-dallying around
cutting costs and laying off people.
Combined they have about 140,000 employees. So the trimming might have a long ways to
go, especially if the cloud and the Internet of Things are not as fun as imagined. But that
doesn’t mean that the headcount will come down – they’re bringing in foreign workers, mostly
from India.
(Further down)
It’s the hot thing to do for tech companies: laying off existing workers in the US, and bringing it
foreign workers on H-1B visas. The Senate has been looking into some of the abuses. In
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February, Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.) sent US Attorney General Loretta Lynch a
letter requesting a Justice Department investigation. But the tech lobby will likely get the
Senate back on track soon.
http://wolfstreet.com/2016/09/09/dell-emc-lay-off-2000-3000-u-s-workers-after-requesting-5000-h1b-visas-greencards-to-import-foreign-workers/

Ford confirms small car production moving from US to Mexico (09/14/16, Associated
Press, KTAR News)
DETROIT (AP) — Ford Motor Co. says it’s moving all of its U.S. small car production to
Mexico.
Ford CEO Mark Fields confirmed the long-expected move Wednesday during an event for
investors and Wall Street analysts.
Ford currently makes its Fiesta subcompact in Mexico, but its Focus and C-Max small cars
are made in suburban Detroit. Making them in Mexico would boost company profits because
of low wages there.
The company is building a new $1.6 billion assembly plant in San Luis Potosi, Mexico. It will
make small cars there starting in 2018.
Ford’s Michigan Assembly Plant, which currently makes the small cars, will be getting new
products under a contract signed last year with the United Auto Workers union. They will likely
be larger, more profitable vehicles like the Ford Ranger pickup.
http://ktar.com/story/1271234/ford-confirms-small-car-production-moving-from-us-to-mexico/

Moody's: Sears' and Kmart's shutdown is imminent (09/14/16, Hayley Peterson, Business
Insider)
Excerpt: Moody's analysts say Sears and Kmart don't have enough money — or access to
money — to stay in business.
In a note published Wednesday, the analysts downgraded Sears' liquidity rating, saying the
company is bleeding cash and will have to continue to rely on outside funding or the sale of
assets, such as real estate, to sustain operations.
(Further down)
Kmart in particular is at risk of shutting down, according to Moody's.
"The ratings... reflect our view on the uncertainty of the viability of the Kmart franchise in
particular given its meaningful market share erosion," the analysts wrote.
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Sears said in August that its cash and equivalents have fallen to $276 million from $1.8 billion
one year ago.
As a result, the retailer was forced to accept $300 million in financing from Sears CEO Eddie
Lampert's hedge fund, ESL Investments, in the most recent quarter.
The company is losing cash as sales plunge at its namesake and Kmart stores.
http://www.businessinsider.com/moodys-report-sears-and-kmart-2016-9

Robots will eliminate 6% of all US jobs by 2021, report says (09/13/16, Olivia Solon in
San Francisco, The Guardian)
Excerpt: Employees in fields such as customer service and transportation face a ‘disruptive
tidal wave’ of automation in the not-too-distant future.
By 2021, robots will have eliminated 6% of all jobs in the US, starting with customer service
representatives and eventually truck and taxi drivers. That’s just one cheery takeaway from a
report released by market research company Forrester this week.
These robots, or intelligent agents, represent a set of AI-powered systems that can
understand human behavior and make decisions on our behalf. Current technologies in this
field include virtual assistants like Alexa, Cortana, Siri and Google Now as well as chatbots
and automated robotic systems. For now, they are quite simple, but over the next five years
they will become much better at making decisions on our behalf in more complex scenarios,
which will enable mass adoption of breakthroughs like self-driving cars.
(Further down)
“Six percent is huge. In an economy that’s really not creating regular full-time jobs, the ability
of people to easily find new employment is going to diminish. So we will have people wanting
to work and struggling to find jobs because the same trends are beginning to occur in other
historically richer job creation areas like banking, retail and healthcare,” said Andy Stern, the
former president of the Service Employees International Union.
“It’s an early warning sign and I think it just portends a massive wind of change in the future.”
Studies have shown that higher rates of unemployment are linked to less volunteerism and
higher crime. Taxi drivers around the world have already reacted with violent protest to the
arrival of ride-hailing app Uber. Imagine how people react when Uber eliminates drivers from
its fleet.
“There is a lot of correlation between unemployment and drug use,” said Stern. “Clearly over
time, particularly in urban settings, the lack of employment is tinder for lighting a fire of social
unrest.”
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/sep/13/artificial-intelligence-robots-threat-jobs-forrester-report

Walmart is patenting 'mini-robot' technology that could have terrifying implications for
workers (09/13/16, Kate Taylor, Business Insider)
Excerpt: Walmart just patented a system based on mini-robots that can control shopping
carts, as well as complete a long list of duties once reserved for human employees.
Last week, Walmart was granted a patent for a new system that allows shopping carts to drive
themselves, untouched by customers and employees. However, the system goes far beyond
self-driving carts, with details on automated devices that can do much of the work a human
employees would do.
According to the patent, "motorized transport units" are tools that attach to shopping carts,
allowing the carts to drive freely around the store, be summoned to customers, and move
safely into docks instead of clogging up parking lots. The system uses a combination of
sensors, video cameras, a wireless network, and a central computer.
(Further down)
But, Walmart's plans are bigger than cleaning up carts more efficiently. These motorized units
can also potentially move containers; scan, retrieve, and deliver products; check inventory;
retrieve trash; and even connect with customers. And, the patent says that Walmart is not
limiting what else the motorized units can be configured to do.
While the patent describes the motorized unit's role as enhancing a shopping experience and
assisting customers or employees, the new tech could be bad news for Walmart employees.
http://www.aol.com/article/2016/09/13/walmart-is-patenting-mini-robot-technology-that-could-have-ter/21471392/

Belgium Threatens To Sue Caterpillar For "Brutal, Cruel And Heartbreaking" Decision
To Fire 2,000 (09/09/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
While Caterpillar may be Deutsche Bank's latest darling, with the German bank recently
initiating coverage on the heavy machinery equipment maker with a Buy and a $98 price
target, the company - which has not seen a positive retail sales month in nearly 4 years and
which has been on a substantial firing spree, got into hot water when Belgium's government
announced it was considering legal action against Caterpillar over the U.S. heavy equipment
maker's decision to close a manufacturing site and lay off more than 2,000 workers.
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Prime Minister Charles Michel told lawmakers Thursday that "we will take action against
Caterpillar if necessary." According to AP, Michel described the expected closure of the
Gosselies plant in the Wallonia region as "brutal, cruel and heartbreaking."
In a surprise announcement last week, Caterpillar said it would shift production to Grenoble,
France, and other facilities outside Europe. About 2,200 workers are likely to be laid off as
well as thousands more from subcontractors working on Caterpillar contracts. Some learned
they would lose their jobs via social media.
Wallonia officials slammed the move, saying Peoria, Illinois-based Caterpillar Inc. received
substantial government financial support and big tax breaks.
While we are touched by the politician's seeming solidarity with his workers (and voters), we
are surprised that despite years of mass layoffs in the US, so far not a single American
politician has voiced any concerns about the company's strategy which over the past three
years has been to maintain cash flow, by which we mean buybacks, by way of laying off
thousands of high paying jobs.
On the other hand, CAT's latest "business model" goes a long way to explaining a chart we
pointed out recently: namely that the only jobs that have seen any wage growth in the past
year, are those belonging to minimum-wage workers.
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-09/belgium-threatens-sue-caterpillar-brutal-cruel-and-heartbreakingdecision-fire-2000

IMF's Lagarde Slams Globalization, Warns Of A "Groundswell Of Discontent" (09/13/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: But before anyone gets the impression that Lagarde was speaking out of the
goodness of her heart, the ulterior motive behind her speech became clear when she said
that governments can help by creating a sound basis for growth, and "fiscal policy needs to
play a bigger role in countries that have additional spending headroom."
Ah, yes, to a working model of globalization through... even more debt. And just in case the
message was lost, she said that countries should also step up support for lower-skilled
workers and strengthen social safety nets, while the U.S. could cushion job losses by raising
the federal minimum wage and increasing the earned income-tax credit.
In other words not just more debt, but much more debt. Which unfortunately means that
Lagarde stopped reading the McKinsey report just before the part where it itself warned about
the mountain of debt the world already finds itself under, to wit: "Labor-market practices can
make a difference, as can government taxes and transfers—although the latter may not be
sustainable at a time when many governments have high debt levels."
And the obligatory McKinsey chart:
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-13/imfs-lagarde-slams-globalization-warns-groundswell-discontent

Technology
SPUTNIK EXCLUSIVE: Research Proves Google Manipulates Millions to Favor Clinton
(09/12/16, Robert Epstein, Sputnik International)
Excerpt: In this exclusive report, distinguished research psychologist Robert Epstein
explains the new study and reviews evidence that Google's search suggestions are
biased in favor of Hillary Clinton. He estimates that biased search suggestions might
be able to shift as many as 3 million votes in the upcoming presidential election in the
US.
(Further down)
A scientific study I published last year showed that search rankings favoring one candidate
can quickly convince undecided voters to vote for that candidate — as many as 80 percent of
voters in some demographic groups. My latest research shows that a search engine could
also shift votes and change opinions with another powerful tool: autocomplete.
Because of recent claims that Google has been deliberately tinkering with search suggestions
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to make Hillary Clinton look good, this is probably a good time both to examine those claims
and to look at my new research. As you will see, there is some cause for concern here.
In June of this year, Sourcefed released a video claiming that Google's search suggestions —
often called "autocomplete" suggestions — were biased in favor of Mrs. Clinton. The video
quickly went viral: the full 7-minute version has now been viewed more than a million times on
YouTube, and an abridged 3-minute version has been viewed more than 25 million times on
Facebook.
The video's narrator, Matt Lieberman, showed screen print after screen print that appeared to
demonstrate that searching for just about anything related to Mrs. Clinton generated positive
suggestions only. This occurred even though Bing and Yahoo searches produced both
positive and negative suggestions and even though Google Trends data showed that
searches on Google that characterize Mrs. Clinton negatively are quite common — far more
common in some cases than the search terms Google was suggesting. Lieberman also
showed that autocomplete did offer negative suggestions for Bernie Sanders and Donald
Trump.
"The intention is clear," said Lieberman. "Google is burying potential searches for terms that
could have hurt Hillary Clinton in the primary elections over the past several months by
manipulating recommendations on their site."
Google responded to the Sourcefed video in an email to the Washington Times, denying
everything. According to the company's spokesperson, "Google Autocomplete does not favor
any candidate or cause." The company explained away the apparently damning findings by
saying that "Our Autocomplete algorithm will not show a predicted query that is offensive or
disparaging when displayed in conjunction with a person's name."
Since then, my associates and I at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and
Technology (AIBRT) — a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization based in the San Diego area —
have been systematically investigating Lieberman's claims. What we have learned has
generally supported those claims, but we have also learned something new — something
quite disturbing — about the power of Google's search suggestions to alter what people
search for.
Lieberman insisted that Google's search suggestions were biased, but he never explained
why Google would introduce such bias. Our new research suggests why — and also why
Google's lists of search suggestions are typically much shorter than the lists Bing and Yahoo
show us.
Our investigation is ongoing, but here is what we have learned so far:
(Further down)
The experiments and their results with screenshots
(Further down)
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Over time, differentially suppressing negative search suggestions will repeatedly expose
millions of people to far more positive search results for one political candidate than for the
other. Research I have been conducting since 2013 with Ronald Robertson of Northeastern
University has shown that high-ranking search results that favor one candidate can easily shift
20 percent or more of undecided voters toward that candidate — up to 80 percent in some
demographic groups, as I noted earlier. This is because of the enormous trust people have in
computer-generated search results, which people mistakenly believe are completely impartial
and objective — just as they mistakenly believe search suggestions are completely impartial
and objective.
The impact of biased search rankings on opinions, which we call the Search Engine
Manipulation Effect (SEME), is one of the largest effects ever discovered in the behavioral
sciences, and because it is invisible to users, it is especially dangerous as a source of
influence. Because Google handles 90 percent of search in most countries and because
many elections are very close, we estimate that SEME has been determining the outcomes of
upwards of 25 percent of the national elections in the world for several years now, with
increasing impact each year. This is occurring, we believe, whether or not Google's
executives are taking an active interest in elections; all by itself, Google's search algorithm
virtually always ends up favoring one candidate over another simply because of "organic"
search patterns by users. When it does, votes shift; in large elections, millions of votes can be
shifted. You can think of this as a kind of digital bandwagon effect.
The new effect I have described in this essay — a search suggestion effect — is very different
from SEME but almost certainly increases SEME's impact. If you can surreptitiously nudge
people into generating search results that are inherently biased, the battle is half won. Simply
by including or suppressing negatives in search suggestions, you can direct people's
searches one way or another just as surely as if they were dogs on a leash, and you can use
this subtle form of influence not just to alter people's views about candidates but about
anything.
Google launched autocomplete, its search suggestion tool, in 2004 as an opt-in that helped
users find information faster. Perhaps that's all it was in the beginning, but just as Google
itself has morphed from being a cool high-tech anomaly into what former Google executive
James Whittaker has called a "an advertising company with a single corporate-mandated
focus," so has autocomplete morphed from being a cool and helpful search tool into what may
be a tool of corporate manipulation. By 2008, not only was autocomplete no longer an opt-in
feature, there was no way to opt out of it, and since that time, through strategic censorship, it
may have become a tool for directing people's searches and thereby influencing not only the
choices they make but even the thoughts they think.
https://sputniknews.com/us/20160912/1045214398/google-clinton-manipulation-election.html
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Motherless babies possible as scientists create live offspring without need for female
egg (09/13/16, Sarah Knapton, The Telegraph)
Excerpt: Motherless babies could be on the horizon after scientists discovered a method of
creating offspring without the need for a female egg.
The landmark experiment by the University of Bath rewrites 200 years of biology teaching and
could pave the way for a baby to be born from the DNA of two men.
It was always thought that only a female egg could spark the changes in a sperm required to
make a baby, because an egg forms from a special kind of cell division in which just half the
number of chromosomes are carried over.
(Further down)
The technique raises the possibility that gay men, for instance, could have a child whose DNA
was half of each of the couple, although a woman would still need to act as a surrogate to
carry the baby.
It also raises the possibility that a man could even fertilise his own cells to produce offspring
containing a mixture of genes inherited from him and his parents.
More realistically, the technique could allow women whose fertility has been wiped out by
cancer drugs or radiotherapy to have their own children.
While eggs can be frozen before cancer therapy and later fertilised in an IVF clinic, currently
nothing can be done once they have been lost. It may also help women to continue having
children later in life. Women are born with all their eggs and they degrade with age, which
makes conception more difficult in later life. But if it was possible to fertilise a new skin cell, it
could improve the chance of having a baby.
Conception using sperm and non-egg cells could also aid the preservation of endangered
species, since it avoids the need to recover eggs.
In the study, 30 mouse pups were born with a success rate of 24 per cent. This compares with
a 1 per cent to 2 per cent success rate for offspring created by the Dolly the Sheep method of
cloning by transferring DNA to donated eggs.
Some of the mice went on to have offspring themselves, and a number had offspring that
went on to have their own pups. Fertility is generally seen as a sign of fitness and good
health.
Dr Perry said that his team was planning to take the next step of attempting to produce live
offspring from ordinary non-egg cells, such as skin cells.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/09/13/motherless-babies-possible-as-scientists-create-live-offspring-w/
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Too sensitive? Sex toy maker sued over collection of intimate data (09/14/16, CBC
News)
Ottawa-based 'We-Vibe' maker subject of U.S. class-action lawsuit
Excerpt: An American woman has launched a proposed class-action lawsuit against the
Canadian-owned maker of a smartphone-enabled vibrator, alleging the company sells
products that secretly collect and transmit "highly sensitive" information.
The Chicago-area woman, identified in a statement of claim only as N.P., has made her
complaints against Standard Innovation (US) Corp., which is owned by the Ottawa-based
Standard Innovation Corp, over a "high-end" vibrator called the We-Vibe.
(Further down)
"It's come to our attention that the company is actually recording specific information about
her and other individuals' usage of the device and that would include when it's on, how long
it's being used for, what settings it's on, the temperature of the device," Eve-Lynn Rapp, the
San Franciso-based attorney handling the suit, told CBC's As it Happens.
"So when that came to light, she understandably was pretty upset."
In particular, the app's "connect lover" feature — which promises a secure connection —
allows partners to exchange text messages, conduct video chats and control a paired WeVibe device, the woman's statement of claim said.
Lawsuit alleges disregard for privacy
The woman at the centre of the suit bought her vibrator in May for $130 US, downloaded the
app that connects to it and used it on several occasions.
(Further down)
The suit alleges that unbeknownst to its customers, Standard Innovation designed the WeConnect app to collect and record intimate and sensitive data on use of the vibrator, including
the date and time of each use as well as vibration settings.
It also alleges the usage data and the user's personal email address was transmitted to the
company's servers in Canada.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/vibrator-lawsuit-1.3761825
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UPDATE SEPTEMBER 26, 2016 – TECHNOLOGY, GOVERNMENT, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is September 26, 2016
You may have noticed that this particular Update has nothing specifically about Money. I am
guessing that will change, assuming Jim Rickards is correct and the IMF injects 7 TRILLION
Special Drawing Rights (SDR) (IMF bucks)into the global monetary system this Friday. In the
meantime, the financial world seems to be holding its breath, and rightly so.
One reminder: As Rickards has pointed out, the goal of this move by the IMF is to ultimately
have the world working with a single neutral global currency, the SDR. This will also
effectively make the IMF the new world government with the rest of the nations taking their
orders from the IMF. No more national sovereignty.
I have seen nothing yet regarding how long it will take the injection to begin to negatively
impact the US dollar as the primary Global Reserve Currency. It is possible that certain
aspects could happen very quickly, while other aspects will be more drawn out. To my
knowledge, this is new in the entire history of the world, so I don't know if anyone has a clue
of what to expect, particularly when the system is combined with technology. I have not seen
anything other than what I have already passed along to you.
Regardless of how long it ultimately takes, things are going to become more difficult. At this
time what 'difficult' means is only partially known.
Take care. I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
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The Headlines
Technology
Someone Is Learning How to Take Down the Internet
Excerpt from the excerpt: Over the past year or two, someone has been probing the defenses
of the companies that run critical pieces of the Internet. These probes take the form of
precisely calibrated attacks designed to determine exactly how well these companies can
defend themselves, and what would be required to take them down. We don't know who is
doing this, but it feels like a large nation state. China or Russia would be my first guesses.
Internet, social media addiction linked to mental health risks: study
Excerpt from the excerpt: Those who screened positive on the IAT as well as on the
researcher’s scale had more trouble dealing with their day-to-day activities including life at
home, work, school and social settings, says chief researcher Michael Van Ameringen at
McMaster University to Science Daily.
Women commit suicide over horrific 'cyber rape' trend
Excerpt from the excerpt: It’s 2016: The Internet is king, and sexting and pornography have
become a global obsession – but, in some cases, the fascination is actually killing young
women.
Government
New Study Finds Taxpayers Are Fleeing New York, Illinois and California
Short whole article with maps.
Excerpt: Does anyone think it's purely a coincidence that the darkest areas of the
following maps seem to overlap and represent the states that people are fleeing at the
highest rates? If so, we assume you probably also think it's a coincidence that those very
same states have been Democratic strongholds for decades.
If "Everything's So Awesome", Explain This
Short whole article with charts.
Excerpt: It appears the American People are losing faith in the American Dream as no matter
how much the American President tells the paeons that everything is awesome, they are just
not buying it. In fact, according to the latest survey by the University of Michigan, the
percentage of US consumers who are 'uncertain' about the the economy has never,
ever been higher...
Fun with Fake Statistics: The 5% "Increase" in Median Household Income Is Pure
Illusion
Excerpt from the excerpt: Supporters of the status quo nearly wet their pants with joy
when the Census Bureau reported that real (adjusted for inflation) median household
income rose 5.2% between 2014 and 2015. Too bad it was completely bogus: the
supposed increase in everyone's income is pure statistical trickery. (with charts)
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----------For the next three articles keep in mind that incandescent light bulbs were outlawed nationally
for contributing too much heat to the atmosphere by Republican G W Bush. Global warning
Cap and Trade (C&T) swas made law in California by Republican Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Climate change C&T have been continued and reinforced (killing jobs) by Democrat Jerry
Brown in California. Has been one of the primary crisis justifications for issuing executive
orders that have sought to destroy America's sovereignty and killed jobs nationwide by
Democrat Barack Obama.
Feds' psychology tricks fail miserably on global warming
Note the games that are being played trying to get you to think a certain way.
Excerpt from the excerpt: President Obama’s executive order to federal agencies to integrate
into their policies and programs “behavioral-science insights” about how people make
decisions and act on them has had little effect on how Americans think about “climate
change,” the government-approved theory that mankind is causing irreparable damage to the
planet.
GOP Lawmaker Totally Trolls Obama’s Climate Adviser With ‘Global Warming’ Article
From 1922
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The Arctic Ocean is warming up, icebergs are growing scarcer and
some place the seals are finding the water too hot,” McClintock read in a Wednesday hearing,
adding that reports “all point to a radical change in climate conditions and hitherto unheard of
temperatures in the Arctic zone.”
The ‘Fingerprint’ Of Global Warming Doesn’t Exist In The Real World, Study Finds
Excerpt from the excerpt: One of the main lines of evidence used by the Obama
administration to justify its global warming regulations doesn’t exist in the real world,
according to a new report by climate researchers.
The First Country to Officially Defend Christians Persecuted by ISIS
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Today, Christianity has become the most persecuted religion,
where out of five people killed [for] religious reasons, four of them are Christians,” Catholic
News Agency (CNA) quoted Hungary’s Minister for Human Resources, Zoltan Balog, as
saying. “In 81 countries around the world, Christians are persecuted, and 200 million
Christians live in areas where they are discriminated against. Millions of Christian lives are
threatened by followers of radical religious ideologies.”
Culture
Sweden: Who Do Christian Leaders Serve?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Really? Not even the most radical gay activists believe that the
rainbow in the gay pride flag is a sign of the promise between God and man. For many
influential Christian leaders in Sweden, it does not matter what it says in the Bible anymore. In
fact, if you take a step back and look at the overall picture, it is clear that many Christian
leaders in Sweden do not worship God; they worship the romanticized, multicultural utopia
they want Sweden to become. These Christian leaders betray not only the Swedish people,
but they also betray the God that they promised to serve, by making Christianity into a
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bullhorn for the liberal elite who hold political power in Sweden.
Allah's stabbing epidemic spreads to U.S. Mall
Excerpt from the excerpt: The Cross Roads Mall in St. Cloud, Minnesota, was shut down
Sunday when an assailant made reference to Allah while stabbing four shoppers before being
shot dead by an off-duty policeman
IED Explodes In New York City; 29 People Injured: Bomb Was "An Intentional Act"
Mayor Says
Excerpt from the excerpt: Summary of the latest news surrounding the explosion of an IED in
midtown Manhattan on Saturday night
Cascade Mall shooter in custody
Excerpt from the excerpt: he suspected gunman responsible for killing five people Friday night
in the Cascade Mall, in Burlington, Washington, is in custody. He has been identified as Arcan
Cetin, a native of Adana, Turkey.
Who Is Behind The Riots? Charlotte Police Says 70% Of Arrested Protesters Had Out
Of State Ids
Excerpt from the excerpt: As shocking as this statement is, it should not be a total surprise. 18
months ago, as the riots flared in Ferguson, there was one man pulling the strings of
this 'domestic false flag'... George Soros. In an apparent effort to "keep the media’s
attention on the city and to widen the scope of the incident to focus on interrelated causes —
not just the overpolicing and racial discrimination narratives that were highlighted by the news
media in August," liberal billionaire George Soros donated $33million to social justice
organizations which helped turn events in Ferguson from a local protest into a national
flashpoint.
What is a globalist?
Short whole article with link to video.
Excerpt from the excerpt: The reality is that globalism means something very specific, and
very dangerous, if you value democracy, individualism, or any of the values of Western
civilization.
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The Excerpts
Technology
Someone Is Learning How to Take Down the Internet (09/13/16, Bruce Schneier, Schneier
On Security)
Excerpt: Over the past year or two, someone has been probing the defenses of the
companies that run critical pieces of the Internet. These probes take the form of precisely
calibrated attacks designed to determine exactly how well these companies can defend
themselves, and what would be required to take them down. We don't know who is doing this,
but it feels like a large nation state. China or Russia would be my first guesses.
First, a little background. If you want to take a network off the Internet, the easiest way to do it
is with a distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS). Like the name says, this is an attack
designed to prevent legitimate users from getting to the site. There are subtleties, but
basically it means blasting so much data at the site that it's overwhelmed. These attacks are
not new: hackers do this to sites they don't like, and criminals have done it as a method of
extortion. There is an entire industry, with an arsenal of technologies, devoted to DDoS
defense. But largely it's a matter of bandwidth. If the attacker has a bigger fire hose of data
than the defender has, the attacker wins.
(Further down)
The attacks are also configured in such a way as to see what the company's total defenses
are. There are many different ways to launch a DDoS attack. The more attack vectors you
employ simultaneously, the more different defenses the defender has to counter with. These
companies are seeing more attacks using three or four different vectors. This means that the
companies have to use everything they've got to defend themselves. They can't hold anything
back. They're forced to demonstrate their defense capabilities for the attacker.
(Further down)
Who would do this? It doesn't seem like something an activist, criminal, or researcher would
do. Profiling core infrastructure is common practice in espionage and intelligence gathering.
It's not normal for companies to do that. Furthermore, the size and scale of these probes -and especially their persistence -- points to state actors. It feels like a nation's military
cybercommand trying to calibrate its weaponry in the case of cyberwar. It reminds me of the
US's Cold War program of flying high-altitude planes over the Soviet Union to force their airdefense systems to turn on, to map their capabilities.
https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2016/09/someone_is_lear.html
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Internet, social media addiction linked to mental health risks: study (09/19/16, Dani-Elle
Dubé, Global News)
Excerpt: The study surveyed 254 students at the university in Hamilton using the Internet
Addiction Test (IAT), which was created in 1998, as well as a newer scale of the researcher’s
own design.
(Further down)
Those who screened positive on the IAT as well as on the researcher’s scale had more
trouble dealing with their day-to-day activities including life at home, work, school and social
settings, says chief researcher Michael Van Ameringen at McMaster University to Science
Daily.
Of those surveyed, 33 of them met the criteria for internet addiction and 107 for problematic
internet use.
(Further down)
The study also found that 56 per cent of university students had a difficult time controlling
their use of video streaming websites, 48 per cent couldn’t control their use of social media
and 29 per cent had trouble staying away from instant messaging.
As well, 42 per cent were facing mental health problems as a result of their over-use of the
internet.
http://globalnews.ca/news/2948555/internet-social-media-addiction-linked-to-mental-health-risks-study/

Women commit suicide over horrific 'cyber rape' trend (09/21/16, Chelsea Schilling,
WND)
'Think before you post. Think before you share. Nothing is truly private'
Excerpt: It’s 2016: The Internet is king, and sexting and pornography have become a global
obsession – but, in some cases, the fascination is actually killing young women.
On Sept. 15, the world was stunned when a toxic mix of “revenge porn” and cyber bullying
tragically claimed the life of Tiziana Cantone, a 31-year-old raven-haired beauty in Italy.
Revenge porn, also known as “cyber rape,” is the unauthorized sharing of private sexual
photos or videos or another person, often for the purpose of harassing the victim. Many times,
the pornographic content includes victims’ names and other identifying details.
The phenomenon causes such distress to victims – who see sexually explicit images and
videos of themselves plastered on social media and porn websites – that an estimated 51
percent report having suicidal thoughts due to being victimized. According to an analysis by
the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative, 90 percent of revenge porn victims are women.
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(Further down)
In separate cases in the U.S., mothers, daycare operators, wives of military personnel,
teachers and young women were targeted for revenge porn when their images were posted
without their permission on Kevin Christopher Bollaert’s website, UGotPosted.com. In
February 2015, Bollaert was found guilty of operating the revenge-porn website. Testimony by
digital forensic experts revealed more than 10,000 images of victims of cyber exploitation,
according to the Los Angeles Times. One female victim reportedly attempted suicide, the
Times reported.
In other tragic cases, female victims of sexual assault, who were victimized a second time
after explicit images of their attacks were posted on the web, have committed suicide.
(Further down)
Donna Rice Hughes, president and CEO of Enough is Enough, a nonpartisan organization
promoting the fight against online pornography, told WND, “Whether it’s sexting or whatever
the case may be, when a sexual image or a sex video ends up online, however it gets there, if
it was unintended by the person who it’s depicting, then it can cause a tremendous amount of
harm to that person, psychological harm and emotional harm.”
She continued, “This happens to preteens. It happens to teenagers. It happens to adults like
this Italian woman. Harassment and the reputation devastation can cause depression, anxiety
and suicidal thoughts. We’ve seen many, many cases of suicide [following] all kinds of
bullying and harassment. It happens so often.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/women-commit-suicide-over-horrific-cyber-rape-trend/

Government
New Study Finds Taxpayers Are Fleeing New York, Illinois and California (09/17/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
A new demographics study, posted on newgeography.com, found that more tax filers are
fleeing the state of New York than any other state in the country. Frankly, we're shocked
people wouldn't want to live in a state with the highest cost of living, highest home
prices, highest state income tax rate and highest property tax rate...what about the
cultural benefits? We guess the bankers and hedgies have finally figured out that they can
conduct their business from pretty much any location with an internet connection and then
visit New York when/if necessary. Per the same study, Illinois lost the second highest number
of taxpayers and California was not far behind in third.
Does anyone think it's purely a coincidence that the darkest areas of the following
maps seem to overlap and represent the states that people are fleeing at the highest
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rates? If so, we assume you probably also think it's a coincidence that those very same
states have been Democratic strongholds for decades.

Source: Economic Policy Institute.
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Actually, the Albany Times Union was able to find at least one person who thought that people
were fleeing from NY for reasons other than oppressively high costs of living and burdensome
tax rates. Ironically, that person was non other than Richard Azzopardi, of Governor Cuomo's
office, who said:
"The fact is that under this administration, New York has a record number of private
sector jobs, an unemployment number below the national average, and passed
reforms that led to the lowest middle class taxes in 70 years, the lowest corporate tax
rates since 1968 and the lowest manufacturing tax rate since 1917 and a property tax
cap."
While we appreciate the data from Azzopardi, we're not sure that linking New York's
excessive tax rates to its own historically higher excessive tax rates is the right comparison.
Our guess is that your citizens (or ex-citizens) probably consider New York's current tax rates
versus the current tax rates of other states as the more relevant comparison. But that's just a
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hunch.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-16/new-study-finds-taxpayers-are-fleeing-new-york

If "Everything's So Awesome", Explain This (0918/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
It appears the American People are losing faith in the American Dream as no matter how
much the American President tells the paeons that everything is awesome, they are just not
buying it. In fact, according to the latest survey by the University of Michigan, the percentage
of US consumers who are 'uncertain' about the the economy has never, ever been
higher...
Good times ahead, or bad times? The percentage of U.S. consumers saying "it depends"
rose to the highest on record in September, according to preliminary results of the University
of Michigan’s monthly survey.

As Bloomberg reports, the upcoming presidential election may be leading to increased
uncertainty over the outlook, Richard Curtin, the director of the survey, said in an e-mail.
However, as we have detailed previously, things have not been too rosy for the last few years,
no matter how rose-colored one's glasses are... (at least according to Harvard)...
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It's not "election uncertainty" - as Harvard points out that the key affliction of the U.S.
economy is a completely broken political system that is "no longer delivering good
results for the average American."
The U.S. political system was once the envy of many nations. Over the last two
decades, however, it has become our greatest liability. Americans no longer trust their
political leaders, and political polarization has increased dramatically. Americans are
increasingly frustrated with the U.S. political system. Independents now account for 42% of
Americans, a greater percentage than that of either major party.
The political system is no longer delivering good results for the average American.
Numerous indicators point to failure to compromise and deliver practical solutions to the
nation’s problems. Political polarization has especially made it harder to build consensus on
sensible economic policies that address key U.S. weaknesses. It is at the root of our inability
to progress on the consensus Eight-Point Plan.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-18/if-everythings-so-awesome-explain

Fun with Fake Statistics: The 5% "Increase" in Median Household Income Is Pure
Illusion (09/18/16, Charles Hugh Smith, Of Two Minds)
The truth is the rich are getting richer and everyone else is losing ground as inflation chews
through stagnant incomes.
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Excerpt: Supporters of the status quo nearly wet their pants with joy when the Census
Bureau reported that real (adjusted for inflation) median household income rose 5.2%
between 2014 and 2015. Too bad it was completely bogus: the supposed increase in
everyone's income is pure statistical trickery.
(Further down)
Please follow along as I show you how median household income works. Let's start with
a simple sample group of ten households. Household #1 earns $40,000, #2 earns $41,000
and so on, as each additional household earns $1,000 more than the previous household.
Household #10 earns $49,000.
The median income of our group is $44,500, as 50% earn less than $44,500 and 50% earn
more than $44,500.
As the economy expands, it adds two households earning $48,000 and $49,000
respectively. Meanwhile, the income of the two households that had earned $48,000 and
$49,000 respectively each leaps to $250,000 each.
The median household income of the group increases to $45,500, but only the top two
households experienced any increase in real income--and their income soared. The
"average household" didn't make a dime more, even as the economy expanded and
income for the entire group rose an astonishing 45%.
You see what happened as median household income increased: all the gains went to
the top layer--"average" household income didn't rise at all. See how much fun we can
have with misleading statistics?
(Further down)
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(Further down)
But this isn't the end of the "median household income" trickery: the key trick word is
"real," which means adjusted for inflation.
I hope you see this coming: it all depends on how you measure inflation. As explained in
this insightful expose, the Census Bureau didn't use the conventional Consumer Price
Increase (CPI) measure of inflation; they used a lower deflator of income which magically
boosts income--not in the real world, of course, but in the world of trickery, magic, smoke and
mirrors, all designed to manage perceptions of a status quo that has failed the bottom 95% of
households.
http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2016/09/fun-with-fake-statistics-5-increase-in.html

Feds' psychology tricks fail miserably on global warming (09/17/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Government program still can't get people to 'draw correct inferences'
Excerpt: President Obama’s executive order to federal agencies to integrate into their policies
and programs “behavioral-science insights” about how people make decisions and act on
them has had little effect on how Americans think about “climate change,” the government615

approved theory that mankind is causing irreparable damage to the planet.
That’s according to the Social and Behavioral Sciences Team in the executive office of the
president, part of the National and Science Technology Council.
It recently released its annual report describing how it worked in eight “policy areas.”
The work included “promoting retirement security, advancing economic opportunity, improving
college access and affordability, responding to climate change, supporting criminal-justice
reform, assisting job seekers, helping families get health coverage and stay healthy, and
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of federal government operations.”
(Further down)
It has had less success on global warming.
The report said consumer adoption of “green-power plans remains low at roughly 700,000
customers nationwide.”
To improve that, the team initiated a dialogue with the Department of Energy’s Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy to “identify the potential behavioral barriers
underlying low take-up of clean energy, as well as a suite of behavioral tools that can be used
to address these barriers.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/feds-psychology-tricks-fail-miserably-on-global-warming/

GOP Lawmaker Totally Trolls Obama’s Climate Adviser With ‘Global Warming’ Article
From 1922 (09/21/16, Michael Bastasch, The Daily Caller)
Excerpt: California Republican Rep. Tom McClintock opened a congressional hearing by
reading a Washington Post article detailing the “unheard of” impacts global warming had on
the Arctic ecosystem.
“The Arctic Ocean is warming up, icebergs are growing scarcer and some place the seals are
finding the water too hot,” McClintock read in a Wednesday hearing, adding that reports “all
point to a radical change in climate conditions and hitherto unheard of temperatures in the
Arctic zone.”
McClintock went on, then asked President Barack Obama’s top climate adviser Christy
Goldfuss if “this the crisis you’re referring to?” — referring to a new guidance her Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) staff issued on accounting for global warming impacts of federal
agency actions.
“It is a crisis we’re trying to address,” Goldfuss said, totally unsuspecting of what was about to
happen. “I’m not familiar with that specific report…” Goldfuss added.
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“Perhaps the reason is because it was November 2, 1922 that The Washington Post carried
this article,” McClintock said.
It turns out McClintock was reading a Washington Post article from November 1922, not
November 2015 as many listening, including Goldfuss, likely assumed.
In 1922, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reported “so little ice
as has ever been noted” in the Arctic. A Norwegian captain told NOAA the Arctic “of that
region is not recognizable as the same region of 1868 to 1917.”
“Many old landmarks are so changed as to be unrecognizable,” NOAA reported. “At many
points where glaciers formerly extended far into the sea they have entirely disappeared.”
http://dailycaller.com/2016/09/24/the-nyt-hillary-endorsement-reads-like-a-list-of-excuses/

The ‘Fingerprint’ Of Global Warming Doesn’t Exist In The Real World, Study Finds
(09/22/16, Michael Bastasch, The Daily Caller)
Excerpt: One of the main lines of evidence used by the Obama administration to justify its
global warming regulations doesn’t exist in the real world, according to a new report by
climate researchers.
Researchers analyzed temperature observations from satellites, weather balloons, weather
stations and buoys and found the so-called “tropical hotspot” relied upon by the EPA to
declare carbon dioxide a pollutant “simply does not exist in the real world.”
They found that once El Ninos are taken into account, “there is no ‘record setting’ warming to
be concerned about.”
“These analysis results would appear to leave very, very little doubt but that EPA’s claim of a
Tropical Hot Spot (THS), caused by rising atmospheric CO2 levels, simply does not exist in
the real world,” reads the report by economist James Wallace, climatologist John Christy and
meteorologist Joseph D’Aleo.
“Also critically important, even on an all-other-things-equal basis, this analysis failed to find
that the steadily rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations have had a statistically significant
impact on any of the 13 critically important temperature time series analyzed,” they wrote.
(Further down)
The crux of EPA’s argument rested on the existence of a “tropical hotspot” where global
warming would be most apparent. That is, there should be enhanced warming in the tropical
troposphere — the “fingerprint” of global warming.
EPA’s endangerment finding is the legal basis for agency global warming regulations,
including the Clean Power Plan (CPP) now being fought over in federal court. CPP aims to
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cut power plant carbon dioxide emissions 32 percent by 2030 and could cost $41 billion a
year, according to independent estimates.
D’Aleo and his colleagues looked at the data and controlled for El Ninos and La Ninas. What
they found was that once natural oceanic warming and cooling events are accounted for,
there’s no warming trend.
(Further down)
Climate scientists have been debating for years over the existence of the “tropical hotspot.”
Christy, who co-runs the premier satellite temperature dataset at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville with climatologist Roy Spencer, has presented evidence that climate models
overpredicted warming in the tropical troposphere.
Ross McKitrick, an environmental economist at the University of Guelph in Canada, also ran
the numbers and found climate models overestimated warming in the tropical troposphere.
McKitrick provided evidence of a phase shift in 1977 from dominant El Ninas to El Ninos —
just like D’Aleo, Christy and Williams found.
“Over the 55-years from 1958 to 2012, climate models not only significantly over-predict
observed warming in the tropical troposphere, but they represent it in a fundamentally
different way than is observed,” McKitrick wrote in a 2014 study.
http://dailycaller.com/2016/09/22/the-fingerprint-of-global-warming-doesnt-exist-in-the-real-world-study-finds/

The First Country to Officially Defend Christians Persecuted by ISIS (0916/16, World
Watch Monitor, Christianity Today)
Hungary has drawn criticism for favoring Christian over Muslim refugees from Syria and Iraq.
Excerpt: This week, Hungary, which has during the past year come under pressure for its
handling of Europe’s mass migration crisis, has become the first government to open an office
specifically to address the persecution of Christians in the Middle East and Europe.
“Today, Christianity has become the most persecuted religion, where out of five people killed
[for] religious reasons, four of them are Christians,” Catholic News Agency (CNA) quoted
Hungary’s Minister for Human Resources, Zoltan Balog, as saying. “In 81 countries around
the world, Christians are persecuted, and 200 million Christians live in areas where they are
discriminated against. Millions of Christian lives are threatened by followers of radical
religious ideologies.”
(Further down)
He said that Europe is divided between an “EU elite” and those, like him, who want to hold on
to Europe’s Christian roots.
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“The political war based on the topic of migration is a great opportunity for both parties,”
Orban said. “[The elite] know that Muslims will never vote for a party with Christian roots, so
with the huge volume of Muslims, the conservative parties will be crowded out of power. But
this war is also a great opportunity for the supporters of the nation-states with Christian roots.”
(Further down)
In Iraq, a Christian population estimated at more than a million before the 2003 war—and
considerably more prior to that—today stands at less than 300,000. Many displaced from
Iraq’s Nineveh Plains after the 2014 ISIS offensive currently seek a permanent home in the
West.
In Syria, a similar situation has developed since the country’s civil war started five years ago.
Other countries in the region have seen a hemorrhaging of indigenous Christianity with the
resurgence of Islam as a political ideology since the last century.
Iraq ranks second and Syria is fifth on Open Doors’ 2016 World Watch List, a list of 50
countries where Christians come under the most pressure. Almost 40 of the 50 countries are
majority Muslim or have Islamist non-state actors (e.g. militias) at work.
(Further down)
Part of the reason for going public with the initiative now is to set an example for other
European nations.
"Somehow the idea of defending Christians has acquired a bad taste in Europe, as if it means
excluding other people," von Habsburg said. The Hungarian initiative is intended to show it
doesn’t have to be that way, Catholic news sources reported.
http://www.christianitytoday.com/gleanings/2016/september/first-country-to-officially-defend-christianspersecuted-by.html

Culture
Sweden: Who Do Christian Leaders Serve? (0913/16, Nima Gholam Ali Pour, Gatestone
Institute)
Excerpt: Christianity is a universal religion, therefore Christianity in Sweden should have
many similarities with Christianity in other countries.
If Christianity in Sweden begins to embrace a doctrine that has nothing to do with the
universal world religion of Christianity, Sweden has then invented a new religion.
If you look at how Christianity has developed in Sweden today, it seems that this is what
Sweden is about to get.
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(Further down)
In December 2014, he (Stefan Swärd, an influential Christian pastor in Sweden with a
background in the Evangelical Free Church) gathered 380 Swedish ministers from the
Pentecostal movement, the Evangelical Free Church in Sweden, the Uniting Church in
Sweden, the Salvation Army, Word of Faith Movement and the Swedish Alliance Mission, as
well as several other churches, to sign a petition, which declared, among other things, that
these denominations do not believe that Sweden applies a refugee policy that is too
generous. This was written before the migration crisis in 2015, when Sweden already had the
most liberal immigration policy in Europe and gave all Syrians permanent residence in
Sweden.
(Further down)
After the June 2016 terrorist attack in Orlando, Florida, in which ISIS sympathizer Omar
Mateen murdered 49 people at a gay nightclub, another influential Christian pastor in
Sweden, Stanley Sjöberg, wrote on his Facebook page that homosexuals should be more
low-key, not to provoke Muslims. After his statement about the Orlando massacre, Sjöberg
told a Christian magazine:
"But I believe that we must adapt to the multicultural way when we've brought several
hundred thousand Muslims here. I believe that politicians and serious thinkers agree with me
that we cannot just continue with our culture, with Pride festivals, or to drink in public. We in
Europe are forced to step back to show a little more considerate attitude to the environment."
The Church of Sweden has actively tried to influence Swedish politicians to support a liberal
immigration policy. When the Swedish parliament was going to vote on restrictive migration
policies in June 2016, a bishop of the Church of Sweden in the Diocese of Västerås pleaded
with MPs to vote against the proposal. When the media asked him why he should interfere in
political matters he responded:
"It is obvious to me. Otherwise I would not carry out my duties as bishop unless I committed
myself to the vulnerable."
There are lot of vulnerable people in Sweden. 225,000 retirees in Sweden lived in poverty in
2014, and all estimates shows that this number is going to grow rapidly. So why is the Church
of Sweden obsessed with vulnerable people who come from other countries?
It seems to have become part of Church of Sweden's mission -- and Christianity in Sweden
generally -- to make the country implement a liberal immigration policy.
But is this really the mission of the Church and Christianity? What happened with spreading
the Word and letting people know that Jesus is the truth, the way and the life?
(Further down)
So now, according to a senior official in the Church of Sweden, the call to wear a cross to
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show solidarity with persecuted Christians is "un-Christian".
That the Church of Sweden distances itself from people who carry the cross caused Ann
Heberlein, a doctor of theology and lecturer at Lund University, to write,
"The leadership of the Church of Sweden no longer wants to lead a Christian community; they
want to lead a general ethical association for humanistic values of the most vulgar kind."
The Church of Sweden's attacks on the "My cross" initiative continued until one of the priests
who had started it publicly left the Church of Sweden. In an article, Johanna Andersson, the
priest who is resigning, writes:
"Church leadership has for several weeks been running a campaign against us who started
the group 'My cross.' In this campaign, I have been discredited, called 'questionable',
'unclean', 'agitator', 'un-Christian' and attributed xenophobic hidden agendas."
The question, therefore, is whether some Christian leaders in Sweden really care about Jesus
and Christianity or whether they are using Jesus to convey a political agenda which includes
a liberal immigration policy and multiculturalism.
(Further down)
There are many examples of how Christianity in Sweden has gone astray and become
something else. One might describe Swedish Christianity as a new religion that worships
multiculturalism and leftist values in general. In Swedish Christianity, Jesus has been reduced
from being the son of God, to an activist fighting for multiculturalism and open borders.
(Further down)
If the Swedish establishment wants multiculturalism, then Christian leaders will declare that
God says multiculturalism is good. If the Swedish establishment wants a liberal immigration
policy, Jesus says that he has always been for a liberal immigration policy, despite the fact
that he was born more than 2000 years ago. Swedish Christianity has become a mixture of
madness and deception.
In Malmö the Church of Sweden publishes a local magazine called Trovärdigt. In the latest
issue, you can read that a priest, who serves at St. Peters church in Malmö, said,
"The rainbow in the Pride Flag is also a sign of the promise between God and man".
Really? Not even the most radical gay activists believe that the rainbow in the gay pride flag is
a sign of the promise between God and man. For many influential Christian leaders in
Sweden, it does not matter what it says in the Bible anymore. In fact, if you take a step back
and look at the overall picture, it is clear that many Christian leaders in Sweden do not
worship God; they worship the romanticized, multicultural utopia they want Sweden to
become. These Christian leaders betray not only the Swedish people, but they also betray the
God that they promised to serve, by making Christianity into a bullhorn for the liberal elite who
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hold political power in Sweden.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8920/sweden-church-immigration

Allah's stabbing epidemic spreads to U.S. Mall (09/18/16, WND)
8 injured by assailant who first asked if victims were Muslim
Excerpt:: The Cross Roads Mall in St. Cloud, Minnesota, was shut down Sunday when an
assailant made reference to Allah while stabbing four shoppers before being shot dead by an
off-duty policeman
Police said the suspect, armed with a knife, entered the mall about 8 p.m. Saturday.
“That individual made some references to Allah and we confirmed that he asked at least one
person if they were Muslim before assaulting them,” said St. Cloud Police Chief Blair
Anderson.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/allahs-stabbing-epidemic-spreads-to-u-s-mall/

IED Explodes In New York City; 29 People Injured: Bomb Was "An Intentional Act"
Mayor Says (09/18/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Summary of the latest news surrounding the explosion of an IED in midtown
Manhattan on Saturday night:
• A powerful explosion caused by what authorities say was a homemade bomb set off in
a sidewalk dumpster on 23rd Street (between 6h and 7th Ave.) at 8:30pm on Saturday
night, injured at least 29 people; a second explosive device was also found four blocks
away. The explosion, which occurred around 8:30 p.m., prompted the shutdown of a
wide swath of Manhattan south of Midtown. The Police Department said at 1:15 a.m.
Sunday that 14th Street to 32nd Street was closed to traffic between Fifth and Eighth
Avenues until further notice.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-17/explosion-reported-new-york-city-least-15- people-injured

Cascade Mall shooter in custody (09/23/16, WND)
Gunman ID'd as Arcan Cetin, a native of Turkey
Excerpt: The suspected gunman responsible for killing five people Friday night in the
Cascade Mall, in Burlington, Washington, is in custody. He has been identified as Arcan Cetin,
a native of Adana, Turkey.
Washington State Patrol officers tweeted his arrest at 7:20 p.m. PDT. The suspected shooter
was seen and recognized while walking on a street in the town of Oak Harbor and was
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detained as a person of interest.
According to his Facebook page, Cetin is a graduate of Oak Harbor High School, class of
2015. Cetin describes his nickname as “The Turk.” His profile says he was formerly a bagger
at the Whidbey Island Naval Air Station Commissary.
(Further down)
The suspect, armed with a “hunting-type rifle,” initially entered Macy’s unarmed, according to
reports. He left and returned about 10 minutes later with the rifle and began shooting.
The fatalities included four females, ranging in age from teens to seniors, and one male
victim, said Mount Vernon Police Lt. Chris Cammock at a news conference Saturday morning.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/gunman-sought-after-shooting-4-in-mall-near-seattle/?cat_orig=us

Who Is Behind The Riots? Charlotte Police Says 70% Of Arrested Protesters Had Out
Of State Ids (09/23/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Confirming what many had suspected when viewing the sudden and intense
collapse into anrchy that occurred in Charlotte this week, Todd Walther, spokesman for the
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Fraternal Order of Police told CNN's Erin Burnett:
"This is not Charlotte that's out here. These are outside entities that are coming in and
causing these problems. These are not protestors, these are criminals."
"We've got the instigators that are coming in from the outside. They were coming in on buses
from out of state. If you go back and look at some of the arrests that were made last night. I
can about say probably 70% of those had out-of-state IDs. They're not coming from
Charlotte."
As shocking as this statement is, it should not be a total surprise. 18 months ago, as the
riots flared in Ferguson, there was one man pulling the strings of this 'domestic false
flag'... George Soros. In an apparent effort to "keep the media’s attention on the city and to
widen the scope of the incident to focus on interrelated causes — not just the overpolicing
and racial discrimination narratives that were highlighted by the news media in August," liberal
billionaire George Soros donated $33million to social justice organizations which
helped turn events in Ferguson from a local protest into a national flashpoint.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-22/who-behind-riots-charlotte-police-says-70-arrested-protesters-hadout-state-ids

What is a globalist? (09/16/16, Lauren Southern, The Rebel)
If you've been following this election at all, you have probably heard the wordsv"globalist" and
"globalism" thrown around a lot. Some of the people using it are nationalists, or patriots. They
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see globalism as a threat to the sovereignty of their nation. Whichever nation that happens to
be.
https://youtu.be/XumrD3ET3Sg
Others argue that the term "globalism" is just a scary catch-all word invented by Trump
supporters, or the alt right. A word that means nothing at best, and is a racist code at worst.
The reality is that globalism means something very specific, and very dangerous, if you value
democracy, individualism, or any of the values of Western civilization.
http://www.therebel.media/what_is_a_globalist
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UPDATE OCTOBER 4, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is October 4, 2016
I hope you are well and doing well.
The articles speak for themselves.
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
Leaked memo: Refugees vet themselves
Excerpt from the excerpt: Leon Rodriguez, director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services, could not deny that in many cases there is no data from the refugee’s home country
that would corroborate or refute his story. He tried to reassure the committee by saying the
screening process is lengthy and continuously being improved, noting that the United Nations
pre-screens the refugees before his office even sees them.
Ohio Muslim immigrant kills own daughter
Excerpt from the excerpt: “When a Muslim woman violates any of those rules commanded by
Islam for her behavior she violates the Muslim man’s ghayra causing him to feel he is
responsible to take action and stop her,” he said. “Islam provides a hierarchy of actions the
man can take, starting with scolding the woman and ending with killing her.”
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"Christian Girls are only Meant for One Thing, the Pleasure of Muslim Men"
Excerpt from the excerpt: What, then, is Islam's view of women who are "infidels"? They are
at best "meant for one thing, the pleasure of the Muslim man," as one Muslim told a group of
young Christian girls in Pakistan before terrorizing and murdering one. In the Koran, (see
4:24), non-Muslim women seized in a jihad can be bought and sold as sex slaves for Muslim
men, as the Islamic State has been doing.
Vermont's suicide rule requires doctors violate medical ethics
Excerpt from the excerpt: The complaint notes Vermont is the fourth state, after Oregon,
Washington and California, to allow assisted suicide, but the “first to mandate that all health
care professionals participate in the practice.”
Felons in county jails to be allowed to vote in California elections
Excerpt from the excerpt: Despite widespread opposition from law enforcement, Gov. Jerry
Brown on Wednesday signed a bill that will allow thousands of felons in county jails to vote in
California elections as part of an effort to speed their transition back into society.
Culture
Atheists: Satanism our 'weapon' against 'religious bigots'
Excerpt from the excerpt: In her book “The Happy Satanist,” the leader of a group pressing for
an “After School Satan Club” at a Washington state elementary school admits she and her
colleagues don’t believe in any supernatural being and view Satanism as a “formidable
weapon to fight for the separation of church and state.”
Transgender boy, 12, delivers powerful speech to school board after debate erupted
over female classmate who said she was uncomfortable with another trans student
changing in the same locker room
I found this article disturbing on multiple levels. It appears to have been written with great
bias, which is only one level. Let me layout the facts. Put emotions aside.
The matter involves two teen girls in a Pennsylvania school, one in ninth grade and one in
seventh grade. The seventh grade girl has been living as a boy since the third grade when
her mother determined she was transgender.
In the fifth grade, we are told, the girl began referring to herself with male pronouns.
She is still physically female and now in the seventh grade using the girls locker room. The
complaint, which in the article makes the complainer sound stupid, is that the ninth grader felt
uncomfortable showering with a transgender boy. (Please note the gender of the 12 year old
seventh grader is referred to as “boy” throughout the entire article.) Also, please note that
ANOTHER in the title seems to be a typo or was purposely put in to create confusion. In the
article there is no other person mentioned as being transgender. If the complainer actually
said ANOTHER, we are never told why.
Following her speech to the school board the seventh grader was given a loud standing
ovation by those in attendance. The vice principal of the school even sent a note telling her,
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"Ari I just wanted to let you know that you are my hero. I read the story and watched
the video. You are an inspiration."'
What are the adult educators of our children doing? Let's see, in 2015, Rachel Dolezal, an
adult white woman (both parents are white) who was President of the Spokane NAACP
presented herself as and insisted she was black. Funny, once the truth was known NOBODY
agreed with her; they realized there was a problem. Yet, we have a 12 year old child
physically female, who presents herself as and insists she's male (Mama says so), and the
vice principal of her school sees her as a hero? Did anybody do a DNA test to at least have a
basis to work from; you know, just in case there's more going on with her physical body than
is easily ascertainable visually? What chromosomes does she have?
Potential benefits of transgenderism
Excerpt from the excerpt: It’s not just basketball that would yield benefits for those with XY
chromosomes. What about allowing transgender XY people to box women in the WIBA? Then
there are the Olympics. The men’s fastest 100-meter speed is 9.58 seconds. The women’s
record is 10.49. What about giving XY people a greater chance at winning the gold by
permitting them to compete in the women’s event? They could qualify by just swearing that
they feel womanish or have gender dysphoria.
Cornell students approve measure to provide tampons in men’s bathrooms
Before it was Brown. Now it's Cornell. And, unless I missed something somewhere along the
way, women ARE absolutely the only people who menstruate.
Excerpt from the excerpt: The reasoning behind stocking both men’s and women’s restrooms
with feminine products is that not all people who menstruate are women, when accounting for
the trans-gender population.
Students cancel annual ‘Speedo Hike,’ say it’s not inclusive enough to all body sizes
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The cancelation of the Speedo Hike was completely unnecessary,”
Glick said in an email Wednesday to The College Fix. “Any students who did not wish to
attend the event were more than welcome to stay at home instead. Rather than being an
‘inclusive’ decision, the cancelation of the Speedo Hike served only to exclude those students
who would have liked to participate in the event from enjoying a fun outdoor activity together.
If On the Loose wants to cater to out-of-shape, non-outdoorsy students, perhaps they should
consider starting a different club.”
Technology
Caught On Tape: Hackers Take Control Of A Moving Tesla From Miles Away
Short whole article with an animated gif and YouTube video.
So, if you are driving on the freeway, or whatever, and you notice the driver of a Tesla driving
erratically, it may actually be that the driver is in his or her little personal Hell as the vehicle is
being controlled remotely by a hacker.
I am not including this article to make Tesla vehicles look bad. I am including it because it
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presents another aspect of hacking. Is this currently possible, or will it be possible in the notto-distant future, with other vehicles from other manufacturers? New vehicles today are all
computerized, but consider other luxury vehicles being hackable first.
Also, notice that Tesla issued a software update – over the air – to resolve the problem. Ah,
the interconnected world.
Computer researcher to Congress: 'It's possible' for hackers to alter election
Excerpt from the excerpt: Wednesday's hearing comes as the Obama administration is
investigating whether Russia is behind a series of election hacks targeting Democratic Party
organizations, current and former government officials and multiple state voter registration
databases.
Report: Up to 10 states have experienced election-related hacking
Excerpt from the excerpt: As many as 10 state election databases have been hacked, not
only the two previously reported in Illinois and Arizona, according to a report by CBS News.
Money
Euro “Might Start To Unravel” If Collapse Of Deutsche Bank
Excerpt from the excerpt: The euro "might start to unravel" if Deutsche Bank collapses
according to respected financial journalist Matthew Lynn. "It all has a very 2008 feel to it …"
he warns in the Telegraph where he outlines his growing concerns about Deutsche Bank,
concerns we have written about in recent months.
The Excerpts
Government
Leaked memo: Refugees vet themselves (09/28/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Officials make astonishing admission about lack of screening
Excerpt: President Obama’s top official responsible for vetting refugees testified before the
Senate Wednesday that it’s possible for people from Syria and other terrorist-infested
countries to have their refugee applications approved based simply on personal interviews
with a “highly trained” immigration officer.
Leon Rodriguez, director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, could not deny that in
many cases there is no data from the refugee’s home country that would corroborate or refute
his story. He tried to reassure the committee by saying the screening process is lengthy and
continuously being improved, noting that the United Nations pre-screens the refugees before
his office even sees them.
Under questioning from Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, Rodriguez at first avoided giving a direct
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answer on whether it was possible to gain admission as a refugee based solely on an
interview. That infuriated Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala., who chairs the subcommittee on
immigration and the national interest. His subcommittee conducted the hearing Wednesday
on Obama’s refugee plans for fiscal year 2017, which begins Saturday, Oct. 1.
Obama plans to bring 110,000 refugees to the United States in 2017, up from 85,000 in 2016
and 70,000 in 2015.
The administration has exceeded its 2016 target on Syrian refugees by 30 percent, resettling
12,500 in dozens of U.S. cities and towns, rather than the 10,000 it had promised the U.N.
At Wednesday’s hearing, administration officials refused to say how many refugees they
intend to bring in from Syria in fiscal 2017, only that it would likely exceed the 12,500 brought
this year.
Nor did they say how many would come from Somalia, Iraq, Burma, Afghanistan and other
hotbeds of Sunni radicalism.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/obama-telling-refugees-go-vet-yourself/

Ohio Muslim immigrant kills own daughter (09/30/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Case reeks of Islamic honor violence but cops can't figure out motive
Excerpt: Jamal Mansour, 63, of Rocky River, Ohio, walked into his adult daughter’s bedroom
at 1:15 a.m. Tuesday and shot her twice in the head while she slept. His daughter, Tahini
Mansour, 27, died about 10 hours later at a local hospital.
“We don’t have a solid motive other than an argument occurred between a father and his
daughter,” said Lt. George Lichman with Rocky River Police.
(Further down)
Tahani Mansour was educated and successful. She received a doctor of pharmacy degree
from Northeast Ohio Medical University in 2013, worked as a clinical pharmacist for University
Hospitals and taught at the University of Findlay and the medical school, according to her
LinkedIn account.
(Further down)
Shariah rules for women’s dress and conduct are part of the foundation of Islamic culture,
Akbari told WND in an email.
“Any Muslim who has lived in a society with a dominant Islamic culture adopts those laws to
some degree and makes them to be a part of his or her belief,” Akbari said.
“Muslim men who immigrate to Western countries bring that sense of jealousy toward their
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female family members with them and enforce the sharia rules in their families,” he added.
He said the correct term in Arabic is not actually “honor.”
“Islam has a term for that sense of jealousy, which by mistake has been translated as ‘honor.’
The Islamic term for that jealousy is “ghayra,” which literally means excluding others. Islamic
rules for dress and conduct cover all aspects of a Muslim woman’s life, how to dress, how to
walk, how to talk, and so on.
“When a Muslim woman violates any of those rules commanded by Islam for her behavior she
violates the Muslim man’s ghayra causing him to feel he is responsible to take action and stop
her,” he said. “Islam provides a hierarchy of actions the man can take, starting with scolding
the woman and ending with killing her.”
(Further down)
Ironically, just one day after the alleged murder of Tahani Mansour by her father, a Senate
hearing was held on refugee resettlement in which Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala., warned that
with the importation of Muslim migrants comes the importation of Muslim cultural norms that
most Americans would find aberrant and abhorrent. Among those he named were honor
violence and female genital mutilation, WND reported.
Sessions said there are an estimated 23 to 27 victims of honor killings each year in America,
citing published reports.
“That’s in America, not in Syria. And 91 percent are murdered for being too ‘westernized.’ That
doesn’t sound like assimilation to me,” Sessions said at the hearing. “Most are daughters,
subjected to physical and emotional abuse all related to fundamentalist Islam.”
More than 500,000 mostly Muslim women in America are also at risk of undergoing female
genital mutilation, according to a recent report published in the Washington Free Beacon.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/ohio-muslim-immigrant-kills-own-daughter/

"Christian Girls are only Meant for One Thing, the Pleasure of Muslim Men" (09/28/16,
Raymond Ibrahim, Gatestone Institute))
Excerpt: Islamic law, always harsh, is still harsher for women. According to the Koran, men
have "authority" over women and may beat them if they are "disobedient" (4:34). According to
Mohammad, the prophet of Islam, women are less intelligent than men — two women are
needed to equal one man's testimony — and the majority of hell's population is made up of
women, who are likened to donkeys and dogs in their ability to distract a man from his prayer
and thereby annul it.
What, then, is Islam's view of women who are "infidels"? They are at best "meant for one
thing, the pleasure of the Muslim man," as one Muslim told a group of young Christian girls in
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Pakistan before terrorizing and murdering one. In the Koran, (see 4:24), non-Muslim women
seized in a jihad can be bought and sold as sex slaves for Muslim men, as the Islamic State
has been doing.
Emily Fuentes, communications director for Open Doors, a human rights organization that
advocates for persecuted Christians, said:
Unfortunately, more and more women are the target of [Muslim] terrorist groups. There are
numerous international incidents of women being kidnapped, raped, and forced to convert
from Christianity to Islam by radical extremist groups.... Many are also sold on the open
market. This brutality is not only occurring in the Middle East but in Africa and in many other
places. In many of these countries, women are subject to persecution because they are
considered second-class citizens because of their gender. As minorities in both gender and
faith, Christian women face double the persecution. Although we don't have an exact number,
we know that millions of women are being persecuted.... In these Muslim-dominated
countries, Christian women are systematically deprived of their freedom to live and are denied
basic human necessities.
Christian women are double damned: barely tolerated both as women and as non-Muslim
"infidels; it becomes clear why they are the greatest recipients of Islamic abuse.
(Further down)
But such Islamic abuse of women is hardly limited to groups such as ISIS or Boko Haram — a
Nigerian-based organization that also defines itself in exclusively Islamic terms and is
notorious for abducting, enslaving, raping and murdering Christian girls. Approximately 700
Christian and 300 Hindu girls are abducted, enslaved, and raped in Pakistan every year.
These are very large numbers considering that Christians and Hindus each make up only one
percent of the nation's Muslim-majority population.
(Further down)
A final important point: while non-Muslim women are targeted more than non-Muslim men for
sexual reasons, that does not mean that they are targeted less than men when it comes to
non-sexual forms of Muslim persecution, such as attacks on "blasphemers" and "apostates."
Chivalry is an alien concept to Islam; when it comes to terrorizing and putting infidels in their
place, the religion of Muhammad is strictly egalitarian. In Pakistan for example, the most
notorious blasphemy case involves a Christian woman, Asia Bibi, who has been in prison on
death row since 2009; and when a Christian couple was accused of desecrating a Koran,
both husband and wife were burned alive. More recent accounts that surfaced around the
same time that Open Doors highlighted the plight of Christian women include:
• Indonesia: In what was described as "an unprecedented use of Shari'a on a nonMuslim," a 60-year-old Christian woman was publicly caned 30 times for selling
alcohol.
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• Islamic State: A Christian woman was executed by Islamic militants for refusing to
deny her faith in Christ. ISIS also threatened a group of Dominican nuns, demanding
they either convert to Islam or pay jizya, tribute (based on Koran 9:29). "The elderly
sisters [fled and] began to suffer heart attacks and heart failures from the stress of the
mass exodus. Over the past 18 months, 23 of them died, sometimes up to three deaths
a week. 'They died of a broken heart,' said Sister Huda."
• Uganda: A Muslim man strangled his wife to death for leaving Islam and converting to
Christianity. Another Muslim man beat and threatened to butcher his wife while
shouting "Allahu Akbar" because of her conversion to Christianity.
One seldom hears of the reverse, of a Muslim wife killing her husband for apostasy, due to
the lack of authority women have in the Muslim world.
You do not want to be a woman in Islam.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8969/christian-girls-muslim-men

Vermont's suicide rule requires doctors violate medical ethics (09/27/16, Bob Unruh,
WND)
'State has no authority to order them to act contrary to time-honored conviction'
Excerpt: Bureaucrats in Vermont not only have forced doctors to counsel patients to commit
suicide in violation of their medical ethics, they are not even willing to delay prosecution of
dissenting physicians while a lawsuit over the issue is settled.
That unsettling fact was revealed this week when lawyers with the Alliance Defending
Freedom filed a request for a preliminary injunction over the issue.
(Further down)
The complaint notes Vermont is the fourth state, after Oregon, Washington and California, to
allow assisted suicide, but the “first to mandate that all health care professionals participate in
the practice.”
The law itself recognizes the ethical conflict, because it states, “A physician who engages in
discussions with a patient related to such risks and benefits in the circumstances described in
this chapter shall not be construed to be assisting in or contributing to a patient’s independent
decision to self-administer a lethal dose of medication, and such discussions shall not be
used to establish civil or criminal liability or professional disciplinary action.”
But the complaint says “this provision does not absolve physicians of liability for failing or
refusing to discuss assisted suicide as their own consciences direct.”
“The provisions of Act 39 require plaintiffs to promote the state’s views that physician assisted
suicide is indicated in all instances of ‘terminal conditions’ and force them to counsel patients
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for physician assisted suicide in violation of the right of conscience, and threaten them with
professional, civil and criminal consequences for holding opposing views,” the complaint
charges.
The complaint alleges violations of the free speech, free exercise and due process
protections in the First Amendment, as well as violations of other state and federal laws.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/vermonts-suicide-rule-requires-doctors-violate-medical-ethics/?cat_orig=health

Felons in county jails to be allowed to vote in California elections (09/28/16, Patrrick
McGreevy, Los Angeles Times)
Excerpt: Despite widespread opposition from law enforcement, Gov. Jerry Brown on
Wednesday signed a bill that will allow thousands of felons in county jails to vote in California
elections as part of an effort to speed their transition back into society.
Through a representative, Brown declined to comment on the bill by Assemblywoman Shirley
Weber (D-San Diego), who said it would reduce the likelihood of convicts committing new
crimes.
“Civic participation can be a critical component of re-entry and has been linked to reduced
recidivism,” Weber said when the bill was introduced.
On Wednesday, Weber said California is setting an example at a time when other state's are
trying to limit voting rights.
"I wrote AB 2466 because I want to send a message to the nation that California will not
stand for discrimination in voting,” Weber said Wednesday after the bill was signed.
http://www.latimes.com/politics/essential/la-pol-sac-essential-politics-updates-felons-in-jails-to-be-allowed-tovote-1475094969-htmlstory.html

Culture
Atheists: Satanism our 'weapon' against 'religious bigots' (09/23/16, Art Moore, WND)
Group pushing elementary-school club also targeted praying football coach
Excerpt: In her book “The Happy Satanist,” the leader of a group pressing for an “After School
Satan Club” at a Washington state elementary school admits she and her colleagues don’t
believe in any supernatural being and view Satanism as a “formidable weapon to fight for the
separation of church and state.”
(Further down)
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Members of Starr’s group also showed up at a high school football game where a coach had
been leading post-game prayers, demanding they be given equal time. And a member in
Alaska gave the invocation at a local council meeting that ended with, “Hail Satan.”
(Further down)
Starr explained what the Satanic Temple is about in a presentation to the Seattle Skeptics
Society posted on the Seattle group’s website.
Starr said, according to the video: “At our core, we are an atheist activist group. That’s why
we exist.”
She identified herself as a former ‘LaVeyan Satanist,’ a follower of the late Anton LaVey, the
founder of the Church of Satan.
But a statement on the Seattle group’s website declares: “We are atheistic; we do not believe
in supernatural beings like God or Satan. We celebrate the literary Satan as a potent symbol
of rebellion against tyranny.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/atheists-satanism-our-weapon-against-religious-bigots/

Transgender boy, 12, delivers powerful speech to school board after debate erupted
over female classmate who said she was uncomfortable with another trans student
changing in the same locker room (09/27/16, Daily Mail Reporter, Daily Mail)
Excerpt: Ari, who said he came out to his friends over the summer, said he knew he was
transgender before he even knew gender as a word.
He also shared how his mother figured out he was transgender when he was in the third
grade, and that he started using male pronouns in the fifth grade.
He told of how in the first grade, girls would not let him use the bathroom even though he had
female genitalia because he 'looked like a guy, and that made them uncomfortable.'
Ari, who attends Lower Macungie Middle School, then went on to comment on 'the hate that
the transgender community has been receiving recently.'
'People say things without an open mind as if we are not human beings like they are,' he said
as he addressed the school board.
'And today people are valuing one another over not just gender and sexuality – what I am
talking about – but also race religion looks and even political stances.
'No one is more important than another person.
(Further down)
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His mother told ABC News that after he finished his speech, her son received a 'loud
standing ovation and that the superintendent came over and shook his hand.
'It was really so beautiful to watch, like watching a baby bird flying out of their nest,' Alisa
Bowman said.
In a Facebook post, the proud mother had noted that before going before the school board
she was scared and braced herself for a hate backlash.
But she was touched by the overwhelming support she received about people telling her how
great her son is or for the video of his speech to go viral.
She wrote: 'I didn't expect the district superintendent to shake my kid's hand after his talk or
for his vice principal to send him a note at school telling him, "Ari I just wanted to let
you know that you are my hero. I read the story and watched the video. You are an
inspiration."'
(Further down)
'Yes, I was hoping and praying that we would make a statement, she added.
'Yes, I so wished for love to spread and spread and spread. I just didn't truly expect my wish
to come true.
'And I didn't comprehend how awesome it would feel to see love win in such a big way.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3810291/Transgender-student-delivers-powerful-speech-combattransphobia-school.html

Potential benefits of transgenderism (09/27/16, Walter Williams, WND)
Walter E. Williams: WNBA salaries would skyrocket with XY 'women' shooting hoops
Excerpt: It’s not just basketball that would yield benefits for those with XY chromosomes.
What about allowing transgender XY people to box women in the WIBA? Then there are the
Olympics. The men’s fastest 100-meter speed is 9.58 seconds. The women’s record is 10.49.
What about giving XY people a greater chance at winning the gold by permitting them to
compete in the women’s event? They could qualify by just swearing that they feel womanish
or have gender dysphoria.
President Barack Obama’s defense secretary, Ashton Carter, wants to promote sex equality in
the nation’s military. I don’t think he’s serious. The minimum fitness test requirement for 17- to
21-year-old males is to be able to do 35 pushups, 47 situps and a 2-mile run in 16 minutes,
36 seconds or less. A weak male soldier might simply claim that he feels feminine. That would
mean he could pass the minimum fitness requirement by meeting the female minimums of 13
pushups, 47 situps and a 19:42 2-mile run. To boot, he would get to reside in the women’s
barracks and enjoy all the privileges attendant thereto.
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For most of history, homosexuals were unfairly persecuted. They pleaded, “Get out of my
bedroom. What consenting adults do is no one else’s business.” I share that sentiment, and
for the most part, homosexuals have won that objective. Had their early campaign against
persecution included a demand that males be permitted to use women’s bathrooms,
the persecution they suffered would have continued.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/potential-benefits-of-transgenderism/

Cornell students approve measure to provide tampons in men’s bathrooms (10/01/16,
College Fix Staff, The College Fix)
#FreetheTampon wins in landslide victory at Ivy League institution
Excerpt: The referendum on the ballot stated: “Should pads and tampons be available free of
charge to students in all bathrooms on campus?” As approved, it means sanitary products
may soon be available for free in all campus bathrooms, a move called by some students “a
basic human right, like water or shelter.”
The measure passed with nearly 80 percent of the student vote in favor, the Cornell Review
reports, adding:
The reasoning behind stocking both men’s and women’s restrooms with feminine products is
that not all people who menstruate are women, when accounting for the trans-gender
population.
http://www.thecollegefix.com/post/29276/

Students cancel annual ‘Speedo Hike,’ say it’s not inclusive enough to all body sizes
(09/28/16, Jennifer Kabbany, The College Fix)
Concerns: ‘body image,’ ‘bro-iness’
Excerpt: The Claremont Colleges’ “On the Loose” outdoors club has canceled its annual Mt.
Baldy Speedo Hike, in which male students typically don Speedos and female students bikinis
as they trek up the mountain, citing concerns that the activity is not inclusive enough to all
body shapes and fitness levels, and that it also sends an overly masculine message.
“By having the Speedo Hike as our official welcome event each year, we unintentionally sent
the message that to participate in OTL, you must be fit and comfortable with your body
image,” the student group stated this week on its Facebook page announcing the decision.
“The name ‘Speedo’ itself inherently implies bro-iness. OTL is so much more than just that,
but many potentially interested students get turned off to our club each year because of
Speedo Hike. … We are always working to make OTL a more open and inclusive space …”
(Further down)
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Steven Glick, a student at the college consortium and editor of the Claremont Independent,
which first reported the story, said the decision is disappointing.
“The cancelation of the Speedo Hike was completely unnecessary,” Glick said in an email
Wednesday to The College Fix. “Any students who did not wish to attend the event were more
than welcome to stay at home instead. Rather than being an ‘inclusive’ decision, the
cancelation of the Speedo Hike served only to exclude those students who would have liked
to participate in the event from enjoying a fun outdoor activity together. If On the Loose wants
to cater to out-of-shape, non-outdoorsy students, perhaps they should consider starting a
different club.”
(Further down)
This decision is the latest in a long parade of politically correct events that have unfolded at
the Claremont Colleges, a consortium of five private, undergraduate liberal arts colleges in
Southern California.
Last April, students canceled plans to screen “Zoolander 2” on campus, saying they were
concerned over the way in which the movie portrayed those in the LGBTQ community, as well
as how it mocked “marginalized identities.”
Also that month, a student art project — a mural of a gun shooting flowers — was largely
covered over after it was accused by one student of being an “emotionally triggering” image
that threatened black students.
Also in April 2016 a dinner party to honor female students of color at the Claremont Colleges
was canceled because it was too inclusive for seeking to honor more than just AfricanAmerican women.
And yet again in April, students protested the decision to invite former Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright as a commencement speaker.
In March of this year, a student government leader alerted campus police after “#trump2016”
was found scrawled on a dorm room door, calling it “racist … violence.”
And last year students refused to allow a yacht club to form, saying the term “yacht” is
“offensive” and the sport too “exclusive.”
Yet many at the five campuses seem to have no problem mocking conservative students.
http://www.thecollegefix.com/post/29226/

Technology
Caught On Tape: Hackers Take Control Of A Moving Tesla From Miles Away (09/27/16,
Tyler Durden, WND)
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Tesla can't seem to catch a break this year with multiple accidents blamed on the company's
autopilot feature, earnings misses and huge cash burns on lower than expected deliveries
that have resulted in the company hitting its bank "funding limit", and a controversial proposed
merger with SolarCity. Fortunately, none of this has really mattered to shareholders who
keep supporting the stock near its all time highs.
As such, we suspect that Chinese hackers posting the first-ever evidence on youtube that
they can hack into moving Teslas and control the vehicles from miles away won't be of much
concern to shareholders either.
Nevertheless, we present the following startling footage of Tesla Model S vehicles being
remotely controlled by hackers who demonstrate the ability to manipulate everything from
overriding the internal displays to opening locked doors and slamming on the brakes while the
car is moving. Seems pretty safe, right?
The following footage shows a hacker slamming on the brakes of this Model S from 12 miles
away.
http://shanghaiist.com/attachments/shang_shanghaiist/teslagif1.gif
Per Forbes, the hack by Tencent’s Keen Security Labs Team was the first demonstration of
anyone proving they could remotely control vehicles, making the potential for real-world
attacks a little more realistic.
Keen said it had informed Tesla’s security team of multiple vulnerabilities in the latest models
running the most recent software. Moreover, the hacks were found to work on various
versions of the Tesla Model S and are believed to also work across all marques.
A Tesla spokesperson acknowledged the Keen hack and said it had issued an over-the-air
update to "address" the vulnerabilities even though the "risk to our customers was very low."
“Within just 10 days of receiving this report, Tesla has already deployed an over-the-air
software update (v7.1, 2.36.31) that addresses the potential security issues. The issue
demonstrated is only triggered when the web browser is used, and also required the car to be
physically near to and connected to a malicious wifi hotspot. Our realistic estimate is that
the risk to our customers was very low, but this did not stop us from responding quickly.”
We agree, it's probably nothing to worry about.
The full video can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1XyhReNcHY
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-27/caught-tape-hackers-take-control-moving-tesla-model-s-milesaway
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Computer researcher to Congress: 'It's possible' for hackers to alter election (09/28/16,
Eric Geller, Politico)
Excerpt: “It’s possible,” said Andrew Appel, a professor at Princeton University, at a House
Oversight IT subcommittee hearing focused on election cybersecurity.
But Appel, who has hacked voting machines used in many states, was the only one to reply
affirmatively when subpanel Chairman Will Hurd (R-Texas) asked for a "yes" or "no" answer to
the question, "Can a cyberattack change the outcome of our national elections?”
The four other people testifying — including a secretary of state, the chairman of the federal
agency that assists with elections, a top Department of Homeland Security cyber official and
the head of a public policy firm's division focused on voting rights — all essentially answered
“no.”
(Further down)
But Rep. Ted Lieu (D-Calif.) wasn't completely soothed by the responses from the four
witnesses.
"My view is they don’t have to hack 50 states," he said. "In a close presidential election, they
just need to hack one swing state. Or maybe one or two. Or maybe just a few counties in one
swing state."
Wednesday's hearing comes as the Obama administration is investigating whether Russia is
behind a series of election hacks targeting Democratic Party organizations, current and
former government officials and multiple state voter registration databases.
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/09/cybersecurity-hackers-election-voting-andrew-appel-228855

Report: Up to 10 states have experienced election-related hacking (09/29/16, Eric Duvall,
UPI)
Excerpt: As many as 10 state election databases have been hacked, not only the two
previously reported in Illinois and Arizona, according to a report by CBS News.
The hacks come as officials in the Justice Department and Homeland Security warn state and
local officials of the threat posed by hackers seeking access to the nation's election database.
(Further down)
Comey was careful to note the difference in severity between scanning voter databases for
individuals' personal information and hacks that affect actual election infrastructure.
So far, officials have not made public any evidence that voter registration information was
altered or deleted – one way hackers could wreak havoc on the election without actually
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tampering with polling machines or vote-tallying software.
http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2016/09/29/Report-Up-to-10-states-have-experienced-election-relatedhacking/4881475179376/?spt=hs&or=tn_us

Money
Euro “Might Start To Unravel” If Collapse Of Deutsche Bank (09/28/16, Gold Core, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: The euro "might start to unravel" if Deutsche Bank collapses according to respected
financial journalist Matthew Lynn. "It all has a very 2008 feel to it …" he warns in the
Telegraph where he outlines his growing concerns about Deutsche Bank, concerns we have
written about in recent months. He writes:
Our image of German banks, and the German economy, as completely rock solid is so strong
that it takes a lot to persuade us they might be in trouble.

And yet it has become increasingly hard to ignore the slow-motion car crash that is Deutsche
Bank, or to avoid the conclusion that something very nasty is developing at what was once
seen as Europe’s strongest financial institution. Its shares have been in free-fall for a year,
touching a new low of 10.7 euros on Monday, down from 27 euros a year ago. Over the
weekend, the German Chancellor Angela Merkel waded into the mess, briefing that there
could be no government bail-out of the bank.
(Further down)
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Merkel is playing a very dangerous game with Deutsche – and one that could easily go badly
wrong. If her refusal to sanction a bail-out is responsible for a Deutsche collapse that could
easily end her Chancellorship. But if she rescues it, the euro might start to unravel. It is hardly
surprising that the markets are watching the relentless decline in its share price with mounting
horror.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-28/euro-%E2%80%9Cmight-start-unravel%E2%80%9D-if-collapsedeutsche-bank
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UPDATE OCTOBER 11, 2016 – MONEY, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is October 11, 2016.
In the last Update I brought to your attention this story:
Transgender boy, 12, delivers powerful speech to school board after debate erupted
over female classmate who said she was uncomfortable with another trans student
changing in the same locker room
I also told you I found the article disturbing on multiple levels, and I attempted to articulate
what the article was about... based on how the author chose to frame the story. That said,
there is a larger, more important story in the background that was alluded to, but deliberately
minimized by the author. The bullet points at the beginning of the article suggest the author's
true purpose was to promote the LGBT OPEN FACILITIES agenda.
Last time I mentioned that ANOTHER was used in the title (as you can see above), but was
never really clarified in the article; the author talked around it. I am guessing that you may
have figured out the real story regarding ANOTHER, that both children identify as transgender
(suffer from Gender Dysphoria). But did you also see the hidden larger story that is actually
the focus of the real story that was concealed?
Again, putting emotions aside, let's look at the facts with a couple of previously hazy
elements.
Two students, one in 9th grade (I am guessing 14 years old.) and one 12 year old in 7th grade
were using the same locker room at the same time. (I am guessing it is a three year middle
school.)
The article clearly established that the 7th grader is a physical girl who has been living as a
boy since 3rd grade, and was dealing with unfortunate treatment (bullying) by her fellow
female students before that.
What the author was purposely not too clear on is that the 9 th grader is actually a physical boy
who has been living as a girl (no length of time or past history given).
When referencing the relationship between the kids and their mothers in the article the
physical boy living as a girl is his “mother's daughter,” and the physical girl living as a boy is
her “mother's son.”
And this is where the more important story comes in.
The 9th grade boy living as a girl and showering/changing in the same locker room, according
to the author, created an uproar by complaining to the school that he was uncomfortable
changing with another transgender student also changing in the same locker room. His
complaint was that the 7th grade girl living as a boy would see his genitalia, his penis. His
reason given for this actually carries no weight in this case. Remember, HE is daily presenting
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himself, and is living as a girl. The 7th grader's response,
'I change in the boy’s locker room and I have seen zero genitalia, which is why I do not
understand why people would make the assumption that a transgender girl would
accidentally reveal herself in the locker room,' he said.
So, if we understand correctly, the 7th grade physical girl living as a boy is saying that both she
and the 9th grade physical boy living as a girl change/shower in the boy's locker room. Really?
So, are both transgender students changing/showering in the boy's locker room with the rest
of the male student population... and the physical girl changing with the larger population of
boys has, at no time, seen any male genitalia... in the boy's locker room? And, the physical
boy living as a girl has no problems changing/showering with the general population of guys?
Something is wrong.
Or when she says the “boy's locker room” is she really saying the locker room the 9 th grader
has been using apart from the general population? The 9 th grader was there first. Remember,
if the school is a three year middle school, this is the 7th grader's first year and the 9th grader
has been using the facilities for at least one school year prior to this, unless he's new to the
school.
What the real story illustrates is that OPEN restrooms/showers don't work, even when there
are two “transgenders” involved. (Sorry, Target) If someone wants to argue that the kids are
transgenders, but heading in opposite transgender directions... well, yeah... that's the whole
point! PERSONAL PRIVACY BETWEEN THE GENDERS REALLY IS AN IMPORTANT
ISSUE! Apparently, even for “transgenders” of the opposite gender. What just happened is the
whole argument for OPEN restrooms/showers, using the “rights” of the poor, misunderstood
and “hated” transgenders as the reason, has been completely exposed (no pun intended) for
the complete and total fallacy that it has always been.
This situation makes me think we should start a grassroots movement to have the American
Medical Association change the NORMAL temperature of the human body from 98.6 degrees
F (which is the same for both males and females) to 103 degrees F. If you ask why would we
do that? Why not? What do you think, good idea? If someone thinks it is not the same as the
transgender issue, actually it is identical conceptually.
Now let's paint another possible locker room scenario (it is not clear in the article) where,
because both students identify as transgender that they were given use of the locker room
facilities apart from the rest of the student population; nobody else was in the locker
room/showers with them. The fact that one of them is uncomfortable with the other, is the
whole point. But, a larger question is why would a boy identifying as a girl care if another
physical girl saw him naked? The fact that she is physically a girl identifying as a boy should
make no difference... unless the truth is, it really does make a difference. Both children are
living as they “identify” sexually, which automatically states that observable natural body parts
and DNA don't matter. But they do matter.
Interestingly, in the article the 12 year old physical girl didn't at all seem to be uncomfortable
changing with the older physical boy, or with the boys in the regular boy's locker room. Yet, if
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our second scenario above is correct, NEITHER are showering with the regular student
population of boys and girls in their respective grade level. Why is that?
As I said before, I find everything about this story very disturbing. Where are the parents? Not
just the mothers who determined that their children are “transgender.” Where are the kid's
fathers? And more importantly, where is the observable common sense on the part of
everyone mentioned in the article?
If anyone thinks I am obsessively picking on these guys, let me assure you I am not.
In my book The Freedom Driven Life: The Case for Freedom I brought up the simple fact that
if there is no absolute Truth, then there can also be no Lie. No Truth and no Lie means
absolutely NOTHING can be good or bad, right or wrong, correct or incorrect. Put into
practice: If I accuse you of murder, and you are absolutely innocent, how important is
absolute Truth? In that situation does the Truth matter?
When it comes to Truth/Reality, something is either true, or it's not. So, if there is absolute
Truth and if we're not pursuing it and embracing it, we are automatically embracing the Lie.
We are watching that play out right before our eyes, and that is what is disturbing me.
This is also not just a one-time incident in one school. Certain people in the federal
government are forcing this situation on every public school in the US (elementary through
college) and the United States military; which is happening even as you have been reading
this.
You are my family and my friends. I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
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The Headlines
Money
7 Things You Need to Know: “New World Money” Goes Live Tomorrow
Excerpt from the excerpt: Any individual country or group of countries with 15% has veto
power over certain major IMF decisions, including the issuance of SDRs. Only one country
has over 15% today, and that’s the United States. The BRICS are now demanding that their
IMF vote move closer to their share of the world economy and past the 15% threshold.
If that happens, then the IMF will not be able to flood the world with SDRs in a liquidity crisis
unless the BRICS agree. No doubt the BRICS will agree, but only if other steps are taken at
the same time to destroy the privileged position of the U.S. dollar in global payments and
reserves. The BRICS are back in town, and it has implications for the adoption of SDRs…
and the dollar.
Culture
Judges back students who refused probe of private parts
Excerpt from the excerpt: The decision comes in a case that developed last winter when
students at Florida’s Valencia College sonography course complained they were being
publicly pressured to undergo transvaginal ultrasound tests at the hands of their classmates,
who included men.
“Students don’t surrender their bodily privacy rights when they walk into a public college
classroom,” said David Hacker, senior counsel for the Alliance Defending Freedom, which
filed a friend-of-the-court brief on behalf of the students.
Think that cops are shooting too many black men? Think again.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Dear ZeroHedge reader, before you Monday-Morning Quarterback
the next officer-involved shooting, you should first find another person and take just one
minute to complete the following exercise, now, and then read the remainder of this article.
(with picture)
Fear of terror driving some police shootings?
Excerpt from the excerpt: If a police veteran stumbles upon a terrorist activity about to be
committed, and risks his/her life to stop it, that person is a hero. But if the suspect were strung
out on PCP, the same police veteran is now a racist murderer.
War on cops continues – 3 shot, 2 dead in Palm Springs
Excerpt from the excerpt: America’s war on police intensified Saturday night when three
officers were shot and two were killed while responding to a domestic-disturbance call in Palm
Springs, Calif.
Jose Gilbert Vega, a 35-year-veteran of the Palm Springs police force who was working an
overtime shift and another officer, a new mother, Lesly Zerebny, 27, were killed when an
assailant fired through the door with a hail of rounds, described by witnesses as sounding like
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a machine gun.
'Ferguson effect' behind cop's brutal beating?
Excerpt from the excerpt: The unidentified officer, a 17-year Chicago police veteran, got into
an altercation with a man who crashed his car into a building and then began walking away
from the scene. He began struggling with her as soon as she and other officers began
questioning him about the crash.
The man was under the influence of PCP, a hallucinogenic drug also known as angel dust,
according to Johnson.
The suspect struck the officer in the face and smashed her head into the pavement “for
several minutes” until she lost consciousness, according to police.
Technology
Nanotechnology: How the “Science of Small Things” Is Solving Big Problems
Excerpt from the excerpt: Among the nanoscale machines they designed and/or built: a
molecular elevator, a molecular muscle, a molecule-based computer chip, a molecular motor,
and a nanocar.
We're growing brains outside of the body
Excerpt from the excerpt: “The brains develop in the same way you would see in an embryo,”
says Madeleine. This may be true, but their surroundings are rather different. In place of a
womb, the disembodied brains are raised in giant incubators. Without a blood supply they are
fed with a nutrient-rich fluid which is refreshed every few days. And, of course, they don’t have
an immune system: everything – everything – which comes into contact with them must be
disinfected first with alcohol.
Government
New U.N. chief abandoned Mideast Christians to ISIS
This is a follow-up to Leaked memo: Refugees vet themselves from the last Update.
Leon Rodriguez, director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, could not deny that in
many cases there is no data from the refugee’s home country that would corroborate or refute
his story. He tried to reassure the committee by saying the screening process is lengthy
and continuously being improved, noting that the United Nations pre-screens the
refugees before his office even sees them.
Excerpt from the excerpt: “I remember him saying that yes a lot of the Syrian Christians don’t
feel threatened by the government but he didn’t mention at all how they feel threaten by ISIS,
which is cutting their heads off,” Simpson said. “And the [Obama] administration has
finally acknowledged after years that what is happening in Syria and Iraq is a genocide,
though still not doing anything to stop it, and the UNCHR certainly didn’t do a thing. He
admitted he wasn’t doing enough and needed to do more, but he never did.”
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The Excerpts
Money
7 Things You Need to Know: “New World Money” Goes Live Tomorrow (09/29/16, Jim
Rickards, Daily Reckoning)
Excerpt: 1) Is tomorrow THE day that the dollar “dies” and is replaced?
When you wake up October 1st, you won’t find anything noticeably different. You’ll still have
dollars in your pocket, you’ll still get paid in dollars, those will be worth something.
But tomorrow will nonetheless be a very significant turning point. Membership in the exclusive
SDR currency club has changed only once in the past 30 years. The SDR has been
dominated by the “Big Four” (U.S., U.K., Japan and Europe) since the IMF abandoned the
gold SDR in 1973. This is why inclusion of the Chinese yuan is so momentous.
(Further down)
3) What do you mean when you say the “New World Money” goes live tomorrow? The
SDR has been around since 1969…
It’s true, the SDR was invented in 1969. And there were a number of issues of SDRs in the
1970s. Indeed, the IMF has issued SDRs three times since their creation more than 40 years
ago. Each time was linked to a crisis of confidence in the U.S. dollar…
In 1969, the French and others recognized the United States was printing too many dollars. At
the time, foreigners could still exchange dollars for gold, and there was a run on Fort Knox.
The IMF created the SDR to smooth the rough monetary seas, issuing 9.3 billion SDRs
through 1972.
In 1979, U.S. inflation soared out of control, past 14%. Oil-producing countries fretted the
value of their dollar reserves was plunging. The IMF issued 12.1 billion SDRs through 1981.
In 2009, in response to the Panic of 2008, the IMF issued 182.7 billion SDRs during August
and September. That was the first time the IMF issued SDRs in almost 30 years. That was in
response to the global liquidity crisis when it looked like the world’s central banks couldn’t act
fast enough. So the IMF issued over $100 billion of SDRs.
But the Panic of 2008 changed everything. Central banks around the world expanded their
balance sheets enormously to combat the crisis. The Fed’s balance sheet exploded from
$800 pre-crisis to about $4 trillion today, for example. They won’t be able to respond the same
way when the next crisis strikes, which I expect sooner rather than later. They’re out of
powder.
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The only financial institution with a balance sheet clean enough to respond to the crisis will be
the IMF. The IMF acts like the “central bank of the world.” It will have to issue massive
amounts of SDRs to hold the international monetary system together. The result will be the
end of the dollar as the leading global reserve currency. That’s why today’s developments
represents such a dramatic change from the past.
(Further down)
7) What’s the next important step in this New World Money Development?
On Oct. 7, the IMF will hold its annual meeting in Washington, D.C., to consider additional
steps to expand the role of SDRs and make China an integral part of the new world money
order. But there’s another looming development that has implications for the adoption of
SDRs…
The return of the BRICS.
“BRICS” is an acronym for Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa, which are among the
largest emerging-market economies and make up about 22% of global GDP. Five years ago,
discussion in international monetary circles was all about the rise of the BRICS. It appeared
the BRICS would mount a serious challenge to U.S. dollar hegemony. Then the BRICS story
went quiet in 2014–15. It looked like the BRICS story was fading in importance. But now that’s
changing.
At the G-20 Leaders’ Summit in Hangzhou, China earlier this month, BRICS made a very
interesting demand. They may be 22% of the global economy, but they only hold 14.89% of
the votes at the IMF.
Any individual country or group of countries with 15% has veto power over certain major IMF
decisions, including the issuance of SDRs. Only one country has over 15% today, and that’s
the United States. The BRICS are now demanding that their IMF vote move closer to their
share of the world economy and past the 15% threshold.
If that happens, then the IMF will not be able to flood the world with SDRs in a liquidity crisis
unless the BRICS agree. No doubt the BRICS will agree, but only if other steps are taken at
the same time to destroy the privileged position of the U.S. dollar in global payments and
reserves. The BRICS are back in town, and it has implications for the adoption of SDRs…
and the dollar.
http://dailyreckoning.com/7-things-need-know-new-world-money-goes-live-tomorrow/

Culture
Judges back students who refused probe of private parts (10/07/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Cite evidence instructors would 'browbeat,' 'threaten' women for refusing procedures
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Excerpt: The decision comes in a case that developed last winter when students at Florida’s
Valencia College sonography course complained they were being publicly pressured to
undergo transvaginal ultrasound tests at the hands of their classmates, who included men.
“Students don’t surrender their bodily privacy rights when they walk into a public college
classroom,” said David Hacker, senior counsel for the Alliance Defending Freedom, which
filed a friend-of-the-court brief on behalf of the students.
(Further down)
“Although the transvaginal ultrasounds were purportedly voluntary, in practice, the employees
[of the school] required students to perform them on each other. At the orientation for new
students, a second-year student explained that the employees believed female students
should undergo the procedure to become better technicians,” the judges wrote.
“If students refused, the employees would browbeat them and threaten their academic
standing as well as their future careers.
“For example, when Milward and Ugalde complained to Ball about the ultrasounds, Ball told
them they could find another school if they did not wish to be probed,” the judges wrote.
“When Milward complained to Shaheen about the ultrasounds, Shaheen responded that she
would suffer academically and professionally if she reufsed the participate.”
The appeals court ruling continued, “The employees also threatened to lower the students’
grades, and Bugnacki threatened to blacklist them at the local hospitals. Milward and Ugalde
eventually submitted to the transvaginal ultrasounds. But Rose refused. As punishment, the
employees did not allow Rose to watch the other students perform the ultrasounds. Amodt
also threatened to bar Rose from a local hospital, gave Rose two failing grades, and yelled at
Rose for an hour until she had a panic attack.”
(Further down)
The students all quit the program over the dispute.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/judges-back-students-who-refused-probe-of-private-parts/?cat_orig=health

Think that cops are shooting too many black men? Think again. (10/07/16,
hedgeless_horseman, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Dear ZeroHedge reader, before you Monday-Morning Quarterback the next officerinvolved shooting, you should first find another person and take just one minute to complete
the following exercise, now, and then read the remainder of this article.
1. Remove any weapons, especially firearms, and check each other to assure that this
has indeed been done.
2. Stand about 6 feet apart, facing each other.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Person A points his "finger gun" at Person B.
Person B has his "finger gun" hidden behind his back.
Person A is instructed to say "Bang!" the moment he sees Person B's "finger gun."
Person B is instructed to try and surprise Person A, draw and point his is "finger gun" at
Person A, and say "Bang!" as quickly as he can.
7. Repeat the exercise at least a half a dozen times for effect, and switching roles.
Are you surprised by the results of the exercise? Very rarely, if ever, is Person A able to say
"Bang!" before Person B is able to draw, point, and "shoot," because ACTION BEATS
REACTION. At best, for Person A, the exercise results in a tie, where BOTH people get shot.
It is simply a matter of math and physiology.
This exercise is often used with a jury to defend a shooter (white, black, cops, non-cops,
anyone) on trial for defending his life with a firearm. I believe that completing and
understanding this simple exercise can save your life. At worst, you might learn something
that is counter to your initial feelings on these matters, and thus suffer from a little bit of
cognitive dissonance. I surely do wish that everyone reading ZeroHedge would please try it.
When there are two individuals, and only one of them is aiming his weapon at the other, then
that person has what is called, "tactical advantage." In Hollywood terms he has, "The Drop,"
on the other guy.
(Further down)
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Considering what you just experienced in the above exercise, learning that ACTION BEATS
REACTION, what would you do if you are one of the cops in this photo, and the suspect very
quickly does this?
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-06/rule-number-3-gunfights-action-beats-reaction

Fear of terror driving some police shootings? (10/07/16, Armstrong Williams, WND)
Exclusive: Armstrong Williams examines 1 possible reason cops are on edge
Excerpt: It seems as though the nation’s cities and major metropolitan areas are sitting in
anxious anticipation for the next police shooting – the next “senseless” loss of someone who
didn’t have to die.
That’s unfortunate. There are too many questions surrounding these shootings. While the
answers do eventually come, rarely are they complete, and certainly the pain does not
subside because some plausible explanation is given.
I predict these shootings will continue. I hope I’m wrong.
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(Further down)
See, I think fear is what drives these shootings. Not all of them, but certainly the ones that
can’t be easily explained. Fear of what, you may ask? Terrorism. I believe in the wake of 9/11,
when terrorism in its most raw, demonic form arrived on our shores, it spurred a new kind of
fear among the people. Sure, we were told that if we walked around in fear, the terrorists
would win. We couldn’t allow that. It would be … un-American.
But as each week passes, and senseless stabbings, shootings in malls, exploding bombs on
city streets become more prevalent in a 24-hour news cycle, we will see more shootings by
law enforcement.
If you are a police officer, and you read of the same violence that others do, and one day you
encounter a person – white, black, Hispanic, it doesn’t matter – pointing a round cylindrical
device toward you, legs spread as though he’s ready to fire said device, your first reaction is
not, “I bet that’s an electronic cigarette he’s holding.”
Seconds stand between someone’s life and death. And as much as we would like to believe
cops get it right all the time, sometimes they do not. But are we expecting a behavioral
dynamic from the police that we ourselves would never get right if we found ourselves in the
same situation?
If a police veteran stumbles upon a terrorist activity about to be committed, and risks his/her
life to stop it, that person is a hero. But if the suspect were strung out on PCP, the same
police veteran is now a racist murderer.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/fear-of-terror-driving-some-police-shootings/

War on cops continues – 3 shot, 2 dead in Palm Springs (10/08/16, WND)
Suspect still on loose after officer gunned down at front door while negotiating entry
Excerpt: America’s war on police intensified Saturday night when three officers were shot and
two were killed while responding to a domestic-disturbance call in Palm Springs, Calif.
Jose Gilbert Vega, a 35-year-veteran of the Palm Springs police force who was working an
overtime shift and another officer, a new mother, Lesly Zerebny, 27, were killed when an
assailant fired through the door with a hail of rounds, described by witnesses as sounding like
a machine gun.
Another officer was wounded, Police Chief Bryan Reyes said.
“The officers, from what I understand, were at the front (door) trying to negotiate with the
suspect to just comply,” said Police Chief Bryan Reyes. “It was a simple family disturbance
and he elected to open fire on … guardians of this city.”
Frances Serrano, who lives on Cypress Road, across the street from where the shooting took
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place, was coming out of her garage around noon Saturday when her neighbor came bursting
out of his own garage.
The man sought Serrano’s attention.
“He said, “Help. I need help. My son is in the house, and he’s crazy. He has a gun. He’s ready
to shoot all the police,'” Serrano recalled the father saying.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/war-on-cops-continues-3-shot-2-dead-in-palm-springs/?cat_orig=us

'Ferguson effect' behind cop's brutal beating? (10/07/16, WND)
Chicago's top law-enforcement officer says police '2nd-guessing themselves'
Excerpt: A Chicago police officer, who was beaten unconscious after responding to the scene
of a car crash this week, told her police chief from a hospital bed that she did not pull her
weapon and use lethal force against her attacker because she was worried about the
backlash she would have faced from the community and media.
“She thought she was going to die. She knew that she should shoot this guy, but she chose
not to, because she didn’t want her family or the department to have to go through the
scrutiny the next day on national news,” Supt. Eddie Johnson said.
Johnson, speaking during an awards ceremony for police and firefighters, said the recent
focus on police shootings has officers “second-guessing” themselves.
“It’s an example of how dangerous this job is. And because of the scrutiny going on
nationwide, there (are) officers second-guessing themselves. That’s what we don’t want,” said
Johnson.
(Further down)
The unidentified officer, a 17-year Chicago police veteran, got into an altercation with a man
who crashed his car into a building and then began walking away from the scene. He began
struggling with her as soon as she and other officers began questioning him about the crash.
The man was under the influence of PCP, a hallucinogenic drug also known as angel dust,
according to Johnson.
The suspect struck the officer in the face and smashed her head into the pavement “for
several minutes” until she lost consciousness, according to police.
Three other officers on the scene were also injured by the attacker, who was finally subdued
by a Taser and pepper spray.
“I think it’s pretty apparent that it was a horrific incident. … Anytime you face a life-or-death
situation, then you can use deadly force, because that’s what he was trying to do to her,” said
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Johnson
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/ferguson-effect-behind-cops-brutal-beating/?cat_orig=us

Technology
Nanotechnology: How the “Science of Small Things” Is Solving Big Problems
(10/07/16, David Dittman, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Let’s start by trying to picture “one billionth part of something” – the simple definition
of “nano,” according to Merriam-Webster.
Here’s some help contextualizing this prefix for units of length and time.
Pick a finger; any will do. The nail on it will grow about a nanometer in one second.
Consider the hair that just fell out of your head. It’s about 80,000 to 100,000 nanometers
wide.
The sheet of paper on which you write your grocery list is about 100,000 nanometers “thick.”
(Further down)
That something so small could carry us into the future is the realization of a far-out concept
first articulated by famed physicist Richard Feynman almost 60 years ago.
In his December 29, 1959, talk at a meeting of the American Physical Society at the California
Institute of Technology, Feynman “described a process in which scientists would be able to
manipulate and control individual atoms and molecules.”
Feynman invented nanotechnology, which is “science, engineering, and technology
conducted at the nanoscale, which is about 1 to 100 nanometers.”
According to the National Nanotechnology Initiative, “Nanoscience and nanotechnology are
the study and application of extremely small things and can be used across all the other
science fields, such as chemistry, biology, physics, materials science, and engineering.”
And how: Evidence of a nano revolution abounds.
Just this week, the Royal Academy of Sciences awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
to Jean-Pierre Sauvage of the University of Strasbourg, Sir J. Fraser Stoddart of
Northwestern University, and Bernard L. Feringa of the University of Groningen “for the
design and synthesis of molecular machines.”
These guys “developed molecules with controllable movements, which can perform a task
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when energy is added.”
Among the nanoscale machines they designed and/or built: a molecular elevator, a molecular
muscle, a molecule-based computer chip, a molecular motor, and a nanocar.
Their breakthrough was taking “molecular systems out of equilibrium’s stalemate and into
energy-filled states in which their movements can be controlled.”
(Further down)
Nanoelectronics researchers at the University of Southampton have made huge strides
toward the development of “neural implants that communicate with prosthetic limbs when
neurons fire.”
(Further down)
The biological approach is also exciting. Together with advances in the synthetic approach to
nanomachines, the flood of nano-based applications predicted by futurist Ray Kurzweil may
be soon unleashed.
Feynman, at the outset of a 1984 lecture, asked, “How small can you make machinery?”
Getting into the substance of his presentation, Feynman said, “Now let us talk about the
possibility of making machines with movable parts, which are very tiny.”
That possibility is now reality.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/10/07/nanotechnology-science-small-things-solving-big-problems/

We're growing brains outside of the body (10/05/16, Zaria Gorvett, BBC)
Madeleine Lancaster has 300 brains growing in her lab – here’s how she’s done it.
Excerpt: In her own small corner of this research utopia, Madeleine’s team is at work on a
task so absurd it seems more wizardly than scientific: they’re transforming human skin into
brains.
“The brains develop in the same way you would see in an embryo,” says Madeleine. This may
be true, but their surroundings are rather different. In place of a womb, the disembodied
brains are raised in giant incubators. Without a blood supply they are fed with a nutrient-rich
fluid which is refreshed every few days. And, of course, they don’t have an immune system:
everything – everything – which comes into contact with them must be disinfected first with
alcohol.
(Further down)
In fact, making a brain isn’t as difficult as you might expect. With a few simple ingredients –
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and an unquenchable enthusiasm for drenching things in alcohol – you too could have a
miniature brain in a matter of months.
First off, you’ll need some cells. Lancaster’s team took theirs from samples of donated skin
but, somewhat disconcertingly, to make this masterpiece of human evolution you could start
with any cell type – be it nose, liver, or toenail.
Only stem cells are able to develop into all the body’s tissues, so next you’ll need to turn your
cells into some of those. For this, the team used a kind of cellular youth serum, a protein
cocktail which can rewind the clock and turn any cell back into an embryonic-like state.
(Further down)
The man-made brains are already transforming our understanding of the brain, its disorders
and what makes humans special. Though they were only invented in 2013, a quick Google
search of “cerebral organoids” turns up 2,820 scientific papers already.
So what does the future hold? Several groups are working on improving the brains,
introducing a blood supply so that they can grow larger; at the moment, the 4mm brains are
entirely reliant on Oxygen and nutrients diffusing in from the surrounding liquid.
For many scientists, the ultimate goal is for the brains to function like normal brains – forming
networks which can be stained, sliced up and studied like the brains of lab mice. But for now,
the organoids are as inert as the bits of popcorn they resemble.
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20161004-were-developing-brains-outside-of-the-body

Government
New U.N. chief abandoned Mideast Christians to ISIS (10/08/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Former top refugee official now secretary general – 'he bears 99.9%' of blame
Exclusive: As tens of thousands of young, healthy Muslim men stormed the gates of Europe
in the fall of 2015, touching off a migrant crisis financed and encouraged by billionaire
globalists like George Soros, then-United Nations refugee czar Antonio Guterres “demanded”
that the E.U. nations open their borders and “welcome” the migrants.
He said Europe “must accept up to 200,000 refugees” as part of a “common strategy” to
replace their “piecemeal” approach to the migrant crisis, the BBC reported.
Guterres, who headed of the U.N. refugee agency, said the E.U. must mobilize “full force” for
the crisis, calling it a “defining moment.”
As it turned out, the 200,000 was just a small downpayment on what the U.N. high
commissioner for refugees had in mind for Europe. Nearly 2 million “refugees” would
eventually come — almost none of them from the persecuted Christian communities in Syria.
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The same trend occurred in the United States, which took in 12,587 U.N.-selected Syrian
refugees in fiscal 2016, and only 0.5 percent were Christian. Most of them were selected by
Guterres, who served 10 years as high commissioner for refugees up till Dec. 31.
And the outcome was every bit of the “defining moment” that Guterres predicted, but not in a
good way. What unfolded was horrific terrorist acts by two Syrian refugees involved in the
Paris and Brussels attacks, a mass knifing by a 17-year-old Afghan refugee on a train in
southern Germany, and an epidemic of sexual assaults by Muslim migrants in Germany,
Austria, France and Sweden.
Now Guterres, 67, has been rewarded for his good work by the same globalists who hold
sway at the United Nations. He was promoted this week to the U.N.’s highest post, secretary
general, replacing Ban Ki-moon.
(Further down)
Yet even with this official stain on his resume, Guterres was able to outmaneuver nine other
candidates for the top job at the U.N., replacing Ban Ki-moon as secretary general. The U.N.
General Assembly approved his appointment Wednesday.
Weeks before he stepped down from his post at the UNHCR in December, Shea approached
Guterres at a conference in Washington and questioned him about the troublesome lack of
Mideast Christians being resettled in the West.
“He seemed relatively unconcerned for a group that had been officially designated as victims
of a genocide,” she said.
James Simpson, a researcher and writer affiliated with the Center for Security policy, was also
at the same conference, put on by the Migration Policy Institute’s annual immigration law
conference at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., last October.
“I asked him about the Christians. I said that virtually all of the Syrians being resettled in the
West are Sunni Muslims and the U.N. was sending us almost no Christians and why is that?”
Simpson recalls.
(Further down)
“I remember him saying that yes a lot of the Syrian Christians don’t feel threatened by the
government but he didn’t mention at all how they feel threaten by ISIS, which is cutting their
heads off,” Simpson said. “And the [Obama] administration has finally acknowledged after
years that what is happening in Syria and Iraq is a genocide, though still not doing anything to
stop it, and the UNCHR certainly didn’t do a thing. He admitted he wasn’t doing enough and
needed to do more, but he never did.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/new-u-n-chief-abandoned-mideast-christians-to-isis/?cat_orig=world
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UPDATE OCTOBER 18, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is October 18, 2016.
I hope this Update finds you well and doing well.
The articles speak for themselves.
Family. Friends. I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
The worst state in which to raise children
Excerpt from the excerpt: Sponsors of this conference included the state department of
education, AIDS organizations, Planned Parenthood, the Attorney General’s Sexual Assault
Task Force, and the Oregon Health Authority.
The conference encouraged teens to engage in “anal and oral sex, mutual masturbation,
sexting, pornography, sex toys, gender fluidity, and sexual experimentation.”
Another state tells churches to shut up about transgenders
Excerpt from the excerpt: The case was launched by the Alliance Defending Freedom after
Healey and the state commission both decided to interpret the law “to force churches to open
church changing rooms, shower facilities, restrooms, and other intimate areas [to people]
based on their perceived gender identity, and not their biological sex, in violation of the
churches’ religious beliefs.”
---------What I said back in the April 20, 2016 Update:
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“As those of you who keep up with the UN Sustainability Committee know, back in the 1990's
the UN Sustainability Committee determined that PROMOTING homosexuality was one
effective way to reduce the world population, thus providing for a sustainable planet.”
As I have shared before, the LGBT Agenda (and the Obama Edicts) is not in place to be
beneficial to the homosexual community. It is imperative to understand that the LGBT Agenda
is a sub-agenda of Agenda 21. As illustrated in what I said above, the purpose of the LGBT
Agenda is meant to keep the population from growing. Please understand that I have known
this since I first read the information on Agenda 21 back in the 1990s.
What Exactly Is Agenda 21?
Excerpt from the excerpt: In 1992, peace-loving tree huggers at the UN devised a plan for the
world. That’s right – the friendly folks at the UN’s Division for Sustainable Development (DSD)
created a master plan for ALL of us.
Agenda 21 is a comprehensive plan of action to be taken globally, nationally, and locally by
organizations of the United Nations System, Governments, and Major Groups in every area in
which human impacts on the environment.
Forget Agenda 21: UN’s 2030 Agenda Will ‘Transform the World’
Understand that Agenda 21 did not end when Agenda 2030 was ratified by the UN last year
and took effect January 1, 2016. Think of it as an addendum to or sub-agenda of Agenda 21.
Agenda 2030 also makes 2030 the year to have fully implemented Agenda 21. It is simply
updating and putting a new face on Agenda 21.
Another way to understand what has taken place: Think of Agenda 21 as the League of
Nations, which was established following WWI. Think of Agenda 2030 as the United Nations,
which was established following WWII. The League of Nations was rolled into the United
Nations. There was absolutely no difference in purpose.
The UN was to give the appearance of a new and superior separate organization, based on
where the world was at that time, having just come through a second world war within the first
fifty years of the 20th Century. However, the truth is the UN was established to overcome
some issues that could not be overcome when the LoN was established, such as, the Senate
never allowed the United States to be part of the LoN, even though President Woodrow
Wilson was one of the chief architects of the LoN. Creating the UN and planting it in New York
City overcame that little issue. Agenda 2030 is simply an enlargement of Agenda 21.
Excerpt from the excerpt: We have all heard of Agenda 21, but the 2030 Agenda isn’t quite so
familiar. Agenda 2030 emphasizes gender and racial equality, eradication of poverty, and the
total abolition of violence and hate. It lays out that the future world is based entirely on these
goals and that the only way to achieve these things is through sustainable development and
control of climate change. Oh – and the planet will also be totally poverty free by 2030 as well.
BRICS See Aggressive Globalism as Antidote to Economic Failure
Excerpt from the excerpt: It is difficult to comprehend how tiny, elite groups can coordinate the
world’s affairs. But this seems to be what’s taking place. In every facet of commerce and
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politics, East and West seem to have adopted similar approaches.
Money
Global Elites Are Getting Ready To Blame You For The Coming Financial Crash
Excerpt from the excerpt: The truth is, at this point globalists do not need expansive or
intricate control over the system in order to cause a crisis or to place conservatives in the
historical hot seat. All they have to do is step aside and let the train wreck happen. And, of
course, they have to position themselves as prognosticators and saviors once the crisis event
occurs.
California’s Recycling Crisis Sends Billions of Bottles and Cans Into Landfills
Excerpt from the excerpt: Waste Management, the top U.S. waste processor, has closed
about 20 percent of its processing facilities nationwide in the past two years, says Brent Bell,
vice president for recycling operations. “If you told me today that China’s GDP growth rate
was going to go back to 14 or 15 percent and the price of oil would go back to $100 a barrel, I
would say we would go back to where we were. I don’t see those two things happening.”
Restaurant Industry In Gloom As Number Of Americans Eating Out Tumbles
Excerpt from the excerpt: As the Natl Restaurant Association reports for its latest data, August
restaurant sales tumbled in August, sliding to the lowest level since the financial crisis. As the
restaurant association reports, due in large part to declines in both same-store sales and
customer traffic, the National Restaurant Association’s Restaurant Performance Index (RPI)
fell below 100 in August. The RPI – a monthly composite index that tracks the health of and
outlook for the U.S. restaurant industry – stood at 99.6 in August, down 1.0 percent from a
level of 100.6 in July. (with chart)
The Floodgates Begin To Open
Excerpt from the excerpt: But never before has the whole world entered monetary panic mode
at the same time, which implies that little about what’s coming can be said with certainty. It’s
at least probable that a combination of massive deficit spending and effectively unlimited
money creation will indeed generate “growth” of some kind. But it’s also probable that once
started this process will spin quickly out of control, as everyone realizes that in a world where
governments are actively generating inflation (that is, actively devaluing their currencies) it
makes sense to borrow as much as possible and spend the proceeds on whatever real things
are available, at whatever price. Whether the result is called a crack-up boom or runaway
demand-pull inflation or some new term economists coin to shift the blame, it will be an epic
mess.
HP Plans As Many As 4,000 Layoffs As PC Slump Persists
Excerpt from the excerpt: This isn’t the first time in recent memory that HP has laid off
employees. For instance, earlier this year, HP said it would speed up layoffs and let 3,000
employees loose by Christmas. The company currently employs about 50,000 people.
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The Excerpts
Government
The worst state in which to raise children (10/12/16, Linda Harvey, WND)
Exclusive: Linda Harvey covers, 'gender-obliterating nonsense,' 'porn extravaganza'
Excerpt: It’s official: Oregon is in free-fall
And if possible, you really don’t want to raise children there until some big changes are made.
Among a badly behaving peer group – the rest of the states in the U.S. – Oregon still sinks
below them all, even radical Massachusetts and loony California.
(Further down)
Consider these facts:
In Oregon, a 15-year-old can now embark on hormone and sex-change surgical treatment
without a parent’s consent, paid for by Medicaid. This policy was quietly enacted in 2015 by
an appointed commission of the Oregon Health Authority. Judicial Watch accessed
documents and found that 56 children were treated for gender “assessment” in the first six
months of the program, some under age 9.
Dr. Paul McHugh, former psychiatrist-in-chief at Johns Hopkins University, has called the
Oregon policy for gender-confused youth “child abuse” and that such operations for youth are
“never appropriate.”
The option for young teens to have healthy breasts and penises amputated is being
advocated through the many school-based health clinics that bypass parental rights to advise
children about intimate issues and often refer them to Planned Parenthood. Among the
services the clinics promote for minor children are “reproductive health” and counseling for
“LGBTQ” issues.
So middle-school girls are given birth control and referrals to Planned Parenthood, and
students questioning their sexuality will most likely be told, inaccurately, that some people are
“born that way” and that such sexual expression is just as natural as heterosexuality.
Oregon teachers in one large district (the Tigard-Tualatin schools) have been told not to line
up children as boys and girls, but use creative substitutes, like “chips and salsa,” or “peanut
butter and jelly.”
A distraught teacher shared her grave concerns about the deceptive climate emerging in her
Oregon school because of gender anarchy.
(Further down)
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The radical gender-anarchist agenda foisted on Oregon youth prompted a letter to Gov. Kate
Brown from physicians representing the American College of Pediatricians, decrying the
ready adoption of the unlawful Obama administration Title IX advisory guidelines.
Apparently, that letter from physicians is being ignored.
Sexuality education in Oregon is outrageously perverted, explicit and misleading.
Progressives have infiltrated the state bureaucracies, and it’s only through the diligence of
parent groups like Parents’ Rights in Education (PRIE) that the some of the worst offenses
have been exposed and halted.
The Oregon Adolescent Sexuality Conference, conducted annually until 2015, included
outright pornography – lots of it. About one third of the attendees were adolescents
themselves. Explicit graphics and messages included an obscene “vagina” display; promotion
of a website called TakeCareDownThere.org; Valentine’s cards for teens with messages like,
“The only thing that can come between us is a condom”; instructions about phone sex and
masturbation; and suggestions for teen dating activities like lap dancing, wearing each other’s
underwear, sending each other erotic text messages and so on.
Also among the giveaways at this conference was lubricant for use in sex acts, popular with
male homosexuals, and a brochure called, “Dry Humping Saves Lives.” And of course, teens
were subjected to graphics featuring the gender-variant cookie figure, the “Genderbread
Person,” which encourages teens to accept any version of male/female identity without
question, no matter how bizarre and self-destructive.
Sponsors of this conference included the state department of education, AIDS organizations,
Planned Parenthood, the Attorney General’s Sexual Assault Task Force, and the Oregon
Health Authority.
The conference encouraged teens to engage in “anal and oral sex, mutual masturbation,
sexting, pornography, sex toys, gender fluidity, and sexual experimentation.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/the-worst-state-in-which-to-raise-children/

Another state tells churches to shut up about transgenders (10/12/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Dragged into court for demanding to censor 'religious expression'
Excerpt: For a second time in just weeks, a state finds itself on defense in a legal action
triggered by its attempt to dictate what ministers and others say inside their churches.
In America. Home of the First Amendment’s protection for freedom of speech and freedom of
religion.
The newest case was filed against Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination
commissioners Jamie R. Williamson, Sunila T. George and Charlotte G. Richie and Attorney
General Maura Healey.
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It’s over a a new “gender identity” definition adopted in Massachusetts. The measure makes
“gender identity” a special class, with more protections than ordinary citizens. Under the
provision, the attorney general has claimed “houses of worship” are places of “public
accommodation” and members therefore cannot even express ideas concerning “religious
expression regarding biological sex and gender identity.”
The case was launched by the Alliance Defending Freedom after Healey and the state
commission both decided to interpret the law “to force churches to open church changing
rooms, shower facilities, restrooms, and other intimate areas [to people] based on their
perceived gender identity, and not their biological sex, in violation of the churches’ religious
beliefs.”
(Further down)
“Under Massachusetts law, refusing to use a transgender person’s preferred pronoun would
be punishable discrimination. (At least this is true of ‘he’ or ‘she’ – I saw nothing in the
document about ‘ze’ and other newly made-up pronouns.) The Massachusetts document …
makes that clear in the employment context, and it also makes clear that the
antidiscrimination law rules apply to places of public accommodations (including churches, in
‘secular events’ ‘open to the public’) just as much as to employment.”
(Further down)
The case asks for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary and permanent injunction
restraining the state from violating the rights of the churches and their ministers and
members.
It argues the state is violating the First Amendment in numerous ways and points out “the
government has no compelling interests – unrelated to the suppression of ideas – that is
served by infringing the churches’ and pastors’ expressive associational rights, nor can any
such interest be achieved by the least restrictive means available.”
“The defendants have violated the churches’ and pastors’ rights under the Free Exercise and
Establishment Clauses.”
And it warns bluntly, “MCAD’s interepretation that the act will be applied to churches on a
‘case-by-case-basis’ invests in itself the power to decide which religious beliefs, practices,
and doctrines of the churches regarding sex are acceptable, and which ones are not.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/another-state-tells-churches-to-shut-up-about-transgenders/

What Exactly Is Agenda 21? (10/13/16, Daisy Luther, daisyluther.com)
Excerpt: When most folks hear the words “Agenda 21” they have one of three responses:
1. Huh? What’s that?
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2. Oh yay! It’ll turn the world into Utopia and global warming will stop and life will be
rainbows and unicorns again!
3. It’s a plan to remove personal liberty and move us closer to a one-world government.
Where the heck is my tinfoil?
In 1992, peace-loving tree huggers at the UN devised a plan for the world. That’s right – the
friendly folks at the UN’s Division for Sustainable Development (DSD) created a master plan
for ALL of us.
Agenda 21 is a comprehensive plan of action to be taken globally, nationally, and locally by
organizations of the United Nations System, Governments, and Major Groups in every area in
which human impacts on the environment.
So, let’s see if we understand this correctly.
• A plan of action. Got it.
• To be taken globally…okay – everyone must participate.
• In every area in which human impacts on the environment….yep, that covers everyone
and everything in the entire world.
It’s a warm fuzzy way to take over the world! Group hug, anyone?
Agenda 21 is a 350-page action plan divided into 40 chapters. It was developed at a summit
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The “21” in Agenda 21 refers to the 21 st Century. You can read the
entire unsettling plot HERE but the general idea is that the group of “leaders” intends to have
a collective finger in every pie on the planet.
(Further down)
I. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS
The first section of the pact plan deals with the people of the world. Particularly, the DSD
wants to “help” those in Third World countries live “better”.
II. CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT
This section includes protection of the atmosphere, land, mountains, oceans, and fresh
waters – everything in the environment of a given country. This means that historical ways of
using these resources could be outlawed – changing the basic ways of life for the indigenous
people to make way for “progress” and “sustainability”. This gives control of all natural
resources to the good folks of the DSD.
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III. STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF MAJOR GROUPS
The language in this section implies empowerment of women, children, unions, farmers, and
indigenous peoples. However, if you dig deeper you’ll discover that all of this equality actually
means
• the abolition of personal property
• the demise of rural living
• mandatory birth (population) control
• the “redevelopment” of cities
So, basically, Communism 101.
IV. MEANS OF IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes how to get the whole world on board the happy train to Agenda 21land.
(Further down)
Agenda 21: Not Just for 3rd World Countries
All of this peace and love isn’t just for developing countries. The principles of Agenda 21 are
insinuating themselves into the lives of North Americans and Europeans at warp speed. I’ll bet
when you read this list, you can see dozens of ways this plan has begun to take root right in
your own backyard.
http://daisyluther.com/what-exactly-is-agenda-21/

Forget Agenda 21: UN’s 2030 Agenda Will ‘Transform the World’ (09/27/16, Daisy Luther,
daisyluther.com)
Excerpt: If you think Agenda 21 was bad, you ain’t seen nothing yet. Wait until you learn what
the creepily utopian 2030 Agenda has in store for us all.
(Further down)
We have all heard of Agenda 21, but the 2030 Agenda isn’t quite so familiar. Agenda 2030
emphasizes gender and racial equality, eradication of poverty, and the total abolition of
violence and hate. It lays out that the future world is based entirely on these goals and that
the only way to achieve these things is through sustainable development and control of
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climate change. Oh – and the planet will also be totally poverty free by 2030 as well.
(Further down)
So, how can I turn the 2030 Agenda into the arrival of the one-world government?
Simple: it is entirely impossible to achieve what they have laid out without a one-world
government, the New World Order we have heard so much about over the last few years.
This is what they are stating WILL be achieved by 2030 with all countries somehow
miraculously retaining their own culture, resources, and economies:
• Total eradication of hunger across the planet.
• Total eradication of race inequality across the planet.
• Total eradication of poverty across the planet.
• Total eradication of gender inequality across the planet.
• Total eradication of war across the planet.
• Total eradication of Malaria and other mosquito-borne diseases across the planet.
• Total eradication of TB across the planet.
• A set standard of education for every child on the planet.
• Clean water and sanitation for every person on the planet.
• A decent job for every worker on the planet.
• Sustainable economic growth in every country on the planet.
• Sustainable agriculture across the planet.
• sustainable livestock production across the planet.
• A reduction in natural resource use in every country on the planet.
• A reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in every industrialized nation on the planet.
• A reduction in flood and drought events is susceptible locations around the world.
There are other odds and ends they have thrown in but the bottom line is that all of these
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things will be done by the year 2030.
(Further down)
There are barely a half dozen countries on the planet that can engage in conversation without
some disagreement and they honestly expect us to believe that there will be enough
international co-operation while retaining nation sovereignty, to achieve even one goal on that
list?
http://daisyluther.com/forget-agenda-21-uns-2030-agenda-will-transform-the-world/

BRICS See Aggressive Globalism as Antidote to Economic Failure (10/16/16, The Daily
Bell)
Excerpt: This summit provides yet more evidence that at the very top, the BRICs are aligned
with the Western controllers of London’s City.
This has always been our theory and history shows this to be true.
Wall Street tycoons traveled to Russia dressed up as Red Cross workers to ensure that Lenin
won the day and communism was established in Russia.
Supposedly Mao attended Yale Divinity School in China and was inducted into the notorious
(Illuminati) Skull and Bones fraternity.
The head of Germany during World War I was actually the grandson of Queen Victoria. Hitler
was funded by Western central and commercial banks.
Why should the BRICs be any different? The term BRICs was invented by a Goldman Sachs
banker.
We are supposed to believe that the BRICs are going their own way and are challenging the
West on numerous economic and military issues.
But as usual what’s adopted by the BRICs seems to have its foundation in Western economic
and socio-political solutions.
(Further down)
This excerpt sums up the contradictory facets of this meme most cogently. First we learn that
the BRICs are setting up their own Western style “credit agency.” Then we learn that “fighting
tax evasion” is a priority, just as it is in the West.
Finally we learn that the BRICs were formed to combat Western hegemony
Really, it’s ludicrous. Thesis, antithesis … synthesis.
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The City always needs an antithesis to provide a synthesis.
By adopting Western solutions wholesale, the BRICs create the expectation that there is no
other way forward.
A small percentage of blockbuster movies provide the same sort of psychological messaging.
Mostly via science fiction, these movies have prepared people for the surveillance society by
featuring a variety of intrusive, high-tech instrumentation.
People have not only been conditioned to what is now occurring, they can hardly conceive of
an alternative.
And the BRICs are offering the same sort of messaging. There is no other way but the
Western way.
The BRICs use a Western central banking system and have already created their own version
of the International Monetary Fund.
Now it turns out their “priorities” are exactly the same as Western ones. Even their “summits”
mimic the meetings of the G7.
(Further down)
Something is wrong with this scenario. It smells of coordination. How is that the world is
suddenly at war? How is it that the BRICs have adopted the West’s economic, political and
military matrix in almost all ways.
The obvious answer is that a homogenized world is one that can more easily be globalized.
The corollary to this is that one way or another the military tensions being reported on in
blaring headlines are part of tool kit designed to move the world in the desired direction.
It is difficult to comprehend how tiny, elite groups can coordinate the world’s affairs. But this
seems to be what’s taking place. In every facet of commerce and politics, East and West
seem to have adopted similar approaches.
http://www.thedailybell.com/news-analysis/brics-see-aggressive-globalism-as-antidote-to-economic-failure/

Money
Global Elites Are Getting Ready To Blame You For The Coming Financial Crash
(10/12/16, Brandon Smith, Alt-Market.com
Excerpt: The vast majority of analysts in the mainstream and in the alternative media refused
to acknowledge the possibility that a successful Brexit actually works in FAVOR of the
globalists, because it provides them a perfect scapegoat for a financial crisis that has been
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broiling for years and is now ready to burst into flames. I find still that many people will not
dare to consider the idea that a successful conservative resurgence is actually part of the plan
for globalist institutions. Many argue that the elites just don’t have that kind of pervasive
control over the system, or that I am attributing “too much power and ability” to them.
I find this argument rather naive but also interesting, because many of the people that claim
the elites do not have such influence were also the same people that argued before the Brexit
that the elites would “never allow” the U.K. referendum to pass. So, do they have extensive
influence, or don’t they? This kind of selective blindness to the game being played prevents a
whole host of otherwise intelligent people from grasping reality.
(Further down)
I find that the same naivety that developed during the Brexit campaign has also developed
around the Trump campaign. Too many in the liberty movement will not entertain the idea that
a Trump win is in the cards. Yet, the elites are using the same language in reference to the
Trump campaign that they used before and after the Brexit.
Bloomberg’s latest report on the annual meetings of the IMF and World Bank showcase
numerous warnings by the elites:
“The global economy has benefited tremendously from globalization and technological
change,” the IMF’s top advisory panel said in a communique released on Saturday
after meeting in Washington. “However, the outlook is increasingly threatened by
inward-looking policies, including protectionism, and stalled reforms.”
“The IMF warned in its latest economic outlook that rising political tensions over open
markets and free trade could undermine a recovery already lacking a growth engine.”
“In a rebuke to those advocating a turn away from trade, the members of the IMF panel
redoubled their commitment to “maintain economic openness and reinvigorate global
trade as a critical means to boost global growth.”
Barron’s reiterates the predictive programming, insinuating that a loss of faith in globalism and
the financial elites will lead to disaster.
“Leaders gathered at the International Monetary Fund/World Bank annual meeting
didn’t mention Donald Trump by name this week, but they warned the anti-trade and
populist movements fueling his presidential campaign, as well as Brexit, could further
slow already anemic economic growth.”
“…Populist movements have not fallen on deaf ears, with German Finance Minister
Wolfgang Schaeuble noting during a panel on the global economy that: “More and
more, people don’t trust their elites. They don’t trust their economic leaders, and they
don’t trust their political leaders.”
Globalists are telling us what is about to happen.
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I continue to hold to the position I always have — that Donald Trump is going to be
ALLOWED into the White House, and that this will be a prelude to economic crisis. The stage
is being set for a grand finale to our ongoing financial collapse. The great villain behind the
whole disaster will be revealed, and we will be told that the villain is us.
By “us" I mean conservative movements in general, though, the mainstream media and
globalist spokesmen refer to us more often today as “populists", or maybe "deplorables".
Those people who think this brand of “conspiracy” is too far fetched because it requires an
inordinate level of political and economic control have not really thought the situation through.
Fact - central banks and international financiers have already created the conditions
necessary for economic instability. Fact - these same elites have staved off a larger or more
immediate collapse over the past eight years through the use of fiat stimulus measures,
market rigging and the manipulation of public perception. Fact - the elites can easily initiate an
immediate collapse if they wish by simply refusing to prop up the system any longer. Fact the elites have showcased the ability to stifle conservative movements in the past through
interference and co-option (Tea Party, anyone?). Fact - they can also give conservative
movements an opportunity to gain momentum by removing some of this interference.
The truth is, at this point globalists do not need expansive or intricate control over the system
in order to cause a crisis or to place conservatives in the historical hot seat. All they have to
do is step aside and let the train wreck happen. And, of course, they have to position
themselves as prognosticators and saviors once the crisis event occurs.
(Further down)
Again, the elites are openly telling us what is about to happen. They are telling us that if
“populists” (conservatives) gain political power, the system will effectively collapse. To what
extent is hard to say, but let’s assume that the situation will be ugly enough to influence the
masses to reconsider the ideal of globalism as a possible solution. The elites are fond of the
Hegelian dialectic and the philosophy of “order out of chaos,” after all.
The only way to counter this developing lie is for liberty champions to first accept the idea that
our political victories might be ultimately meaningless and that we are being allowed to take
charge of a ship that is already sinking. Only then can we distance ourselves from an
exponential fiscal disaster by distancing ourselves from the narrative.
http://www.alt-market.com/articles/3034-global-elites-are-getting-ready-to-blame-you-for-the-coming-financialcrash

California’s Recycling Crisis Sends Billions of Bottles and Cans Into Landfills
(10/06/16, James Nash, Bloomberg Businessweek)
Low prices for scrap are driving recyclers out of business.
Excerpt: About 700 of the 2,400 redemption centers California had in 2011 have closed,
according to CalRecycle, the state’s recycling agency, the majority in the past year. The
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mostly small companies that run the shedlike centers in parking lots outside grocery stores
are being squeezed by a commodity bust that’s lowered the price they receive for recycled
glass, plastic, and aluminum. The price they have to pay consumers for this detritus has
stayed fairly high. A state subsidy program that was supposed to help make up the difference
hasn’t kept up.
(Further down)
The decline in the value of scrap is draining California’s Beverage Container Recycling Fund,
which relies on the proceeds from bottle deposits consumers pay upfront to reimburse
redemption centers. As of June 30, it had $195 million, down from $246 million a year earlier.
At this rate, it’s expected to run out of money in the first half of 2018.
(Further down)
Waste Management, the top U.S. waste processor, has closed about 20 percent of its
processing facilities nationwide in the past two years, says Brent Bell, vice president for
recycling operations. “If you told me today that China’s GDP growth rate was going to go back
to 14 or 15 percent and the price of oil would go back to $100 a barrel, I would say we would
go back to where we were. I don’t see those two things happening.”
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-06/california-s-recycling-crisis-sends-billions-of-bottles-andcans-into-landfills

Restaurant Industry In Gloom As Number Of Americans Eating Out Tumbles (10/16/16,
Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: While the latest government retail spending data shows that while it is slowing down,
consumer spending on "eating out" or retail and food service sales, hasn't posted a sharp
deterioration, secondary tracking sources beg to differ. A far more accurate tracker of realtime US Restaurant sales, that of the National Restaurant Association's Restaurant
performance index, paints a far more disturbing picture.
As the Natl Restaurant Association reports for its latest data, August restaurant sales tumbled
in August, sliding to the lowest level since the financial crisis. As the restaurant association
reports, due in large part to declines in both same-store sales and customer traffic, the
National Restaurant Association’s Restaurant Performance Index (RPI) fell below 100 in
August. The RPI – a monthly composite index that tracks the health of and outlook for the
U.S. restaurant industry – stood at 99.6 in August, down 1.0 percent from a level of 100.6 in
July.
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Restaurant operators reported net declines in both same-store sales and customer traffic
in August, along with corresponding dips in the labor indicators. The RPI is constructed so
that the health of the restaurant industry is measured in relation to a steady-state level of 100.
Index values above 100 indicate that key industry indicators are in a period of expansion,
while index values below 100 represent a period of contraction for key industry indicators.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-15/restuarant-industry-gloom-number-americans-eating-out-tumbles

The Floodgates Begin To Open (10/15/16, Dollar Collapse.com)
Excerpt: It’s now clear that what governments did to counter the Great Recession may have
delayed systemic collapse, but did not resurrect the old normal. Growth around the world is
anemic – which is to say debt continues to increase faster than the productive capacity to
service it – and inflation (the other way to shrink a debt burden) remains below target.
Now “anemic” is becoming “non-existent.” In the US, mini-credit-bubbles like auto loans,
home mortgages and student loans are sputtering, leading economists to dial back their rosy
scenarios for 2016. The Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow forecast for Q3 growth, for instance, was a
robust 3.8% in August but is now less than 2% — and still falling.
(Further down)
But never before has the whole world entered monetary panic mode at the same time, which
implies that little about what’s coming can be said with certainty. It’s at least probable that a
combination of massive deficit spending and effectively unlimited money creation will indeed
generate “growth” of some kind. But it’s also probable that once started this process will spin
quickly out of control, as everyone realizes that in a world where governments are actively
generating inflation (that is, actively devaluing their currencies) it makes sense to borrow as
much as possible and spend the proceeds on whatever real things are available, at whatever
price. Whether the result is called a crack-up boom or runaway demand-pull inflation or some
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new term economists coin to shift the blame, it will be an epic mess.
And apparently it’s coming soon.
http://dollarcollapse.com/money-bubble/floodgates-begin-open/

HP Plans As Many As 4,000 Layoffs As PC Slump Persists (1013/16, Lauren Gensler,
Forbes)
Excerpt: HP plans to lay off 3,000 to 4,000 employees over the next three years as it works to
trim costs, it said on Thursday.
The printer and computer business, which was recently split off from the sexier cloud and
software business now called Hewlett Packard Enterprise, has continued to struggle amid
declining demand for its products.
“I’m proud of the progress we have made in our first year as the new HP,” said CEO Dion
Weisler, who added that “our markets remain very challenged.”
The layoffs will help yield in savings of $200 million to $300 million per year beginning in fiscal
2020. However, first, the company will incur charges of $350 million to $500 million, of which
$200 million can be attributed to reducing the size of its workforce.
(Further down)
This isn’t the first time in recent memory that HP has laid off employees. For instance, earlier
this year, HP said it would speed up layoffs and let 3,000 employees loose by Christmas. The
company currently employs about 50,000 people.
http://www.forbes.com/sites/laurengensler/2016/10/13/hp-plans-layoffs-pc-slump/#7dca0ec34e47
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UPDATE OCTOBER 26, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is October 26, 2016.
I have been told that the work I am doing is good (thank you for that), but it is like watching
everything play out in slow motion. The Great Unraveling is, for a number of reasons, a new
phenomenon, as the whole world unravels at the same time. The general unraveling of things
is not new, it has always been in process. However, in the past there was always someplace
else to go. That's how our country (and other countries) got started.
One major change is that in times past the things affecting folks were only observable in a
person's specific location. Today with modern technology, including the Internet, email, smart
phones, etc., regular people anywhere can observe the entire planet, both from a distance
and in the most sensitive and personal/private areas of individual lives, with the simple push
of a button, and as we are learning, thanks to the Internet of Things. Even the director of the
FBI says he covers the camera on his computer whether he is using his laptop or desktop.
The incredibly surrealistic aspect of it is that we are watching everything play out in real time.
The articles speak for themselves.
My best to you..
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
Illegals seeking asylum up 900%, get cash, welfare, school loans
Excerpt from the excerpt: The number of illegals seeking asylum to gain easy access to the
United States has jumped 900 percent in less than 10 years, greatly expanding the
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Immigration population receiving Social Security benefits, school loans, green cards, welfare
and other taxpayer funded services, according to figures from the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services. (with chart)
Nearly 1 million illegal aliens crossed border in 2016
Excerpt from the excerpt: And, many illegal settlers don’t have to bother with the border
anymore, as they can walk up to a legal port of entry, ask for asylum, and be allowed to enter,
she said.
“Unfortunately, many communities around the country are paying the price for these lax
policies as they have to pick up the tab for the schooling, health care and other social
services that the new arrivals will be accessing.”
U.N. goes all-in for unlimited migration
When Mr. Obama issued his not-legally-binding transgender edict to every school receiving
federal funding of some kind (elementary through college, public and private), didn't he say,
“Do it, or lose your federal funding?”
Excerpt from the excerpt: The Habitat conference convenes only once every 20 years but
when it does, it leaves a trail of anti-capitalist, anti-liberty “global standards” in its wake, says
Wood. These are the standards by which the U.N. wants each and every city in the world to
be operated. They come packaged as “non-binding” and Congress never approves
them.
Yet, somehow, the global standards coming out of the major U.N. conferences always seem
to filter down to even the smallest American hamlet. How? Through federal grants. Any city
that accepts federal grants will at some point be required to implement the practices
that the U.N. has declared “sustainable.”
Illinois judge cites “cisgender” subjects in transgender bathroom ruling
Excerpt from the excerpt: Yes, you read that correctly. “Cisgender” isn’t even a word, but it’s
now in a federal court ruling. It’s a derogatory reference cooked up by the SJW to further
separate people into pigeonholes and reinforce the idea that your biological makeup and DNA
have no bearing on gender. This type of loaded language has no place in the courts,
particularly since the Supremes have yet to weigh in on the subject.
Judge doubles down against Obama's bathroom plan
Excerpt from the excerpt: The Obama administration has announced that it is re-interpreting
federal non-discrimination law so that “sex” – and bans on discrimination on that basis –
includes “gender identity.”
That means a boy who says he’s a girl would have to be allowed in a girls’ shower room, or
vice versa.
DoD School to Let Transgender Student Use Girls' Restroom
Excerpt from the excerpt: Her child is already wearing dresses and trying on makeup. Her
mom said the next step is to start her "as soon as humanly possible" on puberty blockers and
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female hormones.
"Blue's been saying ever since she was three years old, 'I'm going to grow up to be a girl,' "
Girven said. "Just like kids say, 'When I grow up I'm going to be the president or a fireman. I'm
going to be a girl.' And my child is so happy."
Forced Transgender Boy Quickly Returns To Normal After Removal From Mother’s
Care
Excerpt from the excerpt: The High Court judge hearing the case, Mr Justice Hayden, told the
court that he believed the mother had been “absolutely convinced” that the boy “perceived
himself as a girl” and was therefore determined to treat him as a girl, according to reports.
However, the boy, who cannot be named and is now living with his father, has naturally
reverted to having masculine interests since leaving the care of his mother, the court heard.
Who Said It? "I Am Very Troubled By Stories Of [A Rigged Election]... Entire Country
Ought To Take It Seriously"
Excerpt from the excerpt: It appears one man's "voter suppression" or "systematic
fraud" is another man's "rigged" election. Of course if the latter is a Republican named
Trump then it is a challenge to the very heart of the constitution. If it is a Democrat, it appears
to be free speech protected?
'Smoking Gun' Email Confirms DNC Involvement In Inciting Violence At Trump Rallies
Excerpt from the excerpt: So, with that kind of history, you can imagine our surprise when
we discovered that a Mr. Robert Creamer showed up on the White House visitor logs
340 times beginning in 2009 when Obama took office and culminating with his latest
visit in June 2016. Moreover, in 45 of those instances, Creamer was scheduled to meet
with POTUS himself. Perhaps this is just two old Chicago "community organizers" hanging
out?
About that “pillar” of American democracy…
Excerpt from the excerpt: My dictionary describes the word “RIGGED” as when there’s
deliberate activity to produce a result that is advantageous to a certain person.
Well, when the media bias is so brazen, overwhelming and one-sided… RIGGED is
absolutely an appropriate word to use.
Money
Initial Jobless Claims Jump Most In Over 5 Months Off 43 Year Lows
Short whole article with chart.
Excerpt: Having hit 43 year lows last week, this week's bounce is like a fart in a hurricane, but
still, it's a potential trende change (as Ford shutters 4 factories)
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The Excerpts
Government
Illegals seeking asylum up 900%, get cash, welfare, school loans (10/19/16, Paul
Bedard, Washington Examiner)
Excerpt: The number of illegals seeking asylum to gain easy access to the United States has
jumped 900 percent in less than 10 years, greatly expanding the Immigration population
receiving Social Security benefits, school loans, green cards, welfare and other taxpayer
funded services, according to figures from the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.
While about 8,000 mostly Latin Americans in 2009 sought asylum, the number is expected to
reach 80,000 or more this year, according to a projection from the Center for Immigration
Studies.
(Further down)
The report said 80 percent come from just three countries that have already flooded the
border with youths and young families, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. Most claim a
fear of torture, abuse, or retaliation, fulfilling the U.S. requirement that they must voice some
credible fear of returning home.
The surge was sparked by a freeing up by President Obama of the restrictions to those
requesting asylum. Now they are let into the United States while they pursue their asylum
request.
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"The only non-Latin American country to rank in the top five nationalities of asylum seekers
reported by USCIS is India. The influx of Indians appears to have heated up in 2013 along the
Arizona border, and shows signs of being organized or facilitated by smuggling organizations,
with some paying as much as $35,000 to be guided to the Nogales area. In 2015 the number
of Indian asylum seekers began to exceed the number arriving from Ecuador, long a source of
illegal migration through Mexico," said the report.
The Catholic Legal Immigration Network Inc. has published a pamphlet that shows all the
federal programs those granted asylum get, including green cards, Social Security, school
loans, welfare, Medicaid, cash and housing assistance.
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/illegals-seeking-asylum-up-900-get-social-security-welfare-schoolloans/article/2604944#!

Nearly 1 million illegal aliens crossed border in 2016 (10/19/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Sessions blows whistle on Obama for telling 'half the story' on immigration
Excerpt: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security released data Monday showing illegal
immigration spiked 23 percent in the fiscal year leading up to the November election, but that
was only part of the story.
The DHS report said 408,870 illegal aliens were apprehended at the southern border in fiscal
2016, up 23 percent from 2015.
(Further down)
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But Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala., chairman of the Senate subcommittee on immigration and the
national interest, issued a statement late Tuesday that focused on another number.
“This is only half the story. The 408,870 does not include those illegal aliens who evaded
detection and successfully entered the United States,” Sessions said.
(Further down)
“This statistic reportedly has been confirmed by DHS, but the Obama administration refuses
to release that information,” Sessions said. “Using that rate as a baseline, that means
approximately 408,870 illegal aliens evaded detection, for a grand total of roughly 817,740
illegal entries into the United States last year.”
Nearly 1 million illegal crossings in 2016
So there you have it. For the first time ever, a true picture of the total number of illegal
immigrants coming across the border – more than 800,000 in one year. And even that doesn’t
include the number of immigrants who overstay their visas after legally entering the country
(Further down)
“The increase in new illegal arrivals is alarming, particularly the increase in family arrivals,”
said Jessica Vaughan, director of policy studies for the Center for Immigration Studies, a
Washington-based think tank focusing on immigration.
“The Obama administration’s catch and release policies serve as a major motivation for
people around the world to make their way to the U.S. border,” Vaughan added.
“The real problem is that we have no way of knowing for sure how many or who evaded
detection,” she said. “The Border Patrol does not have full situational awareness in all places.
If all of the teens and families are approaching the Border Patrol in order to get their
permission to stay, then the 817,000 could be a little on the high side, but the real problem is
that our government does not know. What we do know is that the Border Patrol doesn’t really
patrol all of the border, and that Border Patrol agents are told not to arrest every illegal alien
that they encounter, and that they are often distracted by the groups of teens and families
allowing other loads to get by undetected.”
And, many illegal settlers don’t have to bother with the border anymore, as they can walk up
to a legal port of entry, ask for asylum, and be allowed to enter, she said.
“Unfortunately, many communities around the country are paying the price for these lax
policies as they have to pick up the tab for the schooling, health care and other social
services that the new arrivals will be accessing.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/nearly-1-million-illegal-aliens-crossed-border-in-2016/?cat_orig=money
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U.N. goes all-in for unlimited migration (10/22/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Hillary an enthusiastic supporter of globalist plan for U.S. Cities
Excerpt: The United Nations has cooked up a “New Urban Agenda” coming soon to a city
near you.
And part of the plan, enthusiastically embraced by Hillary Clinton, calls for unlimited migration
across open borders. Migrants displaced by war, failing economies or other hardships will be
seen as having “rights” in nations other than their own. Cities are seen as the key
battlegrounds and the U.N. conference in Quito had a lot to say about how your city will be
expected to embrace migrants of all types, from all regions of the world.
By now most Americans who follow world events are familiar with the U.N’s plan for global
governance as envisioned by its “2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,” approved by
some 190 world leaders including President Obama and Pope Francis in September 2015.
This agenda includes 17 goals aimed at ending hunger, wiping out poverty and stamping out
global income inequality by “transforming our world” through sweeping changes ostensibly
aimed at freeing cross-border “labor mobility,” among other things.
(Further down)
In another bombshell revealed by WikiLeaks, Mrs. Clinton told Goldman Sachs bankers that
Americans who want to limit immigration are “fundamentally un-American.” She has also
called for a 550-percent increase in the resettlement of Syrian refugees in America – that’s
550 percent more than Obama’s vastly increased level of more than 12,000 resettled in one
year.
In short, Hillary’s agenda for cities sounds an awful lot like the U.N.’s agenda for cities as laid
out in the New Urban Agenda document approved this week by world leaders in Quito.
(Further down)
Largest U.N. conference ever
Habitat III was attended by a staggering 50,000 people including more than 200 mayors and
another 140 city delegations
The sole purpose of this conference is to approve a 24-page document called the New Urban
Agenda.
“The only purpose of the conference is to rubber stamp this document and elevate it and lift it
up to the world,” said Wood. “And right now it looks like they are. Everybody. All the nations.”
In this document lies the globalists’ plans for cities. All cities. Big, small, even tiny cities. Every
American who lives in a city will at some point see the fruits of the plan the U.N. has in store
for the world, says Wood, an expert on global governance and the technocracy movement.
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The Habitat conference convenes only once every 20 years but when it does, it leaves a trail
of anti-capitalist, anti-liberty “global standards” in its wake, says Wood. These are the
standards by which the U.N. wants each and every city in the world to be operated. They
come packaged as “non-binding” and Congress never approves them.
Yet, somehow, the global standards coming out of the major U.N. conferences always seem
to filter down to even the smallest American hamlet. How? Through federal grants. Any city
that accepts federal grants will at some point be required to implement the practices
that the U.N. has declared “sustainable.”
(Further down)
Wood says the U.N. is resurrecting an old concept that fizzled in the early days of the
technocracy movement. Its time hadn’t arrived yet, back in the 1930s, but now things are
different. The world is run by big data and the world is eager to embraced a set of globalized,
one-world standards for everything, whether it be Common Core education standards,
globalized police standards that Attorney General Loretta Lynch announced at the U.N. last
fall in the form of the Strong Cities Network, or global standards for healthcare, ala
Obamacare. You name it, the United Nations wants to standardize it.
The next big hurdle in the race to standardize the world is the issue of immigration.
Point 42 on page 7 of the New Urban Agenda talks about cities providing opportunities for
dialogue, “paying particular attention to the potential contributions” of women and children, the
elderly and disabled, “refugees and internally displaced persons and migrants, regardless of
migration status, and without discrimination based on race, religion, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status.”
Everyone is welcome
Wood notes that, in America, that would mean exactly what John Podesta, Clinton’s campaign
manager, has already said — that anyone with a driver’s license should be allowed to vote.
“This is the way I read it,” he said. “It doesn’t matter if they’re legal or illegal, wanted or
unwanted, jihadists or non-jihadists, sick or healthy. If they show up in your country, they must
participate in the affairs of that country immediately, whatever country they find themselves
in.”
(Further down)
In essence, it’s a roadmap to global governance where American cities will no longer get their
direction from elected officials representing them on the city council, or even the state
legislature, but the United Nations itself. The local councils will likely not even know that the
rules they are following in order to qualify for federal grants are tied to United Nations’
standards for sustainability.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/u-n-goes-all-in-for-unlimited-migration/
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Illinois judge cites “cisgender” subjects in transgender bathroom ruling (10/19/16, Jazz
Shaw, Hot Air)
Excerpt: A judge in Illinois has dealt another blow to parents seeking to protect the privacy of
students in bathrooms, locker rooms and showers. This is a case which dates back to last
winter when the families of girls in Illinois school District 211 went to court asking for an
injunction against a new federal mandate saying that boys who “identify” as girls should be
allowed in their toilet and changing facilities. That case has bounced back and forth a few
times now, but the most recent ruling just came down and it went against the parents. A
federal judge has ruled that there is no constitutional right not to share restrooms or locker
rooms with transgender students and the wording of his ruling is rather jaw dropping.
(Washington Post)
(Further down)
Having this case go in favor of the plaintiff wasn’t all that surprising since much rests on the
judge you draw and which court you’re in. But in this case some of the wording in the ruling
sounds like it came straight out of a Social Justice Warrior handbook. Observe the following:
“High school students do not have a constitutional right not to share restrooms or
locker rooms with transgender students whose sex assigned at birth is different
than theirs,” Gilbert wrote.
“A transgender person’s gender identity is an important factor to be considered in
determining whether his or her needs, as well as those of cisgender people, can be
accommodated in the course of allocating or regulating the use of restrooms and
locker rooms,” he continued. “So, to frame the constitutional question in the sense of
sex assigned at birth while ignoring gender identity frames it too narrowly.”
Yes, you read that correctly. “Cisgender” isn’t even a word, but it’s now in a federal court
ruling. It’s a derogatory reference cooked up by the SJW to further separate people into
pigeonholes and reinforce the idea that your biological makeup and DNA have no bearing on
gender. This type of loaded language has no place in the courts, particularly since the
Supremes have yet to weigh in on the subject.
It’s all part of a growing trend in the media, however. You may recall when a Charlotte
newspaper declared that school age girls need to overcome their discomfort over seeing
male genitals. The fact that many parents are rightly horrified by this is completely
disregarded in SJW circles, but we are sadly seeing some judges taking these attitudes to
heart.
http://hotair.com/archives/2016/10/19/illinois-judge-cites-cisgender-subjects-transgender-bathroom-ruling/
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Judge doubles down against Obama's bathroom plan (10/19/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'The scope of this injunction should be and is nationwide'
Excerpt: A federal judge on Wednesday doubled down on his suspension of
President Obama’s transgender bathroom plan for schools, affirming the injunction prevents
the imposition of the program nationwide.
“It is clear from Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit precedent that this court has the power to
issue a nationwide injunction where appropriate,” ruled U.S. District Judge Reed O’Connor in
Texas. “Both Title IX and Title VII rely on the consistent, uniform application of national
standards in education and workplace policy.
“A nationwide injunction is necessary because the alleged violation extends nationwide.
Defendants are a group of agencies and administrators capable of enforcing their guidelines
nationwide, affecting numerous state and school district facilities across the country.
“Should the court only limit the injunction to the plaintiff states who are a party to this cause of
action, the court risks a ‘substantial likelihood that a geographically limited injunction would be
ineffective.'”
The Obama administration has announced that it is re-interpreting federal non-discrimination
law so that “sex” – and bans on discrimination on that basis – includes “gender identity.”
That means a boy who says he’s a girl would have to be allowed in a girls’ shower room, or
vice versa.
(Further down)
The Obama administration then complained the injunction was too broad, insisting officials
should be able to impose their new definition in other cases not involving the plaintiff states.
Lawyers for the Alliance Defending Freedom, who are involved in a number of challenges to
the Obama administration strategy to impose open restrooms on public schools, said the
injunction needed to be nationwide “to prevent harm to children in other parts of the country.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/judge-doubles-down-against-obamas-bathroom-plan/?cat_orig=health

DoD School to Let Transgender Student Use Girls' Restroom (10/23/16, Oriana Pawlyk,
Military.com)
Excerpt: Beginning Monday, the transgender daughter of a U.S. airman at Ramstein Air Base,
Germany, will be allowed to use the girls' bathroom after being denied access to the facility,
according to the Department of Defense.
The principal of Ramstein Intermediate School, one of four schools located on the base, had
planned on allowing the 11-year-old fifth-grader (who goes by the name Blue) to start using
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the restroom the week of Oct. 10.
But that decision was overruled by Dr. Elizabeth Dunham, the superintendent of schools
Europe East region of the Department of Defense Education Activity, for reasons that remain
unclear. After news of the case broke on Friday, the activity apparently reversed Dunham's
ruling.
"Students who are transgender currently attend DoDEA schools, just as they attend other
school districts across the nation," a spokesperson for the activity told NBC OUT, which broke
the news. "It is the Department of Defense's position, consistent with the U.S. Attorney
General's opinion, that discrimination based on gender identity is a form of sex
discrimination."
(Further down)
In a telephone interview with Military.com, Girven said her child is the first openly transgender
child at the school. Her child began the transition in August, she said. The following month,
Girven said she was told the school would take appropriate measures to accommodate her.
Instead, her child was allowed access to the boys' bathroom or the school's newly
incorporated gender-neutral, single-stall bathrooms, Girven said. Both options were limiting in
part because of location, she said.
"Her classroom is on the third floor. For Blue to go to the restroom, she had to go down three
flights of stairs, across the courtyard and into another building … or cut through the library,"
Girven said. "And we contacted the superintendent just to find out why."
(Further down)
After posting her frustrations on Facebook, Girven said she was contacted by dozens of
media outlets and organizations supporting lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender military
families, such as the Human Rights Campaign and SPART*A. Another, the American Military
Partner Association, released a statement Thursday.
"This superintendent's decision to violate the civil rights of this transgender student is
alarming," AMPA President Ashley Broadway-Mack said in the statement. "All students,
regardless of their gender identity, deserve to be able to go to school in an environment free
from discrimination and harassment.
“The Department of Defense school system is currently observing October as National
Bullying Prevention Month, yet this superintendent has unacceptably chosen to single out and
discriminate against a student because of her gender identity."
(Further down)
In an email to Military.com, Girven wrote, "We are over the moon today to hear that
transgender kids at DoD schools around the world get to use the bathrooms and locker rooms
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of their gender identity!"
(Further down)
Her child is already wearing dresses and trying on makeup. Her mom said the next step is to
start her "as soon as humanly possible" on puberty blockers and female hormones.
"Blue's been saying ever since she was three years old, 'I'm going to grow up to be a girl,' "
Girven said. "Just like kids say, 'When I grow up I'm going to be the president or a fireman. I'm
going to be a girl.' And my child is so happy."
http://www.military.com/daily-news/2016/10/23/dod-school-to-let-transgender-student-use-girls-restroom.html

Forced Transgender Boy Quickly Returns To Normal After Removal From Mother’s
Care (10/22/16, Donna Rachel Edmunds, Breitbart)
Excerpt: A seven-year-old boy has been removed from his mother’s care by the high court,
after he was found to be suffering “significant emotional harm” due to his mother raising him
as a girl.
The judge in the case slammed social services who had simply accepted that the boy should
be treated as a girl.
The High Court judge hearing the case, Mr Justice Hayden, told the court that he believed the
mother had been “absolutely convinced” that the boy “perceived himself as a girl” and was
therefore determined to treat him as a girl, according to reports.
However, the boy, who cannot be named and is now living with his father, has naturally
reverted to having masculine interests since leaving the care of his mother, the court heard.
(Further down)
The judge considered evidence from boy’s parents, local authority social workers and a
psychologist to make his ruling.
In his ruling, Justice Hayden said that the boy’s mother “told me that [he] was ‘living in stealth’
by which was meant, she explained, that he was living life entirely as a girl.
“He dressed, at all times, like a girl and, it transpired, had been registered at a new general
practitioner’s as a girl.
“I was also left in no doubt that [the mother] was absolutely convinced that [the boy] perceived
himself as a girl.”
Justice Hayden added that his “overwhelming impression” was that the mother “believes
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herself to be to fighting for [her son’s] right to express himself as a girl”.
The woman had told him that the boy “expressed disdain for his penis”, he said, adding: “I
consider that [the mother] has caused significant emotional harm to [her son] in her active
determination that he should be a girl.”
Justice Hayden commented upon the fact that the boy had settled in well with his father and
his father’s partner, actively choosing, with no pressure from either adult, to pursue interests
typically seen as masculine.
“I have been told that [the father] and his partner were shocked when they first saw [the boy]
by the extent to which he appeared to be a girl, both in appearance and in mannerism,” said
the judge. “However, what is striking is how well [the boy] has settled down.
(Further down)
He concluded: “I am entirely satisfied, both on the basis of the reports and [the father’s]
evidence at this hearing, that he has brought no pressure on [the boy] to pursue masculine
interests. [The boy’s] interests and energy are entirely self-motivated.”
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/10/22/boy-treated-as-a-girl-by-his-mother-suffered-significant-emotionalharm-court-hears/

Who Said It? "I Am Very Troubled By Stories Of [A Rigged Election]... Entire Country
Ought To Take It Seriously" (10/20/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: With all mainstream media eyes firmly focused on Trump's 'destruction of
democracy' by declining to accept the election results no questions asked during last night's
debate, we thought a quick history lesson might help jog the liberal media bias' memory.
[Source: Grabien] Al Gore in 2000, speaking from the White House the week after having lost
the general election, explains why he refused to concede the race:
"The effort that I have underway is simply to make sure that all of the votes are
counted, and when the issues that are now being considered in the Florida Supreme
Court are decided, that will be an important point. But I don't want to speculate what
the court will do."
Even after facing a number of lower court losses, Gore said he remained optimistic.
"I don't really feel" the odds are stacked against me, he said, despite admitting feeling like an
"underdog."
(Further down)
Wow! Shocker?!! Al Gore questions US democracy?
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But that was not all...As DailyCaller's Blake Neff reports, a profile of Secretary of State
John Kerry published Sunday in The New Yorker reveals that, 11 years after his
election loss to George W. Bush in 2004, Kerry still believes he was robbed via
systematic fraud.
The article itself, written by David Remnick, focuses mostly on Kerry’s efforts to achieve
peace and democracy in the Middle East, but it also dwells extensively on his presidential
defeat more than a decade ago.
“In 2004, when Kerry lost the Presidential race to George W. Bush, who is widely considered
the worst President of the modern era, he refused to challenge the results, despite his
suspicion that in certain states, particularly Ohio, where the Electoral College count
hinged, proxies for Bush had rigged many voting machines,” Remnick writes.
Mike Barnicle, a former Boston Globe columnist and Kerry friend, adds fuel to the narrative.
For a long period, after 2004, every time he even half fell asleep all he saw was voting
machines in the state of Ohio,” Barnicle says in the article.
(Further down)
It appears one man's "voter suppression" or "systematic fraud" is another man's
"rigged" election. Of course if the latter is a Republican named Trump then it is a challenge
to the very heart of the constitution. If it is a Democrat, it appears to be free speech
protected?
* * *
But wait... As National Review's Jim Geraghty points out...
It is completely irresponsible to argue that a president who reaches 270 electoral votes is not
“elected” and legitimate, right? Only a shameless partisan with no concern for democracy or
our system of government would insist that president is not elected, long after he’s taken the
oath of office. Trump is insanely irresponsible to suggest that this election may be rigged and
the outcome fraudulent. Why, who on earth would ever make such a charge?
At a private fund-raiser in Los Angeles for Democratic Sen. Jean Carnahan of Missouri, Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton told the crowd that President Bush merely had been “selected”
president, not elected, Newsweek reports in the current issue.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-20/who-said-it-i-am-very-troubled-stories-rigged-election-entirecountry-ought-take-it-
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'Smoking Gun' Email Confirms DNC Involvement In Inciting Violence At Trump Rallies
(10/20/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Just a few days ago, Project Veritas released a bombshell video exposing
coordinated efforts between the Hillary Clinton campaign, the Democratic National
Committee, Democracy Partners (run by Robert Creamer) and The Foval Group (run by Scott
Foval) to incite violence at Trump rallies across the country. The Clinton campaign and the
DNC have vehemently denied the validity of the Project Veritas video but new emails
discovered from WikiLeaks' previous "DNC Leaks" seem to confirm the DNC's involvement.
(Further down)
Well, if the video is faked, then it is certainly odd that several of the comments above line up
perfectly with the email below in which Bob Creamer reaches out to Luis Miranda, the
Communications Director for the Democratic National Committee, to setup a conference call.
Here are a couple of the "coincidences":
First, the call is titled the "Trump Rapid Response" call, which perfectly aligns with Aaron
Black's comment above that he is the "Rapid Response Director."
Second, the call is scheduled for 1pm which is exactly when Zulema Rodriguez confirms
that she has her daily call with the "campaign and the DNC."
(Further down)
Earlier today we wrote about a new Project Veritas undercover video that uncovered several
democratic operatives openly discussing, in explicit detail, how to commit massive voter
fraud. One of the operatives was a person by the name of Robert Creamer who is a cofounder of a democratic consulting firm called Democracy Partners. Within the video, an
undercover journalist details a plan to register Hispanic voters illegally by having them work
as contractors, to which Creamer can be heard offering support saying that “there are a
couple of organizations that that’s their big trick" (see: "Rigging Elections For 50 Years" Massive Voter Fraud Exposed By Project Veritas Part 2").
Unfortunately, the embarrassing video caused Creamer to subsequently resign from
consulting the Hillary campaign as he issued a statement saying that he was "stepping back
from my responsibilities working the [Hillary] campaign" over fears that his continued
assistance would be a distraction for the campaign.
But voter fraud isn't Creamer's only criminal specialty. A quick look at Wikipedia reveals that
Creamer spent 5 months in federal prison back in 2006 for a "$2.3 million bank fraud in
relation to his operation of public interest groups in the 1990s."
So, with that kind of history, you can imagine our surprise when we discovered that a Mr.
Robert Creamer showed up on the White House visitor logs 340 times beginning in
2009 when Obama took office and culminating with his latest visit in June 2016.
Moreover, in 45 of those instances, Creamer was scheduled to meet with POTUS
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himself. Perhaps this is just two old Chicago "community organizers" hanging out?
(Further down)
According to his website bio, Creamer has been a "political organizer and strategist for over
four decades" and has been very involved with the Obama administration over the years. He
even "provided strategic advice" to Obama on the "Iran nuclear deal." Ironically,
Creamer "began his organizing career in 1970 working with Chicago’s Citizen Action Program
(CAP), which had been organized by Saul Alinsky’s Industrial Areas Foundation."
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-20/dnc-leaks-bob-creamer

About that “pillar” of American democracy… (10/20/16, Simon Black, Sovereign Man)
Excerpt: As for the allegations of rigging, this is one of the things that drives me crazy about
the election.
I’m not “for” any candidate. But I’m completely revolted at the blatant anti-Trump media bias.
The Huffington Post, for example, cannot even mention Donald Trump without adding an
editor’s note at the end of the article saying
“Donald Trump regularly incites political violence and is a serial liar, rampant xenophobe,
racist, misogynist and birther who has repeatedly pledged to ban all Muslims — 1.6 billion
members of an entire religion — from entering the U.S.”
Great. We all understand that you think he’s a bad guy.
But what’s sorely lacking is the anti-Hillary editor’s note, something that would read:
“Hillary Clinton is a pathological liar and sociopath who has spent decades engaging in
criminal misconduct and abusing her power to enrich herself and her supporters.”
Of course, you’ll never see that. The media still get starry-eyed whenever candidate Clinton
walks into the room. It’s revolting.
The one that I find most disturbing is the story that Hillary made up about landing in Bosnia in
March 1996.
She claimed that she landed “under sniper fire,” and that they all “just ran with our heads
down to get into the vehicles to get to our base.”
Then a video surfaced showing what really happened when she and her daughter landed in
Bosnia– it was all hugs and kisses and photo ops. No sniper fire. No running to the vehicles.
Hillary claims to have “mis-remembered”.
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Funny thing, when former NBC News anchor Brian Williams “misremembered” being in
danger during a ride in a marine helicopter, the guy was crucified and lost his job.
In fact, the people who had the biggest conniption fit over Williams’ misremembering was the
media itself. His colleagues turned on him in a nanosecond.
Yet when Hillary misremembers the media gives her a pass.
My dictionary describes the word “RIGGED” as when there’s deliberate activity to produce a
result that is advantageous to a certain person.
Well, when the media bias is so brazen, overwhelming and one-sided… RIGGED is
absolutely an appropriate word to use.
It’s not sad or disgusting that Trump is questioning the purity of the process or alleging that
the election is rigged against him.
It’s sad that it’s actually happening… and that the establishment which is actually doing the
rigging refuses to even entertain the possibility that it’s true.
This is banana republic stuff, plain and simple.
https://www.sovereignman.com/trends/about-that-pillar-of-american-democracy-20355/

Money
Initial Jobless Claims Jump Most In Over 5 Months Off 43 Year Lows (10/20/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
By now we have shown every possible divergence between the ongoing collapse in jobless
claims (everything is awesome) as practically every manufacturing and service economy hard
data print suggests the exact opposite. So this week, we just notice that initial claims jump
over 5% this week to 260k - the biggest weekly rise since May...
Having hit 43 year lows last week, this week's bounce is like a fart in a hurricane, but still, it's
a potential trende change (as Ford shutters 4 factories)
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Probably nothing...
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-20/initial-jobless-claims-jump-most-over-5-months-43-year-lows
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UPDATE NOVEMBER 1, 2016 – MONEY, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, GOVERNMENT
Hello everyone... Today is November 1, 2016.
Once again, the articles speak for themselves.
Here's a question for you. If you wanted to fix our country's problems, what would be the
solution? What would be the goal? What would we use, what could we use to determine that
the problems had been successfully fixed? Which is also to say... we had gotten on the right
road. Which also begs the question: Is there a “right” road?
Okay. So what's the goal and how do we - as a “united people” - achieve that goal?
My family. My friends. I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Money
Rickards: The global elites’ secret plan for the next financial crisis
Excerpt from the excerpt: There was one bailout by the sovereign wealth funds and the
banks, but then beginning in March 2008, Bear Stearns failed. In June, July 2008, Fannie and
Freddie failed. Followed by failures at Lehman and AIG. We were days away from Morgan
Stanley being next, then Goldman Sachs, Citibank followed by Bank of America. JPMorgan
might’ve been the last one standing, not to mention foreign banks (Deutsche Bank, etc.).
They all would’ve failed. They all would’ve been nationalized. Instead, the government
intervened and bailed everybody out. Again, for the second time in 10 years. We came hours
or days away from closing every market and every bank in the world.
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Hundreds of Austin call center workers shifting to new company
The real issue here is “shifting jobs overseas.”
Excerpt from the excerpt: Concentrix connects companies with customers over telephone,
email and chat. It has clients in industries including automotive, banking and financial
services, government, health care and pharmaceuticals, insurance, media and
communications, retail and e-commerce, travel, transportation and tourism and technology.
It has been shifting jobs overseas this year to cut its labor expenses. As the Atlanta Business
Chronicle reported in March, the company shut down a call center there plus one in Colorado
and another in Washington, affecting hundreds of workers.
Why the Jobs Aren’t Coming Back
Excerpt from the excerpt: You hear people saying “We’ll manufacture in the US and export to
the rest of the world.” That doesn’t work anymore either. If “small metal clamps” are needed in
Africa, it is a simple process to just build a duplicate plant in Africa, find 14 people to run it,
and you are in business in Africa.
Those 600 jobs at that plant are never coming back. Not today, not tomorrow, not ever.
New Research Finds Minimum Wage Ballot Initiatives Could Cost 300,000 Jobs In
These 4 States
Excerpt from the excerpt: Be that as it may, in four states across the country this November
voters will decide whether or not to hike minimum wage anywhere from 32% to 60% over the
next three years. And, according to research from the American Action Forum (AAF), those
wage hikes could cost Arizona, Colorado, Maine and Washington a total of nearly 300,000
jobs. (with chart)
Technology
Cyber Security: Five Firms Working to Squash Cyber Attacks
Excerpt from the excerpt: Here’s another scary fact:
According to researchers with cyber-security software provider Imperva Inc. (IMPV),
you can buy a DDoS attack on the internet for as little as $5 an hour via the online
professional services marketplace Fiverr.
These things used to be available only on the “dark web.”
Things have changed.
Culture
Video: UC-Berkeley Protesters Built a Human Wall to Violently Stop White Students
from Crossing Bridge
Excerpt from the excerpt: Another student was told, "This is bigger than you," by a protester.
"This is about whiteness."
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Afterward, the protest moved to the campus bookstore, where activists posted an eviction
notice informing the owners that their building was being reclaimed as a safe space for queer
and trans students.
The Dark Agenda Behind Globalism And Open Borders
Excerpt from the excerpt: Human beings are natural community builders; we are constantly
seeking out others of like-mind and like-purpose because we understand subconsciously that
groups of individuals working together can (often but not always) accomplish more. That said,
human beings also have a natural tendency to value individual freedom and the right to
voluntary association. We do not like to be forced to associate with people or groups that do
not hold similar values.
Cultures erect borders because, frankly, people have the right to vet those who wish to join
and participate in their endeavors. People also have a right to discriminate against anyone
who does not share their core values; or, in other words, we have the right to refuse
association with other groups and ideologies that are destructive to our own.
Government
Supreme Court to Weigh in on Transgender Bathroom Panic
Short whole article. Physical girl living as boy.
Excerpt from the excerpt: The transgender teen, Gavin Grimm, has been ordered by the
school board in Gloucester County, Virginia, to refrain from using the male restrooms or
facilities at his school. They do offer unisex bathrooms, but Grimm is fighting for the right to
use the mens' room.
Grimm's argument (and the argument by the Department of Education and Department of
Justice) is that denying him access to the bathroom of his chosen gender expression is a form
of sex discrimination under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. Opponents argue
against such a broad reading.
Resignation letters piling up at FBI
Excerpt from the excerpt: “Some people, including department heads, stopped talking to Jim,
and even ignored his greetings when they passed him in the hall,” said the source. “They felt
that he betrayed them and brought disgrace on the bureau by letting Hillary off with a slap on
the wrist.”
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The Excerpts
Money
Rickards: The global elites’ secret plan for the next financial crisis (10/27/16, Jim
Rickards, The Crux)
Excerpt: In my forthcoming book The Road to Ruin: The Global Elites’ Secret Plan for the
Next Financial Crisis, I make a very simple point: In 1998 we were hours away from collapse
and did everything wrong following that. In 2008, we were hours away from collapse and did
the same thing. Each crisis is bigger than the one before.
The stock market today is not very far from where it was in November 2014. The stock market
has had big ups and downs. A big crash in August 2015, a big crash in January 2016.
Followed by big rallies back both times because the Fed went back to “happy talk,” but if you
factor out that volatility, you’re about where you were 2 years ago.
People are not making any money in stocks. Hedge funds are not making money. Institutions
are not making money. It’s one of the most difficult investing environments that I’ve ever seen
in a very long time.
Again, the 2008 crisis is still fresh in people’s minds. People know a lot less about 1998,
partly because it was almost 20 years ago. It was an international monetary crisis that started
in Thailand in June of 1997, spread to Indonesia and Korea, and then finally Russia by August
of ’98. Everyone was building a firewall around Brazil. It was exactly like dominoes falling.
Think of countries as dominoes where Thailand falls followed by Malaysia, Indonesia, Korea
and then Russia. The next domino was going to be Brazil, and everyone (including the IMF
and the United States) said, “Let’s build a firewall around Brazil and make sure Brazil doesn’t
collapse.”
The Next Domino
Then came Long-Term Capital Management… The next domino was not a country. It was a
hedge fund, although it was a hedge fund that was as big as a country in terms of its financial
footings. I was the general counsel of that firm. I negotiated that bailout. I think a many of my
readers might be familiar with my role there. The importance of that role is that I had a frontrow seat.
(Further down)
Then 1999 was one of the best years in stock market history, and it peaked in 2000 and then
crashed again. That was not a financial panic. It was just a stock market crash. My point is
that in 1998, we came within hours of shutting every market in the world. There were a set of
lessons that should’ve been learned from that, but they were not learned. The
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government went out and did the opposite of what you would do if you were trying to
prevent it from happening again.
What they should’ve done was banned most derivatives, broken up big banks, had
more transparency, etc. They didn’t. They did the opposite.
(Further down)
Too Big To Fail
Then, we come up to 2008. We were days, if not hours, from the sequential collapse of every
major bank in the world. Think of the dominoes again. What had happened there? You had a
banking crisis. It really started in the summer of ’07 with the failure of a couple of Bear
Stearns hedge funds, not Bear Stearns itself at that stage but these Bear Stearns hedge
funds that started a search.
There was one bailout by the sovereign wealth funds and the banks, but then beginning in
March 2008, Bear Stearns failed. In June, July 2008, Fannie and Freddie failed. Followed by
failures at Lehman and AIG. We were days away from Morgan Stanley being next, then
Goldman Sachs, Citibank followed by Bank of America. JPMorgan might’ve been the last one
standing, not to mention foreign banks (Deutsche Bank, etc.).
They all would’ve failed. They all would’ve been nationalized. Instead, the government
intervened and bailed everybody out. Again, for the second time in 10 years. We came hours
or days away from closing every market and every bank in the world.
(Further down)
To be specific, I said in 1998 the government, regulators and market participants on Wall
Street did not learn their lesson. They did the opposite of what they should do. It was the
same thing in 2008. Nobody learned their lesson. Nobody thought about what actually went
wrong. What did they do instead? They passed Dodd-Frank, a 1,000-page monstrosity with
200 separate regulatory projects.
They say Dodd-Frank ended “too big to fail.” No, it didn’t. It institutionalized “too big to
fail.” It made “too big to fail” the law of the land, because they haven’t made the banks
smaller. The 5 biggest banks in the United States today are bigger than they were in 2008.
They have a larger percentage of the banking assets. They have much larger derivatives
books, much greater embedded risk.
People like to use the cliché “kick the can down the road.” I don’t like that cliché, but they
haven’t kicked the can down the road. They’ve kicked the can upstairs to a higher level. From
hedge funds to Wall Street, now the risk is on the balance sheet of the central banks.
World Money
Who has a clean balance sheet? Who could bail out the system? There’s only organization
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left. It’s the International Monetary Fund (IMF). They’re leveraged about 3 to 1. The IMF
also has a printing press. They can print money called Special Drawing Rights (SDR), or
world money. They give it to countries but don’t give it directly to people. Then the countries
can swap it for other currencies in the SDR basket and spend the money.
Here’s the difference. The next time there’s a financial crisis they’ll try to use SDR’s. But
they’ll need time to do that. They’re not going to do it in advance and they’re not thinking
ahead. They don’t see this coming.
What’s going to come is a crisis, and it’s going to come very quickly. They’re not going
to be able to re-liquefy the system, at least not easily.
http://thecrux.com/jim-rickards-the-next-financial-crisis/

Hundreds of Austin call center workers shifting to new company (10/24/16, Will
Anderson, Austin Business Journal)
Excerpt: Original story: Hundreds of Austin workers at call center operator Concentrix Corp.
will lose their jobs just before the end of the year.
The California-based outsourcing firm disclosed Monday 569 layoffs effective Dec. 18.
Company representatives did not immediately return a request for comment.
(Further down)
Concentrix connects companies with customers over telephone, email and chat. It has clients
in industries including automotive, banking and financial services, government, health care
and pharmaceuticals, insurance, media and communications, retail and e-commerce, travel,
transportation and tourism and technology.
It has been shifting jobs overseas this year to cut its labor expenses. As the Atlanta Business
Chronicle reported in March, the company shut down a call center there plus one in Colorado
and another in Washington, affecting hundreds of workers.
http://www.bizjournals.com/austin/news/2016/10/24/hundreds-of-austinites-to-lose-jobs-at-call-center.html?
ana=e_aus_bn_breakingnews&u=slyE44urV4bo6o4GHwHIqylywCD&t=1477337526&j=76230801

Why the Jobs Aren’t Coming Back (10/25/16, James Murray, Wolf Street)
The “modern day marvel.”
Excerpt: The candidates in the current campaign – or any campaign – are all promising to
“bring back good jobs” to “create good jobs.” When asked how they would do that, they are all
a little light on details.
About a year ago, Joe Biden was in Michigan to celebrate the opening of a new
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manufacturing plant that made “small metal clamps” used in all kinds of industries to hold
wiring, hoses. Etc. in place. The largest market is the auto industry but they are sold to
hundreds of other manufacturers. Depending on size, shape, and material, these parts sell for
a few pennies or less. You have to make a lot of these parts to have any substantial billing
numbers.
This new plant is fully automated and runs 24/7/365 with just 14 people. Joe was quite happy
saying “manufacturing is returning to America.”
(Further down)
There are several stories inside the main story.
The first story is about the initial plant closing. Anytime 600 people lose their jobs, you know
that some employee ended up losing their home, that some cars were reprocessed, that
some college kid had to quit school, etc. Retailers got hit. Utilities at the plant were no longer
needed. Suppliers got hit too.
Closing a plant that large takes down a chunk out of the local economy, and the ripple effect is
huge.
The second story is about the new plant. It only has 14 employees, but that’s 14 employees
that were not there before. I’m sure that the payroll for the 14 employees is a lot less than the
payroll for 600 employees, but every little bit helps.
Some of the other missing stuff returned. The plant is using raw materials again, probably
more than before. The power company is happy because the power bill is back…. It doesn’t
affect the 600 people that were laid off, but the 14 people who do have a job are probably
happy.
However, there is a third story, and that is about the plant itself.
Some people look at the new plant as a “modern day marvel” but it really isn’t. Most of the
equipment inside can be readily bought on the open market. The “marvel” is tying it all
together and getting it to work and that is not all that difficult either, it just takes time and
money.
(Further down)
There’s a lot of hidden savings in going this way also. When you have 300 people working on
a shift and you have 2 shifts, you have to have parking for more than 300 cars because at
change over, shifts overlap. You have to have a big lunch room. You have to have some big
bathrooms. All that space costs money and does nothing to add to production.
When you have 14 people scattered over 4 shifts a week, you can park them in a tiny area,
the bathroom space shrinks drastically, and the “lunch room” can be a table and four chairs in
a corner somewhere.
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(Further down)
You hear people saying “We’ll manufacture in the US and export to the rest of the world.” That
doesn’t work anymore either. If “small metal clamps” are needed in Africa, it is a simple
process to just build a duplicate plant in Africa, find 14 people to run it, and you are in
business in Africa.
Those 600 jobs at that plant are never coming back. Not today, not tomorrow, not ever.
Even if all 600 people that lost their jobs had the necessary qualifications to run the new plant,
there are only 14 jobs. 586 people would not have an opening to apply for.
These politicians talk about “creating new jobs.” This is a classic case of what is happening.
14 new jobs were created but they replaced 600 old jobs in the process.
If you listen to the politicians, you get the impression that someone slipped into the US, stole
jobs, packed them up, and shipped them off to China, Mexico, etc. Politicians tend to infer
that all we have to do is just go get the jobs back, and everything will be fine. But jobs like
those above didn’t “go” anywhere. They vanished and will never reappear.
http://wolfstreet.com/2016/10/25/why-jobs-arent-coming-back/

New Research Finds Minimum Wage Ballot Initiatives Could Cost 300,000 Jobs In
These 4 States (10/28/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Seemingly no amount of empirical evidence can convince progressives that raising
minimum wages to artificially elevated levels is a bad idea. Somehow the basic idea that
raising the cost of a good ultimately results in lower consumption of that good just doesn't
compute. Though it does seem odd that progressives in states like California lean heavily on
higher taxes as a way to curb, for example, fuel consumption. Could it be that the left actually
does understand the basic economics of the minimum wage debate but don't find the math
behind it to be particularly "politically expedient" in certain instances?
Be that as it may, in four states across the country this November voters will decide whether
or not to hike minimum wage anywhere from 32% to 60% over the next three years. And,
according to research from the American Action Forum (AAF), those wage hikes could cost
Arizona, Colorado, Maine and Washington a total of nearly 300,000 jobs.
While proponents of these measures hope they will improve the welfare of low-wage
workers, American Action Forum (AAF) research has consistently shown that
proposals to raise the minimum wage often hurt those they intend to help by
increasing joblessness among low-skilled workers and failing to deliver income
gains to those who actually need assistance. So, what would happen in these
states if each measure were approved? These minimum wage increases would
come at a total cost of 290,000 jobs.
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Meanwhile, AAF points out that historical data indicates that every 10% increase in the real
minimum wage equates to a roughly 0.3% - 0.5% decrease in future job growth.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-28/new-research-finds-minimum-wage-ballot-initiatives-could-cost300000-jobs-these-4-st

Technology
Cyber Security: Five Firms Working to Squash Cyber Attacks (10/27/16, David Dittman,
Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Whodunit?
That’s the multibillion-dollar question this week after hackers took down the internet on
October 21 with a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack on one of the largest Domain
Name System (DNS) service providers in the world.
Who’s responsible is indeed a compelling mystery.
A more important and immediate consideration is how to protect your network against
hackers.
Another is which companies stand to profit from the effort to ramp up security in the aftermath
of such a high-profile event.
(Further down)
Here’s what we know so far about what happened last Friday.
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According to a statement released by the company, at about 7:00 a.m. (ET), New Hampshirebased DynDNS “began experiencing a DDoS attack” concentrated on its East Coast servers.
Dyn’s network team resolved the threat and restored service within a couple hours.
Dyn experienced a second round of attacks — “more global in nature” — at around noon, but
managed to turn it back within an hour.
A third attempt at taking down one of the leading internet performance management
companies in the United States was thwarted with no impact on customer or user experience.
According to cyber-intelligence firm Flashpoint, unknown hackers used the botnet malware
Mirai to carry out the attack.
Notes Flashpoint: “Mirai malware targets Internet of Things (IoT) devices like routers, digital
video records (DVRs), and webcams/security cameras, enslaving vast numbers of these
devices into a botnet, which is then used to conduct DDoS attacks.”
(Further down)
The October 21 attack on Dyn came “just hours after DYN [sic] researcher Doug Madory
presented a talk on DDoS attacks in Dallas, Texas at a meeting of the North American
Network Operators Group (NANOG).”
The September 20 attack on KrebsOnSecurity.com occurred “just hours after” Krebs
published a story, “Spreading the DDoS Disease and Selling the Cure,” a collaboration with
Dyn’s Madory.
HackForums user “Anna_Senpai” has been identified as the perpetrator of the September 20
attack. On September 30, Anna_Senpai released Mirai’s source code online.
“Since this release,” reports Flashpoint, “copycat hackers have used the malware to create
botnets of their own in order to launch DDoS attacks.”
(Further down)
Security for IoT devices is ridiculously poor, providing easy “ins” for attackers, be they
“censors” to silence critics or blackmailers looking to cash in on captive businesses or
individuals.
The thing about a DDoS is that it’s not a particularly sophisticated attack. It’s just a lot of
phony traffic that makes it harder for legitimate users of a website to access it.
And now Mirai is readily accessible.
Here’s another scary fact:
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According to researchers with cyber-security software provider Imperva Inc.
(IMPV), you can buy a DDoS attack on the internet for as little as $5 an hour via
the online professional services marketplace Fiverr.
These things used to be available only on the “dark web.”
Things have changed.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/10/27/cyber-security-five-firms-working-squash-cyber-attacks/

Culture
Video: UC-Berkeley Protesters Built a Human Wall to Violently Stop White Students
from Crossing Bridge (10/26/16, Robby Soave, Reason)
Activists demand safe spaces for trans and queer students, eviction of campus bookstore.
Excerpt: Student protesters at the University of California-Berkeley gathered in front of a
bridge on campus and forcibly prevented white people from crossing it. Students of color were
allowed to pass.
The massive human wall was conceived as a pro-safe space demonstration. Activists wanted
the university administration to designate additional safe spaces for trans students, gay
students, and students of color. They were apparently incensed that one of their official safe
spaces had been moved from the fifth floor of a building to the basement.
According to video footage of the protest, demonstrators blocked off the bridge completely.
Students who needed to get to class had no choice but to cross the stream by jumping from
rock to rock. Dozens of people can be seen doing so.
In the video, the activists appeared to let several students of color pass unmolested, but white
students were forced to find other routes. A few who tried to force their way through were
violently rebuffed. Protesters shouted "Go around! Go around!" at a white man on a bicycle.
Another student was told, "This is bigger than you," by a protester. "This is about whiteness."
Afterward, the protest moved to the campus bookstore, where activists posted an eviction
notice informing the owners that their building was being reclaimed as a safe space for queer
and trans students.
http://reason.com/blog/2016/10/26/video-uc-berkeley-protesters-built-a-hum
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The Dark Agenda Behind Globalism And Open Borders (10/26/16, Brandon Smith, AltMarket)
Excerpt: It has been well known and documented for decades that the push for globalism is a
deliberate and focused effort on the part of a select “elite;” international financiers, central
bankers, political leaders and the numerous members of exclusive think tanks. They often
openly admit their goals for total globalization in their own publications, perhaps believing that
the uneducated commoners would never read them anyway. Carroll Quigley, mentor to Bill
Clinton and member of the Council on Foreign Relations, is often quoted with open
admissions to the general scheme:
“The powers of financial capitalism had (a) far-reaching aim, nothing less than to
create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the
political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. This system
was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in
concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent meetings and conferences. The
apex of the systems was to be the Bank for International Settlements in Basel,
Switzerland; a private bank owned and controlled by the world’s central banks which
were themselves private corporations. Each central bank… sought to dominate its
government by its ability to control Treasury loans, to manipulate foreign exchanges,
to influence the level of economic activity in the country, and to influence cooperative
politicians by subsequent economic rewards in the business world.” - Carroll Quigley,
Tragedy And Hope
(Further down)
This mentality is evident in the systems that they build and exploit. For example, central
banking in general is nothing more than a mechanism for driving nations into debt, currency
devaluation, and ultimately, enslavement through widespread economic extortion. The end
game for central banks is, I believe, the triggering of historic financial crisis, which can then be
used by the elites as leverage to promote complete global centralization as the only viable
solution.
This process of destabilizing economies and societies is not directed by the heads of the
various central banks. Instead, it is directed by even more central global institutions like the
International Monetary Fund and the Bank for International Settlements, as outlined in
revealing mainstream articles like Ruling The World Of Money published by Harpers
Magazine.
We also find through the words of globalists that the campaign for a “new world order” is not
meant to be voluntary.
“… When the struggle seems to be drifting definitely towards a world social
democracy, there may still be very great delays and disappointments before it
becomes an efficient and beneficent world system. Countless people … will hate the
new world order … and will die protesting against it. When we attempt to evaluate its
promise, we have to bear in mind the distress of a generation or so of malcontents,
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many of them quite gallant and graceful-looking people.” - HG Welles, Fabian Socialist
and author of The New World Order
“In short, the ‘house of world order’ will have to be built from the bottom up rather than
from the top down. It will look like a great ‘booming, buzzing confusion,’ to use William
James’ famous description of reality, but an end run around national sovereignty,
eroding it piece by piece, will accomplish much more than the old-fashioned frontal
assault.” - Richard Gardner, member of the Trilateral Commission, published in the April,
1974 issue of Foreign Affairs
“The New World Order cannot happen without U.S. participation, as we are the single
most significant component. Yes, there will be a New World Order, and it will force the
United States to change its perceptions.” - Henry Kissinger, World Action Council, April 19,
1994
I could quote globalists all day long, but I think you get the general idea. While some people
see globalism as a “natural offshoot” of free markets or the inevitable outcome of economic
progress, the reality is that the simplest explanation (given the evidence at hand) is that
globalism is an outright war waged against the ideal of sovereign peoples and nations. It is a
guerrilla war, or fourth generation warfare, waged by a small group of elites against the rest of
us.
A significant element of this war concerns the nature of borders. Borders of nations, states
and even towns and villages, are not just lines on a map or invisible barriers in the dirt. This is
what the elites and the mainstream media would like us to believe. Instead, borders when
applied correctly represent principles; or at least, that is supposed to be their function.
Human beings are natural community builders; we are constantly seeking out others of likemind and like-purpose because we understand subconsciously that groups of individuals
working together can (often but not always) accomplish more. That said, human beings also
have a natural tendency to value individual freedom and the right to voluntary association. We
do not like to be forced to associate with people or groups that do not hold similar values.
Cultures erect borders because, frankly, people have the right to vet those who wish to join
and participate in their endeavors. People also have a right to discriminate against anyone
who does not share their core values; or, in other words, we have the right to refuse
association with other groups and ideologies that are destructive to our own.
Interestingly, globalists and their mouthpieces will argue that by refusing to associate with
those who might undermine our values, it is WE who are violating THEIR rights. See how that
works?
(Further down)
The point is, some values and social structures are mutually exclusive; no matter how hard
you try, certain cultures can never be homogenized with other cultures. You can only eliminate
one culture to make room for the other in a border-less world. This is what globalists seek to
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achieve. It is the greater purpose behind open border policies and globalization - to annihilate
ideological competition so that humanity thinks it has no other option but the elitist religion.
The ultimate end game of globalists is not to control governments (governments are nothing
more than a tool). Rather, their end game is to obtain total psychological influence and
eventually consent from the masses.
Variety and choice have to be removed from our environment in order for globalism to work,
which is a nice way to say that many people will have to die and many principles will have to
be erased from the public consciousness. The elites assert that their concept of a single
world culture is the pinnacle principle of mankind, and that there is no longer any need for
borders because no other principle is superior to theirs. As long as borders as a concept
continue to exist there is always the chance of separate and different ideals rising to compete
with the globalist philosophy. This is unacceptable to the elites.
(Further down)
There is no modicum of evidence to support the notion that globalization, interdependencey
and centralization actually work. One need only examine the economic and immigration
nightmare present in the EU to understand this. So, the globalists will now argue that the
world is actually not centralized ENOUGH. That’s right; they will claim we need more
globalization, not less, to solve the world’s ailments.
In the meantime, principles of sovereignty have to be historically demonized — the concept of
separate cultures built on separate beliefs has to be psychologically equated with evil by
future generations. Otherwise, the globalists will never be able to successfully establish a
global system without borders.
Imagine, for a moment, an era not far away in which the principle of sovereignty is considered
so abhorrent, so racist, so violent and poisonous that any individual would be shamed or even
punished by the collective for entertaining the notion. Imagine a world in which sovereignty
and conservatism are held up to the next generation as the new “original sins;” dangerous
ideas that almost brought about the extinction of man.
http://www.alt-market.com/articles/3045-the-dark-agenda-behind-globalism-and-open-borders

Government
Supreme Court to Weigh in on Transgender Bathroom Panic (10/28/16, Scott Shackford,
Reason)
Does Title IX mandate accommodation?
The Supreme Court announced this afternoon it will hear the case of a transgender student in
Virginia fighting with his school district over which bathrooms and facilities he should be
allowed to use.
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The transgender teen, Gavin Grimm, has been ordered by the school board in Gloucester
County, Virginia, to refrain from using the male restrooms or facilities at his school. They do
offer unisex bathrooms, but Grimm is fighting for the right to use the mens' room.
Grimm's argument (and the argument by the Department of Education and Department of
Justice) is that denying him access to the bathroom of his chosen gender expression is a form
of sex discrimination under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. Opponents argue
against such a broad reading.
Title IX has nothing to say about how to treat transgender students and that become part of
the conflict. Under a previous Supreme Court precedent (known simply by the "Auer
deference" as shorthand), government agencies are generally given deference from the
courts to determine how to implement statutes or regulations unless they do something that is
contradictory to what the law clearly says.
Some federal courts have agreed with Grimm (and the Obama administration) that such
federal deference should apply here, but some schools (and states) have resisted, and other
judges have ruled that the administration hasn't followed proper procedures. It seemed
inevitable that the Supreme Court would eventually get involved. The court put a temporary
stay on the most recent ruling (in Grimm's favor) while it considered whether to take the case.
Today they said yes. The school district asked the Supreme Court to consider the entire
concept of the Auer deference precedent, but the court said it will not do so. The Supreme
Court will consider whether the Auer deference should apply to the letters sent out by the
administration to attempt to resolve this culture war conflict and, much more importantly,
whether the administration is correct that Title IX obligates school systems to respect the
chosen genders of transgender students to use sex-segregated facilities that match the way
they present themselves.
http://reason.com/blog/2016/10/28/supreme-court-to-weigh-in-on-transgender

Resignation letters piling up at FBI (10/30/16, Joe Kovacs, WND)
James Comey's wife urged director to take powerful action
Excerpt: The decision by FBI Director James Comey to reopen the investigation into Hillary
Clinton’s email server and her mishandling of classified material came after he could no
longer resist mounting pressure by FBI agents described as “mutinous.”
(Further down)
“Some people, including department heads, stopped talking to Jim, and even ignored his
greetings when they passed him in the hall,” said the source. “They felt that he betrayed them
and brought disgrace on the bureau by letting Hillary off with a slap on the wrist.”
The source says Comey agonized over the issue for months and even talked about it with his
wife, Patrice.
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Comey told Patrice the stack of resignation letters from livid agents was making him
depressed, as they reminded him that morale at the bureau had hit rock bottom.
(Further down)
“The people he trusts the most have been the angriest at him. And that includes his wife, Pat.
She kept urging him to admit that he had been wrong when he refused to press charges
against the former secretary of state.”
“He talks about the damage that he’s done to himself and the institution [of the FBI], and how
he’s been shunned by the men and women who he admires and work for him. It’s taken a
tremendous toll on him. It shattered his ego. He looks like he’s aged 10 years in the past four
months.”
(Further down)
The new look at Hillary’s emails, coming just 11 days before Election Day, is said to have
shocked U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch and prosecutors at the Justice Department.
“Jim told me that Lynch and Obama are furious with him,” the source said.
Klein notes that President Obama indicated his choice of Comey as FBI director was “my
worst mistake as president.”
“Lynch and Obama haven’t contacted Jim directly,” said the source, “but they’ve made it
crystal clear through third parties that they disapprove of his effort to save face.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/resignations-letters-piling-up-at-fbi/?cat_orig=us
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UPDATE NOVEMBER 10, 2016 – CULTURE, GOVERNMENT, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is November 10, 2016.
Once again the articles speak for themselves.
Please forgive me for not commenting on the election, it is not the purpose of The Great
Unraveling Updates.
Regardless of who won, the Unraveling still continues. I am not attacking anyone personally. I
wish Mr. Trump and those in Congress the very best, however, The Great Unraveling is much
larger than the United States. It is global. I am not being negative. Life is messy, and that is
the reality of the situation.
As I have said, and demonstrated pretty well, with regard to The Great Unraveling: there is no
political solution.
In the previous Update I asked - What's the goal to solve the problems, and how do we - as a
“united people” - achieve that goal?
Regarding UNITED: Currently, according to the popular vote numbers, the citizens of the
United States are divided 50/50. The difference, as of this writing is 267,000, with that number
belonging to Mrs. Clinton. Now, let's divide that difference by 50 (states) and we end up with
5,340 votes per state.
Okay, now let's allow the 5,340 votes per state (a very tiny number) to include voter fraud: the
long dead folks who voted, multiple voting, fictitious ballots, rigged machines, etc. We don't
know the actual number, but they are absolutely part of that 267,000 (maybe all 267,000), so
the 50/50 divide is really close and pretty accurate showing the division of the citizens of the
United States based on the ultimate polling device, the voting booth.
Now back to the question. I never offered an answer when I first posed the question. The
answer is FREEDOM. The goal is FREEDOM. If Freedom is not the goal, then what is the
goal? It is either Freedom, or it is something other than Freedom.
There are four Ps for Freedom that must be embraced, or we end up automatically rejecting
Freedom. Pursue Freedom. Promote Freedom. Protect Freedom. Proactively. Now which side
of the 50/50 divide is doing that? Are either side? And which side are you on?
You see the dilemma? I am not being negative.
I love you guys!
Tim
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What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Culture
Americans Fleeing Expensive, Over-Taxed Metro Areas In Pursuit Of Affordability
Excerpt of the excerpt: As noted in a recent Wall Street Journal article, the cities with the
highest mortgage/income ratios are seeing massive outflows of people for more affordable
locations. Ironically, only 2 out of the top 10 cities with the highest housing costs lie outside of
the states of New York and California. (with charts)
NYC Homelessness Surges To The "Highest Levels Since The Great Depression"
Excerpt of the excerpt: With each passing week the level of homelessness in New York City
continues to surge to new record highs. In fact, the number of homeless people checking into
NYC shelters each night is up 85% just since 2010 and currently stands at the highest level
since the Great Depression of the 1930s. Ironically, the increase in homelessness
experienced during the "great recession" of 08/09 was just a blip on the radar compared to
the past five years as residential rental rates in NYC have soared. (with chart)
Government
Critics fear censorship as Obama hands control of the internet to multi-national body
Excerpt of the excerpt: “It’s shocking the administration admits it has no plan for how ICANN
retains its antitrust exemption,” Crovitz wrote. “Authoritarian regimes have already proposed
ICANN become part of the UN to make it easier for them to censor the Internet globally. So
much for the Obama pledge that the U.S. would never be replaced by a “government-led or
an inter-governmental organization solution.”
Money
Profit From the Death of Cash With This Mobile Payment Leader
Once again, there is no consideration for the larger picture, even if we leave Biblical prophecy
out of the equation. Invest in your own demise. The 80% has been the case since July of
2014 when CNN reported on it. It is in the August 27, 2014 Update.
Excerpt of the excerpt: The trend towards an increasingly cashless society is large – and still
growing.
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Right now, cashless payments make up over 80% American transactions. And the shift has
seen consumers embrace mobile banking alternatives and peer-to-peer services like Venmo.
Exclusive: Visa slashes hundreds of jobs as it digests European acquisition
Excerpt of the excerpt: Visa issued a statement Tuesday acknowledging "a variety" of job
cuts, but offered no details on the size and scope. Several Visa employees and former
employees tell the San Francisco Business Times that Visa recently cut 800 to 1,500 jobs,
with the company's former headquarters campus in Foster City especially hard hit
These 2,000 U.S. companies prefer foreign workers over Americans
Excerpt of the excerpt: The CIS study also notes how companies are able to discriminate in
their hiring practices under the H1-B program in ways they ordinarily could not.
“Under U.S. law an employer gets into trouble, appropriately, for discriminating against
African-Americans in favor of whites, or Gentiles in preference to Jews, but it is perfectly okay
under the law for the same employer to hire alien workers (through the H-1B program) in
preference to resident ones,” the authors write. “And if the employer decides that what he
really wants, as some do, are twenty-some-odd males from one nation in Asia, that’s okay.
Here Is The Reason Why 82% Of American Workers Don't Feel Any Wage Growth
Short whole article with charts.
Excerpt:There is a simple reason why the vast majority of American workers, some 82% of
them, are not feeling any wage growth: there simply isn't any.
Multiple Jobholders Hits 21st Century High, As Full-Time Jobs Tumble
Short whole article with charts.
Excerpt: Recall that in September, the Household Survey revealed that the number of parttime workers soared by 430,000 as full-time workers actually declined by 5,000. The trend
continued in October, when another 103,000 full-time jobs were lost, which was offset by a
90,000 increase in part-time jobs. In other words, the transition to a part-time worker society
appears to have resumed after a hiatus.
People Not In Labor Force Surge By 425,000 To 94,609,000
Short whole article with charts. This is the real reason unemployment went down. It didn't
really go down. Everyone not in the labor force just ceases to exist.
Excerpt: So how did the unemployment rate drop? Because contrary to expectations that
people are rushing back into the labor force, in October the number of Americans who were
not in the labor force rose by a substantial 425,000 to 94,609, the highest print in the series
since May, and suggests that the exodus of Americans out of the labor force has resumed.
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Excerpts
Culture
Americans Fleeing Expensive, Over-Taxed Metro Areas In Pursuit Of Affordability
(11/03/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Americans have apparently had enough of the excessive home prices, rents and
taxes in large metropolitan areas like New York City, Los Angeles and San Francisco and are
packing up and moving out by the 1,000s. Not surprisingly, these domestic migrants are
flocking to areas with a lower cost of living, lower/no state income taxes, less regulations and
higher job growth (aka "Red" states).
(Further down)
As noted in a recent Wall Street Journal article, the cities with the highest mortgage/income
ratios are seeing massive outflows of people for more affordable locations. Ironically, only 2
out of the top 10 cities with the highest housing costs lie outside of the states of New York and
California.
(Further down)
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(Further down)
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-03/americans-fleeing-expensive-over-taxed-metro-areas-pursuitaffordability
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NYC Homelessness Surges To The "Highest Levels Since The Great Depression"
(11/04/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: With each passing week the level of homelessness in New York City continues to
surge to new record highs. In fact, the number of homeless people checking into NYC
shelters each night is up 85% just since 2010 and currently stands at the highest level since
the Great Depression of the 1930s. Ironically, the increase in homelessness experienced
during the "great recession" of 08/09 was just a blip on the radar compared to the past five
years as residential rental rates in NYC have soared.
As CBS points out, while some on the city council of New York City have called for more
government support to curb homelessness, efforts taken by Mayor Bill de Blaso have been
largely ineffective so far.
(Further down)
As the Coalition for the Homeless points out, while the number of sheltered individuals in NYC
is at it's highest levels since the 1930s, there are 1,000s of "unsheltered" homeless that are
also sleeping in public spaces each night making it impossible to tally exactly how many New
Yorkers are actually homeless.
(Further down)

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-03/nyc-homelessness-surges-highest-levels-greatdepression
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Government
Critics fear censorship as Obama hands control of the internet to multi-national body
(10/03/16, Lisa Bourne, Life Site News)
Excerpt: Southern District of Texas Judge George C. Hanks Jr. denied the request for an
injunction in the lawsuit filed last Wednesday by Republican attorneys general in Arizona,
Oklahoma, Nevada, and Texas, the Washington Examiner reports.
The ruling by Hanks, a 2015 Obama appointee, gave Obama’s Department of Commerce the
green light to hand over a fundamental function of the Internet to the international Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).
As of the October 1 oversight surrender, for the first time ever in its existence, the Internet
was pulled from American legal jurisdiction, raising free speech and national security alarms.
Countries such as China, Russia and Iran, which have shown hostility to the open Internet by
blocking websites and restricting Web access from their own citizens, now have the power to
block particular websites from users worldwide, and the U.S. will have no greater voice than
any other country in the “multi-stakeholder process.”
The Internet was launched by the U.S. Defense Department’s Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) in the 1960s, and according to a Washington Times report, expanded in the
1980s by U.S. taxpayer-funded grants through the National Science Foundation, meaning
ultimately that U.S. taxpayers paid for the creation, development, and maintenance of the
Internet.
ICANN, in operation since 1998 and overseen by the U.S. government, coordinates the
maintenance and procedures of several databases related to the Internet’s domain name
system and IP addressing, which is necessary for safeguarding the network's stable and
secure operation.
The Obama plan to end the U.S. government contract with ICANN has been in the works for
years, and Internet security experts expect that the harm to the Internet will be irrevocable
and open the door to censorship now in effect only outside the U.S. to reach the States.
(Further down)
Aronoff said a group of leading national security professionals had sent a September 26 letter
to Defense Secretary Ashton Carter and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Joseph Dunford
Jr. opposing the transfer of the Internet from U.S. Control.
“Of … immediate concern to us … is the prospect that the United States might be transferring
to future adversaries a capability that could facilitate, particularly in time of conflict,
cyberwarfare against us,” the security experts wrote. “In the absence of [the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration’s] stewardship, we would be unable to be
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certain about the legitimacy of all IP addresses or whether they have been, in some form or
fashion, manipulated, or compromised.”
(Further down)
With the lawsuit’s failure, it is expected that ICANN will ultimately become part of the UN,
albeit in the next year or two.
While the Obama administration and its supporters have denied that the UN will have
authority over ICANN, the Wall Street Journal‘s L. Gordon Crovitz pointed out that ICANN will
need to be operated by a state agency so as to keep its antitrust exemption, Breitbart reports,
meaning an almost certainty that the UN will step in to take control.
“It’s shocking the administration admits it has no plan for how ICANN retains its antitrust
exemption,” Crovitz wrote. “Authoritarian regimes have already proposed ICANN become part
of the UN to make it easier for them to censor the Internet globally. So much for the Obama
pledge that the U.S. would never be replaced by a “government-led or an inter-governmental
organization solution.”
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/obama-administration-hands-over-control-of-internet

Money
Profit From the Death of Cash With This Mobile Payment Leader (11/02/16, Greg
Guenther, Wall St. Daily)
Excerpt: Still waiting on your deadbeat friend to reimburse you for that lunch you shared two
months ago?
Well, no need to hang around for him to get cash from the ATM.
Cash is dead.
Whether you like it or not, currency is going digital. The days of pulling a wad of greasy bills
out of your pocket are numbered.
In its place are popular new mobile payment apps – like Venmo from PayPal Holdings’
(PYPL), which is quickly becoming an everyday name in the mobile payment market.
Getting started is as easy as adding a new credit card to your Amazon account. The app
automatically syncs your contacts through your phone and you’re ready to make payments to
friends, coworkers, and family.
To make a payment, all you have to do is pick up your phone. No checks, cards, or cash
necessary. It’s that simple. And people are using the app for everything – from buying a cup of
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coffee to even paying rent.
Venmo’s growing success makes PayPal the top dog in mobile payments.
In the last quarter alone, Venmo processed $4.9 billion in payments, according to The Wall
Street Journal. It’s well on its way to processing $20 billion by the end of the year. That’s a lot
of coffee.
It’s symptomatic of the wider growth surge for the mobile payment industry…
(Further down)
Fight, Flight… Or Profit?
The trend towards an increasingly cashless society is large – and still growing.
Right now, cashless payments make up over 80% American transactions. And the shift has
seen consumers embrace mobile banking alternatives and peer-to-peer services like Venmo.
Now, you have two choices here…
You can either fight this powerful trend. Or you can profit from it.
Right now, you have a real shot at the latter, as the use of mobile payment platforms
continues to surge.
And of course, PayPal isn’t the only player in the game.
For example, Apple (AAPL) Pay transactions totaled nearly $11 billion last year, barely
beating the $10.2 billion in payments processed by Square Inc. (SQ).
Other major solutions are going to step up and challenge Venmo in the very near future, too.
One of them is Zelle – the brainchild of Bank of America Corp. (BAC), Wells Fargo & Co.
(WFC), and JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM), which is desperately trying to grab some
attention before its official launch in 2017.
But when it comes to explosive growth, PayPal is our top pick.
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2016/11/02/profit-death-cash-mobile-payment-leader/

Exclusive: Visa slashes hundreds of jobs as it digests European acquisition (11/01/16,
Mark Calvey, San Francisco Business Times)
Excerpt: Visa issued a statement Tuesday acknowledging "a variety" of job cuts, but offered
no details on the size and scope. Several Visa employees and former employees tell the San
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Francisco Business Times that Visa recently cut 800 to 1,500 jobs, with the company's former
headquarters campus in Foster City especially hard hit.
Visa employs 4,000 people in the Bay Area and 11,000 worldwide, according to Business
Times research.
“The acquisition of Visa Europe, combined with changes in our industry, provide us with the
opportunity to reassess our cost structure globally and make adjustments," Visa said in a
statement. "In undertaking this assessment, we have decided to eliminate a variety of roles
globally, while also creating new roles that better align with our future growth plans.
"These changes position Visa for continued growth and allow us to better serve the needs of
clients in a rapidly evolving payments environment,” according to the statement.
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/news/2016/11/01/visa-layoffs-fintech-payments-credit-cards-debit.html?
ana=e_sfbt_bn_exclusive&u=slyE44urV4bo6o4GHwHIqylywCD&t=1478048171&j=76324131

These 2,000 U.S. companies prefer foreign workers over Americans (11/02/16, Leo
Hohmann, WND)
Obama coddles 'willful' abusers of visa program who 'actively and publicly prefer' aliens
Excerpt: The Center for Immigration Studies has published two maps identifying chronic users
and abusers of the so-called H1-B visa program.
The first map contains the names of 2,000 employers across the U.S. that are “dependent” on
foreign guest workers coming in to fill jobs that would ordinarily be taken by Americans if not
for the program, passed by Congress, that allows them to hire foreigners at lower wages.
These firms actually prefer foreign workers over Americans.
The second map includes “willful” violators, which are companies that have skirted the rules
and abused the program, yet, in most cases have not been barred by Obama’s DOL from
continuing to use the program.
This map includes a bevy of technology companies across the country as well as a dairy farm
in rural Michigan, a small-town country store in Georgia operated by an Indian owner, and a
large public-school district in Maryland. Only about a dozen of these ‘willful’ violators,
pinpointed in red on the map, have been barred from continued use of the visa program. Click
here to see the names of the companies.
(Further down)
The CIS study also notes how companies are able to discriminate in their hiring practices
under the H1-B program in ways they ordinarily could not.
“Under U.S. law an employer gets into trouble, appropriately, for discriminating against
African-Americans in favor of whites, or Gentiles in preference to Jews, but it is perfectly okay
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under the law for the same employer to hire alien workers (through the H-1B program) in
preference to resident ones,” the authors write. “And if the employer decides that what he
really wants, as some do, are twenty-some-odd males from one nation in Asia, that’s okay.
“Many employers are attracted to these workers because they can be paid at below-market
wages, and they are docile and less likely to seek better jobs than their American peers.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/2000-u-s-companies-prefer-foreign-workers-over-americans/?cat_orig=money

Here Is The Reason Why 82% Of American Workers Don't Feel Any Wage Growth
(11/04/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
There is a simple reason why the vast majority of American workers, some 82% of them, are
not feeling any wage growth: there simply isn't any.
As a reminder, today the BLS reported that average hourly earnings for all workers rose by
0.4% on a monthly basis, slightly more than consensus expectations. In part due to upward
revisions to earlier months, the year-over-year rate accelerated to +2.8%, which was a new
cyclical high and will be welcomed by the Fed as confirmation that its policies are working to
boost worker income, and thus, inflation is just around the corner.
There was just one problem with that: that number is for all workers, however when one
looks at the subset of production and nonsupervisory private workers, which in October
amounted to 101 million, or just over 82% of the entire private workforce, their wage growth
story is very different. According to the BLS, these particular workers made on average
$21.72 per hour, up only 2.4% from $21.21 a year ago, which as the chart below shows is
where wage growth for this group has been all year, and after a modest dip in late 2014, has
been largely unchanged since the start of 2014.
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Indicatively, this particular group of workers saw a 4% annual growth in wages at the time the
2007 recession hit.
In other words, for the vast majority of American workers, real wage growth is still anemic,
barely outrunning official measures of inflation, which was 1.5% in September, according to
the most recent CPI report, and was 2.2% for core items, effectively eliminating any nominal
wage growth.
So where did the wage growth go? Simple: the 18% of supervisory, managerial workers
private workers that are excluded from the above grouping, but make up the balance of
America's 122.7 million private workers. It is this group that saw a surge in their implied
average wages, which soared by an all time high 4.7% in October.
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So when the Fed sits down to hike rates next month in hopes of keeping inflation in check, it
may want to hike rates only for those 18% of workers who are benefitting from rising wages,
because for the rest of America, the income picture remains as dreary as it has been for
years.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-04/here-reason-why-82-american-workers-dont-feel-any-wage-growth

Multiple Jobholders Hits 21st Century High, As Full-Time Jobs Tumble (11/04/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
While today's headline jobs print was somewhat disappointing, with the Establishment Survey
missing the expected print of 173K, rising by 161K, it was offset by upward revisions to
previous months. But while the quantitative headline aspect is open to interpretation, the
qualitative component of the October jobs print was - just like in the case of September - all
too clear: it was ugly, again.
Recall that in September, the Household Survey revealed that the number of part-time
workers soared by 430,000 as full-time workers actually declined by 5,000. The trend
continued in October, when another 103,000 full-time jobs were lost, which was offset by a
90,000 increase in part-time jobs. In other words, the transition to a part-time worker society
appears to have resumed after a hiatus.
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The same series on a historical basis, shows that full-time jobs have been giving way to parttime jobs in recent months as Obamacare starts to bite, and as retail hiring picks up a the
expense of all else.

But perhaps even more troubling than the breakdown in September job quality, was another
seldom-touted series: the number of Multiple jobholders, or people who are forced to hold
more than one job due to insufficient wages or for other reasons. It was here that the red
flashing light came on because when looked on an actual, unadjusted basis, the number of
multiple jobholders rose to 8.050 million, the highest number this century.
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The begs the question how many of the 161K jobs "added" were double counted as a result
of the ongoing rise in the number of multiple jobholders.
So yes: overall job growth continues to chug along - and paradoxically wages continue to
grow - if at a modestly disappointing pace at least in October, but the quality of the added jobs
remains woeful.
Source: BLS
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-04/multiple-jobholders-hit-new-all-time-high-full-time-jobs-tumble

People Not In Labor Force Surge By 425,000 To 94,609,000 (11/04/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
On the surface, the establishment survey print of 161K jobs was just good enough when
taking into account the 44,000 in upward revisions to August and September jobs. However,
the household survey was less impressive, with the number of workers employed declining by
43,000 to 151,925 even as the number of persons unemployed declined from 7,939K to
7,787K.
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So how did the unemployment rate drop? Because contrary to expectations that people are
rushing back into the labor force, in October the number of Americans who were not in the
labor force rose by a substantial 425,000 to 94,609, the highest print in the series since May,
and suggests that the exodus of Americans out of the labor force has resumed.
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-04/people-not-labor-force-surge-425000-94609000
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UPDATE NOVEMBER 15, 2016 – CULTURE, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is November 15, 2016.
Let me begin by saying... Veterans, THANK YOU! You are appreciated more than you know.
To everyone, you may have noticed that the Craziness Meter keeps climbing. For those of
you who were not born yet, you are about to see a 21 st Century version of the United States in
the 1960s; the time I refer to as America's second civil war. Keep in mind that the 1960s civil
war was actually started by socialist Lyndon Johnson, not Richard Nixon.
Please pay attention to who (individuals and groups) is doing what and what they are saying
as things escalate. Also pay attention to who is aligning with whom to accomplish their ends,
even combining agendas; for example, Socialists (all variants) and Islam. And what their
larger combined agenda is. What's their goal?
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Culture
Europe's New Blasphemy Courts
Excerpt from the excerpt: Whether or not one feels any support for Wilders's sentiments is not
in fact the point in this case. The point is that by prosecuting someone for saying what he
said, the courts in Holland are effectively ruling that there is only one correct answer to the
question Wilders asked. They are saying that if someone asks you whether you would like
more Moroccans or fewer, people must always answer "more," or they will be committing a
crime. What kind of way is that to order a public debate on immigration or anything else?
People may say, "He wouldn't be allowed to say that about any other group of people." And
Wilders himself may not say that about any group of people, because he has his own political
views and his own interpretation of the problems facing his country.
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Canada: Parliament Condemns Free Speech
Excerpt from the excerpt: In condemning "all forms of Islamophobia", Canada's parliament
has in effect done everything the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) -- consisting of 56
Muslim states plus "Palestine" -- could wish for. Fighting "Islamophobia" is at the very top of
the agenda of this organization, which is headquartered in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The OIC is
aggressively promoting the so-called Istanbul Process, which aims to forbid all criticism of
Islam and make this ban a part of international law.
Experts: Criticism of Islam may be banned in U.S.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Kutnicki, for her part, said freedom of speech must always trump
the “freedom from discrimination” in a free society.
“Firstly, without freedom of speech, the cornerstone of a free society, ‘freedom from
discrimination’ ceases to exist,” she reasoned. “Intrinsically, what is considered verbally
‘discriminatory’ is wildly subjective and the quintessential slippery slope. So aside from actual
exhortations inciting to murder, which is against the law in any free and civilized society, the
rest of this should be deemed steps toward totalitarian silencing.”
'Nationwide shut down' planned for Inauguration Day
Excerpt from the excerpt: A senior Muslim Brotherhood executive, Khalilah Sabra, announced
at a national conference of the Muslim-American Society in December 2015 that the
Brotherhood planned to team up with non-Muslim radicals to initiate a revolution in America,
as WND reported
“You are the new black people of America,” Sabra told her Muslim audience gathered in
Chicago. “We are the community that staged a revolution across the world. If we can do that,
why can’t we have that revolution in America?”
“You know what you should do,” she continued. “And if you do it, Allah has promised us the
same victories he granted to those who came before us.”
Michael Moore: They Voted For A Guy Named ‘Hussein’ Twice, Trump Voters Are Not
Racist
Excerpt from the excerpt: Michael Moore disputed the notion that all the people who voted for
President-elect Donald Trump are racist Friday, reiterating the fact that millions of them voted
for President Barack Obama in 2008 and 2012.
No king nor queen: gender-neutral school homecoming may be trend
Excerpt from the excerpt: The University of Nebraska at Omaha has named its royal
homecoming pair, but don’t call them king and queen.
The school has joined a growing number of other schools around the county that are moving
to gender-neutral homecoming courts to be more inclusive of transgender students. The trend
appears to be part of a larger national dialogue that erupted after a series of so-called
“bathroom laws” and other pieces of anti-LGBT legislation were introduced in statehouses
nationwide.
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Why are Egyptians clamoring to learn Hebrew?
Excerpt from the excerpt: In other words, Isaiah prophesies that five cities in Egypt will speak
Hebrew. Scholars have puzzled over this prospect for hundreds of years with as much
wonder as the claim that the Nile would dry up. Throughout history, it has seemed more than
unlikely – until now.
Money
Student, Auto Loans Hit New All Time High Of $2.5 Trillion As Consumer Credit Jumps
By $19 Billion
Short whole article with charts. The article is mostly charts.
Excerpt : The Fed's latest consumer credit report revealed that in September, overall
household credit rose by a greater than expected $19.3 billion, above the $18 billion
expected, if below last month's near-record $26.8 billion.
Labor Market Rolling Over: Hiring Below 2014 Levels, Despite Rising Job Openings
Excerpt from the excerpt: However confrming that the US labor market is indeed rolling over,
despite the near record (if modestly declining) number of job openings, the pace of hiring has
failed to keep up, and slid once again in September, declining by 187,000 to 5.081 million. It
was also lower than the September 2014 number of hires which was 5,092 million.
War On Cash Strikes India: PM Scraps Large Bills, Limits ATM Withdrawals To "Fight
Corruption"
Excerpt from the excerpt: In a fiery address to the Indian nation, PM Narendra Modi just took
a major step in the war on cash that is being waged worldwide. Talking tough on fighting
corruption and the black market economy, Modi decreed that the INR500 ($7.50), and
INR1000 ($15) bills will no longer be legal tender and that ATM withdrawals will be
limited to INR2000 ($30) for some.
We’re All Hedge Funds Now, Part 4: Central Banks Become World’s Biggest Stock
Speculators
Excerpt from the excerpt: Can this go on forever? There seems to be a growing assumption
that the elites have finally figured out how to turn a capitalist system into a perpetual motion
machine by having central banks buy up all financial assets. In this way they can set prices
for everything pretty much forever, thus eliminating the business cycle and ushering in a
golden age of government-guided growth and prosperity.
GM Slashes 2000 Jobs, Suspends 3rd Shift On Bloated Inventories, Slowing Sales
Excerpt from the excerpt: Who could have seen this coming? Just weeks after Ford idled four
factories due to slumping sales and excess inventory, GM just followed by slashing 2000
jobs permanently and suspending a third shift at production facilities in early 2017.
What the Heck’s going on with Foreclosures? Why this Spike?
Excerpt from the excerpt: The total number of homes with foreclosure filings jumped 27% in
October from September, when they’d been at the lowest level since 2006. It was the biggest
jump in monthly foreclosure filings since August 2007.
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The Excerpts
Culture
Europe's New Blasphemy Courts (11/04/16, Douglas Murray, Gatestone Institute)
Excerpt: Europe is currently seeing the reintroduction of blasphemy laws through both the
front and back doors. In Britain, the gymnast Louis Smith has just been suspended for two
months by British Gymnastics. This 27-year old sportsman's career has been put on hold, and
potentially ruined, not because of anything to do with athletics but because of something to do
with Islam.
(Further down)
After an "investigation," the British sports authority has now deemed Smith's behaviour to
warrant a removal of funding and a two-month ban from sport. This is the re-entry of
blasphemy laws through the back door, where newspapers, daytime chat-shows and sports
authorities decide between them that one religion is worthy of particular protection. They do
so because they take the religion of Islam uniquely on its own estimation and believe, as well
as fear, the warnings of the Islamic blasphemy-police worldwide.
The front-door reintroduction of blasphemy laws, meantime, is being initiated in a country
which once prided itself on being among the first in the world to throw off clerical intrusion into
politics. The Dutch politician Geert Wilders has been put on trial before. In 2010 he was tried
in the courts for the contents of his film "Fitna" as well as a number of articles. The trial
collapsed after one of the expert witnesses -- the late, great Dutch scholar of Islam, Hans
Jansen -- revealed that a judge in the case had tried in private to influence him to change his
testimony. The trial was transparently rigged and made Dutch justice look like that of a tin-pot
dictatorship rather than one of the world's most developed democracies. The trial was
rescheduled and, after considerable legal wrangling, Wilders was eventually found "not guilty"
of a non-crime in 2011.
(Further down)
Whether or not one feels any support for Wilders's sentiments is not in fact the point in this
case. The point is that by prosecuting someone for saying what he said, the courts in Holland
are effectively ruling that there is only one correct answer to the question Wilders asked. They
are saying that if someone asks you whether you would like more Moroccans or fewer, people
must always answer "more," or they will be committing a crime. What kind of way is that to
order a public debate on immigration or anything else? People may say, "He wouldn't be
allowed to say that about any other group of people." And Wilders himself may not say that
about any group of people, because he has his own political views and his own interpretation
of the problems facing his country.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/9253/europe-blasphemy-courts
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Canada: Parliament Condemns Free Speech (11/10/16, Judith Bergman, Gatestone
Institute)
Excerpt: On October 26, Canada's parliament unanimously passed an anti-Islamophobia
motion, which was the result of a petition initiated by Samer Majzoub, president of the
Canadian Muslim Forum. The petition garnered almost 70,000 signatures.
(Further down)
What exactly are they condemning? Criticism of Islam? Criticism of Muslims? Debating
Mohammed? Depicting Mohammed? Discussing whether ISIS is a true manifestation of
Islam? Is any Canadian who now writes critically of Islam or disagrees with the petitioners that
ISIS "does not reflect in any way the values or the teachings of the religion of Islam" now to
be considered an "Islamophobe"?
No one knows, and it is doubtful whether the members of the Canadian parliament know what
it means themselves. It would seem, however, that the initiator of the petition, Muslim
Brotherhood-affiliated Samer Majzoub, knows. This is what he had to say in an interview with
the Canadian Muslim Forum after the motion passed:
"Now that Islamophobia has been condemned, this is not the end, but rather the beginning ...
We need to continue working politically and socially and with the press. They used to doubt
the existence of Islamophobia, but now we do not have to worry about that; all blocs and
political figures, represented by Canada's supreme legislative authority, have spoken of that
existence. In the offing, we need to get policy makers to do something, especially when it
comes to the Liberals, who have shown distinct openness regarding Muslims and all
ethnicities... All of us must work hard to maintain our peaceful, social and humanitarian
struggle so that condemnation is followed by comprehensive policies."
Whereas the Canadian parliamentarians seem entirely unaware of what Muslim organizations
have in store for them in terms of "comprehensive policies", it is clear that to the
parliamentarians, the motion constitutes "virtue-signaling" at its worst. Whereas the
parliamentarians might now feel good about themselves, does their vote mean that those
Canadians who dare to criticize Islam and disagree vehemently with the premises of the
motion are likely to be considered (even more) beyond the pale of civilized society? Does it
mean that only one view is correct and that any view that differs from it will now be, by default,
incorrect -- if not criminal?
It will almost certainly deter people from speaking up, for fear that they will be labeled "racists"
or "Islamophobes" by arbitrarily creating a threatening atmosphere of political correctness,
where those who do not adhere to the groupthink are shamed and ostracized. Such
strangulation of opinion also cannot be beneficial to any country's national security. How can
anyone warn the authorities about virtually anything if they have to worry first that their
warning might be considered "Islamophobic"?
There were, of course, no parallel motions in Canada's parliament to condemn
"Christianophobia" or "Judeophobia," the latter being much more prevalent than
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"Islamophobia." In fact, according to statistics, Jewish Canadians are more than 10 times as
likely to be the victim of a hate crime than Muslim Canadians.
It was exactly this kind of toxic, politically correct atmosphere in the United States that
enabled Major Nidal Malik Hasan, an Army psychiatrist, to gun down 13 people and to wound
29 others in the Fort Hood massacre in 2009. His former classmate, Lt. Col. Val Finnell, told
Fox news at the time that, despite Hasan's suspicious behavior, such as giving a presentation
justifying suicide bombings, nothing was done about Hasan to see if he might be a security
risk. Instead, he was treated with kid gloves. "The issue here is that there's a political
correctness climate in the military. They don't want to say anything because it would be
considered questioning somebody's religious belief, or they're afraid of an equal opportunity
lawsuit", said Lt. Col. Finnell.
In December 2015, a man who had been working in the area where the San Bernardino
terrorist Syed Farook lived told CBS Los Angeles that,
"he noticed a half-dozen Middle Eastern men in the area in recent weeks, but decided not to
report anything since he did not wish to racially profile those people. "We sat around lunch
thinking, 'What were they doing around the neighborhood?'" he said.
The fear of being labeled an "Islamophobe" is real and has had lethal consequences. It is this
fear that the Canadian parliament has now elevated into a parliamentary motion, signaling
that this sentiment is shared by the highest echelons in the country, those who make the laws.
A democratic parliament presumably should not be cowing its citizens into silence. The term
"bullying" comes to mind. Parliamentary bullying and reckless disregard of the freedom of
speech should have no place in a society that cares about the values of freedom and national
security. Canada has already seen, to its disgrace, attacks on free speech against Mark Steyn
and Ezra Levant, among others. Is this the country Canada wishes to become?
The motion is reminiscent of the US House Resolution 569, "Condemning violence, bigotry,
and hateful rhetoric towards Muslims in the United States," which was introduced in the
House of Representatives on December 17, 2015. This Resolution is more detailed than the
short condemnation of Islamophobia from the Canadian parliament, but the essence of both
appears to be the same: Criticism of Islam or of Muslims is wrong and should be condemned,
if not outright criminalized.
In condemning "all forms of Islamophobia", Canada's parliament has in effect done everything
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) -- consisting of 56 Muslim states plus
"Palestine" -- could wish for. Fighting "Islamophobia" is at the very top of the agenda of this
organization, which is headquartered in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The OIC is aggressively
promoting the so-called Istanbul Process, which aims to forbid all criticism of Islam and make
this ban a part of international law.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/9296/canada-parliament-condemns-free-speech
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Experts: Criticism of Islam may be banned in U.S. (11/06/16, Paul Bremmer, WND)
Will American politicians be prosecuted like Netherlands' Geert Wilders?
Excerpt: Don’t think for a moment something like this couldn’t happen to an American
politician, says American Freedom Defense Initiative president Pamela Geller – especially if
Hillary Clinton becomes our next president.
“While she was secretary of State, the U.S. voted for U.N. Human Rights Council Resolution
16/18, which calls for criminalization of ‘incitement to religious hatred,’ a subjective category
that allows for the criminalization of any dissenting voice,” Geller told WND.
Philip Haney, a retired Customs and Border Protection officer and author of “See Something,
Say Nothing: A Homeland Security Officer Exposes the Government’s Submission to Jihad,”
agreed an American politician could be prosecuted for “hate speech” if UN HRC Resolution
16/18 and the related “Istanbul Process” are more fully enforced in the U.S. He said there will
inevitably come a point when Americans have to decide whether they will honor their
Constitution or international laws against criticizing Muslims.
“Is the First Amendment going to stay inviolable, or are we going to submit to the authority of
a macro global-level organization like the U.N., and submit our freedom of speech to the
resolutions like U.N. 16/18?” Haney asked.
However, it is not just international law that is forming a protective bubble around Muslims. In
2013, Judicial Watch reported on a meeting in Tennessee in which Bill Killian, the region’s top
federal prosecutor, was scheduled to tell the community that people who post inflammatory
documents aimed at Muslims on social media are guilty of violating federal civil rights laws.
In December 2015, the day after two radical Muslims went on a killing spree in San
Bernardino, Attorney General Loretta Lynch promised a Muslim advocacy and lobbying group
she would take aggressive action against anyone who used “anti-Muslim rhetoric” that “edges
toward violence.”
During a time of increased Islamic terror attacks in America and around the world, Lynch said
her biggest concern was the “incredibly disturbing rise of anti-Muslim rhetoric” in America.
(Further down)
Adina Kutnicki, an Israel-based intelligence analyst and author of “Banned: How Facebook
Enables Militant Islamic Jihad,” noted that particular Lynch speech was given at a conference
sponsored by the Muslim Advocates, a Muslim Brotherhood front group.
Kutnicki told WND Dave Gaubatz, a premier counterterror investigator, infiltrated a May 2014
conference of the Islamic Society of North America and overheard a Muslim Advocates
representative assure the audience that Facebook is essentially in their pockets. In other
words, Muslim Advocates and other front groups are working closely with social media sites to
shut down accounts of users critical of Islam.
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All of this leads Kutnicki to conclude things are taking a turn for the worse in America.
“Conclusively, free speech is no longer a constitutionally protected right,” she told WND.
“Concomitantly, it is only a matter of (a short) time before trials begin, and not only against
politicians. The above is manifestly clear: all Americans are in the crosshairs of the nation’s
totalitarian speech-minders.”
(Further down)
The New York Times reported the Wilders case is about “a conflict between freedom of
speech and the freedom from discrimination.” Freedom from discrimination may be a principle
in the Netherlands, but Haney hopes it will never become entrenched in America.
“Freedom from discrimination,” Haney pondered. “Who defines that? How do you define
‘freedom from discrimination?’ Who is the victim and who is the guilty one? Who defines that?
Is speaking the truth discrimination? Is it going to become a crime for simply pointing out that
the country’s experiencing a lot of internal turmoil because of the influx of immigrants?”
Kutnicki, for her part, said freedom of speech must always trump the “freedom from
discrimination” in a free society.
“Firstly, without freedom of speech, the cornerstone of a free society, ‘freedom from
discrimination’ ceases to exist,” she reasoned. “Intrinsically, what is considered verbally
‘discriminatory’ is wildly subjective and the quintessential slippery slope. So aside from actual
exhortations inciting to murder, which is against the law in any free and civilized society, the
rest of this should be deemed steps toward totalitarian silencing.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/experts-criticism-of-islam-may-be-banned-in-u-s/

'Nationwide shut down' planned for Inauguration Day (11/10//16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
Socialists join with Muslims to protest Trump presidency
Excerpt: A self-avowed Marxist member of the Seattle City Council who is part of the George
Soros-funded Occupy Wall Street movement has called for a “massive protest” against
President-elect Donald Trump and a “nationwide shut down” on Inauguration Day.
Kshama Sawant went on an anti-Trump rant following the election that stirred up
progressives’ emotions against Trump voters, calling them part of “a racist agenda.”
Sawant held a press conference calling for a mass protest in Seattle. That protest was
attended by students, members of Seattle’s LGBTQ community, as well as Occupy members
and Muslims.
One woman took the podium in a hijab and unleashed a profanity-laced tirade.
“I am told, ‘do not wear the hijab or you will be targeted.’ I say F— you!” she screamed into a
megaphone.
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(Further down)
Sawant, besides being a socialist and community organizer who agitates through the Occupy
Wall Street movement, is also a self-avowed Marxist with membership in the Committee for a
Workers International, a Trotskyist organization based in Britain.
As an economics professor at Seattle Central Community College, she agitated against the
state of Israel, calling on President Obama to cut off all aid to the Jewish state. The college
did not renew her teaching contract when it expired more than a year ago.
(Further down)
Clearly, revolutionaries like Sawant have found a precipitating event, the election of Donald
Trump, upon which to base an uprising. Only this time, it may be more violent with Muslim
Brotherhood and Black Lives Matter elements joining socialists in the Occupy movement.
A senior Muslim Brotherhood executive, Khalilah Sabra, announced at a national conference
of the Muslim-American Society in December 2015 that the Brotherhood planned to team up
with non-Muslim radicals to initiate a revolution in America, as WND reported
“You are the new black people of America,” Sabra told her Muslim audience gathered in
Chicago. “We are the community that staged a revolution across the world. If we can do that,
why can’t we have that revolution in America?”
“You know what you should do,” she continued. “And if you do it, Allah has promised us the
same victories he granted to those who came before us.”
Will the election of Trump be the linchpin that the socialists, the Muslim Brotherhood and
other radicals will seize upon to launch their “revolution”?
Protests erupted immediately after the election results were announced in Oakland and
Portland on the West Coast. Last night they spread to New York, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Chicago, Atlanta, Boston, Denver, Philadelphia, Austin, San Francisco and New Orleans with
several experiencing burning of flags, vandalism and looting.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/nationwide-shut-down-planned-for-inauguration-day/

Michael Moore: They Voted For A Guy Named ‘Hussein’ Twice, Trump Voters Are Not
Racist (11/11/16, Rachel Stoltzfoos, The Daily Caller)
Excerpt: Michael Moore disputed the notion that all the people who voted for President-elect
Donald Trump are racist Friday, reiterating the fact that millions of them voted for President
Barack Obama in 2008 and 2012.
“They’re not racist,” Moore said on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe.” “They twice voted for a man
whose middle name is Hussein. That’s the America you live in.”
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Moore was pushing back against another panelist who said “deep racial animus” at the heart
of the country was behind Trump’s win. “What I’m trying to get at, is at the heart of this
country is some deep racial animus that animates the very communities we’re trying to lift up,”
Eddie Glaude Jr., chair of the African American department at Princeton University told the
panel.
(Further down)
Rammesh Ponnuru echoed Moore and Scarborough’s sentiment in a Bloomberg piece, taking
issue with the notion that Trump won because White Americans are racist.
“Against that theory, I’d note, first, that Trump won several states that voted twice for our first
black president,” he wrote. “The early exit polls suggest Trump won a tenth of voters who
approved of President Barack Obama’s job performance. If that’s close to true, it means he
wouldn’t have won without those voters.”
http://dailycaller.com/2016/11/11/michael-moore-millions-of-trump-voters-elected-obama-twice-theyre-not-racistvideo/

No king nor queen: gender-neutral school homecoming may be trend (11/06/16, CBS
News)
Excerpt: The University of Nebraska at Omaha has named its royal homecoming pair, but
don’t call them king and queen.
The school has joined a growing number of other schools around the county that are moving
to gender-neutral homecoming courts to be more inclusive of transgender students. The trend
appears to be part of a larger national dialogue that erupted after a series of so-called
“bathroom laws” and other pieces of anti-LGBT legislation were introduced in statehouses
nationwide.
UNO administrators supported the change to dub the school’s homecoming winners as
“royals,” CBS Omaha affiliate KMTV reports.
The two selected homecoming royals may be the traditional man and woman, or two men,
two women, two transgender students or any other combination, officials said.
(Further down)
(Jessi Hitchins, the founding director of UNO’s Gender and Sexuality Resource Center,
February 2015)
“This will benefit people because it doesn’t require them to fit into a particular category,”
Hitchins said. “This is our way of being thoughtful and inclusive of our trans community.”
Hitchins said at least 20 colleges and several high schools across the nation have changed to
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gender-neutral homecoming royalty selection. The University of Wisconsin-Stout last month
did away with choosing a king and queen and selected eight “ambassadors.”
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/no-king-nor-queen-gender-neutral-school-homecoming-may-be-trend/

Why are Egyptians clamoring to learn Hebrew? (11//10/16, Joseph Farah, WND)
Exclusive: Joseph Farah notes 2 developments related to verses from of Isaiah 19
Excerpt: In my new book, “The Restitution of All Things: Israel, Christians, and the End of the
Age,” I devote a chapter to one of the most amazing passages in the Bible – one that offers
what I call “the ultimate Middle East peace plan.
There’s a strange and unlikely prophecy in Isaiah 19, which begins with a promise of a
messianic deliverance of Egyptian believers.
(Further down)
Isaiah 19 goes on to describe Egypt’s last days’ judgment, including the drying up of the Nile
River.
That’s right. You heard me right – the drying up of the Nile River.
It’s a catastrophe to say the least. But there’s spectacularly good news that follows. I want to
focus today on one key, mysterious verse – Isaiah 19:18: “In that day shall five cities in the
land of Egypt speak the language of Canaan, and swear to the Lord of hosts.”
In other words, Isaiah prophesies that five cities in Egypt will speak Hebrew. Scholars have
puzzled over this prospect for hundreds of years with as much wonder as the claim that the
Nile would dry up. Throughout history, it has seemed more than unlikely – until now.
Here are some recent headlines you almost certainly missed unless you are an Egypt-phile:
• From al-Monitor: “Nine of the 14 state universities in Egypt, including Al-Azhar Islamic
University, have Hebrew departments. Close to 20,000 students study Hebrew at these
universities at any given point in time, most in colleges of Middle Eastern Studies. Each
year, at least 2,000 students graduate with bachelor’s degrees that include the study of
Hebrew.”
• From the Algemeiner: “The military coup in Egypt has given Israelis a chance to
witness a revolution of a different sort in their neighboring country: fluency in the
Hebrew language. As protests climaxed last weekend (2013) in Egypt, many journalists
on the ground in the country were called on by Israeli press to keep the Israeli public
up-to-date on events. Luckily, an extensive Hebrew studies program has prepared
many Egyptians for just such an opportunity.”
There are plenty more reports like these.
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There’s suddenly a real frenzy in Egypt to learn Hebrew. And the fulfillment of Isaiah 19:18 no
longer seems as unlikely as it did.
(Further down)
What about the Nile River drying up? I cover this extensively in my new book, but there is
actually already evidence this catastrophe could be in the works. Here’s an excerpt from a
report from a recent article in Foreign Policy Magazine: “Egypt’s musical-chairs government
faces enough challenges. So why is a construction project almost 3,000 kilometers from Cairo
provoking fears over Egypt’s national survival? Egypt and Ethiopia are butting heads over the
Great Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, a $4-billion hydroelectric project that Ethiopia is building
on the headwaters of the Blue Nile, near the border between Ethiopia and Sudan. Cairo
worries the megaproject, which began construction in 2011 and is scheduled to be finished by
2017, could choke the downstream flow of the Nile River right when it expects its needs for
fresh water to increase.”
Note we are talking about a dam project that could threaten Egypt’s national survival in 2017.
And I’m willing to bet most of the very informed people reading this column have never even
heard about it.
It may not be news in the West, but it’s a virtual news obsession in Egypt. Everyone’s talking
about it and writing about it because it’s a matter of “national survival.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/why-are-egyptians-clamoring-to-learn-hebrew/

Money
Student, Auto Loans Hit New All Time High Of $2.5 Trillion As Consumer Credit Jumps
By $19 Billion (11/0716, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
The Fed's latest consumer credit report revealed that in September, overall household credit
rose by a greater than expected $19.3 billion, above the $18 billion expected, if below last
month's near-record $26.8 billion.
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There were no major surprises in the components of overall credit, with revolving, credit-card
debt rising by $4.2 billion, in line with the increase observed in recent months.

The ongoing increase in revolving debt, means the total amount of credit card debt
outstanding has nearly caught up with the $1.02 trillion peak reached during the credit bubble.
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Non-revolving credit rose by $15 billion, modestly below the revised $21.2 billion noted in
August.

More importantly, with the Fed releasing its quarterly update on both auto and student loans,
we have two new records: a new all time high in both car loans at $1.098 trillion, and a record
for student loans, which just hit $1.396 trillion.
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Finally, there were also no surprises as to who the primary source of consumer credit
remains: the US government.

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-07/student-auto-loans-hit-new-all-time-high-25-trillion-consumer-creditjumpes
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Labor Market Rolling Over: Hiring Below 2014 Levels, Despite Rising Job Openings
(11/08/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Moments ago the BLS reported Janet Yellen's favorite labor market indicator, the
JOLTS survey, which as expected (since it tracked the modestly weaker September payrolls)
showed that in September, the number of job opening rebounded from the August 378,000
plunge to 5.453 million, rising by a modest 33,000 to 5.486 million. The number of job
openings declined to a series low in July 2009, one month after the official end of the most
recent recession. Employment continued to decline after the end of the recession, reaching a
low point in February 2010.

The September job opening rate rose fractionally to 3.7% from 3.6% prior month, with the
greatest number of job openings in the construction, financial, education & health services,
and professional and business services industries. Job openings in trade & transportation,
leisure and hospitality and government all fell.
The ratio of unemployed persons per job opening was 1.4 in September 2016; when the most
recent recession began (December 2007), the number of unemployed persons per job
opening was 1.9. The ratio peaked at 6.6 unemployed persons per job opening in July 2009
and trended downward until the end of 2015. Since January 2016 the ratio has leveled off
and has remained between 1.3 and 1.4.
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However confrming that the US labor market is indeed rolling over, despite the near record (if
modestly declining) number of job openings, the pace of hiring has failed to keep up, and slid
once again in September, declining by 187,000 to 5.081 million. It was also lower than the
September 2014 number of hires which was 5,092 million.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-08/labor-market-rolling-over-hiring-below-2014-levels-despite-risingjob-openings

War On Cash Strikes India: PM Scraps Large Bills, Limits ATM Withdrawals To "Fight
Corruption" (11/08/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: In a fiery address to the Indian nation, PM Narendra Modi just took a major step in
the war on cash that is being waged worldwide. Talking tough on fighting corruption and the
black market economy, Modi decreed that the INR500 ($7.50), and INR1000 ($15) bills will
no longer be legal tender and that ATM withdrawals will be limited to INR2000 ($30) for
some.
"Fake money and terrorism are ruining the nation's fabric," Modi exclaimed, adding that "it
was very important to keep this news under wrap. Due to this, RBI and post office have a
major task ahead and RBI has also decided that all banks will be shut for the public on
November 9."
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"Honest man cannot buy a house, cannot get proper education due to black money."
"Cash economy aides black money, corruption and makes life difficult for the poor."
"Government is imposing a limit on high denomination notes. In the history of nations, such a
moment comes when you realise that you must be part of this historical moment. This, is one
such day. Every common man who is tired of corruption and black money is welcome
to contribute to this catharsis. It is very important to cleanse the nation of the
corruption."
"Come, let's all celebrate the festival of honesty"
(Further down)
Somewhat shockingly, Modi further added that ID cards will be required to return money to
banks.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-08/war-cash-strikes-india-pm-scraps-some-currency-notes-limits-atmwithdrawals-fight-co

We’re All Hedge Funds Now, Part 4: Central Banks Become World’s Biggest Stock
Speculators (11/07/16, Dollar Collapse)
Excerpt: At first, the idea of central banks intervening in the equity markets was probably seen
even by its fans as a temporary measure. But that’s not how government power grabs work.
Control once acquired is hard for politicians and their bureaucrats to give up. Which means
recent events are completely predictable:
(Further down)
Yellen says Fed purchases of stocks, corporate bonds could help in a downturn
(Reuters) – The Federal Reserve might be able to help the U.S. economy in a future
downturn if it could buy stocks and corporate bonds, Fed Chair Janet Yellen said on Thursday.
Speaking via video conference with bankers in Kansas City, Yellen said the issue was not a
pressing one right now and pointed out the U.S. central bank is currently barred by law from
buying corporate assets.
But the Fed’s current toolkit might be insufficient in a downturn if it were to “reach the limits in
terms of purchasing safe assets like longer-term government bonds.”
“It could be useful to be able to intervene directly in assets where the prices have a more
direct link to spending decisions,” she said.
If your first reaction to the above (especially Yellen’s clear misunderstanding of the respective
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roles of central banks and stock markets) is “these guys are idiots,” you’re probably in the
minority. Most modern citizens see government intervention of any kind as at least a
potentially good thing, depending on the situation. They’re wrong in this case, for the following
reasons:
• Central banks buying equities is a direct subsidy to the richest members of society,
since the higher a person’s net worth, the more stocks and bonds they tend to own.
One has to wonder why, if the goal is to stimulate spending — and old notions of
monetary propriety are being abandoned in any event — the world’s central banks
don’t simply double every bank savings account or pay off all student loans or credit
card debt. The answer, of course, is that central banks serve several masters, but their
main allegiance is to the financial/political class which, as we now know, tends to
benefit directly from rising share prices. So look at this policy as one more way of
redirecting wealth from the poor to the rich.
• The idea that central banks can buy up shares indiscriminately – to the point of
accumulating all the available shares of some companies – without impairing the
functioning of capital markets betrays a shocking ignorance of what capital markets are
there for. They exist to move capital from owners to the most efficient users via share
price signaling. Buy up all the shares and prices stop fluctuating, which deadens the
signals the markets send to capital allocators. Capital then has no idea where to go,
and really bad decisions become the norm.
• If government becomes the biggest shareholder of the largest companies, in effect the
former has taken over the latter. Is this just a backdoor way to achieve the
nationalizations that failed so miserably in post-War Europe and elsewhere? The folks
now in charge might view this as a positive side-effect when in reality it’s a mortal
threat to pretty much everything that sets the modern world apart from the feudalism of
the previous 10,000 years.
Can this go on forever? There seems to be a growing assumption that the elites have finally
figured out how to turn a capitalist system into a perpetual motion machine by having central
banks buy up all financial assets. In this way they can set prices for everything pretty much
forever, thus eliminating the business cycle and ushering in a golden age of governmentguided growth and prosperity.
http://dollarcollapse.com/monetary-policy-2/hedge-funds-now-part-4-central-banks-become-worlds-biggeststock-speculators/

GM Slashes 2000 Jobs, Suspends 3rd Shift On Bloated Inventories, Slowing Sales
(11/09/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Who could have seen this coming? Just weeks after Ford idled four factories due to
slumping sales and excess inventory, GM just followed by slashing 2000 jobs permanently
and suspending a third shift at production facilities in early 2017.
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We have warned numerous times that there is only one way this ends...
And so it just did..
GM Statement:
General Motors today announced initiatives to strengthen and align its production output
at key U.S. manufacturing operations. The plans include investing more than $900 million
in three facilities — Toledo Transmission Operations in Ohio, Lansing Grand River in Michigan
and Bedford Casting Operations in Indiana — to prepare the facilities for future product
programs.
GM also announced plans to align production output with demand for cars built at the
Lordstown, Ohio, and Lansing Grand River, Michigan, assembly plants. As the customer
shift from cars to crossovers and trucks is projected to continue, GM will suspend the
third shift of production at both facilities in the first quarter of 2017.
The Lordstown plant builds the compact Chevrolet Cruze, whose U.S. sales through
October were down 20 percent. The Lansing Grand River plant builds the Cadillac ATS and
CTS, whose sales were down 17 percent through October.
And Reuters confirms, General Motors Co plans to lay off 2,000 employees at two U.S.
auto plants in early 2017, the automaker said on Wednesday.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-09/gm-slashes-2000-jobs-suspends-3rd-shift-bloated-inventories

What the Heck’s going on with Foreclosures? Why this Spike? (11/10/16, Wolf Richter,
Wolf Street)
Foreclosures suddenly spike most since the last Housing Bust
Excerpts: The total number of homes with foreclosure filings jumped 27% in October from
September, when they’d been at the lowest level since 2006. It was the biggest jump in
monthly foreclosure filings since August 2007.
Compared to October last year, homes with foreclosure filings still decreased, but this
nationwide decrease is covering up what is now happening in 28 states and Washington D.C.,
according to the Foreclosure Report by ATTOM Data Solutions. There, the inventory of homes
with foreclosure filings is beginning to rise even on a year-over year basis. And in some states
it soared year-over-year:
•
•
•
•
•

Colorado +64%
Georgia +22%
Pennsylvania +20%
Arizona +17%
Virginia +15%
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• Massachusetts +11%
• New York +10%
(Further down)
On average across the nation, the foreclosure rate was one foreclosure filing for every 1,258
housing units. But in some states, the foreclosure rate was much worse. Here are the “top”
ten:
1. Delaware: one in every 355 housing units
2. New Jersey: one in every 564 housing units
3. Maryland: one in every 679 housing units
4. Illinois: one in every 704 housing units
5. South Carolina: one in every 801 housing units
6. Nevada: one in every 826 housing units
7. Florida: one in every 895 housing
8. Ohio: one in every 930 housing units
9. Pennsylvania: one in every 1,018 housing units
10.Georgia: one in every 1,028 housing units.
And here are the “top” ten highest foreclosure rates among the 216 metropolitan areas with a
population of over 200,000:
1. York-Hanover, PA: one in every 274 housing units
2. Atlantic City, NJ: one in every 301 housing units
3. Rockford, IL: one in every 481 housing units
4. Columbia, SC: one in every 498 housing units
5. Trenton, NJ: one in every 499 housing units.
6. Reading, PA: one in every 542 housing units
7. Chicago, IL: one in every 571 housing units
8. Dayton, OH: one in every 573 housing units
9. Philadelphia, PA: one in every 597 housing units
10.Salisbury, MD: one in every 625 housing units.
These “foreclosure filings” are based on data that ATTOM gathered in 2,200 counties where
over 90% of the US population lives. They include data on the three phases of foreclosure:
http://wolfstreet.com/2016/11/10/whats-going-on-with-foreclosures-spike-fha-va-mortgages/
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UPDATE NOVEMBER 22, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is November 22, 2016.
All of you have a wonderful Day of Giving Thanks.
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
French Government Creates Illegal Database on over 60 Million Citizens
Excerpt of the excerpt: The database, named “Secure Electronic Titles” (TES), was decreed
into existence on October 30. It centralizes the personal and bio-metric data of all holders of
passports or national identity cards. It concerns over 60 million people, that is, virtually the
entire French population. The official launch of the database took place last Tuesday in the
Yvelines area and will be extended across France at the beginning of 2017.
Europe: Let's End Free Speech!
Excerpt of the excerpt: Several European governments are making it clear to their citizens
that criticizing migrants or European migrant policies is criminally off limits. People who go
"too far," according to the authorities, are being arrested, prosecuted and at times convicted.
China's Xi urges cooperation among nations in governance of global internet
Excerpt of the excerpt: China infamously operates the so-called "Great Firewall", the world's
most sophisticated online censorship system, to block and attack Internet services the
government deems unsavory.
Obama sets new record for regulations: 527 pages in 1 day
Excerpt of the excerpt: Obama had given Congress warning, stating in 2014 that when
Congress didn’t do what he wanted, “I’ve got a pen and I’ve got a phone.”
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One estimate from earlier in 2016 said his “pen and phone” will cost the economy “roughly
$80 billion over the next 10 years and eliminate 150,000 jobs.”
Obama on pace to increase the debt by $2.4 trillion this year
Excerpt of the excerpt: So if they keep up this pace, the national debt will increase by $2.4
trillion this fiscal year, surpassing $21 trillion by next September.
Government trying to switch teen's sex without parental consent
Excerpt of the excerpt: But the complaint, posted online, argued the defendants have worked
together to provide the minor, identified only as JDK, with funds for living, health
consultations, legal consultations, medical treatments and more – all without any legal
adjudication that JDK is emancipated. That means, the lawsuit contends, JDK’s biological
mother and custodial parent, Anmarie Calgaro, has suffered a multitude of violations of her
constitutional parental rights.
The legal team explained that the defendants have been providing “transgender services and
narcotic drugs without her parental consent.”
Clinics sue feds over order to perform gender transitions
Excerpt of the excerpt: Becket argues the government ”does not require Medicare and
Medicaid to cover these same procedures, because Health & Human Services’ (HHS) own
medical experts found the risks were often too high and benefits too unclear.”
“Yet any private doctor who made the same decision about the risks would be in violation of
the new mandate and face potential lawsuits or job loss.”
Trump to send message: 'Shariah incompatible with Constitution'
Excerpt of the excerpt: By designating the Brotherhood a terrorist organization, the U.S.
would join Egypt, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates and Russia, which have
also made that designation.
Hillary "Attack Dog" David Brock Plotting With Soros, Steyer, Sussman To "Kick
Trump's Ass"
Excerpt of the excerpt: According to Politico, Brock is launching his own Koch-brothers-like
donor network to finance attacks on President-elect Donald Trump and to rebuild the political
left after Trump’s stunning victory over Clinton last week. In an email sent out on Thursday
night, Brock emailed more than 200 of the biggest donors on the left, including finance titans
George Soros, Tom Steyer and Donald Sussman all of whom invested millions of dollars in
Clinton's campaign with nothing to show for it, inviting them to a private retreat in Palm Beach
during inauguration weekend to assess what Democrats did wrong in 2016, figure out how to
correct it and raise cash for those initiatives.
Culture
Bathroom occupation begins at Whitmore Administration Building
Excerpt of the excerpt: The bathroom occupation, dubbed a “shit-in,” is being organized by
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student group Gender Liberation UMass (GLU), which advocates for transgender, gender
non-binary and gender-queer students at the university.
Google Will Punish "Fake News" Websites By Halting Ads
Excerpt of the excerpt: One of the more perplexing theories to emerge explaining the failure
of Hillary Clinton's presidential bid, is that popular news curators and aggregators such as
Google and Facebook had distributed news created by "fake" and "false" websites, thus
influencing public opinion. So, in an attempt to curb such websites, a move some consider
tantamount to censorship, Google and Facebook announced measures aimed at halting the
spread of "fake news" on the internet by targeting how the creators of this alleged "phony
content" make money: advertising.
Meet leftist prof who wrote 'hit list' of 'fake' news sites
Excerpt of the excerpt: In addition to some satirical and bogus sites, her list attacks the
credibility of well-established news organizations such as Breitbart, BizPac Review, Red
State, the Blaze, the Independent Journal Review, Twitchy, the Daily Wire, WND and James
O’Keefe’s Project Veritas. In many cases (such as with her WND listing), she offers no
explanation for why the news organizations were included on the list.
The Pressing Problem Nobody Dares Discuss
Excerpt of the excerpt: The reason nobody dares address this problem is that it has no
solution within the current mode of production, i.e. the status quo. The problem is an
oversupply of labor. (with chart)
Technology
Secrets Of Online Shopping Discrimination
Excerpt of the excerpt: When you log onto a website, companies can see your search history,
your clicks, the type of computer and browser you use, and even determine your location. All
of this, according to Wilson, can be used to personalize prices online.
Money
Sweden Begins Planning Transition From Cash To Digital Currency
Excerpt of the excerpt: In the aftermath of the ECB halting production of the €500 banknote,
and more recently, India phasing out its highest denomination bills instantly eliminating some
86% of the cash in circulation as increasingly more countries make a move toward a cashfree society, another central bank - the world's oldest - has started planning its own transition
away from paper cash.
Volkswagen To Cut 30,000 Jobs, 5% Of Workforce
Excerpt of the excerpt: “This is a big step forward, maybe the biggest in the company’s
history,” VW brand chief Herbert Diess said at a press conference in Wolfsburg. “All
manufacturers must rebuild themselves because of the imminent changes for the industry. We
need to brace for the storm.”
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The Excerpts
Government
French Government Creates Illegal Database on over 60 Million Citizens (11/15/16,
Anthony Torres, Strategic Culture Foundation)
Excerpt: By setting up a single database centralizing information on the entire French
population behind their backs, France’s Socialist Party (PS) government is giving the state
vast repressive powers. Coming amid the state of emergency, it constitutes a fundamental
threat to democratic rights, in particular to opposition within the working class to austerity and
war.
The database, named “Secure Electronic Titles” (TES), was decreed into existence on
October 30. It centralizes the personal and bio-metric data of all holders of passports or
national identity cards. It concerns over 60 million people, that is, virtually the entire French
population. The official launch of the database took place last Tuesday in the Yvelines area
and will be extended across France at the beginning of 2017.
The database was prepared in violation of the law, behind the backs of the population. It was
first proposed in 2011 at the National Assembly, during a debate on a secure national ID card,
and sharply criticized by the National Commission on Information-Processing and Liberties
(CNIL). While recognizing as “legitimate the use of bio-metric information to identify a person,”
the CNIL ruled that “bio-metric data must be conserved in an individualized data system.”
(Further down)
The creation of the TES database is part of a far broader installation of a police state by
Hollande after the November 13 terror attacks, committed by Islamist networks mobilized by
the NATO powers in their war for regime change in Syria.
http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2016/11/15/french-government-creates-illegal-database-over-60-millioncitizens.html

Europe: Let's End Free Speech! (1/18/16, Judith Bergman, Gatestone Institute)
Are European Countries Now Police States?
Excerpt: In Europe, is the enemy now the governments? Evidence is mounting that
expressing even a mild opinion that runs counter to official government policy can land you in
prison, or at least ensure a visit from your friendly local Kafkaesque police. Has Europe
effectively become a police state?
Several European governments are making it clear to their citizens that criticizing migrants or
European migrant policies is criminally off limits. People who go "too far," according to the
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authorities, are being arrested, prosecuted and at times convicted.
In the Netherlands, the police visited people who naïvely made critical comments about
asylum centers on Twitter in October 2015. In the town of Sliedrecht, police came to Mark
Jongeneel's office and told him that he tweeted "too much" and that he should "watch his
tone": his tweets "may seem seditious". His offense? The town had held a citizens meeting
about a refugee center in the region, and Jongeneel had posted a few tweets. One said: "The
College of #Sliedrecht comes up with a proposal to take 250 refugees over the next two
years. What a bad idea!" Earlier he had also tweeted: "Should we let this happen?!"
(Further down)
In the United Kingdom, Scott Clark was arrested in February 2016 for writing on the Facebook
page of the Scottish Defense League that Syrian refugees would "see the nasty side to us."
According to a news report, he referred to sexual assaults on women in Cologne, Germany
on New Year's Eve by men of Arab or North African appearance as justification for his online
comments, in which he also wrote, "If anything happens to any young girl I will personally spit
in the face of councilors who pushed and pushed to get them housed here..." He also wrote,
"There's defo an Islamic invasion. Defo something going down. Just witnessed 15 Syrians in
the local boozer... I opposed their arrival from the start."
(Further down)
In Germany, being critical of migrants and the government's migrant policies can have other
draconian consequences. In September 2015, Die Welt reported that people who air
"xenophobic" views on social media, risk losing the right to see their own children. There need
not even be a criminal offense for a court to consider the child's welfare to be endangered and
to restrict the parents' right to see his or her child or to order "an educator" present during a
meeting between parent and child, who can "intervene as required." It is also possible to
forbid certain actions, expressions or meetings in the presence of the child. As a last resort,
the court can take the child out of the parent's care entirely.
(Further down)
While ordinary European citizens risk arrest and prosecution for "xenophobic" remarks, it is
an entirely different matter for those at the top echelons of the European Union.
In a speech in Hamburg in October, Germany's EU Commissioner for digital economy,
Günther Oettinger, called a visiting Chinese delegation of ministers "slant eyes"
("Schlitzaugen"), an expression that is generally considered racist. Oettinger did not even
bother to apologize, but told Die Welt that it was important to see his comments in a "larger
context."
The European Commission also refused to apologize for, or investigate, Oettinger's remarks
(which were apparently also disparaging of women and homosexuals). Commission Chief
Spokesman Margaritis Schinas told incredulous reporters that, "We have nothing to add."
Asked if there would be an investigation into the remarks, he said, "We do not have an FBI at
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the Commission."
As recent as October 28, European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker promoted
Oettinger to the highly coveted and powerful position of vice-president with responsibility for
the EU budget.
Clearly, the law is not equal. EU Commissioners can make "xenophobic" remarks and get a
promotion; European citizens, for exercising their right to free speech, are arrested and
prosecuted.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/9311/europe-free-speech

China's Xi urges cooperation among nations in governance of global internet (11/16/16,
Catherine Cadell, Reuters)
Excerpt: Chinese President Xi Jinping on Wednesday called for greater cooperation among
nations in developing and governing the internet, while reiterating the need to respect socalled "cyber sovereignty".
Speaking at an internet conference in Wuzhen, in the eastern province of Zhejiang, Xi and
propaganda chief Liu Yunshan signaled a willingness to step up China's role in global internet
governance, seeking to rectify "imbalances" in the way standards across cyberspace are set.
"The development of the internet knows no international boundaries. The sound use,
development and governance of the internet thus calls for closer cooperation," Xi said in a
video message at the start of China's third World Internet Conference.
While China's influence in global technology has grown, its ruling Communist Party led by Xi
has presided over broader and more vigorous efforts to control, and often censor, the flow of
information online.
China infamously operates the so-called "Great Firewall", the world's most sophisticated
online censorship system, to block and attack Internet services the government deems
unsavory.
Xi repeated China's pledge to "promote equitable global internet governance" while upholding
"cyber sovereignty", or the right of countries to determine how they want to manage the
internet.
China's rubber stamp parliament adopted a controversial cybersecurity law this month that
overseas critics say could shut foreign businesses out of various sectors in China.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-internet-idUSKBN13B1FF
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Obama sets new record for regulations: 527 pages in 1 day (11/17/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'We don't need a pen and phone, we need a meat axe'
Excerpt:President Obama on Thursday set a record for the most pages of federal rules and
regulations ever issued in a year by one president, adding 572 pages to the Federal Register,
bringing his 2016 total to 81,640 pages.
(Further down)
So far, Obama has generated 635,448 pages of rules, or 217 per day, or nine for every hour
he’s been president. (That assumes a full eight-year term, so actually those numbers will go
up with any more he produces before he leaves office).
The pages, assuming a ream of 500 is about two inches tall, would create a tower of fine print
for more than 211 feet tall – the height of a 20-story building.
And assuming one could read one page in 30 seconds, it still would take nearly 5,300 hours
to wade through.
“No one knows what the future holds, but at a pace of well over 1,000 pages weekly, the
Federal Register could easily top 90,000 pages this year. The simple algebra says that at the
current pace we’ll add 11,190 pages over the next 44 days, to end 2016 at around 92,830
pages, CEI said.
Columnist Clyde Walter Crews at CEI wrote: “This is astonishing and should be of great
concern, and intolerable, to policymakers. It is remarkable enough that the all-time record has
been passed before Thanksgiving.”
(Further down)
Obama had given Congress warning, stating in 2014 that when Congress didn’t do what he
wanted, “I’ve got a pen and I’ve got a phone.”
One estimate from earlier in 2016 said his “pen and phone” will cost the economy “roughly
$80 billion over the next 10 years and eliminate 150,000 jobs.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/obama-sets-new-record-for-regulations-527-pages-in-1-day/

Obama on pace to increase the debt by $2.4 trillion this year (11/17/16, Simon Black,
Sovereign Man)
Excerpt: According to data released by the Treasury Department yesterday, the US national
debt has soared by a whopping $294 billion since the start of the 2017 fiscal year, just 45
days ago.
That’s an annualized increase of 13%.
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So if they keep up this pace, the national debt will increase by $2.4 trillion this fiscal year,
surpassing $21 trillion by next September.
(Further down)
100 years ago in 1916, US debt was about $3.6 billion; as a percentage of GDP (i.e. the size
of the US economy), that was about 7%.
Today’s debt of $19,867,119,032,053.28 is actually bigger than the entire US economy at over
106% of GDP.
(Further down)
Ten years ago in 2006, the average interest rate on US debt was over 5%.
Back then 5% was considered incredibly low compared to the higher interest rates of the
1980s and 1990s.
But today, 5% would bankrupt the US government. It’s pitiful.
So unless interest rates stay at these record lows forever (or perhaps go negative), the
government’s interest payments are going to explode.
Debt… particularly bad debt… is an absolute killer.
https://www.sovereignman.com/trends/obama-on-pace-to-increase-the-debt-by-2-4-trillion-this-year-20498/

Government trying to switch teen's sex without parental consent (11/16/16, Bob Unruh,
WND)
'This is an outrageous abuse of power by multiple agencies'
Excerpt:Can a team of advocates for transsexuality, from a school district and a medical
services organization to county social workers, simply decide that a 17-year-old minor is
“emancipated” from his parents and go ahead with male-to-female sex-change treatments
with no further permission?
That’s the question being asked in a lawsuit against St. Louis County in Minnesota, its public
health chief Linnea Mirsch, Fairview Health Services, Park Nicollet Health Services, St. Louis
County School District, Cherry School Principal Michael Johnson and others.
“This is an outrageous abuse of power by multiple agencies,” said Tom Brejcha, chief counsel
of the Thomas More Society, which is working with local attorney Erick Kaardal of Mohrman,
Kaardal and Erickson of Minneapolis on the case.
“To treat a minor child without either parental consent or a court order of emancipation is a
violation of the trust placed upon the human service sector and its governmental oversight
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agencies. To give a parent no recourse to intervene in this situation is an egregious violation
of constitutional rights,” Brejcha said.
(Further down)
But the complaint, posted online, argued the defendants have worked together to provide the
minor, identified only as JDK, with funds for living, health consultations, legal consultations,
medical treatments and more – all without any legal adjudication that JDK is emancipated.
That means, the lawsuit contends, JDK’s biological mother and custodial parent, Anmarie
Calgaro, has suffered a multitude of violations of her constitutional parental rights.
The legal team explained that the defendants have been providing “transgender services and
narcotic drugs without her parental consent.”
Also, the defendants have treated JDK as emancipated even though there has been no “court
action to that effect.”
“Calgaro’s parental involvement has been repeatedly circumvented as it concerns her 17-year
old son,” Thomas More explained in a statement about the new case.
(Further down)
“Although Minnesota common law recognizes a minor child’s right to petition for
emancipation, there is no Minnesota common law cause of action for a parent to bring in court
to restore full or partial parental rights once a child is emancipated for medical services
without a court order,” it explains.
Further, such an emancipation petition hasn’t yet been brought. Nor has there been any
reason, the complaint says.
“JDK has never been involved in Child In Need of Protection or Services (CHIPS) petition
court proceedings, foster placement, court proceedings, child protection court proceedings
nor child custody court proceedings.”
“As a parent, Ms. Calgaro has a fundamental right to make decisions concerning the care,
custody and control of her children,” the complaint cites. It quotes the U.S. Supreme Court,
which said, “We have recognized on numerous occasions the relationship between parent
and child is constitutionally protected.”
At all times, the defendants knew their actions “effectively terminated the protected
constitutional parental rights of Ms. Calgaro … violated the federal due process rights of Ms.
Calgaro,” the lawsuit charges.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/government-trying-to-switch-teens-sex-without-parental-consent/?cat_orig=health
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Clinics sue feds over order to perform gender transitions (11/19/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
'No doctor should be forced to perform a procedure that he or she believes will harm a child'
Excerpt: A number of health clinics, hospitals and a university have joined the state of North
Dakota in a lawsuit against a new federal regulation that demands that doctors – all of the
estimated 900,000 in America – be ready, willing and able to perform gender-transition
procedures on children.
That’s even if the physician believes such treatment could harm the child
(Further down)
The complaint alleges the demand is invalid under the Administrative Procedures Act, the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act and the U.S. Constitution’s First, Fifth and 14th
Amendments. It seeks a permanent injunction against the regulation as well as damages and
costs.
Becket argues the government ”does not require Medicare and Medicaid to cover these same
procedures, because Health & Human Services’ (HHS) own medical experts found the risks
were often too high and benefits too unclear.”
“Yet any private doctor who made the same decision about the risks would be in violation of
the new mandate and face potential lawsuits or job loss.”
The group cites research showing that up to 94 percent of children with “gender dysphoria”
will “grow out of their dysphoria naturally and will not need surgery or lifelong hormone
regiments.”
There also are risks from heart disease and diabetes, and from breast, ovarian and prostate
cancers.
(Further down)
“Under the new regulation, a doctor must perform these procedures even when they are
contrary to the doctor’s medical judgment and could result in significant, long-term medical
harm. Thus, the regulation represents a radical invasion of the federal bureaucracy into a
doctor’s medical judgment.”
It explains the feds made the change simply by changing the historical meaning of the word
“sex.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/clinics-sue-feds-over-order-to-perform-gender-transitions/
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Trump to send message: 'Shariah incompatible with Constitution' (11/16/16, Paul
Bremmer, WND)
President-elect reportedly planning to designate Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist group
Excerpt: WND previously reported President-elect Donald Trump is preparing to jumpstart a
bill in Congress that would ban the Muslim Brotherhood by declaring it a terrorist organization.
Walid Phares, a foreign policy adviser to Trump, says he believes Trump will support the plan
to make the designation.
Philip Haney, a founding member of the Department of Homeland Security and author of “See
Something, Say Nothing: A Homeland Security Officer Exposes the Government’s Submission
to Jihad,” greeted the news with hope, saying his former agency is finally returning to its initial
mission.
“This is what the Department of Homeland Security was created for in the first place – to
protect the American people from the threat of terrorism both foreign and domestic – so all
he’s doing is following the policies of the original purpose of DHS,” Haney told WND. “This is
what we were actually supposed to do clear back in 2003 when the agency was formed.”
Pamela Geller, president of the American Freedom Defense Initiative and author of “Stop the
Islamization of America,” also celebrated the news.
“It’s long overdue and much needed,” she said. “We can only hope that it will stop Muslim
Brotherhood infiltration into the U.S. government.”
Phares made his comments while speaking to the Egyptian news outlet Youm7. He noted
there is a bill in Congress designating the Brotherhood a terrorist group, but the Obama
administration has been preventing its passage because Obama supports the Brotherhood
and wishes to remain on friendly terms with it.
Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, introduced the bill in November 2015.
“We have to stop pretending that the Brotherhood are not responsible for the terrorism they
advocate and finance,” Cruz said to the Washington Free Beacon at the time. “We have to
see it for what it is: a key international organization dedicated to waging violent jihad.”
The bill examines the Muslim Brotherhood’s history of terrorism and shows how it is linked to
three prominent American Muslim organizations: the Council on American-Islamic Relations
(CAIR), the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) and the North American Islamic Trust
(NAIT).
The legislation was approved by the House Judiciary Committee earlier this year and referred
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which has not taken action on it.
By designating the Brotherhood a terrorist organization, the U.S. would join Egypt, Syria,
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates and Russia, which have also made that
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designation.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/trump-to-send-message-shariah-incompatible-with-constitution/?cat_orig=us

Hillary "Attack Dog" David Brock Plotting With Soros, Steyer, Sussman To "Kick
Trump's Ass" (11/18/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: The last time we encountered David Brock, Hillary Clinton's so called media "attack
dog", was two months ago when we exposed a money laundering scheme involving over a
dozen of his Pro-Clinton SuperPACs. Now, it appears that unable to concede defeat, the man
who aligned his career with Hillary Clinton, is going for blood, and is soliciting the help, but
mostly money, of Clinton's top donors.
According to Politico, Brock is launching his own Koch-brothers-like donor network to finance
attacks on President-elect Donald Trump and to rebuild the political left after Trump’s stunning
victory over Clinton last week. In an email sent out on Thursday night, Brock emailed more
than 200 of the biggest donors on the left, including finance titans George Soros, Tom Steyer
and Donald Sussman all of whom invested millions of dollars in Clinton's campaign with
nothing to show for it, inviting them to a private retreat in Palm Beach during inauguration
weekend to assess what Democrats did wrong in 2016, figure out how to correct it and raise
cash for those initiatives.
“This will be THE gathering for Democratic donors from across the country to hear
from a broad and diverse group of leaders about the next steps for progressives under
a Trump Administration,” Brock wrote to the donors in an email. “What better way to
spend inaugural weekend than talking about how to kick Donald Trump’s ass?” Brock
said.
The retreat, which is planned as the first in a series of regular gatherings, will feature
appearances by an array of Democratic elected officials, operatives and liberal thinkers and
group officials, Brock explained in an interview.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-17/hillary-attack-dog-david-brock-plotting-billionaire-donors-kicktrumps-ass

Culture
Bathroom occupation begins at Whitmore Administration Building (11/15/16, Bryan
Bowman, Amherst Wire)
Organizers dubbed the protest a "shit-in"
Excerpt:A protest calling for more gender-neutral bathrooms at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst kicked-off Monday morning in the Whitmore Administration building.
Students began occupying bathroom stalls and urinals around the building at 9 a.m. Monday,
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according to Ann Schilling, a protest organizer.
The bathroom occupation, dubbed a “shit-in,” is being organized by student group Gender
Liberation UMass (GLU), which advocates for transgender, gender non-binary and genderqueer students at the university.
The protest comes at a tumultuous time in state politics. Massachusetts passed a new law
affirming the rights of transgender people in June. A ballot referendum which seeks to
overturn that law already has enough signatures to appear on the ballot in Massachusetts in
2018.
Schilling says the bathroom occupation will continue every day — Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m to 5 p.m. — until the administration agrees to meet their three demands:
1. “Speedy implementation of gender-neutral restrooms campus-wide.”
2. “Advancement of medically and socially competent in-house transgender health
services at [University Health Services].”
3. “Hiring of a professor by the [Women Gender Sexuality Studies] department who is an
expert in the study of critical transmisogyny from an intersectional perceptive.”
The group is leaving one stall and one urinal open in every bathroom, according to Sibelle
Grise, a member of GLU and a protest organizer.
http://amherstwire.com/17995/campus/bathroom-occupation-begins-at-whitmore-administration-building/

Google Will Punish "Fake News" Websites By Halting Ads (11/15/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: One of the more perplexing theories to emerge explaining the failure of Hillary
Clinton's presidential bid, is that popular news curators and aggregators such as Google and
Facebook had distributed news created by "fake" and "false" websites, thus influencing public
opinion. So, in an attempt to curb such websites, a move some consider tantamount to
censorship, Google and Facebook announced measures aimed at halting the spread of "fake
news" on the internet by targeting how the creators of this alleged "phony content" make
money: advertising.
Google said it is working on a policy change to prevent websites that misrepresent content
from using its AdSense advertising network, while Facebook updated its advertising policies
to spell out that its ban on deceptive and misleading content applies to fake news.
Considering the amount of fingerpointing by much of the liberal press in the aftermath of Nov.
8 we wonder if websites such as CNN would be captured by this filter.
"Moving forward, we will restrict ad serving on pages that misrepresent, misstate, or conceal
information about the publisher, the publisher's content, or the primary purpose of the web
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property," Google said in a statement. The company did not detail how it would implement or
enforce the new policy, which some accuse is the monetary equivalent of censorship.
The shifts comes as Google, Facebook and Twitter face a backlash over the role they played
in the U.S. presidential election by allowing the spread of false and often malicious
information that might have swayed voters toward Republican candidate Donald Trump. Of
course, others have repeatedly accused both Google (which chairman Eric Schmidt's
collaboration with the Clinton campaign was revealed courtesy of the Podesta emails), and
Facebook of doing everything in their power to promote a Clinton win, so the narrative is not
exactly clear on this one.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-15/google-will-punish-fake-news-websites-halting-ads

Meet leftist prof who wrote 'hit list' of 'fake' news sites (11/17/16, Chelsea Schilling,
WND)
Trump-basher 'feminist' blacklists WND, Breitbart, Blaze, O'Keefe's Project Veritas
Excerpt: The mainstream media are going wild circulating a viral list of so-called “fake news”
websites – and the list includes established news sites like WND, Breitbart, Red State, the
Daily Wire and Project Veritas – but WND has found a leftist, Trump-bashing assistant
professor in Massachusetts who specialized in “fat studies” is behind the effort to target and
discredit legitimate news organizations.
Meet Merrimack College Assistant Professor Melissa Zimdars, a 30-something self-identified
feminist and activist who has expressed great dislike for President-elect Donald Trump and
Vice President-elect Mike Pence.
She’s only actually held her teaching position at the private college in North Andover, Mass.,
for 15 months.
Zimdars published and circulated a list of “fake, false, or regularly misleading websites that
are shared on Facebook and social media.” She said she began writing the list because she
didn’t approve of the sources her students were citing
The problem?
In addition to some satirical and bogus sites, her list attacks the credibility of well-established
news organizations such as Breitbart, BizPac Review, Red State, the Blaze, the Independent
Journal Review, Twitchy, the Daily Wire, WND and James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas. In many
cases (such as with her WND listing), she offers no explanation for why the news
organizations were included on the list.
(Further down)
But nearly none of them considered Zimdars’ political leanings or questioned her criteria or
qualifications for determining which news sources should be included on her list. (Editor’s
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note: Zimdars removed her list following publication of this WND article. However, versions of
it continue to be circulated in the mainstream media and online.)
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/meet-leftist-prof-who-wrote-hit-list-of-fake-news-sites/

The Pressing Problem Nobody Dares Discuss (11/16/16, Charles Hugh Smith, Of Two
Minds)
Perceptions may well change when the global illusions of solvency and "growth" collapse in a
heap.
Excerpt: The reason nobody dares address this problem is that it has no solution within
the current mode of production, i.e. the status quo. The problem is an oversupply of
labor.
(Further down)
In the current era, Turchin identifies three sources of surplus labor: the increase in
population from birth rates above replacement levels; immigration and the mass movement of
women into the work force after 1970.
Each of these demographic sources added tens of millions of laborers to the work force.
If we set aside the many emotions generated by immigration and just consider statistics, we
find that the U.S. added almost 14 million new immigrants in the decade 2000-2010. A
Record-Setting Decade of Immigration: 2000-2010.
In periods of strong job growth, demand from employers is high enough to absorb the added
supply of labor from native population growth and immigration. In periods of stagnant job
growth, immigration adds to the oversupply of native labor from population expansion.
(Further down)
The fourth dynamic generating labor supply/demand imbalances is automation. Though
automation has been a dynamic force reducing the demand for human labor for hundreds of
years, the pace has increased as software and robotics are now increasingly replacing
higher-skill workers.
The widespread quasi-religious faith that technology "always creates more jobs than it
destroys" is misplaced. As I explain in my books Why Our Status Quo Failed and Is Beyond
Reform and A Radically Beneficial World: Automation, Technology & Creating Jobs for All, this
was true in the first three industrial revolutions but not in the current Fourth Industrial
Revolution.
(Further down)
If you still doubt labor is in permanent oversupply, please glance at these charts of the labor
participation rate and the civilian employment/population ratio.
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http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2016/11/the-pressing-problem-nobody-dares.html

Technology
Secrets Of Online Shopping Discrimination (11/14/16, CBS Miami)
Excerpt: Most people think you can usually find a better deal when you shop online.
But the price you see can be different than what other people see. The type of computer you
use, your online search history, even your zip code have all been used by online retailers to
determine what price you pay.
In a study conducted by researchers at Northeastern University in Boston, nine out of 16
online retailers and travel websites tested showed different prices or difference results for the
same searches.
(Further down)
Based on their findings, Wilson said they found cases of “price discrimination” and “price
steering”
Price steering is when two users receive different product results or the same products in
different order for the same search. users receive different prices for the same search results.
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Wilson tested 16 online retailers and travel sites and found on nine of those sites customers
saw different results and or prices
When you log onto a website, companies can see your search history, your clicks, the type of
computer and browser you use, and even determine your location. All of this, according to
Wilson, can be used to personalize prices online.
Wilson said price discrimination is becoming more prevalent and sophisticated, although; he
added it can be very difficult for online shoppers to detect.
“This is a real challenge for us and for consumers because companies are always
experimenting with different strategies and algorithms,” he explained.
http://miami.cbslocal.com/2016/11/14/secrets-of-online-shopping-discrimination/

Money
Sweden Begins Planning Transition From Cash To Digital Currency (11/17/16,Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt::In the aftermath of the ECB halting production of the €500 banknote, and more
recently, India phasing out its highest denomination bills instantly eliminating some 86% of the
cash in circulation as increasingly more countries make a move toward a cash-free society,
another central bank - the world's oldest - has started planning its own transition away from
paper cash.
Sweden’s Riksbank, which was the first central bank in the world to issue paper currency in
the 1660s, is preparing to become a monetary pioneer yet again, and has launched a project
to examine what a central bank-backed digital currency would look like and what challenges it
would pose.
(Further down)
Sweden is already mostly a non-cash nation: just like Citi in Australia, local bank branches are
moving away from cash handling while cash machines are scarce in much of the country.
Some shops have stopped accepting cash payments altogether. The Riksbank, like other
central banks, already provides electronic money through accounts to banks and clearing
organisations. But it only provides central bank money to individuals through notes and coins.
Digital currency functions like payment cards, allowing users to make online transactions
across borders instantaneously. It has been growing in popularity as more people use the
internet to shop. The major difference between digital and paper currency is that every single
transaction is logged, and the value of money can be remotely "adjusted", making it
impossible to use cash as an value-preserving alternative to negative interest rates. It is also
the reason why central bankers loathe cash in a time of negative interest rates.
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"Sweden is on the forefront of this. We don't have any other countries to copy, since there is
no other country that is so rapidly stopping using notes and coins as Sweden is," said
Skingsley, who gave a speech on the issue on Wednesday.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-17/sweden-begins-planning-transition-cash-digital-currency

Volkswagen To Cut 30,000 Jobs, 5% Of Workforce (11/18/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Following a tumultuous year of declining sales as a result of its emissions-cheating
scandal, today Volkswagen agreed to cut 30,000 jobs at the core VW, roughly 5% of its global
salesforce of 624,000. After months of intense talks, labor and management agreed on a
package to balance cost-cutting with investment as the auto industry shifts away from
traditional combustion engines and adapts to car-sharing services and self-driving
technologies.
The job cuts will come through attrition in the form of early retirement and not replacing
workers that leave; the company vowed to refrain from forced layoffs until 2025. The savings
comprise 3 billion euros at its German factories and another 700 million euros abroad.
Argentina and Brazil will be hit hardest by the staff reduction outside Germany, with
Volkswagen’s personnel chief Karlheinz Blessing describing the Brazil cuts as “brutal.”
“This is a big step forward, maybe the biggest in the company’s history,” VW brand chief
Herbert Diess said at a press conference in Wolfsburg. “All manufacturers must rebuild
themselves because of the imminent changes for the industry. We need to brace for the
storm.”
(Further down)
Volkswagen, Europe's largest automaker is trying to increase savings at its biggest business
in its home base of Germany, where its costs are high. Reuters notes that VOW must also
find billions of euros to pay fines and settlements stemming from its diesel emissions cheating
scandal as well as fund a strategic shift toward electric and self-drive cars. Volkswagen's
labor leaders said management had agreed to avoid forced redundancies in Germany until
2025 a step which clears the path to cutting 23,000 jobs via buyouts, early retirements and by
reducing part-time staff.
Jobs will also be cut in North America, Brazil and Argentina, VW said. Around 114,000
employees work for VW brand in Germany.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-18/volkswagen-cut-30000-jobs-5-workforce
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UPDATE NOVEMBER 30, 2016 – MONEY, TECHNOLOGY, GOVERNMENT, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is November 30, 2016.
Well, I hope you all had a wonderful Day Giving Thanks. My son, Phill, and I totally did.
Along with that, over this holiday weekend I had a lot of things going through my brain. For
some of you, when I say that you're thinking, “Ooooooh great!” And I fully get it. I am one of
the weirdest people you will ever meet or know. No problem.
What's been troubling me is the things now taking place in our culture: Schools at all levels,
including elementary schools, INCLUDING ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, cutting classes so
students can grieve the presidential election; or having counseling sessions to help students
cope with the (is it Hillary's loss or Donald's win? I've heard it both ways.). Separate dorms
and safe spaces for young adults whose parents/grandparents marched so their children
would have full acceptance and integration in society, now we're back to segregation being
asked for by the very ethnicities that wanted integration. What should everyone, from all
ethnicities make of that? Play-Doh and coloring book therapy for college students. Schools
and businesses telling their students and employees that those who wanted Trump to win are
no longer welcome. And, as you know, it's not just the election, the list just goes on and on
and on.
So, Phill and I have been going through all 8 seasons of “Monk.” We are currently in season
4. The opening theme song is “It's A Jungle Out There,” by Randy Newman. That, of course,
just reminds me how much I want my safe space.
Monk Intro https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_IOsLYVKkY
Hearing Randy Newman reminded me of an evening when I took a very dear friend, who was
about to go through brain surgery that would change her life forever, to Gladstones on Pacific
Coast Highway. She and her husband and I had been friends for a couple of decades. After
the surgery her life would be “50 First Dates.” Her long-term memory before the surgery
would remain in tact, but her daily short-term memory would never gain attach to her longterm memory. When she woke up in the morning she would have no memory of what she did
the day before. I wanted to add another good memory to her long-term memory, so we went
to dinner at Gladstones.
In the middle of dinner, suddenly, “I Love LA” by Randy Newman started playing and,
unexpectedly to us, the entire restaurant staff and patrons, inside and outside, were happily
singing at the top of their lungs. We joined in as well. My friend had never been to Gladstones
and had never been in any restaurant where everyone broke out singing. She loved it, as we
sang “We love it!” That moment is a wonderful memory.
Randy Newman - I Love L.A. (Official Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KcADqxnQA_4
Well, now that Randy Newman songs were whirling through my mind I started wondering,
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based on the way things are TODAY, if Randy's song “Short People” would even be allowed
on the airwaves the way it was back when it was first released, or would it be considered Hate
Speech? I am putting up a YouTube video with animation and lyrics and also the official instudio video posted at YouTube by Randy Newman himself.
Randy Newman - Short People https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH3szOIV9jQ
Randy Newman - Short People (Official Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bfySS-IJs
I am sure most of you know that I HATE Hate Crime Laws and I also HATE Hate Speech
Laws. They are stupid! (Is that hate?) By the way, you might be interested to know, if you
didn't, that Hate Crime Legislation took off not long after Mr. Clinton took over the Oval Office
in the 1990s, and was added to and ramped-up, big time, not long after Mr. Obama came to
occupy the Oval Office.
“The biggest impediment to your Freedom is... everyone else in the world.
And the second biggest hindrance to your Freedom is... you.
Let me say it a little differently. I am the biggest detriment to your Freedom and you are the
biggest detriment to my Freedom. Furthermore, I am the biggest detriment to my Freedom
and you are the biggest detriment to your Freedom.” (The Freedom Driven Life: The Case for
Freedom)
And thus, I HATE Hate Crime Legislation. Who defines what is a Hate Crime?
On the other hand, I love you guys! Is that a crime?
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
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The Headlines
Money
Jim Rickards: Elements for financial lockdown are in place
Excerpt from the excerpt: When asked about the looming crisis and a financial lockdown he
spoke candidly saying, “If you take the point that catastrophic risk increases exponentially,
that means that if we have double or tripled the system, the risk is way up beyond anything
we could imagine. Beyond anything we have ever seen before. The central banks are tapped
out. The central banks are impotent in being able to stop it. We are going to have a crisis
worse than any other. The central banks are going to be powerless to stop it. That’s why they
are going to lockdown the system and freeze your money.”
Technology
Sjuggerud: Profiting from what will replace cash and credit cards
So, basically what Dr. Sjuggerud is saying is that we can all get our investment kicks on...
ROUTE 666.
Excerpt from the excerpt: It won’t just be your kids, by the way… In less than five years, you
will use your phone to pay for almost everything.
Truthy Researcher Launches New Fact-Checking Project
Excerpt from the excerpt: Many of the claims Menczer made about the Free Beacon
spreading “misinformation” were false. For instance, Menczer said detecting hate speech was
“nowhere part of what we proposed to do in our project.” The National Science Foundation
grant states: “This service could mitigate the diffusion of false and misleading ideas, detect
hate speech and subversive propaganda, and assist in the preservation of open debate.”
Fight For $15? McDonald’s To Place Automated Ordering Stations At All US Locations
Excerpt from the excerpt: McDonald’s has announced plans to roll out automated kiosks and
mobile pay options at all of its U.S. Locations, raising questions about the future of its 1.5
million employees in the country and around the globe.
Creepy new website makes its monitoring of your online behaviour visible
Excerpt from the excerpt: IF YOU think you are not being analysed while browsing
websites, it could be time to reconsider.
A creepy new website called clickclickclick has been developed to demonstrate how our
online behaviour is continuously measured.
This Is Where I Get Off
Excerpt from the excerpt: However, it’s ironic that the War on Cash problem is most
pronounced in what was called “the free world” only two generations ago. Many of those
countries that we’ve come to regard as being both prosperous and “safe” are becoming less
so with great rapidity.
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Government
Judge spanks transgender-obsessed Obama: You lie!
Excerpt from the excerpt: For a third time, a federal judge has affirmed a nationwide injunction
against the Obama administration’s agenda to impose mandatory open-restroom policies on
schools from coast to coast, scolding the White House for repeating old arguments and
catching those who submitted the newest arguments in a lie.
Culture
The 'purge'! Companies exact revenge on Trump supporters
Excerpt from the excerpt: Are U.S. Companies retaliating against employees and cutting ties
with customers who supported President-elect Donald Trump?
Since the Nov. 8 election, stories of businesses demanding resignations and severing ties
with Trump-backing clients have been surfacing in the media and online.
Facebook Employees Are Quitting Because of Users Being Censored
Excerpt from the excerpt: The war on “fake news” embarked upon by Facebook, Google, and
Twitter may be earning the media goliaths brownie points with establishment politicos, but
users — and even employees — aren’t feeling as enthusiastic.
Wealthy Designers Refuse Service to Melania Trump — But You Have to Serve
Everybody
Excerpt from the excerpt: This all seems rather ironic. How can progressive fashion designers
like Sophie Theallet refuse to serve anyone? In recent years it’s become first unreasonable,
then politically incorrect, and lately illegal for some people to refuse service. Not fashion
designers of course. They are above that. No, I’m thinking about bakers and photographers,
who, because of their religious beliefs, have politely but firmly declined to provide service for
gay weddings. Note that they have not declined service to homosexuals. They have just
made it clear that they cannot morally provide a wedding cake or floral arrangements for a
homosexual wedding, because it goes against their religious principles.
The Excerpts
Money
Jim Rickards: Elements for financial lockdown are in place (11/23/16, Craig Wilson, Daily
Reckoning)
Excerpt: “The elites see the crisis coming. That is something they are sharing with each other,
not everyday citizens.” He went on to note his specific research and said that, “It is not
speculation. All the elements to lockdown the financial system, freeze your money, shut down
ATMs has all been done before. That is what is happening now. All the elements are in place.”
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(Further down)
The best selling author highlighted, “Now look at the biggest banks in 2008. The banks that
were too big to fail. Those five biggest banks in the United States today are bigger than they
were in 2008. They have a larger percentage of all banking assets in the US. Their derivatives
books are much bigger. They are more interconnected. This is all interconnected globally.
Everything that was too big to fail in 2008 is much, much bigger today.”
When asked about the looming crisis and a financial lockdown he spoke candidly saying, “If
you take the point that catastrophic risk increases exponentially, that means that if we have
double or tripled the system, the risk is way up beyond anything we could imagine. Beyond
anything we have ever seen before. The central banks are tapped out. The central banks are
impotent in being able to stop it. We are going to have a crisis worse than any other. The
central banks are going to be powerless to stop it. That’s why they are going to lockdown the
system and freeze your money.”
To listen to the entire Mises Institute podcast click here.
If you’d like to learn how to get your own free copy of Rickards latest book, The Road to Ruin,
and have it sent directly to your doorstep, click here for more information.
https://dailyreckoning.com/rickards-elements-financial-lockdown/

Technology
Sjuggerud: Profiting from what will replace cash and credit cards (11/21/16, Dr. Steve
Sjuggerud, The Crux)
Excerpt: In less than five years, your kids won’t carry wallets. They won’t carry cash. They
won’t carry credit cards.
In place of all of this, they will carry just one thing: their mobile phones.
It won’t just be your kids, by the way… In less than five years, you will use your phone to pay
for almost everything.
This sounds preposterous, I realize… It’s crazy to even consider when NOBODY here in the
U.S. does this – yet. But it’s coming. Without a doubt…
Surprisingly, nobody’s talking about it.
This is exactly what I want to see as an investor… It’s an unstoppable trend that nobody is
talking about.
It will be the greatest transformation of how people pay for stuff since… well, since people
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started paying for stuff.
Who will be the winners and losers in this trend? And how can we profit?
http://thecrux.com/sjuggerud-profiting-from-what-will-replace-cash-and-credit-cards/

Truthy Researcher Launches New Fact-Checking Project (11/26/16, Elizabeth Harrington,
Washington Free Beacon)
Excerpt: The head researcher behind the government-funded project to track “misinformation”
and “hate speech” online is now getting into the fact-checking business.
Filippo Menczer, a professor of informatics and computer science at Indiana University,
explained during a lecture earlier this fall that he is creating a new system to go along with
“Truthy” that he hopes can automatically extract tweets to be “fact-checked.”
(Further down)
Menczer and his team received nearly $1 million from the National Science Foundation for
Truthy to monitor “misinformation” and “suspicious memes” online. The project garnered
widespread attention after the Washington Free Beacon revealed the study, and that Menczer
himself supports liberal causes, including President Obama’s Organizing for Action,
Moveon.org, and Greenpeace.
Menczer now claims that his study itself became the prime example of the “spread of
misinformation” online and called the Free Beacon an “alt-right” website. The Free Beacon is
not such a site.
“I want to tell you a little bit about the work on understanding the spread [of misinformation]
and I thought that I should tell you a little bit about our own case study as an example of that,”
he told students at Northwestern. “Back in August 2014 there was an article posted on a
website I now know is referred to as an ‘alt-right’ website. I didn’t even know that word back
then.”
“And they took a sentence out of the NSF abstract for one of our grants and then they wrote
an article in which they kind of suggested that this research project was about political action,
that we were somehow targeting conservative accounts, or using the excuse of wanting to
detect hate speech, which by the way was nowhere part of what we proposed to do in our
project, as a way to do politics, basically, with federal funds,” Menczer said.
Many of the claims Menczer made about the Free Beacon spreading “misinformation” were
false. For instance, Menczer said detecting hate speech was “nowhere part of what we
proposed to do in our project.” The National Science Foundation grant states: “This service
could mitigate the diffusion of false and misleading ideas, detect hate speech and subversive
propaganda, and assist in the preservation of open debate.”
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Menczer also made light of concerns about freedom of speech during his lecture, saying a
false narrative was created that the project was “anti-free speech.” Twenty minutes later,
Menczer implied that tweets from people saying President Obama is a Muslim could be
“extracted” for automatic fact-checking.
He said the headline of the Free Beacon story was inaccurate, though both Truthy and now
Hoaxy have databases. Menczer also said Truthy was not used to suspend Twitter accounts,
though he said in 2012 that Truthy was able to successfully suspend conservative accounts.
http://freebeacon.com/issues/truthy-researcher-launches-new-fact-checking-project/?
utm_source=Freedom+Mail&utm_campaign=418ac9efb4EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2016_11_26&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_b5e6e0e9ea-418ac9efb4-45573117

Fight For $15? McDonald’s To Place Automated Ordering Stations At All US Locations
(11/18/16, Ted Goodman, The Daily Caller)
Excerpt: McDonald’s has announced plans to roll out automated kiosks and mobile pay
options at all of its U.S. Locations, raising questions about the future of its 1.5 million
employees in the country and around the globe.
Roughly 500 restaurants in Florida, New York and California now have the automated
ordering stations, and restaurants in Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, Seattle and
Washington, D.C., will be outfitted in 2017, according to CNNMoney.
(Further down)
News of McDonald’s plans to expand its digital self-serve ordering stations and table service
to all of its 14,000 American restaurants backs up concerns that the fight for $15 will expedite
the growth of automation and robots. Aparna Mathur, resident scholar for economic policy at
the American Enterprise Institute, told The Daily Caller News Foundation that a push for a $15
minimum wage might just be enough for companies to expedite plans to automate industries
such as fast food.
http://dailycaller.com/2016/11/18/fight-for-15-mcdonalds-to-place-automated-ordering-stations-at-all-uslocations/#ixzz4QTtseCtP

Creepy new website makes its monitoring of your online behaviour visible (11/21/16,
Matthew Dunn, news.com.au)
Excerpt: IF YOU think you are not being analysed while browsing websites, it could be
time to reconsider.
A creepy new website called clickclickclick has been developed to demonstrate how our
online behaviour is continuously measured.
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Dutch media company VPRO and Amsterdam based interactive design company Studio
Moniker are the masterminds behind the site, which observes and comments on your
behaviour in great detail.
The website — which is not harmful to your computer — contains nothing but a white screen
and a large green button.
From the minute you visit the website, it begins detailing your actions on the screen in realtime.
The site also encourages users to turn on their audio, which offers the even more disturbing
experience of having an English voice comment about your behaviour.
http://www.news.com.au/technology/online/security/creepy-new-website-makes-its-monitoring-of-your-onlinebehaviour-visible/news-story/3e60aa78393affd8e89a6692dbbc426f

This Is Where I Get Off (11/18/16, Jeff Thomas, Casey Research)
Excerpt: We began writing on the War on Cash some time ago, when it was still just a
theoretical ploy that we believed banks and governments were likely to employ as their
economic adventurism continued to unravel.
Object1

But, in the last year, several countries have, as a part of the War on Cash, begun removing
larger bank notes from circulation in order to force people to perform all economic
transactions through the banking system, ensuring that the banks would gain total control
over the movement of money.
Of course, the banks could not admit their true goal to the public. They instead used the
governments to claim that the measure was being undertaken to restrict crime (money
laundering, drug deals, black marketing, terrorism, etc.).
Recently, without any fanfare, ATMs in Mexico have ceased issuing the 500-peso note
(US$24). The largest note is now the 200-peso note (US$10).
At about the same time, Citibank in Australia declared that it will no longer accept coins or
banknotes.
India has joined those countries that have done away with larger notes. They did so quite
suddenly, and the effects are already being felt by the Indian people. The elimination of the
500-rupee and 1,000-rupee notes has, of course, not limited the level of spending in India, but
it has caused a sudden demand for considerably more smaller notes through which to
accomplish the same transactions.
(Further down)
The lesson to be learned here is that, in all countries where a War on Cash is being
destructively waged, the end will not be a positive one. The people of each country will
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increasingly become unable to function normally, as in Greece, where there have been riots
due to the banking squeeze. Banks and governments have colluded to tie up wealth in order
to have their hands on as much of it as possible as they grow nearer to economic collapse. As
the situation drags on, their intent is becoming ever more transparent to those who have to
suffer the difficulties caused by the squeeze.
But, as difficult as it may be to accept, these are “the good old days.” The direst events to
come have not yet begun to surface.
(Further down)
It’s been said that the average person abandons his moral inhibitions after three days without
food. After this time, an otherwise morally responsible man is literally prepared to kill his
neighbour for a loaf of bread.
To date, none of the countries that have declared a War on Cash has yet experienced a food
panic. It would not be surprising if India becomes the first, as their trucking problem has them
on the edge already.
However, it’s ironic that the War on Cash problem is most pronounced in what was called “the
free world” only two generations ago. Many of those countries that we’ve come to regard as
being both prosperous and “safe” are becoming less so with great rapidity.
http://www.caseyresearch.com/articles/this-is-where-i-get-off-1

Government
Judge spanks transgender-obsessed Obama: You lie! (11/23/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Reaffirms nationwide injunction blocking White House policy for schools
Excerpt: For a third time, a federal judge has affirmed a nationwide injunction against the
Obama administration’s agenda to impose mandatory open-restroom policies on schools from
coast to coast, scolding the White House for repeating old arguments and catching those who
submitted the newest arguments in a lie.
(Further down)
He pointed out that the Obama administration was simply repeating itself.
“Defendants assert several arguments the court previously addressed at length and the court
will not repeat its analysis on those issues,” he wrote.
Further, he said, the Obama administration is putting out characterizations that are far from
the truth.
“Defendants grossly misstate the injunction’s scope in claiming it prohibits states from
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receiving ‘federal enforcement of the civil rights laws.’ … The court emphasized in its
clarification order and reiterates here that the injunction does not prevent defendants from
continuing their core mission of enforcing the federal civil rights laws enacted by Congress.”
He repeated his earlier statements that all the federal anti-discrimination enforcement
procedures still are in effect, prohibiting discrimination “based on race, national origin, or
disability.”
Further, he said the injunction “does not affect a school’s obligation to investigate and remedy
student complaints of sexual harassment, sex stereotyping, and bullying.”
But he pointed out that the Obama administration order incorporated a new definition of “sex”
that is in conflict with the original authorship of the law, as well as some 50 years of
enforcement.
(Further down)
Mat Staver, Liberty Counsel’s founder and chairman, applauded O’Connor’s “steadfast stand
against the Obama administration attempts to impose its unlawful and harmful LGBT agenda
on public schools.”
“The Obama directive is a lawless act and defies common sense,” he said.
The case arose when the Obama administration abruptly announced that “sex” as used in
federal law now includes “gender identity,” a definition that never had been even suggested
for enforcement.
The administration simply states that a boy who says he’s a girl must be allowed in a girls’
shower room, girls’ restroom or any other facility in which girls may be unclothed or partially
clothed, or vice versa.
(Further down)
The Obama administration contends that when Congress adopted the nondiscrimination law
in 1972, it had open restrooms and showers in mind.
At that time, the judge pointed out, “It cannot be disputed that the plain meaning of the term
sex as used in [existing law] when it was enacted by DOE following passage of Title IX meant
the biological and anatomical differences between male and female students as determined
at their birth.”
The U.S. Supreme Court already has stepped into the issue, blocking a court order in Virginia
that gave a girl who identifies as a boy the right to use boys’ restrooms.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/judge-catches-obama-in-transgender-bathroom-lie/
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Culture
The 'purge'! Companies exact revenge on Trump supporters (11/27/16, Chelsea Schilling,
WND)
'You are not welcome ... and we ask that you leave our firm'
Excerpt: Are U.S. Companies retaliating against employees and cutting ties with customers
who supported President-elect Donald Trump?
Since the Nov. 8 election, stories of businesses demanding resignations and severing ties
with Trump-backing clients have been surfacing in the media and online.
1st In SEO: ‘We ask that you leave our firm’
In one case, Matthew Blanchfield of the New Mexico online marketing company 1st In SEO
announced he is canceling all client accounts belonging to Republicans and Trump voters.
“America has elected Donald Trump, a racist, sexist fascist, to be our next president,”
Blanchfield wrote in a Nov. 11 letter posted on the company website. “1st In SEO will no
longer do business with any person that is a registered Republican or supports Donald
Trump. 1st In SEO will also not do business with business interests that support either the
Republican Party or Donald Trump. …
(Further down)
Grubhub: ‘We do not tolerate hateful attitudes’
Another company made headlines after a mobile food-ordering company said employees who
support Trump’s behavior and campaign rhetoric should quit.
“If you do not agree with this statement then please reply to this email with your resignation
because you have no place here,” wrote Matt Maloney, CEO of Grubhub, in a Nov. 9 letter to
employees. “We do not tolerate hateful attitudes on our team.”
Maloney, a Clinton supporter, continued: “I absolutely reject the nationalist, anti-immigrant and
hateful politics of Donald Trump and will work to shield our community from this movement as
best as I can.
(Further down)
Fox affiliate: Fired ‘for expressing my conservative views’
“Fox 26 Houston fired me today for expressing my conservative views on my private
Facebook page,” Fakhar wrote in a Nov. 17 Facebook post. “That is all I will say for now. But I
want you to know how much your support has gotten me through this. God bless you all.”
Fakhar later claimed the station was attempting to get her to delete her “fan page” from the
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social media network.
On Nov. 21, Fakhar posted another note on Facebook saying she believes her departure was
“for the best” due to the station’s “political agenda.”
(Further down)
Bradley Brick: ‘I lost my job today for being a proud American, supporting Trump’
In Louisiana, a woman named Rachael Jarrett claims she was fired from her position at
Bradley Brick because she supports Trump – an allegation her former employer says is not
true.
Jarrett posted the following video on YouTube on Nov. 12:
“So I get to work this morning, and everyone in my work atmosphere is like so pi–ed off about
Trump being president while I was excited because I voted for Trump. Yes, I did, because I’m
for America. I’m for choices, and I’m for people being able to make a decision and have
another decision outside of a liberal agenda, OK?
(Further down)
Imam ‘forced’ to resign for supporting Trump’s Muslim immigration ban
As WND reported in December 2015, a Texas imam said he was forced to resign over his
support for Trump.
Nidal Alsayyed of the Islamic Society of the Triplex in Beaumont, Texas, told KFDM Fox 4 that
backing Trump’s plan to temporarily stop Muslim immigration cost him his job.
“I certainly see it to be wise,” Alsayyed said of Trump’s proposal made on the campaign trail.
“I believe the situation nationally is getting mixed up and certainly agree with Mr. Trump on
closing the door until further understanding is achieved. This should not prevent the United
States to fulfill its duties toward the international partners and humanity calls outside the
United States.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/the-purge-companies-exact-revenge-on-trump-supporters/

Facebook Employees Are Quitting Because of Users Being Censored (11/28/16, Jake
Anderson, Anti-Media)
Excerpt: (ANTIMEDIA) – The war on “fake news” embarked upon by Facebook, Google, and
Twitter may be earning the media goliaths brownie points with establishment politicos, but
users — and even employees — aren’t feeling as enthusiastic.
In the midst of backlash over the stunning victory of President-elect Donald Trump, which
some people attribute to the preponderance of apocryphal headlines disseminated by Internet
search engines and social media platforms, the companies are tweaking their algorithms in
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order to target specifically blacklisted sites, many of which happen to be alternative media
sites that question the political and media establishment. Many of the sites are also financially
dependent on ad revenue earned by organic and referral traffic directed by Google,
Facebook, and Twitter.
(Further down)
Now Facebook wants access to 1.4 billion people in the world’s second-largest economy,
China, and they are willing to adhere to draconian censorship practices in order to do so. It
could be a complete coincidence that this new push happens to coincide with Facebook’s
crackdown on alternative media, which has caused several employees to tender their
resignations.
http://theantimedia.org/facebook-employees-quitting/

Wealthy Designers Refuse Service to Melania Trump — But You Have to Serve
Everybody (11/27/16, Caleb Verbois, Mises Wire)
Excerpt: This all seems rather ironic. How can progressive fashion designers like Sophie
Theallet refuse to serve anyone? In recent years it’s become first unreasonable, then
politically incorrect, and lately illegal for some people to refuse service. Not fashion designers
of course. They are above that. No, I’m thinking about bakers and photographers, who,
because of their religious beliefs, have politely but firmly declined to provide service for gay
weddings. Note that they have not declined service to homosexuals. They have just made it
clear that they cannot morally provide a wedding cake or floral arrangements for a
homosexual wedding, because it goes against their religious principles.
And for that, they have been pilloried in the press, sued, and threatened with a loss of their
businesses and personal savings. Consider Barronelle Stutzman, a florist in Washington who
has served and employed people of all backgrounds, including homosexuals, for her entire
career. However, after she declined to provide flowers for a homosexual wedding, in
accordance with her faith, both the ACLU and Washington state attorney general have sued
not just her business, but her personally. That mirrors the situation of Oregon bakers Aaron
and Melissa Klein. They baked a cake for a woman who was so happy with their work that
she and her partner asked Melissa to bake their wedding cake. The Kleins politely explained
that due to their faith, they could not endorse a wedding that violated their beliefs. In
response, the state sued them, put a legal order on them banning them from talking about
their desire to work according to their faith, and said they “needed rehabilitation.” The fine the
state assessed and the subsequent hate mail and threats forced the Klein’s to close their
business and led Aaron Klein to go to work as a sanitation worker to pay their bills.
(Further down)
No, the issue has never been a lack of service providers. It has been an unwillingness to
accept that other people may not endorse your behavior. Prominent fashion designers are
refusing to serve Melania Trump because they do not want to appear as though they endorse
her husband’s behavior. They should have the right to make that decision free from threats of
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lawsuits and public harassment. In just the same way, religious photographers and bakers
should have the right to politely refuse to endorse the practice of gay weddings.
https://mises.org/blog/wealthy-designers-refuse-service-melania-trump-%E2%80%94-you-have-serve-everybody
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UPDATE DECEMBER 8, 2016 – MONEY, GOVERNMENT, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is December 8, 2016
There is a huge effort going on right now to deliberately create as much confusion as
possible, to use as a tool to create as much fear and emotional outrage as possible. And
that's on top of the naturally occurring confusion and fear resulting from The Great
Unraveling. Or has what seems recent actually been part of The Great Unraveling all along?
As I have previously shared with you, with certain differences applicable to our time today, it is
the 1960s all over again, with more similarities than you might think; particularly if you are
unfamiliar with the 1960s. The Agenda for the 1960s; the hippies, the yippies, the Socialists,
the Anarchists, etc., etc., etc.... never changed. It never went away. The Agenda in today's
world is exactly the same as it was in the 1960s, with some new names and faces; which
there should be since it is now a half century later.
In fact, many of the same organizations (some under a different name today, and new money
behind them, such as, George Soros) are still operating, using the latest tech to implement
the EXACT SAME SCHEMES to accomplish their extremely malevolent Agenda.
For example, for one aspect, if you step back and look at the events/incidences from a
distance, we begin to see those who scream HATE CRIMES the loudest, are in fact involved
in a totally deliberate Agenda of Hate. There is no tolerance. There is no reconciliation. There
is no kindness or love or respect or forgiveness for their fellow men and women within their
Agenda. I would also include that there is no commonsense. The Agenda does not allow for
those. It is a very deliberate and thought out Agenda of Hate; with government support, I
might add.
So, what can we do to counter an Agenda of Hate?
Family. Friends. I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
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Money
First the War on Cash, then the War on Gold
Excerpt of the excerpt: It should be clear that the war on cash has two main thrusts. The first
is to make it difficult to obtain cash in the first place. At home, U.S. banks will report anyone
taking more than $3,000 in cash as engaging in a “suspicious activity” using Treasury Form
SAR (Suspicious Activity Report).
These Countries Have Nearly "Eliminated Cash From Circulation"
Excerpt of the excerpt: When India banned (made illegal) the 500 and 1000 rupee
banknote this move effected every 1 out of 7 people on planet earth. That means that
every 7th person, anywhere and everywhere, you come in contact with may have been
effected by this cash ban.
Doug Casey on the Coming Collapse of the World’s Biggest Economy
Excerpt of the excerpt: There are about 200 nation-states in the world. The international
“elite,” the “intelligentsia,” the members of the Deep State everywhere, and organizations like
the EU in Brussels, would like to see a much smaller number of more powerful states. Some
of them want to work towards a one-world government that they control. Orwell anticipated
just three mega-states in his dystopia. But the actual trend is in the opposite direction. The
trend is the disintegration of nation-states everywhere.
Government
More Than 800,000 Noncitizens May Have Voted in 2016 Election, Expert Says
Excerpt of the excerpt: Beyond the noncitizens voting study from Old Dominion, Miller pointed
to the Pew study from 2012 that found 24 million voter registration records in the United
States, or about 1 in 8, were “significantly inaccurate or no longer valid.”
Department of Homeland Security Overwhelmed by Green Card Catastrophe
Excerpt of the excerpt: The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) has issued
thousands of duplicate green cards to immigrants, including many that include incorrect
information and allow these individuals to stay longer than permitted in the United States,
according to a new government oversight report that warns the Department of Homeland
Security is incapable of tracking immigrants who may pose a security risk to the United
States.
Only 4 states can stop vote fraud
Excerpt of the excerpt: Right now, there are only four states that require residents to provide
proof of citizenship, such as a birth certificate or passport, when they register to vote. Those
states are Alabama, Arizona, Georgia and Kansas – all of which backed Trump in November.

Culture
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Twitter Threatens Trump Ban Over "Harassment And Hateful Conduct"
Excerpt of the excerpt: While we seriously doubt that Twitter would ever follow through on
their threats to ban Trump's account, the mere fact that they refuse to rule it out speaks
volumes about the company that once declared itself the "free speech wing of the free
speech party."
47 U.S. companies join anti-Trump Breitbart blacklist
Excerpt of the excerpt: As of Thursday, Sleeping Giants was targeting the following
companies, demanding that they ban their ads from appearing on Breitbart: American
Express, LG, Jeep, Zillow, Epson, Revlon, Dollar General, Kohl’s, Gap, Ralph Lauren, Sprint,
Guitar Center, Famous Footwear, PayPal, Frontgate, Citi, Burlington Coat Factory, WebMD,
Canon, SiriusXM, Vistaprint, Walgreens, BMW, Zulily, Hotels.com, Kia, Pottery Barn, Volvo,
Toys “R” Us, NFL, American Legion, Purina, Samsung, Whole Foods, T-Mobile, Staples and
dozens more.
Germany Submits to Sharia Law
Excerpt of the excerpt: In May 2016, for example, an appeals court in Bamberg recognized
the marriage of a 15-year-old Syrian girl to her 21-year-old cousin. The court ruled that the
marriage was valid because it was contracted in Syria, where such marriages are allowed
according to Sharia law, which does not set any age limit to marriage. The ruling effectively
legalized Sharia child marriages in Germany.

The Excerpts
Money
First the War on Cash, then the War on Gold (11/29/16, James Rickards, The Daily
Reckoning)
Excerpt: One way to avoid negative interest rates is to go to physical cash.. They can’t
impose negative interest rates on cash.
In order to prevent people from using that option, the elites have launched a war on cash, as
recent events have borne out. The war on cash is old news, but it is escalating rapidly…
India’s decision to make 1,000- and 500-rupee notes worthless is having devastating ripple
effects in the Indian economy and the market for gold.
(Further down)
In plain English, you might be able to sell your illegal 1,000-rupee note to a middleman for
750 rupees in smaller denominations. You would get legal tender for your worthless 1,000781

rupee note. The middleman presumably has some connection with the banks that allows him
to deposit the funds without being harassed by the tax authorities.
(Further down)
The second distortion is that gold is selling in India for over $2,000 per ounce at a time when
the world market price is under $1,200 per ounce. This is because Indian citizens are rushing
to buy gold for cash.
The gold dealers can then deposit the cash for full value. This is just another form of discount
on the face value of the cash. It’s not that gold is more valuable; it’s just that your $2,000 is
worth less than $1,200 (in rupee equivalents) when it comes time to buy the gold.
I’ve said for a while that the war on cash would be followed quickly by a war on gold. India
may prove the point.
(Further down)
It should be clear that the war on cash has two main thrusts. The first is to make it difficult to
obtain cash in the first place. At home, U.S. banks will report anyone taking more than $3,000
in cash as engaging in a “suspicious activity” using Treasury Form SAR (Suspicious Activity
Report).
The second thrust is to eliminate large-denomination banknotes. A 1,000-rupee note may
sound like a lot, but it’s only equivalent to about $15 U.S. dollars. The U.S. got rid of its $500
note in 1969, and the $100 note has lost 85% of its purchasing power since then. With a little
more inflation, the $100 bill will be reduced to chump change.
(Further down)
The third way is to set higher inflation targets. Rogoff wants to raise the Fed’s inflation target
from 2% to 4% per year. At a 4% rate, the value of a dollar is cut 75% between the time you’re
30 years old until a normal retirement age of 65. The money you save in your younger years
is nearly worthless by the time you need it.
(Further down)
One solution to negative interest rates is to buy physical gold. But if the government has a
war on cash, can the war on gold be far behind? Probably not.
Governments always use money laundering, drug dealing and terrorism as an excuse to keep
tabs on honest citizens and deprive them of the ability to use money alternatives such as
physical cash and gold. When you start to see news articles about criminals using gold
instead of cash, that’s a stalking horse for government regulation of gold.
https://dailyreckoning.com/first-war-cash-war-gold/

These Countries Have Nearly "Eliminated Cash From Circulation" (12/04/16, Tyler
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Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: The cashless society is catching up to all of us. As SHTFPlan.com's Mac Slavo
notes,
Most of Europe has shifted that way, and now India is forcing the issue. In the United States,
people are being acclimated to it, and may soon find that no other option is practical in the
highly-digitized online world.
Once that takes hold, the banksters, bureaucrats and hackers will have total
information on all your transactions, purchasing behavior, profiles about consumers,
political and social background history and even predictive behavior, allowing them to control
the population with ease.
If/when a major crisis hits, nothing will work if the grid goes down; nothing will take
place that isn’t strictly authorized – apart from a barter and precious metals exchange
system that will be marginalized to the pre-digital ghetto.
In fact, as The Daily Coin's Rory Hall explains 1 out of 3 people in the world never uses
cash...
We recently learned how serious these criminals are about stealing the sovereignty of
every person on planet earth. Actually, most people are willingly handing over their
sovereignty to the banks/government and have no idea what they are actually doing.
When India banned (made illegal) the 500 and 1000 rupee banknote this move effected
every 1 out of 7 people on planet earth. That means that every 7th person, anywhere and
everywhere, you come in contact with may have been effected by this cash ban.
Our individual sovereignty is tied directly to our ability to move freely about. When every step
we make is tracked by the bank/government our sovereignty is gone forever. Freely trading
commerce is one of the cornerstones of human sovereignty. Without the ability to conduct
business with whom we wish, when we wish we are nothing more than cattle to the overlords
of the land.
(Further down)
The purpose of going cashless is not for our “convenience”, it is specifically for the
purpose of “saving the banks” and tax collections. Governments and banks could careless about what is convenient for us. They are only concerned with how much of our wealth
they can extract from every person who has any currency.
(Further down)
If you have any misguided notion that a cashless society is not coming, just keep telling
yourself that every time you use a debit card, credit card or your phone for your next
purchase. With the elimination of cash we effectively hand over our individual human
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sovereignty to the banks and the government.
* * *
Finally we leave you with Harvard's latest study on which nations would 'benefit' the most
from going cashless...

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-04/these-countries-have-nearly-eliminated-cash-circulation

Doug Casey on the Coming Collapse of the World’s Biggest Economy (11/29/16, Nick
Giambruno, Casey Research)
Excerpt: Doug Casey: The Social Democratic, Christian Democratic, Socialist, Communist,
and similar parties have ruled Europe since the end of World War 2. They’re all pretty similar
in that they promote massive welfare benefits, strong labor unions, large state bureaucracies,
very high taxes, strict regulations, and an atmosphere of Cultural Marxism. Then, every few
generations, the voters react and install a “fascist” regime. These keep most of the socialist
characteristics, but tend to be supported by, and friendly to, Big Business. That, and they add
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on nationalism, xenophobia, and militarism.
The last time this happened was in the 1930s. In those days it was spurred by the Great
Depression. This time it will be spurred by the Greater Depression, plus massive waves of
Muslim migrants from the Near East and Africa. So I expect to see more neo-fascist political
parties everywhere.
Oddly, the Europeans can’t seem to imagine a libertarian alternative of private charities,
limited government, minimal taxes, an unregulated economy, and intellectual/psychological
freedom. It’s another reason the Continent is a sinking ship.
Incidentally, people think of these countries—Italy, France, Germany, and so on—as though
they are fixtures in the cosmos. But they aren’t. In their current forms, they’re all newcomers
on the stage of history.
The average person doesn’t realize that the country we know as Italy today was only created
in 1861, a consolidation of many completely independent and very different entities that had
been separate states since the collapse of the Roman Empire.
Germany was only unified in 1871, out of scores of principalities, dukedoms, baronies, and
whatnot. Both unifications were very bad ideas; World Wars 1 and 2 are just at the head of a
long list of reasons why that’s true.
There are about 200 nation-states in the world. The international “elite,” the “intelligentsia,”
the members of the Deep State everywhere, and organizations like the EU in Brussels, would
like to see a much smaller number of more powerful states. Some of them want to work
towards a one-world government that they control. Orwell anticipated just three mega-states
in his dystopia. But the actual trend is in the opposite direction. The trend is the disintegration
of nation-states everywhere.
(Further down)
Italian banks combined have a staggering $400 billion-plus worth of loans that are 90 days
past due and unlikely to be repaid in full. These nonperforming loans (NPLs) account for over
18% of all outstanding bank loans and add up to over 20% of the Italian GDP.
By comparison, 5% of all outstanding loans in France are nonperforming… the figure is 1.5%
in the UK… and 2% in the US. Italy’s NPLs are an enormous problem.
It took years to build up, but now the situation is coming to a head.
I think it’s quite clear the Italian banking system is headed for collapse. What do you think?
Doug Casey: All of the Italian banks are bankrupt truly and totally at this point, so who's
going to kiss that and make it better? Is the rest of the European Union going to contribute
hundreds of billions of dollars to make the average Italian depositor well again? I don't think
so. At this point, there’s an excellent chance that Italy is going to get rid of both the euro and
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the EU. After the UK, Italy will be the next to go.
Europe’s terminal condition is increasingly hard to hide, its symptoms obvious; they are even
making headlines now.
(Further down)
Nick Giambruno: I agree. There are potentially severe consequences in the currency and
stock markets. We are approaching a global financial meltdown of historical proportions. It
could strike America on December 4 as Italian voters decide the fate of the European Union
itself.
https://www.caseyresearch.com/articles/doug-casey-on-the-coming-collapse-of-the-worlds-biggest-economy-1

Government
More Than 800,000 Noncitizens May Have Voted in 2016 Election, Expert Says (11/28/16,
Fred Lucas, The Daily Signal)
Excerpt: “An issue of concern is that so many have voted that are not legally supposed to,”
Miller told reporters in a conference call Monday.
He said this warrants more attention than the “shiny object” Jill Stein and the Green Party are
using to push recounts in Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania that have no chance of
overturning the election.
Beyond the noncitizens voting study from Old Dominion, Miller pointed to the Pew study from
2012 that found 24 million voter registration records in the United States, or about 1 in 8, were
“significantly inaccurate or no longer valid.”
The Pew study further found “1.8 million deceased individuals are listed as voters,” that “12
million records contain an incorrect address,” and that “2.75 million people have registrations
in more than one state.”
http://dailysignal.com/2016/11/28/more-than-800000-noncitizens-could-have-voted-in-2016-election-experts-say/

Department of Homeland Security Overwhelmed by Green Card Catastrophe (11/29/16,
Adam Kredo, The Washington Free Beacon)
DHS issuing thousands of duplicate cards, terrorists can access benefits
Excerpt: The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) has issued thousands of
duplicate green cards to immigrants, including many that include incorrect information and
allow these individuals to stay longer than permitted in the United States, according to a new
government oversight report that warns the Department of Homeland Security is incapable of
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tracking immigrants who may pose a security risk to the United States.
USCIS, which handles immigration cases and the distribution of green cards, was found to
have produced at least 19,000 green cards during the past three years that were duplicates or
contained incorrect information, according to a new report by the Department of Homeland
Security’s inspector general.
(Further down)
During the same period, more than 200,000 green card holders reported their cards missing
and an increasing number of cards were sent to incorrect addresses, posing a risk to national
security.
Problems at USCIS have been increasing over the past three years. The bureau has been
deemed incapable of keeping track of green cards and immigrants who have overstayed their
legal time in the United States.
(Further down)
Of the at least 18,000 green cards reported “missing” between January and April of this year,
“95 percent were delivered as addressed,” meaning the cards could have been sold on the
black market or used in other inappropriate ways.
“There is a huge black market demand for legal documentation such as Green Cards, which
can be used by imposters to reside in the United States or access other individuals’ benefits,”
the report warned.
U.S. Customs and Border Protection recorded at least 4,600 cases between 2013 and 2015
in which “imposter green cards” were used.
The number of errors are increasing at USCIS, which experts say is overwhelmed by an
immigration system that cannot handle even some of the most simple administrative tasks.
http://freebeacon.com/national-security/department-homeland-security-overwhelmed-green-card-catastrophe/?
utm_source=Freedom+Mail&utm_campaign=d83431b51dEMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2016_11_29&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_b5e6e0e9ea-d83431b51d-45573117

Only 4 states can stop vote fraud (11/30/16, Leo Hohmann, WND)
'No systematic oversight of the system' exists
Excerpt: The raging debate about voter fraud has been hijacked by the left, says a leading
expert on the issue, and the left is driving the narrative in a false direction using slick
deception.
The question is: What will President-elect Donald Trump do about it?
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When people think about “voter fraud,” they tend to think about the dead voting, people voting
in multiple precincts or party machines paying homeless people to cast ballots.
While those are all legitimate concerns, the mass fraud happens long before the vote is cast –
at the point of registration – says Hans von Spakovsky, a senior legal fellow at the Heritage
Foundation and co-author of the book, “Who’s Counting? How Fraudsters and Bureaucrats
Put Your Vote at Risk.”
By centering the debate on “voter ID” laws, the left has been able to divert attention away
from the real source of the problem – lax voter-registration laws.
Only seven states have strict photo ID voter laws. But even these are not enough to stop noncitizen green-card holders from illegally registering to vote and providing their driver’s licenses
when they show up to cast a fraudulent vote.
Only 4 states require proof of citizenship to register
The heart of the matter comes down voter registration, which is based on an “honor system,”
Spakovsky said. “Nobody is checking to make sure those registering to vote are citizens.”
Right now, there are only four states that require residents to provide proof of citizenship,
such as a birth certificate or passport, when they register to vote. Those states are Alabama,
Arizona, Georgia and Kansas – all of which backed Trump in November.
(Further down)
System designed to fail?
But let’s assume that, for the sake of argument, cases like this wouldn’t qualify as
“widespread” fraud.
To crack that nut, you have to look at the bigger picture. How do you find proof in a system
that is designed to hide the proof?
“I don’t know if what Donald Trump says is correct or not because our system is so bad, and
it’s so easy for so many people to fraudulently vote that we will never find out about it,”
Spakovsky told WND “The problem is non-citizens who are clearly registering and voting all
over the country. In the convictions we’ve had, in each case it was just discovered by
accident. There is no systematic oversight of the voter registration process. It’s all done on the
honor system.”
And, in fact, any effort at oversight by the states has been strongly discouraged by the
Obama Justice Department.
For example, Florida election officials wanted access to the Department of Homeland
Security’s alien database a couple of years ago, citing major problems with non-citizens
registering to vote.
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The DHS database includes names of millions of non-citizens, legal and illegal, and Florida
wanted access to this data so it could verify the citizenship of those on its voting rolls.
“The Obama administration did everything it could to prevent access to that database,”
Spakovsky said.
(Further down)
Caught red-handed
In 2011, Spakovsky was serving on the Fairfax County Electoral Board and personally
witnessed mass voter-registration fraud.
“We discovered 278 registered in just that one county, and we took them off the rolls and sent
the names to the Obama Justice Department [at the time headed by Eric Holder], and they
did nothing about it,” Spakovsky said. “Here was 278 cases of potential voter fraud, and they
did nothing to investigate it.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/only-4-states-can-stop-vote-fraud/

Culture
Twitter Threatens Trump Ban Over "Harassment And Hateful Conduct" (12/01/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Since November 8th, the mainstream media and the social media giants of Silicon
Valley have launched an all-out crusade against so-called "fake news" sources (of which
we're apparently one). Twitter has gone so far as to purge dozens of "alt-right" accounts and
just yesterday Reddit CEO, Steve Huffman, announced that he too would ban the "most toxic"
Trump supporters who had the audacity to call him names after he abused his administrative
privileges to alter other people text threads.
While this is clearly a politically-motivated crusade, one would expect that the newly elected
President of the United States and leader of the Republican party, a man who received 60
million votes, would be safe from persecution, right? Well, apparently not, according to an
article published by Slate:
Asked whether Twitter would ever consider banning key government officials or
even the president himself, a company spokesperson responded via email: “The
Twitter Rules prohibit violent threats, harassment, hateful conduct, and multiple
account abuse, and we will take action on accounts violating those policies.” Pressed
on whether that meant that, hypothetically, Trump himself could be suspended were he
to violate those policies, a spokesperson confirmed: “The Twitter Rules apply to all
accounts, including verified accounts.”
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All of which brings up several important questions. Does calling Chuck Todd a moron or
Barney Frank disgusting fall into the "harassment" or "hateful conduct" bucket? Are
comments such as these exempt if they can be proven to be factually accurate? All
tough questions that need to be sorted out.
(Further down)
Facebook, meanwhile, has adopted a more permissive, reasonable stance toward Trump and
other public figures. “When we review reports of content that may violate our policies, we take
context into consideration,” a Facebook spokesperson said via email. “That context can
include the value of political discourse.”
(Further down)
"Our real goal is to reflect what our community wants. That kind of content, we
would have thought previously that would make a lot of people feel uncomfortable, and
people wouldn’t want that. But at the point where the person who’s elected
president of the United States is expressing that opinion and has 60 million
people who are followers, then the question is, OK, I think that that is
mainstream political discourse that I think we need to be pretty careful about
saying that that’s not a reasonable [inaudible]."
While we seriously doubt that Twitter would ever follow through on their threats to ban
Trump's account, the mere fact that they refuse to rule it out speaks volumes about the
company that once declared itself the "free speech wing of the free speech party."
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-01/twitter-threatens-trump-ban-over-harassment-and-hateful-conduct

47 U.S. companies join anti-Trump Breitbart blacklist (12/01/16, Chelsea Schilling, WND)
Leftist plot to attack top advertisers, blame 'fake news' for president-elect's win
Excerpt: A Donald Trump-hating Twitter user – who is too scared to reveal his true identity
because he says he fears backlash from Trump supporters – is attempting to destroy a
leading conservative news site with a coordinated campaign attacking its advertisers and
claiming it’s “racist.”
The anonymous Twitter user, known as Sleeping Giants, is attempting to take down Breitbart
News. It takes screenshots of advertisements on Breitbart and then harasses companies that
own the ads, demanding that they blacklist the news site.
And several high-profile U.S. companies are taking the bait.
Ironically, while Sleeping Giants accuses Breitbart of being a “racist” site, the Twitter account
features raised black fists that resemble those used in 1969 posters of the Black Panther
Party. A similar fist, though typically white, was used to symbolize white power, and another
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red version represented leftist Autonnomist Marxism.
The blog DigiDay says, “The creator of the account said he would prefer to remain
anonymous to avoid being harassed by Trump supporters on the internet. He said he started
the account because fake news and disinformation, are, in his opinion, two of the reasons
why the election turned out in favor of Trump.”
Sleeping Giants, a new Twitter handle that was launched in November, offers this description
of its activities: “We are trying to stop racist websites by stopping their ad dollars. Many
companies don’t even know it’s happening. It’s time to tell them.”
(Further down)
As of Thursday, Sleeping Giants followed only 23 Twitter users – some of whom are actively
helping Sleeping Giants publicize its campaign against Breitbart. And nearly all are linked
directly to President Obama, left-leaning publications or far-left causes.
Thecomplete list includes:
• David Plouffe, political strategist and 2008 presidential campaign manager for
President Obama
• Dan Pfeiffer, former senior adviser for President Obama
• Jon Favreau, Obama’s chief speechwriter
• Jon Lovett, Obama speechwriter who worked three years at the White House drafting
speeches on public policy
• Michael Skolnik, official surrogate for President Obama during the 2012 re-election
campaign
• Tommy Vietor, Obama’s former national security spokesman
• Sarah Silverman, an actress and comedian who spoke at the Democratic National
Convention in support of Hillary Clinton
• Nicholas Reville, founder of PCCulture.org, an organization that lists leftist billionaire
George Soros’ Open Society Institute among its “major funders”
• Shannon Coulter, a tech and media marketing specialist who boycotted the Ivanka
Trump Collection fashion line and demanded that Macy’s, Nordstrom, Amazon, Lord &
Taylor, Marshalls and Zappos stop selling Ivanka’s clothing
• Rachel Maddow, TV host of MSNBC’s “The Rachel Maddow Show”
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• Michael Moore, leftist activist and filmmaker who backed the presidential campaigns of
both Obama and Hillary
• Janine Gibson, editor in chief of BuzzFeed UK
• Brian Stelter, a CNN host who has attacked Trump for what he said are “dangerous”
lies about a “rigged” election and dismissed Hillary health concerns as “conspiracy
theories online promoted by conservative websites”
• Stephen Colbert, “The Late Show” host, a Democrat who has been accused of having
a deeply liberal bent that is “unremittingly hostile to Republicans”
• Lucia Moses, senior editor at DigiDay, a marketing blog that is promoting the Sleeping
Giants campaign. Moses has accused ad networks of funding “fake news” online
• Ana Marie Cox, MTV news correspondent, contributor to the left-leaning Daily Beast
and former editor at Time and Mother Jones
• Mike Cagney, former Wells Fargo derivatives trader and founder and CEO of online
lender SoFi
• Joshua Green, national correspondent for Bloomberg Businessweek and Bloomberg
Politics
• Nandini Jammi, head of growth at ProdPad, a company that sells product management
software
• Change the Convo, a Twitter account that condemns conservative news sites – such
as Breitbart, Daily Caller, Fox News, The Blaze, RushLimbaugh.com, American Thinker
and others – and accuses their advertisers of supporting “hate speech”
• Stop Funding Hate, a Twitter handle that says it aims to “take on the divisive hate
campaigns of the Sun, Daily Mail and Daily Express”
• Josh Mandel, a marketing director for ADHD, which is housed under the Los Angelesbased All Def Digital, “a media company for urban-centric youth culture.” In June, All
Def Digital tweeted a video tribute to President Obama titled, “Why we’ll miss Barack
Obama.” The company has also praised Michelle Obama and posted a video admiring
her derriere, “You see Michelle Obama’s booty?”
• Steve Silberman, author of “NeuroTribes: The Legacy of Autism and the Future of
Neurodiversity”
As of Thursday, Sleeping Giants was targeting the following companies, demanding that they
ban their ads from appearing on Breitbart: American Express, LG, Jeep, Zillow, Epson,
Revlon, Dollar General, Kohl’s, Gap, Ralph Lauren, Sprint, Guitar Center, Famous Footwear,
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PayPal, Frontgate, Citi, Burlington Coat Factory, WebMD, Canon, SiriusXM, Vistaprint,
Walgreens, BMW, Zulily, Hotels.com, Kia, Pottery Barn, Volvo, Toys “R” Us, NFL, American
Legion, Purina, Samsung, Whole Foods, T-Mobile, Staples and dozens more.
(Further down)
The following are some major companies that have committed to blackslisting Breitbart.
Kellogg’s
Kellogg’s, the famous food manufacturer, has censored Breitbart.com, pulling ads from the
website because, it says the news organization’s 45 million conservative readers are not
“aligned with our values as a company.” The news site is formerly run by President-elect
Donald Trump’s chief strategist Steve Bannon.
Welch’s
Welch’s, a company known for its juices and jams, confirmed it is removing its ads from
Breitbart Wednesday.
Facebook user Mary Dibbern had complained to the company, writing: “Welch’s is advertising
on the Breitbart site. I will boycott all Welch’s products, plus post a photo of the ads onto my
FB and Twitter accounts if Welch’s does not stop giving Breitbart their advertising business.”
Novo Nordisk
Pharmaceutical manufacturer Novo Nordisk has stated on Twitter that it pulled at least one
advertisement on Breitbart, USA Today reported.
“Danish biopharma Novo Nordisk pulled at least one ad appearing on the controversial
website Breitbart this week after social media users alerted the company that one of its
products was being marketed alongside an article about how women are ‘screwing up the
internet for men,'” the BioPharmaDive blog wrote.
When Sleeping Giants brought the ad to the company’s attention, it pressured Novo Nordisk
to remove its advertisements from Breitbart and promised a “retweet” that would be “good for
business” if it complied with the request.
Allstate
Insurance provider Allstate says it is pulling ads from Breitbart, according to Nicholas Reville,
founder of PCCulture.org, an organization that lists leftist billionaire George Soros’ Open
Society Institute among its “major funders.”
Warby Parker
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Warby Parker, a maker of prescription eyeglasses and sunglasses, has said it will ban its ads
from appearing on Breitbart, according to DigiDay.
San Diego Zoo
The San Diego Zoo has indicated it, too, has pulled ads displayed on Breitbart, the
Associated Press reported.
On Nov. 22, Sleeping Giants tweeted the San Diego Zoo, asking, “Can you confirm that you
have dropped Breitbart from your media plan? Let us know!”
The San Diego Zoo replied a day later: “We can confirm that our media buyer is removing the
site from our network as we speak.”
AppNexus
AppNexus spokesman Joshua Zeitz said, “We did a human audit of Breitbart and determined
there were enough articles and headlines that cross that line, either using coded or overt
language.”
Concerned individuals may contact AppNexus by phone at (646) 825-6460 or by email.
Zeitz also claimed Breitbart isn’t being targeted for its conservative bent.
“This blacklist was solely about hate speech violation,” he said.
(Further down)
Other companies
As of Thursday, Sleeping Giants claims other companies have dropped advertising on
Breitbart, including:
41 more companies
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/47-u-s-companies-join-anti-trump-breitbart-blacklist/

Germany Submits to Sharia Law (12/01/16, Soeren Kern, Gatestone Institute)
"A parallel justice system has established itself in Germany"
Excerpt:A German court has ruled that seven Islamists who formed a vigilante patrol to
enforce Sharia law on the streets of Wuppertal did not break German law and were simply
exercising their right to free speech.
The ruling, which effectively legitimizes Sharia law in Germany, is one of a growing number of
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instances in which German courts are — wittingly or unwittingly — promoting the
establishment of a parallel Islamic legal system in the country.
(Further down)
The vigilantes are followers of Salafism, a virulently anti-Western ideology that openly seeks
to replace democracy in Germany (and elsewhere) with an Islamic government based on
Sharia law.
Salafist ideology posits that Sharia law is superior to secular, common law because it
emanates from Allah, the only legitimate lawgiver, and thus is legally binding eternally for all of
humanity. According to the Salafist worldview, democracy is an effort to elevate the will of
humans above the will of Allah, and is therefore a form of idolatry that must be rejected. In
other words, Sharia law and democracy are incompatible.
(Further down)
German courts are increasingly deferring to Islamic law because either the plaintiffs or the
defendants are Muslim. Critics say the cases — especially those in which German law has
taken a back seat to Sharia law — reflect a dangerous encroachment of Islamic law into the
German legal system.
In May 2016, for example, an appeals court in Bamberg recognized the marriage of a 15year-old Syrian girl to her 21-year-old cousin. The court ruled that the marriage was valid
because it was contracted in Syria, where such marriages are allowed according to Sharia
law, which does not set any age limit to marriage. The ruling effectively legalized Sharia child
marriages in Germany.
(Further down)
The ruling — which was described as a "crash course in Syrian Islamic marriage law" —
ignited a firestorm of criticism. Some accused the court in Bamberg of applying Sharia law
over German law to legalize a practice that is banned in Germany.
(Further down)
This stipulation is routinely ignored, however, apparently in the interests of political
correctness and multiculturalism. Indeed, Sharia law has been encroaching into the German
justice system virtually unchecked for nearly two decades. Some examples include:
• In August 2000, a court in Kassel ordered a widow to split her late Moroccan husband's
pension with another woman to whom the man was simultaneously married. Although
polygamy is illegal in Germany, the judge ruled that the two wives must share the
pension, in accordance with Moroccan law.
• In March 2004, a court in Koblenz granted the second wife of an Iraqi living in Germany
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the right to remain permanently in the country. The court ruled that after five years in a
polygamous marriage in Germany, it would be unfair to expect her to return to Iraq.
• In March 2007, a judge in Frankfurt cited the Koran in a divorce case involving a
German-Moroccan woman who had been repeatedly beaten by her Moroccan
husband. Although police ordered the man to stay away from his estranged wife, he
continued to abuse her and at one point threatened to kill her. Judge Christa DatzWinter refused to grant the divorce. She quoted Sura 4, Verse 34 of the Koran, which
justifies "both the husband's right to use corporal punishment against a disobedient
wife and the establishment of the husband's superiority over the wife." The judge was
eventually removed from the case.
• In December 2008, a court in Düsseldorf ordered a Turkish man to pay a €30,000
($32,000) dower to his former daughter-in-law, in accordance with Sharia law.
• In October 2010, a court in Cologne ruled that an Iranian man must pay his ex-wife a
dower of €162,000 euros ($171,000), the current equivalent value of 600 gold coins, in
accordance with the original Sharia marriage contract.
• In December 2010, a court in Munich ruled that a German widow was entitled to only
one-quarter of the estate left by her late husband, who was born in Iran. The court
awarded the other three-quarters of the inheritance to the man's relatives in Tehran in
accordance with Sharia law.
• In November 2011, a court in Siegburg allowed an Iranian couple to be divorced twice,
first by a German judge according to German law, and then by an Iranian cleric
according to Sharia law. The director of the Siegburg District Court, Birgit Niepmann,
said the Sharia ceremony "was a service of the court."
• In July 2012, a court in Hamm ordered an Iranian man to pay his estranged wife a
dower as part of a divorce settlement. The case involved a couple who married
according to Sharia law in Iran, migrated to Germany and later separated. As part of
the original marriage agreement, the husband promised to pay his wife a dower of 800
gold coins payable upon demand. The court ordered the husband to pay the woman
€213,000 ($225,000), the current equivalent value of the coins.
• In June 2013, a court in Hamm ruled that anyone who contracts marriage according to
Islamic law in a Muslim country and later seeks a divorce in Germany must abide by
the original terms established by Sharia law. The landmark ruling effectively legalized
the Sharia practice of "triple-talaq," obtaining a divorce by reciting the phrase "I divorce
you" three times.
• In July 2016, a court in Hamm ordered a Lebanese man to pay his estranged wife a
dower as part of a divorce settlement. The case involved a couple who married
according to Sharia law in Lebanon, migrated to Germany and later separated. As part
of the original marriage agreement, the husband promised to pay his wife a dower of
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$15,000. The German court ordered him to pay her the equivalent amount in euros.
(Further down)
A major reason for the growth in Sharia courts is that Germany does not recognize polygamy
or marriages involving minors.
The German Interior Ministry, responding to a Freedom of Information Act request, recently
revealed that 1,475 married children are known to be living in Germany as of July 31, 2016 —
including 361 children who are under the age of 14. The true number of child marriages in
Germany is believed to be much higher than the official statistics suggest, because many are
being concealed.
Polygamy, although illegal under German law, is commonplace among Muslims in all major
German cities. In Berlin, for example, it is estimated that fully one-third of the Muslim men
living in the Neukölln district of the city have two or more wives.
According to an exposé broadcast by RTL, one of Germany's leading media companies,
Muslim men residing in Germany routinely take advantage of the social welfare system by
bringing two, three or four women from across the Muslim world to Germany, and then
marrying them in the presence of a Muslim cleric. Once in Germany, the women request
social welfare benefits, including the cost of a separate home for themselves and for their
children, on the claim of being a "single parent with children."
Although the welfare fraud committed by Muslim immigrants is an "open secret" costing
German taxpayers millions of euros each year, government agencies are reluctant to take
action due to political correctness, according to RTL.
(Further down)
On November 20, 2016, for example, a 38-year-old German-Kurdish man in Lower Saxony
tied one end of a rope to the back of his car and the other end around the neck of his ex-wife.
He then dragged the woman through the streets of Hameln. The woman, who survived,
remains in critical condition.
The newsmagazine, Focus, reported that the man was a "strictly religious Muslim who
married and divorced the woman according to Sharia law." It added: "Under German law,
however, the two were not married." Bild reported that the man was married "once under
German law and four times under Sharia law."
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/9461/germany-sharia-law
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UPDATE DECEMBER 13, 2016 – CULTURE, TECHNOLOGY, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is December 13, 2016
Good news! On the one hand, there are fewer articles in this Update.
On the other hand, if you are not already, begin to watch the price of groceries in your area of
the country. Just this past week certain items, such as fresh baked goods, jumped from $5 to
$6. A dollar increase, also a 20% increase in just one week.
We also noticed other products, such as milk, that had already risen just a couple of months
ago, go up another 20 cents last week.
It does not mean all groceries are going up, but the increases we found we found in every
store, big and small, that we went into.
Of course, we are also watching the other approach where the price stays the same but the
package has less in it. If you have the time when you're shopping, make a note of how much
is in the package each time you buy it, as well as the price.
Remember that one of the factors in these increases has nothing to do with supply and
demand. It is the new $15 per hour minimum wage, that isn't going away. Well, I take that
back. It will go away using automation instead of people.
Just sayin'.
Love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
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The Headlines
Culture
Devious plot grows to 'shut down' Trump's inauguration
Excerpt from the excerpt: On Wednesday, leftist activist and filmmaker Michael Moore
endorsed the #DisruptJ20 plan in a Twitter post, citing Hillary Clinton’s 2.7 million popular vote
lead and linking to the group’s website.
REVEALED: Michigan Recount Uncovers Serious Voter Fraud in Detroit- VOTES
COUNTED UP TO 6 TIMES
In the American system for electing a president, utilizing both the popular vote and the
Electoral College there are multiple reasons for committing VOTER FRAUD, of which two
stand out.
The first and most obvious is to win the election by cheating, plain and simple.
The second and less obvious to the voting population is for fire power when one of the
candidates APPEARS to win the popular vote but loses the electoral vote. This allows the
losing presidential candidate to fight the results stating that the voters really wanted them. But
it also allows the losing presidential candidate to stipulate that they may have lost but the
winner now has a MANDATE put upon them by the popular vote. Basically, it allows the loser
to claim that the winner won by the Electoral College, but the people really wanted the loser,
and whatever policies he or she brought to the table, to win. At that point, looking at the
UNCHECKED popular vote numbers the loser appears to have a good case. But what
happens when the numbers are CHECKED and VOTER FRAUD is discovered on the part of
the loser (the losing Party)?
In today's world we are more and more making determinations for governing the people
based on mathematical computer scenarios/simulations. Considering the nature of VOTER
FRAUD, could we not expand upon and extrapolate this - JUST DISCOVERED - tactic of
VOTER FRAUD using computer scenarios/simulations? Is it not fair to say that this same
tactic goes beyond Detroit and is probably being used in all fifty states, at least to some
degree?
Keep in mind, the only reason we know about this ONE tactic and instance of VOTER
FRAUD at all is because Jill Stein of the Green Party sued for the presidential popular votes
to be recounted in Michigan. It is solid evidence. There is no explaining it away.
So, allowing that this ONE type of VOTER FRAUD is also being used UNCHECKED in all 50
states, not taking into account any other tactic of VOTER FRAUD, the popular vote lead of 2.7
million that Hillary has over Donald is really closer to 450 thousand. 2.7 mil divided by 6.
Of course, what happens when we take into account the other forms of VOTER FRAUD? The
reported number sinks... perhaps very dramatically.
That's the problem with VOTER FRAUD. Once discovered it must be accounted for within the
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total reported numbers. To limit it to one city or location is absurd, therefore, the reported
popular vote numbers must be accounted for using either actual physical recounts across the
entire country or by using mathematical adjustments based on the hard evidence of the
KNOWN FRAUD where it was discovered. It is a very simple computer simulation.
If any of the fraud perpetrator's suggest (or scream) for even one moment that my approach
to accounting for the VOTER FRAUD numbers – for this one incident - is unfair and that
dividing the total reported popular vote numbers by 6 (a known number) is unfair or
unrealistic; “It's just too much!” My response is – WE ARE TALKING ABOUT YOU
COMMITTING KNOWN MASS VOTER FRAUD!!! THERE IS A PENALTY TO BE PAID. WE
ARE USING YOUR NUMBERS. Of course, you can also admit that you did it and do jail time.
Excerpt from the excerpt: Once they started the Michigan recount in earnest, and knowing he
would be exposed, the Detroit City Clerk Daniel Baxter all of a sudden started claiming that
the optical scanners which read the paper ballots did not work the day of the election. Baxter
blamed the discrepancies on decade-old voting machines. That is his cover story. Nothing like
this was mentioned until he realized their voting fraud scheme would be detected.
Winning 'gay' battles may come at incredible cost – the Supreme Court
Excerpt from the excerpt: Continued Bernstein, “Megan McArdle of Bloomberg similarly
pointed out, ‘Over the last few years, as controversies have erupted over the rights of cake
bakers and pizza places to refuse to cater gay weddings, the rights of nuns to refuse to
provide insurance that covers birth control, the rights of Catholic hospitals to refuse to perform
abortions, and the rights of Christian schools to teach (and require students and teachers to
practice) traditional Christian morality, some Christians have begun to feel that their
communities are under existential threat.'”
Technology
These 2 toys are spying on your kids
Excerpt from the excerpt: “After establishing a Bluetooth connection with the Cayla and/or iQue doll, the mobile application connects the doll to the Internet. The Cayla and i-Que
applications record and collect conversations between the dolls and children.
Outsourcing Giant Capita Replacing Thousands Of Jobs With Robots
Excerpt from the excerpt: The announcement has led to more concerns the world is a facing
fourth industrial revolution powered by artificial intelligence (AI) which will result in
unprecedented job losses.
Money
India Confiscates Gold, Even Jewelry, In Raids On Hidden Money
Excerpt from the excerpt: Global financial repression picks up steam, led by India. After
declaring large denomination notes illegal, India now targets gold.
It’s not just gold bars or bullion. The government has raided houses, no questions asked,
confiscating jewelry.
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Cash Is No Longer King: The Phasing Out of Physical Money Has Begun
Excerpt from the excerpt: A currency war has been declared, ensuring that the U.S. dollar,
Euro, Yen and many other state currencies are linked in a suicide pact. Printing money and
endlessly expanding debt are policies that will erode the underlying value of every dollar in
people’s wallets, as well as digital funds in their bank accounts. This new war operates in the
shadows of the public’s ignorance, slowly undermining social and economic stability through
inflation and other consequences of central control. As the Federal Reserve leads the rest of
the world’s central banks down the rabbit hole, the vortex it’s creating will affect everyone in
the globalized economy.
In Unprecedented Move, Dallas Pension System Suspends Withdrawals
Excerpt from the excerpt: Two days after the Mayor of Dallas, Mike Rawlings, filed a lawsuit
against the Dallas Police and Fire Pension system to block withdrawals, which he referred to
as a "run on the bank" of an "insolvent" pension system in "financial crisis, the
Pension's board has finally taken steps to halt further withdrawals. Of course, this delayed
action has come only after $500 million in deposits have been withdrawn since just August.

The Excerpts
Culture
Devious plot grows to 'shut down' Trump's inauguration (12/07/16, Chelsea Schilling,
WND)
Plan would force president-elect to take oath of office 'behind closed doors,' 'if at all'
Excerpt: A group of leftist activists is plotting to “shut down” the inauguration of Donald Trump
on Jan. 20 – forcing the president-elect to take his oath of office “behind closed doors” – “if
Trump is to be inaugurated at all.”
The group, known as the D.C. Counter-Inaugural Welcoming Committee, or #DisruptJ20,
says it calls on “all people of conscience to shut down the ceremonies.”
It continues, “If Trump is inaugurated at all, let it happen behind closed doors, showing the
world that the vast majority of people in the U.S. do not support his presidency or consent to
his rule.”
(Further down)
On Wednesday, leftist activist and filmmaker Michael Moore endorsed the #DisruptJ20 plan in
a Twitter post, citing Hillary Clinton’s 2.7 million popular vote lead and linking to the group’s
website.
“Disrupt the inauguration,” he wrote. “The majority have spoken – by nearly 2.7 million votes
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& counting! Silence is not an option.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/devious-plot-grows-to-shut-down-trumps-inauguration/

REVEALED: Michigan Recount Uncovers Serious Voter Fraud in Detroit- VOTES
COUNTED UP TO 6 TIMES (12/07/16, Jim Hoft, Gateway Pundit)
Excerpt: More bad news for Democrats—
Green Party candidate Jill Stein’s Michigan recount unintentionally exposed this major
voting fraud scandal.
In Detroit, one of the chief ways they engage in voter fraud is to count the same ballot
MULTIPLE times. This is just ONE way. They also do some shady stuff with absentee
ballots etc.
Once they started the Michigan recount in earnest, and knowing he would be exposed, the
Detroit City Clerk Daniel Baxter all of a sudden started claiming that the optical scanners
which read the paper ballots did not work the day of the election. Baxter blamed the
discrepancies on decade-old voting machines. That is his cover story. Nothing like this was
mentioned until he realized their voting fraud scheme would be detected.
Baxter’s claim is that, when trying to push the ballots through the readers, the ballots would
be stuck and they’d have to push them through again thus ‘ACCIDENTALLY’ resulting in a
double count. He says the poll workers sometimes ‘FORGET’ to adjust the machine count
and instead let the ballot count twice.
Of course, that’s COMPLETELY BULLSH*T.
** Over One-Third of Detroit Precincts Will Not Be Recounted Due to Ballot Discrepancies
And, it’s much worse than that.
In one Detroit Precinct, a recount team was given a box of ballots with an unbroken seal
where everything appeared proper and in place. The tag on the box said there were 306
ballots. The book said 306, and the ticket said 306, so that means there should be 306 paper
ballots on the box. When they pulled out the ballots, there were exactly FIFTY paper ballots in
a locked sealed box that again was supposed to have 306. The official canvasser approved
count for this precinct was 306. For FIFTY ballots.
It looks like Detroit counts each vote more than SIX TIMES! No wonder they get such high
turnout rates!
Ken Crider, who helped with the recount in Cobo Hall in Detroit, posted this on Facebook last
night. Ken said a ballot box in Detroit had been tampered with — and that each vote was
counted SIX TIMES!
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/12/revealed-michigan-recount-uncovers-massive-voter-fraud-detroitprecincts/
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Winning 'gay' battles may come at incredible cost – the Supreme Court (12/10/16, Bob
Unruh, WND)
1 argument cited as pivotal in decisive 2016 election results
Excerpt: The progressives across America have had free rein under an enthusiastically
encouraging Barack Obama. On issues of “gay” rights, transgenderism and legally mandated
permissions for those who have chosen alternative sexual lifestyles, they’ve won big in recent
years.
Such as the removal of Brendan Eich as chief of Mozilla, after he expressed support for
traditional marriage.
Noted commentator Pat Buchanan explained how HBO’ “Real Time” host Bill Maher even
decried the power of what he called the “gay mafia.”
“If you cross them you do get whacked,” Maher said.
Buchanan was lamenting the loss of Eich’s innovating and entrepreneurial services to Mozilla
during a vicious attack by leftists after it was revealed he contributed $1,000 to Proposition 8,
whereby a majority of Californians voted in 2008 to reinstate a ban on same-sex “marriage.”
That issue was backed by evangelicals, the Catholic Church, Mormons and the black
churches and carried 70 percent of the African-American vote.
“Though Eich apologized for any ‘pain’ he had caused and pledged to promote equality for
gays and lesbians at Mozilla, his plea for clemency failed to move his accusers. Too late.
According to The Guardian, he quit after it was revealed that he had also contributed – ‘The
horror, the horror!’ – to the Buchanan campaign of 1992.”
Then there was the actual destruction of the Sweet Cakes by Melissa bakery in Oregon.
Found to have discriminated by declining to use their talents to promote same-sex weddings,
the owners were fined more than $135,000 and put out of business. They are one among
many facing such penalties, although not all are so large.
(Further down)
He (David Bernstein) quoted Sean Trend of RealClearPolitics who noted that Democrats in
recent years booed the inclusion of God in their platform, endorsed demands on schools for
transgender students, tried to get small business to cover abortion-inducing drugs, tried to
force nuns to provide contraceptives, torpedoed Eich, closed down Sweet Cakes and more.
Continued Bernstein, “Megan McArdle of Bloomberg similarly pointed out, ‘Over the last few
years, as controversies have erupted over the rights of cake bakers and pizza places to
refuse to cater gay weddings, the rights of nuns to refuse to provide insurance that covers
birth control, the rights of Catholic hospitals to refuse to perform abortions, and the rights of
Christian schools to teach (and require students and teachers to practice) traditional Christian
morality, some Christians have begun to feel that their communities are under existential
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threat.'”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/winning-gay-battles-may-come-at-incredible-cost-the-supreme-court/?
cat_orig=health

Technology
These 2 toys are spying on your kids (12/06/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Playthings record, collect private conversations of young children
Excerpt: It has raised concern about the “Internet of Things,” through which “always on”
devices such as smartphones, DVR machines and televisions that respond to voice
commands are interconnected.
Now it’s turning its attention to My Friend Cayla.
That’s a doll offered by Genesis Toys.
(Further down)
Joining EPIC in the request were the Campaign for a Commercial Free Childhood, the Center
for Digital Democracy, the Consumer’s Union and the Institute for Public Representation.
The complaint also names the toy maker’s i-QUE Intelligent Robot.
(Further down)
“After establishing a Bluetooth connection with the Cayla and/or i-Que doll, the mobile
application connects the doll to the Internet. The Cayla and i-Que applications record and
collect conversations between the dolls and children. A child’s statements are converted into
text, which is then used by the application to retrieve answers using Google Search,
Wikipedia and Weather Underground.”
Some of the pre-programming includes promotions for Disney, such as Cayla telling children
her favorite movie is “The Little Mermaid” and her favorite song is “Let it Go” from the movie
“Frozen.”
Among the details it seeks during signup are the child’s name, parents’ names, favorite
program and meal, location of school, favorite toy and “the place I live in.”
Nuance openly admits in its terms of service: “We may use the information that we collect for
our internal purposes to develop, tune, enhance, and improve our products and services, and
for advertising and marketing consistent with this privacy policy. By using Nuance products
and services, you acknowledge, consent and agree that Nuance may collect, process, and
use the information that you provide to us and that such information shall only be used by
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Nuance or third parties acting under the direction of Nuance, pursuant to confidentiality
agreements, to develop, tune, enhance, and improve Nuance services and products.”
(Further down)
Previously, the group spotlighted Mattel’s “Hello Barbie,” a WiFi-connected doll with a built-in
microphone.
“Hello Barbie records and transmits children’s conversations to Mattel, where they are
analyzed to determine ‘all the child’s likes and dislikes.’ … Kids using ‘Hello Barbie’ won’t only
be talking to a doll, they’ll be talking directly to a toy conglomerate whose only interest in them
is financial,” EPIC said.
Samsung’s Internet-connected SmartTV also has a built-in mic that always is on and
“routinely intercepts and records the private communications of consumers in their homes.”
(Further down)
Then there’s Microsoft. Its voice and motion recorder called Kinect “is now installed in Xbox
video-game consoles.”
“The Kinect sensor tracks and records users’ voice and hand gestures when users say the
word ‘Xbox’ followed by various permissible command options.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/these-2-toys-are-spying-on-your-kids/

Outsourcing Giant Capita Replacing Thousands Of Jobs With Robots (12/09/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: British outsourcing giant Capita, a company whose contracts include collecting the
BBC license fee, is preparing to fire thousands and replace them with robots after clients cut
spending following Brexit vote in a move some fear will be repeated across the country,
leading to more than 1 million job losses according to the Guardian. Capita, a FTSE 100listed firm that also runs the London congestion charge, said it needed to axe 2,000 jobs as
part of a cost-cutting drive in response to poor trading. The company said it would use the
money it saved to fund investment into robotic workers across the whole company.
The announcement has led to more concerns the world is a facing fourth industrial revolution
powered by artificial intelligence (AI) which will result in unprecedented job losses.
(Further down)
Capita saw its shares drop to a 10 year low at one point following its December statement, in
which the company announced it would be selling off assets and trimming costs to protect its
balance sheet after Brexit. The company will use robots to help eliminate human error
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and make decisions faster, said chief executive Andy Parker. Parker is in no immediate
danger of being replaced by a robot: his salary rose nine percent to £600,000 (US$756,000)
this year, according to Unite the Union.
“It doesn’t remove the need for an individual but it speeds up how they work, which
means you need less people to do it,” he said in the statement. Parker added that a human
assisted by robotic technology could do a 40-minute job in much less time.
“They can then do 10 times the amount they used to, so you need less people to do the same
amount of work.”
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-09/outsourcing-giant-capita-replacing-thousands-jobs-robots

Money
India Confiscates Gold, Even Jewelry, In Raids On Hidden Money (12/07/16, Mike
Shedlock, Mish Talk)
Excerpt: Global financial repression picks up steam, led by India. After declaring large
denomination notes illegal, India now targets gold.
It’s not just gold bars or bullion. The government has raided houses, no questions asked,
confiscating jewelry.
(Further down)
As one might imagine, chaos ensued. And it continues.
(Further down)
There’s already enough fear of such raids becoming common again that the government felt
the need to step in to quell some of the anxiety. That didn’t help much. The government
“clarified,” among other things, the rules governing when tax officials could seize gold:
Nothing would happen “if the holding is limited to 500 grams per married woman, 250 grams
per unmarried woman and 100 grams per male.” It also said that there would be no limits on
jewelry “provided it is acquired… from inheritance.” Also, the “officer conducting [the] search
has discretion to not seize [an] even higher quantity of gold jewelry.”
What this means, unfortunately, is that India’s income tax officers have just won the lottery.
During a raid, they can, on the spot, decide whether or not to confiscate a family’s gold
holdings. And remember, India has an enormous amount of gold — 20,000 metric tons, much
of it inherited. (The rules governing simple searches are different, but few know that.) Rather
than cleaning up tax administration, the government has handed tax officials more power than
they’ve had for decades. The rich will pay what they need to escape harassment; the rest will
suffer.
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(Further down)
Evidence suggests the politically connected, and their friends, knew about the ban on cash
and acted in advance. Everyone else is stuck.
India’s raid on gold reinforces its ban on cash. Short term aside, these kinds of actions will
increase demand for gold.
https://mishtalk.com/2016/12/07/india-confiscates-gold-even-jewelry-in-raids-on-hiddenmoney/

Cash Is No Longer King: The Phasing Out of Physical Money Has Begun (12/08/16,
Shaun Bradley, Anti-Meadia)
Excerpt: (ANTIMEDIA) – As physical currency around the world is increasingly phased out,
the era where “cash is king” seems to be coming to an end. Countries like India and South
Korea have chosen to limit access to physical money by law, and others are beginning to test
digital blockchains for their central banks.
The war on cash isn’t going to be waged overnight, and showdowns will continue in any
country where citizens turn to alternatives like precious metals or decentralized
cryptocurrencies. Although this transition may feel like a natural progression into the digital
age, the real motivation to go cashless is downright sinister.
The unprecedented collusion between governments and central banks that occurred in 2008
led to bailouts, zero percent interest rates and quantitative easing on a scale never before
seen in history. Those decisions, which were made under duress and in closed-door
meetings, set the stage for this inevitable demise of paper money.
(Further down)
A currency war has been declared, ensuring that the U.S. dollar, Euro, Yen and many other
state currencies are linked in a suicide pact. Printing money and endlessly expanding debt
are policies that will erode the underlying value of every dollar in people’s wallets, as well as
digital funds in their bank accounts. This new war operates in the shadows of the public’s
ignorance, slowly undermining social and economic stability through inflation and other
consequences of central control. As the Federal Reserve leads the rest of the world’s central
banks down the rabbit hole, the vortex it’s creating will affect everyone in the globalized
economy.
Peter Schiff, president of Euro-Pacific Capital, has written several books on the state of the
financial system. His focus is on the long-term consequences of years of government and
central bank manipulation of fiat currencies:
“Never in the course of history has a country’s economy failed because its currency was too
strong…The view that a weak currency is desirable is so absurd that it could only have been
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devised to serve the political agenda of those engineering the descent. And while I don’t
blame policy makers from spinning self-serving fairy tales (that is their nature), I find extreme
fault with those hypnotized members of the media and the financial establishment who
have checked their reason at the door. A currency war is different from any other kind of
conventional war in that the object is to kill oneself. The nation that succeeds in inflicting the
most damage on its own citizens wins the war. ” [emphasis added]
(Further down)
The greatest threat to individual freedom is financial dependence, and as long as your wealth
is under someone else’s control, it can never be completely secure. Unfortunately, private
blockchains are becoming increasingly popular, creating trojan horses for those just learning
about the technology (in contrast, Bitcoin’s transaction ledger is public) . Without the
decentralized aspect of a financial network, it is just a giant tracking database that can be
easily compromised like any other.
The World Economic Forum released a report on the future of financial infrastructure.
Giancarlo Bruno, Head of Financial Services Industries at WEF stated:
“Rather than to stay at the margins of the finance industry, blockchain will become the beating
heart of it. It will help build innovative solutions across the industry, becoming ever more
integrated into the structure of financial services, as mainframes, messaging services, and
electronic trading did before it.”
The list of countries who are exploring integrating blockchain technology into their central
banking system is extensive. Just to name a few; Singapore, Ukraine, France, Finland and
many others are in the process of researching and testing out options.
http://theantimedia.org/cash-no-longer-king/

In Unprecedented Move, Dallas Pension System Suspends Withdrawals (12/09/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: Two days after the Mayor of Dallas, Mike Rawlings, filed a lawsuit against the Dallas
Police and Fire Pension system to block withdrawals, which he referred to as a "run on the
bank" of an "insolvent" pension system in "financial crisis, the Pension's board has
finally taken steps to halt further withdrawals. Of course, this delayed action has come only
after $500 million in deposits have been withdrawn since just August.
According to the Dallas Daily News, an incremental $154mm in withdrawal requests were
pending at the time the decision was made earlier today.
The Dallas Police and Fire Pension System's Board of Trustees suspended lump-sum
withdrawals from the pension fund Thursday, staving off a possible restraining order and
stopping $154 million in withdrawal requests.
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The system was set to pay out the weekly requests Friday. Pension officials said allowing the
withdrawals would leave them without the liquid reserves required to sustain $2.1 billion fund.
"Our situation is currently critical, and we took action," Board chairman Sam Friar said.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-08/dallas-police-pension-finally-ends-run-bank-halting-withdrawals
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UPDATE DECEMBER 20, 2016 – GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, MONEY
Hello everyone... Today is December 20, 2016
The articles speak for themselves. That said, when I look at what is taking place I would
simply add that we are in a provocatively precarious position predominately perpetrated by
political correctness.
You all have a wonderful Christmas!
I love you guys!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Government
Europe: Illegal to Criticize Islam
Excerpt from the excerpt: Several European governments have made it clear to their citizens
that criticizing European migrant policies or migrants is criminally off-limits and may lead to
arrest, prosecution and even convictions. Although these practices constitute police state
behavior, European governments do not stop there. They go still farther, by ensuring that
Islam in general is not criticized either.
What Was Behind the Trial of Geert Wilders?
Excerpt from the excerpt: Given that "hate speech" damages the maintenance of dignity
between groups and public safety, can a compelling case therefore not be made that "hate
speech" laws mandated by the European Union are doing considerably more harm than
good?
Angela Merkel turns on refugees as backlash boosts Germany’s far-right opposition
Excerpt from the excerpt: Half of Germans surveyed said Muslims made them feel “like
strangers in their own country,” a University of Leipzig poll found this summer, up from about
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32 percent in 2009. Some 41 percent in the poll said the government should block Muslim
immigration.
Trump alert! U.S. Muslim leader seeks your overthrow
Excerpt from the excerpt: The second line in Arabic translates to “The people want to bring
down the regime.”
“In other words, Ayloush unambiguously and directly called for the overthrow of the U.S.
government,” observes scholar Daniel Pipes of Middle East Forum.
Sheriff's probe finds Obama birth certificate 'fake'
Excerpt from the excerpt: A years-long forensics investigation into the computer image of the
long-form Hawaiian birth certificate image that Barack Obama released during a White House
news conference during his first term and presented to the American people as an official
government document concluded it is “fake.”
It's Official: Clinton's Popular Vote Win Came Entirely From California
Excerpt from the excerpt: But California is the exception that proves the true genius of the
Electoral College — which was designed to prevent regional candidates from dominating
national elections. (with chart)
Culture
Facebook Launches Campaign To Combat "Fake News"
Excerpt from the excerpt: Ultimately, what will end up happening is that One half of Facebook
users will flag what they read by one half the media as fake, and vice versa, while millions of
users will simply leave the now censorship endorsing social network out of disgust.
The Real Question: What’s Facebook’s True Valuation Without “Fake?”
Excerpt from the excerpt: No matter what side of the political fence you’re on matters. The
only thing that matters is what all this means from a business perspective to FB’s bottom line.
For as much as everyone likes “free”, without Wall Street (or the Swiss Central Bank) buying?
FB moves to AOL™ status quicker than you can say “You’ve got mail®.”
Money
Venezuela pulls 100-bolivar note from circulation to 'beat mafia'
Excerpt from the excerpt: Venezuela’s inflation rate is running at an estimated 500% and
shortages of food and medicine have pushed the poorest members of its 30 million-strong
population to the brink of a humanitarian crisis.
Freddie Mac Issues Warning As Mortgage Rates Soar
Excerpt from the excerpt: But more troubling was Freddie's explicit warning, that "if rates
continue their upward trend, expect mortgage activity to be significantly subdued in
2017." (with charts)
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So Much For That... Real Wage Growth Slumps To Lowest In 30 Months
Short whole article with chart.
Excerpt: Probably time for calls for $20 minimum wage.. or how about $30?
Don’t Forget About Deutsche Bank
Excerpt from the excerpt: Imagine if you had $500,000 on deposit at the bank and you got a
notice in the mail that said your deposit was now $250,000 (the insured amount) and the
other $250,000 had been converted into stock in a “bad bank,” which might or might not
produce returns in the future. That’s what happens in a bail-in.

The Excerpts
Government
Europe: Illegal to Criticize Islam (12/12/16, Judith Bergman, Gatestone Institute)
Excerpt:Several European governments have made it clear to their citizens that criticizing
European migrant policies or migrants is criminally off-limits and may lead to arrest,
prosecution and even convictions. Although these practices constitute police state behavior,
European governments do not stop there. They go still farther, by ensuring that Islam in
general is not criticized either.
Finland is the European country most recently to adopt the way that European authorities
sanction those who criticize Islam. According to the Finnish news outlet YLE, the Pirkanmaa
District Court found the Finns Party politician, Terhi Kiemunki, guilty of "slandering and
insulting adherents of the Islamic faith" in a blog post of Uusi Suomi. In it, she claimed that all
the terrorists in Europe are Muslims. The Court found that when Kiemunki wrote of a
"repressive, intolerant and violent religion and culture," she meant the Islamic faith.
During the trial, Kiemunki was asked why she did not make a distinction between Islam and
radical Islam. She replied that she meant to refer to the spread of Islamic culture and religion,
and that she "probably should have" spoken of radicalized elements of the religion instead of
the faith as a whole. Kiemunki was fined 450 euros. Her lawyer has appealed the verdict.
Kiemunki issued a press release after the verdict, in which she said:
"I am still of the view that declaring statistical facts or even sharing an opinion is not a crime if
someone doesn't like it... I wrote that I don't want our country to be overtaken by a culture and
law based on a violent, intolerant and oppressive religion."
(Further down)
So in Finland, since the court's decision, citizens are now required to make a distinction,
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entirely fictitious, between "Islam" and "radical Islam," or else they may find themselves
prosecuted and fined for "slandering and insulting adherents of the Islamic faith." As Turkey's
President, Recep Tayyip Erdogan said, "These descriptions are very ugly, it is offensive and
an insult to our religion. There is no moderate or immoderate Islam. Islam is Islam and that's
it." There are extremist Muslims and non-extremist Muslims, but there is only one Islam.
It is a pity that Kiemunki did not present the court with quotes from the Quran, such as, "Fight
and kill the disbelievers wherever you find them..." (9:5), and "So fight them until there is no
more fitna [strife] and all submit to the religion of Allah." (8:39). Perhaps, then, the court could
have at least tried to explain to the public in more concrete detail the differences between
"Islam" and "radical Islam."
(Further down)
So, while Geert Wilders was prosecuted in the Netherlands for talking about "fewer
Moroccans" during an election campaign, a state-funded watchdog group says that
threatening homosexuals with burning, decapitation and slaughter is just fine, so long as it is
Muslims who are making those threats, as the Quran tells them that such behavior is
mandated. This might be one of the most astounding examples of voluntary submission to
sharia law in the West thus far.
(Further down)
In February 2016, a Danish district court found a man guilty of making statements on
Facebook that the court found to be "insulting and demeaning towards adherents of Islam."
The man had written:
"The ideology of Islam is as loathsome, disgusting, oppressive and as misanthropic as
Nazism. The massive immigration of Islamists into Denmark is the most devastating thing to
happen to Danish society in recent history."
He was fined for "racism." The High Court subsequently overturned the verdict in May 2016.
The court found that the man was in fact innocent of racism, as his statements were "directed
at the ideology of Islam and Islamism."
(Further down)
Dawa, the Islamic call to conversion, is the Islamic summons for the non-violent conquest of
non-Muslim lands, including Europe. As explained by Qaradawi in a recording from 2007, the
aim of the conquest consists mainly the introduction of sharia law. According to Qaradawi,
sharia law should be inserted gradually, over a five-year period in a new country, before
implementing it in full. This sharia law includes chopping off hands for theft; killing apostates
and homosexuals, denigrating and oppressing women, as in polygamy, beating them as a
means of "disciplining" them, and so on. For those Westerners who have studied Islam and
listened to what the most influential Islamic scholars have to say, there is quite a bit to be
"phobic" about. It would be refreshing to hear the views of European leaders and courts on
these aspects of sharia law instead of their almost ritual condemnations of those who have
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actually studied Islamic sources and seek to raise awareness of the nature of sharia law.
While prosecuting and sanctioning people who criticize Islam is becoming more common in
Europe, this practice used to be reserved only for Muslim countries officially governed by
sharia law, such as Saudi Arabia or Pakistan, where it is forbidden to insult Islam.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/9525/europe-illegal-criticize-islam

What Was Behind the Trial of Geert Wilders? (12/13/16, George Igler, Gatestone Institute)
Excerpt: The most disturbing recent development on the European continent, however, was
Friday's conviction of Geert Wilders on two charges, "inciting discrimination and insulting a
minority group," for asking supporters whether they wanted "fewer Moroccans" in the
Netherlands, at a small public rally in a bar in The Hague, on March 19, 2014.
This "hate speech" case against Wilders similarly pits popular alarm over the consequences
of mass migration plus a principled politician who for years -- in the face of threats against his
life, has agitated for genuine change -- against an untrustworthy, politicized legal system
which appears at odds with both Wilders and popular alarm. Several Dutch Labour Party
politicians, who said far more damaging things about Moroccans than Wilders did, yet were
never prosecuted:
• "We also have sh*t Moroccans over here." -- Rob Oudkerk, a Dutch Labour Party
(PvDA) politician.
• "We must humiliate Moroccans." -- Hans Spekman, PvDA politician.
• "Moroccans have the ethnic monopoly on trouble-making." -- Diederik Samsom, PvDA
politician.
Although Wilders's trial clearly appears an orchestrated miscarriage of justice, it is arguably
not helpful to view the basis for his prosecution through an absolutist defense of freedom of
speech, intuitively understandable to Americans. No constitutional equivalent of the First
Amendment, which prohibits Congress from passing laws abridging the freedom of speech,
exists in Europe.
(Further down)
Although the gross unfairness of Geert Wilders's prosecution is clear when compared with
other Dutch politicians who have articulated far worse, there is also compelling evidence that
much that is preached from the Koran in mosques daily would clearly fall under such a
definition of "hate speech" -- also remaining curiously outside the attention of public
prosecutors.
Given that "hate speech" damages the maintenance of dignity between groups and public
safety, can a compelling case therefore not be made that "hate speech" laws mandated by
the European Union are doing considerably more harm than good?
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Is it not high time that lawmakers grasp how mass Muslim immigration, and the importation of
the sectarianism unfortunately inherent in Islamic doctrine, undermine even more significantly
these noble principles of "public good"?
How exactly are the terrorism, rape and crime waves that have accompanied such migration
into Europe, likely to be addressed by the democratic process -- within the confines of such
originally benign legislation -- when across the continent fundamental notions of security are
already being so comprehensively undermined?
(Further down)
Would it not be a remarkable irony if, rather than burying Wilders as the trial seemed intended
to do, it instead propels him to victory?
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/9554/behind-wilders-trial

Angela Merkel turns on refugees as backlash boosts Germany’s far-right opposition
(12/14/16, Jennifer Collins, The Washington Times)
Excerpt:BERLIN — A year ago, she was the leading voice in Europe lecturing her constituents
about the moral obligation to take in hundreds of thousands of mostly Muslim refugees fleeing
from Syria and other global crisis spots.
But at her party convention this month, German Chancellor Angela Merkel came out forcefully
for a ban on Islamic face veils, or burqas, wherever “legally possible,” and vowed never to
allow a repeat of the surge of refugees that has split her party and the nation.
“A situation like that of the summer of 2015 cannot and should not be repeated,” the Christian
Democratic Union leader reassured her members gathered in the city of Essen, as the party
prepared for what could be a difficult general election battle next year. “This was and remains
our declared political goal.”
The shift — in rhetoric and policy — represented a remarkable and out-of-character aboutface for the three-term chancellor, a departure from her trademark technocratic, low-key, nononsense style that reflects the shifting political winds in Europe, analysts said.
“Right-wing populist parties are getting more and more support among the people,” said Gero
Neugebauer, a politics professor at Free University of Berlin. “So far, they are afraid of a
backlash in Germany, too. That would mean the Christian Democratic Union would lose
power in the next election.”
(Further down)
‘Strangers’ in their country
Germans’ resentment of Muslims has increased in direct proportion to the influx of refugees
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that reached a high tide in 2015.
Half of Germans surveyed said Muslims made them feel “like strangers in their own country,”
a University of Leipzig poll found this summer, up from about 32 percent in 2009. Some 41
percent in the poll said the government should block Muslim immigration.
A series of violent attacks that garnered headlines across the country have fueled the fear.
The turning point for many was over New Year’s Eve, when groups of men believed to be
Muslim immigrants sexually assaulted hundreds of women at Cologne’s main train station.
Germany had not experienced the kind of jihadi violence that resulted in spectacular attacks
in countries such as Britain, Spain and France, but that changed this year as well. During the
summer, a suicide bomber struck outside a wine bar in southern Germany, injuring 12 people.
A series of other violent attacks involving refugees with weapons and knives sparked growing
public anger about unruly refugees and the inability of German social service organizations to
handle the crush.
(Further down)
“Islam as a religion claims in most of its interpretations political power, and it’s the view of
many that Islamic laws trump national political laws,” said Beatrix von Storch, an AfD member
of the European Parliament. “Muslims can indeed be integrated into German society, but they
need to give up this sense of political power.”
Reflecting the mood in the country was also the uproar this week over the appointment of a
Muslim woman to a top-level job in Berlin’s city government.
Mayor Michael Mueller, a Social Democrat, hired Sawsan Chebli, 38, even after it was
learned that she made positive remarks about Islam-based Shariah law.
Sensational newspaper headlines decried Ms. Chebli for allegedly wanting to impose Shariah
in Europe and saying the religious-based legal code was compatible with German laws.
Lawmakers in Ms. Merkel’s party called for her ouster.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/dec/14/angela-merkel-turns-on-refugees-as-backlash-boosts/

Trump alert! U.S. Muslim leader seeks your overthrow (12/18/16, WND)
CAIR-L.A. president stokes fires of hysteria about president-elect
Excerpt: But sometimes CAIR leadership lets its guard down.
That’s what happened, apparently, in the early morning hours of Nov. 9, right after the election
of Donald Trump as president became clear.
Hussam Ayloush, the long-time director of CAIR-Los Angeles, Tweeted out the following
message:
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“Ok, repeat after me:
“Al-Shaab yureed isqat al-nizaam.
“(Arab Spring chant)”
—

—
The second line in Arabic translates to “The people want to bring down the regime.”
“In other words, Ayloush unambiguously and directly called for the overthrow of the U.S.
government,” observes scholar Daniel Pipes of Middle East Forum.
Ayloush is hardly a fringe character with CAIR. He has been around for a long time. Of late he
has been peddling horror stories about a rash of Islamophobia and “hate crimes” in California,
much of which doesn’t stand up to even the slightest scrutiny.
He’s an active member of the Democratic Party, serving as a delegate to the national
convention in 2012. Officially, he has visited the White House at least twice times during
Barack Obama’s administration. According to the Investigative Project on Terrorism, White
House logs conspicuously omit three other meetings
(Further down)
Pipes notes that 18 U.S. Code § 2385, “Advocating overthrow of government,” prescribes
specific penalties for such behavior: “Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets,
advises, or teaches the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying
the government of the United States … shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more
than twenty years, or both.”
(Further down)
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The Department of Justice named CAIR an unindicted co-conspirator in the Holy Land case,
which convicted the charity of funneling more than $12 million to the Palestinian terrorist
group Hamas.
In November 2014, the United Arab Emirates named CAIR as one of 82 designated terrorist
organizations around the world, placing it in the company of al-Qaida and ISIS.
The Muslim Brotherhood document presented as evidence in the Holy Land Foundation trial
in Dallas in 2008 – the largest terror-finance case in U.S. history – was a “100-year plan” to
gradually destroy the U.S. and Western civilization from within “so that it is eliminated and
Allah’s religion is made victorious over all other religions.”
More than a dozen CAIR leaders have been charged or convicted of terrorism-related crimes.
FBI wiretap evidence from the Holy Land case showed CAIR founder Nihad Awad was at an
October 1993 meeting of Hamas leaders and activists in Philadelphia. CAIR, according to the
evidence, was born out of a need to give a “media twinkle” to the Muslim leaders’ agenda of
supporting violent jihad abroad while slowly institutionalizing Islamic law in the U.S.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/trump-alert-u-s-muslim-leader-seeks-your-overthrow/

Sheriff's probe finds Obama birth certificate 'fake' (12/16/16, Bob Unruh, WND)
Years of forensics investigation confirmed 'birther' suspicions right all along
Excperpt: A years-long forensics investigation into the computer image of the long-form
Hawaiian birth certificate image that Barack Obama released during a White House news
conference during his first term and presented to the American people as an official
government document concluded it is “fake.”
The probe also confirms that those who were subjected to the derogatory “birther” label from
many media outlets and Democrats were right – at least regarding the document used to
establish Obama’s eligibility to be president.
The issue is that the U.S. Constitution requires the president to be a “natural-born citizen” but
does not define the term. Scholarly works cited by the Founders defined it as a citizen at birth,
born in the country to two citizens of the country, or merely the offspring of two citizens of the
country.
The birth certificate Obama displayed on the White House website as “proof positive” of his
eligibility states he was born in Hawaii to an American mother and a Kenyan father.
(Further down)
Corsi said Mike Zullo, head of the Cold Case Posse, and Sheriff Joe Arpaio “have done the
United States a heroic service demonstrating by forensic analysis that the long form birth
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certificate produced in a White House news conference on April 27, 2011, as Barack Obama’s
authentic birth certificate is a forgery.”
“The nine points of forgery between the Johanna Ah’nee birth certificate and Obama’s [longform birth certificate] prove convincingly that the Ah’nee birth certificate was the source
document from which the Obama LFBC was created.”
(Further down)
The sheriff’s video said there were nine images on the Obama birth certificate that appear to
be identical to, and copied from, another birth certificate issued in Hawaii just days after his
birth.
That certificate belongs to Johanna Ah’nee.
(Further down)
One of the experts who assisted in the investigation was Reed Hayes, a court-qualified
handwriting and document examiner, who runs a business in Hawaii. He is on the board of
the Scientific Association of Forensic Examiners and has been in business nearly 40 years.
Forlabs, an Italian company that specializes in extracting information from multimedia files,
also produced the results.
“We had two experts from two countries in separate disciplines of forensics that came to one
conclusion: Barack Obama’s long form birth certificate it not authentic,” the report said.
Zullo, Arpaio’s lead investigator, said the “only reason why this investigation went forward and
never came to a close was because of Sheriff Joe Arpaio.”
“Sheriff Arpaio utilized his statutory right to confirm his authority to conduct this investigation,”
he said. “As a result, this investigation was done with the utmost of professionalism, unbiased
and with no political motivation. We let the evidence direct the investigation.”
He pointed out that Arpaio and others on his team started out with the assumption that
Obama’s document was legitimate and they just needed to affirm that.
“Every attempt was exercised to try to clear this document as authentic. However, the
evidence and the weight of it simply would not permit that,” Zullo said.
During the news conference, Zullo quoted from the investigation of Hayes: “The (nail in the
coffin) that proves that Certificate of Live Birth is inauthentic is the exact lineup of numerous
entries on both [certificates].”
He said the experts likened the evidence to being as reliable as a fingerprint.
(Further down)
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Sheriff Arpaio added, “Five years ago I said one thing, show us the microfiche, the birth
certificate and we’ll all go home.
“I plan on turning over this investigation this month to the federal government. And Congress.
And hope Congress No. 1 will pass a law, the president should be vetted. Common sense.
“Maybe some members of Congress will hold some hearings, open to the public regarding
this matter. … If they can hold hearings … on underinflated footballs, why can’t you hold one
on this?
“Look at our evidence, just look at it,” he concluded. “I’m going tell you right now, we’re not
going to answer any questions. We have sensitive information, but I’m not going into it.”
But he called it a “fake, fake, birth certificate.”
The evidence
(In the article, under The Evidence, you can find this video. Unfortunately, I was unable to
copy a link to the video, so am including instead, the link to the same video at YouTube.
This video was played twice at the news conference; before they explained the findings and
again, after they explained the findings.)
Obama Birth Certificate Fraud: Sheriff Joe Arpaio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yPOoEPHuLY
The article link
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/investigators-find-source-for-obamas-online-birth-certification-image/?
cat_orig=politics

It's Official: Clinton's Popular Vote Win Came Entirely From California (12/16/16, John
Merline, Investor's Business Daily)
Excerpt: As we noted in this space earlier, while Clinton's overall margin looks large and
impressive, it is due to Clinton's huge margin of victory in one state — California — where she
got a whopping 4.3 million more votes than Trump.
California is the only state, in fact, where Clinton's margin of victory was bigger than President
Obama's in 2012 — 61.5% vs. Obama's 60%.
But California is the exception that proves the true genius of the Electoral College — which
was designed to prevent regional candidates from dominating national elections.
In recent years, California has been turning into what amounts to a one-party state. Between
2008 and 2016, the number of Californian's who registered as Democrats climbed by 1.1
million, while the number of registered Republicans dropped by almost 400,000.
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What's more, many Republicans in the state had nobody to vote for in November.
There were two Democrats — and zero Republicans — running to replace Sen. Barbara
Boxer. There were no Republicans on the ballot for House seats in nine of California's
congressional districts.
At the state level, six districts had no Republicans running for the state senate, and 16
districts had no Republicans running for state assembly seats.
Plus, since Republicans knew Clinton was going to win the state — and its entire 55 electoral
votes — casting a ballot for Trump was virtually meaningless, since no matter what her
margin of victory, Clinton was getting all 55 votes.
Is it any wonder then, that Trump got 11% fewer California votes than John McCain did in
2008? (Clinton got 6% more votes than Obama did eight years ago, but the number of
registered Democrats in the state climbed by 13% over those years.)
(Further down)
Meanwhile, if you look at every other measure, Trump was the clear and decisive winner in
this election.
***
Number of states won:
Trump: 30
Clinton: 20
_________________
Trump: +10
Number of electoral votes won:
Trump: 306
Clinton: 232
_________________
Trump: + 68
Ave. margin of victory in winning states:
Trump: 56%
Clinton: 53.5%
_________________
Trump: + 2.5 points
Popular vote total:
Trump: 62,958,211
Clinton: 65,818,318
_________________
Clinton: + 2.8 million
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Popular vote total outside California:
Trump: 58,474,401
Clinton: 57,064,530
_________________
Trump: + 1.4 million
http://www.investors.com/politics/commentary/its-official-clintons-popular-vote-win-came-entirely-from-california/

Culture
Facebook Launches Campaign To Combat "Fake News" (12/15/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: One month after Facebook revealed a seven point plan to eradicate "fake news",
Mark Zuckerberg has made good on his promise to strip Facebook of fake news stories,
starting with a tool that allows users to flag anything they consider a hoax, as well as features
that tweak Facebook’s news algorithm and provide more restrictions on advertising.
Facebook's 1.8 billion users will now be able to click the upper right-hand corner of the post to
flag content as fake news.
The first problem, however, immediately emerges because as NBC notes, "legitimate news
outlets won't be able to be flagged", which then begs the question who or what is
considered "legitimate news outlets", does it include the likes of NYTs and the WaPos, which
during the runup to the election declared on a daily basis, that Trump has no chance of
winning, which have since posted defamatory stories about so-called "Russian propaganda
news sites", admitting subsequently that their source data was incorrect, and which many
consider to be the source of "fake news".
Also, just who makes the determination what is considered "legitimate news outlets."
In any case, flagged stories - which really means any story that a readers disagrees with - will
then be reviewed by Facebook researchers and sent on to third-party fact-checking
organizations for further verification — or marked as fake.
(Further down)
"We believe in giving people a voice and that we cannot become arbiters of truth ourselves,
so we're approaching this problem carefully," Adam Mosseri, Facebook's vice president of
News Feed, said in a blog post. So, what Facebook will do, is give the voice to all those
others who praise any article they agree with, and slam and flag as "fake news" antyhing they
disagree with. At least no book burning will be involved.
(Further down)
Not only that, but Facebook's algorithm that decides what gets the most prominence in News
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Feed, will also be tweaked, one would assume to give more prominence to the
abovementioned "legitimate news oulets"... such as WaPo and the NYT.
How will the algo determine if a story is potentially fake? If a story is being read but not
shared, Mosseri said that may be a sign it's misleading. Which in turn means that clickbait
articles are about to explode at the expense of deep-though, long-read pieces which the
current generation of Facebook readers has no time for.
"We're going to test incorporating this signal into ranking, specifically for articles that are
outliers, where people who read the article are significantly less likely to share it," he said.
It gets better: the next step in Facebook's plan to rid the site of fake news involves sending
flagged stories to third-party fact-checking organizations, which include Snopes, Politifact,
and Factcheck.org, which as the recent election showed, are just as biased as the so-called
"fake news" sites, however they cover their partiality under the cloak of being objective, which
they conflate with being "factual."
(Further down)
Amusingly, the team at Facebook has made it clear they don't want censorship on the site
and that these new tools are just part of the evolving process of combating misinformation.
And yet, crowdsourced censorship is precisely what Facebook has just unrolled.
Ultimately, what will end up happening is that One half of Facebook users will flag what they
read by one half the media as fake, and vice versa, while millions of users will simply leave
the now censorship endorsing social network out of disgust.
Because, while we admire Zuckerberg's initiative, there is one tried and true way to avoid the
all the "fake news" on Facebook:
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-15/facebook-rolls-out-tools-curb-fake-news

The Real Question: What’s Facebook’s True Valuation Without “Fake?” (12/18/16, Mark
St,Cyr, Mark St.Cyr)
Excerpt: There are two hot topics post the U.S. presidential election. One is “fake news”, the
other is Facebook™ (FB), and its involvement in it.
The accusations and the defenses against have been all over the board. Both figuratively, as
well as literally.
Management from Mark Zuckerberg on down have been professing when it came to anything
“fake” it wasn’t of their doing. And gee-whiz-by-golly they’re going to do whatever it takes to
make sure anything “fake” never sees the “like” of day again.
Sounds great, in theory. But there’s a very real fact that must now be considered…
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If “fake” news was so wide-spread, and so devoured on FB that it had the ability to not only
influence, but rather, to overturn political norms and ruin the election of what everyone in
media on down believed; that this election was merely a formality on paper because, it was
clear to all of them, Mrs. Clinton would win not just walking away, but running?
That would mean FB now has to alienate (i.e., by now not delivering “news” these people
wanted to see) millions, upon millions, upon millions of now current users. What does that
imply to their now “real” (ooopsy, again!) metrics going forward?
If the above hypothetical has the ability to be true (and from a business perspective it sure
has) the very fact that FB will now openly censor, mark, tag, possibly defame (whether
intentionally or not), and more articles of news, or anything else shared on its platform. Two
questions have to be asked:
First: How many FB customers decide they don’t need or want a “mommy” deciding what they
can, or can not, read or share? Second: How fast does that process begin, and by how
many?
No matter what side of the political fence you’re on matters. The only thing that matters is
what all this means from a business perspective to FB’s bottom line. For as much as
everyone likes “free”, without Wall Street (or the Swiss Central Bank) buying? FB moves to
AOL™ status quicker than you can say “You’ve got mail®.”
As of this writing some hand writing is all ready appearing on the wall as FB announced not
only will it begin to find ways to forbid fact-check. But it has now joined forces with a thirdparty to do just that. Again, all sounds good on the surface until you’re made aware by one’s
own fact-checking just whom that third-party is. e.g., Poynter™.
Who are they? Personally, I’ve never heard of them prior, but it only took seeing one man’s
name on the roster of backers to understand the impact it will have on a great many current
FB users, as well as content generators to imagine a most assured backlash. e.g. George
Soros.
(Further down)
So if you take that logic as being possibly true. Then that means millions of FB users are
consumers (For they must have consumed, no?) of that type of content. And if they now know
FB will some how either remove it, or make it so burdensome to access they won’t see it?
Whether they agree with FB’s conclusions or not? Are you beginning to see how this could
run?
Then add to that one of the parties responsible for that form of censorship which they will be
subject to as for what they may, or may not read – is being decided by an entity presumably
controlled under the auspices of Mr. Soros? The potential for both FB content consumers
along with content creators getting upset maybe an understatement. Even among the socalled “legitimate” voices. FB could have an outright revolution of revulsion on their hands.
Think about it.
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What happens if rather than FB being the provider or outlet for calls of boycotts or other social
protests when it comes to advertisers and more, suddenly finds those roles reversed where it
can be the recipient of those calls? And how do advertisers view those prospects? This whole
“fake” has truly opened up a very real can-of-worms for FB in my opinion. A very real and
potentially costly “can” at that.
Don’t think things have a potential for explosive reactions? Just try telling someone (anyone)
they’re not allowed to see or read something. Forget politics, I mean anything. Watch how fast
any argument of “It’s for your own good” lasts, or works.
https://markstcyr.com/2016/12/18/the-real-question-whats-facebooks-true-valuation-without-fake/

Money
Venezuela pulls 100-bolivar note from circulation to 'beat mafia' (12/12/16, Matthew
Weaver, The Guardian)
President says surprise move needed to stem profiteering, but critics lambast move as
impractical amid inflation crisis
Excerpt: The Venezuelan government is to withdraw its largest banknote from circulation in its
latest attempt to tackle the world’s worst inflation crisis.
President Nicolás Maduro said on Sunday that the 100-bolivar note, which is currently worth
only two US cents (1.6p) on the black market, will be withdrawn on Wednesday. Venezuelans
will then have 10 days to exchange the notes at the central bank.
Maduro said the surprise move was needed to help stop criminal gangs profiteering on
Venezuela’s border with Colombia. “We must keep beating the mafias,” he said.
(Further down)
Venezuela’s inflation rate is running at an estimated 500% and shortages of food and
medicine have pushed the poorest members of its 30 million-strong population to the brink of
a humanitarian crisis.
Paying for groceries without a credit card currently requires a rucksack full of cash. And the
country’s credit-card machines have recently suffered problems, leaving many businesses
asking customers to pay by bank transfer.
Central bank data showed that in November, there were more than 6bn 100-bolivar bills in
circulation, 48% of all bills and coins.
The oil-producing nation’s currency has fallen 55% against the US dollar on the black market
in the past month.
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Maduro has blamed an “economic war” being waged against his government by the
opposition and the US. He has also singled out organised crime networks at the ColombiaVenezuela border for buying Venezuelan notes and subsidised Venezuelan goods and then
selling them for vast profits in Colombia.
While profiteering of this sort is an issue at the border, it cannot account for nationwide
shortages of the most basic goods from food to medicine, which have left millions of people
hungry.
(Further down)
Just over a month ago India’s prime minister Narendra Modi suddenly abolished 500 and
1,000 rupee notes. Like Maduro, Modi said the move was aimed at cracking down on the
shadow economy. But it brought India’s cash economy to a virtual standstill.
At a stroke Modi rendered 86% of currency worthless outside a bank branch, forcing millions
to queue outside banks to change small amounts of old money for legal tender.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/dec/12/venezuela-pulls-most-common-banknote-from-circulation-tobeat-mafia

Freddie Mac Issues Warning As Mortgage Rates Soar (12/15/16, Tyler Durden, Zero
Hedge)
Excerpt: Blink, and you missed your chance to refi. And according to nationalized mortgage
giant Freddie Mac, it's about to get worse.
As shown last week, as a result of the recent spike in yields, the population of eligible
refinance candidates has already plunged by more than half. As Black Knight pointed out, as
of the end of November, though there are still 2M borrowers who could save $200+/month by
refinancing and a cumulative $1B/month in potential savings, this is less than half of the
$2.1B/ month available just four weeks ago.
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(Further down)
It was not just refis: according to the latest Freddie Mac update, the 30 Year Fixed has
jumped to 4.16%, from 3.94% just a month ago, and 3.5% as of early October.
As Freddie notes in its latest press release, this week's mortgage rate survey was completed
prior to the FOMC announcement. The 30-year mortgage rate rose 3 basis points on the
week to 4.16 percent. The MBA's Applications Survey posted drops in both refinance and
purchase applications, registering the impact of recent mortgage rate increases.
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Some details:
• 30-year fixed-rate mortgage (FRM) averaged 4.16 percent with an average 0.5 point
for the week ending December 15, 2016, up from last week when it averaged 4.13
percent. A year ago at this time, the
• 30-year FRM averaged 3.97 percent.
• 15-year FRM this week averaged 3.37 percent with an average 0.5 point, up from last
week when it averaged 3.36 percent. A year ago at this time, the 15-year FRM
averaged 3.22 percent.
• 5-year Treasury-indexed hybrid adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM) averaged 3.19
percent this week with an average 0.4 point, up from last week when it averaged 3.17
percent. A year ago, the 5-year ARM averaged 3.03 percent.
But more troubling was Freddie's explicit warning, that "if rates continue their upward
trend, expect mortgage activity to be significantly subdued in 2017."
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-15/freddie-mac-issues-warning-mortgage-rates-soar

So Much For That... Real Wage Growth Slumps To Lowest In 30 Months (12/15/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Remember when everyone was excited about wage growth re-appearing and escape velocity,
and textbook wage inflation appearing thanks to tight labor markets... well that's all gone!
Average weekly earnings grew at just 0.5% YoY in November - the slowest pace of wage
growth since July 2014.
In fact real average weekly earnings decline 0.4% in November MoM (despite the postTrump exuberance)
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Probably time for calls for $20 minimum wage.. or how about $30?
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-15/so-much-weekly-average-earnings-growth-slumps-lowest-30months

Don’t Forget About Deutsche Bank (12/14/16, Jim Rickards, The Daily Reckoning)
Excerpt: The banking crisis in Italy has gotten all the attention lately, but one of the biggest
banks in the world is still a serious potential problem.
The bank in question is Deutsche Bank. It’s the largest bank in Germany, by far, and one of
the twelve largest in the world. It is difficult to overstate the importance of Deutsche Bank not
only to the global economy, but also in terms of its vast web of off-balance-sheet derivatives,
guarantees, trade finance, and other financial obligations on five continents.
It’s well known that Deutsche Bank is the “sick man” of European banking.
Deutsche Bank is certainly in the “too big to fail” category. Therefore it won’t be allowed to fail.
Germany will intervene as needed to prop up the bank.
The problems at Deutsche Bank are well-known. They have suffered through bad debt writeoffs and mark-to-market trading losses just like many of their big bank peers. But, the
problems go deeper. Deutsche Bank’s capital has barely been adequate under generous ECB
“stress tests,” and is completely inadequate under real world scenarios involving a global
liquidity crisis of the kind we saw in 2008.
(Further down)
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Just when investors thought things could not get worse, they did. From the €34 per share
level in 2015, Deutsche Bank stock fell again to €10.25 per share in September. That was a
massive decline off the lower 2015 base. Its stock has since bounced back.
But it’s still afflicted with bad debts, high expenses and inadequate capital. Management is
trying to remedy the situation, but it’s clear that massive amounts of added capital will be
needed.
(Further down)
What signals are we getting that indicate a collapse is possible?
The strongest signal is not coming from Germany — it’s coming out of from Italy…
The Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena (BMP) is the world’s oldest bank still in operation,
founded in 1472. BMP will require a capital injection if it’s to be saved. And time is running
short.
What do the travails of BMP have to do with Deutsche Bank? Both banks are too-big-to-fail
and are failing, but BMP is closer to the brink. It’s the “canary in the coal mine” for Deutsche
Bank.
Italy wants to bail-out BMP with taxpayer money. That’s the standard playbook that
governments used in 2008. But the rules have changed.
At the G20 Leaders’ Summit in Brisbane in 2014, it was decided that bailouts would be
replaced by “bail-ins.” In a bail-in taxpayer money is not used to recapitalize the sick bank.
Instead bondholders and depositors take haircuts and are involuntarily converted into equity
holders.
Imagine if you had $500,000 on deposit at the bank and you got a notice in the mail that said
your deposit was now $250,000 (the insured amount) and the other $250,000 had been
converted into stock in a “bad bank,” which might or might not produce returns in the future.
That’s what happens in a bail-in.
(Further down)
The German government under Angela Merkel has told the previous Italian government that
they cannot bail-out BMP; they have to use the new bail-in rules instead. But what’s sauce for
the goose is sauce for the gander. If Germany forces Italy to bail-in BMP, then Italy will insist
that Germany also bail-in Deutsche Bank when the time comes.
Germany won’t like that, but if they don’t bail-in Deutsche Bank, the European Union will
come apart because of acrimony between Italy and Germany. Compared to this dispute, UK
Brexit is a sideshow. Greece is a sideshow of a sideshow. Italy is the real deal. If Germany
and Italy can’t cooperate, then there is no European Union.
https://dailyreckoning.com/dont-forget-deutsche-bank/
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UPDATE DECEMBER 27, 2016 – MONEY, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE
Hello everyone... Today is December 27, 2016
Whatever your circumstances may be, I hope you had a wonderful Christmas. We did.
The articles pretty much speak for themselves. I would just add that in some of the articles
there are charts. I did not include any of the charts in The Excerpts.
Please also note that a number of the Money people are all saying the same thing: the War
on Cash is gaining momentum. They all may be showing different aspects of it, but they are
also all making it very clear that the War on Cash is happening worldwide. In this Update they
are also presenting that the end of the US Dollar as the primary reserve currency is the nearterm target. “Near-term” being the operative word.
Whatever comes for us in 2017, you are my family and friends, I love you!
Tim

What's in this Update?
If you are new to the Great Unraveling Updates, you will find three ways to get updated. You
can read just The Headlines, which often by themselves offer a good feel for what's going on.
Go deeper and read The Excerpts. Or, read the whole Article by simply clicking on the link
under each excerpt.
The Headline “links” below are direct links to The Excerpts further down. They work in the
2016 Updates ebook at The Freedom Driven Life website but not in the email. In the email
you have to scroll down.
The Headlines
Money
RED ALERT: Cash transaction BANS above $1,080 are now in effect…
Excerpt from the excerpt: Hello, friends, and welcome to Big T’s 3-Minute Market Minder. As
you know, I’ve been keeping you up to date with the War on Cash, telling you about the
absolute chaos that’s been going on in India. Just recently—two days ago—Spain entered the
War on Cash. And they have announced that they are going to limit all cash transactions to
1,000 euros. This is something that they have come out and just said, point blank, “We
are doing this to increase tax revenue.”
You Might Soon Use Your Face to Pay Bills
Excerpt from the excerpt: “In these trials, the company’s aim to verify the recognition
performance, employee receptivity to biometric authentication, and operational aspects of the
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service, while gaining experience and know-how; with a view to providing safe, secure,
convenient cashless payment services utilising facial recognition technology in the future,”
NEC stated.
Axis of Gold
Excerpt from the excerpt: This means these trends will continue until the aims of the Axis of
Gold have been achieved. Those aims include the overthrow of the U.S. dollar as the
benchmark global reserve currency. When that happens, collapsing confidence in the dollar
will send the dollar price of gold skyrocketing.
John Williams: The Federal Government's Fake News
This article is really a recorded interview. The written portion is simply a lead in to the
recorded interview. Keep in mind that the Federal Reserve is a private corporation, not a
government agency, whose sole purpose is to protect the banks, not the American people.
Take the time to listen to the interview.
Excerpt from the recorded interview: “The problem was the banking system was collapsing.
And the Fed, not that they could do much to stimulate the economy, but they didn't even think
of it. They were looking at saving the banks.”
The #1 Black Swan Event of 2017
Excerpt from the excerpt: I think the collapse of the petrodollar system is the #1 Black Swan
Event for 2017
SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES
This is a pretty long article with a lot of solid information regarding multiple areas of the
economy supported by lots of charts. I did not include any of the charts.
Excerpt from the excerpt: As proof that Wall Street despises Main Street, when oil prices
rise this is seen as a huge positive by the criminal bankers, as they see oil as an investment
to be manipulated for profits. Falling oil and gas prices benefit everyday Americans trying to
balance their monthly budgets. The drop in gas prices from $3.70 per gallon in mid 2014 to
$1.70 per gallon in early 2016 helped average Americans save enough to partially offset
soaring Obamacare costs, rising rents and stagnant wages. But Wall Street and their
corporate media talking heads have cheered the 33% increase in gasoline and the 85%
increase in oil since February. Just as with TARP, what is good for Wall Street is not good for
Main Street.
Home Affordability Drops To 8-Year Lows As Mortgage Rates Surge
Excerpt from the excerpt: In conclusion, “Rapid home price appreciation and tepid wage
growth have combined to erode home affordability during this housing recovery, and
the recent uptick in mortgage rates only accelerated that trend in the fourth quarter,”
said Daren Blomquist, senior vice president at ATTOM Data Solutions. “The prospect of
further interest rate hikes in 2017 will likely cause further deterioration of home affordability
next year. Absent a strong resurgence in wage growth, that will put downward pressure on
home price appreciation in many local markets.”
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Why the Massive Expansion of "Money" Hasn't Trickled Down to "The Rest of Us"
Excerpt from the excerpt: "What we're going through is 'Cyberinflation' which bears no
resemblance to hyperinflation, in that way too much ethereal money is out there--but only in
the hands of a relative few--thus not debasing its overall value among the populace, in terms
of making them believe. Kind of brilliant if you ask me, and a paradigm that nobody is looking
for--as it didn't exist heretofore."
Technology
Sex will be just for special occasions in the future as robots will satisfy everyday
needs
Excerpt from the excerpt: Questions that will face regulators involve how much data to allow
robots to collect about their human partners and send back to their manufacturers.
Gadget gift fears Fitness tracker Christmas prezzies could bump up insurance
premiums and leak personal data on the dark web
Excerpt from the excerpt: And most terrifyingly, plenty of them will be on the wrists of children
– whose every move could be monitored.
Culture
US Population Grows At Slowest Pace Since The Great Depression; Residents Flee
Illinois Again
Excerpt from the excerpt: According to data released by the US Census, in 2016 the U.S.
population grew at the lowest rate since the Great Depression, while the state of New York
shrank for the first time in a decade. The biggest loser, again, was Illinois which shrank for a
third consecutive year, losing 38,000 people, mostly from the Chicago area.
Exclusive: ISIS Puts Out Holiday Attack List Of U.S. Churches
Excerpt from the excerpt: In another group post, a member summoned “the sons of Islam” to
target “churches, well-known hotels, crowded coffee shops, streets, markets and public
places,” and shared a list of addresses in the United States, as well as in Canada, France and
the Netherlands.

The Excerpts
Money
RED ALERT: Cash transaction BANS above $1,080 are now in effect… (12/09/16, J.
Reeves, Palm Beach Research Group)
Excerpt: Hello, friends, and welcome to Big T’s 3-Minute Market Minder. As you know, I’ve
been keeping you up to date with the War on Cash, telling you about the absolute chaos
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that’s been going on in India. Just recently—two days ago—Spain entered the War on Cash.
And they have announced that they are going to limit all cash transactions to 1,000 euros.
This is something that they have come out and just said, point blank, “We are doing this to
increase tax revenue.”
Friends, we at the cusp of a world where everything will be moved to a digital platform.
That means everything you buy and everything you sell will be able to be viewed by a
taxing authority. They are going to make us have to use debit cards, or credit cards, or some
type of Fedcoin to buy and sell anything. The time to take action to protect yourself from this
is now.
I’ve talked to you about the absolute disaster that is going on in India right now, because
they’re essentially moving to a cashless society—overnight they banned two of the largest
notes. The prime minister came out and pretty much just said, “Suck it up, we’re going
cashless.” That’s caused things like gold to double in price overnight. Here in the United
States, it’s $1,200, over there, it’s closer to $2,200 an ounce.
So, the point that I’m trying to make here is that the War on Cash is happening. It’s happening
a little slower in Europe and the United States than it’s happening in places like India and
even Australia, but it’s happening.
http://palmbeachgroup.com/content/palm-beach-daily/red-alert-cash-transaction-bans-above-1080-are-now-ineffect/32625/

You Might Soon Use Your Face to Pay Bills (12/20/16, Prayank, Guiding Tech)
Excerpt: How Does the Service Work?
The biometric recognition and payment service, which is currently on trial in Japan, helps the
machine connect your face with finances and bills you accordingly.
In the trial, pre-registered facial images of the employees are matched against images taken
by the cameras installed at the dining facilities.
The items sold to unique employees will then be billed to their respective monthly salaries for
the following month.
“In these trials, the company’s aim to verify the recognition performance, employee receptivity
to biometric authentication, and operational aspects of the service, while gaining experience
and know-how; with a view to providing safe, secure, convenient cashless payment services
utilising facial recognition technology in the future,” NEC stated.
http://www.guidingtech.com/63007/facial-recognition-pay-bills-nec/
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Axis of Gold (12/20/16, Jim Rickards, The Daily Reckoning)
Excerpt: Now is the time to keep your eyes on the monetary endgame. Not the daily mark-tomarket in paper gold. This endgame is an all-out attack on the status of the U.S. dollar as the
benchmark global reserve currency. Numerous players have an interest in ending the dollar’s
role for reasons ranging from climate change (global problems require global money
solutions), to geopolitics (Russia and China both have regional hegemonic ambitions in
Eastern Europe and East Asia respectively). As investors with longer horizons and patience,
we see ways to profit from these global macro trends.
(Further down)
I was invited to contribute to a transition paper on national economic security. This is the
policy area with geopolitics and global capital markets converge. I was invited by a nonpartisan institute called Center on Sanctions and Illicit Finance, part of the prestigious
Foundation for the Defense of Democracies. It was founded by Jack Kemp and Jeane
Kirkpatrick and other patriotic Americans concerned about the rise of authoritarianism, and
the decline of freedom and liberty.
The final national economic security paper has not yet been published as of this writing, but
here’s an advance preview of a section I wrote on what I called the Axis of Gold:
(Further down)
Currently U.S. dollar-denominated instruments and transactions constitute about 60%
of global reserves, and 80% of global payments respectively. The U.S. monopoly of
power over dollar payment channels gives the U.S. unrivaled dominance over the
international monetary system and the economic well-being of every nation on earth.
Adversaries naturally chafe at this immense power especially in light of U.S. imposed
sanctions that are considered overbearing and unjustified by the targets. Those
adversaries do not issue currencies that are potential alternatives to the dollar because
of inadequate rule-of-law, immature bond markets, primitive capital markets
infrastructure, or all three. The only feasible alternatives to dollar dominance are
special drawing rights (SDRs) issued by the IMF, and gold.
To prepare for a physical gold alternative to the U.S. dollar, Russia increased its gold
reserves 280% from the first quarter of 2006 to the second quarter of 2016 (from 386.5
metric tonnes to 1,498.7 metric tonnes), while China increased its gold reserves 203%
in the same period (from 600 metric tonnes to 1,823.3 metric tonnes). China has been
consistently non-transparent about its activities in the gold market.
(Further down)
Indicators all point in the same direction – Treasuries are being dumped and gold is being
acquired by the largest investors in the world. This is being done not as a “day trade” but as a
strategic geopolitical move.
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This means these trends will continue until the aims of the Axis of Gold have been achieved.
Those aims include the overthrow of the U.S. dollar as the benchmark global reserve
currency. When that happens, collapsing confidence in the dollar will send the dollar price of
gold skyrocketing.
https://dailyreckoning.com/axis-of-gold/

John Williams: The Federal Government's Fake News (12/16/16, John Williams and Jeff
Deist, Mises Institute)
Excerpt: Statistics issued by the federal government about the economy—from CPI to GDP—
are fake, and our guest John Williams of Shadowstats.com explains how and why.
John is a vocal critic of modern economic reporting, which is manipulated to make the
economy appear stronger than it is. So, he devoted his professional life to telling the real
story, through statistics he painstakingly compiles himself. And, his statistics paint an alarming
picture: virtually all "growth" in the US economy since the Crash of '08 has been artificially
engineered by the Fed, while the risk of debt contagion has increased.
Jeff and John discuss the "Fed tax," what a radical increase in the monetary base means for
your financial future, and whether Janet Yellen will be forced to resort to more QE in 2017.
This is a must-hear interview if you're interested in sober economic reality.
https://mises.org/sites/default/files/Williams_20161213.mp3
https://mises.org/library/john-williams-federal-governments-fake-news

The #1 Black Swan Event of 2017 (12/21/16, Nick Giambruno, Casey Research)
Excerpt: J. Reeves: What does your "crisis barometer" indicate about Trump's America in
2017?
Nick Giambruno: Unlike every other president in recent memory, Donald Trump is openly
hostile to Saudi Arabia.
Recently he put out this on Twitter:
Dopey Prince @Alwaleed_Talal wants to control our U.S. politicians with daddy’s money.
Can’t do it when I get elected.
The dopey prince that Trump is referring to is Al-Waleed bin Talal, a prominent member of the
Saudi royal family. He’s one of the largest foreign investors in the US economy, particularly in
media and financial companies.
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The Saudis openly backed Hillary during the election. In fact, they “donated” an estimated $10
million–$25 million to the Clinton Foundation, making them the most generous foreign donors.
The Saudis did not want Donald Trump in the White House. That’s important because Saudi
Arabia is the lynchpin in the petrodollar system.
After Nixon severed the dollar’s final link to gold, the US needed to concoct a new
arrangement to give foreign countries a compelling reason to hold and use the dollar. This is
where the Saudis came in.
In the early 1970s, the US made a series of agreements with Saudi Arabia. The Saudis
agreed to make sure all oil transactions were priced in US dollars. And the US agreed to
protect the House of Saud. That’s the petrodollar system, in a nutshell.
The US picked Saudi Arabia because of its huge petroleum reserves and its dominant
position in OPEC—and because the Saudi royal family was (and is) easily corruptible.
Oil is the world’s most traded and strategic commodity. If foreign countries need US dollars to
trade oil, it creates a very compelling reason to hold large dollar reserves.
Imagine Italy wants to buy oil from Kuwait. Well, first it has to purchase US dollars on the
foreign exchange market to pay for the oil.
The system creates an artificial market for US dollars. The dollar is just a middleman in
countless transactions that have nothing to do with US products or services.
Ultimately, the arrangement boosts the US dollar’s purchasing power. It also creates a
deeper, more liquid market for the dollar and US Treasuries.
It’s hard to overstate how much the petrodollar system benefits the US dollar. It’s allowed the
US government and many Americans to live beyond their means for decades. And it’s the
reason the media and political elite give the Saudis special treatment.
With the rise of Donald Trump, though, the petrodollar system is about to bite the dust. This
has enormous geopolitical and investment implications for US investors.
I think the collapse of the petrodollar system is the #1 Black Swan Event for 2017.
https://www.caseyresearch.com/articles/the-1-black-swan-event-of-2017-1

SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES (12/21/16, Jim Quinn, The Burning Platform)
Excerpt: As proof that Wall Street despises Main Street, when oil prices rise this is seen as
a huge positive by the criminal bankers, as they see oil as an investment to be manipulated
for profits. Falling oil and gas prices benefit everyday Americans trying to balance their
monthly budgets. The drop in gas prices from $3.70 per gallon in mid 2014 to $1.70 per gallon
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in early 2016 helped average Americans save enough to partially offset soaring Obamacare
costs, rising rents and stagnant wages. But Wall Street and their corporate media talking
heads have cheered the 33% increase in gasoline and the 85% increase in oil since February.
Just as with TARP, what is good for Wall Street is not good for Main Street.
(Further down)
The Fed narrative of no inflation, supported by the sliced, diced, manipulated, massaged,
hedonically and seasonally adjusted drivel produced by the government drones at the BLS,
has benefited from the almost two year decline in gas and oil prices. That is now reversing
itself, as gasoline prices have risen at an annualized rate of 20% over the last three months. It
is poised to rise by 30% to 40% year over year in the next few months. Even the Deep State
government bureaucrats are having trouble disguising raging inflation in expenses affecting
average Americans on a daily basis.
(Further down)
The Fed engineered housing bubble 2.0 has even driven the man made owners equivalent
rent calculation up to a 3.5% annual rate. The Fed’s latest bubble blowing adventure has also
driven the home ownership rate to a 50 year low. So much for Bush’s ownership society
dream.
(Further down)
The truly hysterical drivel spewed by the BLS drones is that medical care costs are only rising
at a 4% annual rate and only account for 8.4% of a family’s annual costs. The gyrations and
hedonistic seasonal adjustments they must make to somehow configure 20% to 50%
increases in premiums, doubling of co-pays, and $6,000 deductibles into a 4% annual
increase must be a wonder to behold as they plug their fake variables into their excel
spreadsheets. Anyone living in the real world, outside of the Imperial Capital, knows their
annual living expenses are rising by at least 5% to 10%.
(Further down)
The real reason for the 25% increase in credit card debt since 2010 is because a huge
number of households are surviving on their credit cards. You now can pay your electric, gas,
water, sewer, phone, real estate taxes, and Federal taxes with a credit card. Of course, there
is a 3% to 5% “processing fee” for your friendly Wall Street banker. Again, what a great bunch
of guys. This desperate way of life can go on for quite some time, but will end abruptly when
the next financial crisis hits. Wall Street bankers will cut credit lines and millions will go
bankrupt and lose their homes again.
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2016/12/21/something-wicked-this-way-comes-2/
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Home Affordability Drops To 8-Year Lows As Mortgage Rates Surge (12/22/16, Tyler
Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: One week after Freddie Mac chief economist Sean Becketti warned that "if rates
continue their upward trend, expect mortgage activity to be significantly subdued in
2017", mortgage rates continued their upward trend. According to the latest update from the
mortgage giant, the 30-year fixed reached 31-month highs, touching level not seen since April
2014 in the week after the Fed hiked its interest rate for the second time in the past decade.
(Further down)
So what does this surge in yields mean? According to a separate analysis released by
RealtyTrac, home affordability in the fourth quarter tumbled to the lowest level since the
financial crisis, Q4 2008. In a nutshell the report found that:
• 29% of Local Markets Less Affordable Than Historic Norms, Highest Since Q3 2009;
• Annual Home Price Appreciation Outpaced Wage Growth in 81 Percent of Markets;
• Affordability Index Improved From Year Ago in 18 Percent of Markets;
Here are the details.
(Further down)
In conclusion, “Rapid home price appreciation and tepid wage growth have combined to
erode home affordability during this housing recovery, and the recent uptick in
mortgage rates only accelerated that trend in the fourth quarter,” said Daren Blomquist,
senior vice president at ATTOM Data Solutions. “The prospect of further interest rate hikes in
2017 will likely cause further deterioration of home affordability next year. Absent a strong
resurgence in wage growth, that will put downward pressure on home price appreciation in
many local markets.”
So all the US economy needs is a burst in wage growth. Good luck.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-22/mortgage-rates-surge-31-month-high-sending-us-homeaffordability-8-year-lows

Why the Massive Expansion of "Money" Hasn't Trickled Down to "The Rest of Us"
(12/21/16, Charles Hugh Smith, Of Two Minds)
if you create and distribute money only in the apex of the wealth/power pyramid, it can only
benefit the few rather than the many.
Excerpt: There are numerous debates about money: what it is, how we measure it, and
so on. In recognition of these debates, I'm referring to "money" in quotes to designate that I'm
using the Federal Reserve's measure of money stock (MZM).
(Further down)
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Longtime correspondent J. Numis identified a key dynamic that few others seem to
have noticed: the money has been created in the top of the wealth pyramid of banks,
financiers and corporations, and very little has "trickled down" to the bottom 95% in the form
of higher wages or increased wealth. Here is J. Numis' comment:
"What we're going through is 'Cyberinflation' which bears no resemblance to hyperinflation, in
that way too much ethereal money is out there--but only in the hands of a relative few--thus
not debasing its overall value among the populace, in terms of making them believe. Kind of
brilliant if you ask me, and a paradigm that nobody is looking for--as it didn't exist heretofore."
This expansion of "money" has inflated asset bubbles, because the wealthy few with
access to the new money/ credit have the means to outbid everyone else for
productive assets. Some of "the rest of us" have benefited indirectly, as those who own
appreciable chunks of stocks, bonds and real estate in the hot areas have seen their net
worth rise as the asset bubbles have inflated.
(Further down)
If anyone wonders why this monumental expansion of "money" hasn't sparked
generalized wage inflation maybe one factor is that very little of this new money has trickled
down to the bottom 95%.
http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2016/12/why-massive-expansion-of-money-hasnt.html

Technology
Sex will be just for special occasions in the future as robots will satisfy everyday
needs (12/20/16, Henry Bodkin, The Telegraph)
Excerpt: Sex between married couples will increasingly be saved for special occasions as
robots step in to satisfy everyday needs, experts have predicted.
Use of artificial intelligence (AI) devices in the bedroom will be socially normal within 25 years,
an international robotics conference has heard.
Comparing sex robots to the rise of the ebook, Dr Trudy Barber, a pioneer in the impact of
technology on sexual intercourse, said the machines would enable people to greater
appreciate “the real thing”.
(Further down)
Speaking yesterday at the International Congress of Love and Sex with Robotics, Dr Barber
said people’s growing immersion in technology means it was only a matter of time before it
takes a mainstream role in sex.
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(Further down)
“The question is not “when will it become acceptable” but “when will we integrate”.”
“We are able to have so many colours on our sexual pallet now; I think we’d be daft not
explore them.”
Questions that will face regulators involve how much data to allow robots to collect about their
human partners and send back to their manufacturers.
(Further down)
Kate Devlin, computing expert at Goldsmiths, University of London, said it was probable
future sex robots would be designed to learn their human partner’s sexual preferences to
improve performance.
“Companion” devices such as the Pepper robot are being increasingly used to provide
stimulation to elderly people, particularly in Asian countries such as Japan.
Created two years ago, the humanoid robot is designed with the ability to read certain
emotions from analysing expressions and voice tones.
Scientists have said there is evidence the devices are being used by parents to keep their
children company.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/12/19/rise-sex-robots-will-make-people-appreciate-real-thing/

Gadget gift fears Fitness tracker Christmas prezzies could bump up insurance
premiums and leak personal data on the dark web (12/19/16, Margi Murphy, The Sun)
Christmas gift guide favourites like Fitbit, Jawbone, Misfit, Samsung Gear and Apple trackers
come with a safety and security warning, according to the experts
Excerpt: A report by the Centre for Digital Democracy warned that all wearable gadgets posed
serious privacy and security risks.
American manufacturers could be feeding information it collects from gadgets that monitor
your heart rate, sleep pattern, calorie consumption and stress levels to private healthcare and
insurance companies, it stated.
This information can make these companies mega-bucks in targeted advertising.
Even if a company has promised not to sell on your data — it’s at risk of a massive cyber
hack as crooks eye it up to potentially sell on on the dark web for mind-boggling amounts.
The report stated: “Biosensors will routinely be able to capture not only an individual’s heart
rate, body temperature, and movement, but also brain activity, moods, and emotions.
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“These data can, in turn, be combined with personal information from other sources—
including health-care providers and drug companies—raising such potential harms as
discriminatory profiling, manipulative marketing, and security breaches.”
(Further down)
The report found that using the personal information "could enable profiling and discrimination
—based on ethnicity, age, gender, medical condition, and other information—across a
spectrum of fields, such as employment, education, insurance, finance, criminal justice, and
social services, affecting not only individuals but also groups and society at large".
(Further down)
It comes as Samsung, Fitbit, Apple Watch and Thync’s fitness trackers top the Christmas
2016 gadget gift guides.
And most terrifyingly, plenty of them will be on the wrists of children – whose every move
could be monitored.
Fitbit saids it gains a “deeper understanding” of users’ “health and fitness goals” and offers
“thousands of third-party apps” with which a Fitbit customer can decide to share their
information.
It sells “de-identified” data and will only sell identifiable data if it merges with another
company.
Garmin said it will share personal information to third parties worldwide but only if you opt in
to the privacy policy.
Similarly, Apple promised to keep your health data private, and said it is encrypted and stored
in the iCloud.
But we all remember #TheFappening.
It saw high profile celebrities' nude pictures leak onto the web after a hacker accessed their
iCloud accounts.
Jennifer Lawrence, Kirsten Dunst and Kate Upton's naked pictures were in the huge hack.
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2433599/fitness-tracker-christmas-prezzies-could-bump-up-insurance-premiumsand-leak-personal-data-on-the-dark-web/
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Culture
US Population Grows At Slowest Pace Since The Great Depression; Residents Flee
Illinois Again (12/20/16, Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge)
Excerpt: According to data released by the US Census, in 2016 the U.S. population grew at
the lowest rate since the Great Depression, while the state of New York shrank for the first
time in a decade. The biggest loser, again, was Illinois which shrank for a third consecutive
year, losing 38,000 people, mostly from the Chicago area.
The overall slowdown was due to uptick in deaths, a slowdown in births and a fractional drop
in immigration, all of which damped American population growth for the year ended July 1.
The 0.7% increase, to 323.1 million, was the smallest on record since 1936-37, according to
William Frey, a demographer at the Brookings Institution.
However, the biggest state loser in population terms by a big margin was Illinois, which lost
more residents in 2016 than any other state, losing 37,508 people, which puts its population
at the lowest its been in at least a decade. This year marks the third consecutive year in
which Illinois is among the few states to lose residents, putting its population at 12,801,539
people. Illinois had only the second-greatest decline rate in 2016, however, as even with the
population drop it continues to be the fifth-most populous state. West Virginia had the greatest
decline rate this year
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-20/us-population-grows-slowest-pace-great-depression-residents-fleeillinois-again

Exclusive: ISIS Puts Out Holiday Attack List Of U.S. Churches (12/22/16, Gilad Shiloach,
vocativ)
The terror group threatened "bloody celebrations in the Christian New Year"
Excerpt: The Islamic State published the names and addresses of thousands of churches in
the United States and called on its adherents to attack them during the holiday season,
according to a message posted late-night Wednesday in the group’s “Secrets of Jihadis”
social media group.
A user going by the name of “Abu Marya al-Iraqi” posted an Arabic-language message calling
“for bloody celebrations in the Christian New Year” and announced the group’s plans to utilize
its network of lone wolf attackers to “turn the Christian New Year into a bloody horror movie.”
(Further down)
In another group post, a member summoned “the sons of Islam” to target “churches, wellknown hotels, crowded coffee shops, streets, markets and public places,” and shared a list of
addresses in the United States, as well as in Canada, France and the Netherlands.
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ISIS claimed responsibility for this week’s Christmas market attack in Berlin that killed 12 and
injured 48. The group said that the assailant was a “soldier of the Islamic State,” who followed
organizational orders “to target coalition countries.” The suspect was identified as Anis Amri, a
Tunisian man in his 20s who reportedly had Salafi and jihadi connections in Tunisia and
Germany. He is still the object of a massive manhunt in Germany.
http://www.vocativ.com/386579/isis-lists-u-s-churches-to-attack-during-the-holidays/
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